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PREFACE.

[I.] The volume now offered to the public is designed as an assis-

tance to those persons who may be disposed to study and to em

ploy a certain new mathematical method, which has, for some

years past, occupied much of my own attention, and for which I

have ventured to propose the name of the Method or Calculus of

Quaternions. Although a copious analytical index, under the

form of a Table of Contents, will be found to have been prefixed

to the work, yet it seems proper to offer here some general and

preliminary* remarks: especially as regards that conception from

which the whole has been gradually evolved, and the motives for

giving to the resulting method an appellation not previously in

use.

[2.] The difficulties which so many have felt in the doctrine

of Negative and Imaginary Quantities in Algebra forced them-

selves long ago on my attention ; and although 1 early formed

some acquaintance with various views or suggestions that had

been proposed by eminent writers, for the purpose of removing

• Some readers may find it convenient to pass over for the present these pre-

fatory remarks, and to proceed at once to the Volume, of which a large part has

been drawn up so as to suppose less of previous and technical preparation than

some of the paragraphs of this Preface. Indeed, great pains have been taken

to render the early Lectures as elementary as the subject would allow ; and it

is hoped that they will be found perfectly and even easily intelligible by persons

of moderate scientific attainments. It is true that some of the subsequent por-

tions of the Course (especially parts of the concluding Lecture) may possibly

appear difficult, from the novel nature of the calculations employed: but perhaps

on that very account those later portions may repay the attention of more ad-

vanced mathematical students.
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or eluding those difficulties (such as the theory of direct and in-

verse quantities, and of indirectly correlative figures, the method

of constructing imaginaries by lines drawn from one point with

various directions in one plane, and the view which refers all to

the mere play of algebraical operations, and to the properties of

symbolical language), yet the whole subject still appeared to me
to deserve additional inquiry, and to be susceptible of a more

complete elucidation. And while agreeing with those who had

contended that negatives and imaginaries were not properly

quantities at all, I still felt dissatisfied with any view which

should not give to them, from the outset, a clear interpretation

and meaning; and wished that this should be done, for the square

roots of negatives, without introducing considerations so expressly

geometrical, as those which involve the conception of an angle.

[3.] It early appeared to me that these ends might be at-

tained by our consenting to regard Algebra as being no mere

Art, nor Language, nor primarily a Science of Quantity ; but

rather as the Science of Order in Progression. It was, how-

ever, a part of this conception, that the progression here spoken

ef was understood to be continuous and unidimensional : extend-

ing indefinitelyy(>rj^;ard and backward, but not in any lateral

direction. And although the successive states of such a progres-

sion might (no doubt) be represented by points upon a line, yet

I thought that their simple successiveness was better conceived

by comparing them with moments of time, divested, however, of

all reference to cause and effect; so that the *' time" here consi-

dered might be said to be abstract, ideal, ov pure, like that "space"

which is the object of geometry. In this manner I was led, many

years ago, to regard Algebra as the Science of Pure Time:

and an Essay,* containing my views respecting it as such, was

publishedf in 1835. If I now reproduce a few of the opinions put

• Theory of Conjugate Functions, or Algebraic Couples ; with a Preliminary

and Elementary Essay on Algebra as the Science of Pure Time. (Read Novem-

ber 4th, 1833, and June 1st, 1835) Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,

Vol. XVII., Part n, (Dublin, 1835), pages 293 to 422.

f I was encouraged to entertain and publish this view, by remembering some

passages in Kant's Criticism of the Pure Reason, which appeared to justify the

expectation that it should be possible to construct, d priori, a Science of Time,
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forward in that early Essay, it will be simply because they may
assist the reader to place himself in that point of view, as regards

the first elements of algebra^ from which a passage was gradually

made by me to that comparatively geometrical conception which

it is the aim of this volume to unfold. And with respect to any-

thing unusual in the interpretations thus proposed, for some sim-

ple and elementary notations, it is my wish to be understood as

not at all insisting on them as necessary * but merely proposing

them as consistent among themselves, and preparatory to the

study of the quaternions, in at least one aspect of the latter.

[4.] In the view thus recently referred to, if the letters a and

B were employed as dates, to denote any two moments of time,

which might or might not be distinct, the case of the coincidence or

identity of these two moments, or of equivalence of these two
dates, was denoted by the equation,

B = a;

which symbolic assertion was thus interpreted as not involving

any original reference to quantity, nor as expressing the result

as well as a Science of Space. For example, in his Transcendental iEsthetic,

Kant observes :—" Zeit und Raum sind demnach zwey Erkenntnissquellen, aus

denen « ^jreore verschiedene synthetische Erkenntnisse geschdpft werden kbnnen,

wie vornehmlich die rcinc Mathematik in Ansehung der Erkenntnisse vom Raume
und dessen Verlialtnissen ein gliinzendes Beyspiel gibt. Sie sind namlich beide

zusaniraengenommen reine Formen aller sinnlichen Anschauung, und machen
dadurch synthetische Satze a priori mogiich." Which may be rudely rendered

thus:—"Time and Space are therefore two knowledge-sources, from which

different synthetic knowledges can be a priori derived, as eminently in reference

to the knowledge of space and of its relations a brilliant example is given by the

pure mathematics. For they are, both together [space and time], pure forms of

all sensuous intuition, and make thereby synthetic positions a priori possible."

(Critik der reinen Vernunft, p. 41. Seventh Edition. Leipzig: 1828).

•For example, the usual identity (b-a)-|-a = b, which in the older Essay

was interpreted with reference to tiniQ, as in paragraph [8] of this Preface, the

letters a and B denoting moments, is in the present work (Lecture I., article 25)

interpreted, on an analogous plan indeed, but with a reference to space, the let-

ters denoting /joints. Still it will be perceived that there exists a close connexion

between the two views ; a step, in each, being conceived to be applied to a state

of a progression, so as to generate (or conduct to) another state. And generally

I think that it may be found useful to compare the interpretations of which a

sketch is given in the present Preface, with those proposed in the body of the

work.
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of any comparison between two durations as measured. It cor-

responded to the conception of simultaneity or synchronism; or,

in simpler words, it represented the thought of the present in time.

Of all possible answers to the general question, *^fVhen," the

simplest is the answer, " Now :" and it was the attitude of mind,

assumed in the making of this answer, which (in the system here

described) might be said to be originally symbolized by the

equation above written. And, in like manner, the two formulae

of no/j-equivalence,

B > A, B < A,

were interpreted, without any primary reference to quantity, as

denoting the two contrasted relations oi subsequence and oi pre-

cedence, which answer to the thoughts oiihefuture and the past

in time; or .is expressing, simply, the one that the moment b is

conceived to be later than a, and the other that b is earlier than

a: without yet introducing even the conception of a measure, to

determine how much later, or how much earlier, one moment is

than the other.

[5.] Such having been proposed as XhQ first meanings to be

assigned to the three elementary marks = > < , it was next sug-

gested that i\iefrst use of the mark -, in constructing a science

ofpure time, might be conceived to be the forming of a complex

symbol n - a, to denote the difference between two moments, or

the ordinal relation of the moment b to the moment a, whether

that relation were one of identity or of diversity ; and if the lat-

ter, then whether it were one of subsequence or of precedence,

and in whatever degree. And here, no doubt, in attending to

the degree of such diversity between two moments, the concep-

tion of duration, as quantity in time, was introduced : the full

meaning of the symbol b -a, in any particular application, being

(on this plan) not known, until we know how long after, or how

long before, if at all, b is than a. But it is evident that the no-

tion of a certain quality (or kind) of this diversity, or interval,

enters into this conception of a difference between moments, at

least as fully and as soon as the notion oi quantity, amount, or

duration. The contrast between the Future and the Past appears

to be even earlier and more fundamental, in human thought, than

that between the Great and the Little.
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[6.] After comparing moments^ it was easy to proceed to

compare relations; and in this view, by an extension of the recent

signification [4] of the sign = , it was used to denote analogy in

time ; or, more precisely, to express the equivalence oftwo marks

ofone common ordinal relation, between two pairs of moments.

Thus the formula,

D- c =B- A,

came to be interpreted as denoting an equality between two

intervals in time ; or to express that the moment d is related

to the moment c, exactly as b is to a, with respect to identity

or diversity: the quantity and quality of such diversity (when

it exists) being here both taken into account. A formula of

this sort was shewn to admit of inversion and alternation

(c-D = A-B, d-b = c-a); and generally there could be per-

formed a number of transformations and combinations of equa-

tions such as these, which all admitted of being interpreted and

justified by this mode of viewing the subject, but which agreed

in all respects with the received rules of algebra. On the same

plan, the two contrasted formulae of inequalities of differences,

D-OB-A, D-C<B-A,

were interpreted as signifying, the one that d was later, relatively

to c, than b to a; and the other that d was relatively earlier.

[7.] Proceeding to the mark +, 1 used this sign primarily as

a mark of combination between a symbol, such as the smaller

Roman letter a, of a step in time, and the symbol, such as a, of

the moment /row which this step was conceived to be made, in

order to form a complex symbol, a + a, recording this conception

of transition, and denoting the moment (suppose b) to which the

step was supposed to conduct. The step or transition here

spoken of was regarded as a mental act, which might as easily be

supposed to conAxxci backwards as forwards in the progression of

time; or even to be a null step, denoted by 0, and producing no

effect (0 + a = a). Thus, with these meanings of the signs, the

notation

B = a+ A,

denoted the conception that the moment b might be attained, or
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mentally generated^ by making (in thought) the step a from the

moment a. And it appeared to me that without ceasing to re-

gard the symbol b - a as denoting, in one view [5], an ordinal

relation between two moments, we might also use it in the con-

nected sense of denoting this stepfrom one to another: which

would allow us (as in ordinary algebra) to write, with the recent

suppositions,

B-A = a;

the two members of this new equation being here symbols for

one common step.

[8.] The usual identity,

(b - a) + A = B,

came thus to be interpreted as signifying primarily (in the

Science of Pure Time) a certain conceived connexion between the

operations, of rfe^erwjwiw^ the difference between two moments

as a relation, and of applying that difference as a step. And the

two Other familiar and connected identities,

c - A = (c - b) + (b - a), c - b = (c - a) - (b - a),

were treated, on the same plan, as originally signifying certain

compositions and decompositions of ordinal relations or of steps

in time. A special symbol for opposition between any two such

relations or steps was proposed ; but it was remarked that the

more usual notations, + a and - a, for the step (a) itself, and for

the opposite of that step, might, in full consistency with the same

general view, be employed, if treated as abridgments for the more

complex symbols + a, - a : the latter notation presenting here

no difficulty of interpretation, nor requiring any attempt to con-

ceive the subtraction of a quantity from nothing, but merely the

decomposilion of a null step into two opposite steps. But opera-

tions on steps, conducted on this plan, were shewn to agree in

all respects with the usual rules of algebra, as regarded Addition

and Subtraction.

[9.] One time-step (b) was next compared with another (a),

in the way of algebraic ratio, so as to conduct to the conception

of a certain complex relatioti (or quotient), determined partly by

their relative largeness, but partly also by their relative direction,
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as similar or opposite ; and to the closely connected conception of

an algebraic number (or multiplier)^ which operates at once on

the quantity and on the direction of the one step (a), so as to

produce (or mentally generate) the quantity and direction of the

other step (b). By a combination of these two conceptions, the

usual identity,

— X a = b, or b = a X a, if - = a,
a a

received an interpretation ; the factor a being a positive or a con-

tra-positive (more commonly called negative) number^ according

as it preserved or reversed the direction of the step on which it

operated. The four primary operations, for combining any two

such ratios or numbers or factors, a and b, among themselves,

were defined by four equations which may be written thus, and

which were indeed selected from the usual formulae of algebra,

but were employed with new interpretations

:

(6 + a) X a = (6 X a) + (a X a)
; (6 - a) x a = (i x a) - (a x a)

;

(i X fl) X a = 6 X (a X a)

;

6 -^ a = (6 x a) ^ (a x a).

[10.] Operations on algebraic numbers (positive or contra-

positive) were thus made to depend (in thought) on operations

of the same names on steps; which were again conceived to in-

volve, in their ultimate analysis, a reference ,to comparison of

moments. These conceptions were found to conduct to results

agreeing with those usually received in algebra ; at least when

was treated as a symbol of a null number^ as well as of a null step

[7], and when the symbols, + a, 0-a, were abridged to + a

and - a. In this view, there was no difficulty whatever, in in-

terpreting the product of two negative numbers^ as being equal

to ?i positive number : the result expressing simply, in this view

of it, that two successive reversals restore the direction of a step.

And other difficulties respecting the rule of the signs appeared

in like manner to fall away, more perfectly than had seemed to

me to take place in any view of algebra, which made the thought

of quantity (or of magnitude) the primary or fundamental con-

ception.

[11.] This theory of algebraic numbers, as ratios of steps in

time, was applied so as to include results respecting powers and
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roots and logarithms : but what it is at present chiefly important

to observe is, that because, for the reason just assigned, the

square oi every number is positive, therefore no number, whether

positive or negative, could be a square root ofa negative num-

ber, in this any more than in other views of algebra. At least

it was certain that no single number, of the kinds above con-

sidered, could possibly be such a root: but I thought that with-

out going out of the same general class of interpretations, and

especially without ceasing to refer all to the notion of time, ex-

plained and guarded as above, we might conceive and compare

couples of moments; and so derive a conception oi couples of

steps (in time), on which might be founded a theory of couples

ofnumbers, wherein no such difficulty should present itself.

[12.] In this extended view, the symbols Ai and A2 being

employed to denote the two moments of one such pair or couple,

and Bi, B2 the two moments of another pair, I was led to write

the formula,

(Bi, B2) - (Ai, A2) = (Bi - Ai, B2 - A2)
;

and to explain it as expressing that the complex ordinal relation

of one moment-couple (bi, B2) to another moment-couple (a,, Aj)

might be regarded as a relation-couple ; that is to say, as a sys-

tem oftwo ordiyial relations, Bi - Ai and B2- A2, between the cor-

responding moments of those two moment-couples : the primary

moment Bi of the one pair being compared with the primary mo-

ment Ai of the other; and, in like manner, the secondary ynoment

B2 being compared with the secondary moment A2. But, instead

of this (analytical) comparison of moments with moments, and

thereby oi pair with pair, I thought that we might also conceive

a (synthetical) generation [7] of one pair of moments from ano-

ther, by the application oi-d pair ofsteps [1 1], or by what might

be called the addition (see again [7] ), of a step-couple to a mo-

ment-couple ; and that an interpretation might thus be given to

the following identity, in the theory of couples here referred to:

(b„ 82) = {(b„ B2)-(a„ A2)J -f (a„ A2).

And other results, respecting the compositions and decomposi-

tions oi single ordinal relations, or oi single steps w time, such
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as those referred to in paragraph [8] of this Preface, were easily

extended, in like manner, to the corresponding treatment of com-

plex relations, and of complex steps, of the kinds above described.

[13.] There was no difficulty in interpreting, on this plan,

such formulae of multiplication and division, as

a X (ai, 82) = (aai, aa^)
; (aai, aaz) -;- (ai, az) = a

;

where the symbols ai, 82 denote any two steps in time, and a any

number, positive or negative. But the question became less

easy, when it was required to interpret a symbol of the form

(bi, bz) -r- (a„ 82),

where bi, hi denoted two steps which could not be derived from

the two steps ai, aj, through multiplication by any single number,

such as a. To meet this case, which is indeed the general one

in this theory, I was led to introduce the conception [11] o{?ium-

ber-couples, or oi pairs of numbers, such as (ci, a^) ; and to re-

gard every single number (a) as being a degenerateform of such

a number-couple, namely of {a, 0); so that the recent formula,

for the multiplication ofa step-couple by a number, might be thus

written

:

(«i, 0) (a„ 82) =(a'ia„ 0182).

It appeared proper to establish also the following formula, for the

multiplication ofa primary step, by an arbitrary number-couple:

(flr„ a^ (ai, 0) = (a, ai, 0281);

and to regard every such number-couple as being the sum of two

others, namely, of a pure primary and a pure secondary, as fol-

lows:

(«i, a-,) = (fli, 0) + (0, flj)

:

the analogous decomposition of a step-couple having been already

established.

[14.] The difficulty of the general multiplication of a step-

couple by a number-couple came thus to be reduced to that of

assigning the product of one pure secondary by another : and the

spirit of this whole theory of couples led me to coijceive that, for

such a product, we ought to have an expression of the form,

b
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(0, Ca) (0, 82) = (7102 32, 720282);

the coefficients 71 and 72 being some two constant numbers, in-

dependent of the step 82, and of the number a^ : which two coef-

ficients I proposed to call the constants of multiplication. These

constants might be variously assumed : but reasons were given

for adopting the following selection* of values, as the basis of all

subsequent operations:

71 = - 1 ; 72 = 0.

Id tMa waY-,the rea^uired law of o^eration.^of a, general number-

couple on a general step-couple, as multiplier on multiplicand,

was found, with this choice of the constants, to be expressed by

the formula:

(«i> 02) (ai> 82) = (oi ai - Oi 82, Cz ai + a^ a^).

And in fact it was easy, with the assistance of this formula, to

interpret the quotient [13] of two step-pairs, as being always

equal to a number-pair, which could be definitely assigned, when

the ratios of the four single steps were given.

[15.] With these conceptions and notations, it was allowed to

write the two following equations

:

(1, 0) (a, b) = (a, b)
; (0, 1) (a, b) = (- b, a)

;

and I thought that these two factors, (I, 0) and (0, 1), thus used,

might be called respectively the primary unit, and the secondary

unit, of number. It was proposed to establish, by definition, for

the cliiel operations on number-pairs, a lew rules which seemecl

to be natural extensions of those already established for the cor-

responding operations [9] on single numbers : and it was seen that

because

(0, l)(-b, a) = (-a,-b) = (-l, 0)(a, b),

we were allowed, as a consequence of those rules, or of the con-

ception which had suggested them, namely, (compare [33] ), by

a certain abstraction of operators from operand, to establish the

formula,

(0, l)^ = (-l,0) = -l.

* In some of my unprinted investigations, other selections of these constants

were employed.
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A new and (as I thought) clear interpretation was thus assigned,

for that well-known expression in algebra, the square root of ne-

gative unity : for it was found that we might consistently write,

on the foregoing plan,

(0,l) = (-l,0)i = (-!)*= /IT;

without anything obscure, impossible, or imaginary^ being in any

way involved in the conception.

[16.] In words, if after reversing the direction of the second

• of any two steps, we then transpose them, as to order; thus

making the old but reversed second step ihejirst of the new ar-

rangement, or of the new step-couple ; and making, at the same

time, the old and unreversed first step the second of the same

new couple; and if we then repeat this complex process of rever-

sal and transposition, we shall, upon the whole, have restored the

order of the two steps, but shall have reversed the direction of

each. Now, it is the conceived operator, in this process of

passingfrom one pair of steps to another, which, in the system

here under consideration, was denoted by the celebrated sym-

bol v^-lj SO often called imaginary. And it is evident that the

process, thus described, has no special reference whatever to the

notion oi space, although it has a reference to the conception of

PROGRESSION. The symbol - 1 denoted that negative unit of

number, of which the effect, as a. factor, was to change a single

step (+ a) to its own opposite step (- a) ; and because two such

reversals restore, therefore (see [lOj ) the usual algebraic equa-

tion,

(-1)^= + 1,

continued to subsist, in this as in other systems. But the symbol

\/-l was regarded as not at all less real than those other symbols

- 1 or + 1, although operating on a different subject, namely, on a

pair ofsteps (a, b), and changing them to a new pair, namely,

the pair(-b, +a). And the^orm of this well-known symbol,

\/-l, as an expression (in the system here described) for what I

had previously written as (0, 1), and had called (see [15] ) the

SECONDARY UNIT of number, was justified by shewing that the

eflfect of its operation, when twice performed, reversed each step

of the pair.
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[17.] The more general expression of algebra, Cj + \/- I r?2,

for any (so called) imagmanj root of a quadratic or other equa-

tion, was, on this plan, interpreted as being a symbol of the num-

ber-couple which 1 had otherwise denoted by {a^, a^); and of

which the law cooperation on a step-couple had already [14]

been assigned: as also the analogous law, thence derived,* of its

multi})lication by another number-couple, namely, that which is

expressed by the formula,

{biy bi) (oi, Gta) = (biOi -bia^, bzOi + biOz).

Ill this view, instead of saying that the usual quadratic equation,

x^ + ax + b = 0,

where a and b are supposed to denote two positive or negative

numbers, has generally two roots, real or imaginary, it would

be said that this otherform of the same equation,

(x, 2^)^ + (a, 0)(a;, y) + (6,0) = (0, 0),

is generally satisfied by two (real) number-couples; in which, ac-

cording to the values of a and 6, the secondary number (y) might

or might not be zero. An equation of this sort was called a cou-

ple-equation, and was regarded as equivalent to a system of two

equations^ between numbers : for example, the recent quadratic

couple-equation breaks itself up into the two following separate

equations,

x'^-y- -^ ax + b = 0, 2xy + ay = 0,

which always admit ofreal and numerical solutions, whether ^a--A

be a positive or a negative number; the difference being only

that in the former case we are to take the factory = 0, of the se-

• The principles of such derivation were only hinted at in the Essay of 1835

(see page 403 of the Volume above cited) : but it was perhaps sufficiently ob-

vious that they depended on the " separation of symbols," or on the abstraction

of a common operand. (Compare paragraphs [15], [33], of the present Preface.)

•f-M. Cauchy, in his Cours d' Analyse (Paris, 1821, page 176), has the re-

mark :
—" Toute Equation imaginaire n'est que la representation symbolique de

deux equations entre quantites rdeiles." That valuable work of M. Cauchy was
early known to me: but it will have been perceived that I was induced to look

at the whole subject of algebra from a somewhat different point of view, at least

on the metaphysical side. As to the word " numbers," see a note to [33].
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cond equation of the pair, whereas in the latter case we are to

take the otherfactor of that equation, and to suppose 2x + a = 0.

And similar remarks might be made on equations of higher or-

ders: all notion of anything imaginary^ unreal, or impossible^

being quite excluded from the view.

[18.] The same view was extended, so as to include a theory

of powers, roots, and logarithms of number-couples; and espe-

cially to confirm a remarkable conclusion which my friend John

T. Graves, Esq., had communicated to me (and 1 believe to

others) in 1826, and had published in the Philosophical Transac-

tions for the year 1829 : namely, that the general symbolical ex-

pression for a logarithm is to be considered as invoicing two ar-

bitrary and independent integers;* the general logarithm of

unityt to the Napierian base, being, for example, susceptible of

the form,

, - 2u)' IT
^ogi=9

r~r»dioJTT — V - 1

where a>, w denote any two whole numbers, positive or negative

or null. In fact, I arrived at an equivalent expression, in my
own theory of number-couples, under the form,

w (e, 0) (1, ^(Oir)

and generally an expression for the logarithm-couple, with the

order w, and rank w, of any proposed number-couple {y^, y^), to

any proposed base-couple (6i, b^), was investigated in such a way
as to confirmf the results of Mr. Graves.

• It 18 proper to mention, that results substantially the same, respecting the

entrance of two arbitrary whole numbers into the general form of a logarithm,

are given by Ohm, in the second volume of his valuable work, entitled : " Versuch
eines vollkommen consequenten Systems der Mathematik, vom Professor Dr.

Martin Ohm" (Berlin, 1829, Second Edition, page 440. I have not seen the first

Edition). For other particulars respecting the history of such investigations,

on the subject of general logarithms, I must here be content to refer to Mr.
Graves's subsequent Paper, printed in the Proceedings of the Sections of the
British Association for the year 1834 (Fourth Report, pp. 523 to 531. Lon-
don, 1835).

t Another confirmation of the same results, derived from a peculiar theory of

conjugate functions, had been communicated by me to the British Association
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[19.] After remarking that it was he who had proposed those

names, of orders and ranks oflogarithms^ that early Essay ofmy
own, of which a very abridged (although perhaps tedious) account

has thus been given, continued and concluded as follows:

—

'•But because Mr. Graves employed, in his reasoning, the usual

" principles respecting Imaginary Quantities, and was content

" to prove the symbolical necessity without shewing theinterpre-

*• tation, or inner meaning, of his formulae, the present Theory of
" Couples is published to make manifest that hidden meaning :

"and to shew, by this remarkable instance, that expressions

*' which seem, according to common views, to be merely symbo-

"lical, and quite incapable of being interpreted, may pass into

"the world of thoughts, and acquire reality and significance, if

" Algebra be viewed as not a mere Art or Language, but as the

" Science of Pure Time.* The author hopes to publish hereafter

at Edinburgh in 1834, and may be found reported among the Proceedings of the

Sections for that year, at pp. 519 to 323 of the Volume lately cited. The partial

differential *• equations of conjugation," there given, had, as I afterwards

learned, presented themselves to other writers : and the Essay on " Conjugate
Functions, or Algebraic Couples," there mentioned, was considerably modified,

in many respects, before its publication in 1835, in the Transactions of the Royal
Irish Academy.

• Perhaps I ought to apologize for having thus ventured here to reproduce
(although only historically, and as marking the progress of my own thoughts)

a view so little supported by scientific authority. I am very willing to believe

that (though not unused to calculation) I may have habitually attended too little

to the symbolical character of Algebra, as a Language, or organized system of

signs : and too much (in proportion) to what I have been accustomed to consider

its scientific character, as a Doctrine analogous to Geometry, through the Kan-
tian parallelism between the intuitions of Time and Space. This is not a proper

opportunity for seeking to do justice to the views of others, or to my own, on a
subject of so great subtlety : especially since, in the present work, I have thought

it convenient to adopt throughout a geometrical basis, for the exposition of the

theory and calculus of the Quaternions. Yet I wish to state, that I do not de-

spair of being able hereafter to shew that my own old views respecting Algebra,

perhaps modified in some respects by subsequent thought and reading, are not

fundamentally and irreconcileably opposed to the teaching of writers whom I

so much respect as Drs. Ohm and Peacock. The " Versuch," &c., of the former

I have cited (the date of the first Volume of the Second Edition is Berlin,

1828): and it need scarcely be said (at least to readers in these countries)

that my other reference is to the Algebra (Cambridge, 1830) ; the Report on

Certain Branche* ofAnalysis, printed in the Third Report of the British Associa-
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''many other applications of this view; especially to Equations
'< and Integrals, and to a Theory of Triplets and Sets of Mo-

tion for the Adrancement of Science (London, 1834) ; the Arithmetical Algebra

(Cambridge, 1842); and the Symbolical Algebra (Cambridge, 1845): all by

the Rev. George Peacock. I by no means dispute the possibility of constructing

a consistent and useful system of algebraical calculations, by starting with the

notion of integer number ; unfolding that notion into its necessary consequences

;

expressing those consequences with the help of symbols, which are already ge«

neral inybrm, although supposed at first to be limited in their signification, or

value: and then, by definition, for the sake of symbolic generality, removing the re-

strictions which the original notion had imposed ; and so resolving to adopt, as

perfectly general in calculation, what had been only proved to be true for a cer-

tain subordinate and limited extent of meaning. Such seems to be, at least in

part, the view taken by each of the two original and thoughtful writers who
have been referred to in the present Note : although Ohm appears to dwell more

on the study of the relations between the fundamental operations, and Peacock

more on the permanence of equivalentybrms. But I confess that I do not find my-
self able to frame a distinct conception of number, without some reference to the

thought of time, although this reference may be of a somewhat abstract and
transcendental kind. I cannot fancy myself as counting any set of things, with-

out first ordering them, and treating them as successive : however arbitrary and
mental (or subjective) this assumed succession may be. And by consenting to

begin with the abstract notion (or pure intuition) of time, as the basis of the ex-

position of those axioms and inferences which are to be expressed by the symbols

of algebra, (although I grant that the commencing with the more familiar con-

ception of whole number may be more convenient for purposes of elementary in-

struction,) it still appears to me that an advantage would be gained : because the

necessity for any merely symbolical extension of formulae would be at least consi-

derably postponed thereby. In fact (as has been partly shewn above), negatives

would then present themselves as easily and naturally as positives, through the

fundamental contrast between the thoughts of past anA future, used here as no

mere illustration of a result otherwise and symbolically deduced, without any

clear comprehension of its meaning, but as the very ground of the reasoning.

The ordinary imaginaries of algebra could be explained (as above) by couples ;

but might then, for convenience of calculation, be denoted by single letters, sub-

ject to all the ordinary rules, which rules wouldyb//ow (on this plan) from the

combination of distinct conceptions with definitions, and would offer no result

which was not perfectly and easily intelligible, in strict consistency with that

original thought (or intuition) of time, from which the whole theory should (on

this supposition) be evolved. The doctrine of the n roots of an equation of the

n'* degree (for example) would thus suffer no attaint as ioform, but would ac-

quire (I think) new clearness as to meaning, without any assistance from geo-

metry. The quaternions, as I have elsewhere shewn (in Vol. XXL, Part u., of

the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy), and even the biquaternions (as I

hope to shew hereafter), might have their laws explained, and their symbolical

results interpreted, by comparisons of se/s of moments, and by operations on sets
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'* ments, Steps, and Numbers, which includes this Theory of

*« Couples."*

[20.] The theory of triplets and sets, thus spoken of at the

close of the Essay of 1835, had in fact formed the subject of va-

rious unpublished investigations, of which some have been pre-

served : and a brief notice of them here (especially as relates to

tripletsf) may perhaps be useful, by assisting to throw light on

the nature of the passage, which I gradually came to make, from

couples to quaternions.

Without departing from the same general view of algebra, as

the science of pure time, it was obvious that no necessity existed

for any limitation to pairs, of moments, steps, and numbers.

Thus, instead of comparing, as in [12], two moments, Bj and B2,

with two other moments, Ai and A2, it was possible to compare

three moments, Bi, B2, B3, with three other moments, Ai, A2, A3

;

that is, more fully, to compare (or to conceive as compared) the

of steps in time. Thus, in the phraseology of Dr. Peacock, we should have a very

wide "science of suggestion" (or rather, suggestive science) as o\xr basis, on

which to build up afterwards a new structure of purely symbolical generalization,

if the science of time wore adopted, instead of merely Arithmetic, or (primarily)

the doctrine of integer number. Still I admit fully that the actual calculations

suggested by this, or by any other view, must be performed according to some

fixed laws of combination of symbols, such as Professor De Morgan has sought to

reduce, for ordinary algebra, to the smallest possible compass, in his Second

Paper on the Foundation of Algebra (Camb. Phil. Trans., Vol. VII., Part ni.),

and in his work entitled " Trigonometry and Double Algebra" (London, 1849):

and that in following out such laws to their symbolical consequences, uninter-

pretable (or at least uninterpreted) results may be expected to arise. In the

present Volume (as has been already observed), I have thought it expedient to

present the quaternions under a geometrical aspect, as one which it may be per-

haps more easy and interesting to contemplate, and more immediately adapted

to the subsequent applications, of geometrical and physical kinds. And in the

passage which I have made (in the Seventh Lecture), from quaternions considered

as real (or as geometrically interpreted), to hiquaternions considered as imaginary

(or as geometrically uninterpreted), but as symbolically suggested by the gene-

ralization of quaternion formula;, it will be perceived, by those who shall do me

the honour to read this work with attention, that I have employed a method of

transition, from theorems proved for the particular to expressions assumed for the

general, which bears a very close analogy to the methods ofOhm and Peacock:

although I have since thought of a way of geometrically interpreting the hiquater-

nions also.

• Trans. R. L A., Vol. XVII., Part ii., page 422.

f These remarks on triplets are now for the first time published.
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homologous moments of these two triads^ primary with primary,

secondary with secondary, and tertiary with tertiary ; and so to

obtain a certain system or triad of ordinal relations, or a triad

ofsteps in time, which might be denoted (compare [6], [7], [12] )

by either member of the following equation

:

(Bi, B2, B3) — (Aj, A2, A3) = (Bi — Ai, B3 — A], Bs — A3).

And on the same plan (compare [7], [8], [12]), ifwe denote the

three constituent steps of such a triad as follows,

Bj ~ Ai «= aij B3 — A2=a2, B3 — A3 = 83,

it was allowed to write,

(Bi, B2, B3) = (ai, 82, as) + (Ai, Aj, A3)

;

a triad of steps being thus (symbolically) added (or applied) to a

triad of moments, so as to conduct (in thought) to another triad

ofmoments. It appeared also convenient to establish the follow*

ing formula, for the addition 0/step-triads^

0>i» bj, b3) + (ai, 82, 83) = (bi + ai, bj + 82, bg + 83),

as denothig a certain composition of two such triads of steps, an-

swering to that successive application of them to any given triad

of moments (Ai, a,, A3), which conducts ultimately to a third

triad of moments, namely, to the triad (ci, C3, C3), if

Ci — Bi = Di, Cj — Bj = D2J C3 — Bg ^ D3.

Subtraction of one step-triad from another was explained (see

again [8]) as answering to the analogous decomposition of a

given step-triad into others; or to a system of three distinct de-

compositions of so many single steps, each into two others, of

which one was given ; and it was expressed by the formula,

(Ci, C2, C3) - (ai, 82, 83) = (ci - 81, C2 - 82, C3 - 83)

:

while the usual rules of algebra were found to hold good, respect-

ing such additions and subtractions of triads.

[21.] Multiplication of a step-triad by a positive or negative

number (a) was easy, consisting simply in the multiplication of

each constituent step by that number ; so that I had the equation,

a (81, 83, 83) = (asi, aa3, 083) :

c
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and conversely it was natural (compare [13] ) to establish the

following formula for a certain case of division of step-triads
^

(aai, aa2, aaj) -^ (ai, aj, aj) = a.

But in the more general case (compare again [13]), where the

steps b|, bz, ba of one triad were not proportional to the steps ai,

a2, as, it seemed to me that the quotient of these two step-triads

was to be interpreted, on the same general plan, as being equal

to a certain triad or triplet of numbers, a,, 02, a^-, so that there

should be conceived to exist generally two equations of the forms,

(bi, ba, ba) -^ (ai, a^, as) = (oi, Oj, 03)

;

(bi, bz, bg) = (ai, fla, 03) (ui, a2, a3) :

the three (positive or negative) constituents of this numerical

triplet (fli, ttz, Os) depending, according to some definite laws, on

the ratios of the six steps, ai a2 83 bi b2 bj.

[22.] In this way there came to be conceived three distinct

and independent unit-steps, a primary, a secondary, and a ter-

tiary, which I denoted by the symbols,

and also three unit-numbers, primary, secondary, and tertiary,

each of which might operate, as a species offactor, or multiplier,

on each of these three steps, or on their system, and which I de-

noted by these other symbols,

xi, X2, Xj ;

or sometimes more fully thus,

(1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1).

A triad ofsteps took thus the form,

rli + sli + tli,

where r, *, t were three numerical coefficients (positive or nega-

tive), although li I2 la were still supposed to denote three steps

in time; and any triplet factor, such as {tn, n, p), by which this

step-triplet was to be multiplied, or operated upon, might be put

under the analogous form,

»jx, + nxj + py.^.
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Continuing then to admit the distributive property of multipli-

cation, it was only necessary to fix the significations of the nine

products, or combinations, obtained by operating separately with

each of the three units of number on each of the three units of

step : every such product, or result, being conceived, in this

theory, to be itself, in general, a step-triad, of which, however,

some of the component steps might vanish. Hence, after writing

I proceeded to develope these nine step-triplets into nine trino-

mial expressions of the forms,

h, 9 = V, 5. 1 ^1 + V, 5,2 I2 + 1/, g,3 la*

where the twenty-seven symbols of the form 1^ ^ ^ represented

certain^a:erf numerical coejfficients , or constants of multiplication,

analogous to those denoted by -yi and y^ in [14], and like them

requiring to have their values previously assigned, before pro-

ceeding to multiplication, if it were demanded that the operation

of a given triplet of numbers on a given triplet of steps should

produce a perfectly definite step-triad as its result.

[23.] Conversely, when once these numerical constants had

been assigned, I saw that the equation of multiplication,

(/wxi + 7JX2 4-^x3) (rli + *l2 + /l3) = xli + ylj + zls,

was to be regarded as breaking itself up, on account of the sup-

posed mutual independence of the three unit-steps, into three or-

dinary algebraical equations, between the nine numbers, m, n, p,

r, s, t, X, y, z; namely, between the coefficients of the multiplier,

multiplicand, and product. These three equations were linear^

relatively to m, n,p (as also with respect to r, s, t, and x, y, z)
;

and therefore while they gave, immediately, expressions for the

coefficients xyz of the product, and so resolved expressly the

problem of multiplication, they enabled me, through a simple

system of three linear and ordinary equations, to resolve also the

converse problem [21] of the division of one triad of steps by

another : or to determine the coefficients mnp of the following

quotient of two such triads,

wx,+ wxj +/)X3= (xli + 2/12+ zls) -7- (rli + slj + t\i).
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[24.] Such were the most essential elements of that general

theory of triplets, which occurred to me in 1834 and 1835 : but

it is clear that, in its applications, everything depended on the

choice of the twenty-seven constants of multiplication^ which

might all be arbitrarily assumed, before proceeding to operate^

but were then to be regarded d^ifixed. It was natural, indeed, to

consider the primary number-unit x, as producing no change in

the step or triad on which it operates ; and it was desirable to de-

termine the constants so as to satisfy the condition,

X3 Xj = X2 X3,

for the sake of conforming to analogies of algebra. Accordingly,

in one of several triplet-systems which I tried, the constants were

so chosen as to satisfy these conditions, by the assumptions,

^1 li = iij ^1 J-z = ^2> ^1 ^z — is*

X2l| = l2, Xj l2= I1 + (6-6"^) I2, X2 I3 = 6I3,

X3li = l3, X3 12=^13, X3 l3 = li + il2+ CI3;

which still involved two arbitrary numerical constants, b and c,

and gave, by a combination of successive operations, on any ar-

bitrary step-triad (such as rli + 5I2 + tl^, whatever the coefficients

r, s, t of this operand triad might be), the following symbolic

equations,* expressing the properties of the assumed operators,

X2, X3, and the laws of their mutual combinations :

X2^=(6-6-')X2 + l;

X2X3 = X3 X2 = OX35

X3* = 0x3+ 6x2 + 1;

while the factor Xi was suppressed, as being simply equiva-

lent, in this system, to the factor 1, or to the ordinary unit of

number. But although the symbol Xj appeared thus to be given

by a quadratic equation, with the two real roots b and - 6"*, I saw

that it would be improper to confound the operation of this pe-

culiar symbol Xj with that of either of these two numerical roots,

of that quadratic but symbolical equation, regarded as an ordi-

nary multiplier. It was not either, separately, of the two ope-

• These symbolic equations are copied from a manuscript of February,

1835.
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rations -x-z-b and xa+i^*, which, when performed on a general

step-triadi reduced that triad to another with every step a null

one : but the combination of these two operations, successively

(and in either order) performed.

[25.] In the same particular triplet system, the three gene-

ral equations [23] between the nine numerical coefficients, of

multiplier, multiplicand, and product, became the following :

X = mr + ns+pt;

y = ms + nr+ {b - b'^) ns + bpt;

z = mt + pr + b{nt + ps) + cpt;

whence it was possible, in general, to determine the coefficients

m, n, p, of the quotient of any two proposed step-triads. The
same three equations were found to hold good also, when the

number-triplet (x,y, z) was considered as the symbolical product

qf the two number-triplets, (nii n^ p) and (r,Syt); this product

being obtained by a certain detachment (or separation) of the

symbols of the operators from that of a common operand, namely

here an arbitrary step-triad. In other words, the same algebraical

equations between the nine numerical coefficients, xyZj mnp, rst,

expressed also the conditions involved in the formula of sym-

bolical multiplication,

(x, y, z) = {my n, p) (r, s, /),

regarded as an abridgment of the followingyM//er formula

:

(x, y, z) (ai, 32, as) = (w, n, p) (r, *, t) (ai, 82, as)

;

where ai, 82, 83 might denote any three steps in time. Or they

might be said to be the conditions for the correctness of this

other symbolical equation,

a;xi + yy.2 + zxj = (mxi + nxj + p^z) (rxi + 5x2 + ixj),

interpreted on the same plan as the symbols y.^, XjXg, xjXj, Xg',

in [24].

[26.] All the peculiar properties of the lately mentioned

triplet system might be considered to be contained in the^three

ordinary and algebraical equations, [25], which connected the

nine coefficients with each other (and in this case with two arbi-

trary constants). And I saw that these equations admitted of
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the three following combinations, by the ordinary processes of

algebra

:

x-b'^y = (in-b-^n) (r-b'^s);

X i-by + az= (m+ bn + ap) {r + bs + at)
;

X + by + dz = (m + bn + dp) {r + bs + dt)
;

where a, d were the two real and unequal roots of the ordinary

quadratic equation,

ei^=ca-irb^ + l.

Here, then, was an instance of what occurred in every other tri-

plet system that I tried, and seemed indeed to be a general and

necessary consequence of the cubicform of a certain function,

obtained by elimination between the three equations mentioned

in [23], at least if we still (as is natural) suppose that Xi = l:

namely, that the product of two triplets may vanish, without

eitherfactor vanishing. For if (as one of the ways of exhibiting

this result), we assume

n = bm, r = -bSi t = Of

the recent relations will then give

x = Of y=0, 2 = 0;

so that, whatever values may be assigned to m, p, s, we have, in

this system, the formula

:

(m, ftm, p) (- bs, s, 0) = (0, 0, 0).

For the same reason, there were indeterminate cases, in the ope-

ration oi division of triplets: for example, if it were required to

find the coeflBcients mnp of a quotient, from the equation

(m, w, p) (- bs, s, 0) = {x, y, z),

we should only be able to determine the function m-b'^ n, but

not the numbers m and n themselves; while p would be entirely

undetermined: at least \{ x-\-by and z were each =0, for other-

wise there might come infinite values into play.

[27.] The foregoing reasonings respecting triplet systems

were quite independent of any sort of geometrical interpretation.

Yet it was natural to interpret the results, and I did so, by con-

ceiving the three sets of coefficients, (m, n,p), (r, s, t), {x, y, z),
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which belonged to the three triplets in the multiplication, to be

the co-ordinate projections^ on three rectangular axes, of three

right lines drawn from a common origin ; which lines might (I

thought) be said to be, respectively, in this system of interpreta-

tion, the multiplier line, the multiplicand line, and the product

line. And then, in the particular triplet system recently de-

scribed, the formulae of [2(>] gave easily a simple rule, for con-

structing (on this plan) the product oftwo lines in space. For

I saw that if threefixed and rectangular lines, A^ B, C, distinct

from the original axes, were determined by the three following

pairs of ordinary equations in co-ordinates :

x+hi/ = 0, z = 0, for line A
\

y -bx = 0, z - ax = 0, . . . B

;

y - bx = 0, z - a'x = 0, . . . C

;

we might then enunciate this theorem:*

" If a line L" be the product of two other lines, Z;, L\ then

on -whichever of the three rectangular lines A, B, C we project

the two factors L, L\ the product (in the ordinary meaning) of

their two projections is equal to the product of the projections

(on the same) of L" and J7, U being the primary unit-line

(1, 0, 0)."

[28.] I saw also that it followed from this theorem, or more

immediately from the equations lately cited [26], from which the

theorem itself had been obtained, that if we considered three

rectangular planes, A', B\ C, perpendicular resj)ectively to the

three lines A, B, C, or having for their equations,

y-bx=0, (A) ; x + by -i^ az=0, (/?') ; x + by + a'z = 0^ (C) ;

then every line in any one of these three fixed planes gave a null

product line, when it was multiplied by a line perpendicular to

that fixed plane: the line A, for example, as a factor, giving a

null line as the product, when combined with any factor line in

the plane A. For the same reason (compare [26] ), although

the division of one line by another gave generally a determinate

• This theorem is here copied, without any modification, from the manuscript

investigation of February, 18.35, which was mentioned in a former note.
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quotient-line
^
yet if the divisor-line were situated in any one of

the three planes A\ By C, this quotient-line became then in-

finite^ or indeterminate. And results of the same general cha-

racter, although not all so simple as the foregoing, presented

themselves in my examinations of various other triplet systems :

there being, in all those which 1 tried, at least one system of

line and plane, analogous to {A) and {A'), but not always three

such (real) systems, nq/always at right angles to each other.

[29.] These speculations interested me at the time, and some

of the results appeared to be not altogether inelegant. But 1 was

dissatisfied with the departure from ordinary analogies of algebra,

contained in the evanescence [26] [28] of a product of two trip-

lets (or of two lines), in certain cases when neither ^c<or was

null ; and in the connected indeterminateness (in the same cases)

of a quotient, while the divisor was different from zero. There

seemed also to be too much room for arbitrary choice of con-

stants, and not any suflSciently decided reasons for finally prefer-

ring one triplet system to another. Indeed the assumption of

the symbolic equation [24], xj = 1, which it appeared to be conve-

nient and natural to make, although not essential to the theory,

determined immediately the values of nine out of the twenty-se-

ven constants of multiplication ; and six others were obtained

from the assumptions, which also seemed to be convenient (al-

though in some of my investigations the latter was not made),

X2 li = I2J Xj li = I3.

The supposed convertibility (see again [24] ), of the order of the

two operations xj and xj, gave then the three following condi-

tions,

X3X2I1 = Xj X3I1, X3X2l2= XjXalz, X3X2l3= X, X3I3,

of which the first was seen at once to establish three relations be-

tween six of the twelve remaining coefficients of multiplication,

namely (if the subscript commas be here for conciseness omitted),

I23I = I32H I232 ~ -'•322> •'•233 — •^323'

The two other equations between step-triads, given by the recent

conditions of convertibility, resolved themselves into six equa-

tions between coefficients, which were, however, perceived to be
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not all independent of each other, being in fact all satisfied by

satisfying the three following :

-1 321 — '223 -•332 ~ -^233 -1 322 j

I221 = I233 (I233 ~" ^222) + I223 (^322" '^333} >

I33I = I332 (A233 ~ J 222) + I322 (.^322 "~ ^333^ »

of which the two former presented themselves to me under forms

a little simpler, because, for the sake of preserving a gradual as-

cent from couples to triplets, or for preventing a tertiary term

from appearing in the product, when no such term occurred in

either factor, 1 assumed the value,

I 223 ~ "•

There still remained^we arbitrary coefficients,

'222> 1^322> i323> -'332) -^333)

which it seemed to be permitted to choose at pleasure : but the

decomposition of a certain cubic function [26] of r, s, t inio fac-

tors, combined with geometrical considerations, led me, for the

sake of securing the reality and rectangularity of a certain sys-

tem oi lines and planes, to assume the three following relations

between those coefficients :

I222 — I323 ~ l323» I322 = "» I332 = •323 ;

which gave also the values,

1221 = 1, I321-O, 133, = 1.

But the two. constant coefficients I323 and I333 still seemed to re-

main wholly arbitrary,* and were those undetermined elements,

denoted by b and c, which entered into the formulse of triplet

multiplication [25], already cited in this Preface.

[30.] I saw, however, as has been already hinted [19] [20],

that the same general view of algebra, as the science of pure

time, admitted easily, at least in thought, of an extension of this

• The system of constants b = l, c = 1, might have deserved attention, but I

do not find that it occurred to mo to consider it. In some of those old investi-

gations respecting triplets, the symbol V- 1 presented itself as a coefficient: but

this at the time appeared to me unsatisfactory, nor did I see bow to interpret it

in such a connexion.

d
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whole theory, not only from couples to triplets, but also from

triplets to sets, of moments, steps, and numbers. Instead oi two

or even three moments (as in [12] or [20] ), there was no difficulty

in conceiving a system or set of n such moments, Ai, Aj, . . a„,

and in supposing it to be compared with another equinwnerovs

momental set, Bi, Bo, . . b„, in such a manner as to conduct to a

new complex ordinal relation, or step-set., denoted by the formula,

(Bi, Bj, . . B„) - (Ai, A2, . . A„) = (Bi - Ai, Bj - A2, . . B„ - A„).

Such step-sets could be added or subtracted (compare [20] ), by

adding or subtracting their component steps, each to or from its

own corresponding step, as indicated by the double formula,

(bi, ho, . . b„) ± (ai, 82, . . a„) = (b, + ai, h^ ± a2, . . bn ± an) ;

and a step-set could be multiplied by a number (a), or divided by

another step-set, provided that the component steps of the one

were proportional to those of the other (compare [13] [21] ), by

the formulae:

a (ai, 82, . . a„) = (ffa„ aa^, . . fla„)

;

(aai, aai, . . aa„) -h (ai, a^, . . a„) = a.

[31.] But when it was required to divide one step-set by ano-

ther, in the more general case (compare [13] [14] [21] ), where

the components or constituent steps ai, n^, . . n„ of tlie one set

were not proportional to the corresponding components b,, bz, . .

b„ of the other set, a difficulty again arose, which I proposed still

to meet on the same general plan as before, by conceiving that a

numeral set, or set or system of numbers, (oi, Oj, . . a„), might

operate on the one set of steps, (ai, aj, . . a„), in a way analogous

to multiplication, so as to produce or generate the other given

step-set, as a result which should be analogous to a product. In-

stead of three distinct and independent unit-steps, as in [22], I

now conceived the existence of w such unit-steps, which might be

denoted by the symbols,

Ii, I3, . . 1„

;

and instead oi three unit-numbers (see again [22] ), I conceived

n such unit-operators, which in those early investigations I de-

noted
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and of which I conceived that each might operate on each unit-

step, as a species of multiplier, or factor^ so as to produce (gene-

rally) a new step-set as the result. There came thus to be con-

ceived a number, =w% of such resultant step-sets, denoted, on the

plan of [22], by symbols of the forms :

where the n^ symbols of the form '^f,g,h denoted so many numerical

coeJicie7its, or constants of multiplication, of the kind previously

considered in the theories of couples [14], and of triplets [22],

which all required to have their values previously assumed, or

assigned, before proceeding to multiply a step-set by a number-

set, in order that this operation might give generally a definite

step-set as the result.

[32.] Conversely, on the plan of [23], when the n^ numerical

values of these coefficients or constants 1/,^,* had been once fixed,

I saw that we could then definitely interpret a product of the

form,

(mxi+ . . +mjx^ + . .nin^n) {riU+ . + rj\f->r. .+r„l„),

where m^ . . nig, . . Mn and ri, . . rj, . . ;•„ were any 2n given

numbers, as being equivalent to a certain new or derived step-

set of the form,

where x^, . . x^, . . Xn were n new or derived numbers, determined

by n expressions such as the following :

Xh = '2imyrflj^y^h;

the summation extending to all the n- combinations of values of

the indices / and g. And because these expressions might in

general be treated as a system of n linear equations between the

n coefficients w,, of the multiplier set, I thought that the division

of one step-set by another (compare [14] [23]), might thus in

general be accomplished, or at least conceived and interpreted,

as being the process of returnitiy to that multiplier, or of deter-

mining the numeral set which would produce the dividend step-

set, by operating on the divisor step-set, and which might there-

fore be denoted as follows :
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;wi xi + . . 4- m^ x^ + . . w„ x„ = (a;, li + . . + Xk U -» . . + x„ 1,.)

-r- (rili+ . .r/l/+.. + rnln);

or more concisely thus,

Sm^x^=Sa;AU -r-Sr/1/:

while the numeral set thus found might be culled the quotient of

the two step-sets.

[33.] It may be remembered that even at so early a stage as

the interpretation of the symbol i x a, for the algebraic product

of two positive or negative mimhers,* it had been proposed to

conceive a reference to a step (a), which should be first operated

on by those two numbers successively, and then abstractedfrom^

as was expressed by the elementary formula [9],

(i X a) X a = 6 X (a X a).

Thus to interpret the product -2x-3as= + 6, I conceived that

some time-step (a) was first tripled in length and reversed in di-

rection ; then that the new step (-3a) was doubled and reversed;

and finally that the last resultant step (+ 6a) was compared with

the original step (a), in the way of algebraic ratio [9], thereby

conducting to a result which was independent of that original

step. All this, so far, was no doubt extremely easy ; nor was it

difficult to extend the same mode of interpretation to the case

[17] of the multiplication of two number couples, and to inter-

pret the product of two such couples as satisfying the condition,

(bi, Ih) (ou a.) X (a,, a,) = (6i, bS) x (a,, a-z) (ai, a^)

;

the arbitrary step-couple (aj, a^) being first operated on, and af-

terwards abstracted from. In like manner, in the theory of

triplets, it was found possible [24] [25] to abstract from an ope-

rand step-triad, and thereby to obtain formulae for the symbolic

• This word " number," whether with perfect propriety or not, is used

throughout the present Preface and work, not as contrasted \\\Xh fractions (ex-

cept when accompanied by the word whole or integer^, nor with incoramensura-

bles, but rather with those steps (in time, or on one axis), of some two of which it

represents or denotes the ratio. In short, the numbers here spoken of, and else-

where denominated " scalars" in this work, are simply ihose positives or nega-

tives, on the scale of progression from - oo to + « , which are commonly called

reals (or real quantities) in algebra.
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multiplication of the secondary and tertiary number-units, X2, x„

and more generally of any two numerical triplets among them-

selves. But when it was sought to extend the same view to the

still more general multiplication of numeral sets, new difficulties

were introduced by the essential complexity of the subject, on

which I can only touch in the briefest manner here,*

[34.] After operating on an arbitrary step-set S ;•/ 1/ by a

number-set Sw/,; y-,j, and so obtaining [32] another step-set,

Sj"a 1a, we may conceive ourselves to operate on the same gene-

ral plan, and with the same particular constants of multiplication,

on this new step-set, by a new number-set, such as Sw/^x,^-, and

so to obtain a third step-set, such as Sa;Vl/i- which may then be

supposed to be divided (see again [32] ) by the original step-set

^r/lf, so as to conduct to a quotient, which shall be another nu-

meral set, of the form ^m'g,. Xg.,. Under these conditions, we may
certainly write,

S m'y, xg. (2 w.<, x^ . 2 rf If) = S m"g. Xg,. . S r/ 1/

;

but in order to justify the subsequent abstraction ofthe operand

step-set, or the abridgment (compare [25] ) of this formula oi suc-

cessive operation to the following,

^m'g, Xg. . "2mg Xg = S W/'y- Xg„,

which may be called a formula for the (symbolic) multiplicatio7i

oftwo number-sets, certain conditions ofdetachment are to be sa-

tisfied, which may be investigated as follows.

[35.] Conceive that the required separation ofsymbols has

been found possible, and that it has given, by a generalization of

• A fuller account of this theory of sets, with a somewhat diiferont notation

(the symbols c,-, «, t and n,-, ,', ," being employed, for example, to denote the co-

efficients which would here be written as 1/, ,, « and J',, ,', ,' ), and with a special

application to the theory of-quaternions, will be found in an Essay entitled :
" Re-

searches respecting Quaternions. First Series." Trans. R. I. A. Vol. XXL,
Partn. Dublin: 1848. Pages 199 to 29G. (Read November 13th, 1843.) This

Essay was not fully printed till 1847) but several copies of it were distributed in

that year, especially during the second Oxford Meeting of the Britisii Associa-

tion. The discussion of that portion of the subject which is here considered is

contained chiefly in pages 225 to 231 of the volume above cited.
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the process for triplets in [24], a system of n^ symbolic equations

of the form,

Xg, Xg =2jI g,g\g" ^g" j

where l'g,g;g» is one of a new system ofn^ numerical coefficients^

and the sum involves n terms, answering to n different values of

the index g". Under the same conditions, the recent formula for

the multii)iication of numeral sets breaks itself up into n equa-

tions, of the form,

the summation here extending to w^ terms arising from the com-

binations of the values of the indices g and g. For all such

combinations, and for each of the w values ofy, we are to have

(if the required detachment be possible) the following equation

between step-sets

:

y.g, . Xy 1/ = x^' x^ . ly

;

and conversely, if we can satisfy these n^ equations between step-

Bets, we shall thereby satisfy the conditions ofdetachment [34],

which we have at present in view. But each of these n^ equa-

tions between sets resolves itself generally into n equations be-

tween mimhers : and thus there arise in general no fewer than n*

numerical equatioyis, as expressive of the conditions in question,

which may all be represented by the formula,*

'^V.5,'' ^'',5'.'i'~ ^^9,!)\h ^f,h,h'}

all combinations of values of the indices/, g, g\ K (from 1 to »

for each) being permitted, and the summation in each member

being performed with respect to li. Now to satisfy these w*

equations of condition, there were only 1n^ coefficients, or rather

their ratios, disposable : and although the theories of couples and

triplets already served to exemplify the •possibilitri of effecting

the desired detachment^ at least in certain cases, yet it was by

no means obvious that any such extensive reductions^ were likely

* A formula equivalent to this, but with a somewhat different notation, will

be found at page 231 of the Essay and Volume referred to in a recent Note.

+ On the subject of such general reductions, some remarks will be found at

page 251 of the Essay and Volume lately cited.
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to present themselves, as were required for the accomplishment

of the same object, in the more general theory < f sets. And I

believe that the compass and difficulty, which ] thus perceived

to exist, in that very general theory, deterred m= from pursuing

it farther at the time above referred to.

[36.] There was, however, a motive which iaduced me then

to attach a special importance to the consideratic n oi triplets, as

distinguished from those more general sets, of nhich some ac-

count has been given. This was the desire to CDnnect, in some

new and useful (or at least interesting) way, calcidation with geo-

metry, through some undiscovered extension, t( space of three

dimensions, of a method of construction or repesentation [2],

which had been employed with success by Mr Warren* (and

indeed also by other authors,! of whose writings 1 had not then

• " Treatise on the Geometrical Representation of the Square Roots of Ne-

gative Quantities. By the Rev. John Warren, A. M., Ft low and Tutor of

Jesus College, Cambridge." (Cambridge, 1828.) To su^estions from that

Treatise I gladly acknowledge myself to have been indebted, although the in-

terpretation of the symbol V-1, employed in it, is entirely distinct from that

which I have since come to adopt in the geometrical applications of the quater-

nions.

t Several important particulars respecting such authors nave been collected

in the already cited " Report on certain Branches of Anal sis" (see especially

pp. 228 to 235), by Dr. Peacock, whose remarks upon their ^-ritings, and whose

own investigations on the subject, are well entitled to attennon. As relates to

the method described above (in paragraph [30] of this Prefase), if niuUipUcation

(as well as addition) ofdirected lines in one plane be regardec^as I think it ought

to be) as an essential element thereof, I venture here to stat the impression on

my own mind, that the true inventor, or at least ihe first d^nite promuhjator of

that method, will be found to have been Argand, in 1806: ^though his " Essai

sur une Maniere de representor Ics Quantites Imaginaires," r^hich was published

at Paris in that year, is known to me only by Dr. Peacock'srmention of it in his

Report, and by the account of the same Essay given in the course of a subse-

quent correspondence, or series of communications (which abo has been noticed

in that Report, and was in consequence consulted a few yea s ago by me), car-

ried on between Fran9ais, Servois, Gergonnc, and Argand hanself; which series

of papers was published in Gergonne's Annales des Mathtnmtiques, in or about

the year 1813. My recollection of that correspondence is, t_at it was admitted

to establish fully the priority of Argand to Francais, as rt^arded the method

[30] of (not merely adding, but) multiplying together directei lines in one plane,

which is briefly described above: and which was afterwarcb independently re-

produced, by Warren in 1828, and in the same year by Mou-cy, in a work enti-

tled :
" La Vraie Theorie des Quantitcs Negatives, et des Qiaantites pretendues
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heard), for operations on right lines in one plane : which method

had given a species of geometrical interpretation to the usual

and well-known imaginary symbol of algebra. In the method

thus referred to, addition of lines was performed according to the

same rules as composition of motions^ or of forces, by drawing

Imaginaires" (Paris, 1828). If the list of such independent re-inventors of this

important and modern method of constructing by a line the product of two di-

rected lines in one fixed plane (from which it is to be remarked, in passing, that

my own mode of representing by a quaternion the product of two directed lines

in space is altogether different) were to be continued, it would include, as I have

lately learned, the illustrious name of Gauss, in connexion with his Theory

of Biquadratic Residues (Gottingen, 1832). On the other hand, I cannot per-

ceive that any distinct anticipation of this method of multiplication ofdirected lines

is contained in Bute's vague but original and often cited Paper, entitled " Me-

moirc sur les Quantitcs Imaginaires," which appeared in the Philosophical

Transactions (of London) for 180G, having been read in June, 1803. The inge-

nious autlior of that Paper had undoubtedly formed the notion of representing the

directions of lines by algebraical symbols ; he even uses (in No. 35 of his Memoir)

such expressions as V2 (cos 45 + sin 45' V - 1) to denote two different and di-

rected dici(/oiials of a square: and there is the high authority of Peacocli (Report,

p. 228), for considering that tlie geometrical interpretation of the symbol V-1,

as denoting pcrpcndicnlurity, was "first formally maintained by Buee, though

more tlian once suggested by other authors." In No. 43 of the Paper referred

to, Buee constructs with much elegance, by a bent line ake, or by an inclined

line AR (wlicre ke is a ptu'pondicular, = }.n, erected at tlio middle point K of a

given lino ab, or a), an imnijinanj root (.r) of the (juadratic equation, x (a — x)= § a^,

wiiieh liad been proposed by Carnot (in p. 54 of the Geonietrie de Position, Pa-

ris, 1804). But when lie proceeds to explain (in No. 40 of his Paper) in what

sense he regards the two lines ae and eb (or the two constructed roots of the

quadratic) as iiaving their product equal to the given value J a^ or i ab", Buee ex-

pressl;/ limits tiic signification of such a product to the result obtained by multi-

plying the arithmetical values, and expressly excludes the consideration of the

positions of the factor-lines from his conception of their multiplication: whereas

it seems to me to belong to the very essence of the method [36J of Argand and

other.s, and generally to that system of geometrical interpretation whereon is

based what Professor De Morgan has happily named Double Algebra, to take

account of those positions (or directions), when lines are to be multiplied together.

My oicn conception (as has been already hinted, and as will appear fully in the

course of this work), of the product of two directed lines in space as a quater-

nion, is altogether distinct, both from the purely arithmetical product of nume-

rical values of Bu^e, and from the linear product (or third coplanar line), in the

method of Argand : yet I have thought it proper to submit the foregoing re-

marks, on the invention of this latter method, to the judgment of persons

better versed than myself in scientific history. A few additional remarks and

references on the subject will be found in a subsequent Note.
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the diagonal of a parallelogram ; and the multiplication of two

lines, in a given plane, corresponded to the construction of a

species o^fourth proportional^ to un assumed line in the same

plane, selected as the representative oi positive unity, and to the

two ^xo^o^qA factor-lines : such fourth proportional, ox product-

line, being inclined to one factor-line at the same angle, measured

in the same sense, as that at which the other factor-line was in-

clined to the assumed unit-line ; while its length was, in the old

and usual signification of the words, a fourth proportional to the

lengths of the unit-line and the two factor-lines. Subtraction,

division, elevation to powers, and extraction of roots, were ex-

plained and constructed on the same general principles, and by

processes of the same general character, which may easily be con-

ceived from the slight sketch just given, and indeed are by this

time known to a pretty wide circle of readers : and thus, no doubt,

by operations on right lines in one plane, the symbol v/-l re-

ceived a perfectly clear interpretation, as denoting a second unit-

line, at right angles* to that line which had been selected to re-

• Besides what has been already referred to, as having been done on this

subject of the interpretation of the symbol V-1 by the Abbe Bude, it has been

well remarked by Mr. Benjamin Gompertz, at page vi. of his very ingenious

Tract on " The Principles and Applications of Imaginary Quantities, Book II.,

derived from a particular case of Functional Projections" (London, 1818), that

the celebrated Dr. Wallis of Oxford, in his " Treatise of Algebra" (London,

1685), proposed to interpret the imaginary roots of a quadratic equation, by

going out ofthe line, on which if real they should be measured. Thus Wallis (in

his chapter Ixvii.) observes :
— " So that whereas in case of Negative Roots we

"are to say, the point b cannot be found, so as is supposed in ac Forward, but

"Backward it may in the same Line: we must here say, in case of a Negative

" Square, the point B cannot be found so as was supposed, in the Line ac; but

"Above that Line it may in the same Plain. This I have the more largely in-

"sisted on, because the Notion (I think) is new; and this, the plainest Deciara-

"tion that at present I can think of, to explicate what we commonly call the

" Imaginary Roots of Quadratick Equations. For such are these." And again

(in his following chapter Ixviii., at page 269), Wallis proposes to construct thus

the roots of the equation aa + 6a+<c = 0:—"On A.ca = b, bisected in c, erect a
" perpendicular cp = Va;. And taking pb = ^i, make (on whether side you please

"of cp), PBC, a rectangled triangle. Whose right angle will therefore be at c

" or B, according as pb or PC is bigger ; and accordingly, bc a sine or a tangent,

"(to the radius pb,) terminated in PC. The streight lines ab, Ba, are the two

"values of a. Both affirmative if (in the equation,) it be -ba. Both negative,

" if + 6a. Which values be (what we call) Real, if the right angle be at c. But

e
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present positive unity. But when it was proposed to leave the

plane, and to construct a system which should have some general

analogy to the known system thus described, but should extend

to space,* then difficulties of a new character arose, in the endea-

" Imaginary if at B." These passages must always (I think) possess an histo-

rical interest, as exemplifying the manner in which, in the seventeenth century,

one so eminent for his powers of interpretation of analytical expressions, as Dr.

Wallis was, sought to apply those powers to the geometrical construction of the

imaginary roots of an equation : and for the decision with which he held that such

roots were quite as clearly interpretable, as " what we call real" values. His par-

ticular interpretation of those imaginary roots of a quadratic appears indeed to

me to be inferior in elegance to that which was long afterwards proposed by

Buee. Bui it may be noticed that, whether his point b were on or offthe line

Aca, Wallis seems (like Buee, and many other and more modern writers) to have

regarded that right line, as being in some sense a sum, or at least analogous to a

stim, of the two successive lines ab, na ; which latter lines conduct, upon the

whole, from the initial point A to the final point a ; and construct according to

him the two roots of the quadratic, whose algebraic sum is = b. Indeed, Wallis

remarks (in the same page 269) that when those two roots are algebraically ima-

ginary, or are geometrically constructed (according to him) by the help of a point

B which is above the line ACa, then that straight line is not equal to the aggregate

of AB 4- Ba ; but this seems to be no more than guarding himself against being

supposed to assert, that two sides of a triangle can be equal in length to the

third. In chap. Ixix., p. 272, he thus sums up:—" We find therefore, that in

•• Equations, whether Lateral or Quadratick, which in the strict Sense, and first

" Prospect, appear Impossible; some mitigation may be allowed to make them
" Possible ; and in such a mitigated interpretation they may yet be useful." For

lateral equations (equations of the first degree), the mitigation here spoken of

consists simply in the usual representation of negative roots, by lines drawn back-

ward from a point, whereas they had been at first supposed to be drawnforward.

For quadratic equations with imaginary roots, Wallis mitigates the problem, by

substituting a bent line Asa for that straight line ACa, which constructs the given

algebraical sum (6) of the two roots of the equation, or parts of the bent line,

AB, Ba. It is also to be noticed that he appears to have regarded the algebraical

semi-difference of those two roots, ab, Ba, as being in all cases constructed by the

line BC, drawn to the middle point c of the line Aa : which would again agree with

many modern systems. Thus Wallis seems to have possessed, in 1683, at least in

germ (for I do not pretend that he fully and consciously possessed them), some

elements of the modern methods of Addition and Subtraction of directed lines.

But on the equally essential point o( Multiplication of directed lines in one plane,

it does not appear that Wallis, any more than Buee (see the foregoing Note), had

anticipated the method of Argand.
• At a much Liter period 1 learned that others had sought to accomplish

some such extension to space, but in ways different from mine.
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vour at surmounting which 1 was encouraged by tJie friend al-

ready mentioned (Mr. John T. Graves), who felt the wish, and

formed the project, to surmount them in some way or other, as

early, or perhaps earlier than myself.

[37.] A conjecture respecting such extension of the rule of

multiplication of lines, from the plane to space, which long ago

occurred to me (in 1831), may be stated briefly here, as an illus-

tration of the general character of those old speculations. Let

A denote a point assumed on the surface of a fixed sphere, de-

scribed about the origin o of co-ordinates, with a radius equal to

the unit of length; and let this point a be called the unit-point.

Let also b and c be supposed to be two factor-points, on the

same surface, representing the directions oa, ob, of the tvfo fac-

tor-lines in space, of which lines it is required to perform, or to

interpret, the multiplication ; and so to determine, by some fixed

rule to be assigned, the product-point d, or the direction of the

product-line, od. Then it appeared that the analogy to opera-

tions in the plane might be not ill observed, by conceiving d to

be taken on the circle abc ; the arcs, ab, cd, of that (generally)

small circle of the sphere being equally long, and similarly mea-

sured; so that the two chords ad, bc should be parallel: while

the old rule of multiplication of lengths should be retained : and

addition of lines be still interpreted as before. But in this sys-

tem there were found to enter radicals siudfractions into the ex-

pressions for the co-ordinates* of a product ; and although the

case of squares of lines, or products of equal factors, might be

rendered determinate by agreeing to take the great circle ab,

when the point c coincided with b, yet there seemed to be an es-

sential indetermination in the construction of the reciprocal of a

line : it being suflScient, according to the definition here consi-

• The rectangular co-erdinates (or projections) of the two factor-lines and

of the product-line being denoted by xyz, xy'z, xyz, if we also write, for con-

ciseness,

r = V (^2 + y^ + 22), r' = V {x^ + y' + 2
'), p = xx+ yy 4- zz\

then the expressions which I found for x" y" z may be included briefly in the

equations

:

* - rr' y
2" _ rx' — rx

rx-rx ~
ry - ry rz -rz p- rr
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dered, to take the chord bc parallel to the tangent plane to the

sphere at the unit-point, in order to make the product point d

coincide with that point a. There was also the great and (as I

thought) fatal objection to this method of construction, that it

did not preserve the distributive principle of multiplication; a

product ofsums not being equal, in it, to the sum ofthe products:

and on the whole, I abandoned the conjecture.

[38.] Another construction, of a somewhat similar character,

and liable to similar objections, for the product of two lines in

space, occurred to me in 1835, and also independently to Mr. J.

T. Graves in 1836, in which year he wrote to me on the subject.

It may be briefly stated, by saying that instead of considering,

as in the last-mentioned system, the small circle abc, and draw-

ing the chord ad, from unit-point to product-point, so as to be

parallel to the chord bc from one factor-point to the other, it was

now the arc ad of a great circle on the sphere, which was to be

drawn so as to bisect the arc bc, of another great circle, and be

bisected thereby. Or as Mr. Graves afterwards expressed to me

the rule in question :
—" Bisect the inclination of the factor-lines,

and then double forward the angle between the linear unit and

the bisecting line:" the rule of multiplying lengths being under-

stood to be still observed. Mr. Graves made several acute re-

marks on the consequences of this construction, and proposed a

few supplementary ?^les to remove the porismatic character of

some of them : but observed that, with these interpretations, the

square-root of the negative unit-line^ or the triplet (-1, 0, 0)^,

would still be indeterminate, and of the form (0, cos 0, sin 0),

where remained arbitrary: while cases might arise, in which the

"minutest alteration" of a factor-line would make a "considerable

change" in the position of the product-line: and this result he

conceived to be, or to lead to, " a breach of the grand property

of multiplication," respecting its operation on a sum. He left to

me the investigation of the general expressions for the " consti-

tuent co-ordinates" of the resultant " triplet," or product-line, in

terms of the constituents of the factors : and in fact I had already

obtained such expressions, and had found them to involve radi-

cals and fractions, and to violate the distributive principle, as in

the system recently described [37] ; with which indeed the one
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here mentioned had been perceived by me to have a very close

analytical connexion.*

[39.] Mr. J. T. Graves, however, communicated to me at the

same time another method, which he said that he preferred^

among all the modes that he had tried, " of representing lines in

space, and of multiplying such lines together." This method

consisted in considering such a line as a species of" compound

couple," or as determined by two couples, one in the plane of xy,

and the other perpendicular to that plane : it having been easily

perceived that the rules proposed by me for the addition and

multiplication [17] of couples, agreed in all respects with the pre-

viously known method [36], of representing the operations of the

same names on lines in one plane. From this conception of com-

pound couples Mr. Graves derived a " general rule for the multi-

plication of triplets," which I shall here transcribe,t only abridg-

ing the notation by writing p and pi to represent the radicals

\/{x'^ + y^) and \/(^i' + 2/iO' ^^ ^^^ projections of the factor-lines

on the plane of xy : "(x, y, z) (.Ti, yi, Zi) = (xj, yj, Z2), where

(xXi-yyC\
f

xy, + yxy
^i = \PPi ~ ^^V h y^ = \PP^ ~ ^^0 > ^2 = Zip+Zpu

\ pp^ J ppi

This particular system of expressions he does not seem to have

developed farther, nor did it at the time attract much of my own

• With the notations recently employed, the expressions which I had found

for the co-ordinates of the product, in the case or system [38], are included in

the equations,

*" 4 rr' y" z" rx + r'x

rx + rx ry + ry rz + r'z p + rr

which only differ from those for the former case [37], by a change of sign in the

radical r (or r), which represents the length of a factor-line. The conditions

for both systems are contained in these other equations,

XX + yy" + 22" = r' x, xx" + y'y" + z'z' - r'* .t, x"* + y^ + 2"^ = r' r'*

;

and the quadratic equation in a", obtained by elimination of y" and 2", resolves

itself into two separate factors, each linear relatively to x\ namely,

(^ - rr) {x" — rr") — (rx — rx)' = 0,

(p + rr) («"+ rr) - (rx + r'x)« = 0.

The first corresponds to the system [37] ; the second to the system [38].

tFrom Mr. Gx'avcs's Letter of August 8th, 1836.
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attention : but 1 have thought it deserving of being put on re-

cord here, especially as, by a remarkable coincidence, it came to

be independently and otherwise arrived at by another member of

the same family, at a date later by ten years, and to be again

communicated to me.* And perhaps I may be excused if I here

leave the order of time, to give some short account of the train

of thought by which his brother, the Rev. Charles Graves, ap-

pears to have been conducted, in 1846, to precisely the same re-

lations between the constituents of three triplets.

[40.] Professor Graves employed a system of two new ima-

ginaries, i and^", of which he conceived that i had the effect of

causing a rotation (generally conical) through 90° round the axis

of z, whiles' caused a line to revolve through an equal angle in

its own vertical plane (that is, in the plane of the line and of z)\

and then he proceeded to multiply together the two triplets

a; + iy +jzj x' + iy'+js^, by a peculiar process, and so to obtain a

third triplet x"+iy"+jz": the relations thus resulting, between

the co-ordinates or constituents, being (as it turned out) identi-

cal with those which his brother had formerly found. These

symbols I and J were each a sort offourth root of unity : and the

first, but 7iot the second, had the property of operating on a sum

by operating on each of its parts separately. Thus, as Profes-

sor Graves remarked, multiplication of triplets, on this plan,

would not be a distributive operation, although it would be a

commutative one. The method conducted him to an elegant ex-

ponential expression for a line in space, namely, rc^'f-'^ where r

was the radius vector, and /, X might be called the longitude and

latitude of the line, so that the co-ordinate projections were

(some peculiar considerations being employed in order to justify

these expressions of them, as connected with that of the line)

:

x = r cos / cos \, y = r sin I cos A, z = r sin X.

And then the rule for the multiplication of two lines came to be

expressed by the very simple formula

:

/•£«' fJ> . r't"' cJ^' = rr'e " *
^'
V' '^ *

^"'

;

• By the Rev. Charles Graves, Professor of Mathematics in the University

of Dublin, in a letter of November 1 4th, 1846.
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the lengths being thus multiplied (as in the other systems above

mentioned), but the longitudes and latitudes of the one line being

respectively added to those of the other ; which was in fact the

rule expressed by Mr. J. T. Graves's co-ordinate formulae [39].

[41.] It will not (1 hope) be considered as claiming any me-

rit to myself in this matter, but merely as recording an unpursued

guess, which may assist to illustrate this whole inquiry, if I ven-

ture to mention here that the^r*^ conjecture respecting geometri-

cal triplets, which I find noted among my papers (so long iigo as

1830), was, that while lines in space might be at/rferf according

to the same rule as in the plane, they might be multiplied by

multiplying their lengths, and adding their polar angles. In the

method [36], known to me then as that of Mr.Warren, if we write

x=r cos 0, y=r sin 9, we have, for multiplication within the

plane, equations which may be written thus, r" = rr', 0"=0+ 6'. It

hence occurred to me, that if we employed for space these other

known transformations of rectangular to polar co-ordinates,

x = r cosO, y=r sin cos <p, z = r sin sin 0,

it might be natural to dejine multiplication of lines in space by

the slightly extended but analogous formulae,

r" = rr', B"=B + &, f = ^ + f

:

which, however, conducted to radicals, as in the expression,

x" = XX - {y^ + 2^)* (y'2 + z'2)i,

whereas within the plane there were rational values for the rect-

angular co-ordinates of the product, namely (compare [17] ),

x" = XX - yy', y" = xy + y^'.

But this old (and uncommunicated) conjecture of mine, which

was inconsistent with the distributive principle, though possess-

ing some general resemblance to the lately mentioned results [39]

[40] of Messrs. John and Charles Graves, cannot be considered

to have been an anticipation of them. For while we all agreed

in adding the longitudes of the two factors (in the sense lately

mentioned), they added latitudes also; while I, less happily, had

thought o{ adding the colatitudes, or the angular distances from

a line (x), instead of those from a plane (xy). And this diffe-
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rence of plan produced a very important difference of results.

Indeed the two systems are totally distinct, although there exists

some sort of analogy between them.

[42.] I shall here mention one more system, which was com-

municated to me* in 1840, by the elder of those two brothers,

and which involved a method of representing the usual imagi-

nary quantities of algebra, each by a corresponding unique point

on the surface ofa sphere^ described (as in [37] ) about the ori-

gin with a radius = 1: whence it appeared that the ordinary ima-

ginary expression r (cos d + V^- 1 sin Q) might be denoted by a

triplet (x, y, z), under the condition, ^2 + y^ + 2^^ = 1: and that the

rules thus obtained, for the multiplication oi such triplets, might

perhaps afford some analogy, suggesting rulcsf for the more ge-

neral case, where the constituents x,y, z are wholly independent

of each other. Mr. J. T. Graves's " mode of representing quan-

tity spherically" was stated by him to me as follows:—"All po-

" sitive quantities r may be represented by points on an assumed

<' semicircle, by taking the extremity of the arc 2 tan'^ r (counted

*' from one end (a) of the semicircle) to represent r. Next let us

*• consider our sphere as generated by the revolution of the semi-

«' circle:}: abc round the axis ac (forwards or backwards, according

" to arbitrary convention). When the semicircle has moved
*' through an angle 0, let the position of a point on its circumfe-

<' rence denote r (cos 0+ \^- 1 sin 0), if the same point in its ori-

" ginal position denoted r." I make a very easy transformation

of this statement, when I present it thus:— Construct all quan-

tities (so called), real and imaginary, according to the known me-

thod already described in [36], by drawing right lines from

the assumed point (a) of the unit-sphere, in the tangent plane at

that point ; double all the lines so drawn, and treat the ends of

• In a letter of October 17th, 1840, from J. T. Graves, Esq.

+ Mr. Graves appears not to have actually worked out such rules, at least I

do not find that he communicated them to me. They would probably have been,

on the plan described in [42], to have multiplied (as before) the lengths, and (as

before) added the longitudes : but to have then multiplied the tangents ofthe halves

of the colatitudes of the factors, in order to obtain the tangent of the half of the

colatitude of the product.

I A figure, which it seems unnecessary here to reproduce, accompanied Mr.

Graves's Letter.
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the doubled lines as the stereographic projections of points upon
the sphere. Infinity was thus represented, in the particular system

of Mr. Graves here described, by the point diametrically oppo-

site to A. And in this endeavour of mine, to furnish faithfully a

record of every circumstance, which, even as remotely suggesting

to di friend a train of thought, may have indirectly stimulated

myself I must not suppress the following acknowledgment of

Mr. J. T.Graves:—"What led me to this was a passage in

"a letter from De Morgan,* in which he expressed a wish to be
** able to represent quantity circularly^ in order to explain the

*' passage from positive to negative through infinity."

[43.] The foregoing specimens may suffice to exemplify the

attempts which were made, a considerable number of years ago,

by Mr. Graves and by myself: on the one hand, to extend to

space that geometrical construction for the multiplication of lines,

which was known to us from the work of Mr. Warren ; and on
the other hand, to render more entirely definite my conception of

algebraical triplets. I will not here trouble my readers with any
further account of the conjectures on those subjects which at va-

rious times occurred to him or me, before 1 was led to the qua-

ternions, in a way which I shall presently explain. But I wish

to mention first, that among the circumstances which assisted to

prevent me from losing sight of the general subject, and from

wholly abandoning the attempt to turn to some useful account

those early speculations of mine, on triplets and on sets, was pro-

bably the publication of Professor De Morgan's first Paper on

the Foundation of Algebra,t of which he sent me a copy in 1841.

In that Paper, besides the discussion of other and more impor-

tant topics, my Essay on Pure Time was noticed, in a free but

friendly spirit; and the subject of triplets was alluded to, in such

passages, for instance, as the following :—" But in this branch

of logical algebra" (that referred to in paragraph [36] of the pre-

sent Preface), "the lines must be all in one plane, or at least

affected by only one modification of direction : the branch which

shall apply to a line drawn in any direction from a point, or mo-

• Augustus De Morgan, Esq., Professor of Mathematics in University College,

London.

t In Vol. VII., Part il., of the Cambridge Philosopliical Transactions.

/
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dified by two distinct directions, is yet to be found." . . "An
extension to geometry of three* dimensions is not practicable

until we can assign two symbols, Q, and w, such that a + bQ + cw

= ai + biQi + CiU} gives a = ai, b=bi, andc = Ci: and no definite

symbol of ordinary algebra will fulfil this condition." My sym-

bols Xj, X3 (of 1834-5) had not then been published, nor other-

wise exhibited to him ; they were designed to fulfil precisely the

foregoing conditions : but I was not myself satisfied with them,

as not considering them " definite" enough (compare [29] ).

[44.] In the early numbers of the Cambridge Mathematical

Journal, there appeared some ingenious and original Papers, by

the late Mr. Gregory and by other able analysts, on the signs +

and -, on the powers of +, on branches of curves in different

planes, and on other connected subjects: but I hope that it will

not be thought disrespectful if I confess that I do not remember

their having had much influence on my own trains of thought.

Perhaps 1 was not suflBciently prepared, or disposed, to look at

algebra generally, and its applications to geometry, from the

same point of view, and was thereby prevented from studying

those Papers with the requisite attention. At least, if anything

in my own views shall be found to be inconsistent with those put

forward in the Papers thus alluded to, I wish it to be considered

as offered with every deference, and not in a controversial spirit.

And if for the present I omit all further mention of them, it is

partly because, without a closer study, I should fear to do them

injustice: and partly because 1 make no pretensions to be here

• Professor De Morgan proposed at the same time a remarkable conjecture,

which he maybe considered to have afterwards illustrated and systematised, by
his theory oi cube-roots of negative unity, employed as geometrical operators, in

his Paper on Triple Algebra (Camb. Phil. Trans., Vol. VIII., Part, iii.); namely,

that " an extension to three dimensions" might " require a solution of the equa-

tion (p^ x=- X." I much regret that my plan will not allow me to attempt the

giving any further account, in this Preface, of that very original Paper of Pro-

fessor De Morgan, the first suggestion of which he was pleased to attribute to

the publication of my own remarks on Quaternions, in the Philosophical Maga-

zine for July, 1844: and a similar expression of regret applies to the independent

but somewhat later researches of Messrs. John and Charles Graves, in the same

year, respecting other Triplet Systems, which involved cube-roots of positive

unity, and of which some account has been preserved in the Proceedings of the

Royal Irish Academy.
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an historian of science^ even in one department of mathematical

speculation, or to give anything more than an account of the pro-

gress of my own thoughts, upon one class of subjects. For the

same reasons, I pass over some other investigations having refe-

rence to the imaginary* symbol of algebra, which were not used

as suggestions by myself, and proceed at once to the quaternions.

[45.] With such preparations as I have described, I resumed

(in 1843) the endeavour to adapt the general conception of trip-

lets to the multiplication of lines in space, resolving to retainihe

distributive principle, with which some formerly conjectured sys-

tems had been inconsistent, and at first supposing that I could

preserve the commutative principle also, or the convertibility

[24] [29] of the factors as to their order. Instead of my old

symbols xj, x^, xs (see [22] ), I wrote more shortly 1, i,j; so that

a numerical triplet took the form x + iy +jz, where I proposed to

interpret a;, y, z as three rectangular co-ordinates, and the trip-

let itself as denoting a line in space. From the analogy of cou-

• I am unwilling, however, to leare unmentioned here (although it did not

happen to supply me with any suggestion), a remarkable use of the symbol

V-1, which was made by the late Professor Mac Cullagh, of Dublin, whose great

and original powers in mathematical and physical science must ever be remem-
bered with admiration, and which he seems to have connected (in 1843) with in-

Testigations respecting the total reflexion of light. (See Proceedings of the

R. I. A. for the date of January 13, 1845.) This use of imaginaries was founded

on a theorem relative to the ellipse, which was expressed by him as follows, in

a question proposed at the Examination for the Election of Junior Fellows in

1842 (see Dublin University Examination Papers for that year, published in

1843, p. Ixxxiv.):—" Detur in spatio ellipsis, cujus centrum est origo co-ordina-

tarum. Puncta xyz, x y'z in ellipsi sint termini diametrorum conjugatarum.

Ostendendum est quantitates imaginarias

x+jt'V-I Z + jr'V-l'

constantes esse pro quolibet systemate diametrorum conjugatarum." This

elegant theorem of Professor Mac Cullagh may easily be proved, without em*
ploying any but the usual principles respecting the symbol V-l, by observing

that the following expressions, for the six co-ordinates in question,

x = a cos v + a' sin V, y = b cos « + 6 sin v, z=c cos v + c sin d,

X = a cos V— a sin t;, y = b' cos v — b sin v, z = c' cos « — c sin v,

give

ar+a'V-l y-i-yV-1 z-fi'V-l

a + a'V-1 6 + 6'V-l c + c'V-1
= cos t;- sin w V-l.
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pies, 1 assumed i^=- 1 ; and tried the effect of assuming also

J* = - 1, which I interpreted as answering to a rotation through

two right angles in the plane of xz, as i* = -l had corresponded

to such a rotation in the plane of xy. And because I at first

supposed that zjandjt were to be equals as in the ordinary cal-

culations of algebra, the product of two triplets appeared to take

the form,

(a + ib +jc) (x + }y +jz) = (ax -by- cz) + i (ay + bx)

+y (az + ex) + ij (bz + cy) :

but I did not at once see what to do with ihQ product ij. The

theory of triplets seemed to require that it should be itself a

triplet, of the form,

ij = a^ i^ +jy,

the coefficients a, /3, 7 being some three constant numbers : but

the question arose, how were those numbers to be determined, so

as to adapt in the best way the resulting formuJa of multiplica-

tion to some guiding geometrical analogies.

[46.] To assist myself in applying such analogies, I consi-

dered the case where the co-ordinates b, c were proportional to

y, z, so that the two factor-lines were in one common plane, con-

taining the unit-line, or the axis of x. In that particular case,

there was ready a known signification [36] for the product line,

considered as the fourth proportional to the unit-line (assumed

here on the last-mentioned axis), and to the two coplanar factor-

lines. And I found, without difficulty, that the co-ordinate pro-

jections of such a fourth proportional were here,

ax -by- cz, ay + bx, az + ex,

that is to say, the coefficients of 1, i,j, in the recently written

expression for the product of the two triplets, which had been

supposed to represent the factor-lines. In fact, if we assume

y = Xb, z = Xc, where X is any coefficient, we have the two iden-

tical equations,

(ax - Xb' - Xc^)- + (Xa + xY (b' + c') = (a' + b' + c^) (x^ + X'b' + X' c'),

(Xa + X) (b' + c')^ (b-'+c')^ , X(6^ + c2)^
tan- 1

^^ r^T-—-^ = tan-i ^ r-L + tan"'—^^ >

ax-X (0' + c^) a X
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which express that the required geometrical conditions are satis-

fied. It was allowed then, in this case ofcoplanarity^ or under

the particular condition^

bz - cy = 0,

to treat the triplet,

(ax - by - cz) + i (ay + bx) +J (az + ex),

as denoting a line which might, consistently with known analo-

gies, be regarded as the product of the two lines denoted by the

two proposed triplets,

a + ib +jc, and x + iy \jz.

And here ihe fourth term,

ij(bz + cy)y

appeared to be simply swperfiuous : which induced me for a mo-

ment to fancy that perhaps the "product ij was to be regarded as

= 0. But I saw that this fourth term (or part) of the product

was more immediately given, in the calculation, as the sum of

the two following,

ib.jz, jc.iy,

and that this sum would vanish, under the present condition

bz = cy) if we made what appeared to me a less harsh supposition,

namely, the supposition (for which my old speculations on sets

had prepared me) that

«;=->':

or that

V = + h,ji = -ky

the value of the product k being still left undetermined.

[47.] In this manner, without now assuming bz-cy-0, I

had generally for the product oftwo triplets, the expression of

quadrinomialform ,

(a + ib +jc) (x + iy +jz) = (ax -by- cz) + i (ay + bx)

+j (az + ex) + k (bz - cy)
;

and I saw that although the product of the sums of squares of

the constituents of the two factors could not in general be decom-

posed into three squares of rational functions of them, yet it

could be generally presented as the sum offour such squares,
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namely, the squares of the four coefficients of 1, i,j\ k, in the

expression just deduced : for, without any relation being assumed

between a, i, c, a?, y, z, there was the identity,

(a^ + 6' + c^) {x^ + y^ -{ z"") =^ {ax - bi/ - czf + {ay + 6a;)»

+ {az + ca;)* + (6^ - cyy.

This led me to conceive that perhaps instead of seeking to con-

fine ourselves to triplets, such as a + ib +Jc or {a, b, c), we ought

to regard these as only imperfectforms o/quaternions, such as

a + ib+jc + kd, or (a, 6, c, d), the symbol k denoting some new

sort of unit operator: and that thus my old conception o{ sets

[30] might receive a new and useful application. But it was ne-

cessary, for operating definitely with such quaternions, to fix the

value of the square k^, of this new symbol k, and also the values

of the products, ik^jk, ki, kj. It seemed natural, after assuming

as above that i^=f = - 1, and that ij = k,ji = -ky to assume also

that ki = -ik = - i^j = +j, and kj = -jk =f i = - i. The assump-

tion to be made respecting h} was less obvious ; and I was for a

while disposed to consider this square as equal to positive unity,

because i^f = + 1 : but it appeared more convenient to, suppose, in

consistency with the foregoing expressions for the products of

i,jy ky that

k"" = ijij = - iijj = -i'f = - {-\) {-\) = -\.

[48.] Thus all the fundamental assumptions for the multipli-

cation oftwo quaternions were completed, and were included in

the formulae,

i'i =y^= ^2 = -1 ; ij = -ji = k
;
jk=- kj = i; ki=- ik =j:

which gave me the equation,

(a, 6, c, d) (a, b\ c', d') = (a", b\ c", d"),

or

(a + ib -^jc + kd) {a + ib' +jc' + kd") = a" + ib" +jc" + kd",

when and only when the following yowr separate equations were

satisfied by the constituents of these three quaternions:

a " =aa' -bb' - cc - dd\

b" = {ab' + ba') + {cd' - dc),

c"-= {ac +ca') + {db' - bd'),

d' = {ad'+ da) + {be - cb').
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And I perceived on trial, for I was not acquainted with a theorem

of Euler respecting sums offour squares, which might have

enabled me to anticipate the result, that these expressions for

a", b", c", d" had the following modular property

:

q"2 + ^"2 + c"2 + d"2 = (a^ + b' + c^ + d^) (a'^ + b'' + c' + d'^).

I saw also that if, instead of representing a line by a triplet of

the form x + iy +jZf we should agree to represent it by this other

trinomialform,

ix ^jy + Az,

we should then be able to express the desired product oftwo lines

in space by a quaternion, of which the constituents have very

simple geometrical significations, namely, by the following,

{ix -irjy + kz) (ix -^jy + hz) = w" + ix -¥Jy" + kz",

where
w" = - xx - yy - z£y

x" - yzf - zy\ y" = za/ - xz\ z" = xy - yx'
;

so that the part w'\ independent of i;/t, in this expression for the

product, represents \)s\q product of the lengths of the two factor-

lines, multiplied by the cosine of the supplement of their inclina-

tion to each other; and the remaining part ix" -^jy" + kz" of the

same product of the two trinomials represents a line, which is in

length the product ofthe same two lengths, multiplied by the sine

of the same inclination, while in direction it is perpendicular to

the plane ofthe factor-lines, and is such that the rotation round

the multiplier-line, from the multiplicand-line towards the pro-

duct-line (or towards the line-part of the whole quaternion pro-

duct), has the same right-handed (or left-handed) character, as

the rotation round the positive semiaxis of ^ (or of 2), from the

positive semiaxis of i (or of x), towards that oij (or of y).

[49.] When the conception, above described, had been so far

unfolded and fixed in my mind, I felt that the new instrument for

applying calculation to geometry, for which 1 had so long sought,

was now, at least in part, attained. And although 1 had left se-

veral former conjectures respecting /r?jo/e/5 for many years uncom-

municated, except by name, even to friends, yet 1 at once pro-

ceeded to lay these results respecting quaternions before the
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Royal Irish Academy (at a Meeting of Council* in October,

1843, and at a General Meeting! shortly subsequent) : introducing

also a theory of their connexion with spherical trigonometry, some

sketch of which appeared a few months later inLondon (in thePhi-

losophical Magazine for July, 1844). On that connexion ofquater-

nions with spherical trigonometry^ and generally with spherical

geometry^ I need not at present dwell, since it is sufficiently ex-

plained in the concluding Lectures of this Volume : but it may be

not improper that a brief account should here be given, of a not

much later but hitherto unpublished speculation, of a character

partly geometrical, but partly also metaphysical (or a priori), by

which I sought to explain and confirm some results that might

at first seem strange, among those to which my analysis had con-

ducted me, respecting the quadrinomialform, and non-commuta-

tive property, of the product of two directed lines in space.

[50.] Let, then, the product of two co-initial lines, or of two

vectors from a common origin, be conceived to be something which

has QUANTITY, in the sense that it is doubled, tripled, &c., by dou-

bling, tripling, &c., either factor; let it also be conceived to have

in some sense, quality, analogous to direction, which is in some

way definitely connected with the directions of the two factor lines.

In particular let us conceive, in order to preserve so far an ana-

logy to algebraic multiplication, that its direction is in all re-

spects reversed, when either of those directions is reversed; and

therefore that it is restored, when both of them are reversed. On

• The Minutes of Council of the R. I. A., for October 16th, 1843, record

" Leave given to the President to read a paper on a new species of imaginary

quantities, connected with a theory of quaternions." It may be necessary to

state, in explanation, that the Chair of the Academy, which has since been so

well filled by my friends, Drs. Lloyd and Robinson, was at that time occupied

by me.

t At the Meeting of November 13th, 1843, as recorded in the ^^Proceedings"

of that date, in which the fundamental formulae and interpretations respecting

the symbols ijk are given. Two letters on the subject, which have since been

printed, were also written in October, 1843, to the friend so often mentioned in

this Preface, Mr. J. T. Graves : and the chief results were also exhibited to his

brother, the Rev. C. Graves, before the public communication of November,

1843. These circumstances (or some of them) have been stated elsewhere : but

it seemed proper not to pass them over without some short notice here, as con-

nected with the date of the invention and publication of the quaternions.
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the other hand, for the sake of recognising what may be called

the symmetry ofspace, let this direction ofthe product, so far as

it can be constructed or represented by that of any line in space,

be conceived as not changing its relation to the system of those

twofactor directions, when that system is in any manner turned in

space: its own direction, «« a line, being at the same time turned

with them, as if it formed a part of one common and rigid system

;

and the numerical element of the same product (if it have any

such) undergoing no change by such rotation. Let the product

in question be conceived to be entirely determined, when the fac-

tors are determined; let it be made, if other conditions will allow,

for the sake of general analogies, a distributive function of those

two factors, summation of lines being performed by the same rules

as composition of motions; and finally, if these various conditions

can all be satisfied, and still leave anything undetermined, in the

rules for multiplication of lines, let the iiirleterminateness be re-

moved in such a way as to make these rules approach as much
as possible to the other usual rules for the multiplication of num-
bers in algebra.

[51.] The square ofa given line must not be any line in-

clined to that given line; for, even if we chose any particular

angle of inclination, there would be nothing to determine the

plane, and thus the square would be indeterminate, urdess we

selected some one direction in space as eminent, which selection

we are endeavouring to avoid. Nor can the square of a given

line be a line in the same direction, nor in the direction opposite;

for if ez7Aer of these directions were selected, by a definition, then

this definition would oblige us to consider the square as reversed

in direction, when the line of which it is the square is reversed;

whereas if the two factors of a product both change sign, the di-

rection of the product is always (by what has been above agreed

on) preserved, or rather restored. We must, therefore, consider

the SQUARE OF A LINE as having no direction in space, and there-

fore as being not (properly) itself a line ; but nothing hitherto

prevents us from regarding the square as a number, which has

always one determined sign (as yet unknown), and varies in the

duplicate ratio of the length of the line to be squared. If, then,

the length of a line a contain a times the unit of length, we arc

9
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led to consider aa or a^ as a symbol equivalent to /a% in which I

is some numerical coefficient, positive or negative, as yet un-

known, but constant for all lines in space, or having one common

value for all. And, consequently, if a, /3 be any two lines in any

one common direction, and having their lengths denoted by the

numbers a and 6, we are led to regard the product a/3 as equal to

the number lab, I being the same coefficient as before. But if the

direction of /3 be exactly opposite to that of a, their lengths being

still a and b, their product is then equal to the opposite number,

—lab. The same general conclusions might perhaps have been

more easily arrived at, if we had begun by considering the pro-

duct of two equally long but opposite lines; for it might perhaps

then have been even easier to see that, consistently with the sym-

metry of space, no one line rather than another could represent,

even in part, the direction of the product.

[52.] Next, let us consider the product aj3 of two mutually

perpendicular lines, a and j3, of which each has its length equal

to 1. Let a', j3' be lines respectively equal in length to these,

but respectively opposite in direction. Then a'j3 = - aj3 = aj3'

;

a'/3'= a/3. If the sought product aj3 were equal to any number,

or even if it contained a number as a part of its expression, then,

on our changing the multiplier a to its own opposite line a', this

product or part ought/or one reason (the symmetry ofspace) to re-

main constant (because the system of the factors would have been

merely turned in space) ; and for another reason (a'j3 =- a/3) the

same product or part ought to change sign (because one factor

would have been reversed) : but this co-existence of opposite re-

sults would be absurd. We are led therefore to try whether the

present condition {oi rectangularity ofthe two factors) allows us

to suppose the product a/3 to be a line.

[53.] Let y be a third line, of which the length is unity, and

which is at the positive side of /3, with reference to a as an axis

of rotation ; right-handed (or left-handed) rotation having been

previously selected as positive; let also y be the line opposite

to y. Then any line in space may be denoted by ma-V n^+ py,
we are therefore to try whether we can consistently suppose a/3

= 7Wa + w/3 + p7, m, n, p being some three numerical constants.

If so, we should have (by the principle of the symmetry of space)
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o'/3 = md + w/3 +Pf'\ and therefore (by a change of all the signs)

a^ =ma + nfi'+py] therefore nfi' = nfi, and consequently -w = «, or

finally n = 0. In like manner, since a/3 = - a/3' = - {ma + w/3' + jo-y')

= »Ja'+n/3 + py, we should have ma = ma, and therefore m = 0.

But there is no objection of this kind against supposing a)3 =pyi

p being some numerical coefficient, constant for all pairs of rectan-

gular lines in space : for the reversal of the direction of a factor

has the effect of turning the system through two right angles

round the other factor as an axis, and so reverses the direction of

the product. And then if the lengths of these two lines a, /3, in-

stead of being each = 1, are respectively a and b, their product a/3

will be =paby ; that is, it will be a line perpendicular to both fac-

tors, with a length denoted by pab, and situated always to the

positive or always to the negative side of the multiplicand line /3,

with respect to the multiplier line a as an axis of rotation, accord-

ing as the constant number p is positive or negative.

[54.] So far, then, without having yet used any property of

multiplication, algebraical or geometrical, beyond the three prin-

ciples: 1st, that no one direction in space is to be regarded as

eminent above another; 2nd, that to multiply either/actor by any

number, positive or negative, multiplies the product by the same;

and 3rd, that the product oftwo determinedfactors is itself de-

termined; we are led to assign interpretations: 1st, to the pro-

duct of two co-axal vectors, or of two lines parallel to each other,

or to one common axis; and 2nd, to the product of two rectan-

gular vecion; which interpretations introduce only two constant,

but as yet unknown, numerical coefficients, I and p, depending,

however, partly on the assumed unit of length. And we see

that for any two co-axal vectors, a, /3, the equation a/3 - /3a =

holds good; but that for any two rectangular vectors, a/3 + /3a = 0.

h product of two rectangular lines is, therefore, so far as the

foregoing investigation leads us to conclude, not a commutative

function ofthem.

[pd."] Since then we are compelled, by considerations which

appear more primary, to give up the commutative property of

multiplication, as not holding generally for lines, let us at least

try (as was proposed) whether we can retain the distributive pro-

perty. If so, and if the multiplicand line /3 be the sum of two
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Others, /3, and /3a, of which one (/3i) is co-axal with the n>ukiplier

line a, while the other (fii) is perpendicular thereto, we must in-

terpret the product aji as equal to the sum of the two partial

products, a/3i and aj^. But one of these is a nunaber, and the

other is a line ; we are, therefore, led to consider a number as being

under these circumstances added to a line, and as forming with it

a certain suiriy or systeiUy denoted by aj3i + ajSz, or more shortly

by a[i^. And such a sum of line and number may perhaps be

called a grammarithm,* from the two Greek words, ypafifiru a

line, and apiOfiog, a number. A grammarithm is thus to be con-

ceived as being entirely determined, when its twoparts or elements

are so; that is, when its ^ram;/2/c part is a known line, and its ari'M-

mic part is a known number. A change in either part is to be

conceived as changing the grammarithm : thus, an equation be-

tween two grammarithms includes generally two other equations,

one between two numbers, and another between two lines.

Adopting this view of a grammarithm, and defining that aj3 = a/3i

+ afhi when j3 = /3i + /Bz, j3i i a, jSz ± a, the product of any deter-

mined multiplier line and any determined multiplicand line will

be itself entirely determined, as soon as the unit of length and

the numbers / and p shall have been chosen ;. and it remains to

consider whether these numbers can now be so selected, as to

make the rules of multiplication of lines approach more closely

still to the rules of multiplication oi numbers.

{p^-'\ The general distributive principle will be found to give

no new condition; and we have seen cause to reject the commu-

tative principle or property, as not generally holding good in the

present inquiry. It remains, then, to try whether we can deter-

mine or connect the two coefficients, / and jt?, so as to satisfy the

associative principle, or to verify the formula,

a . (iy = aj3 . y-

• The word "grammarithm" was subsequently proposed in a communication

to the Royal Irish Academy (see the Proceedings of July, 1846), as one which

?niyht replace the word " quaternion," at least in the geometrical view of the

subject : but it did not appear that there would be anything gained by the sys-

tematic adoption of this change of expression, although the mere suygestion of

another name, as not inapplicable, seemed to throw a little additional light on

tiie whole theory.
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For this purpose we may first distribute the factors j3, 7 into

others, ^i^tyiyzy^ which shall be parallel or perpendicular to

it and to each other; and then shall have to satisfy, if possible,

six conditions, which may be reduced to the six following

:

a ' aa — aa . a\ a » aa = aa . a ; a . aa = aa > a"
',

a . a a = aa- a', a . a'a = aa. a ; a . a'a" = aa. u"
;

a, a', a" being three rectangular unit-lines, so placed that the ro-

tation round a from a to a" is positive. Then, by what has been

already found, the following relations will hold good

:

aa = a'a' = aa" = I ; aa = — a'a= pa"
',

aa' = — a'a = — pa ; olcl' = - a'a = + p)a
;

and the six conditions to be satisfied become,

a. 1=1. a; a.pa" = I. a'; a .-pa' = 1 . a ',

a . -pa =pa . a\ a . 1 = pa" .a"; a . pa = pa" . a".

Of these the first suggests to us to treat an arithmic factor as

commutative (as regards order) with a grammic one, or to treat

the product " line into number" as equivalent to " number into

line;" the fourth and sixth conditions aflFord no new information;

and the second, third, and fifth become,

-p^a = la ;
- p"^ a = la ;

-p^ a = la.

The conditions of association are therefore all satisfied by our

assuming, with the present signification of the symbols,

al=la, and l=-p^;

and they cannot be satisfied otherwise. The constant I is, there-

fore, by those conditions, necessarily negative; and every line

in tridimensional space has its square (on this plan) equal to a

NEGATIVE number: which is one of the most novel but essential

elements of the whole quaternion theory. (Compare the recent

paragraph [48] ; also art. 85, pages 81, 82, of the Lectures.) And

that a grammarithm [55] may properly be called a quaternion,

appears from the consideration that the /me, which in it is added

to a number, depends itself upon a system of three numbers, or

may be represented by a trinomial expression, because it is al-

ways the sum of three lines (actual or null), which are parallel
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to three fixed directions (compare Lecture III.). The coefficient

p remains still undetermined, and may be made equal to positive

one, by a suitable choice of the unit of length, and the direction

of positive rotation. In this way we shall have finally the very

simple values,

/> = + 1, /=-l;

and the rules for the multiplication of lines in space will then be-

come entirely definite^ and will agree in all respects with the re-

lations [48], between the symbols ijk.

[57.] Another train of a priori reasoning, by which I early

sought to confirm, or (if it had been necessary) to correct, the

results expressed by those new symbols, was stated to the R. I.

Academy* in (substantially) the following way. Admitting, for di-

rected and co;?/anar lines, the conception [36] oi proportion ; and

retaining the symbols ijk, or more fully, + 1, +j, + A, to denote

three rectangular unit-lines as above, while the three respectively

opposite lines may be denoted by - 1, -j, -k; but not assuming

the knowledge of any laws respecting their multiplication^ I

sought to determine what ought to he considered as the fourth

PROPORTIONAL, M, to the three rectangular directions] j, t, A,

consistently with that known conception [362/or directions within

the plane, and with some general and guiding principles, respect-

ing ratios and proportions. These latter assumed principles

(of a regulative rather than a constitutive kind) were simply

the following: 1st, that ratios similar to the same ratio must

be regarded as similar to each other; 2nd, that the respec-

tively inverse ratios are also mutually similar; and 3rd, that

ratios are similar, if they be similarly compounded of similar

ratios : this similarity of composition being understood to include

generally a sameness of order. It seemed to me that any pro-

posed definitional^ use of the word ratio, which should be in-

• See the Proceedings of November 11th, 1844.

I In the abstract published in the Proceedings, the words " South, West,

Up" were used at first instead of the symbols i,j, h ; and the sought fourth pro-

portional tojik, which is here denoted by u, was called, provisionally, " Forward."

X As an example of the use of the first of these very simple principles, in

serving to exclude a definition which might for a moment appear plausible, let us

take the construction [38], and inquire whether (as that construction would
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consistent with these principles, would depart thereby too widely

from known analogies^ mathematical and metaphysical, and would

involve an impropriety of language: while, on the other hand, it ap-

peared that if these principles were attended to, and other analogies

observed, itwas permitted to extend the use of that word ra^to, and

suggest) we can properly say that/our directions (or four diverging unit-lines),

a, /3, y, S, form generally a proportion in space, when the angles aS, /3y, between

the extremes and means have one common bisector (j). If so, when the three di-

rections a, ji, y became rectangular, we should have a : /3 : : y : — a, and y : — a

:: p-.-y, but we should have also, a : /3 : : /3 : - a, and not a : j3 :: p : - y ; so that

the two ratios, a : /3 and j3: - y, would be said to be similar to one common ratio

(y : - a), without being similar to each other, if the foregoing construction for a

fourth proportional were to be, by definition, adopted : and this objection alone

would be held by me to be decisive against the introduction of such a definition ;

and therefore also against the adoption of the connected rule mentioned in [38],

as having at one time occurred to a friend (J. T. G.) and to.myself, for the mul-

tiplication of lines in space, even if there were no other reasons (as in fact there

are), for the rejection of thatrule. A similar objection applies, with equal decisive-

ness, against the rule mentioned in [37], as an earlier conjecture ofmy own. On
the other hand, an analogous and equally simple argument may serve tojustify the

notation d — c = b — a, employed by me in the following Lectures, and elsewhere, to

express that the two right lines ab and CD are equally long and similarly directed,

against an objection made some years ago, in a perfectly candid spirit, by an

able writer in the Philosophical Magazine (for June, 1849, p. 410); who thought

that interpretation more arbitrary than it had appeared to me to be; and

suggested that the same notation might as well have been employed to signify

this other conception:—that the two equally long lines ab, cd met somewhere, at

a finite or infinite distance. I could not admit this extension ; for it would lead

to the conclusion that two lines ab, ef might be equal to the same third line cd,

without being equal to each other : which would (in my opinion) be so great a

violation of analogy, as to render the use of the word "equal," or of the sign =,

with the interpretation referred to, an embarrassment instead of an assistance.

But I do not feel that analogies are thus violated, by the simultaneous admis-

sion of the two contrasted proportions (see (3) (4) (5) of [57] ),

u:i.:j:k, u:j :: ii- k;

for the elementary theorem called often '• alternando," (ivaWd^ Xoyof, Euc. V.

Def.13, and Prop. 16) is by its nature limited (in its original meaning) to the case

where the meows which change places are homogeneous with each other ; whereas

two rectangular directions, as here i andj, are in this whole theory regarded as

being in some sense heterogeneous. They have at least no relation to each other,

which can be represented by any ratio, such as Euclid considers, of magnitude

to magnitude; and therefore we have no right to expect, from analogy to old re-

sults, that alternation shall generally be allowed in a, proportion involving such

directions : although, within the plane, alternation isfound to be admissible.
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the connected phrase proportion^ not only from quantity to direc-^

tion, within one plane^ as had been done [36] by other writers,*

• Since the note to paragraph [36], pp. (31) (32), was in type, I have had an

opportunity of re-consulting the fourth volume of the Annates de Mathematiques,

and have found my recollections (agreeing indeed in the main with the formerly

cited page 228 of Dr. Peacock's admirable Report), respecting the admitted

priority of Argand, confirmed. Franyais, indeed (in 1813), published in those

Annales (Tome IV., pp. 61, . . 71) a paper which contained a theory of "pro-

portion de grandeur et de position," with a connected theory of multiplication

(and also of addition) of lines in a given plane ; but he expressly and honourably

stated at the same time (p. 70), that he owed the substance of those new ideas

to another person ("le fond de ces ideas nouvelles ne ra' appartient pas"):

and on being soon afterwards shewn, through Gergonne, whose conduct in the

whole matter deserves praise, a copyofArgand's earlier and printed Essay (Paris,

1806), Franyais most fully and distinctly recognised (p. 225) that the true author of

the method was Argand ("il n'y a pas le moindre doute qu'on ne doive ii M. Ar-

gand la premiere idee de rcpresenter g^ometriqueraent les quantites imagi-

naires"). Nothing more lucid than Argand's own statements (see the same

volume, pp. 136, 137, 138), as regards the fundamental principles of the theory of

the addition and multiplication of coplanar lines, has since (so far as I know)

appeared ; not even in the writings of Professor De Morgan on Double Algebra,

referred to in former notes. But Argand had not anticipated De Morgan's

theory of Logometers; and was on the contrary disposed (pp. 144, .. 146) to

_V~1
regard the symbol V— 1 , notwithstanding Euler's well-known result, as de-

noting a /('we (kp), perpendicular to the plane of the lines 1 and V— 1 : and to con-

sider it as offering an example of a quantity which was irreducible to the form

p -\- q V- 1, and was (according to him) as heterogeneous with respect to V— 1, as

the latter with respect to + 1 (" aussi hetcrogene" &c ). The word modulus

(" modulo"), so well known by the important writings of M. Cauchy, occurs in a

later paper by Argand, in the following volume of the Annales, as denoting

the real quantity ^/p'^ + q'. If I have seemed to dwell too much on the specula-

tions of Argand (not all adopted by myself), it has been partly because (so far

as I have observed) his merits as an original inventor have not yet been suffi-

ciently recognised by mathematicians in these countries : and partly because one

ofthe two most essential linhs {the other hti'ing addition) between Double Algebra

and Quaternions, is Argand's ma,m aiX\dfundamentalprinciple respecting copla-

nar PROPORTION, expressed by him as follows (Annales, T. IV., pp. 136, 137) :

—

" Si (fig. 2) Ang. akb = Ang. a'kb', on a, abstraction faite des grandeurs abso-

lues, KA : KB : : k'a' : KB. C'est li le principe fondamental de la theorie dont

nous avons essaye de poser les premieres bases, dans 1' ecrit dont nous donnons

ici un extrait" (namely, Argand's printed Essay of 1806, exhibited by Gergonne

to Fran9ais, after the appearance of the first paper of the latter author on the

subject in 1813). Argand continued thus (in p. 137) :
" Ce principe n'a rien

au fond de plus etrange quo celui sur lequel est fondee la conception du rapport

geometrique entre deux ligncs de signes diiferens, et il n' en est proprement

qu' une g6neralisation :" a remark in which I perfectly concur.
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but also from the plane to space.* The supposed propor-

tion,

j:ii:k:u, (1)

gave thus, by inversion,

u:k::i:j', (2)

but also, in the planes of y, ik, there were the two proportions,

i :j ::j:- i, and k:i :: -i:k; (3)

compounding therefore, on the one hand, the two ratios, u : k and

k : I, and, on the other hand, the two respectively similar ratios,

j: -if and -e : A, there resulted the new proportion,

u:i::j:k; (4)

which differed from the proportion (2) only by a cyclical trans-

• Although the observations in par. [37] relate rather to proportions than to

imaginaries, yet the present may be a convenient occasion for remarking that

Bu6e, and even Wallis, had speculated, before Argand and Fran9ais, on inter-

pretations of the symbol V— 1, which should extend to space : but that the nearest

approach to an anticipation oj^ the quaternions, or at least to an anticipation of
triplets, seems to me to have been made by Servois, in a passage of the lately

cited volume of Gergonne's Annales, which appears curious and appropriate

enough to be extracted here. Servois had been following up a hint of Gergonne,

respecting the representation of ordinary imaginaries of the form x+y'^-l

(* and y being whole numbers), by a table of double argument (p. 71); and

thought (p. 235) that such a table might be regarded as only a slice (une tranche)

of a table of trifle argument, for representing points {or lines) in space. He
thus continued :

—" Vous donneriez sans doute k chacune terme la forme trino-

"miale; mais quel coefficient aurait le troisi^me terme? Je ne le vols pas trop.

" L' analogic semblerait exiger que le trin6me fut de la forme, p cos a + q cos /3

•' + r cos y, a, j3, y etant les angles d'une droitc avec trois axes rectangulaires

;

"et qu'on efit

"(p cosa+ gcos/3 + r cos y) (p'cos a + q'cos(i+r' cos y) = cos* a + cos2/3 + cos^ y = 1.

*' Les valeurs de p, q, r, p, q, r qui satisferaient k cette condition seraient ab-

"surdes" (" quantites non-reelles," as he shortly afterwards calls them) :
" mais

"seraient-elles imaginaires reductibles a la forme g6nerale A + B'^—1 ? Voila

'•une question d' analise fort singuliere, que je soumets a vos lumi^res." The

six NON-REALS which Servois thus with remarkable sagacityybresaw, without

being able to determine them, may now be identified with the then unknown sym-

bols + 1, +y, + A, - 1, -J,
- A, of the quaternion theory: at least, these latter

symbols fulfil precisely the condition proposed by him, and furnish an answer to

his " singular question." It may be proper to state that my own theory had

been constructed and published for a long time, before the lately cited passage

happened to meet ray eye.

h
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position of the three directions ijk. For the same reason, we

may make another cyclical change of the same sort, and may

write
u:j :: k:i; (5)

while, in this cycle of three rectangular directions, ijk, the right-

handed (or left-handed) character of the rotation, round the first

from the second to the third, is easily seen to be unaffected by

such a transposition. Again compounding the two similar ratios

(1) with these two others, which are evidently similar, whatever

the unknown direction u may be,

i: -i :: u:-u, (6)

we find this other proportion,

j:-i::k:-u', (7)

and therefore, by (2) and (3),

u:h :: k:-u. (8)

In like manner,

u:i :: i:- Ui and u:j ::j:-u; (9)

and in any one of these proportions, any two terras, whether be-

longing to the same or to different ratios, may have their signs

changed together. All these proportions, (2) . . (9), follow from

the original supposition (1), by the general principles above

stated, without the direction u being as yet any otherwise deter-

mined.

[58.] Suppose now that the two rectangular directions j and

k are made to turn together^ in their own plane, round i as an

axis, till they take two new positions ^i and k^ which will there-

fore satisfy the proportion,

j:k::j\:k,. (10)

We shall then have, by (4),

u:i::jr.k,; (11)

and therefore, by a cyclical change of these three new rectan-

gular directions,

u:ji:: kr. i:: l:ii, (12)

if / and t'l be obtained from ^i and i by any common rotation

roundel. Another cyclical change, combined with a rotation

round the new line /, gives finally.
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u:l::h:j\::m:n; (13)

where /, m, n may represent any three rectangular directions

whatever, subject only to the condition that the rotation round

/ from m to n shall be of the same character as that round i from

j to k. With this condition, therefore, the first assumed propor-

tion (
I
) may be replaced by this more general one

:

n'.m::l:u', (14)

while for (8) and (9) may now be written, with the same signi-

fication of the symbols,

u:l::l:-u\ u:m::m:-U', u:n::n:-u; (15)

and because n: m :: m :-n,we have these other and not less ge-

neral proportions,

mi-n :: l:u\ m:n :: l:-u. (16)

If, then, there be any such fourth proportional, m, as has been
above supposed, to the three given rectangular directions^, i, yfc,

the same direction u, or the opposite direction - u, will also be,

in the same sense, the fourth proportional to any other three rect-

angular directions, n, w, /, or w, n, I, according as the character

of a certain rotation is preserved or reversed.

[59.] This remarkable result appeared to me to justify the

regarding the directions here called + u and - u rather as nume-

rical (or algebraical) than as linear (or geometrical) units; and

to make it proper to denote them simply by the symbols +

1

and -1; because their directions were seen to admit only of a

certain contrast between themselves, but not of any other change:

all that geometrical variety, which results from the conception of

tridimensional space, having been found to disappear, as regarded

them, in an investigation conducted as above. And in fact it is

not permitted, on the foregoing principles, to identify the direc-

tion u with that oi any line (/) whatever: for in that case the

proportion (13) would give the result I: I :: m:n, which must be

regarded in this theory as an absurd one, the two terms of one

ratio being coincident directions, while those of the other ratio

are rectangular. But there is no objection of this sort against

our supposing, as above, that

+ M = 4 1, -« = - 1; (17)

and then the proportions, derived from (13), (15),
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l:l::m:n::n:-m; !:/::/:-!, (18)

maybe conveniently and concisely expressed by formulae oimul-

tiplicatioHi as follows:

lm = n; ln-=-m; l^ = -l. (19)

[60.] In this way, then, or in one not essentially diflFerent,

the fundamental formulae [48] of the calculus of quaternions, as

first exhibited to the R. I. A. in 1843, namely, the equations,

l'=-l,/ = -l, ^^ = -1, (A)

ij = + k,Jk = +i, ki = +J, (b)

ji = -k, kj=^-i, ik = -j, (c)

were shewn (in 1844) to be consistent with a priori principles, and

with considerations of a general nature ; a product being here

regarded as a fourth proportional, to a certain extra-spatial*

unitf and to two directed factor-lines in space : whereas, in the

investigation of paragraphs [50] to [pQ^, it was viewed rather as

a certain function of those two factors, theform of which func-

tion was to be determined in the manner most consistent with

some general and guiding analogies, and with the conception of

the symmetry ofspace. But there was still another view of the

whole subject, sketched not long afterwards in another commu-
nication to the R. I. Academy, t on which it is unnecessary to say

more than a few words in this place, because it is, in substance,

the view adopted in the following Lectures, and developed with

some fulness in them : namely, that view according to which a

Quaternion is considered as the Quotient of two directed lines

in tridimensional space.

• It seemed (and still seems) to me natural to connect this extra-spatial unit

with the conception [3] of time, regarded here merely as an axis of continuous

and uni-dimcnsional progression. But whether we thus consider jointly time and

space, or conceive generally any system offour independent axes, or scales of pro-

gression (m, i,j, k), I am disposed to infer from the above investigation the fol-

lowing LAW OF THE FOUR SCALES, as One which is at least consistent with

analogy, and admissible as a definitional extension of the fundamental equations

of quaternions :
— " A formula oi proportion between four independent and directed

units is to be considered as remaining true, when any two of them change places

with each other (in the formula), provided that the direction (or sign) of one be

reversed." Whatever may be thought of these abstract and semi-metaphysical

views, the formula (a) (b) (c) of par. [GO] are in any event a sufficient basis for

the erection of a calculds of quaternions.

t See the Proceedings of Feb. 10th, 1845.
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[61.] Of such a geometrical quotienty* b -§. a, the fundamen-

tal property is in this theory conceived to be, that by operating^

as a multiplier (or at least in a way analogous to multiplication),

on the divisor-line^ a, \i produces (or generates) the dividend-

line, b; and that thus it may be interpreted as satisfying the

general and identical formula (compare [9] )

:

(b -^*a) X a =b.

The analogy to multiplication consists partly in the operation

being one which is performed at once on length and on direction,

as in the ordinary multiplication of a line by a positive or nega-

tive number; or as is done in that known generalization [36] of

such multiplication, for lines within one plane, which (for reasons

assigned in notes to former paragraphs) ought (I think) to be

called the Method of Argand: and partly in the circumstance

that the new operation possesses, like that older one (from which,

however, it is entirely distinct,^ in many other and important re-

spects), the distributive and associative^X though not like it (ge-

nerally) the commutative properties, of what is called multipli-

• This view of a geometrical quotient was also developed to a certain extent,

in an unfinished series of papers, which appeared a few years ago in the Cam-

bridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, under the head of Symbolical Geome-

try : a title adopted to mark that I had attempted, in the composition of that

particular series, to allow a more prominent influence to the general laws of

symbolical language than in some former papers of mine ; and that to this extent

I had on that occasion sought to imitate the Symbolical Algebra of Dr. Peacock,

and to profit also by some of the remarks of Gregory and Ohm.

f Among these distinctions of method, it is important to bear in mind that no

one line is taken, in my system, as representing the direction of positive unity: and

that, on the contrary, every vector-unit is regarded as one of the square roots of

negative unity. It is to be remarked, also, that the product of two inclined but

non-rectangular vectors is considered in this theory as not a line, but a quater-

nion : all which will be found fully illustrated in the Lectures.

i To this associative principle, or property of multiplication, I attach much

importance, and have taken pains to shew, in the Fifth and Sixth Lectures, that

it can be geometrically proved for quaternions, independently of the distributive

principle, which may, however, in a different arrangement of the subject, bo

made to precede and assist the proof of the associative property, as shewn in th«

Seventh Lecture, and elsewhere. The absence of the associative principle ap-

pears to me to be an inconvenience in the octaves or octonomials of Messrs. J. T.

Graves and Arthur Cayley (see Appendix B, p. 730) : thus in the notation of the

former we should indeed have, as in quaternions, ij=k, but not generally i.ju

= k(ii, if (u represent an octave; for i.jl = iH = — o = — hl= — tj .1.
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cation in algebra;* at least when a few definitional formulae

(resembling those in par. [9] ) are established. And the motive

(in this view) for calling such a quotient a Quaternion, or the

ground for connecting its conception with the number Four, is

derived from the consideration that while the relative length

of the two lines compared depends only on one number^ express-

ing their ratio (of the ordinary kind), their relative direc-

tion depends on a system of three numbers : one denoting the

angle (a ^ b) between the two lines, and the two others serving

to determine the aspect of the plane of that angle, or the direc-

tion of the AXIS of the positive rotation in that plane,/row the

divisor-line (a) to the dividend-line (b).

• The expression " algebra," or "ordinary algebra," occurs several times in

these Lectures, as denoting merely that usual species of algebra, in which the

equation ab = ba is treated as universally true, and not (of course) as implying

any degree of disrespect to those many and eminent writers, who have not hi-

therto chosen to admit into their calculations such equations as a/3 = -/3a, for

the multiplication of two rectangular lines, or for other and more abstract pur-

poses. It is proper to state here, that a species of non-commutative multiplication

for inclined lines (aussere Multiplikation) occurs in a very original and remark-

able work by Prof. H. Grassmann (Ausdehnungslehre, Leipzig, 1844), which I

did not meet with till after years had elapsed from the invention and communi-

cation of the quaternions : in which work I have also noticed (when too late to

acknowledge it elsewhere) an employment of the symbol ^ -a, to denote the

directed line (Strecke), drawn from the point a to the point /3. Nothwithstand-

ing these, and perhaps some other coincidences of view. Prof. Grassmann's system

and mine appear to be perfectly distinct and independent of each other, in their

conceptions, methods, and results. At least, that the profound and philosophi-

cal author of the Ausdehnungslehre was not, at the time of its publication, in

possession of the theory of the quaternions, which had in the preceding year

(1843) been applied by me as a sort of organ or calculusfor spherical trigonome-

try, seems clear from a passage of his Preface (Vorrede, p. xiv.), in which he

states (under date of June 28th, 1844), that he had not then succeeded in ex-

tending the use of imaginariesfrom the plane to space; and generally that unsur-

mounted difficulties had opposed themselves to his attempts to construct, on his

principles, a theory of angles in space (hingegen ist es nicht mehr moglich, ver-

mittclst des Imaginaren auch die Gesetze f iir den Raum abzuleiten. Auch

stellen sich iiberhaupt der Betrachtung dcr Winkel im Raume Schwierigkeiten

entgegen, zu deren allseitiger Losung rair noch nicht hinreichende Musse gewor-

den ist). The earlier treatise by Prof. A. F. Miibius (der barycentrische Calcul,

Leipzig, 1827), referred to in the same Preface by Grassmann, appears to be

a work which likewise well deserves attention, for its conceptions, notations,

and results ; as does also another work of Mobius (Mechanik des Himmels,

Leipzig, 1843), elsewhere referred to in these Lectures (page 614).
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[62.] For the unfolding of this general view,* and the deduc-

tion from it of many geometricalf and of some physical^ conse-

quences, I must refer to the following Lectures ; of which a

considerable part has been drawn up in a more popular§ style than

this Preface : while the whole has been composed under the in-

fluence of a sincere desire to render the exposition of the subject

as clear and elementary as possible. The prefixed Table of

Contents (pp. ix. to Ixxii.), though somewhat fuller than usual,

will be found useful (it is hoped) not merely as an analytical

Index, assisting a reader to refer easily to any part of the volume

which he has once carefully read, but also as a general abridg-

ment of the work, and in some places as a commentary.^ The

• I may just hint here that the biqdaternionb of Lcct. VII. admit of being

geometrically interpreted (comp. note to [19] ), by considering each as a couple of

quotients (-, -), constructed by a tribadiajl (a, /3, y), and multiplied by a com-

mutative factor of the form V-1 (compare [16] ), when the line-couple (/3, y) is

changed to (- y, /3), or when the angle (3y is changed to an adjacent angle.

f Notwithstanding some references to works of M. Chasles, and other emi-

nent foreign geometers, my acquaintance with their writings is far too imperfect

to give me any confidence in the novelty of various theorems in the VII"' Lec-

ture and Appendix (such as those respecting generations of the ellipsoid, and

inscriptions of gauche polygons in surfaces of the second order), beyond what

is derived from the opinion of a few geometrical friends.

X Some such physical applications were early suggested by Sir J. Herschel.

§ It had been designed that these Lectures should not go much more into

detail than those which have been actually delivered on the subject by me, in

successive years, in the Halls of this University ; and the First Lecture, printed

in 1848 (as the astronomical allusions at its commencement may indicate), wag

in fact delivered in that year, in very nearly the form in which it now appears.

But it was soon found necessary to extend the plan of the composition : and it is

evident that the subsequent Lectures, as printed, are too long, and that the last

of them involves too much calculation, to have been delivered in their present

form: though something of the style of actual lecturing has been here and there

Fetained. The real divisions of the work are not so much the Lectures them-

selves, as the shorter and more numerous Articles, to which accordingly the

references have been chiefly made. An intermediate form of subdivision into

Sections has however been used in drawing up the Contents, which the reader

may adopt or not at his discretion, marking or leaving unmarked the margin of

the Lectures accordingly. Some new terms and symbols have been unavoidably

introduced into the work, but it is hoped that they will not be found embarrass-

ing, or difficult to remember and apply.

II
For instance, as regards the formation of the Adeuteric Function (p. xliii.)
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Diagrams are numerous, and have been engraved* with care from

my drawings : some of them may perhaps be thought to have

been unnecessary, but it appeared better to err, if at all, on the

side of clearness and fulness of illustration, especially in the early

parts of a work based on a new mathematical conception, and

designed to furnish, to those who may be disposed to employ it,

a new mathematical organ. Whatever may be thought of the

degree of success with which my exertions in this matter have

been attended, it will be felt, at least, that they must have been

arduous and persevering. My thanks are due, at this last stage,

to the friends who have cheered me throughout by their conti-

nued sympathy ; to the scientific contemporaries! who have at

moments turned aside from their own original researches, to no-

tice, and in some instances to extend, results or speculations of

mine; to my academical superiors who have sanctioned, as a

subject of public and repeated examination in this University,

the theory to which this Volume relates, and have contributed to

lighten, to an important extent, the pecuniary risk of its publi-

cation : but, above all, to that Great Being, who has graciously

spared to me such a measure of health and energy as was required

for bringing to a close this long and laborious undertaking.

William Rowan Hamilton.

Observatory of T. CD., June, 1853.

• By Mr. W. Oldham, whose fidelity and diligence are hereby acknowledged.

\ In these countries, Messrs. Boole, Carmichael, Cayley, Cockle, De Morgan,

Donkin, Charles and John Graves, Kirkman, O'Brien, Spottiswoode, Young, and

perhaps others : some of whose researches or remarks on subjects connected with

quaternions (such as the triplets, tessarines, octaves, and pluquaternions) have

been elsewhere alluded to, but of which I much regret the impossibility of giving

here a fuller account. As regards the theory of algebraic keys (clefs algebriques),

lately proposed by one of the most eminent of continental analysts, as one that

includes the quaternions (Comptes Rendus for Jan. 10, 1853, p. 73), it appears to

me to be virtually included in that theory of sets in algebra (explained in the

present Preface), which was announced by me in 1835, and published in 1848

(Trans. R.I. A., Vol. XXL, Partii., p. 229, &c., the symbols x, being in fact

what M.Cauchy calls keys), as an extension of the theory of coup/es (and therefore

also of imaginaries) : of which sets I have always considered the qdateknions

(in their symbolical aspect) to be merely a particular case. Before the publica-

tion of those sets, the closely connected conception of an "algebra of the n"" cha-

racter" had occurred to Prof. De Morgan in 1844, avowedly aa a suggestion from

the quaternions. (Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, Vol. VIII., Part lu.)
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to fix the region of infinite space, towards which that axis is pointed ; it

follows tlierefore that the lately considered product of tensor and versor,

Tq . \]q, or (see § xvi.) the equivalent/ac/or q, depends upon, and coii-

vcrselv includes within itself, a system of folk Ni'iMBERS. as necissnrv
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for its complete identification, orfull numerical determination ; and there-

fore that a OEOMETBiOAL FACTOR of this sort may properly be called a

Quaternion Article 91 ; Pages 89, 90.

§ xviu. When the /ac<or, q, is regarded (see § vi.)as a geometkical quotient

= 13^ a = VB-~ DA, it may conveniently be pictured or constructed by a

BiRADiAL, adb, with a curved arrow inserted, and directed yrom theini-

tial ray DA (the faciend, or divisor-line, a), towards thejinal ray db (the

factum, or dividend-line, /3) ; the point d, from which the two rays di-

verge, is the vertex of the biradial ; a biradial has a shape, or species, de-

pending on the ratio of the lengths of its two rays, and also on the anyle

which they include ; two biradials may be similar, namely, by their agree-

ing with each other in these two respects ; but a biradial has also a plane,

and an aspect, determined by and directed towards that star, or region

of infinite space, which the plane may be said to face, and as seen from

which the rotation from the initial to the final ray would appear to be po-

sitive (right-handed) ; condirectional and contradirectional (or opposite)

biradials, included in the class of parallel biradials ; two biradials, which

are at once similar and condirectional, are said to be equivalent bira-

dials ; examples ; it is proposed to employ (see § xx.) the conception

and construction of such biradial figures to assist in determining the con-

ditions ofequality between two geometrical quotients, /3 -J- a, and S -^ y;

and also in enumerating the modes ofpossible inequality, of any two such

quotients, Articles 92 to 95 ; Pages 90 to 95.

§ XIX. Analogous determinations for differences ofpoints (see § i.), constructed or

pictured by straight lines, with straight arrows attached ; interpretations

of the two equations D — c = b— a, d=b— a + c; dIs here the fourth

corner of a parallelogram, of which c. A, b are three successive corners,

and of which the altitude may vanish ; inversion and alternation of an

equation between differences of points, c — a + b = b — A + c; vectors are

equal, when they dilfer only in their situations in space ; addition of vec-

tors still corresponds to composition of vections, although they are not

now given as successive (compare § v.) ; such addition is commutative and

associative, a + /8=/34-a, (yi-/3) + a=y4(^+a); the sum of any

set of vectors is simply that one resultant vector which produces the same

total orfinal effect, in changing the position of a point, as all the pro-

posed summand vectors would do, if the motions, of which they are sup-

posed to be the instruments, were simultaneously or successively per-

formed ; the sum of two directed and co-initial sides of a parallelogram is

the intermediate and co-initial diagonal ; most of the foregoing results

of this section (xix.) are common to several other modern theories ; a vec-

tor (in space) is a species of natural triplet, suggested by geometry,

and found to be capable of a trij^Ie variety, or to depend upon a system of

three distinct elements, which admit of being expressed numerically, and

correspond to the tridimensional character of stack; in the present

calculus (compare § xii.), a vector may be represented generally by the

TRINOMIAL FORM, o = I.J t ./.v + hz, wherp J', //. X are three scalar (or Car-
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teaian) co-ordinates, while t, j, k are those three rectangular vector- units,

which were introduced (see § x.) in the foregoing Lecture,

Articles 96 to 101 ; Pages 95 to 105.

§ XX. Equivalent biradials (see § xvni.) correspond to equal quotients ;

examples ; in fact a bu-adial may be turned round in its own plane, or

transported parallel to itself, or its legs maybe altered proportionally,

without changing the relative direction, or the relative length, of those

two legs, or rays, or vectors, and therefore without affecting that complex

(metrographic) relation between the two rays which has been considered

(in § VI.) as determining their geometrical quotient ; hence in this calcu-

lus, as in many other modern systems, the equation S— y—j5~ a, be-

tween two quotients, is interpreted as signifying a proportionality of

lengths, combined with an equality ofangles in one plane, between the two

pairs of lines, a, (3, and y, S ; but, when we come to take account of the

plane of the angle, between any two such Unes a, j3, and to regard

that plane as variable in space, there arises a new double variety,

in the geometrical quotient /3-f- a, or in the numerical elements on which

it depends ; because we introduce hereby the consideration of the aspect

(see § xviii.) of the plane, or of the biradial, and thus bring into play (or

at least may be conceived to do so) a new pair of numbers, such as

those which determine in astronomy the inclination of the plane of

the orbit of a planet or comet to the ecliptic, and the longitude of its node,

in addition to that former pair of numbers, which determine the ratio

of the lengths of the two lines compared, and the magnitude of the angle

between them : the Geometrical Quotient of two vectors is found

therefore again (compare § xvii.), in this new way, by consideration of its

representative biradial, to involve or depend upon a system of four

numbers (^two for shape, and two for plane), and to be (see again § xvii.),

in that sense, a Quaternion, . . . Articles 102 to 107 ; Pages 106 to 112.

§ XXI, Multiplication oftwo arbitrary quaternions, effected by means of their re-

presentative biradials, prepared so that the fnal ray of the multiplicand

may coincide with the initial ray of the multiplier, as factum and profaciend ;

and therefore so that the identity (y -i- /3) x (/3 -4- a) = y -j- a, of § vn.,

may be employed to form the product ; this process is absolutely/ree/rom

vagueness in its conception, and altogether definite in its results, which

therefore are adapted to become the subject matter of theorems ; exam-

ple, here stated by way of anticipation, 9" q' • q = q" • q q ; this is the as-

sociative principle of multiplication of quaternions, and will be afterwards

fully discussed (in Lectures V., VL, VIL) ; Division of Quaternions may

obviously be effected by an entirely analogous process,

Article 108; Pages 112, 113.

§ XXII. Before entering on the general theory of operations on quaternions, we

may perform operations on numbers, and on lines, regarded as particular

cases of quaternions ; for example, we can sthew that the tensor of a sca-

lar is the nbsnhifp (or aritlmietical) vahir of that scalar, T (+ .^) = ^ :
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and that the tensor ofa vector is the number expressing the length of that

rector, Tt = T/ = TA = l; T . icX = Tk . TA, T (\ -f- «) = TA -f- Tic

:

Tp= \/-p'^\ Tw= \/+m;2; it will be proved (in § lxiii.) that gene-

rally the tensor of a quaternion q is

Ty = T (w + (o) = VCw^ - pi)
;

examination and explanation of a formula which may seem at first a pa-

radox Articles 109 to 112 ; Pages 113 to 117.

§ XXIII. The versor of a positive scalar is the sign +, or the factor + 1 ; the

versor of a negative scalar is the sign — , or the factor — 1 ; the versor Up,

of a vector p, is the vector-unit in the direction of that vector, Up = p
-i- Tp = p -;- V (- p2)^ (Up)2= - 1 ; the versor of zero, UO, is generally

an indeterminate symbol, but it may become determinate, if we know, in

any particular investigation, the law according to which the scalar or vec-

tor tends to vanish ; a tensor may be treated as a positive scalar (instead

of ft signless number) ; the conjugate of a scalar is the scalar itself, but

the conjugate of a x^ector is equal to that vector reversed, Kw = 4 w,

Kp = - p ; it may be remarked by anticipation, that the conjugate of a

quaternion is, generally, see § lxiii.,

Kj = K (tt> + p) = m; - p,

Articles 113, 114; Pages 118, 119.

§ XXIV. Powers of vectors, the exponents being still scalars, but the vector bases

being not now unit-lines (compare § xiv.) ; such powers are quaternions ;

examples
: the tensor of the power is the power ofthe tensor, and the ver-

SOT of the power is the power of the versor ; T . p' = (Tp)' = Tp, U . p'

= (Up)' = Up' ; the power p<, when operating as a factor on a line <r _i_ p,

produces another line r = p'a, which also is perpendicular to p ; the direc-

tion of this new line r is formed from that of ff by a rotation through t

quadrants round p, and its length bears to the length of (t a ratio expressed

by the <"• power of the number Tp which expresses the length of p ; the

power, or quaternion, or quotient, p' = j- -j- (r, degenerates into a scalar

when t is any even integer; p°, for example, is positive unity, and p* is a

negative number, = -Tp2 (compare §§ xiii., xxii.) ; on the other hand
the power p' degenerates from a quaternion into a vector, when the ex-

ponent t is any odd whole number, for example, p^ - p ; another and
more important example is the reciprocal of p, or the power pi; this

power is a line, which, when operating as a factor on a line <t perpendicu-

lar to p, has the effect of dividing the length of a by the number Tp, and
of catising its direction to turn negatively (or left-handedly) through a
quadrant, round p as an axis ; the tensor and versor of the reciprocal are

respectively the reciprocals of the tensor and versor, T (p-i) = (Tp)-',
U(p-i) = (Up) i=-Up, p-i = -Tp-i.Up; any two reciprocal
VECTORS, p and p

-

', have their directions opposite, and their

LENGTHS RECIPROCAL; the product /3 X o 1 is equal to the quotient

^~ a, and may be denoted more concisely by /Sa -
' or by -, while the re-
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eiprocal a'^ may also be denoted by -
; for powers of rectors with scalar

a

exponents, we have generally (as in algebra), p»» p" = p »» + ••, . . . .

Articles 115 to 118 ; Pages 119 to 125.

§ XXV. Illustrations from the logarithmic spiral ; the quotient of two vectors

(in space) may generally be put under the /orm o/ a power, p*, where

the base p is a vector, depending (see § xix.) on a system of three num-

bers, and serving to fix the aspect and angle ofa spiral ; while the ex-

ponent, t, is (as in § xxiv.) a scalar, and serves to mark (in this mode

of illustrating the subject) the fraction of a quadrant at the pole ; the

Quotient of two rags is therefore again found, in this new way, to be a

Quaternion, or to depend generally on a system offour numerical ele-

ments, Articles 119, 120; Pages 125 to 129.

LECTURE IV.

(Articles 121 to 174 ; Pages 130 to 185.)

PROPORTIONS OF LINES IN ONE PLANE, POWERS AND ROOTS OF QUATER-

NIONS; NOTATIONS,
jlj, Lq, Ax.y; GEOMETRICAL EMPLOYMENT OP

V- I, AS A PARTIALLY INDETERMINATE SYMBOL.

§ XXVI. Recapitulation ; construction of a quadrantal quaternion or of the quo-

tient of two rectangular lines (compare § xi.) by a line drawn in the di-

rection of the axis of the versor of this quotient or quaternion, and with a

length which represents the tensor of the same quadrantal quaternion

;

thus the rotation round the quotient -line, from the divisor line to the di-

vidend-line, is positive (compare again § xi.) ; examination and confirma-

tion of the consistency of this conception of a quotient-line, with earlier

principles of this calculus; division of one /me by another (§ vi.) may
be regarded, in this view, as a case of the division of one quotient (§ vii.),

or of one quaternion (§ xxi.), by another quotient or quaternion, but the

results of these different views agree ; an equation between quotients may

in like manner receive two distinct but harmonizing interpretations, of

which one is that (comparatively) usual one, referred to in § xx., while

the other seems to be peculiar to quaternions,

Articles 121 to 126 ; Pages 130 to 139.

§ XXVII. On the same plan two distinct methods of interpretation may be applied

to the symbol (3~- ax y, where a, /?, y are supposed to be three coplanar

Una, y 1 1
1 a, /3 ; but they both conduct to one common line S as the re-

sult, namely, to that fourth line, in the plane of a, /3, y, which is, in seve-

ral other systems also, regarded as the fourth proportional to those

three lines, and satisfies, in a sense already mentioned (§ xx.), the equa-

tion 5 -f. y = /3 -7- a, or the proportion a : fS : : y: S, which admits of in-

version and alternation ; this proportion gives two others, between the ten-

sors and the versors respectively (see §§ xxii., xxiii.) of the four coplanar
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lines
; we may write S = (3a-Ky, and ^ = ya' . /3, but are not yH enti-

tled to write ^ = /3 , a "
' y , nor 5 = y . a -

» /?, because the atsociative

principle of multiplication (compare § X3U.) has not as yet been proved

;

we may already see that (on the principles above employed; Me /ourtA

proportional to three lines which are NOT coplanar cannot be ant link
;

in fact it will be shewn, in the Fifth Lecture, to be a non-quadrantal qua-

ternion, Articles 127 to 130; Pages 139 to 144.

§ XXVIII. When the three lines a, /3, y are coplanar, and are supposed to be ar-

ranged as the base, bc, and the two successive aides, CA, ab {following the

base), of a triangle inscribed in a circle, the fourth proportional S may be

constructed by a certain line af, which touches, at the vertex a, the seg-

ment bca (or ACS), or which coincides with the initial direction of motion

along the circumference, from a to r, through c ; if a quadrilateral abcd
be inscribed in a circle, and if the first side ab be divided by the second

side BC, and the quotient multiplied into the third side cd, the resulting

line, DF = AB -f- bc X cd, will have the direction opposite to that of the

fourth side da, or the direction of that fourth side itself, according as the

quadrilateral is an uncrossed or a crossed one ; the results of this section

(§ xxvui.), respecting fourth proportionals to three sides of an inscribed

triangle or quadrilateral, do not essentially require, for their establishment,

any principles peca/i./r to quaternions, . Articles 131, 132; Pages 144 to 148.

§ XXIX. The THIRD proportional to any two lines a, y is easily constructed,

as a third line c, coplanar with tliem ; but when we have thus the propor-

tiou a : y :
: y :

f, we must not generally, in the present calculus, write the

usual algebraic equation between square and product, y2 = (it, nor

y*= ta ; in fact these two equations are equally true in algebra, and in se-

veral modern geometrical systems, but at is not generally equal to ta in

quaternions, on account of the generally non-commutative character of

multiplication (see §§ x., xi., xv.) ; we may however write, under the

conditions supposed, ««- 1 =(ya-')2, as-' = (y£-i)2, if we retain, for

quaternions generally, the notation q- = q x q, with the corresponding de-

finition of a square ; in lilie manner we must not write, in this calculus,

as a general expression for a mean propoktional, y = ± V ae, but may

write y-±{ia- 1)* a, in which expression it is proposed to take the upper
sign, when y bisects the angle itself between the directions of a and e, 7 / * t- ^-
but the lower sign when it bisucU the tuppUment^ of that angle ; in the ^ Oji»p»*^*4jO X"
former of tliese two cases, y may be said to be by eminence the mean "P^JL O^j^Eu^
proportional between a and t, its length being also a mean between

theirs
;
the mean between two given vectors is thus in general a deter-

mined vnctoT ; but when the two vectors have opposite directions, their

mean proportional may then take any direction in the plane perpendicular

to the extremes, Articles 133, 134 ; Pages 148 to 151.

§ XXX. Analogous interpretations of the two symbols (/3a-i)io, 03a-»)'a, as

denoting the simplest pair of mean proportionals, inserted between a
and /3 ; these two means mu.st not, in the present calculus, be denoted ge-

C
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nerally by the symbols, /3* a', /3^ a^ ; the tensor and versor of the cube

root of a quaternion may be regarded as being respectively the cube-roots

of the tensor and the versor; in general we may interpret the power 9' of

any quaternion q, with any scalar exponent t, as being a new quaternion,

of which the tensor and the versor are respectively the same (t"*) powers

of the tensor and the versor of the old or given quaternion, which is pro-

posed as the BASE of the power ; thus (compare § xxiv.),

T.9<=(T9)' = T7«, U.7' = (Ug)<-U?«;

and we may conceive that this latter /jou-er of a versor is itself another

versor, which has the effect of turning any line a, in a plane perpendicular

to the axis of Uq, or of q, through an angle, or amount of rotation, posi-

tive or negative, represented by the product t x Iq; but in order to deve-

lope and apply this general conception, we must first fix definitely what is

to be understood in general by the angle, or amplitude, /_ q, of a. quater-

nion, or of a versor Articles 135, 136 ; Pages 151 to 153.

§ xx\i. If we allow this amplitude Iq to take any one of the values included in

the formula Lq = q + 2/7r, where q denotes an Euclidean angle, q>0,

< IT, we shall then have two values for a square root, three for a cube root,

&c., as in the usual theory of roots of unity, and as in those modern geo-

metrical systems which represent all such powers or roots by lines, whereas

with us they are quaternions ; examples : this view of Z 7 would give

z(90 = '9+2(rt + OT, Z(9«) = M$ + 2 (mM + TO')7r, Z..g»*< = (tt + 0?
+ 2/) (u + <) w -I- 2pTr, I (q" .

qt) = (u + t) q ^ 2 (It -^ mu + n) IT ; and in

order that we should have generally q" q' = q"' ', it would be necessar)*

and sufficient to assume p = m = I, or, in other words, we should assume

one common value q + 2lTr for / q, in forming the three powers here com-

pared ; and after making this assumption, it would still be necessary, in

general, to retain that value t (q + 2l7r) of the power q', which was i7n-

mediately given by the multiplication t x Lq, and not to add to this pro-

duct any multiple 21'v of the circumference, before proceeding to form, by

a second multiplication, the angle oiihe power of a power oi & qn&t&v-

nion, if we wish that this new power shall satisfy generally the equation

(^giy.^gut^ Articles 137 to 147 ; Pages 153 to 163.

§ XXXII. But for the sake of avoiding as much as possible all multiplicity of

value of elementary symbols, it appears convenient to defne that the nota-

tation Z. q shall represent the simplest value of the angle, or that one

which most conforms to ordinary geometrical usage, namely, the angle in

the frst positive semicircle, which was lately denoted by q, admitting

however and tt as limits, and therefore writing Z 7 > 0, < tt ; so that

the prefixed mark Z comes to be the characteristic of a definite operation,

which may be said to be the operation of taking the angle of any pro-

posed quaternion q; this view agrees with our earlier definitions (§§ xiv.,

XXIV.) respecting powers of vectors, and gives Lp= -, so that the angle
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of a vector is a riyht angle ; the angle of a positive scalar is zero, and the

angle of a negative scalar is two right angles ; with the single exception of

powers of negatives (for which powers, as well as for their bases, the axes

are indeterminate), the same definition assigns a determinate quaternion

as the value of the <'* power of any proposed quaternion q ; and the equa-

tion q"q' = gu + < is satisfied, each member representing a quaternion, of

which the versor has the effect of turning a line perpendicular to the axis

of q through an amount of rotation represented by (u + <) z 9, • . . •

Articles 148 to 150 ; Pages 163 to ICC.

§ XXXIII. On the other hand, although the rotation produced by the operation

of the power q' is now correctly and definitely expressed by the product

tx Lq, yet because this product is not generally confined between the

limits and ir, we cannot now consider it as being generally equal to the

angle of the power, because we have agreed (in § xxxii.) to confine the

ANGLE of every quaternion, and therefore of the power 9' among the rest,

unthin those limits ; thus with the present definite signification of

the mark L, we must not write generally L (9') —t-KLq, but rather

l_ (9<) = 2n7r + < Z 9, the axis of the power being in the same direction as

the axis Ax . 9 of the base, or else in the opposite direction, according as

it becomes necessary to take the upper or the lower sign ; the square root,

gi, of a (non-scalar) quaternion is acute-angled, and so are the cube-root,

ql, &c., while the axes of these roots coincide with the axis of their com-

mon power ; but the square 92 of an o6<use-angled quaternion 9 has its

angle L (9*) equal to the double of the supplement of the obtuse angle I q,

and has its axis in the direction opposite to tliat of the axis Ax . 9 ; with

this definite view of powers and roots, although three distinct quaternions

may have one common cube, yet only one of them is (by eminence) the

cube-root of that cube ; examples: in like manner the symbol (9^)^ de-

notes now definitely 4-9, or — q, according as the angle of 9 is acute or

obtuse
;
(p*)i denotes a vector, with a length = Tp, but with an indeter-

minate direction, because p^ is a negative scalar ; we must not now write

generally (9')" = 9"') bwt may establish this modified formula, (9')" =

(Ax . 9)«"» . 9«<, Articles 151 to 161; Pages 166 to 174.

§ xxxiv. Reciprocals and conjugates of quaternions (compare §§ xxiv., xxx.) :

T(g-0 = (T9)-' = TrS U(9-') = (U9)-i = U9 1;

l{q-^) = Lq, Ax . (9-1) = — Ax. g ; U9 • = KU9 = reversor:

ZKU5=zU9, Ax.KU9--Ax.U9;
Z.K9=Z9, Ax.K9 = -Ax.9, TK9 = T9;

the reciprocal and conjugate of q may be thus expressed,

9-1=79-1. KU9, K9 = T9.U9-i;

in general 9K9 = T92, so that the product of any two conjugate

quaternions is a positive scalar, namely, the square of their common

tensor ; Tq=(^qKq)i, U9 = + (g -J- Kq)h, according as Z 9 ^ ^; exam-
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pies; when g is a vector = p, so that l q = -, then Kq = -q (compare

§ xxni.) ; and although {q-^Kq)i is in this case an indeterminate vec-

tor-unit, yet we have still Vq^ = ? -H Kgr, each member being = — 1, . .

Articles 162 to 165 ; Pages 175 to 178.

§ XXXV. More close examination of the case of indktermination, mentioned

in several recent sections, when the base of a power becomes a negative

scalar ; Z. (— 1) = tt ; Ax . (— 1) is indeterminate ; the symbol (— 1)' or

(—)' denotes a versor, which has the effect of producing a given and deji-

Jinite amount ofrotation = tTr.but in a yihoWy arbitrary plane ; in parti-

cular, z (- 1)J = -, so that (- \)\ or v/- 1 represents in this theory

(compare §§ X., xxix., xxxii, xxxiii.) a quadrantal versor with an arbi-

trary axis, and therefore also a vector-unit with an indeterminate

DIRECTION ; this perfectly real hat partially indeterminate interpre-

tation, of the symbol V-1, is one of the cAie/ peculiarities of the

present calculus, so far as its connexion with geometry is concerned ; ex-

amples of its use, in forming certain equations of loci ; if o be origin

of vectors, and p a point upon the unit-sphere, then the vector of that

point may be expressed as follows

:

p-0 = p = V-l,

so that p2 + 1 = is a form for the equation of a spheric surface ; this

form is extensively useful in researches of spherical geometry ; the ex-

pression p = /3+6V— 1 represents the vector of a point upon another

sphere, whose radius is b, and the vector of whose centre is /3; the equa-

tion of this new sphere may also be thus written,

(p - /3)2 + 62 = 0, or thus, T (p - /3) = 6
;

the equation pa- 1 = V- 1, or (pa-i)2 = - 1, may be interpreted as repre-

senting a circular circumference, namely, the great circle in which the

plane through o, perpendicular to a, cuts the sphere which has the origin

o for its centre, and has its radius = Ta ; the indefinite plane of the same

circle may be represented by the equation U . pa-i = V — 1, and a paral-

lelplane by U . (p - /3) a -
1 = V - 1 ; the equation pa-^ = (^~ 1 )i repre-

sents another circle, namely, the locus of the summits of all the equilate-

ral triangles which can be described upon the given base a ; and the

equation U . pa"' = (— l)i represents a sheet of a right cone, with its ver-

tex at the origin, and with the last-mentioned circle as its base, . . .

Articles 166 to 174 ; Pages 178 to 185.
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LECTURE V.

(Articles 175 to 250 ; Pages 186 to 240.)

ASSOCIATIVE PRINCIPLE FOE THE MULTIPLICATION OF THREE LINES IN

space; QUATERNION VALUES OF THEIR TERNARY PRODUCTS, /3a7, AND

FOURTH PROPORTIONALS, /3a' '7; VALUES OF ijk, kji; GENERAL CON-

STRUCTION FOR THE PRODUCT OF TWO VER80RS, BY A TKANSVECTOR

ABC UPON A SPHERE.

§ XXXVI. Proof that for any three coplanar vectors, a, (3, y, the product jS.a-^y

represents the same fourth line S in their plane as the product /3a -
' . 7

;

thus p. a-^y =(3a-^.y, at least when a
||| /3, y (this last restriction is

afterwards shewn to be unnecessary) ; the proof is given for the three

cases, 1st, when the product a-'y is a vector; 2nd, when it is a scalar;

and 3rd, when it is a quaternion ; in treating these cases, we avail our-

selves of the fonnulsB, a"' . at"' = t"*, yt.t i = y, Zv-^'^^ — Z&i

which are indeed included in the general associative principle of multipli-

cation (stated by anticipation in § xxi.), but can be separately and more

easily proved ; in general, by the conceptions of reciprocal and product,

it can easilj' be shewn that for any two quaternions tj and r, we have, as

in algebra, the identities, r-^ .rq-q, rq. q-i = r; another general for-

mula for the multiplication of any two quaternions is /i\-i .\k-^ = hk-\

Articles 175 to 182 ; Pages 186 to 192.

§ XXXVII. Negatives of quaternions,

T(-9) = Tg, /.(-g)=ir- lq = Tr-LKq, Ax . (-9)=- Ax.5 = Ax .Ky ;

the axes of the negative and conjugate coincide, but their angles are ivp-

plementary ;

T (- Ky) = Tq, /.i-Kq)=:v-Lq, Ax . (- Kg) = Ax . 9 ;

the negative of the conjugate has the effect of turning the line on which it

operates, round the same axis as the original quaternion, but through a

supplementary angle
;
(these results are seen at a later stage, to admit of

being connected with the form Tg (cos + y — 1 sin) L q, to which every

quaternion q may be reduced, but in which the V — 1 is regarded as re-

presenting a vector-unit, in the direction of Ax . q) ; KK5 = q, K^ = 1 ;

K (— g) = — Ky ; if this = + q, then q must be a vector, and vice versd

;

the tensor and versor of a product or quotient ofany two quaternions

are respectively the product or quotient of the tensors and versors,

T.rq = Tr.Tq, V .rq = Vr . Vq,

T(r-^9) = Tr-j-Tg, U (r^ g) = U»-j- U7 ;

this result is connected with the mutual independence of the two acts or
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operations of tensiou and of version ; the conjugate and the reciprocal of

the product of any two quaternions are respective!)' equal to the product

of the conjugates, and to the product of the reciprocals, but taken in an

inverted order, K.rq=Kq.Kr, ('•9)"' = 9' r' ; if 5 = j8a-i.y =
yo-i

. /3 (see § xxvii.), then j3 . ai 7 = K (- /3).K (ya-i) = -K(ya-i.)3)

= —KS = S; the result of the foregoing section, that /3 . a -
' y = /3a -

' . y,

when a, /3, y are three coplanar vectors, is therefore confirmed in this new-

way, Articles 183 to 193 ; Pages 192 to 198.

§ xxxviii. The associative principle therefore holds for the multiplication of any

three coplanar vectors, such as the recent lines y, a - >, and j3, with a

partial validity of the commutative principle also ; so that we may dis-

mbs the point in the notation, and may write either ^ = /8a 'y, or

^= ya- 1/3 ; the line S may still be called (see § xxvii.) the Fourth Pro-

portional to a, j3, y, or to a, y, /8 ; but it may also be said to be the

continued product of y, a"', /3, or of /3, a"', y ; without introducing -1

as an exponent of the middle factor, if /i
1 1

j
X, /c, we have the following

equation of coplanarity, /iXk = icXfi ; each of the symbols here equated

denotes a line, coplanar with the lines k, X, p, which fourth line in their

plane may at pleasure be called the fourth proportional to X-i, p, k, or to

X-i, K, p, or the continued product of *c, X, p, or of /i, X, k ;
(X-i)-i = X,

(q-^)-^ = q; /3oy = a2./3a-'y
; and because a*<0(by § xiii.), the

continued product (iay of three coplanar vectors, y, a, /3, has the direc-

tion opposite to that of the fourth proportional to the lines a, j8, y ; the

continued product (a - c) ( c - bJ (b - a) of the three successive sides,

AB, BC, CA, of any plane triangle abc, represents by its length the product

of the lengths of those three sides, and by its direction the tangent at A to

the segment abc of the circumscribed circle (contrast with this the cor-

responding result in § xxviii.); this construction of a continued product

appears to be peculiar to quaternions ; case where the three points A, b, c

are situated on one straight line ; if a, b, c, d be the four successive cor-

ners of an uncrossed and inscribed quadrifateral, the continued product

(d— c) (c - b) (b - a), of the three successive sides ah, bc, cd, is con-

structed in this calculus by a line which has the direction of the fourth

aide, da or A — d ; but the same product represents a line in the direction

opposite to that of the fourth side, if the quadrilateral be a crossed one

;

these results also (which may again be contrasted with those of § xxviii.)

appear to be peculiar to quaternions ; the formula,

U.(d-cJ(c-b) (b-a) = +U(a-d),

expresses, in the present calculus, a property which belongs only to plane

and inscriptible quadrilaterals, . . . Articles 194 to 200 ; Pages 198 to 203.

§ XXXIX. Interpretation of the fourth proportional /3a -
1 . y, or /8 -j- a x y, for

the cases where the three lines a/3y are not coplanar, y not \\\ a, /3, but

where a is perpendicular either to y or to /3 ; for each of these two cases,

the associative property of multiplication holds, /3a -
' . y = j8 . a - • y, and
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the point may therefore be omitted; but the symbol /3a - > y does not now

represent any line but a quaternion ; the symbol /3ay denotes another

quaternion, which is still (as in the last section) =a* . /3a-i y ; the ver-

sors of these two quaternions are negatives of each other, U . /Say = —

U ./3a-' y ; for any multiplication of any number of quaternions, the

tensor of the product is equal to the product of the tensors (compare

§ xxxvii), Tn = HT ; in the case where the three lines aj3y compose a

rectangular system, the fourth proportional /3a -
' y degenerates from a

quaternion to a scalar, which is a negative or a positive number, according

as the rotation round a from /3 to y is of a positive or a negative charac-

ter; on the contrary, the continued product j3ay is positive in the first of

these two cases, and negative in the second ; thus /3ay = — ya/3 = + T/3 .

Ta . Ty, if /3 _L a, y _i. a, y _L /3, the upper sign holding when the ro-

tation round y from a to /3 is positive ; if da, db, dc be three co-initial

edges of a right solid, then

(c-d) (b — d) (a - d) =+ volume of solid,

according as tlie rotation round the edge da from db towards do is di-

rected to the right hand or to the left ; examples from the unit-cube, k -i-j

yi = -l, kji = +l,tjk = -l, . . . Articles 201 to 210; Pages 203 to 208.

§ XL. More general cases, where a, j3, y are neither coplanar, nor rectangular

;

each of the two symbols, /3a ' > . y, /3 . a -
' y, represents a determined

quaternion, but it remains to prove (§§ XLii., xliu.) that these two qua-

ternions are equal; it is sufficient for this purpose to establish the equality

of their versors, and therefore the lines a, j3, y may be supposed to be

three unit-vectors, OA, ob, oc, terminating at three given points a, b, c

on the surface of the unit-sphere (§ xxxv.) ; the quaternion quotient /3a - ^

becomes then a versor, with aob for its representative biradial (§ xviii.);

and the great-circle arc, ab, which subtends the angle aob, may be said

to be the REPRESENTATIVE ARC of the Same quaternion or versor, fia-^;

it is proposed to construct the representative arc of the quaternion /3a -
' . y,

Articles 211 to 21G ; Pages 208 to 212.

§ xij. Equality of any two versors corresponds to equality of their represen-

tative arcs, such arcual equality being defined to include sameness of

direction on the spheric surface, of the vector arcs compared, so that

EQUAL arcs are always supposed to be portions ofone common great cir-

cle ; but an arc may be conceived to slide or turn, in its own plane (com-

pare § XX.), or on the great circle to which it belongs, without any change

of value ; constructions for multiplication and division of versors, by pro-

cesses which may be called addition and subtraction of their representa-

tive arcs ; if any multiplicand versor q, and any multiplier versor r, be

represented by two successive sides kl, lm, of a spherical triangle klm,

the product versor rq will be represented by the base km of the same tri-

angle; thus versor, proversor, and transversor (see § ix.), are represented

by what may be called an arcual vector, an arcual provector, and an ar-

cual trantvector respectively (compare First Lecture) ; we may write the

formula ^ LM + — KL--< K.M, and the arcual sum of two successive
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sides of any spherical triangle, regarded as two successive vector arcn, may

in this sense be said to be equal to the base (compare §§ iv., v.); such

ADDITION (of vector arcs) corresponds to, and represents, a composition of

two successive versions (§ ix.), or plane rotations of a line (the radius)
;

the sum of the three successive sides of a spherical triangle, or generally

the sum of all the successive sides of any spherical polygon, may be said

to be a null arc, or to be equal to zero, '^ mk + ^ lm + --^ kl = ; to go

on the surface of the sphere successively from k to l, from i, to m, and from

M to K again, produces no final change of position ; subtraction ofvector

arcs, corresponding to division ofversors, is very easily effected, on the

same general plan of construction, and represents (compare again § ix.)

a decomposition of a given version into two others, of which ih^ first in

order is given, namely, the one represented by the subtrahend arc; in

short, for arcs as for lines, the relations of §iv., between vector, provector,

and transvector, hold good in this manner of speaking ; the provtctor arc

is regarded as the remainder, in the arcual subtraction of vector from

transvector; addition of arcs is not a commutative operation; for if

two arcs kk', mm bisect each other in l, we shall have

^ KL + ^ ui = ^ lk' f '- ML = '-\ mk',

and this arcual sum ^ mk' is indeed equally long with the arc ^ km,

which was found to be = — lm + -~ kl, but it is part of a different great

circle, and therefore these two sums are not arcually equal to each other,

in the sense of the present section ; this result answers to and illustrates the

general non-commutativeness oiihi operation of multiplication ofversors,

whereby ^ris not generally = rq (§§ x., xi., xxix. &c.) ; it is necessary to

distinguish in writing between two such symbols as '-.'+ --- and -~^-'^';

the rule adopted in this calculus is to write the symbol of the addend arc,

like that of the multiplier quaternion, and generally the symbol of the
OPERATOR, to the left of the symbol of the operand, that is, in this

case, to the left of the symbol of the arc to which another is to be added;

thus we still write "provector plus vector," and not, generally, vector plus

provector ; several other general properties of multiplication and division

of quaternions may be illustrated by the same method of arcual construc-

tion, Articles 217 to 222; Pages 212 to 217.

§ xLii. Application of the method of the last section to the problem proposed

at the end of § xl., namely, to the construction of the representa-

tive arc of thefourth proportional jSa^ '. y to three unit-vectors, a, /?, y,

or OA, on, oc, whicli are not rectangular, nor in one common plane

(§ XL.), but which shall at first be supposed to make acute angles with

each other, so that the sides of the triangle abc shall each be less than a

quadrant ; the vector arc representing y is here a quadrant kl with c for

its positive pole; the provector arc representing the other factor jSa"', is

the arc ab, or an equal arc lm ; the transvector arc km, which represents

the required fourth proportional, under the form of the prorfwc/ jSa "'. y,

is found to have its pole at a new point D, which is a corner of a new cir-

cumsciibcd spherical triangle dkf, whose sides ef, fd, de are respec-
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tirely bisected by the three corners A, B, c of the old or ffiven triangle

;

and the BEPREaENTAxivE anqlb, kdm, at this pole d, which corresponda

to the representative arc, km, and may replace it, as representing the

fourth proportional to the three vectors a, j3, 7, is equal to the semisum of

the angles of the auxiliary triangle, def, or to the supplement of that

semisum, according as the rotation round a from /3 to y is positive or ne-

gative ; hence the two quaternions j8o "
' • y and ya "

' . /3 have one common

axis, namely, the radius on, but have their angles supplementary ; but

these were the conditions assigned in § xxxvii., as necessary and suffi-

cient, in order that one quaternion should be the negative of the conjugate

of the other ; we have therefore, as in the last cited section,

i3a-i. y = -K(ya-i./3) = /3.a-iy,

and the associative principle is again found to hold good for the three

vectors y, a-i, (i, although these three lines are not now coplanar (as

they were in §§ xxxvi., xxxvii.), and do not form a wholly or even par-

tially rectangular system (as they did in § xxxix.),

Articles 223 to 235 ; Pages 217 to 228.

§ xLiii. Other proof of the same theorem, by means of an analogous construc-

tion for the product /3 . a -
1 y ; the case where /3 _i_ a may be treated as a

limit of a case lately discussed, the arc ab becoming a quadrant, and the

triangle def becoming a lune ; case where the arc ab is greater than a

quadrant; value of j3a-i. y', when y'= -y, and when the sides of the

new triangle abc' are each greater than a quadrant ; we have

i3a-l.y'=-K(y'a-l./3) = /3.a-ly';

in EVEBT case, the associative principle of multiplication holds good

for any system 0/ three vectors, and we may always write in this

calculus (as in algebra) the formulae,

j8.a-iy = /3a-i.y = /3a-iy; /3.ay = /3a. y = /3ay
;

to establish this result has been the main object of the present Lecture, .

Articles 236 to 240 ; Pages 228 to 233.

§ XLiv. Partial indetermination of the constructed triangle def, when the given

triangle abc is triquadrantal ; the point d may take infinitely many po-

sitions on the sphere, but the semisum of the angles at d, e, f is always

equal to two right angles ; the scalar character of the fourth proportional

to three rectangular vectors, which had been established in § xxxix., may
in this way be proved anew, as a particular or limiting case of a much
more general result ; when a scalar is treated as a quaternion, its axis is

indeterminate ; the rule of § xxxix. for determming the sign of the scalar

is also reproduced, Articles 241 to 244 ; Pages 233 to 237.

§ XLV. Illustrations of the equations (of § xxxix.), 4/t = + 1, ijk = - 1 ; the

former may be interpreted as expressing that if a line \ be suitably chosen,

namely, so as to be perpendicular to the (meridional) plane of k and «,

and be then operated on successively by i, by j, and by k, considered as

d
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three quadrantal and mutually rectangular versors (§ x.), the final direc-

tion of this revolving line \ will be the same as the initial direction ; the

latter equation (ijk = - 1) may in like manner be interpreted as expres-

sing that if the same (westward or eastward) line X be operated on suc-

cessively by k, by j, and by t, it will take at last that (eastward or west-

ward) direction which is opposite to the initial direction ; and because

each of the vector-units i, j, k, when'thus regarded as a quadrantal versor,

is evidently (see again § X.) a semi-inversor, we have in this way ex-

tremely simple interpketations /or alx, the parts of the formula,

{I =fi = k^=ijk=-l;

which continued equation may be considered as including within itself all

the laws of the combination of the symbols, i,j, k ; and therefore

ultimately, on the symbolic side, the w^hole theory of quaternions,

because these are all reducible to expressions of the quadrinomial form,

q = wi-ix+jy+ kz,

Articles 245 to 250 ; Pages 237 to 240.

LECTURE VI.

(Articles 251 to 393; Pages 241 to 380.)

GENERAL ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF THE MDLTIPLICATION OP QUATER-

NIONS-, REPRESENTATION OF THE PRODUCT OF TWO VERSORS BY THE

EXTERNAL VERTICAL ANGLE OF A SPHERICAL TRIANGLE; CONNEXION

OF TERNARY PRODUCTS OF QUATERNIONS WITH SPHERICAL CONICS

;

CONTINUED PRODUCTS OF THE SIDES OF PLANE OR GAUCHE POLYGONS

INSCRIBED IN A CIRCLE OR IN A SPHERE ; COMPOSITION OF CONICAL

ROTATIONS ; THEORY OF SPHERICAL POLYGONS OF MULTIPLICATION,

WITH THEIR SYSTEMS OF INSCRIBED CONICS, AND RELATIONS OF FOCAL

ENCHAINMENT.

§ xi.vi. Postponement of the proof of the distributive principle of the multiplica-

tion of quaternions ; additional illustrations of the general theory of the

fourth proportional to three vectors, which was assigned in the foregoing

Lecture ; case of coplanarity, regarded as a limit,

Articles 251 to 257; Pages 241 to 247.

§ XLVii. The product of the square roots of the successive quotients of the vectors

S, i, ij, of the corners of a spherical triangle def, is a quaternion,

of which the angle is the semi-excess of the triangle,

and the axis of the same quaternion product has the direction of + S, that
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is of OD or of DO, according as the rotation round S from l^ towards t, or

that round d from f towards k, is positive or negative,

Articles 258 to 263 ; Pages 247 to 252.

§ xLViii. General construction for the multiplication of any two quaternions, by a

process analogous to addition of their representative angles (compare

§§ XLI., XLii.) ; if these be made the base angles of a spherical triangle,

and if the rotation round the vertex of this triangle, from the base

angle which represents the multiplier, towards the base angle which

represents the multiplicand, be positive, then the product is repre-

sented by the external vertical angle ; if we agree to call the ex-

ternal vertical angle of a spherical triangle gener&Wy the sI'Iikrical SUM

OF the two base angles, when thepositions of the vertices oi these seve-

ral angles on the sphere are taken into account, and when the addend

angle answers to the multiplier quaternion, according to the rule of rota-

tion above given, we may enunciate a general rule /or the multiplica-

tion of any two quaternions, as follows.- " the tensor of the product is the

arithmetical product of the tensors (§ xxxvil.), and the angle of the pro-

duct is the spherical sum of the angles of the factors ;'" this new sort of

SPHERICAL addition OF ANGLES IS Connected with a certain composition

of rotations of arcs ; such addition of angles (like that of arcs in § XLI.)

is a non-commutative operation ; this result furnishes a new illustration of

the non-commutative character of the general multiplication of quater-

nions ; the rotation round the axis or round the pole of the multiplier,

from that of the multiplicand, towards that of the product (compare

§§ XL, XV., XXVI ), is always posi/ice, . Articles 264 to 272 ; Pages 252 to 2C1.

§ xux. Corollaries from the general construction for multiplication assigned in

the foregoing section (xlviii.) ; interpretations by it of th£ symbols aj3,

/3a'', /3a -1/3, agreeing with the results previously obtained respecting

the product, quotient, and third proportional of any two vectors ; inter-

pretations of (iiai, /34al, fisai, as denoting quaternions (compare §§ xxix.,

XXX.) ; analogous interpretation of the more general symbol 9 = /3' a'-',

when a and /3 are supposed to be unit- vectors ; the unit axis Ax . g = op,

of this quaternion 9, describes by its extremity r a curve apb upon the

unit- sphere, which curve is the locus of the vertex p of a spherical triangle

APD, whose base-angles are complementary ; this curve is a spherical

conic ; for any spherical triangle, with a, /3, y for the unit vectors of its

comers a, n, c, and with x, y, z for the (generally fractional) numbers

of right angles at those corners, the rotation round c from b to a being

supposed to be also positive, we have the three equations

y-fiva' = - 1 ; a'^y'-^y = - 1
;

j3J'a'y=^ = - 1
;

any one of which will be found to include, when interpreted and developed,

by the principles of the present calculus, the whole doctrine of spherical

trigonometry ; with the phraseology recently proposed, the spherical sum

of the three angles of any spherical triangle, if taken in a suitable order

of succession, is always equal to two right angles,

Articles 273 to 280 ; Pagfs 2G1 to 2C8.
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§ L. Interpretation of the symbol rjr-', where q and r are any two quaternions;

this symbol denotes a new quaternion, with the same tensor, and same

magnitude of anffle, as the original or operand quaternion, q,

T.rqr-^ = Tq, L.rqr-^ = lqi

but the axis of the new quaternion rqr-^ is generally different from Ax. 7,

and is formed or derived from this latter axis, by a conical and positive

ROTATION round the axis Ax . r, of the other given quaternion, r, through

DOUBLE the ANGLE ofthat quatemion ; analogous interpretations of 5
-

' rq,

q'rq-* ; the latter symbol denotes a quaternion formed from r, by making

its cLcis revolve conically round the axis of q, through a rotation expressed

by the product 2tx Lq; by employing arcs instead of angles, we may in-

terpret the symbol ^ ( ) j-', in which q may be said to be the ope-

rating quaternion, as denoting the operation of causing the arc which

represents the operand quaternion, and whose symbol is supposed to be

inserted within the parentheses, to move along the doubled arc of the

operator, without any change of either length or inclination (like the equa-

tor on the ecliptic in precession) ; if < be still a scalar exponent, {qrq-^y =

qr'q -

1 ; the symbol qpq
" * denotes a vector formed from the vector p, and

the analogous symbol qBq -
1 may be used to denote a bodg derived from

the body B, by a conical and finite rotation, through 2 Iq round Ax . q ;

to express that this body has afterwards been made to revolve through

2 Ir round Ax . r, we may employ the following symbol for the new po-

sition of the body, or system of vectors, r.qBq-^.r-^; and so on for any

number ofsuccessive and finite rotations, round any axes drawn from or

through one common origin o ; interpretations of the symbols j (a + p) ?"'»

9 (a + B) 9
-

1 ; expression for rotation of a body round an axis which does

not pass through the origin of vectors ; symbols qk
(^

)?"*>')'( )y"';

the former represents a rotation through the angle itself of q; the latter

represents a reflexion with respect to the line y, or a conical rotation

of the operand (whether vector or body), round y as an axis, through two

right angles ; the formula (3 . a-^ la . (3-^ = (Sa'^ . t . af3-^, expresses that

two successive reflexions, with respect to any two diverging lines a and (8,

are equivalent upon the whole to a single conical rotation, round an axis

perpendicular to both those lines, through twice the angle between them.

Articles 281 to 292 ; Pages 268 to 277.

§ LI, The general demonstration of the associative property of the multiplication

of any three quaternions (mentioned by anticipation in § xxi.), may be

made to depend on the corresponding principle for the multiplication of

any three versors, q, r, s ; when these versors are represented by arcs

(§ XL.), we may propose to prove that a certain arcual equation (§ xli.)

is a consequence offive other equations of the same sort ; first proof by

spherical conies ; the, two partial or binary products rq and sr are re-

presented by portions of the two cyclic arcs of a conic circumscribed about

a quadrilateral, whose successive sides, or portions of them, represent the

three proposed /ac<or«, q, r, s, and their ternary product, srq ; other and

more elcmtntary geometrical proof of the associative principle, not intro-
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ducing the conception of a cone; second proof by spherical conies ; certain

angles at the corners of a new spherical quadrilateral abcd represent the

three factors and their total product, while certain other angles at the foci

EF of an inscribed conic represent the two binary products ;
three equa-

tions between spherical angles are thus shewn to be consequences of three

other equations of the same sort, in such a way as to establish the pro-

perty above proposed for investigation; it is therefore proved geo-

metrically, in several diflFerent ways, that the associative pkincifle

OF MULTiPUCATioN holds good for any three versors, and thence for a«y

THREE QUATERNIONS, ST . q =s . rq = srq; (in the Fifth Lecture this

theorem was established only for the multiplication of any three vectors) ;

extension to the case of any number offactors ; arcual addition (§ XLi.),

and angular summation (§ XLViii.), are also associative operations,

although they have been seen to be not generally commutative

Articles 293 to 304 ; Pages 277 to 290.

g LH. Other forms of the associative principle ; ifthe first, third, and fifth sides of a

spherical hexagon be respectively and arcually equal to the three successive

Bides of a spherical triangle, then the second, fourth, and sixth sides of the

same hexagon will be respectively and arcually equal to the three succes-

sive sides of another triangle ; or if the arcual sum of three alternate sides

of a hexagon (fifth plus third plus first) be equal to zero (see § xli.),

then the corresponding sum of the three other alternate sides (sixth plus

fourth plus second) will likewise vanish ; symbolical transformations of the

same principle ; if a5-» = yt-S then i;5-i.a/3-i = ?«-i
. yjS-' ; if 5£-> =

e\-i.0)j-i, then 5ic-i = t?i-i. 0\-i; if (i(5 . y/3) a = ^, then (a/3 . y^) t

= t, ; remarks on the necessity that existed for demonstrating the general

associative principle of multiplication, notwithstanding that to a certain

extent the principle had been previously defined to hold good ; we may be

said to have virtually used the definitional associative formula,

rq.a = r.qa, for the case where a, qa, and r . qa were lines, in order

to interpret the product, rq, of any two geometrical ^ac^ors, or qua-

ternions ; but the very fact of the perfect definiteness (§ xxi.) of this in-

terpretation of a binaryproduct made it necessary that we should not as-

sume but prove the corresponding formula respecting a general ternary

product, Articles 305 to 316 ; Pages 290 to 303.

§ LIU. If the continued product oi any odd number of vectors be a line, it is

equal to the product of the same vectors, taken in an inverted order ; and

reciprocally, if the continued product of an odd number of vectors be not

a line, it will not remain unaltered by such inversion of the order of the

factors ; on the other hand, if the number of vectors thus multiplied be

even, the product will be changed to its own negative, if it be a line, and

not otherwise, by such inversion ; if the continued product of an even

number of vectors be a scalar, the inversion produces no change ; and re-

ciprocally if the continued product of an even number of vectors receive

no change by inversion of order, that product must be a scalar ;
conjugates

and reciprocals of products of nn;/ number of vectors or quaternions, are
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the products of the conjugates or reciprocals of the factors, taken in an in-

verted order ; in § xxxvii. this was only established for the case of two

factors ; the formulae Ka = - a, K . j3a = + a/3 (see §§ xxiii., xv.), may

now be extended as follows, K . y(3a = - a/Sy, K . Syfia = + afiyS, &c.,

the signs of the results being alternately - and + ; the construction of

§ XXXVIII., for the continued product of the three sides of an inscribed

triangle, may now be extended so as to shew that the product of the suc-

cessive sides of a polygon inscribed in a circle is equal either to a scalar,

or to a tangential vector, at the first comer of the polygon, according as

the number of the sides is even or odd; thus the continued product of the

four successive sides of an inscribed quadrilateral abcd is a scalar,

U . (a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = + 1,

and the upper or lower sign is to be taken, according as the quadrilateral

is an uncrossed or a crossed one (compare §§ xxviii., xxxviii.) ; this

symbolical result appears to be peculiar to the present calculus, and con-

tains a characteristic property of the circle, corresponding to the known

and elementary relations between angles in alternate segments, or in the

same segment ; the versor ofany product of quaternions is equal to the

product of the versors, UH = JIV, . Articles 317 to 322 ; Pages 303 to 309.

§ Liv. To interpret the continued product of the four sides of a gauche quadri-

lateral, ABci), we may conceive it to be inscribed in a sphere ; the

product is a quaternion, of which the axis has the direction of the out-

ward or inward normal to the sphere at the first corner A, according to

the character of a certain rotation ; the angle of the same quaternion pro-

duct is the angle of the lunule, abcua, or the angle between the two

small-circle arcs, ABC, A»c ; this includes as a limit the case of a qua-

drilateral in a circle ; an analogous construction holds for the continued

product of the sides of a gauche hexagon, octagon, or other polygon

witli an even number of sides, inscribed in a sphere ; the product is still a

quaternion, of which the axis is normal, ox the plane tangential, to the

sphere, at the first corner of the polygon ; construction for the conthiued

product of the sides of a gauche pentagon, heptagon, &c., inscribed in a

sphere; this product is a tangential vector, drawn at the first comer;

conversely, if the continued product of the sides of a gauche pentagon

ABCDE be a line, when this product is constructed according to the rules of

the present calculus, the pentagon is inscriptible in a sphere ; hence is de-

rived the following equation of homosphuERICism, or condition for

five points a, b, c, d, e, being situated upon one common spheric surface,

AB . BC . CD , DE . EA = EA . DE . CD . EC . AB
;

this vector character of the product of the sides of a pentagon in a sphere

includes, as a limit, the scalar character of the product of the sides of a

quadrilateral in a circle (§ Liii.), which latter relation may be expressed

by tile following equation of concirculakity.

All . Br . CD . DA = DA . ID , UC . AB,

Articles 323 to 32S
; Pages 300 to 315.
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§ LV. One form of the equation of the tangent plane at A to the sphere abcd is

the following:

AB . BC . CD . DA . AP = AP . DA . CD . BC . AU ;

the two equations,

AB . BC . CD , DE . EA = EA . DE . CD . BC . AB,

and

AB . BC . CD . DA . AE = AE . DA . CD . BC . AB,

must therefore be incompatible, except under the supposition that either

the point e coincides with a, or that the four points a, b, c, d are copla-

nar ; in fact when the distributive principle shall have been established

(in § Lxxv.), it wiD become dear that the addition of these two equations

gives

AB . BC . CD X AE . EA = AE . EA X CD . BC . AB,

and therefore that either

Ae2 = 0, AE = 0, E = A,

or else

AB . BC . CD = CD . BC . AB,

which are respectively (compare § xxxviu.) conditions of coincidence and

coplanarity
;
problem of inscription in a given sphere, of a gauche quadrilate-

ral ABCD, whose four successive sides ab, ... da shall be respectively parallel

to four given radii oi, ok, ol, om
;
problem of expressing an n"* radius,

0P„, or p,,, of a given sphere, considered as a function of an initial radius

OP or p, and of a other radii, oii, . . . oi„, or ti, . . . t„, to which the n

successive and rectilinear chords ppj, . . , p„.i p„ are required to be pa-

rallel ; if a and /3 be any two equally long and diverging lines, OA, on,

and if y have either of the two opposite directions of the lines ab, ba con-

necting their extremities, then /8 = - yay-i ; hence in the recent question,

pi = -tip«rS P3 = -t2pit2'S &c., and if we introduce the quaternion,

g„ = t„ . . . tjti, the solution of the problem will be expressed by the for-

mula p„ = (-)"g'«p5,r* ; the same expression will hold good, if we regard

the quaternion qn as the continued product

<7<.=^(an-p»-i) (a,,-i-p„-2) . . . (ai- p),

of the n first segments PAi, I'lAo, . . . &c., of the n successive chords, on

which Ai, A>, &c., are n points arbitrarily taken, but not supposed to be

situated upon the surface of the sphere ; relation to a conical rotation (see

§ i«)
; EQUATION OF CLOSURE, Pn = pi for an inscribed and even-sided

polygon, pqn-quP, Ax.7„||p, with inclusion of the limiting case for

which the product 7,, is a scalar ; for an odd-sided polygon, pq„ = — q„p,

and the same product 9,, must reduce itself to a vector _i_ p ; these last

results agree with those of § Liv. ; if, in a sphere, the five successive sides

of an inscribed gavche pentagon, Abcde, be respectively />ara//e/ to the

five radii dra^vn to the five corners of a superscribed spherical pentagon,

IKLMN, then the fifth comer n of the second pentagon is situated some-

where vpon that great circle fh, of which a portion coincides with the
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arcual $um, ^ lm+ ^^ nt (see § xLi.) of tiie first and third sidet of that

second pentagon ; this theorem involves and expresses a gbaphic peo-

PERTT OF THE 8FHBRE, which is sufficient to characterize that surface,

and is analogous to the well-hnovm and elementary relation between the

DIRECTIONS of the sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle ; indeed

this graphic property of the circle can be derived as a limit from the lately

stated and graphic property of the sphere ; theorem respecting a general

relation of an inscribed gauche polygon of 2n sides, to a certain other in-

scribed polygon of 4n + 1 sides ; examples,

Articles 329 to 340 ; Pages 315 to 326.

§ LVI. Composition of conical rotations; the symbol srqB (^srq)-^ denotes the

position into which the body B is brought, by three successive andfinite

rotations, round the three successive axes, Ax . q, Ax . r, Ax . s, all

drawn from the origin o, through the three successive angles denoted by

2 Lq, 2 Z. r, 2 Is; but the same final position of the body, or of the sys-

tem of vectors operated on (compare § l.), can also be attained by a sin-

gle resultant rotation, round Ax . srq, through 2 I . srq ; in like manner

any number of successive and conical rotations of a line p, or body B,

round axes passing through one common point o, can be compounded into

one, by multiplying together, in the given order, the quaternions which

represent, by their axes and angles, the halves of the given rotations, and

then taking the axis and the doubled angle of the quaternion product

;

examples: the identity /3-j-a = /3xa-i of§ xxrv., since it gives

03 -T- a) f)
(a -i- /3) = |3 . a-ipo .

/3-i, may be interpreted (see again § L.)

as expressing that two successive reflexions of an arbitrary line p, with

respect to two given lines a, (3, are jointly equivalent to the double of the

conical rotation represented by the arc ab ; the identity, y -i- a =

^y -L- 13^ X (J3 -T- a), of § VTi., conducts in like manner to the conclusion

that a conical rotation thus represented by the double of an arc ab, if fol-

lowed by another conical rotation represented by the double of a successive

arc BC, produces on the whole the same effect as that third and resultant

conical rotation, which is on the same plan represented by the double of

the arc ac ; that is, by the double of the arcual sum (see § xli.) of

the HALVES of the arcs which represent the two component rotations

;

three successive and conical rotations, represented by the doubles of the

three successive sides of any spherical triangle, produce on the whole no

effect ; geometrical illustrations and confirmations of these results; exten-

sion to spherical polygons, and to any number of successive rotations, re-

y presented by the doubles of the sides ; rotations may be represented also

/ by spherical angles (instead of arcs); the equation y»^a»= -l, of

/^ /Oh"* y § XLix., shews that if the double of the rotation represented by the angle

/ /J P( - Qj^ Y)e followed by the double of the rotation represented by the angle

ABC, the result will be the double of the rotation represented by the angle

ACB, or the opposite of the double of the rotation represented by bca ; two

successive reflexions, with respect to two rectangular lines, are equivalent

to a nTigle reflexion with respect to a line perpendicular to both ; if a body
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be made to revolve throt^h any number of successive rotations, represented

as to their axes and amplitudes by the doubles of the angles ofany sphe-

rical polygon, the body will be thereby brought back to its original posi-

tion, Articles 341 to 349 ; Pages 325 to 334.

§ LVii. The system of the two successive rotations represented by the two succes-

sive sides DF, KE, of any spherical triangle, is equivalent to a single rota-

tion, represented by the double of the arc which is the common bisector of

those two sides ; the arcual sum k -^ ED + ^ ^ lE + i^ -^ df, of the halves

of the three successive sides of any such triangle def, is an arc which has

the first comer d of that triangle for its positive or negative pole, accord-

ing as the rotation round d from f towards e is positive or negative ; the

length of the same sum-arc represents the spherical semi-excess, or semi-

area, of the triangle ; extension to any spherical polygon, and even to

ANT CLOSED FIGUKE ON A SPHERE ; casc of negative areas ; successive

rotations, represented by the successive sides of any spherical triangle or

polygon (and not now by the doubled sides), or even by the successive

elements ot any closed perimeter on a sphere, compound themselves into a

single resultant rotation round the Jirst corner or point of the figure, or

round the radius drawn to it, through an angle which is numerically equal

to the TOTAL AREA of the figure (the case of negative elements of area

being attended to when necessary) ; if a body, or system of vectors, be

made to revolve in succession round any number of different axes, all pass-

ing through one fixed point, so as first to bring a moveable line a into

coincidence with a fixed line j3, by a rotation round an axis perpendicular

to both ; secondly, to bring the same raoveable line a from the position j8

to another given position y, by revolving in a uew plane ; and so on, till

after bringing it to coincide successively with any number of lines given

and fixed, and finally after turning from k to X, the line a is brought 6acA

from \ to its own original position ; then the body will be brought, by

this succession of rotations, into the samefnal position as if it had re-

volved rovhd the original, POSITION nfthe moveable line (a), as an

axis, through an angle offinite rotation which has the same numerical

measure as the spherical opening of the pyramid (cr, ^, y, . . . k, \),

whose edges are the successive positions of the line ; in symbols, for the

case of five given lines, including the original position of o, if wc form the

quaternion product,

and if the rotations round a, from (3 to y, from y to S, and from (^ to t be

positive, then

Tj = 1, Ax . 9 = a, l<i=h(A + B^C + D + E- 3ir),

the addition of the five angles of the pentagon being performed in the

usual way (and not here by such spherical summation as was mentioned

in § XLvin.) ; extension to the product nfthe squareroots ofany number

e
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oftucceagive quotients of vectors; even if that number be infinite, this

product of square roots is still a definite quaternion, of which the angle

represents the semi-area of a closedfigure on a sphere, while the axis of

this latter product is still the radius drawn to the first point of the figure

;

interpretation of the symbols,

- ^ -, '^ AB + -» BC + ^ CA ;

a ^ fi

if fas in § xlii.) the corners a, b, c of one spherical triangle bisect respec-

tively the sides opposite to the corners d, e, f of another, and if a body be

made to revolve in succession through three rotations represented respec-

tively by 2 ^ CA, 2 -^ BC, 2 '- ab, or by the doubles of the three

SIDES of the first triangle abc, taken in an inverted order, this body

will on the whole have revolved round the corner d of the second triangle,

as round a negative pole, through an angle which is numerically equi-

valent to the DOUBLED AREA of the same second triangle, def, . . .

Articles 350 to 357 ; Pages 334 to 343.

§ Lviii. New elementary proof of the associative property of multiplication of

three quaternions ; six double co-arcualities may be assumed to exist by

construction, and then the theorem is, that three arcual equations are con-

sequences of three others ; this corresponds to the second proof by spheri-

cal conies in § u., which shewed that three equations between angles

were consequences of three others : if q, r, s, t, be any four given quater-

nions, and u their total or quaternary product, u = tsrq, while v, w, x

denote respectively their three binary products, rq, sr, ts, and y, z denote

their two ternary products, srq, tsr ; if also these ten factors and products

q, r, s, t, u, V, w, x, y, z, be represented by ten angles at ten points

A, B, C, D, E, F, o, H, I, K upon tlie unit-sphere, then since y = sv, z — tw,

V. = ty, we can, by six triangles, answering to six binary multiplications,

construct successively the six points f, o, h, i, k, and e, the four points

A, B, c, D being here regarded as given, and also certain angles at them
;

in this process of construction, Lr is represented by two different angles

at B, giving one equation of condition; z « is represented by <Aree dif-

ferent angles at c, giving two other such equations ; L t gives two equa-

tions ; IV, I w, and I y give each one other equation : but the angles of

o, J, 2, M, are each only once employed in the construction ; on the whole

tlien there are eight equations of construction, required for the cor-

rectness of the figure ; but the associative principle gives ybar other binary

products, y=wq, z = xr, u = xv, u = zq, and four other triangles; there

are thus ten triangles in the completed figure, representing ten binary

multiplications (on the plan of § xlviii.), and it is found that each of the

ten points A ... K is a common corner of three of those ten triangles; at

each point three angles are equal, and there are thus as many as twenty

equations between angles, including the eight equations of construction

;

the remaining twelve equations are therefore consequences ofthose eight, in

virtue of the associative princifple, . Articles 358 to 3G4 ; Pages 343 to 360-
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§ lAX. In general, if there be ant/ number, n, of quaternions (or versors), gi, . . . qn,

represented by angles at w points, Qi, . . . Q/. on a sphere, and if the total

product 9 = g« 9n-i • • • ^2 9i be represented at another point Q, we may

conceive these points to be the successive corners of a certain spherical po-

lygon ofp = n + 1 sides, which may be called a polygon of multipuca-

TiON ; this conception includes the cases of the triangle of binary multipli-

cation in § XLViii., the second quadrilateral of ternary multiplica-

tion, ABCD, in § LI., and the pentagon of quaternary multiplication,

ABCDE, in § Lvni. ; in general we may form n - 1 binary products,

ri ~ q%q\, &c., n - 2 ternary products, «i = qiqzqu &c., and so on
;
the

number of these intermediate or partial products, or of their represen-

tative points on the sphere, is ^ (n + 1) (n - 2) ;
along with the p former

points, they make up altogether J (n + 1) n points in the completed

figure ; each point may be supposed to have tivo spherical co-ordinates,

but between these (n + 1) n co-ordinates there exist generally n (n - 2)

relations, or equations of condition, because they are all detemiiued by the

n versors qi . . . q,,, and therefore by 3k numbers (compare § xvu.);

other proof of the general existence of n (n - 2) equations of condition, or

equations between certain angles in the figure; each of the J(n+1)»
points of the figure is a common corner of n — 1 different triangles, re-

specting so many binary multiplications ; at each point, » — 1 angles are

equal, and thus there are in all Jn (n+ 1) (n - 2) equations between an-

gles ; of these, n (n - 2) are true by construction (as above), and the re-

maining angular equations are true by the associative principle ; there

are therefore \n (n - 1) (« - 2) equations of association, which are

conseqvences o/n(«-2) equations of construction; and the de-

pendent equations are more numerous than those on which tliey depend,

whenever the number n of the proposed factors exceeds three ; in the com-

plete construction of a polygon of multiplication, v/ithp = n+l corners,

and i/) (p - 3) inserted points (represenling partial products), is involved

(by the associative principle) the construction of a number of auxiliary

spheiical polygons of inferior degree, expressed by the formula

/>(;>-])(;, -2).. (p-p'+l) .^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^.j^^ ^^ ^^1.2.3.. p ' ^

auxiliary and inferior polygon ; this result is not to be confounded with the

elementary theorem of combinations, expressed by the same formula, . .

Articles 365 to 378 ; Pages 351 to 366.

§ Lx, The focal character, mentioned in § li., of the points e, f which represent

the two binary products rq, sr, in any case of ternary multiplication, srq,

namely, that they are foci of a spherical conic inscribed in tlie quadrila-

teral ABCD, if A, B, c, D be the four points which represent the three fac-

tors, q, r, s, and their total or ternary product, may be denoted by the for-

mula,

EF (. .) ABCI>,

which admits of various transformations ; in tlic complete construction of

the;j-3ided polygon of multiplication, there arises a system nffuch conies,
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in number amotmting to ^p (/> - 1) (P ~ 2) (p - 3), and inscribed in

so many quadrilaterals ; their ybc» are the ip ( p - 3) inserted points (of

§ Lix.), which represent the partial products ; these points may therefore

be called the focal points of the polygon of multiplication ; and if they

be conceived to be the comers of a certain other polygon or polygons,

there will exist, between these different polygons, a species of focal en-

chainment ; examples ; table aififteen focal relations, for the case of the

general hexagon of multiplication ; this hexagon is in this way connected

or enchained with a certain other hexagon, and also with a triangle on the

sphere, the nine comers of which auxiliary hexagon and triangle axe foci

of a system offifteen spherical conies, inscribed in fifteen spherical qua-

drilaterals of the completed figure
;
geometrical and numerical illustra-

tions ; the general pentagon of multiplication abcde (of § lviii.) is in

an analogous yi&y focally enchained with another pentagon figkh (or

with fghik), by a system offive conies, giving the five following focal

relations

:

FG (. .) ABCI ; GH (. .) BCDK ;

HI (. .) CDEF; IK (. .) DEAG ; KF (. .) EABH ;

each conic has its foci at two corners of the second spherical pentagon,

and touches two sides of the first ; elementary illustration, taken from the

limiting case where the pentagons become regular and plane, ....
Articles 379 to 393 ; Pages 366 to 380.

LECTURE VII.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF QUATERNIONS ; SEPARATION OF THE SCA-

LAR AND VECTOR PARTS; NOTATIONS S AND V; DISTRIBUTIVE PRIN-

CIPLE OF MULTIPLICATION OF QUATERNIONS; NEW PROOF OF THE AS-

SOCIATIVE PRINCIPLE ; GEOMETRICAL APPLICATIONS OF THESE PRIN-

CIPLES, INCLUDING SOME NEW GENERATIONS AND PROPERTIES OF THE

ELLIPSOID; NEW REPRESENTATIONS OF LOCI; CONNEXIONS OF QUA-

TERNIONS WITH CO-ORUINATES, DETERMIiN ANTS, TRIGONOMETRY, LO-

GARITHMS, SERIES, LINEAR AND QUADRATIC EQUATIONS, DIFFEREN-

TIALS, AND CONTINUED FRACTIONS; INTRODUCTION OF THE BlQUATEH-

NION.

§ Lxi. Recapitulation, Articles 394 to 400 ; Pages 381 to 386.

§ LXii. Addition of a number to a line; interpretation of the symbol 1 + A; we

look out for some common operand, that is, for some one line such as t, on

which the two proposed summands, k and 1, can both operate separately

as factors, in ways already considered, so as to produce two separate re-

sults or partial products, which shall themselves be or denote lines,

namely, in this case^ and i ; wo then add these two lines (§§ v., xix.),

i'O as to form a new line (i 4 j) ; finally we divide the sum by the common

operand, and we take the quotient (; + j) — i, obtained by this division,
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which quotient is in general (see §§ vi., xx.) a quaternion, as the alue

of the proposed sum,

1 4 * = (It + ii) -r- 1 = (i +i) -r- « ;

the effect of 1 + A, as & factor, is to change the side of a horizontal square

to that diagonal of the same square -which is more advanced than it in

azimuth by 45°

;

T(l + A) = 2*, U(1 + A) = A* 1 + A = 2U*;

this plan of interpretation of the symbol 1 + A is analogous to that em-

ployed in the calculus of finite differences for the interpretation of the sym-

bol 1 + A, in which also the two summands appear at first as heteroge-

neous, but are incorporated by being made to operate on one common

function fx; more elementary illustration of the process ; in general the

symbol w±p, where w denotes a scalar, and p a vector, can on the same

plan be interpreted as a quotient oftwo lines, and therefore as a quater-

nion, by taking some line aJLp, and defining that w + p = {wa + pa) -J- a,

when wa and pa are lines ; addition of this sort is a perfectly definite

operation, and has the commutative character, w f p = p + w, . . . .

Articles 401 to 405 ; Pages 387 to 391.

§ LXIII. Conversely, an arbitrary quaternion q can always be definitely decomposed

into two parts, such as w and p, of which one shall be a number and the

other a line, although it is possible that one of these parts may vanish ; if

q = P -^ a, and if we decompose the dividend line /3 by projection into

two partial vectors, or summand lines, (S, /3", respectively parallel and

perpendicular to the divisor line a, and divide each part separately by

that line a, the partial quotients thus obtained will be respectively the

scalar part and the vector part of the total quotient or quaternion q ; in-

troducing then the letters S and V, as characteristic of the two operations

of TAKING THE SCALAR and TAKING THE VECTOR of SL quaternion, we

shall have S(w-^-p) = w, V{w+p) = p, and S (/3-f- a) =/3'h- a,

V(/3H-a)=/J'-f-a, if/3 = /3+/3", /3'||p, /S-J-p; q = Sq + Yq=yq

+ Sq, 1 = S + V=V+S; also (compare § XVI.), S^^S, SV = VS=0,

V^^V; thus, Sw = w, Sp = 0, \w = 0, Vp = p; conjugate quaternions

have equal scalars but opposite vectors, SKq = + Sq, YKq = —yq,

SK=S, VK = -V; Kiw + p) = w-p (§ xxiii.); Kq = Sq-Vq,

K=S-V; TK = T (§ xxxiv.), T (a; + p) =T (w- p) = (M;2-p2)J

(§ XXII.) ; if a: be a scalar, Vx = 0, then S.a:q = xSq, V. xq = xVq
;

for example,

S{-q) = -Sq, Yi-q) = -yq;
S(-K9) = -S5, \{-Kq) = +Yq, -K =V-S;
X (w + p):=xw+xp; STq = + Iq, VT9 = ;

S</ = T7 . SU9, V7 = T7 . VUg ; VU.7 = UVg . TVUg ;

V\q = Ax . q, (UVg)^ = - 1, VYq r= V - 1 ;

qituttrnions are connected with trigonometry, by the relations,

SU</ = cos I q, TVUg = sin /. 7

;
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these reproduce the following general expression of well-known yferm, as

representing in this system the versor of a quaternion,

\Jq = SlJq4-\l!q = C0B iq + y/-^ an I q ;

but the symbol V— 1 here denotes (compare § xxiii.) the particular vec-

tor-unit which is drawn in the direction of Wq or of Ax . 9, that is, in

the direction of the axis of the versor; the indetermination mentioned in

the Fourth Lecture {§ xxxv.) thus disappearing, when Ug is a determined

versor, Articles 406 to 411 ; Pages 391 to 397.

§ LXiv. Expressions for oeometkical loci, supplied by the symbols S and V;

the scalar of a quaternion is positive, null or negative, according as the

angle of the quaternion is acute, right, or obtuse ; S (p -j- a) == S . pa "
' = 0,

according as ap = - , if the symbol ap here denote the angle between the

directions of the two lines a, p, and therefore the angle of their quotient,

regarded as a quaternion (but not the angle of that other quaternion which

is their product) ; to write the equation S (p -r- a) = 0, or S . pa- 1 = 0, is

therefore to express, by the notations of this calculus, that the line p is per-

pendicular to the line a, and consequently that the locus of the point p is

a PLANE through the origin O, perpendicular to the given line OA, if

a = OA, p = OP; ifal8o/3 = OB, the equation S. (p-|8)o-i = expresses

the perpendicularity p - j8X a? and gives, as the locus of p, a plane

through B, perpendicular to OA, or parallel to the former plane; such a

parallel plane may also be denoted by the equation S.pa-i = a, where

the scalar a is such that aa denotes the constant projection p' = op' of the

variable vector p on the fixed vector a ; the equation S . ap -
1 = 1 ex-

presses that the projection of a on p is the line p itself, or that the angle

OPA is right ; it gives, therefore, as the locus of p, a sphere tvith oa for

diameter ; the same spheric surface may also be denoted by either of the

equations,

S.(a-p)p-i = 0, T(p-^j = iTa;

methods of transforming, by calculation, any one of these equi-significant

forms into any other, will be explained at a later stage (in § Lxxvi.)

;

more generally the two equations,

T{p-J(« + /3)} = T{Ka-/3)}, S^=0,
p-li

each represent a sphere described on ab as diameter,

Articles 412 to 415 ; Pages 397 to 402.

§ Lxv. The system of the two equations S. po-i = 1, S.j3p-'=1, represents a

ciuci.E, namely, the mutual intersection of the plane through a, perpen-

dicular to OA, and the sphere on OB, as diameter ; the product of the

same two equations, namely, the equation S . pa' . S. j8p'i= 1, re-

presents a CONE, with the last described circle for its base; if this last
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equation be combined with the equation of a new plane, S .
py-i = 1, the

resulting system represents a plane conic, considered as a curve m
$pace : the equation of the cone may also be thus written,

Sf- S =1;

under this form it gives the sobcontrary circular section of the cone,

namely, as the intersection of the sphere described on a - • as diameter,

with the plane S . p/3 = 1 ; the parallelplane through the vertex, S . p/3 = 0,

touches the former sphere S . /3p " • = 1, which contained the/orwier circular

base ; this latter plane, and the plane S . pa = 0, are the two cyclic

PLANES of the cone ; the equations of these two planes may also be thus

written, S . /3p = 0, S . ap = ; for in general (by §§ xv., lxiii.), S . prt =

SK . pa = S . ap ; thus, in taking the scalar of the product of any two vec-

tors, we are allowed to alter their order ; more generally it will be found

(see § Lxxxix.), that under the sign S we may alter cyclically the

ORDER ofany number offactors, even if those factors he quaternions ; a

SPHERICAL conic may be expressed by combining either of the two forms

above assigned for the equation of the cone with any one of the three fol-

lowing forms for the equation of the concentric sphere,

Tp = c, p2+ c2 = 0, S '"-^ = ;

p + y

y is here the vector of some one point upon the sphere, and c is the length

of the radius ; we might also represent the same concentric sphere by the

equation Tp = Ty, or p2 = y2 ; one cyclic arc may be represented by the

two equations S . ap = 0, Tp = c, and the other cyclic arc by the equa-

tions, S . )3p = 0, Tp = c Articles 416 to 421 ; Pages 402 to 407.

§ Lxvi. If a given sphere with a for radius have its centre at the origin o, and if

we conceive t to be a sought point of contact of the sphere with a rectili-

near tangent from a given external point 8, and make <r = os, r = ot,

wo shall have the two equations T^ = -a^, S . <rr- ' = 1, the first denoting

the given sphere round o, and the second an auxiliary sphere on os ; the

polar plane of the point s, or the plane of which s is the pole, with re-

spect to the given sphere, is the plane of the circle of intersection of the two

spheres, and its equation (obtained by suitably multiplying their equa-

tions) is S . ffr =:- a*, or S. r/i-'= 1, ifwe make fi = OM = -a2(r-i ; ris

here treated as a variable vector, but a and p as fixed vectors ; U/t = U<r,

T/i = a2T<r-i ; m is the centre of the circle of contact of the given sphere

with the enveloping cone of tangents drawn from S ; if p = op be the

variable vector of a point p upon this cone, then

{(S.«T(p-<r)}2 = (<rHa2)(p-«r)2;

but a simpler form of the equation of the enveloping cone will be assigned

afterwards (in § Lxxvii.) ; the cone which cuts this enveloping cone per-

pendicularly along the above-mentioned circle of contact, and has its ver-
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t€x at the centre of the given sphere, is (S . ffpy + a*p* = ; the equation

S . (Tp = — a^ expresses that the points p and s are conjugate points,

with respect to the given sphere ; the equations S.pa = -a^, S . per' = — a^,

represent jointly a RIGHT LINE, which is the polar of the line ss' ; the

continued equation,

S.p(T= S.p(T' = S.pV = S.pV=-a',

expresses that the two lines pp', ss', are reciprocal poijvrs of each other,

with reference to the same given sphere as before ; in general, for any two

vectors p and tr,

S . pff = Tp T(T cos (n- - pff)

;

the scalar of the product ofany two lines is equal to the rectangle under

the lines, multiplied by the cosine of the supplement of the angle between

their directions ; Z..p(T = 7r — p(T= tt — Z.p<T"'

;

SU.p(T-i = + cos pff, SU.pff = — cos pff;

this supplementary relation between the angles of the product and quo-

tient of two lines (compare § lxiv.), is one which it is important to re-

member in this calculus, from the principles of which it was deduced so

early as in § xv. ; it may also be considered as connected with the negative

character of the square of a vector (§ xiii.), since /3a = a^.jGa -' = -T

a^.jSa-', U./3a = -U./3a"', and the angle of the negative of a quater-

nion is the supplement (by § xxxvii.) of the angle of the quaternion itself;

if/? be (as in § lxiii.) the projection of /3 on a, then S
.
/3a = /3'a = a/J,

and this scalar product (see again § xiii.) is positive or null or negative,

according as the angle between a and /3 is obtuse, or right, or acute (con-

trast again § lxiv.) ; the projection /?' may be expressed in terms of /3 and

a, by writing /3'=a-' S./3a, or /3' = a S./3a-', '
. .

Articles 422 to 426 ; Pages 407 to 416.

§ LXVii. Vector of the product of two lines a, /3 ; if /3" denote (as in § ijciii.) the

component of /3 which is perpendicular to a, then V./3a =/3"a = a line

perpendicular to the plane of the two given factors a, /3 ; V . /3a _L a, V

.

/3a J_ j3 ; the rotation round this vector ofthe product, from the multiplier

line /3, towards the multiplicand line a, is positive ; whereas the positive

rotation round the vector of the quotient /3 -7- a, or /3a"', is directed from

a towards /3 ; UV./3a =— UV./3a"' ; the length of the vector of the pro-

duct of two adjacent sides of a parallelogram represents the area of that

parallelogram,

TV./3a= /r7AOB = T/3Ta sin/3a;

TVU./3a = sin /3a (compare § lxiil) ; V.a/3 ^^-Y .fia,the vector ofthe

product of two lines changes sign (or direction) when the two factors are

interchanged (whereas, by § Lxv., S. a/3 = 4- S./3a) ; the perpendicular

component /3" may be expressed in any one of the following ways,

/3" = V./3a -r- a =- a 1 V./3a = a-' V.a/3

= V./3a-ix a = -oV./3a-i = a V.a-' /3;
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new proof (compare § l.) that when ya = a/3, then y is the reflexion

of the h'ne/3 with respect to a ; the equation Y.pa = V ./3a, or V. (p - /3)

a = 0, expresses that the termination p of p is situated on the right line

through H, which is parallel to a, or to OA ; the same uectiuneau Locua

of p may bo expressed by writing p = fi+ xa, where x denotes a variable

scalar ; the equation V . pa = denotes the indefinite right line through the

origin o, of which the given line oa is a part ; V . pa = V . a/3 denotes

another indefinite right line, parallel to the line oa, and passing through

a point c, which is the reflexion of the point d with respect to the line oa;

the.equation V (p V . j3a) = 0, or V . p V .
/3a = 0, expresses that p is per-

pendicular to the plane AOB of a and /3 ; whereas the equation S.pV .fta

= (afterwards abridged, sec § lxxxvi., to the form S . p/3a = 0), expresses

that the three lines a, /3, p, are coplanar, and gives therefore a plane as

the locus of p ; the equation,

(V .pay= (V
.
j3a) «, or TV . pa = TV . (3a,

denotes a cylinder of revolution, with a for axis, and T/3" for radius

;

in like manner the equation (V.p/3-i)''+ *"=0. or TV.p/3-i = ^, repre-

sents another cylinder of revolution, with j3 for axis, and iT/3 for radius,

Articles 427 to 431 ; Pages 41C to 423.

§ Lxvni. If we cut the last cylinder by the perpendicular plane S.p/3-i =a, the

section is a circle, contained on the sphere Tp = (a^ + 62)iT/3 ; the sphere

round origin with radius T/3, namely, the sphere for which Tp = T/3, or

T.p/3'i = l, may have its equation thus transformed, (S.p/3 -1)2- (V.

p/3" 1)2=1, and maybe regarded as the locus ofa varying circle, for

which S.p/3-l =x, TV.p/3-1 = (l-a:2)i; the first of these two equations

of the circle represents here a vaiying plane, and the second represents a

varying cylinder of revolution; if a he inclined to /3, the cylinder TV.

p/3 1 = 6 is cut obliquely by the plane S . pa - • = o in an ellipse ; in like

manner the equations, S. pa -
1 = x, TV . p/3

-
1 = (1 - x^)*, represent a va-

rying ellipse, of which the locus (obtained by elimination of x) is an

ELLIPSOID, represented by the equation, ....

(S.pa-i)2-(V.p/3-i)2=l;

geometrical illastration of this mode of generating an ellipsoid by a cer-

tain deformation of a sphere (^ellipses being substituted for circles, by sub-

stituting oblique for perpendicular sections of a certain varying cylinder^
;

the ellipsoid is enveloped by the cylinder of revolution, whose equation

is (V.p/3'')- = — 1 ; the plane of the ellipse of contact ia S.po"i = 0;

the equation of the ellipsoid may also be thus written, (S.pa-')2+ (TV .

p/3-i)' = 1
J
or thus, T (S . pa-^ + V. p/3-i) = 1 ; this last form will be

found to furnish (in §§ lxxviii., &c.) a new mode ofgenerating the ellip-

soid (or rather a number of such new modes),

Articles 432 to 436 ; Pages 423 to 430.

§ Lxix. Analogous deformations of other surfaces of revolution ; the locus of the

varying circle, S . p/3- • = x, TV . p/3 -
' = (j- - 1)1, is an equilateral

f
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AMD DOUBLE-SHKETED HYPERBOLOID OF REVOLUTION, whoSC equation IS

(S . pfi'^y + (V .
pj3-i)2= 1 ; the locus of the connected and varying el-

lipse, S . pa - 1 = X, TV . p/3
-

1 = (xi» - 1)4, where a is still supposed to be

inclined to (3, is another double- sheeted hyperholoid, which is not one of

revolution, and which has for its equation the following,

(S.pa-i)' + (V-P/3-'P=l;

geometrical illustrations : the right and oblique cones, which are respec-

tively ASYMPTOTIC to thesc two hyperboloids, have their equations formed

by changing 1 to in the second members of the equations of those two

surfaces ; by changing 1 to — 1 in the same second members, we get the

equations of two single-sheeted hypeeboloids, with the same asymp-

totic cones, of which two hyperboloids the first is equilateral and of revo-

lution, while the second touches the ellipsoid of § LXVIU. along the ellipse

of contact mentioned in that section, namely, the ellipse whose equations

are,

S,pa-i = 0, TV.p/3-i = l;

the second of the two double-eheeted hyperboloids touches the same ellip-

soid at the extremities ofthe two opposite vectors which have the directions

of + /3, the common tangent planes at those two points being given by the

formula S . pa -
1 = ± 1 ; the equations,

S.pi3-i + (V.pi3-O2 = 0,S.pa-i + (V.pi3-')2 = 0,

represent two elliptic paraboloids, whereof the first is a surface of re-

volution ; the equation S.pa-iS.p/3-' = S.py-i represents an hyperbo-

uc paraboloid ; an akbitraey surface of revolution may be

represented by the formula, TV . p/3
-

1 =/(S . p/3
-
»), and then the con-

nected equation, TV .
p/3-i =/(S .pa-^) will represent the result of a cer-

tain deformation of that surface, whereby ellipses are still substituted

for circles ; but if a be supposed to be not inclined to /3, but only to be

longer or shorter, the results of all the foregoing deformations will them-

selves be surfaces of revolution, . . . Articles 437 to 440 ; Pages 430 to 435.

§ Lxx. MacCullagh's modular generation of surfaces ofthe second order, ex-

pressed in the language of quaternions ; origin being on a directrix, a being

vector of a /ocu«, /3 vector of another point of directrix, and y perpendicular

to a directive plane, the following equation may be established, T (p - a) =

T (pS . 7/3 - /3S . yp) ; it will be found (see § xci.) that this equation ad-

mits of being put under the form

T(p-a)=TV.-yV./3p, . . .

Article 441 ; Pages 435 to 437.

§ Lxxi. The symbol V (V . a/3 .*V . yS') denotes a line situated in the intersection

of the two planes of a, j8, and of y, ^ ; if there be siv diverging vectors a,

«',... a", and if we form from therti three others, /3, /?, /3", by the

formulte,
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/3= V(V.aa . V.o'V"),

j8'=V(V.a'a".V.a»'a*),

/3"= V (V . a"a" . V . a^'a),

then the equation, = S . /3 /? /3", expresses the condition for the six diverg-

ing lines, a, a, . . . a*, being six sides of one common cone of the second

degree, and may therefore be called the equation of homoconicism ;
the

scalar function S./S/^jS" may be called the Aconic Function of the six

vectors a . . a", or of the hexagon (plane or gauche) at whose corners

they terminate, because it vaninhes when they are homoconic, by a form

of the theorem of Pascal ; hence may be derived an expression by quater-

nions, for what may be called the Adeuteric Function of ten vectors,

a, a, . . . a'", or of the (generally gauche) decagon at whose comers

they terminate, because this function vanishes, when those ten points are

on one common deuteric surface, or common surface of the second

order ; the Adeuteric may be thus expressed,

S (+ ABCDEF. GHIK),

if A ... K be the ten points, while the symbol abcdef here denotes the

aconic function of six of them, with respect to any eleventh point o arbi-

trarily taken as an origin, and ohik denotes the pyramidal function of the

other four, that is, the sextupled volume of the pyramid of which they are

the comers, taken with a proper algebraic sign ; in symbols, this pyramidal

function of four points, o, H, i, K, or of four vectors, a'', a''', a*'", a'* may

be expressed by quaternions as follows

:

S . (a'" - a'') (a''"- a'') (a'" - a") (compare § lxxxix.) ;

the ten points are supposed to be combined in all possible ways, as groups

of four and six (namely in 210 ways), by successive mutual interchanges

of points or of letters between the two groups ; for every such binary inter-

change the sign + prefixed to the product varies ; this fomiation of the

adeuteric function is only alluded to in the text of the Lecture, . . .

Article 442 ; Pages 437 to 439.

§ LXXU. The general addition of any two quaternions can always be easily and

definitely effected by the rule of the common operand, or by the formula

(y^ a) + (/3 -7- a) = (y + /3) -r- a ; subtraction of quaternions may in like

manner be effected by the formula (y -^ a) - (^ H- a) = (y -^) -i- a

;

Articles 443 to 447 ; Pages 439 to 444.

§ Lxxin. Properties of such addition ; it is a commutative and associative opera-

tion ; the scalar, vector, and conjugate of a sum of quaternions are respec-

tively the sums of the scalars, vectors, and conjugates, S2 = 2S, V2 = 2V,

K2 = SK ; similarly for differences, SA ^ AS, VA = AV, KA = AK •, it is

useful to be familiar with the two following general expressions, for the

scalar and vector parts of the product of any two vectors, S . a/3 = ^ (a/3 +

/3a), V . a/3 = U«i3 - /3«). • • • Articles 448, 449 ;
Pages 444 to 447.

§ Lxxiv. The general quadrinomial form, 7 - w + ix +jy + kz, for a quater-
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nion, may now be more fully understood ;
q=w'-\- ix +ji/' + kz being

another quadrinomial of the same sort, the sum and difference of these two

quaternions are formed by taking the sums and differences of their consti-

tuents, w, X, y, z and w, x, y, z ; in symbols, q ±q = w' ±to-\^i {x ±x)

+j (y -^ y) + * (^' ± *) ; ^ quaternion cannot vanish, except by its four con-

stituents separately vanishing ; nor can two quaternions become equal,

without their constituents becoming separately equal ; an equation q' = q

between two quaternions includes thus a SYSTEJI of FOUR EQUATIONS be-

tween scalars ; namely, w - w, x = x, y = y, z = z,

Article 450 ; Pages 447 to 440.

§ Lxxv. General proof of the distributive pkinciple of multiplication of

quaternions ; 'Lr .'S.q='S. .rq ; . . . Articles 451 to 456 ; Pages 449 to 455.

§ i.xxvi. Elementary applications of the distributive principle; transformations

by means of it, referred to in § Lxn'. ; the equation or identity,

(a-/8)2=a2-2S.a|3 + /32,

is equivalent to thefundamental formula ofplane trigonometry, or to the

equation,

BA2 = CA' - 2CA . CB . cos ACB + CB* ;

centre of mean distances, or of gravity, ^ = 2 . aa -7- S a ; investigation of

the (spherical) locus of the vertex of a triangle, of which the base and the

ratio of the sides are given; T((r-n)') =T(n(T-)'), if T(T = Ty, . . .

Articles 456 to 459 ; Pages 465 to 4G0,

§ i.xxvii. Intersections of right line and sphere ; the locus of all the tangents to

tlie sphere p^ + c'^ = 0, which can be drawn from the extremity of /3, has

for equation, c^ (p - /3)2 = (V . (3p)^ ; this form of the equation of the en-

veloping cone is simpler than that which was obtained in § lxvi., but the

one can be transformed into the other ; new investigation of the equation

of the polar plane, S. I3p
= -c'' (compare again §Lxvi.); proof by qua-

ternions, of the known harmonic property of this plane ; harmonic mean

between any two vectors
;
/ourM harmonical to any three points (not

ntccssarilj- on one straight line) ; extension hereby given to the usual no-

tion of harmonic conjugates ; circular harmonic group (four points on a

circle, for which what is called the anharmonic quotient becomes unity')

;

interpretations of the sum and difference of Uie reciprocals of any two

vectors, Articles 4G0 to 4G4 ; Pages 4G0 to 4C6.

§ i.xxviii. Equation of ellipsoid resumed (from § Lxvin.),and transformed to

T (tp + pk) = (C2 - 1«
;

geometrical equality hence deduced,

ae = BD
;

(iiiNERATiON OF THE ELLIPSOID, hcncc dcrivcd ; if A bc a superfciul point

of a_/?.rerf sphere with centre c, and i\ an external point, and if a secant

i)i)u bc drawn, and on the guuk-chord ad, or on that chord cither way
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prolonged, a portion ae be taken, which in length is equal to bd', the lo-

cus of the point e will be an ellipsoid, with A for its centre, and b for a

point of its surface ; abc in this construction may be called the generat-

ISG TRIANGLE, and the sphere round c the diacentric sphere ; the

points D and d' on that sphere may be said to be conjugate guide-points

;

geometrical deductions from the formula, ae = bd' ; constructions for the

lengths and directions of the three principal semi-axes of the ellipsoid, a,

b, c ; expressions for the lengths of the sides of the generating triangle,

BC = i (a + c), CA = ^ (a - c), AS = acb -
1

;

enveloping cylinder of revolution, with the side AB for axis, and BG=6
for radius, if g be the second point of intersection of ab with the diacentric

sphere ; the two other sides, bc, ca, of the triangle are perpendicular to

the two cyclic planes of the ellipsoid; the one that is j.*:, orj. cA,

touches the diacentric sphere at A ; these planes are also shewn by this

construction to be (as is known) the cyclic planes of all the concentric

cones, that rest on those srHEiucAL conics in which the ellipsoid is cut

by a system of concentric spheres ; mean sphere, containing the two dia-

metral and circular sections ; the construction cxbibitti also geometrically

the known mutual rectangularity of the semi-axes aej, ae^ of any other

diametral section of the ellipsoid, and conducts easily to the known ex-

pression for the difference of the squares of their reciprocals, namely,

AE2-2-AEi-2 = (c'^-a-^) sin V sin «',

where V and v are the inclinations of the cutting plane to the two cyclic

planes ; the equations of these latter planes are, respectively, S . ip = 0,

S . Kp = ; the equation of the mean sphere is

Tp = 6 = (ic2-t2)T(t-K)-i;

a=Tt + Tfc, c = Tt-T/c, ac=K'^-i^, acb-i = T (i- k);

equations ofa spherical conic on the ellipsoid ; expressions for the two new

vectors, c, K, as functions of the vectors, a, j8, of § lxviil,

Articles 465 to 470 ; Pages 406 to 475.

§ Lxxix. Introduction of two new vectors, X, p, with two new scalars, h, h, and

two new points, l, m, which all depend upon and vary with the vector p,

or the point e, and satisfy the equations,

X = ()Cp + p(c) ((C-l)"l = A (i-k:) = AL = A. AB,

^ = (l|0 + pi) ((-«)-! = h (^K - 1) = AM = K .ba;

to each given value of h (between certain limits) answers a ci>c/e on the

ellipsoid, for which

S . (cp = i AT (i - »c)2, le = T (p - \) = 6

;

in like manner, to each given value of h (suitably limited) there answers

another circle on the ellipsoid, determined by the equations,

S.ip = i AT((-(c)2, ME=T(p-p) = 6;
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these two subcontrary and circular sections of the ellipsoid have their

planes perpendicular to the sides, CA, cb of the generating triangle

(§ Lxxviii.), and therefore /)ara//e/ (as is known) to the two cyclic planes;

every such pair of subcontrary circles (A, h) is contained (as by known

results it ought to be) on one common sphere ; this sphere, in these calcu-

lations, is given by the formula,

T (p - ?) = NE = w,

where the vector $, the positive scalar n, and the point N, may be deter-

mined by the equations,

AN = ? = At+A'(c, 62-n2=(A + A') (A«2 + A' (c^) ;

and if we make en = ^ - p = i- v, then N is the^o< of the normal to the

ellipsoid drawn at the point e, and terminated by the plane of the gene-

rating triangle, or by the plane of the greatest and least axes, while n de-

notes the length of that normal ; the new vector v is parallel to the normal,

and satisfies the equation S . vp = 1 ; its expression as a function of p is,

v = ((c2-t2)-2 {(«-f)V+2t.S.»cp+2KS.tp};

the equation of the ellipsoid may be put under the form, p2 + 62 = X^,

while that of the mean sphere may be thus written, p2 -|- 62 = o, . . .

Articles 471 to 474 ; Pagea 476 to 479.

§ Lxxx. If we make for abridgment v = (p), or simply v = 0p, the vector func-

tion <j) will be linear or distributive,

'P(.P + P) =<I>P + i>P\ ^<PP = 0^P. <P i^P) =x(Pp;

and if we agree to writey(p, a-) = S . p^w, the scalar functionf will be

at once commutative or symmetric with respect to the two vectors on which

it depends, and linear or distributive relatively to each of them, so that

/(l^. P) =/(^. «)./ (P + P, -BT + ^') ^f{p, tu) +f(p, W) +f(p, W) +/
(p', w), f{xp, yw) = xyf(p, -a) ; if then we farther abridge /(p, p) to/

(p) or to fp, this new scalar function of one vector will, relatively to it, be

of the second dimension, and we shall have

/ (P + P) =fp + 2/(p, p) +/p', /(xp) = x«/p
;

the equation of the ellipsoid reduces itself in this notation to the formula,

/p = 1 ; and if a cylinder (not generally of revolution) be circumscribed

about the ellipsoid, with its generating lines parallel to a given vector vt,

the equation /(p, '5r)= represents the diametral plane of contact, and

the normal to that plane has the direction of the vector <j>ZT ; in general

the last equation denotes that the directions of p and Z3 are conjugate, re-

latively to the ellipsoid; reciprocal relations of bisection, conjugation of

line and plane, system of three conjugate semi-diameters, equation ar2 -)- y2

+ 22=1, Articles 475 to 480 ; Pages 480 to 485.

§ LXXXi. Theequation/(p,OT)= 1, or S. VCT = 1, expresses that the vector w ter-

minates on the tangent plane to the ellipsoid, drawn at the extremity of the
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semi-diameter p ; the vector v, or (pp, may be called the vector of proxi-

mity, namely, of the tangent plane to the centre, because its reciprocal

y-i represents in length and in direction the perpendicular let fall from

that centre on that plane ; in general the formula/ (p, ct) = 1 may be said

to be the equation of conjugation between the two vectors p and w, be-

cause it expresses that they terminate in two conjugate points ; the same

equation represents the polar plane of either of those two points, when the

other is treated as variable ; if s: be treated as the vector of the vertex of

an enveloping cone, the equation of that cone is

when the vertex goes off to infinity, there results an enveloping cylinder,

with the equation/ (p, 03)2= (yp- l)/a ; verifications for th cease oft

sphere, for which k = 0, <pp = i-'^ p; general harmonic property of the polar

plane, Articles 481 to 48G; Pages 485 to 491.

§ Lxxxii. The triangles lmn, abc, are similar and similarly situated in one com-

mon plane ; the points b, d, e, l are concircular ; the triangle lem is isos-

celes ; the lines ln, mn are portions of the axes of the two circles on the

ellipsoid which pass through the point e, . Articles 487, 488 ; Pages 491, 492.

§ LXXXIII. New proof of the associative principle of multiplication of quater-

nions, derivedfrom the distributive principle ; importance of combining

these two principles, Articles 489, 490 ; Pages 493 to 495.

§ Lxxxiv. Transformed equation of the ellipsoid,

T (t'p + p(c') = k':' - 1'2
; i/c' = t/c = T . i/c

;

new generating triangle ab'c', and new diacentric sphere round c', touch-

ing at A the cyclic plane j. t (compare § lxxviii.) ; ab' is the axis of

asecond enveloping cylinder of revolution ; if we make (compare § lxxix.),

AL' = \'=2 (k'-i')-iS.*:'p, Am'=^'=2(i'- K)-iS.t'p,

the two new triangles, l'm'n and ab'c' are similar and similarly- situated in

one common plane, namely, in the princ!pa//>/ane of the ellipsoid; the

symbols V' 0, S"' 0, denote respectively a scalar and a vector ; when

three points are collinear, the vector part of the quotient of the differences

vanishes and conversely ; lmm'l' is a quadrilateral in a circle, whereof the

diagonals lji', ml' intersect in n, that is (§ lxxix.), in the /oof of the

normal to the ellipsoid ; generation oe a system of two kecipkocal

ellipsoids, by means of a bioving spiieke
;
generation of the same sys-

tem of two elhpsoids by means of a fixed sphere ; ifthe sides of a plane

quadrilateral inscribed in the fixed sphere move parallel to four fixed

lines, one pair of opposite sides will intersect in a point on one ellipsoid,

and the other pair of opposite sides will intersect in the corresponding

point on the other or reciprocal ellipsoid ; these two ellipsoids have one

common mean sphere, namely, the fixed sphere employed in the construc-

tion ; other geometrical relations of the fixed spliere and lines to the two

ellipsoids thus generated, .... Articles 491 to 495 ; Pages 495 to 502.
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§ Lxxxv. Generation of an tllipsoid by means of a pair of sliding sniEKES ;

if two equal splicrc3 slide within two cylinders of revolution, whose axes

intersect each other, in such a manner that the right line joining their cen-

tres moves parallel to a fixed line, the locus of their circle of intersection

is an ellipsoid, inscribed at once in both the cylinders ; the same ellipsoid

may also be generated as the locus of the circular intersection of another

pair of sliding spheres, inscribed within the same two cylinders, but with

their line of centres parallel to a different straight line ; the diameter of

each sliding sphere is equal to the mean axis 26 of the ellipsoid ; an arbi-

trary curve on the surface of the ellipsoid may he described by the vertex

u of an isosceles triangle le:5i' (or l'em), the common length of whose

two sides el, em' (or el', em) is constant, and = h, while its base lm' (or

l'm) moves parallel to a given line ac (or ac), and is inscribed in a given

angle bad' ; or a rhombus of constant perimeter, — 46, may be employed to

generate, in an analogous way, by the motions of two opposite corners, two

curves on the ellipsoid, Article 490 ; Pages 502, 503.

§ LXXXVi. Introduction of two new fixed vectors, »7=T« U(t— k), 0=Tk\]

(e'- ic') ; making (7 = -A' T(l - («-'), we have fi^gt], \' = g9, and the

equations of one pair of sliding spheres become

for any one value of the variable scalar g, the plane of the circle of inter-

section is represented by the equation,

i;(02-^2) = 2S.(0-,,)p,

and we have the value, »; — = 6 Ui ; elimination of ^ gives for the ellip-

soid, regarded as the locus of these circles, the transformed equation,

U(;,-0) '"
' ' ,-0 T(,-0)'

other mode of obtaining this last equation from the form in § Lxxvni.,

namely, T (ip + pic) = (c^ - 1^ ; in general, for any three vectors rr, (3, y, we

have the identities,

S.al3y = -S. yfta, V . a/3y = + V . y/Sa,

with analogous results (compare §§ liii., lxiii.) for the scalar and vector

of the product of any odd number of vectors ; we have also, generally,

S . y V . j3a = S . 7/3a, S . y V9 = S . 79 ;

a. fraction in this calculus may generally be transformed (as in Algebra),

by dividing both numerator and denominator by any common vector or

quaternion distinct from zero ; or, in other words, by multiplying each into

(but not generally by) the reciprocal of any such vector or quaternion, .

Articles 497 to 500 ; Pages 503 to 509.

§ Lxxxvii. Geometrical significations of the two new fixed vectors, »;, 0; »; 4-

= w is the vector of an umbilic of the ellipsoid, and the equation of the
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tangent plane at that umbilic (found by making ^r = 2) is S . (0 - »j) /o =

^ - »j2 ; the umbilicar normal there has the direction of t) - 9, or of the

cyclic normal t; ©-'-iji has the direction of the other cyclic normal k;

. = TjjU(;/-0), /c = Teu(0-i-»j-O;

a = Tjj + T0, 6 = T (»/ - 9), c= Tij -TO

;

the sum and difference Uij + U0 are respectively equal to U (t - k) + U
(t'- k'), and have the directions of the greatest and least axes of the ellip-

soid ; the length of an umbilicar vector, or umbilicar temi-diameter of the

ellipsoid, is

«= T(j= T (q + 0) = V (o2 - fc»+ c«) ;

the length of the perpendicular from the centre on the umbilicar tangent

plane is

p=(fl2-i,2)T(ij-0)-i = ac6-i;

these values of u and p agree with known results ; another tmfibilicar vec-

tor is

w' = Tj7 U0 + T0 Uij = -T . 1/0 . (ij-i + ©0

;

— a}, — <ii' are also umbilicar vectors; thus >;-'+ 0-' has tlie direction of

such a vector

;

io + u,=(Tt} + T0) (Ui, + U0),

w - w' = (Tij - T0) (U») - U0),

the angles between the umbilicar diameters are seen to be bisected by the

greatest and least axes, Articles 501 to 503 ; Pages 509 to 511.

§ Lxxxvin. For the square of any quatemiou we have the following scalar, vec -

tor, and tensor,

S.q^- = Sq^ + Vg2, Y . q'^ = 2\qSq,T .q^ = Sqi - Yq' ;

hence for the scalar of the square root of any other quaternion q we have

the expression,

S^q=V(iSq- + iTq);

this is only one out of a vast number of general transformations, in which

the present calculus abounds, and which may be deduced from the

laws of the symbols S, T, U, V, K ; applied to the ellipsoid, in combination

with the recent values for a, b, c, it enables us to infer that the linear ec-

centricities of the two sections, perpendicular respectively to the mean and

greatest axes, are,

(a2 - c2)4.= 2T V (»70), (6* - c«)» = 2S V (.J0) ;

if we change at once 9 to t9 and t) to t-^ij, where t is any positive scalar,

we pass to a confocal ellipsoid, the focal ellipse and focal hy-

perbola remaining still unchanged ; the focal ellipse may conveniently

be represented by the system of the two equations

S . pUq = S . p\J9, TV . pTJr) = 2S V (ij0),

which represent separately the plane of the ellipse, and a cylinder of revo-

g
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liition on wliicli tlie ellipse is contained ; or we may combine the same plane

with this other cylinder of revolution,

TV.pU0 = 2SV(ije);

the focal hyperbola is adequately represented, as a curve in space, by the

single equation,

\ .Tfp.Y .pe=^(y .TiBy-,

because this equation will be found to include within itself the equation

ofthe plane of the hyperbola, namely, S . pr)Q = 0, as well as the constancy

of the product ofthe projections on the asymptotes, which asymptotes are

here the lines t], 9, or (as is known) the axes of all the cylinders of revo-

lution circumscribed about the ellipsoid and its confocals ;

Articles 504, 505 ; Pages 511 to 513.

§ i>xxxix. In general, in this Calculus, a scalar equation, fp = c, involving one

variable vector p, represents a surface ; in fact it is equivalent to an ordi-

uary algebraic equation between the three Cartesian co-ordinates x, y, z,

and may be changed to such an equation by substituting for p its trino-

mial value ix-\-jy+kz (see §xix.); examples; the actual process of

squaring the last-mentioned trinomial gives p' = — x^ — y2 _ ^2 j jf we make

a = ia +jb ^kc, a = ia +jb' + kc, then actual multiplication gives ex-

pressions for the products ap, a'ap, of which the scalar parts are, respec-

tively, S . np = - (a.r + hy | cz), and S . dap = the determinant

a, b, c,

a', h, c

,

x,y, z\

w =a[bz - c'y) + b (c'.r — a'z') 4 c {ay — hi)
;

we have the two identities,

pS . y/3a = yS . p^a + )3S . ypa + aS . y/3p,

pS . y/3a = V. jSaS . yp + V. ayS . jSp + V. y/3S . ap,

of which the second shews that the elimination of p between the three

equations S.ap = 0, S.j3p = 0, S.yp = 0, conducts to the equation

S . y/3a = ; coordinates and quaternions may thus be employed to as-

sist and illustrate each other ; additional examples ; the symbol S . y/3a

denotes the volume oftheparallelepipedon of which a/3y are edges, this

volume being taken positively or negatively, according as the rotation

round y from /3 to a is negative or positive (compare § xxxix.) ; we .

might in this way see (compare § lxxxvi.) that this function S . y(ia

changes sign, when any two of its factors are interchanged ; the scalar of

a product does not alter, when its factors are cyclically permuted,

S.yf3a=S.(3ay, S . srq = S . rqs, kc,

Articles 506 to 512 ; Pages 513 to 621.

§ xc. An equation of uecior ybrm, <pp = \, where <p denotes a vector function,

and \ a given vector, may in general be resolved into three scalar equa-

tions, which suffice (theoretically speaking) to determine generally x, y, z.
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and therefore aUo p, or at least to restrict those co-ordinates, and this

vector, to &Jinite variety of values ; examples ; it q be a, given quaternion,

V
the equation V.5'p=\ gives |BSg= X + ^-'V.XVg; notations -, &c.

;

other form for the solution of the last equation in p; the equation

0\Q-i + vXyi
V. 3py = X gives p = . —^— ; interpretation of this expression,

'^'
py + yl3

in connexion with the results of § xlii. ; the sine of the semisum of the

angles of the spherical triangle def is equal to the cosine of the com-

mon bisector ab of two sides, divided by the cosine of CD, namely, of the

half of the third side ; for any three vectors, we have the following trans-

formation, which is very often useful in this calculus,

V./3py = j8S.7P-pS./3/+yS./3p,

Articles 513 to 518 ; Pages 521 to 526.

§ xci. Other mode of deducing this general and useful equation of transforma-

tion ; if n' be used as the characteristic of the operation of taking a pro-

duct, with an inverted order of the factors, then (by §§ uii., lxiii.),

Kn = n'K, S = J(1 + K), V=J(1-K);
bence

sn = jn + inK, vn = ^n-inK;

thus, whatever vectors a, /3, y, S, may be, we have

S . riSa = i {yi3a

-

a/3y), Y.y(ia=h iypa + a(iy)
;

S . 2yi3a= i {Sy(ia+ ajSy^), V. Sy(ia= I (h^a- a/3y^), &c.

;

and the identity, J (y(3a + a/3y) = iy (/?a + a(3)- i(ya+ «y) /3 +

ia (7/3 + /3y), gives V. y/3a= yS . (3a- (SS . ya+ aS . I3y, a result agree-

ing with the last section ; we have also (compare § lxx.), these two other

formulae of transformation,

V.yV.|3a-aS./3y-i3S.ay; V(V. y/3 . a) = yS . /3rt-/3S . ny ;

the student ought to make himself very /amj/jar with the three last for-

mula, which are valid for any three rectors ; we have also, for &ny four

vectors,

S . a"a"a a = S . a "aS . da - S . a"'a'S . da + S . a"'a"S . ad ;

S (V. d'a" .V. a'a) = S . d"a . S . da" - S . d'd . S . da ;

the comparison of the two expressions for V (V. d'd'.Y. da) conducts to

the first identity of § lxxxix.; as included in which, it is shewn that if

a, d be two non-parallel vectors, and a"= V. da, then an arbitrary vec-

tor p may be expressed as follows,

p = aS —T + aS —7, -I ;r-

Articles 519 to 523; Pages 526 to 529.
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§ xoii. Connexion of quaternions with spherical trigonometry ; the expression

recently given for the scalar part of the product of the vector parts of two

binary products of vectors may be interpreted as equivalent to the follow-

ing theorem of Gauss,

cos ll'. cos l'l" — cos ll'". cos ti7=. sin ll'. sin lV'cos A,

where A is the spherical angle between the arcs i>l', l"l"'; there are various

ways of deducing from quaternions the fundamental formula, cos 6 =

cos c cos a + sin c sin acosB\ if the rotation round /3 from a towards y

be positive,

V. y/3 .V. Pa - sin a sin c (cos + /3 sin) B ;

tana)^y = tan5 = /3-i-(V.y/3.V./3a),

Articles 524 to 626; Pages 529 to 532.

§ xciii. Connexion of quaternions with goniometry, or with the doctrine offunc-

tions of angles ; a and i being any two unit-vectors, and t any scalar, we

Lave S . a' = S . t' =/(<) =ft = a scalar and even function of < ; a' =fl

+ afit- 1), .' =ft -(- ,f{t - 1) ; /(.- =ft, /(2 + = -ft ; f(u + t)

=fuft-fCu-l)f(it-.l);Cfty+{f(t-l)}2=l.f(^t) = ii+ift)i;

the values of/? may be numerically calculated and tabulated ; the func-

tion/ of a multiple of t may be transformed by the help of the equation,

2/(nO = {yi+t/(«-])}"+{/f-t/C<-l)}»;

the consideration of a small rotation gives the differential expression,

d.i« = ^.«*id<; hence/'< = |/(f + l), /"< + ^^yyi= 0;/D= l,/0= 0;

developements for/i and/(< — 1) ; i< = eiw'', this exponential symbol being

here employed merely as a concise expression for a series of well-known

form ; with the usual notations for cosine and sine, ft = cos — , t' = cos —
' '-'2 2

irt

+ I sin — ; the equation y*/3ya' = — 1, of § xlix., under the form y^-x =

IS'Ja", may be expanded into the following, cos (tt — C) + y sin (7r— C)
= (cos £ + /3 sin B) (cos A + a smA^; the comparison of scalars gives a

known and fundamental formula of spherical trigonometry, from which all

others might be deduced, namely, — cos C= cos B cos A — cos c sin iS sin ^
;

the comparison of vectors gives

y sinC = a sin A cosB+ (i sin 5cos /4 + V. /3a . sin A sin B,

which may be interpreted as a theorem respecting the construction of a pa-

rallelepipedon, connected with a spherical triangle; addition of quater-

nions, and the distributive character of their multiplication, might be illus-

trated by spherical trigonometry, . Articles 527 to 529 ; Pages 532 to 537.

§ xciv. Brief account of some early investigations by the present writer, whereby

he was led (in 1843) to results agreeing in substance with those lately

mentioned, respecting the connexions of quaternions with spherical trigo-
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nometry; symbolic multiplication table, for the squares and products of

t,^', k ;
developeraent of a product of two quaternions, under their quadri-

nomial forms ; reproduction of a theorem of Euler, respecting the products

of sums offour squares ; subsequent extension (in the same year) by

J. T. Graves, Esq., to a theorem respecting »Mms of eight squares, and to a

theory of certain octaves, involving seven distinct imaginaries ;
allusion to

subsequent publications of Professor De Morgan, and other mathematicians

of these countries, in the same general field of research, or at least on ana-

logous subjects, such as the triplets, tessarines, and pluqnaternions ; the

writer regrets that it is not possible for him here to analyze, or even to

enumerate, those important and interesting publications ; the quaternions

early conducted him to a general theorem respecting spherical polygons,

which includes as a particular case the following theorem respecting a

spherical triangle, and may in turn be derived from it,

(cos C + y sinC) (cos 5 + /3 sin B) (cos ^ + a sin y4) = - 1 ;

this particular theorem may be expressed by the lately cited formula of

§ xLix., y^fiya" = - 1 ; the more general theorem for a polygon may be

expressed by an analogous equation, namely, a„"[ . . . a\"i a" = (— 1)" ;

another early and general theorem of this calculus, respecting spherical

polygons, which is a sort of polar transformation of the foregoing, may

be expressed by a connected formula, . Articles 530 to 536 ; Pages 537 to 545.

§ XCV. Exponential Functions, direct and inverse ; the tensor of the sum of any

number of quaternions cannot exceed the sum of the tensors ; if we write

the number m may be assumed so large, however large the given tensor of

the quaternion q may be, that the last term (reading here from left to

right) may have its tensor less than any given and positive quantity, b
;

and not only so, but that the quaternion sum of the n following terms of

the same series, or the quaternion difference F„ + „ (7) - Fm (g), shall also

have its tensor <b, however large the number n of these new terras may

be ; the finite series F,„q converges to a definite quaternion limit, F„ q

or ¥q, when the number m of terms increases indefinitely ; the resulting

function, ¥q, has the well-known exponential character, whenever

the condition of commutativeness is satisfied ; Fr . Fq = T {r + q) \{ rq =

qr ; for example, we have, generally, Fq = FSg . FYq, where it is found

that FS7 is a positive scalar, and FYq is a versor, so that HFq = FSg,

TFVg = 1 ; UFg = FVg = (cos + UV9 sin) TVg ; F ( Vg + ^ UVg) = UVg

. FYq, F (Vg + TrUVg) = - FYq = (cos - UVg sin) (tt - TVg) ; the

function FYq is a periodic one, in the sense that it only changes sign,

when we add + tt to TYq ; any versok, Ur, may be considered as an ex-

ponential function ofa vector, and put as such under the form FYq, where

the (positive) tensor TVg' shall not exceed tt, and may therefore be treated
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as the angle of the versor, TVq' = iVr, with that definite sense of the

word "angle," which was proposed in § xxxii. ; if the versor Ur have

been given, or found, under the form, FV^, and if TV9 > ir, whereas

TV9' i> IT, it is proposed to consider Yq, and not Vq, as the (principal)

value of the inverse exponential function, or to write F" 1 Ur = V9'

;

with this definite signification of that function we may therefore write,

^r = z.Ur = TF-iUr;alsoUF-'Ur = UVr = Ax.r,andF-«Ur=UVr.

L r ; we may also definitely interpret F^ Tr as =lTr = that positive or

negative number, or zero, which is the natural or Napierian logarithm of

Tr ; and more generally we may agree to call the inverse exponentialfunc-

tion (or the iaiponential) F'l r, of any quaternion r, the logarithm

of that quaternion, and to interpret it definitely as follows :

lr=F-ir = F-iTr+F-iUr = lTr + UVr.^r;

the scalar of the logarithm of a quaternion is thus the logarithm of the

tensor, and the vector of the logarithm is the logarithm of the versor ; in

symbols,

Sir = ITr, Vlr = lUr = UVr . L r

=product of axis and angle ; that is, the vector of the logarithm of any

quaternion is constructed, in our system, by the representative arc

rectified, and placed perpendicularly to the plane, or in the di-

rection OF THE AXIS, of the quaternion ; the logarithm of a given qua-

ternion, thus interpreted, is generally a determined quaternion, but be-

comes partially indeterminate, when the given quaternion degenerates to

a negative number, or to zero ; we may agree to employ the usual symbol

e«, as a concise expression suggested by algebra (compare § xciii.), for

the series 1 + 7 -f ^ 9^ + &c., or for the direct exponential function Fq ; a

power of a quaternion, with a quaternion exponent, may then in ge-

neral be definitely interpreted by means of the formula,

w
gf- = F (rF "

1 9) = c'* ; examples, j' = k,jj = e'^;

expressions for the tensor and versor of the general power, q''; mensor of

a quaternion, Mg = ITg (this notation and nomenclature are not insisted

on); definite interpretation of the logarithm of a given quaternion to a

given quaternion base, namely, as the quotient of their two natural lo-

garithms ; \ogg . q —^q -T- 1? ; this general logarithm might he so in-

terpreted as to involve two arbitrary integers, as in some known theories;

but we prefer, in this calculus, to exclude such indetermination by defini-

tion, in this as in other cases, wherever such exclusion is possible ; inter-

pretations of the sine, cosine, and tangent, of a quaternion ; if we take two

arbitrary quaternions, q and r, we shall still have, as in algebra,

€< e9 = 1 + (r + q) + ^ (r^ + 2rq + q^) + &c.

;

but r2 + 2rq + g«, &c. will not in this calculus be equal to the square, &c.,

of r + q, unless rq = qr, or \.\r\q = 0, which will not generally happen ;

when this condition of commutativeness, of q and r as factors, is not satis-

fied, then if x be any scalar coefficient, supposed to vanish after the per-
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formance of n sncceflsive differentiations, we shall indeed have ttill the ex-

pression,

(—
j
.e"-e*9 = r» + «r»-l9 + in(n-l)r''-2924 . .

+«jrn;

but the polynome, thus obtained, will not be an expansion of the power

(r + qy^ Articles 537 to 550 ; Pages 545 to 557.

§ xcvi. A quaternion equation, fq=r, where/ denotes a function of known form,

may always be conceived as broken up into /our equations of the ordinary

algebraic kind, involving the four constituents, w, x, y, z, of the sought

quaternion q (compare § lxxiv.) ; we may conceive xyz to be eliminated

between these four equations, and the final equation in a> to be resolved

;

or we may suppose that p = \'q is deduced (compare § xc.) from the vec-

tor equation, \fq = Vr, and that its value is substituted in the scalar

equation, Sfq = Sr, and that w = Sqi3 then deduced therefrom ; or the eli-

mination between these two equations, of vector and scalar kinds, may bo

performed in the opposite order ; we may also substitute, for the one vector

equation, three scalar equations, such as

S.Kfq = S.Kr, S.\fq = S.\r, S . tifq = S . (ir,

where k, X, ft are any arbitrary and auxiliary vectors ; equations of the

form S . 65a = c, S . a^qa^qa + 2 . b^qb = c, may be called respectively

equations of the Jirst and second degrees ; the general equation of the n"'

degree, in quaternions, breaks up into four scalar equations which are each

of the same (n">) degree ; and elimination between these must be supposed

to conduct, generally, to an ordinary equation of the degree of which the

exponent is n* ; thus a quadratic equation in quaternions may be expected

to have, in general, sixteen roots, or solutions, at least of the symbolical

kind : although in particular cases, by the vanishing of certain terms, the

degree of the final equation may be depressed below its general value, . .

Articles 551 to 553 ; Pages 557 to 559.

§ XCVII. Discussion of the general equation ofthe first degree, ^ .bqa = c, where

a b, a, b',. . . and c are given quaternions, but 9 is a sought quaternion
;

taking (compare § xcvi.) the scalar and vector parts, and then eliminat-

ing w or Sq, there results a linear and vector equation of the form 2 . /3S

.

ap + V. rp=(T, where a, /3, o', /?, and (T are given vectors, and r ia

a given quaternion, but p is a sought vector ; the equation gives

S.\(T=S.Xp, if X' = 2.aS.j8X + V.«X,

where « =Kr ; forming similarly ft from ft, and assuming X and /* so that

V. X^ = <T, we have

mp =V. X>' = SV. aa'S . /3'/3(t + 2V. aV (V. /3(t . r) f SrV. <rr -VrS . ffr,

and the scalar coefficient m = 2S . aa'a'S . ^'(S(i + 2S (/-V. aa! . V. /3/3)

+ SrSS . ra/S - 2S . raS . r/3 + SrTr2 ; remarks on the notation ; exam-

ples ; solutions of the equations, V. ppa = a, V. rp = (t, agreemg with the

results of § xc. ; discussion of the equation bq + qb- c, where b, c, q are

quaternions ; one form of solution is, 2qSb = \c + KbS. cb-^ ;
another is,

2qb (J>
+ 6) = be + cb, if 6' = Kb, so that h + b' = 2&b, and bh = bb = Tb^

;
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or we may deduce and employ the equation, (hq - qb) S6 = V.ViVc ; or

may regard the proposed equation as a case of the following,

09 + 96 = c,

which gives, q (62 -f 26Sa + Ta^) = dc + ch, if a' = Ka ; if we make r=g

+ y, and 2 . /3S . ap + V.yp = <pp, ^' — 'P'^ffi ^^^ general linear and vec-

tor equation of the present section becomes i|/p = a, and the problem of its

solution comes to inverting the function \p ; the functional characteristic

<p is found to satisfy a symbolic and cubic equation, = n + n'(p

+ n"(p^ + <p^, where n, n\ n" are three scalar coefficients, of which the va-

lues are assigned, in terms of the given vectors, a, /3, a', /?, . . and y ; the

characteristic \p must therefore satisfy this other symbolic and cubic equa-

tion,

= \|/3 — m' i//^ + jn'i^ — m, where Tn=g^ — n"g^

+ n'g — n, ni = 3g^ — Iri'g + n', m" = 3^ — n"

;

the solution of the linear equation, >//p = <t, comes thus to he found anew

under the form,

mp = »n^-i<T = (m'— m"}p -{- 1//2) (t= a" — ga + g^<T,

where & and a" are vectors derived from the given vector <t, by assigned

operations, involving the given vectors a, (3, a, (3^, . . and y, but not the

scalar g ; theorem of the parallelepipedon of dekivation, obtained

by interpreting the lately written symbolic and cubic equation ; for any

proposed mode of linear deformation, represented by the operation \p,

if we form the three successive deiivative lines, i//p, \//2p, \|/3p, and then

decompose, by projections, the original line p into three others, in these

three directions, or in their opposites, the ratio of each component to the

corresponding derivative line will depend only on THE MODE OF DERI-

VATION, and not generally on the length, nor on the direction, of the hne

p thus operated on ; we have mxp- '0 = 0, and therefore generally \p- '

= ; but if it happen that ^ is a root, gi or ^2 or gs, of the ordinary cubic

equation, = m =g^ — n'g'^ + n'g - n, then the function ^'P may vanish,

without p itself vanishing ; if, after assuming ang arbitrary vector a, we

derive from it three others by the formulae,

P\ = (t" -9\o' -Vgi^o, P2 = <'"-9z<r' + 9i^<T, P3 = <r" -93<y' + ff3^<',

we shall have

^ipi = ^ipi = 4'^Pi = m(T = ;

that is, /or these three directions, pi, p2, pz, we shall have

<PP\=-9iPu ^P2=-5'2P2) <ppz = -93Pi\

this analysis might be developed so as to include the theories of the axes

of a surface of the second order, and the axes of inertia of a body, . .

Articles 554 to 567 ; Pages 559 to 669.

§ XCVIII. Definition of the diffekbmtial ofa function ofa quaternion,

d/9 = lim.n{/(9 + n-id9) -/y};
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7 and dq are here any two quaternions, Tdq being not necessarily small,

but the positive whole number n being conceived to increase without li-

mit ; the third quaternion d/g, which results as the limit of this process, is

a function of the two assumed quaternions, q and 6q, of whicli the parti-

cular/orm depends on the form of the proponed function, f, but which is

always linear, or distributive, with respect to the quaternion dq ; but this

differential dfq is not in general reducible in this calculus, to a product of

the formfq . dq, lif'q denote a function of the quaternion q alone ; when the

function/ (9 + dj) can be developed in a series, involving terms or parts

of successively higher and higher dimensions, with respect to the quater-

nion Aq, the part of this developemoit which is of the first dimension, re-

latively to dq, is (as in the ordinary differential calculus) the required

differential dfq ; but it is proposed to avoid, in this calculus, adopting this

as i\M fundamental property of a differential, because the recent definition

can often be applied more easily than the developement can be found

;

examples ; d . q^ = q , dq + dq . q, or more concisely, d . 92 = qdq + dqq, dq

being treated as a simple symbol, or as if it were a single letter ; d . 7-

1

z= — g-i dqq-^ ; in differentiating any product of quaternions, we simply

differentiate each factor in its own place ; we may extend Taylor's series

to quaternions, under the form f{q + dq) - e^fq, where dq is treated as

constant
;
examples ; Articles 668 to 573; Pages 669 to 572.

§ xcix. Geometrical applications ; if a vector p be a given function 0< of a varia-

ble scalar t, we may express its differential under the usual form, dp = d<pt

= 0'<
. d< = p'd<, where p' = 0'< = a certain derived vector, which is parallel

to the tangent to the curve in space, which 13 the locus of the extremity

of p ; the length of this new vector is unity, Ttp't = 1, if the arc be the in-

dependent variable ; in mechanics, if t denote the time, and if a second

differentiation have given dp' = d^'^ = <p"t . dt = p"dt, then p' may be called

the vector of velocity, and p" the vector of acceleration, while p may be

named the vector ofposition ; in geometry, if t be again the arc of tlie

curve, p -p"-i is tlie vector of the centre of the osculating circle, and p'

may therefore be called the vector of curvature ; when a surface is ex-

pressed, as in § Lxxxix., by an equation of the form /p = const, where/

denotes a scalar function, we may then, by cyclical permutation under the

sign S (see the same section lxxxix.), express the differentiated

equation of that surface under the form d/p = 2S . vdp = ; the logic

of this process will be more closely considered in § ci. ; v is a nor-

mal VECTOR, and if we oblige it to satisfy the condition S.»'p=l,

then (compare § lxxxi.) its reciprocal vi will represent, in length

and in direction, the perpendicular let fall from the origin of vec-

tors on the tangent plane to the surface, so that v itself may be called,

under the same conditions, the vector of proximity ; without oblig-

ing V to satisfy the equation S. vp = 1, if we only choose it so as to

give generally S . vdp = 0, it will still be, as before, a normal vector, and

this sjTnbol v may be used to form equations of classes of sur-

faces ; thus an arbitrary cone (with vertex at origin) may be denoted

h
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by the equation S . vp = 0, an arbitrary cylinder by S .va= 0, and au

arbitrary surface of revolution by S . ^vp = ; this last equation is ana-

loffous to an EQUATION IN PARTIAL DIFFERENTIALS, and may be treated

as such by a species of integration, eliminating v, and introducing an

arbitrary function, under the form p2 = F(S./3p), or TV. p/3"i =

/(S . p/3 Oi which last form was assigned in § lxix. ; conversely, by a

process of differentiation, we can eliminate the arbitrary function, f, from

this last equation, and so recover the formula of the present section,

S.(3vp = 0, Articles 574 to 678; Pages 572 to 675.

§ c. Geodetic lines ; the normal property ofthe osculating plane gives the following

general equation of a geodetic, S . vdpd^p = 0, or S . vp'p = 0, p being re-

garded as a function of some scalar variable ; we have also this other ge-

neral fornuda, V. vdUdp - 0, where dUdp denotes the differential of the

versor of the differential of p, and is treated as a simple symbol; if we

take the arc of the geodetic as the independent variable, or suppose that

Tdp is constant, the last general form may be reduced to V. vd^p = 0, ov

V. vp" = ; examples
;
geodetics on a sphere, and on an arbitrary cyliti-

der, cone, and surface of revolution ; variations in quaternions ; for-

mula for the differential of the tensor of an arbitrary vector <t, dTff =

- S . Uffdff = S . Uff-'dff; this result will be extended in §cl; ld = dS,

£^-jS; the variation of the length of the arc of a curve, on any given

surface, is expressed by the formula,

^jTdp = J5Tdp = - AS . Udp^p + JS (dUdp . ^p)

;

hence the varied equation ofthe surface being S . vSp = 0, the general diffe-

rential equation of a shortest line is V. vdUdp = 0, as above ; equations

of limits ; for a geodetic on an ellipsoid, witli the same significations off

and J/ as in § lxxx., if Tdp be assumed as constant, the differential equa-

tion of the geodetic becomes,

= -^ + S -^, and gives Tv V(/Udp) = const.

;

2/dp V
^ ^J yy

this reproduces the well-known theorem of Joachimstal, P. i) = const.,

because Tv = P- ', and V'(/Udp) = Z) -
', if f be theperpendicular let fall

from centre on tangent plane, and D the semidiameter parallel to the ele-

ment dp ; geodetic on a </«i>e?o/3a6/e surface ; proof of the rec^i/mearybmi

which the curve assumes, when the surface is flattened into a plane ; the

general theorems of Gauss, respecting the spheroidical excess (or defect) of

a geodetic triangle on an arbitrary surface, admit also of being proved b}'

quaternions fsee the investigation in § cvi.) ; reproduction of some geome-

trical properties, discovered by M. Delaunay, of the curve which on agiven

surface, and with a given perimeter, includes the greatest area ; it is pro-

posed to name a curve of this kind a Didonia; the isoperimetrical for

inula for its determination is

JS . llvdp^p + c^JTdp = 0,
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wliicli gives the following differential equation of a Didonia,

c-idp = V.UvdUdp;

yeodetics are that limiting case of Didonias, for which the constant c is

infinite ; in general, that constant may have its expression in various ways

transformed, and may receive various geometrical interpretations ; among

which the most remarkable is connected with the known property of the

curve, that if a developable surface be circumscribed about a given surface,

so as to touch it along a Didonia, and if this developable be then unfolded

into a plaue, the curve will at the same time be flattened generally into a

circular arc, of which the radius =c, . Articles 579 to 690 ; Pages 575 to 584

1 1. More close examination of the logic (compare § xcix.) of the process of dif.

ferentiating the equation of a surface, and so obtaining the equation of its

tangent plane, and the normal vector v, without necessarily supposing for

that purpose the differential dp to be small ; differential of &function of a

function of a quaternion ; d/(05) = d (/(/>) 9 ; examples of the process
;

case of the ellipsoid ; differentials of the tensor and versor of a qua-

ternion, and of their logarithms : dTq = S . d^U^ -
' , dlT? = S . dgg - >,

dlVq=dUqUq-^ =y.dqq-i; incidental notice of the general transfor-

mations, r - 1 iriq^-)* 9 -
1 = U (Sr Sg + Vr V9) = U (rq + KrKq) ; by fn-

vertitiff the function which expresses (see § Lxxix.), the normal vector v

for tlie ellipsoid in tenus of p, wo find

p = (^li + K-) V - 2V. tvic + 4 (t - )c)-2 V. leS . iKV ;

hence the equation of that other and reciprocal dlipsoid, on which f ter-

minates, may be thus written,

1 = S . i^p = («'- + K*) V2 - 2S . ivKv -r 4 (< - *:)- 2 (S . iKt')-

;

the mean semi-axis oUhis reciprocal ellipsoid is fc ' (contrast § lxxxiv.);

in general, the locus of the extremity of the vector ofproximity (see

§ XCIX.), for any surface, may be very simiily proved to be (as is other-

wise known) a surface reciprocal thereto, by shewing that the equations

S . I'p = c, S , J'dp ^ 0, give S.pi'--=c, S . pdv = 0, . . . .

Articles 591 to 597 ; Pages 584 to 588.

§ cu. More close exanunation of the extension (§ xcvm.) of Taylor's Series to

quaternions ;
proof that whenever the quaternion function/ (7 + xr) can

be developed, in a finite or infinite series, of the form /o + xf + x'^fi + itc.,

X being a scalar, we must have d"fq = A"0"fu, if d? ^^ treated as con-

stant, and = /• ; other proof of this theorem, under the form that if

f (7 + xd7) =/, + xfi i x'-f, -V &c., then n/„ -- d/„ ^ 1 ;
proof that if we sup-

pose the n first of the successive difrereiitials of the function of,/V/ to be

finite, and if x be supposed small of the firu order, tlieii the ex^rci^^ion .v„
-

f{q-^xAq)-fq-xAfq- \x\\\fq - • • -
rTTl'''"^''-^'^

'^ ""^" "^ ""

order higher than the »"> ; or that not only the expression >„ itself, but
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its n first successive differential coefficients, taken with respect to a:, va-

nish with that scalar variable ; it is to be remembered that q and d^ are

treated throughout this section (compare § xcviii.) as two arbitrary quater-

nions ; and that Tdq is not here supposed to be small, although in geome-

trical applications it is often convenient to attribute small values to Tdp

;

example from the equation of the ellipsoid, which may be rigorously de-

veloped under ihefinite form, =/(p + dp) -fp = d/p + Jd^/p, dp denoting

an arbitrary chordal vector, drawn from the extremity of p, to any other

point of the surface, Articles 598 to 601 ; Pages 588 to 692.

§ cm. When dp is thus treated as a finite and chordal vector, the equation

= d/p + id2/p, or = 2S . vdp + S . dvdp,

or the same equation with an additional term S . vdp S . wdp, where 37

is an arbitrary vector, represents an ellipsoid, or other surface of the se-

cond order, which osculates in all directions to the given surface /p =

const., or has with it complete contact of the second order, at the extre-

mity of p ; if ff be the vector of the centre of the sphere which osculates

to the surface in the direction marked by the limiting value of Udp, then

V dv
= S — , the second member being regarded as a function of this va-

p — (T dp 00
lue of Udp ; applied to the ellipsoid, this formula reproduces the known

expression D^ Pi, as the value for T (p - a), or for the radius of cur-

vature of a normal section ofthe surface,

Articles 602 to 606 ; Pages 592 to 596.

§ CIV. For any surface, S . ^dvdp = S .dvSAp, if in forming Mv we operate only

on dp, but not on p itself, as contained in the expression of d»' ; hence it

may be inferred that the directions of osculation of the greatest and least

spheres, determined by the formula SS . dvdp "
' = 0, are also the directions

of the lines of curvature, for which consecutive normals intersect, and

which have for their differential equation 0,= S . vdvdp ; this latter equa-

tion expresses that dp_L;v. vAv, and therefore contains one of the theo-

rems of Dupin, namely, that the tangent to a line of curvature on any sur-

face at any point is perpendicular to its conjugate tangent ; equations of

the indicatrix, S . j^dp = 0, S . di/dp = constant ; the equation of the lines

of curvature may also be thus written, = S . dv^Udp ; or thus,

= V . dpdUv ; this last form contains a theorem of Mr. Dickson, that if

two surfaces cut along a common line of curvature, they do so at a con-

stant angle ; transformation of the equation of§cni., for the curvature

of a section of a surface,

IT — p dp^ w — p'

conducting to the theorem of Meusnier ; other general transformation and

interpretation of the formula of § cm., for the curvature of a normal sec-

tion ; if on the normal plane crp' to a given surface, containing a given

linear clement rp', we project the normal to the surface at the near point,
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p', this projected normal will crots the given normal cp, which is drawn

at the given point p, in the centre c of the sphere which osculates to the

surface along the element, .... Articles 607 to 612 ;
Pages 696 to 601.

§ cv. Considering the vector p, of a variable point on any surface, as a function,

= ^ (*) y). of t^^o scalar variables, x and y, which are themselves re-

garded as functions of some one independent and scalar variable, we may

write,

dp = p'Ax + p dy ; dp' = p"dx + p;dy ; dp, = p.'da: + p.dy
;

d2p = p"da:2 + 2p;dxdy + p,dy2 + p'd^x + p,d»y

;

p', p, p', p,', p„ being five new vectors;

it is allowed to write v = V. pp,, because p and p, are tangential, and there-

fore the V thus found is normal ; in the expression for S . vd^p, d^x and

d2y disappear; and if we make Uv (a- p)-i = i2-', so that R is the ra-

dius of curvature of a normal section, of which a is the vector of the centre

of curvature, we shall have, by § civ., an equation of the form,

= «- 1 dp2 - S . UvdUp = AAxt + 2fidxdy + CdyS

;

for a line of curvature, we have

= AAx + -Bdy = BAx 4- Cdy, and therefore AB - C« = 0,

where

A = £-1 p'« - S . p"Uv, £ = ;i-l S . p'p- S. p/Uv, C = 5-ip*- S . p,U»/;

fli, Rt being the two extreme radii of curvature, the measure of cueva-

TUKE of the surface may be thus expressed.

V V \ vj

example; deduction of the usual formula, (jt-s-) {i+ p^+ q'')-^; in

general if e = - p'2, /= - S . p'p,, g= - p}, so that the square of the length

ofa linear element of the surface has for expression

Tdp2 = cda:2 + 2/da:dy + jrdy^,

the recent expression for the measure of curvature is shewn to depend only

on the three scalars e, f, g, on their six partial difierential coeflScients of

the first order, and on three of their nine partial differential coefficients of

the second order, taken with respect to x and y ; in this way is reproduced

by quaternions a very remarkable theorem of Gauss, namely, that if a sur-

face be treated as an infinitely thin and flexible, but inextensihle solid,

and be then transformed as such into another surface, such that each

LINEAR ELEMENT of the ncw is equal in length to the corresponding ele-

ment of the old one, the measure of cdrvature at each point will not

BE ALTERED hy this TRANSFORMATION

Articles 613 to 615; Pages 601 to 604.

§ cvi. If X denote the length of the geodetic line ap, drawn on the surface from a
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fixed point a, and if y denote the angle bap which the variable geodetic

Ai> makes there with a fixed line ab, then

f)'2
= - 1, S.p>,= 0, or e=l,/=0,

and these equations may be differentiated ; hence if we make m = V^ = Tp,,

the general expression for the measure of curvature reduces itself to the

following, which (with a somewhat different notation) was first discovered

by Gauss,

Ri- ^Ei- 1 = - m"m- 1 ; or, Rr ^Ri' i = d^ TSp -^- (dp2 TSp) ;

treating x and y as functions of the arc s of a new geodetic on the surface,

not drawn from the fixed point a, and denoting by v the angle between an

clement d* or rp' of this new geodetic, and the prolongation of the old geo-

detic line ap, the differential equation of the new geodetic becomes,

x" = mrn'i/'^, or v' = — m'y, or dv = — m'dt/

;

we may also conveniently write, in a slightly modified notation,

£v = — m?y, or ^» = — dT^p -7- Tdp,

d referring here to motion along the original geodetic ap, and S to passage

from that line to a near one ; ddv, or - ni'dxSy, is then a symbol for the

spheroidical excess (compare § c.) of a little geodetic quadrilateral, of

which the area = mUx^y ; dividing the excess by the area, we find the quo-

tient - - mm- 1 = the measure of curvature of the surface ; but also this

measure — Ri^Ri'^ = y .d\]v^\]v —-y .dplp =ih<t area of the corres-

ponding superficial element of the unit-sphere, divided by the element of

area of the given surface, this correspondence consisting in a parallelism

between radii and normals ; hence, as Gauss proved, the total curva-

TUiiE of any small or large closed figure, on any arbitrary surface, bounded

by geodetic lines, or the area of the corresponding portion of the surface

of the unit- sphere (not generally bounded by great circles), is equal

(with a proper choice of units) to the spheroidical excess ofthefigure

;

singular points are here excluded, and the sign of the element of the sphe-

rical area is supposed to change, when we pass from a conveso-conrex to

a concaw-coni^ej; surface, .... Articles 616 to 619 ; Pages 604 to 609.

§ cvii. Many other geometrical applications of differentials of quaternions might

easily be given ; for instance, they serve to express with ease what M.

Liouville has called the geodetic curvature of a curve upon any surface

;

they may also be employed to calculate the normal and osculating planes,

and the evolutes, torsions, &c. of curves of double curvature ; transforma-

tions of the symbols ^l <! , <l^ where

id jd kd
. _ 2i jd kd

S^
"*"

dy ^ dl' "^ "d? "•"

dy «k' ^

xyzxyi being six independent and scalar variables; the foimulpc,

/ dt du
<](,-<+,u4A.)=-(^-+^

dt du dv

dl
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d2« d«w d2v— + — + — = - <^v,
d«2 dy2 dz2

appear likely to become hereafter important in mathematical physics;

- <i V may represent the^uj of heat, if v be the temperature of a body
;

or if V be the potential of a system of attracting bodies, then < t) repre-

sents, in amount and in direction, the accelerating force which they exert

at the point xyz ; in geometry, the vector <1 u is normal to the $urface for

which the scalar function v = constant ; when operating on such a func-

tion,

<] = -(S.dp)-id,

Article 620; Pages 009 to Gil.

§ cviii. Applications of quaternions to physical astronomy ; the vector function,

0a = a-iTa-i, may be called the tractob of a, because it represents, in

length and in direction, the accelerating force of attraction which an miit

of mass at the origin exerts on a point placed at the end of the vector of

poiition, a ; by the rules of this calculus, this function mty be thus trans-

formed,

0a = dUa ^V. ado = (Uo)'-^ V, ad

;

the differential equation of motion of a binary system, d^a = A/0ad<', or

a"=M<pa, gives the following integrals of the first order, V. aa'=7,

a'= My-i(«-Ua), where y and t are constant vectors, but a is a varia-

ble vector ; the first contains the laws of constant plane and area, and the

second contains the law of the circular hodograph ; eliminating the

vector of velocity, a', we obtain this equation of the orbit, =Ta + S . at

+ Af -1 y2, or r- 1 =p-^ (1 + e cos v), agreeing with a well-known result

respecting the conic-section form of the curve, and focal character of that

body about which the other is conceived to move ; the varying tangential

velocity of this latter body may be decomposed into two parts, both con-

stant in amount, and one constant also in direction ; theorem of hodo-

GRAPHic isocuRONiSM, Corresponding to Lambert's theorem ; allusion to

a conception of Moebius ; the difference (o + Aa) - <j>a, or A0a, of the

tractor function 0a, might perhaps be called the tuubator, because it

expresses, with Newton's law, the amount and direction of the disturbing

force which an unit-mass, supposed to be situated at the common origin

B of the two vectors a and a + Aa, exerts on a body a situated at the end

of the latter variable vector, to disturb its relative motion about a body c

at the end of the former vector ; developement of this disturbing force,

under the supposition that TAa < Ta, or that the distance b = ca, of the

disturbed body a from the centre c of the relative motion, is less than the

distance a = bc of the disturbing body b from the same centre ; example,

where a^ b, c denote moon, sun, and earth ; wc liavc the transformation,
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hence results a developement of the form (j3 + o) = S„, ,,' 0,„ «/, in

which the law of formation of the terms is assigned ; the son's disturbing

force on the moon is in this way seen to admit of being decomposed into a

series ofgroups of smaller and smaller forces, in the varying plane of the

three bodies, represented in amount and in direction by the terms of this

developement ; i( a, b denote the geocentric distances of the sun and moon,

and C their geocentric elongation measured from the sun towards the

moon in their common great circle in the heavens, then the angle from the

sun's geocentric vector — o to the component force 0„, n' is = (n - n) C,

and the in<en*i<y of the same partial force is =m,„ „' (6a-i)"+"'a-2, m„, „'

being an assigned and rational numerical coefficient; in the first and

principal group, there are two component forces, of which one, ^i, o, has its

intensity = Jfia-^, if the sun's mass be taken for unity, and is directed along

the moon's geocentric vector /3 prolonged, or towards the moon's apparent

place in the heavens, while the other, 0o, i, has an exactly triple intensity,

and is directed towards what may be called & fictitious moon, or to a

point which is a sort of reflexion of the moon's place with respect to the

sun ; the second group contains three partial forces, which may be said to

be directed towards three suns (one real and two fictitious), and the in-

tensities of these forces, taken in a suitable order, are exactly proportional

to the whole numbers 1, 2, 5 ; these results may be indefinitely extended,

and applied to the perturbation of an inferior by a superior planet, &c.

;

some of these and other results of the application of quaternions to mecha-

nical or physical problems, such as the conditions of equilibrium, the

theory of statical couples, and the motion of a system'ofmutually attract-

ing bodies, were communicated to the Royal Irish Academy in 1845 ; the

present writer has since made other physical applications of the same prin-

ciples, and has published some of them, but is aware that nothing impor-

tant in that way is likely to be done, until the more full co-operation of

other and better mathematicians shall have been gained, ....
Articles 621 to 624; Pages 611 to G20.

§ cix. A DEFINITE INTKGRAL in quatcmions may be interpreted as a limit of a

sum; but, even when the function to be integrated remains /ntYe between

the Umits of integration, still if the difierential factor dg under the sign of

integration be itself essentially a quaternion, then a certain deg;ree of tn-

determination of value of the quaternion integral 1 F(q, dj) arises from

the possibility of assuming indefinitely many different laws of dependence

of the variable quaternion j on a scalar variable t, which latter may be

supposed to change from to 1, while q changes from one given quater-

nion value qo to another q\ ; in this way arises a new sort of variation of

a definite integral, depending on the non- commutative character of multi-

plication, which may be symbolized by the formula,

J0 = ^
P'

F(9, d,) = P'{J,F(9,dg)-d,F(,, Sq^];
Jlo jqo

for example,

Sifqdq ^ J {Sfq . dg - d/g . Sq), if Sqo = 0, Sqi = ;
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more particularly,

S
\

qdq = 5 I qt qi^t = {Sqiqi - qiSqi) dt,

J?o Jo Jo

the integral relatively to t being interpreted as the limit of a sum ; exam-

ples of different functional forms which may be assumed for qt, and of the

different quaternion values thereby obtained for the integral qdq;this
Jqo

sort of variation of a definite integral vanishes, as in the ordinary integral

calculus, when the function F(q, dq) is an exact differential ; for exam-

ple, although, between given quaternion limits, the integrals of qdq and

dqq are each separately subject to the kind of indetermination above ex-

plained, yet the integral of their sum is fixed, and we may write, deji-

nitely, as in algebra.

90

analogous remarks would apply to such expressions as

tt=['\l'F{,q,r,dq,dr);

if the subject of this section shall be hereafter pursued, it will be proper to

combine it with the researches of M. Cauchy, respecting definite integrals

taken between imaginary limits of the ordinary kind, and respecting that

other species of indetermination, which arises from the passage of func-

tions through infinity, and not from any supposed absence of tlie commu-

tative property of nuiltii)lication, . . Articles 625 to 630 ; Pages 620 to 627.

§ ex. Differentiation of implicitfunctions, and of radicals ; examples; iffx de-

note any scalar function of a scalar variable x, and if dfx=f'xdx, tlien

in passing to quaternions, we have V.VqYfq = ; if also we suppose Wfq
= + Wq, and denote by dq - Sq that part of dq which is a vector per-

pendicular to Yq, we shall have, under these conditions, the formula djq

=fqSq +Tyfq . dWq, which may be in various waj's transformed, and

gives the equation,

Yqdfq + dfqVq =fq {Yqdq + dq\q)

;

connexion of differentials and derelopements with equations of the first

degree ; to find the differential of the square root of a quaternion r, we

are by § xcviii. to resolve the equation qdq + dqq = dr, which is of the

same form as the equation 65 + 96 = c, discussed in § xcvii. ; and a sc-

ries of equations of tliis linear form may be emplojed to develope the

square root of a sum, in a qvaterninn series, of the form

(62+c)i=A+g'i-f934 &c.,

Articles 631 to 635 ; Pages 627 to 631.

§ CXI. Quadratic equations in quaternions (compare § xcvi.) ; an equation of

the form q^ = qa + b, or of this connected form, »•- = or + 6, where abqr are

i
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quaternions, and q + r = a, qr = ~b, has in general six roots, of which

two are real, and four imaginary ; the determination of these six quater-

nion roots depends on a scalar equation of the sixth degree, which is of

cubic form ; the scalar and cubic equation thus obtained has in general

one positive and two negative roots ; case in which one root of the cubic

vanishes; examples of the above form of a quadratic equation in quater-

nions,

92 = 591 + lOy, 92 = 91 +j;

more general example, 9* = 9a + /?, where a and /3 denote two rectangular

vectors, Sa = 0, S/3 = 0, S . a/3 = ; the six quaternion roots of this last

quadratic are given by the three formulae,

I. 9 = ia + a-'/3±ia-i(aH4/8a)*,

11. 9=i(l + U/3)la + (a2+2T/3)»},

III. 9 = §(l-U|8){a±(rt2_2T/3)*},

in which it is to be remembered that aj8 = — j3a, so that the ordinai-y rules

of algebra are not all applicable here (§§ x., xi., &c.) ; by the peculiar

rules of the present calculus, it is easy to shew that the common value of

92 and qa-i- (i is, for the first formula,

each of the other two formulae may also be shewn, a posteriori, to give

equal values for the two quaternions 92 and qa + (5; the third formula

gives always two imaginary values for 9 ; but, according as a^ + 4/32 < or

> 0, we shall have two real quaternions from the second formula, and two

imaginary vectors from the first, or two real vectors from the first, and

two imaginary quaternions from the second expression ; in the former case,

the two real quaternion roots of the quadratic equation have a common

tensor =VT/i; in the latter case, the two real vector roots have unequal

lengths, or tensors, but VT/3 is still the geometrical mean between them ;

the distinction between these two cases corresponds (compare §lxxvii.)

to the imaginariness or reality of the intersections of the sphere, p2= § . ap,

and the right line, Y. ap = (3; the imaginary quaternions considered in

the present section (compare § xcvi.) are all reducible to the form, 9 = 9'

+ 9" V - 1, where 9' and 9" are quaternions of the real and ordinary kind,

such as have been hitherto considered in these Lectures, and V— 1 is the

old and ordinary imaginary symbol of common algebra, and is to be

treated, in this sort of combination with the peculiar symbols, (ijk, &c.)

of the present calculus, not as a real vector (contrast the earlier use of

the same symbol in § xxxv.), but as an imaginary scalar ; an expression

of this mixed form, 9'+ V — 1 9", is named by the writer a Biquaternion ;

the study of them will be found to be important, and indeed essential, in

the future developemeot of this calculus

Articles 636 to 650 ; Pages 631 to 643.

§ rxii Application of the foregoing principles, to continued fractions, of the

form
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where a, b, and c (= uo) are any three given quaternions, and x is a posi-

tive whole number ; making

we have »j!=92*»o9r', where qi, qt are any two roots of the quadratic

equation j* = 5a + 6 ; examples,

in the two first of these four examples, the continued fraction has gene-

rally a period of six values, which may be found at pleasure by employing

the two real quaternion roots of the quadratic equation q^ = qi+j, namely,

9i = i(i+«+>-*).?2=K-i + •->-*);

or two conjugate imaginary solutions of that quadratic, such as the pair

qi = zi -k,q2 = z-H- k, where « = (cos +V~ sin) —, V- 1 being the old

imaginary symbol (compare § cxi.) ; or the other pair of imaginary roots

of the same quadratic equation, included In the expression,

or by any other selection of two roots, for instance, by combining one real

and one imaginary root; the six real quaternion terms of the period, found

by any of these combinations of roots, agree with those obtained by ac-

tually performing the divisioTis prescribed by the form of the continued

fraction ; in the third example above cited, of such a fraction, the value

does not circulate, but (generally) converges to a limit, so that

I^] c = 2A-t, unless c=2A-4i;

in this last case, and also in the case when c = 2k- i, that is, when c is a

real root of the quadratic c2+ 5ct= 10;, the value of the fraction is con-

stant ; geometrical interpretations, for the case where c = ixo + kzo, Xo and

20 being regarded as the coordinates of an assumed point Po in the plane

of ik (or xz) ; successive derivation of other points Pi, P2, &c., according

to a law assigned; if the assumed point be placed at either of two fired

points Fi, F2, in the same plane of ik, its position will not be changed by

this mode of successive derivation ; but if Po be taken anywhere else in the

plane, the derivative points will indefinitely tend to the fixed position Ti,

80 that we may write

P^ n = 0, P^ = Fo, unless po = 'i

;

law of this approach; continual bisection of the quotient, PFz-^-pfi, of

the distances of the variable point p from the two fixed points; theorem of

I
the two circular segments, on the common base FiF^, and containing the
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two sets of alternate and derivative points, Pq, P2, P4 . . and Pi, P3, P5 . .

to infinity ; verification by co-ordinates ; relation between the two segments

;

more general geometrical theorems of the same kind, obtained as interpre-

tations of the results of calculation with quaternions, respecting the fourth

example of a continued fraction above mentioned, with the supposition that

)8 is a vector perpendicular to a and to po, and under the condition

a* + 4/32 > (see again § cxi.)

;

interpretation of this condition ; when a* + 4/32 < 0, there is no ten-

dency of the variable point to converge to any fixed position ; the quadratic

92 = ^ra + /3 (of § CXI.) gives

y» = 92a2 + j82, (2^2 - a2)2 = a* + 4/32

;

but when a* ^- 4j82 = 0, the biquaternion solutions of the quadratic give,

indeed, like the real roots,

(2^2 _ a2)2 => 0, but not, like them, 2q'^-a'=0;

those solutions give in this case 292 - a* = 4S9V9, Vy = p' + V- 1 p",

where p and p" denote two real and rectangular and equally long vec-

tors ; and the square of such an expression vanishes, without our

being allowed to equate the expression itselfio zero ; algebraical interpre-

tation of the general results at the commencement of this section, divested

of quaternion symbols, and connected with afunctional law of derivation

of four scalars from four other scalars arbitrarily assumed, and from

eight given and constant scalars ; the indefinite repetition of this process

of derivation conducts generally to one ultimate or limiting system, of four

derivative scalars, Articles 651 to 668 ; Pages C43 to 664.

§ cxiii. A biquaternion may be considered generally as the sum ofa biscalar and

n hivector ; we may also conveniently introduce biconjugates, bitensors,

and bivenors, and establish general formulae for such functions or combi-

nations of biquaternions, which shall be symbolical extensions of earlier

results of this calculus ; thus, in any multiplication, the bitensor of a pro-

duct can only differ by its sign from the product of the bitensors; there

exists an important class of biquaternions, for which the bitensors vanish;

such biquaternions may be called nuUific, or nullifets, because each may

be associated (indeed in infinitely many ways), as multiplier or as multi-

plicand, with another factor different from zero, so as to make their pro-

duct vanish (compare § cxii.); general expressions for the reciprocal ofa

biijuaternion ; the reciprocal of a nulUfier is infinite; a real quaternion has

generally a pair of imaginarj', as well as a pair of real square roots ; hints

respecting the geometrical utility of the biquaternions, in transitions (for

example) from closed to unclosed surfaces of the second degree, and in

other imaginary deformations ; reference to a proposed Appendix to these

Lectures, containing a geometrical translation of an investigation so con-

ducted, respecting the inscription ofgauche polygons, in ellipsoids, and

in hyperboloids Articles 669 to 675 ; Pages 664 to 674.
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§ cxiv. Brief outline of the quaternion analysis employed in such researches res-

pecting the inscriptions of polygons in surfaces (with which are connected

other problems respecting the circumscriptions of polyhedra) ; equation of

closure, resumed from § lv. ; distinction between the cases of even-sided

and odd-sided polygons ; if it be required to inscribe in a given sphere, or

other surface of the second order, a gauche polygon with an odd number

of sides, passing successively through the same number of given points,

there exists in general one real chord of solution, determining two real

OR imaginary positions of the initial point of the polygon ; but, if

the polygon be eiew-sided, there are then (for the sphere, ellipsoid, or dou-

ble-sheeted hyperboloid) two real chords of real and imaginary solution;

for the single-sheeted hyperboloid (see Appendix), these two chords may

themselves become imaginary; in general they are reciprocal polars of

each other ; thus there may in general be inscribed, in a surface of the se-

cond order, two real or two imaginary gauche polygons, with an o(fcf num-

ber of sides, passing through as many given and non -superficial points;

whereas, if the surface be non-ruled, and if the number of points and sides

be even, there may in general be inscribed two real, and two imaginary

polygons, which become allfour real, or else allfour imaginary, when we

pass to a ruled surface ; if we conceive that the inscribed gauche polygon

pPi . . . Pn has n + 1 sides, of which only the first n are obliged to pass

tlirough 80 many given and non-superficial points, Ai, . . . a„, then the

closing side, or final chord, p„p, belongs to a certain system of right lines

in space, of which it is interesting to study the arrangement ; quaternion

formulae connected therewith ; when the number n of the given points is

even, so that the number n + 1 of the sides of the polygon is odd, the

closing chords touch two distinct surfaces ofthe second order, which have

quadruple contact with the original surface, and with each other, and are

geometrically related to each other and to the given surface, as are three

single-sheeted hyperboloids which have two common pairs ofgeneratrices ;

when the number of the given points is odd, or of the sides of the polygon

even, then the envelope ofthe closing side consists of a pair ofcones, which

are imaginary if the given surface be non-ruled, but may become real by

imaginary deformation, namely, by passing to the case of inscription in a

ruled surface ; in this last case, the lines on the surface, which are analo-

gous to lines of curvature, as being those linear loci of the initial point p,

which are bases of developable surfaces composed by corresponding sys-

tems of positions of the variable chord pPn, are rectilinear generatrices of

the given surface ; these bases become imaginary, when we return to the

sphere, ellipsoid, or other non-ruled surface, as that in which the polygon is

to be inscribed ; when the number of given points is even, the tangents to

the two corresponding curves on the given surface, at any proposed point

p, are conjugate, being parallel to two conjugate diameters; there exist

also certain harmonic relations between the lines and planes which enter

into this theory of inscription ; references to communications by the pre-

sent writer, on this subject, of which some have been already published,

(see also Appendix B), Articles 676, 677; Pages 674 to 678.
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§ cxv. More full discussion of the signification of an equation, namely,

V. pa = pY. pj3, or V. ap = pV. Pp,

which bad presented itself in the foregoing analysis ; this equation repre-

sents generally a certain curve of double curvature which is of the third

order, as being cut by an arbitrary plane in three points, real or imagi-

nary ; this curve is the common intersection of a certain system ofsurfaces

of the second order ; it intersects the sphere p2= _ l in two real and two

imaginary points, namely, in the initial positions of the first comer of an

inscribed and even-sided polygon (§cxiv.), but it may be said also to in-

tersect the same sphere in two other imaginary points, at infinity; if we

confine ourselves to real vectors and quaternions, we can express a variety

of other geometrical loci by equations of remarkable simplicity ; interpre-

tations of the ten equations,

q = 0,q=l,q=~l,Tq=l,Vq = l, U9 = -l,

\q = Q,Sq = 0, Sq=l, Sq=-l, where q = (^pa' •)*;

with the same meaning of 9, if /3j_a, the equation Vg = /3 represents a

certain hyperbola ; if a/Sy denote three real and rectangular vectors, the

equation (yV. ap)^ + (y V. /3p)* = 1 represents a certain ellipse; the equa-

tion (S . apy+ (yV. apy= 1 denotes the system ofan ellipse and an hy-

perbola, with one common pair of summits, but situated in two rectan-

gular planes ; an equally simple equation can be assigned representing a

system oftwo ellipses, in two rectangular planes, having a common pair of

summits ; the equation ipKp = pxpi, or V. ipKp = 0, represents a system of

two rectangular right lines, bisecting the angles between t, «c ; while the

equation ipKp = pipK, or = V. pV. ipic, represents a system of three rect-

angular lines, namely, these two bisectors, and a line perpendicular to

their plane; example from the ellipsoid, equation V. vp = ; general equa-

tion of surfaces of the second order ; equation of Fresnel's wave-surface ;

general formula; for translating any equation in co-ordinates into an equa-

tion in quaternions,

x = -iS.ip, y = -jS.jp, z=-kS.kp;

other expressions for geometrical loci may be obtained, by regarding p as

the vector part of a variable quaternion q, which is obliged to satisfy some

given equation, while its scalar part w is variable ; formulae may be as-

signed which shall represent, respectively, on this plan, what may be called

& full circle, &nA full sphere Articles 678, 679 ; Pages 678 to 688.

§ cxvi. Equation of ih^ focal hyperbola, V, »jp .\.p9= (V. ij6)2, resumed from

§ Lxxxviii.
;
proof of the adequacy of this one equation to represent that

curve ; geometrical illustrations of the significations of the two constant

vectors 1; and Q ; they are the two oblique co-ordinates ofan umbilic of

the ellipsoid, referred to the asymptotes of the focal hyperbola, when di-

rections as well as lengths are attended to ; other elementary geometrical

illustrations and confirmations of some of the results of earlier sections (es-

pecially of §§ Lxxxvi. to LXXXVIII.), chicfly as regards the equations in-
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volving »j, 0; additional calculations and interpretations, designed princi-

pally as exercises in quaternions: introduction of the two new vectors,

Xi = p - 2 (f, + 6>)-i S . 0p, £ = 2V. .J0T (v + 0)-
',

with three other vectors X2, X3, X4, determined in terms of p by expres-

sions analogous to that for Xj ; we have the equations,

T (\i
- = 6 + ft- ' S . £|0, T (Xi + = 6 - 6 » S . tp,

and therefore T (Xi - 1) + T (Xi + e) = 2b;

the locus of the extremity of the derived vector Xi is a certain ellipsoid of

revolution, with the mean axis 26 of the given ellipsoid for its major axis,

and with two foci on that axis of which the vectors are + « ; if c de-

note the linear excentriciti/ of this new ellipsoid, e = Tf, then

e2= (a^ - 62) (62 - c^) (a^ - 6« + c«)-
1

;

the four vectors, Xj, X2, X3, X4 terminate at four points, li, L2, L3, L4, which

are the /our corners of a quadrilateral, inscribed in a circle, of this de-

rived ellipsoid of revolution ; the two opposite sides, Li i^, L3 L4, of this

plane quadrilateral, are respectively parallel to the two umbilicar diameters

of the original ellipsoid abc ; the two other and mutually opposite sides,

I/2L3, 14 Li, of the same inscribed quadrilateral, are parallel to the axes of

the two cylinders of revolution which can be circumscribed about the same

given ellipsoid (or to the asymptotes of the focal hyperbola) ; the former

pair of sides of the inscribed but varying quadrilateral intersect in a point

E (the termination of the vector p), of which the locus is the given ellip-

soid; for this and for other reasons it is proposed to name the new ellip-

soid of revolution the mean ellipsoid, and its foci the two medial foci

of the given ellipsoid 06c, .... Articles 680 to 688 ; Pages 688 to 700.

§ cxvii.* Many other geometrical applications may be made, of the same general

principles ; for example, if r be a vector tangential to a line of curvature,

then, with the significations of i, k, v ia §§ lxxviii., lxxix., we have the

equations,

S. VT = 0, S. vTiTK = 0, giving 7- = UV. vt + UV. i/k;

this reproduces the known theorem, that the lines ofcurvature on an ellip-

soid bisect at each point the angles between the circular sections; quater-

nions may also be employed to prove some theorems elsewhere published

by the present writer, respecting the curvature of a spherical conic, . . .

Article 689 ; Page 700.

Appendix A (referred to in § cxin.), Pages 701 to 716.

Appendix B (respecting the results of § cxiv.), Pages 717 to 730.

Appendix C (containing some additional account of the analysis by which some

of those results were obtained), Pages 731 to the end.

[• The foregoing Analysis of the work into Sections did not occur to the author until it was too

late to be incorporated with the text : but it has t>een printed here, as seeming likely to be useful.]
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ON QUATERNIONS.

LECTURE I.

Gentlemen,

In the preceding Lectures of the present Term, we

have taken a rapid view of the chief facts and laws of Astronomy,

its leading principles and methods and results. After some gene-

ral and preliminary remarks on the connexion between meta-

physical and physical science, we have seen how the observation

of the elementary phenomena of the Heavens may be assisted,

and rendered more precise, by means of astronomical instru-

ments, accompanied with astronomical reductions. An outline

of Uranography has been given; the laws of Kepler for the Solar

System have been stated and illustrated ; with the inductive evi-

dence from facts by which their truth may be established. It

has been shewn that these laws extend, not only to the Planets

known in Kepler's time, namely, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupi-

ter, and Saturn, with which our Earth must be enumerated, but

also to the various other planets since detected : to Uranus, to

Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta; and to those others of more

recent date, in the order of human knowledge, of which no fewer

than six have been found within the last two years and a half;

to Astraea, Neptune, Hebe, Iris, Flora, and Metis : among which

Neptune is remarkable, as having had its existence foreshewn by

mathematical calculation, and Metis is interesting to us Irishmen,

as having been discovered at an Irish observatory. It has also

been shewn you that these celebrated laws of Kepler are them-

selves mathematically included in one still greater Law, with

which the name of Newton is associated : and that thus, as New-

B
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ton himself demonstrated, in his immortal work, the Principia,

the rules of the elliptic motion of the planets are consequences of

the principle of universal Gravitation, proportional directly to the

mass, and inversely to the square of the distance. With the help

of this great principle, or law, of Newton's, combined with proper

observations and experiments,—especially, with the Cavendish

experiment, as lately repeated by Baily,—not only have the

shape and size of the earth which we inhabit, but even (as you

have seen explained and illustrated) its very weight has been de-

termined ; the number of millions of millions of millions of tons

of matter, which this vast globe contains, has been (approx-

imately) assigned. And not only have the motions of that Earth

of our's around and with its own axis, and round the sun, been

established, but that great central body of our system, the Sun,

through the persevering application of those faculties which God

has given to man, has itself (as you have likewise seen) been

measured and weighed, with the line and balance of science.

2. Such having been our joint contemplations in this place,

before the adjournment of these discourses on account of the

Examinations for Fellowships, you may remember that it was an-

nounced that at our re-assembling we should proceed to the con-

sideration of a certain new mathematical Method, or Calculus,

which has for some years past occupied a large share of my own

attention, but which 1 have hitherto abstained from introducing,

except by allusion, to the notice of those who have honoured

here my lectures with their attendance. I refer, as you are aware,

to what 1 have called the calculus of quaternions, and have

applied to the solution of many geometrical and physical pro-

blems. However much this new calculus, or method, may natu-

rally have interested myself, there has existed, in my mind, until

the present time, a fear of seeming egotistical, if I should offer

to the attention of my hearers in this University an account of

such investigations or speculations of my own. Accordingly,

with the exception of a short sketch, in the year 1845, of the

application to spherical trigonometry of those fundamental con-

ceptions and expressions respecting Quaternions, which I had

been led to form in 1843, and had in the last mentioned year

communicated to the Royal Irish Academy, I have abstained
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from entering on the subject in former courses of Lectures :

—

unless it be regarded as an exception to this rule, that in the ex-

traordinary or supplementary Course which I delivered here, in

the winter of 1846, on the occasion of the theoretical discovery

of the distant planet Neptune, I ventured to introduce that theory

oi Hodographsy which, in the regular course for 1847, I after-

wards more fully developed ; and which had been suggested to

me as a geometrical interpretation, or construction, of some in-

tegrations of equations in physical astronomy whereto I had been

conducted by the Method of Quaternions. But since, on the

one hand, it has of late been formally announced (as it is stated to

me) that the Professor of Mathematics in this University intends

to lecture on that Method of mine in the winter of the present

year, in connexion, probably, with some of his own original re-

searches; and to make it, or a part of it, one of the subjects of

his public Examination of the Candidates for Fellowship in the

summer of 1849 ; while, on the other hand, the theory itself has
been acquiring, under my own continued study, a wider exten-

sion, and perhaps also a firmer consistency : it seems to myself,

—

and by some mathematical friends, among whom the Professor

just referred to is included, I am encouraged to think that it is

their opinion too,—that the time has arrived, when instead of its

being an obtrusion for me to state here, in the execution of my
own professorial office, my views respecting Quaternions, it

would, on the contrary, be rather a dereliction of my duty, or a

blameable remissness therein, if I were longer to omit to state

those views in this place, at least by sketch and outline.

3. And inasmuch as I am not aware that any one has hi-

therto professed to detect error in any of those geometrical and

physical theorems to which the Method has conducted me; while

yet I cannot but perceive it to be the feeling of several persons,

among my mathematical friends and acquaintances, that in the

existing state of the published expositions of my own views upon

the subject, some degree of obscurity still hangs over its logical

and metaphysical principles : so that the admitted correctness of

the results of this new Calculus may appear, even to candid and

not unfriendly lookers-on, to be, in some sense, accidental, rather

than necessary, so far as the conceptions and reasonings have

B 2
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hitherto been formally set forth by me : it therefore seems to be,

upon the wliole, the most expedient plan which can be adopted

on the present occasion, that I should state, as distinctly and as

fully as my own limited powers of expression, and as your re-

maining time in this Course will allow, the Jbntal thoughts, the

primal views, the initial attitudes ofmind, from which the others

flow, and to which they are subordinated. And if, in the fulfil-

ment of this purpose, the adoption of a somewhat metaphysical

style of expression on some fundamental points may be at least

forgiven me, as inevitable, still more may I look to be excused,

if not approved of, should I take, even by preference, my illus-

trationsJrom Astronomy, in this Supplementary Course of Lec-

tures, which, as you know, arises out of, and is appended to a

Course more strictly and properly astronomical.

4. The object which I shall propose to myself, in the Lec-

ture of this day, is the statement of the significations, at least the

primary significations, which I attach, in the Calculus of Qua-

ternions, to the four following familiar marks of combination of

symbols,

+ - X ^
which marks, or signs, are universally known to correspond, in

arithmetic and in ordinary algebra, to the four operations known
by the names of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and

Division. The neiv significations of these four signs have a

suflficient analogy to the old ones, to make me think it convenient

to retain the signs themselves; and»yet a suflBcient distinction

exists, to render a preliyninary comment not superfluous : or

rather it is indispensable that as clear a definition, or at least ex-

position, of the precise force of each of these old marks, used in

new senses, should be given, as it is in my power to give. Per-

haps, indeed, I may not find it possible, to-day, to speak with

what may seem the requisite degree oifulness of such exposition,

of more than the twofirst of these four signs ; although I hope

to touch upon the two last of them also.

5. First, then, 1 wish to be allowed to say, in general terms

(though conscious that they will ne^d to be afterwards particula-

rized), that I regard the two connected but contrasted marks or

"S"'> + and -,
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as being respectively and primarily characteristics of the syn-

thesis and ANALYSIS ofa state ofa Progression, according as

this state is considered as being derivedfrom, or compared with,

some other state of that progression. And, with the same kind

of generality of expression, 1 may observe here that I regard in

like manner the other pair of cpnnected and contrasted marks

already mentioned, namely,

X and -h,

(when taken in what I look upon as their respectively ;)rimary

significations), as being signs or characteristics of the correspon-

ding SYNTHESIS and ANALYSIS of a STEP, in any such progression

of states, according as that step is considered as derived from, or

compared with, some other step in the same progression. But I

am aware that this very general and preliminary statement can-

not fail to appear vague, and that it is likely to seem also obscure,

until it is rendered precise and clear by examples and illustra-

tions, which the plan of these Lectures requires that I should

select from Geometry, while it allows me to clothe them in an

Astronomical garb. And 1 shail^begin by endeavouring thus to

illustrate and exemplify the view here taken of the sign -, which

we may continue to read, as usual, minus, although the opera-

tion, of which it is now conceived to direct the performance, is

not to be confounded with arithmetical, nor even, in all respects,

with common algebraical subtraction.

6. I have said that I regard, primarily, this sign,

-, or Minus,

as the mark or characteristic of an analysis ofone state of a pro-

gression, when considered as compared with awoMer state of that

progression. To illustrate this very general view, which has

been here propounded, at first, under a metaphysical rather than

a mathematical form, by proceeding to apply it under the limi-

tations which the science of geometry suggests, let space be

now regarded as thefeld of the progression which is to be stu-

died, and POINTS as the states of that progression. You will

then see that in conformity with the general view already enun-

ciated, and as its geometrical particularization, I am led to regard

the word " Minus," or the mark -, in geometry, as the sign or
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characteristic of the analysis of one geometrical position (in

space), as compared with another (such) position. The compa-

rison ofone mathematical point with another, with a view to the

determination of what may be called their ordinal relation, or

their relative position in space, is in fact the investigation of the

GEOMBTRiCAL DIFFERENCE of the two points Compared, in that

sole respect, namely, position, in which two mathematical points

can differ from each other. And even for this reason alone,

although I think that other reasons will offer themselves to your

own minds, when you shall be more familiar with this whole

aspect of the matter, you might already grant it to be not unna-

tural to regard, as it has been stated that I do regard, this study

or investigation of the relative position of two points in space, as

being that primary geometrical operation which is analogous to

algebraic subtraction, and which I propose accordingly to denote

by the usual mark (-) of the well-known operation last men-

tioned. Without pretending, however, that 1 have yet exhibited

sufficiently conclusive grounds for believing in the existence of

such an analogy, I shall now j^oceed to illustrate, by examples,

the modes of symbolical expression to which this belief, or view,

conducts.

7. To illustrate first, by an astronomical example, the con-

ception already mentioned, of the analysis of one geometrical

position considered with reference to another, I shall here write

down, as symbols for the two positions in space which are to be

compared among themselves, the astronomical signs,

© and i ;

which represent or denote respectively the sun and earth, and are

here supposed to signify, not the masses, nor the longitudes, of

those two bodies, nor any other quantities or magnitudes con-

nected with them, but simply their situations, or the positions

of their centres, regarded as mathematical points in space. To
make more manifest to the eye that these astronomical signs are

here employed to denote points or positions alone, I shall write

under each a dot, and under the dot a Roman capital letter,

namely, a for the earth, and b for the sun, as follows

:

© $

(Fig. 1.)

B A
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and shall suppose that the particular operation of what we have

already called analysis, using that word in a very general and

rather in a metaphysical than in a mathematical sense, which is

now to be performed, consists in the proposed investigation of
the position ofthe sun, b, with respect to the earthy a ; the latter

being regarded as comparatively simple and known ; but the

former as complex, or at least unknown and undetermined ; and

a relation being sought, which shall connect the one with the

other. This conceived analytical operation is practically and

astronomically performed, to some extent, whenever an observer,

as for example, my assistant (or myself), at the Observatory of

this University, with that great circular instrument of which you

have a model here, directs a telescope to the sun : it is completed,

for that particular time of observation, when, after all due micro-

metrical measurements and readings, aft^r all reductions and cal-

culations, founded in part on astronomical theory, and on facts

previously determined, the same observer concludes and records

the geocentric right ascension and declination, and (through the

semidiameter) the radius vector (or distance) of the sun. In

general, we are to conceive the required analysis of the position

of the ANALYZAND POINT B, With reSpect to the ANALYZER
POINT A, to be an operation such that, if it were completely per-

formed, it would instruct us not only in what direction the point

B is situated with respect to the point a ; but also, at what
distance from the latter the former point is placed. Regarded

as a guide, or rule for going (if we could go) from one point to

the other,—which rule of transition would, however (according

to the general and philosophical, rather than technically mathe-

matical distinction between analysis and synthesis, on which this

whole exposition is founded), be itselfrather of a syi}/hetic than

of an analytic character,—the result of this ordinal analysis

might be supposed to tell us in thefrst place how we should set

OUT : which conceived geometrical act, o(setting out in a suitable

direction, corresponds astronomically to the pointing, or direct-

ing ofthe telescope, in the observation just referred to. And the

same synthetic rule, or the same result of a complete analysis,

must then be supposed also to tell us, in the second place, how
FAR we ought to GO, in order to arrive at the sought point
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B, after thus setting out from the given point a, in the proper

direction of progress (this direction being, of course, here con-

ceived to he preserved unaltered) : which latter part of the sup-

posed guidance or information corresponds to the astronomical

inquiry, how far offh the sun, or other celestial object, at which

we are now looking, with a telescope properly set ?

8, Now the whole sought result of this (conceived) com-

plete analysis, of the position b with respect to the position a,

whether it be regarded analytically as an ordinal relation, or

synthetically as a rule oftransition, is what I propose to denote,

or signify, by the symbol
B - a,

formed by inserting the sign minus between the two separate

symbols of the two points compared ; the symbol of the ana-

lyZand point b being written to the left of the mark -, and the

symbol of the analyzer point a being written to the right of the

same mark ; all which I design to illustrate by the following

fuller diagram,

© B - a J-= (Fig. 2.)
B A

where the arrow indicates the direction in which it would be ne-

cessary to set out from the analyzer point, in order to reach the

analyzand point; and a straight line is drawn to represent or

picture ihe progression, of which i\\09.e points are here conceived

to be, respectively, the initial and final states. We may then,

as often as we think proper, paraphrase (in this theory) the geo-

metrical symbol B - a, by reading it aloud as follows, though it

would be tedious always to do so: " b analyzed with respect to

A, as regards difference ofgeometrical position." But for com-

mon use it may be sufficient (as already noticed) to retain the

shorter and more familiar mode of reading, " b minus a ;" re-

membering, however, that (in the present theory) the diffe-

rence thus originally or primarily indicated is one of position,

and not ofmagnitude : which, indeed, the context (so to speak)

will always be sufficient to suggest, or to remind us of, when-

ever the symbols a and b are recognised as being what they are

here 6U])j)osed to be, namely, sigr\9 of mathematical points.
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9. Had we chosen to invert the order of the comparison, or

of the analysis of these two positions a and b, as related to each

other, regarding the sun b as the given or known point, and the

earth a as the sought or unknown one ; we should have in that

case done what in fact astronomers do in those investigations re-

specting the solar system, in which the motion of the earth as a

planet about the sun, in obedience to Kepler's laws, is treated as

an established general fact which it remains to argue from, and

to develope into the particular consequences required for some

particular question : whenever, in short, they seek rather the

heliocentric position of the earth, than the geocentric position of

the sun ; and so propose to analyze what has been here called a

with respect to b, rather than b with respect to a. And it would

then have been proper, on the same general plan of notation, to

have written the opposite symbol a - b, instead of the former

symbol b - a ; and also to have inverted the arrow in the dia-

gram (because we now conceive ourselves as going rather from

the sun to the earth, than from the earth to the sun) ;
which

diagram would thus assume the form,

© A-B S /r- Q\
-— (Fig. 3.)

B A

Thus b - A and A - B are symbols of two opposite (or mutually

inverse) ordinal relations, corresponding to two opposite steps

or transitions in space, and mentally discovered, or brought into

notice, by these two opposite modes of analyzing the relative po-

sition of one common pair of mathematical points, a and b
;
of

which two opposite modes of ordinal analysis in space, with the

two inverse relations thence resulting, the mutual connexion and

contrast may be still more clearly perceived, if we bring them

into one view by this diagram :

© B - A S^ (Fig. 4.)

B A-B A

10. Using a^brmo/woRDS, suggested by this mode of sym-

bolical notation, 1 should not think it improper, and it would

certainly be at least consistent with the manner in which the sub-

ject is here viewed, to say that
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The Sun's ordinal relation to the Earth in space,

or, somewhat more concisely, that what is called in astronomy,

" The Suns Geocentric Position" (including distance),

is expressed by, and is (in that sense) equivalent, or

(with the here proposed use of Minus) symbolically equal to

•• The Sun's (absolute) Position in space,

Minus the Earth's (absolute) Position."

And then, of course, we should be allowed, on the same plan, to

say, conversely, that

" The Earth's Heliocentric Position" is equivalent or equal to

" The Earth's Position in space, minus the Sun's Position."

In the same new mode of speaking, the

" Position of Venus (in space), minus the Position of the Sun,"

would be a form of words equivalent to the usual phrase,

" Heliocentric Position of Venus."

And it is evident that examples of this sort might easily be mul-

tiplied.

11. According, then, to the view here taken of the word

«' Minus," or of the sign -, if employed, as we propose to employ

it, in pure or applied geometry, this word or sign will denote

primarily an ordinal analysis in space ; or an analysis (or exa-

mination) of the position ofa mathematical point, as compared

with the position of another such point. And because, according

to the foregoing illustrations, this sign or mark (Minus) directs

us to DRAW, or to conceive as drawn, a straight line connecting

the two points, which are proposed to be compared as to their

relative positions, it might, perhaps, on this account be called

the SIGN OF TRACTION. If wc wish, however, to diminish, as

far as possible, the number ofnew terms, we may call it still, as

usual, the sign of subtraction ; remembering only, that, in the

view here proposed, there is no original (nor necessary) reference

whatever to any subtraction of one magnitude from another.

Indeed, it is well known to every student of the elements of

algebra that the word Minus, and the sign -, are, in those ele-

ments also, used very frequently to denote an operation which is
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by no means identical with the taking away of a partialfrom a

total magnitude^ so as to find the remaining part : thus every

algebraist is familiar with such results as these, that

(Negative Four) Minus (Positive Three) Equals (Negative

Seven)

;

where, if mere magnitudes or quantities were attended to, and

the adjectives " Positive and Negative" dropped, or neglected,

and not replaced by any other equivalent words or marks, the

resulting number '.' seven" would represent the (arithmetical)

sum^ and not the (arithmetical) difference, of the given numbers
" four" and *' three." And as, to prevent any risk of such con-

fusion with a merely arithmetical difference, or with the result of

a merely arithmetical subtraction, it is usual to speak of an alge-

braical difference and oi algebraical subtraction; and thus to say,

for example, that " Negative Seven" is the '* algebraical diffe-

rence" of " Negative Four" and "Positive Three;" oris ob-

tained or obtainable by the " algebraical subtraction" of the

latter from the former: so may (I think) that other and more

geometrical ^ori of subtraction, which has been illustrated in this

day's Lecture, be called, not inconveniently, for the sake of re-

cognising a farther distinction or departure from the merely

popular use of the word (subtraction), and on account of its con-

nexion with a new and enlarged system of sytnbols in geometry,

the SYMBOLICAL SUBTRACTION of A from b: and the resulting sym-

bol of the ordinal relation of the latter point to the former, namely,

the symbol b - a, may conveniently be called, in like manner, a

SYMBOLICAL DIFFERENCE. It is in fact, as has been already

remarked, in this new system of symbols, an expression for what

may very naturally be called the geometrical difference ofthe two

points B and a ; that is to say, it is (in this system) a symbolfor

the difference of the positions of those two mathematical points

in space; this difference being regarded as geometrically con-

structed, represented, or pictured, by the straight line drawn

from A to B, which line is here considered as having (what it has

in fact) not only a determined length, but also a determined direc-

tion, when the two points, a and b, themselves, are supposed to

have two distinct and determined (or at least determinable)-

positions.
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12. For my own part I cannot conceal that I hold it to be of

great and even yMwrfowew/a/ importance, to regard Pure Mathe-

matics as being primarily the science of order (in Time and

Space), and not primarily the science of magnitude : if we

would attain to a perfectly clear and thoroughly self-consistent

view of this great and widely-stretching region, namely, the ma-

thematical, of human thought and knowledge. In mathematical

science the doctrine of magnitude, or of quantity, plays indeed a

very important part, but not, as 1 conceive, the most important

one. Its importance is secondary and derivative, not pri-

mary and original, according to the view which has long ap-

proved itself to my own mind, and in entertaining which I think

that I could fortify myself by the sanction of some high autho-

rities: although the opposite view is certainly more commonly

received. If any one here should regard that opposite view,

which refers all to magnitude, as the right one; and should find

it impossible, or think it not worth the effort, to suspend even for

a while the habit of such a reference, he may still give for a mo-

ment a geometrical interpretation to the symbol b - a, not quite

inconsistent with that which has been above proposed, by regard-

ing it as an abbreviation for this otber symbol bo - ao, where

AO and BO are lines, namely, the distances of the two points a

and B from another point o, assumed on the same indefinite right

line as those two points a, b, and lying beyond a with respect to

B, or situate upon the line ba prolonged through a, as in this

diagram

:

©(bO-Ao) 4 "^
,r:- ^^

-^__ (Fig. 5.)
B B - A A O

Here the point o may be conceived, astronomically, to represent

a superior planet, for example, Jupiter ("U), in opposition to the

Sun (and in the Ecliptic) ; and it is evident that if we knew, for

such a configuration, the distance ao in millions of miles, of the

Earth from Jupiter, and also the greater distance bo of the Sun

from the same superior planet at that time, we should only have

to subtract, arithmetically, the former distance ao from the latter

distance bo, for the purpose of finding the distance bo - ao, or

ba, in millions of miles, between the earth and the sun ; which
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distance, there might thus be some propriety or convenience, on

this account, in denoting by the symbol b - a. That symbol,

thus viewed, might even be conceived to suggest a reference to

direction as well as distance ; because the supposed line oa, pro-

longed throuffh A, would in the figure tend to b ; or, in astrono-

mical language, the jovicentric place of the Earthy in the

configuration supposed, would coincide, on the celestial sphere,

with the geocentric place of the Sun. But I am far indeed from

recommending to you to complicate the contemplation of the re-

lative position of the two points a and b, at this early stage of the

inquiry, by any reference of this sort to any third point o, thus

foreign and arbitrarily assumed. On the contrary, I would advise,

or even request you, for the present, to abstain from making, in

your own minds, such a reference to Siny foreign point; and to

accompany me, for some time longer, in considering only the in-

ternal relation of position of the two points, a and b, them-

selves : agreeing to regard this internal and ordinal relation of

these two mathematical points in space (to whatever extent it

may be found useful, or even necessary hereafter, to call in the

aid of other points, or lines, or planes, for the purpose of more

fully studying, and, above all, of applying that relation), as being

suflSciently denoted, at this stage, by one or other of the two

symbols, b - a or a - b, according as we choose to regard b or a

as the analyzand point, and a or b as the analyzer.

13. I ask you then to concede to me, at least provisionally,

and for a while, the privilege of employing this unusual mode of

geometrical notation, together with the new mode of geome-

trical INTERPRETATION abovc assigned to it : which modes, after

all, do not contradict anything previously established in scienti-

fic language, nor lead to any real risk of confusion or of ambi-

guity, in geometrical science, by attaching any new sense to an old

sign: since here the sign itself (b - a), as well as the significa-

tion, is new. The component symbol " minus" is indeed old, but

it is used here in a new connexion with other elementary sym-

bols ; and the new context, hence arising, gives birth to a new

COMPLEX SYMBOL, (b-a), in fixing the sense of which we may

and must be guided by analogy, and general considerations :
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old usages and received definitions failing to assign any deter-

mined signification to the new complex symbol thus produced.

The interpretation which I propose does no more than invest

with sense, through an explanation which is new, what had

seemed before to be devoid of sense. It only gives a meaning,

where none had been given before: namely, to a symbolical

expression of the form " Point minus Point." This latter^rw

of words, and the geometrical notation b - a to which it cor-

responds (a and B being still used as signs 0/ mathematical

points), had hitherto, according to the received and usual modes

of geometrical interpretation, no meaning : but you will, per-

haps, admit that these two connected forms of spoken and

written expression were, for that very reason, only i\ie more free

to receive any new and definitional sense : especially one which

you have seen to admit of beng suggested by so simple an ana-

logy to subtraction as that which the conception ofdifference in-

volves. It will, however, of course be necessary, for consistency,

that we carefully adhere to such new interpretation, when it has

once been by definition assigned : unless and until we find rea-

sons (if such reasons shall ever be found) which may compel its

formal abandonment.

14. You see, then, to recapitulate briefly the chief part of

what has been hitherto said, that I invite you to conceive the

RELATIVE rosiTioN of any sought point B of space, when com-

pared with any given point a, as being (in what appears to me

to be a very easily intelligible and simply symbolizable sense)

the GEOMETRICAL DIFFERENCE OF THE ABSOLUTE POSITIONS of

those two mathematical points: and that I propose to denote it,

in this system of symbolical geometry, by writing *^ the symbol

ofthe sought point, minus the symbol ofthe given point." Such

is, in my view, the analytic aspect of the compound symbol

B - A,

if the component symbols a and b be still understood to denote

points : such is the primary signification which I attach in geo-

metry to the interposed mark -, when it is regarded as being

what 1 have already called, in general terms, a characteristic

OF ORDINAL ANALYSIS.
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15. But as you have already also partly seen, the same

symbol,
B - A,

may be viewed in a synthetic aspect also. It may be thought

of, not only as being the result ofa past analysis^ but also as

being the guide to a future synthesis. It may be regarded as

not merely answering, or as denoting the answer, to the question

:

In what Position is the point b situated with respect to the

point A ? but also this other, which indeed has been already

seen to be only the former question differently viewed: By what

Transition may b be reached^ if we set out from a ?—And to

this other question also, or to this other view of the s&mefontal

Question, where, I consider the same symbol, b - a, to be a

fit general representation of the Answer: it being reserved for

the context to decide, whenever a decision may be necessary,

which of these two related although contrasted views is taken

at any one time, in any particular investigation. In its synthetic

aspect, then, 1 regard the symbol b - a as denoting " the step

to B from A :" namely, that step by making which, from the

given point a, we should reach or arrive at the sought point b
;

and so determine, generate, mark, or construct that point.

This step (which we shall always suppose to be a straight line)

may also, in my opinion, be properly called a vector ; or more

fully, it may be called "Me vector of the point B,from the point

A :" because it may be considered as having for its office, func-

tion, work, task, or business, to transport or carry (in Latin,

vehere) a moveable point, from the given or initial position a, to

the sought or final position b. Taking this view, then, of the

symbol b - a, or adopting now this synthetic interpretation of it,

and of the corresponding form of words, we may say, generally,

for any such conceived rectilinear transport of a moveable point

in space, that

" Step equals End of Step, minus Beginning of Step ;"

or may write

:

" Vector = (End of Vector) - (Beginning of Vector)."

16. Thus, in astronomy, whereas, by the mode o( analytic

interpretation already explained, the phrase.
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*' Sun's Position minus Earth's Position,"

has been regarded (in § 10) as equivalent to the more usual form

of words, •' Sun's Geocentric Position" (including geocentric dis-

tance) ; we shall «o^^; be led, by the connected mode oi synthetic

interpretation just mentioned, to regard the same spoken phrase,

or the written expression, © - J (where the two astronomical

marks, © and J , are still supposed to be used to denote the si-

tuations alone of the two bodies which they indicate), as being

equivalent, in this other view of it, to what may be called the

" Sun's Geocentric Vector:"

which DIFFERS from what is called in astronomy the

" Geocentric Radius-Vector of the Sun,"

by its INCLUDING DIRECTION, as Well as length, as an element

in its complete significatio.n. In like manner, that equally long

but opposite line, which may be called, in the same new mode of

speaking, the " Earth's Heliocentric Vector" may be denoted

by the opposite symbol, J - ©, or expressed by the phrase,

" Earth's Position, minus Sun's Position ;" the Heliocentric Vec-

tor of Venus will be, on the same plan, symbolically equal or

equivalent to the Position of Venus minus the Position of the

Sun: and similarly in other cases.

17. To illustrate more fully the distinction which was just

now briefly mentioned, between the meanings of the " Vector"

and the " Radius Vector" of a point, we may remark that the

Radius- Vector, in astronomy, and indeed in geometry also,

is usually understood to have only length; and therefore to be

adequately expressed by a single number, denoting the magni-

tude (or length) of the straight line which is referred to by this

usual name (radius-vector), as compared with the magnitude of

some standard line, which has been assumed as the unit of length.

Thus, in astronomy, the Geocentric Radius- Vector of the Sun

is, in its mean value, nearly equal to ninety-five millions of miles :

if, then, a million of miles be assumed as the standard or unit of

length, the sun's geocentric radius-vec-tor is equal (nearly) to,

or is (approximately) expressible by, the number ninety-five

:

in such a manner that this single number, 95, with the unit here

supposed, is (at certain seasons of the year) a full, complete, and
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adequate representation or expression for that known radius-

vector of the sun. For it is usually the sun itself (or more

fully the position of the Sun's centre), and not the Sun's radius-

vector^ which is regarded as possessing also certain other (polar)

co-ordinates of its own, namely, in general, some two angles,

such as those which are called the Sun's geocentric right-ascen-

sion and declination ; and which are merely associated with the

radius-vector, but not inherent therein, nor belonging thereto

;

just as the radius-vector is itself, in turn, associated with the

right ascension and declination, but not included in them. Those

two angular co-ordinates (or some data equivalent to them) are

indeed required to assist in the complete determination of the

geocentric position of the sun itself : but they are not usually

considered as being in any manner necessary for the most com-

plete determination, or perfect numerical expression, of the

Sun's RADIUS-VECTOR. But in the new mode of speaking which

it is here proposed to introduce, and which is guardedfrom con-

fusion with the older mode by the omission of the word " ra-

dius," the VECTOR of the sun has [itself) direction, as well as

length. It is, therefore, not sufficiently characterized by any

SINGLE NUMBER, such as 95 (were this even otherwise rigorous) ;

but REQUIRES, for its COMPLETE NUMERICAL EXPRESSION, a

SYSTEM OF THREE NUMBERS; such as the usual and well-known

rectangular or polar co-ordinates of the Sun or other body or

point whose place is to be examined : among which one may

6e what is called the radius-\ectov ; but if so, that radius must

(in general) be associated with two other polar co-ordinates,

or determining numbers of some kind, before the vector can be

numerically expressed. A vector is thus (as you will afterwards

more clearly see) a sort of natural triplet (suggested by

Geometry) : and accordingly we shall find that quaternions

offer an easy mode of symbolically representing every vector by a

trinomial form {ix^jy^kz) ; which form brings the conception

and expression of such a vector into the closest possible connexion

with Cartesian and rectangular co-ordinates.

18. Denoting, however, for the present, a vector of this sort,

or a rectilinear step in space from one point a to another point b,

not yet by any such trinomial or triplet form, but simply (for

c
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conciseness) by a single and small Roman letter, such as a ; and

proceeding to compare^ or equate, these two equivalent expres-

sions, or equisignijicant symbols^ a and b - a ; we are conducted

to the EQUATION,
B - A = a

;

which is thus to be regarded as here implying merely that we

have chosen to denote^ concisely, by the simple symbol, or single

letter, a, the same step, or vector, which has also been other-

wise denoted, less briefly, but in some respects more fully and

expressively, by the complex symbol b - a. Such is, at least,

the synthetic aspect under which this equation here presents it-

self; but we may conceive it to occur also, at another time and in

another connexion, under an analytic aspect ; namely, as signify-

ing that the simple symbol a was used to denote concisely the

same ordinal relation of position, which had been more fully

denoted by the complex symbol b - a. Or we may imagine the

equation offering itself under a mixed (analytic and synthetic)

aspect; and as then expressing the perfect correspondence which

may be supposed to exist between that relative position of the

point B with respect to the point a, which was originally indi-

cated by B - A, and that rectilinear transition, or step, from a to

B, which we lately supposed to be denoted by a. Between these

different modes of interpretation, the context would always be

found sufficient to decide, whenever a decision became necessary.

But I think that we shall find it more convenient, simple, and

clear, during the remainder of the present Lecture, to adhere to

the synthetic view of the equation b - a = a; that is, to regard it

as signifying that both its members, b - a and a, are symbolsfor

one common step, or vector. And generally I propose to employ,

henceforth, the small Roman or Greek letters, a, b, a', &c., or a, j3,

a', &c., with or without accents, as symbols ofsteps, or of vectors.

19. But at this stage it is convenient to introduce the employ-

ment of another simple notation, which shall more distinctly and

expressly recognise and mark that synthetic character which we

have thus attributed to a, considered as denoting the step from

a to B ; in virtue of which synthetic character we have regarded

the latter point b as constructed, generated, determined, or

brought into view, by applying to, or performing on, the former
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point A, that act of vection or of transport, in which the

agent or operator is the vector denoted by a. We require a

SIGN OF VECTION : a characteristic of the operation of ordinal

synthesis^ by which we have conceived a sought position ^ in

space to be constructed^ as depending on a given position a, with

the help of a given vector, or ordinal operator, a, of the kind con-

sidered above. And such a characteristic of ordinal syn-

thesis, or sign ofvection, is, on that general plan which was

briefly stated to you early to-day (in art. 5), supplied by the mark

+, or by the word Plus, when used in that new sense which has

already been referred to in this Lecture, and which may be re-

garded as suggested by Algebra, though it cannot (strictly speak-

ing) be said to be borrowedfrom Algebra, at least as Algebra is

commonly viewed. For we shall thus be led to write, as another

and an equivalentform of the recent equation b - a = a, this other

equation, in which Plus is introduced, and which is, in ordinary

Algebra also, a transformation of the equation lately written :

B = a + A ;

while yet, in conformity with what has been already said, we shall

now regard it as being the primary signification of this last equa-

tion, or formula, that " the position denoted by b may be

reached (and, in that sense, constructed), by making the

TRANSITION denoted by a, from the position denoted by a."

20. We shall thus be led to say or to write generally, with

this (which is here regarded as being the) primary signification

of Plus in Geometry, that for any vector or rectilinear step in

space,

" Step + Beginning of Step = End of Step;"

or, " Vector + Beginning of Vector = End of Vector:"

the mark + being in fact here regarded, by what has been already

said, as being primarily the sign ofvection, or the characteristic

of the application ofa step, or of a vector, to a given point con-

sidered as the Begi?ining (of the step, or vector), so as to generate

or determine another point considered as the End. In relation

to astronomy, this phraseology will allow us to say that

" Sun's Position = Sun's Geocentric Vector + Earth's position ;"

c 2
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and the assertion is to be thus interpreted : that if a straight line,

agreeing in length and in direction with the line or step in space

which we have called in this Lecture the Sun's Geocentric Vector,

•were applied to the position occupied by the Earth, so as to begin

there, this line would terminate at the Sun. In exactly the same

way, we may say that the " Position of Venus in space" is sym-

bolically expressible as the '* Heliocentric Vector of Venus, Plus

the Position of the Sun in Spape ;" or as the " Geocentric Vec-

tor of Venus, plus the Position of the Earth ;" and similarly in

other cases.

21. All this, as you perceive, is very simple and intelligible;

nor can it ever lead you into any diflBculty or obscurity, if you

will only consent to use from the outset, and will take pains to

remember that you use, the signs in the way which I propose
;

although that way may not be, or rather is certainly not, alto-

gether the same with that to which you are accustomed. Yet

you see that it is not in contradiction to any received and estab-

lished use of symb'ols in Geometry, precisely because no meaning

is usually attached to any expression of the form, " Line plus

point." (Compare 13). Such an expression would be simply un-

meaning, according to common usage ; in short, it would be

nonsense : but 1 ask you to allow me to make it sense, by giving

to it an INTERPRETATION ; which must indeed remain so far a

DEFINITION, as that you may refuse to accompany me in assign-

ing to the expression in question the signification here proposed.

Yet you see that I have sought at least to present that definition,

or that interpretation, as divested ofa purely arbitrary character ;

by shewing that it may be regarded as the mental and symbolic

counterpart ofanother definitional interpretation, which has al-

ready been assigned in this Lecture for another form of spoken

and written expression ; namely, for the form, " Point minus

Point :" which would, according to common usage, be exactly

as unmeaning, not more so, and not less, than the other. If you

yield to the reasons, or motives of analogy, which have been already

stated, or suggested, for treating the Difference of two Points

as a Line, it cannot afterwards appear surprising that you should

be called upon to treat the Sum of a Line and Point, as being

another Point.

22. Most fully do I grant, or rather assert and avow, that the
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primary signification which I thus propose for + in Geometry, is

altogether distinct from that of denoting the operation of com-

bining two partial magnitudes^ in such a manner as to make up

one total magnitude. But surely every student of the elements

of Algebra is perfectly ^wi7tar with another use ofplus, which

is not less distinct from such merely quantitative aggregation, or

simple arithmetical addition. When it is granted, as you all

know it to be, that " (Negative Seven) + ( Positive Three) = (Ne-

gative Four)," where the mark + is still read as " Plus ;" and

when this operation of combination is commonly called, as you all

know that it is called, " Algebraical Addition," and is said to

produce an " algebraic sum," although the resulting number Four

(if we abstract from the adjectives " positive" and " negative")

is the arithmetical difference, and not the arithmetical sum, of

the numbers Seven and Three : there is surely a sufficient depar-

ture, thus authorized already by received scientific usage, from

the merely popular meanings of the words " addition," '* sum,"

and " plus," to justify me, or to plead at least my excuse, if I

venture on another but scarcely a greater variation from the same

first or popular meanings of those words, as indicating (in com-

mon language) increase of magnitude ; and if I thus connect

them, from the outset of this new symbolical geometry, with

CHANGE OF POSITION in spacc.

23. It seems to me then that it ought not to appear a strange

or unpardonable extension of a phraseology which has already

been found to require to be extended, in passing from arithmetic

to algebra, if I now venture to propose the name of symbolical

ADDITION for that operation in Geometry, which you have seen

that I denote in writing by the sign + ; and if I thus speak, for

example, in the recent case, of the Symbolical Addition of a to a,

which operation has been seen to correspond to the composition,

or putting together, in thought and in expression, and therefore

to the (conceived or spoken or written) synthesis, of the two

CONCEPTIONS, o/a STEP (a) and the beginning (a) of that step:

and NOT {primarily) to any synthesis or aggregation ofmagni-

tudes. Thus if we now agree to give to the beginning of the

step, or to the initial position, the name vehend {punctum ve-

hendum, the point about to be carried), because this is the point
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on which we propose to perform the act of vection ; and if in

like manner the point which is the end of the step, or the final

position {the punctum vectum, the point which in this view is re-

garded as having been carried), be shortly called the vectum ;

while the step itself has been already named the vector : we

may then establish a technical and generalformula for such sym-

bolical addition in geometry, which will serve to characterize and

express its nature, by saying that, in general,

" vectum = vector + vehend ;"

while the corresponding generalformulafor symbolical subtrac-

tion in geometry, with the same new names, will be the following :

'* vector = VECTUM - VEHEND."

Nor shall I shrink from avowing my own belief that this general

formula, Vectum = Vector + Vehend, may be considered as a

TYPE, representing that primary synthesis in Geometry, which,

earlier and more than any other, ought to be regarded as ana-

logous to addition, in that science, and deserves to be denoted

accordingly : namely, the mental and symbolical addition (or

application) ofa vector to a vehend, not at all as parts of one

magnitude, but as elements in one construction, in order to

generate as their (mental and symbolical) sum, or as the result

of this vection, or transport, a new position in space, which

may be thought of as a punctum vectum, or carried point ; this

vectum being simply (as has been seen) the end of that line, or

vector, or carrying path, of which the vehend is the beginning.

24. These relations of end and beginning may, of course, be

interchanged, while the straight line ab retains not only its

length, but even its situation in space, although \t^ direction w\\\

thus come to be reversed: for we may conceive ourselves as re-

turning from B to A, after having gone from a to b. This^a^A

of return, this backward step, or reversed journey, considered as

having for its office to carry back (revehere) a moveable point

from B to A, after that point has been first carried by the former

VECTOR from a to b, may naturally be called, by analogy and

contrast, a revector ; and then we shall have this general for-

mula of revection,

REVECTOn + VECTUM >= VEHEND ;
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together with this other connected formula

:

VEHEND - VECTUM = REVECTOR.

The symbol for this revector will thus be a - b, if the vector be

still denoted by the symbol b - a ; that is to say, these two oppO'

site symbols^

B - A and A - B,

which, in their analytic aspect, were formerly regarded by us

(see 9) as symbols of two opposite ordinal relations in space,

corresponding to two opposite steps, are now^ in their synthetic

aspect, considered as denoting those two opposite steps them-

selves ; namely, the Vector and Revector. With reference to

the ACT OF REVECTioN, the point b, which was formerly called

the vectum, might now be called the revehend ; and then the

point A, which was the vehend before, would naturally come to

receive the name revectum. But I am not anxious that you
should take any pains to impress these last names on your me-
mory ; though I think that it may have been an assistance, rather

than a distraction, to have thus briefly suggested them in passing.

25. If in the general formula lately assigned (in 23) for

symbolical addition in geometry, namely the formula, vector +

vehend = vectum, we substitute for vector its value, or equivalent

expression, namely, vectum - vehend, as given by the corres-

ponding general formula already assigned (in same art. 23) for

symbolical subtraction ; we shall thereby eliminate (or get rid

of) the tvord " vector," in the sense that this word will no longer

appear in the result of this subtraction ; which result will be the

equation,

Vectum - Vehend + Vehend = Vectum.

In symbols, the corresponding elimination of the letter a, be-

tween the two equations,

B-A = a, a+A = B, (18, 19)

gives, in like manner, the result: b-a + a = b. In ordinary

Algebra, not only does the same result hold good, but it is said

to be identically true, and the equation which expresses it is

called an identity ; and in the present Symbolical Geometry it

may still be called by that name : in the sense that its truth does

not depend, in any degree, on the positions of the two points, a, b ;
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but only on the general confiexion, or contrast, between the two

OPERATIONS ofordinal analysis and synthesis, which are here

marked by the signs- and +. For the formula b -a + a = b, or

more fully, (b-a) + a = b, may be considered as expressing, in

the present system of symbols, that if the position a be operated

on (synthetically) by what has been called the symbolical ad-

dition (or application) of a suitable vector^ namely b - a, it will be

changed to the position b ; such suitable operator (b - a) being

precisely that vector which is conceived to have been previously

discovered (analytically) by what we have called the symbolical

subtraction of the proposed vehend a from the vectum b. Until

the points a and b are in some degree known, or particularized,

the line b - a must also be unknown, or undetermined: yet must

this line be such (in virtue of its definition, or of the rule for its

construction) as to conduct, or to be capable of conducting,y>om

the point a to the point B. We know this, and this is all we

know, about that lirie, in general : and we express it by the ge-

neral equation or identity, b - a + a = B.

26. In like manner, if we eliminate the word " Vectum," or

the letter b, between those general equations or formulae of sym-

bolical addition and subtraction in geometry which have been

already assigned, we arrive at this other identity.

Vector + Vehend - Vehend = Vector ;

or in symbols,

a+A-A=a; or more fully, (a + a) - a = a

:

which must hold good for any vehend a, and any vector a. The

same result would evidently be true, and identical, in ordinary

Algebra also : but it is here to be interpreted as signifying that

if, from any point a, we make any rectilinear step a, and then

compare the end a + a of this rectilinear step with the beginning

A, we shall be reconducted, by this analysis of the relative posi-

tion of these two points, to the consideration and determination

of the same straight line a, which is supposed to have been

already employed in the previous construction, or synthesis.

You will find hereafter that 7nany other instances occur, on which,

however, it will be impossible in these Lectures long to delay,

or perhaps often even to notice them at all, where equations or
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results, that are true in ordinary Algebra, hold good also in this

new sort of Symbolical Geometry ; although generally regarded

in new lights, and bearing new (if not enlarged) significations.

27. In all that has yet been said respecting the acts of " vec-

tion" and *' revection," or the lines " vector" and *' revector,"

we have hitherto had occasion to consider only two points ;

namely, those which have been above named the '* vehend" (or

the revectum) a, and the " vectum" (or revehend) b. Let us

now introduce the consideration of a third point, c, which we

shall not generally suppose to be situated on the straight line ab,

nor on that line either way prolonged; hut rather so that the

three points abc may admit (for the sake of greater generality)

of being regarded as the three corners of a triangle. And let us

conceive that the former act of vection^ whereby a moveable

point was before imagined to have been carried from the position

A to the position b, is now Jbllowed by another act of the same

kind, that is to say, by an immediately successive vection, which

we ehall call on that account (from the Latin word provehere)

a PRovECTioN : whereby the same moveable point is now car-

ried FARTHER, though not (generally) in the ^ame straight line,

but along a new and different straight line ; and is in this manner

transported from the position b to the position c. We shall thus

be led to consider the line c - b as being a new and successive

vector, which may conveniently be called, on that account, a

PROVECTOR : the point b, which had been named the Vectum,

may now be also named the provehend, with reference to the

new act ofprovection here considered, and which begins where

the old act of vection ends : while, with reference to the same

new act of transport, or provection, the point c will naturally

come to be called (on the same plan) the provectum. And
thus we shall have, for any such successive vection, the formula,

Provector + Vectum = Provectum ;

as also the connected formula,

Provector = Provectum - Vectum.

It is worth noticing here, that if we substitute, in the first of these

two new equations, for the word " Vectum," its value, or equi-
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valent expression, namely, " Vector + Vehend" (23), we shall

be thereby led to write this otherformula qfprovection:

Provector + Vector + Vehend = Provectum.

28. In symbols, if we write the equation

c - B = b,

so that the small Roman letter b shall here be used as a short

symbol for the provector, while a remains, as before, a symbol for

the vector, and satisfies still the equation (18),

B - A = a;

we shall then have not only, as before (19),

B = a + A,

but also, in like manner,

c =b + B.

And then, by eliminating b, we shall have also this other for-

mula,

c = b + a + a;

or more fully,

C = b + (a + a).

We may also write, without introducing the symbols a and b,

c = (c - b) + {(b - a) + a) ;

because the second member of this equation may be reduced (by

25) to (c - b) + B, and therefore to c ; or, more concisely, we
may write,

c = (c - b) + (b - a) + A ;

which gives again, in words,

Provectum = Provector + Vector + Vehend.

The last symbolic formula (with a, b, c) is in common Algebra

an identity ; and we see that is here also at least a general equa-

tion (oj" provection), which holds good for any three points of

space. A, B, c, independently of the positions of those points, and

in virtue merely of the laws of composition and interpretation of

the symbols, or in virtue of the relations between the (conceived)

operations which the signs denote : so that it may perhaps be

called here (compare 25) a geometrical identity.

29. Astronomically, we may conceive c to denote the position

of the centre of a planet ; while a and b denote still the positions
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of the centres of the earth and sun : and then, while the vector

(b - a) is still the geocentric vector of the sun, the provector

(c - b) will be the heliocentric vector of the planet. And in a

phraseology already explained, we shall not only have as before

(20) the equation,

Sun's position = Sun's geocentric vector + Earth's position,

and in like manner,

Planet's position = Planet's heliocentric vector + Sun's position,

but also, by a combination of these two assertions, or phrases, or

equations, which combination is effected by substituting in the

latter of them the equivalent for the " Sun's position" which is

supplied by the former, we shall be able to conclude the correct-

ness of the following other assertion (in this general system of

expressions) :

" Planet's position = Planet's Heliocentric Vector

+ Sun's Geocentric Vector + Earth's Position."

30. Instead of thus imagining a moveable point to be carried

in succession, first along one straight line (a - a) from a to b, and

then along another straight line (c - b) from b to c, which lines

have been supposed to be in general two successive sides, ab, bc,

of a triangle abc ; we may conceive the moveable point to be

CARRIED ACROSS, by the straight line (c - a) or along the third

side, or base, ac, of the same triangle, from the original position

A to the final position c. And this new act of transport may be

called a TRANSVECTiON (from the Latin word transvehere, to carry

across) ; while the line c - a, when viewed as such a cross-car-

rier, may be called a transvector : and the points a and c,

which were before termed the Vehend and the Provectum, will

now come to be called, with reference to this new act of trans-

port, or transvection, the transvehend and the transvectum,

respectively. Comparing then the names of the three points, we

shall have the following new equations, or expressions ofequiva-

lence between them :

Transvehend = Vehend = a
; ^

Provehend = Vectum = b ; >

Transvectum = Provectum = c : J

each corner of the triangle abc being thus regarded in two dif-
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ferent views, or presenting itself in two different connexions, and

receiving two names in consequence thereof, on account of its

relations to some two out of the three diflferent acts, or operations,

of vection, provection, and transvection. And by a suitable se-

lection among these names for a and c, the following equation

(see 26),
c = (c - a) + A,

may now be translated as follows :

Provectum= Transvector+ Vehend.

31. Combining this result with another recent expression for

the Provectum (at end of 27), we see that we may now enun-

ciate the equation

:

Provector + Vector + Vehend = Transvector + Vehend ;

each member of this last equation being an expression for one and

the same point, namely the Provectum, or the point c. And

\vhen this equation had once been enunciated, under the form

just now stated, an instinct of language^ which leads to the

avoidance of repetition in ordinary expression, and so to the

abridgment of discourse, when such abridgment can be attained

without loss of clearness or of force, might of itself be sufficient

to suggest to us the suppression of the words *' plus vehend,"

which occur at the end of each member of the equation (+ being

always read as plus). In this way, then, we may be led to enun-

ciate the following shorter formula :

" Provector + Vector = Transvector ;"

this latter formula (which we shall find to be a very important

one) being thus considered, here, as nothing more than an abbre-

viation of that longer equation, from which it is supposed to

have been in this way derived.

32. In symbols, if we write

c - A =c

thus making c a symbol of the transvector ; and if we compare

the expression hence resulting for c, namely (see 19),

c = + A,

with the expression already found (in 28),

C = b+ a+ a;
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we shall thus be led to the equation,

b+a+A = c+A,

which we may (in like manner) be tempted to abridge^ by the

omission of + a at the end of each of its two members ; and so to

reduce it to the shorter form,

b + a = c,

which agrees with the recent result, Provector+ Vector = Trans-

vector (31); because a, b,c denote here the vector, provector,

and transvector, respectively. Or, without introducing these

symbols a, b, c, if we compare a recent expression for c, namely

(see 28),

c = (c - b) + (b - a) + A,

with this other expression (compare 25),

c =(c - a) + A,

and suppress + a in bothy as before, we shall thus be conducted

to the general equation^ or geometrical (as well as algebraical)

IDENTITY :

(c - b) + (b - a) = (c - a) ;

which again agrees with the result (of 31),

" Provector + Vector = Transvector."

33. In a phraseology suggested by astronomy, and partly em-

ployed already in this. Lecture, we have on the one hand (as in

29),

Planet's Position = Planet's Heliocentric Vector

+ Sun's Geocentric Vector + Earth's Position
;

and on the other hand (see 20),

Planet's Position = Planet's Geocentric Vector + Earth's Position.

Comparing these two different expressions for the position of the

planet in space, and suppressing a part which is common to both,

namely, the words

« Plus Earth's Position,"

we shall be led to say that

** Planet's Heliocentric Vector

+ Sun's Geocentric Vector

= Planet's Geocentric Vector:"

where the geocentric vector of the planet is to be regarded as the

transvector in the triangle, if the planet's heliocentric vector be
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the provector, while the geocentric vector of the sun is the origi-

nal vector itself.

34. Since (by 27),

Provector = Provectum - Vectum,

while (by 30 and 23),

Provectum = Transvector+ Vehend,

and
Vectum = Vector + Vehend,

we have the equation

Provector = (Transvector + Vehend)

- ( Vector + Vehend)
;

which may conveniently be abridged to the following formula :

*' Provector = Transvector - Vector."

Thus, in astronomy, we may say that

" Planet's Heliocentric Vector

= Planet's Geocentric Vector

- Sun's Geocentric Vector
;"

regarding the second member of this equation as an abridgment

for the following expression :

(Planet's Geocentric Vector + Earth's Position)

- (Sun's Geocentric Vector + Earth's Position) ;

which we know to be equivalent, in the phraseology of the pre-

sent Lecture, to

" Planet's Position - Sun's Position;"

and therefore to " Planet's Heliocentric Vector," as above.

35. In symbols, because (by 28, 32, 19),

b = C-B, C = C4.A, B = a+A,

we have the equation

b = (c + a) - (a + a);

which may be abridged to the following

:

b = c - a.

This signification of c - a allows us also to extend to geometry

the algebraical identity

:

(c-a)-(b-a) = (c -b);

and generally it will be found to prepare for the establishment of

a complete agreement between the rules of ordinary Algebra and
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those of the present Symbolical Geometry, so far as addition and

subtraction are concerned. Thus, if we compare the two equa-

tions (32, 35),
c=b+a, i,

= c-a,

we find that generally, for any two co-initial vectors^ a, c, we
may write (as in ordinary Algebra),

(c - *) + a = c

;

and that for any two successive vectors^ a, b, we have also (as in

Algebra) :

(b + a) - a = b
;

which new geometrical identities are of the same forms as some

others that were lately considered (in 25, 26), namely,

(b - a) + A = B ; (a + a) - A = a.

Indeed they have with these a very close connexion^ as regards

their significations too, arising out of the way in which they have

been above obtained ; yet because a, b, c have been used as

symbols of jooi'n^*, buta, b, c as symbols oi lines, it would have

been illogical and hazardous to have confounded these two pairs

of equations, or identities, with each other ; or to have regarded

the truth of the one pair as an immediate consequence of the

truth of the other pair.

36. We see, however, that the original view which has been

proposed, in the present Lecture, for the primary significations

of + and - in geometry, as entering^r*^ into expressions of the

(unusual) forms " Line plus Point" and " Point minus Point"

conducts, simply enough, when followed out, to interpretations

of expressions of the (more common) forms '•^ Line plus Line"
and " Line mitius Line" and that thus, from what we have re-

garded as the PRIMARY ACTS of synthesis and analysis (of points)

in geometry^ arise a secondary synthesis and a secondary
ANALYSIS (of lines), which correspond to the composition and
decomposition ofvections (or of motions) ; and which are sym-

bolized by the two general formulae already assigned (in 31, 34),

namely,
Transvector = Provector + Vector,

and
Provector = Transvector - Vector.

The first formula asserts that of any two successive vectors^
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or directed lines (the second or added line being conceived to

begin where the first line ends), the geometrical sum is the line

drawn from the beginning of the first to the end of the second

line. The second formula asserts, that of any two co-initial

vectors (or directed lines), the geometrical difference is the

line drawn from the end of the subtrahend line to the end of the

line from which it is subtracted. The sum and the difference of

two directed lines are thus two other lines having direction ; and

the geometrical rules for determining them are found to co-

incide in THIS theory, as in several others also, with the rules

of COMPOSITION and decomposition q/" motions {or offorces).

For, although it would be unsuited to the plan and limits of

these Lectures to enter deeply, or almost at all, into the history

of those speculations to which their subject is allied, yet it seems

proper to acknowledge distinctly here, as lam very happy to do,

that (whatever may be thought of the foregoing general views

respecting + and -), the recognition of an analogy between

ADDITION awrf subtraction of directed lines, on the one hand,

and composition and decomposition o/motions on the other hand,

\% nothing private or peculiar to myself. Indeed, the existence

of this fundamentally important analogy has, in different ways,

presented itself to several other thinkers, starting from various

points of view, in many parts of the world, during the present

century : so much so, that it may by this time be well nigh con-

sidered to have acquired, in the philosophy of geometrical science,

what I cannot doubt its possessing still more fully in time to

come, the character of an admitted and established truth, a fixed

and settled principle. But of those more novel and hitherto less

participated views, respecting the multiplication and division

of such directed lines in geometry, on which the theory of qua-

ternions is founded, 1 perceive that our time requires that we
should postpone the consideration to the next Lecture of this

Course : for which, however, I indulge myself meanwhile in

hoping, that what has been laid before you to-day will be found

to have been an useful, and indeed a necessary preparation.
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37. You have had laid before you, Gentlemen, in the fore-

going Lecture, a statement or at least a sketch of those general

vieu'Sf respecting the primary significations of the marks

+ and -,

or of the words plus and minus, with which views, in the Cal-

culus of Quaternions, I connect the two corresponding opera-

tions of Addition and Subtraction in Geometry. With me, as

you have seen, the primary geometrical operation which has been

denoted by the usual mark -, and the one for which I have ven-

tured to employ the familiar 7iame subtraction, though guarded

sometimes by the epithet symbolical, consists in a certain ordinal

Analysis of the position of a mathematical point in space. This

Analysis is performed, as you have seen, through the comparison

of the position of the point proposed for inquiry, with the posi-

tion of another mathematical point; and it h pictured, or repre-

sented, by the traction (or drawing) of a straight line, from

the given to the sought position; from the analyzer point a, to

the analyzand point b : from the one which is regarded as being

comparatively simple, familiar, or given, to the other which is

(for the purposes of the inquiry) accounted to be comparatively

complex, unknown, or sought. In this way, the symbol b-a
has come with us to denote the straight line from a <o b ; the

point A being (at first) considered as a known thing, or a datum
in some geometrical investigation, and the point b being (by

contrast) regarded as a sought thing, or a qucesitum : while b-a
is at first supposed to be a representation of the ordinal relation

in space, of the sought point b to the given point a; or of the

geometrical difference of those two points, that is to say, the

difference of their two positions in space; and this difference is

o
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supposed to be exhibited or constructed by ix straight /me. Thus,

ill the astronomical example of earth and sun, the line b - a has

been seen to extend/rom the place ofobservation a (the earth),

to the place of the observed body b (the sun); and to serve to

CONNECT, at least in thought, the latter position with the former.

38. Again you have seen that with me the primary geome-

trical operation denoted by the mark +, and called by the name

ADDITION, or more fully, symbolical Addition, consists in a cer-

tain correspondent orc?ma/ synthesis of the position of a mathe-

matical point in space. Instead oicomparing such a position, b,

with another position a, \scnow regard ourselves as deriving the

one position from the other. The point b had been before a

punctum analyzandum ; it is now a punctum constructum. It

was lately the subject of an analysis; it is now the result of a

synthesis. It was a mark to be aimed at ; it is now the end of a

flight, or of a journey. It was a thing to be investigated (ana-

lytically) by our studying or examining its position ; it is now a

thing which has been produced by our operating (synthetically)

on another point a, with the aid of a certain instrument, namely,

the straight line b - a, regarded now as a vector, or carrying

path, as is expressed by the employment of the sign of vection,

+, through the general and identical formula:

(b - a) + a = B.

That other point a, instead of being now a punctum analyzans^

comes to be considered and spoken of as a punctum vehendum ;

or more briefly, and with phrases of a slightly less foreign form,

it was an analyzer, but is now a vehend; while the point b,

which had been an analyzand, has come to be called a vectum,

according to the general formula:

Vector + Vehend = Vectum

;

where Plus is (as above remarked) the Sign of Vection, or the

characteristic of ordinal synthesis. From serving, in the astro-

nomical example, as a post of observation, the earth, a, comes

to be thought of as the coinmencement ofa transition, b - a, which

while thus beginning at the earth is conceived to terminate at the

sun; and conversely the sun, b, is thought of as occupying a

situation in space, which is not now proposed to be studied by
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observation, but is rather conceived as one which has been reached,

or arrived at, by a journey, transition, or transport of some move-

able point or hoAy from the earth, along l\\e geocentric vector of

the sun. I think that this brief review, or recapitulation^ of some

of the chief features or main elements of the view already taken,

of the operations of Addition and Subtraction, or of the marks +

and -, will be found to have been not useless, as preparatory to

our entering now on the consideration of the analogous view

which I take of the operations of Multiplication and Division, or

of the marks x and -7- in Geometry.

39. The Analysis and Synthesis, hitherto considered by us,

have been of an oudinal kind; but we now proceed to the con-

sideration of a different and a more complex sort of analysis and

synthesis, which may, by contrast and analogy, be called car-

dinal. As we before (analytically) compared a point, b, with

a point A, with a view to discover the ordinal relation in space

of the one point to the other ; so we shall now go on to compare

one directed line, or vector^ or ray, j3, with another ray, a, to

discover what (in virtue of the contrast and analogy just now re-

ferred to) I shall venture to call the cardinal relation of the one

ray to the other, namely, (as will soon be more clearly seen), a

certain complex relation of length and of direction. As one

among the reasons for the adoption of such a phraseology which

may admit of being most easily and familiarly stated, while the

statement of it will serve, at the same time, as an initial prepa-

ration, or introduction, to questions or cases of greater difficulty

or complexity, let me remind you that when the condition /3 = a + a

is satisfied, it is then permitted, by ordinary usage, to write also

|3 -^ a = 2 ; the quotient of /3, divided by a, being, in this case,

equal to the cardinal number, two. Under the same simple con-

dition, it is, as you know, allowed by custom to write also /3 =

2 X a ; and to say that the multiplication of a, by the same car-

dinal number, two, produces j3. Now I think that we may not

improperly say that we have here, in the division, cardinally

analyzed ^, as a cardinal analyzand, with respect to a, as a car-

dinal analyzer ; and th}4 we have obtained the cardinal number,

or quotient, 2, as the result of this cardinal analysis ; while, in

the converse process of multiplication, we may be said to have

D 2
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employed the same number, tivo, as a cardinal operator, eras the

instrument of a cardinal synthesis, which instrument or operator

thus serves as a multiplier, or as a/actor, to generate or to con-

struct (3, as a product or as di factum, from a as a multiplicand or

faciend. In so simple an instance as this, it might be better,

indeed, to abstain from the use of any part of this phraseology

which should seem in any degree unusual; but there appears to

me to be a convenience in applying the foregoing modes of ex-

pression to the much more general case, where it is proposed to

compare any one ray, j3, with any other ray, a, with a view to

discover the complex relation of length and of direction

of the former to the latter ray ; or, conversely, to construct or

generate (i/rom a, by making use of such a relation.

40. In adopting, then, from ordinary algebra, as we propose

to do, the general and identical formula,

/3 -^ a X a = /3,

we shall now suppose that j3 -^ a denotes generally a certain

metrographic relation of the ray j3 to the ray a, including at

once, as its metric element, a ratio of length to length, and also,

as its graphic element, a relation ofdirection to direction. The
act or process ofdiscovering such a metrographic relation, de-

noted by the symbol j3 -r- a, we shall call, generally, the car-

dinal analysis of /3, as an analyzand, by a as an analyzer. And
the converse act of employing such a cardinal relation, when

already found or given, so as to form or to construct^ by a suit-

able operation on a, namely, by altering its length in a given

ratio, and by causing its direction to revolve through a given

angle, in a given plane, and towards a giveJi hand, we shall call

a cardinal synthesis. The cardinal analysis above mentioned,

we shall also call the division, or, sometimes more fully, the

symbolical ^iv'\%\on of the ray /3 by the ray a ; and the usual name,

quotient, shall be occasionally applied by us to the result of

this division, that is, to the metrographic relation denoted above

by the symbol /3 -^ a, and supposed to hefound by that cardinal

analysis, of which the mark -r- is thus^he sign, or the charac-

teristic. In like manner to that converse cardinal synthesis, of

which the characteristic is here supposed to be the mark y, we
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shall give (from the analogy which it will be found to possess to

the operation commonly so called) the name of multiplication,

or sometimes, more fully, that of 5^;/26o/eca/ multiplication. And

when, after writing an equation of the form

^-^ a=q,

we proceed to transform it into this other equation,

qxa = ^,

(by an application of a general formula lately cited), we shall say

that q has been multiplied into a, or (sometimes) that a has been

multiplied by q ; avoiding, however, to say, conversely, that q has

been multiplied by a, or a into q. Thus q, which had, relatively

to the coxd\nQ\ analysis (-7-), been regarded as a ^i/o^icwf, will

come to be regarded, and to be spoken of, with reference to the

cardinal synthesis (x), as a multiplier^ or as a factor ; while /3

may still be called, as above, a product, or a factum : and a

may, by contrast, be called a muUiplicatid, or a faciend.

41. Without yc< entering more minutely into the considera-

tion of the precise force, Sind/ull geometrical signification, of

that act or operation which has here been called Multiplication,

or FACTION ; it may be seen already that the general type of thig

process of cardinal synthesis is, in the present phraseology, con-

tained in the following technical statement, oxformula :

factor X faciend = factum
;

where we shall still read, or translate, the mark x by the word

" INTO." It is clear also that the converse process of what has

been above called Division, or cardinal analysis, has, in like

manner, its general type in the reciprocal formula,

factum -t- faciend = FACTOR
;

where the mark -> may still be translated, or read, as equivalent

to the word " by." And it is evident that these two general and

technical assertions, respecting the kind of (symbolical) Multi-

plication and Division in Geometry which we here consider,]are

closely analogous to the two corresponding formulae, already

assigned (in art. 23), as types of those earlier operations in geo-

metry which were there called (symbolical) Addition und Sub-

traction, namely, the two following :
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Vector + Vehend = Vectum

;

Vcutum - Vehend = Vector.

42. It is easy to push this analogy farther with clearness and

advantage. We have, for instance, the general formula of iden-

tity,

Factum -i- Faciend x Faciend = Factum

;

which corresponds to the identity (of art. 25),

Vectum- Vehend + Vehend = Vectum.

More concisely and symbolically, the written identity (of art. 40),

j3 -r a X a = /3, corresponds exactly to the earlier identical for-

mula (of same art. 25), b - a + a = b. Each is to be considered

as telling us nothing whatever respecting the points or lines

which seem to be compared, and of which the symbols enter into

the formulae ; but only as expressing, each in its own way, a

general relation, of a metaphysical rather than of a mathematical

kind, between the «w/e//ec<Ma/ operations, or mental acts, oi Syn-

thesis and of Analysis. For each of these technical formulae may

be regarded as an embodiment, in one or other of two different

mathematical forms, of the general and abstract principle, that if

the KNOWLEDGE prcviously ACQUIRED, by any Suitablyperformed

ANALYSIS, be afterwards suitably applied, by the Synthesis an-

swering to that Analysis, it will conduct to a suitable result :

which result, thus constructed by this synthesis, will be the very

SUBJECT (whether point, or line, or other thing, or thought)

which had been analyzed before. Or that whatever has been

found by Analysis may afterwards be used by Synthesis (or at

least may be conceived to be so used) ; and that the thing or

thought which is produced (or re-produced) by this synthetic pro-

cess, will be the same with that which had been examined ox sub-

mitted to analysis previously.

43. Corresponding remarks apply to the written and spoken

identities,

q ^ u -r- a=q,
and

Factor x Faciend -r Faciend = Factor

;

which are obviously analogous to the identical formulae (of 26),

a + A - A = a.

and
\'ector + Vehend - Vehend = \'ector.
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In fact these technical formulae may be regarded as being merely

so many diflFerent mathematical modes of embodying the general

and abstract principle, that whatever specific instrument (a or q)

of any known sort of synthesis (+ or x), is conceived to have been

previoushj used, in operating on a known subject (a or a), may

be conceived to be afterwardsfound, by the converse act of ana-

lysis (- or -i-).

44. After comparing any two rays, a and /3, with each other

by cardinal analysis, in one order (/3 with a), we may choose to

compare again the same two rays among themselves, but in the

opposite order (a with ^); exchanging thus the places of the

analyzer and analyzand, in the process of the cardinal analysis.

The relations, or the quotients, thus obtained, and denoted by

the symbols j3 ^ a and a -r- j3, may be called reciprocal cardinal

relations, or reciprocal quotients ; as (in art. 9) we called b-a

and A - B the symbols of two opposite ordinal relations. Con-

sidered as reciprocal operators, or as inverse factors, the same

two symbols, j3 -;- a and a -h /3, may be said to denote, respec-

tively, a Factor and its answering refactor; as the two oppo-

site steps denoted by b - a and a - b, were called (in art. 24), in

respect of each other, by the names of Vector and revector.

And in reference to this act of refaction, we might call /3 the

REFACiEND, and a the refactum ; as b has been called (in 24)

the revehend, and a has been called the uevectum.

45. We shall now proceed to make a further extension of this

sort of phraseology ; of which extension the deficiency (what-

ever it may be) in elegance will, it is hoped, be compensated by

the systematic convenience which will arise from its resemblance

or analogy to the language of the former Lecture; and from the

consequent illustration which may be thrown on one set of

thoughts by their being brought into contact or juxtaposition

with another set, which other has been already considered. 1

venture, therefore, to propose to you to speak now, or to allow

me to speak, of an act ofpROFACTioN as being performed, when,

after having constructed a second ray (i,frotn ^first ray a, by a

first act offaction, or of cardinal synthesis, such as has been al-

ready spoken of, we proceed to the construction of a third ray, y,

from the second VA)', j3, by the performance of a 7jeMand successive
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act of synthesis, of the same general kind as before; although

this new act offaction, by which we pass to y from j3, may not

(and generally will not) be a simple continuation^ or a mere re-

petition, of the first factor act, but may (and generally will) be

performed with a quite different factor as its instrument. And

then that third act of the same sort, which is able of itself alone

to replace, or is singly equivalent to, the system of these two suc-

cessive acts of faction and profaction, may be called an act of

TRANSFACTION.

46. Writing then the equation,

and, therefore, also (see art. 40),

7 = r x/3,

we shall call r the profactor, because it is the instrument or

agent in the second successive act, above mentioned, of cardinal

synthesis, or is the operator of that profaction, by which the ray

•y is generated or constructed from the ray j3, after |3 has been

already constructed from o by the former act of faction. And

with reference to the same successive faction, or /?ro-faction, we
shall call j3 the profaciend, and y the profactum ; in such a

manner that we shall be able to enunciate the foUowing^rmw/a

ofprofaction :

Profactor x Profaciend = Profactum

;

together with the converse formula,

Profactum -^Profaciend =Profactor

;

as in the foregoing lecture we might have said in speaking of

provection,

Provector + Provehend = Provectum
;

and

Provectum - Provehend = Provector.

47. And inasmuch as the same ray, j3, is here considered and

named as the Profaciend, which bad before been named, in a

different connexion, the Factum, we may substitute for the word

" Profaciend," in the first verbal formula of the last article, the

word " Factum," so as to obtain this other formula (analogous

to one of art. 27),
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Profactor x Factum = Profactum.

We may also proceed to substitute here for " Factum," its value

(assigned by art. 41), namely, the equivalent expression,

Factor x Faciend ;

and so obtain this other general formula ofpro/action (analogous

to the formula of provection at the end of art. 27),

Profactor x Factor x Faciend = Profactum.

In symbols, if,

(i = q X a, and -y = r x |3,

we may write, by elimination of (5,

y = r X q X a.

Or, because ^f = |3 -r a, r = 7 -4- /3, we may write the identical for-

mula (analogous to one in art. 28),

y = (7 -^ /3) X (/3 -f- a) X a.

48. Conceiving, in the next place (see end of art. 45), that

the two successive acts of faction and profaction are replaced by

a single act of the same sort, equivalent to the system 0/ these

two; namely, by a certain act of trans/action, in which the

Operator, or the transfactor, shall be (for the present) denoted

by the letter s ; we may then write

y = s X a\ y -T-cL = s ;

and with respect to this act oitransfaction^ may call a the trans-

FACiEND, and y the transfactum. We shall thus have the two

general and reciprocal formulae,

Transfactor x Transfaciend = Transfactum

;

Transfactum — Transfaciend = Transfactor

;

with two identities, deducible by the comparison of these. And
because the ray y is here at once the transfactum and the pro-

factum^ according as we consider one or the other of the two

operations of which that ray is the result ; while the other ray,

namely, a, is at once thefaciend and the transfaciend ; we may
enunciate this other general formula (compare art. 30),

Transfactor x Faciend = Profactum

;

as, in symbols, we have the identity,

(7 -f- a) ^ a =7»
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49. Equating then the two expressions for the Profaetum, or

for y, found in the two last articles, we have, in symbols (com-

pare 32), the formula

(7 -r a) X a = (7 H- 13) X (j3 -f- a) X a

;

and in words (compare 31) we have this general enunciation,

Transfactor x Faciend = Profactor x Factor x Faciend.

Hence (compare again the same articles 31 and 32), we may be

naturally led to adopt the two following abbreviated forms of

assertion, namely, in symbols,

(^^a) = (7-^/3)x(/3^a);

and in words,

TRANSFACTOR = PROFACTOR x FACTOR.

You see, then, that each of these two last equations (of which

the first is true and identical in ordinary algebra also) is here re-

garded as an abridged form, which is to be restored (where

required) to its complete original significance, or full and deve-

loped expression, by restoring the suppressed symbols, x a, or by

restoring the suppressed words, " Into Faciend;" exactly as it

was supposed (in the articles recently referred to), that the iden-

tical equations,

(c - a) = (c - b) + (b - a),

and

Transvector = Provector ^ Vector,

were abridged forins, which were to be interpreted, or restored

to their full meanings, by restoring the symbols + a at the right

hand of each member of the one equation, or the words " Plus

Vehend" after each member of the other. And we see that, on

the present plan, as well as in ordinary algebra, whenever we

have (as above supposed)

9 = /3-^a; r = 7^/3; 4 = 7-f-a;

and when we have, therefore, also the equation (in which each

member is = 7, and the ray a is conceived to have some actual

length),

s < a = r >^ q-x- a\

wc may then abbreviate this last equation to the shorter form,

s = r X q.
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50, In like manner, because, under the conditions recently

mentioned, we have

r - 7 -J- j3 = (« X a) -^ (5' X a),

or

Profactor = (Transfactor x Faciend) -^ (Factor x Faciend),

we may also agree to write, more concisely (compare art. 35),

r = s -^q,

and also to say (compare art. 34),

PROFACTOR = TRANSFACTOR -7- FACTOR.

And thus we shall be conducted (as in ordinary algebra) to the

following identical formulae (compare 35),

(s-;-q)xg=s; {rxq)-^q=r',

which have, indeed, a very close connexion, both of form and of

signification, with the identical equations (of articles 40, 43),

(j3 -7- a) X a = j3 ;
{q^a)-^a = q;

yet which are not, in the present system, to be cow/b?^wc?erf there-

with. For a, j3, y, have been supposed to be rays, or directed

right lines in tridimensional space ; while q, r, s, are here not

(generally) rays, or lines, but certain results of cardinal analysis,

or instruments of cardinal synthesis, namely, certain geometrical

quotients ox factors, the precise nature of which we have pro-

posed to ourselves to consider more closely soon, but concerning

which we have as yet no right to assume that they must neces-

sarily follow, in all respects, the same rules of combination among

themselves, as the rays a, j3, 7. (Compare art. 35).

51. It may be useful here to collect into one tabular view

(analogous to that of art. 30) the names above assigned to the

three rays, a, j3, 7 ; which names have been the following

:

a = Faciend = Transfaciend ;

j3 = Factum = Profaciend ;

7 = Profactum = Transfactum.

Each of the three rays, which are here considered and compared,

receives thus, as we see, two different names, on account of its

being regarded in two different w/eit.9, as connected with and con-

cerned in some two out of the three different (although similar)
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acts of faction, profaction, and transfaction ; exactly as (in art. 30)

each of the three points, a, b, c, was formerly tabulated as re-

ceiving two names, on account of its connexion with some two

of the three acts of vection, provection, and transvection.

52. To draw still more closely together into one common

contemplation, or conspectus, what has thus been separately

shewn in the foregoing and in the present lecture, we may now

conceive that the three rays, a, j3, y, are three diverging edges

oi di pyramid, abcd, which has a new point, d, for its vertex^

and for the common origin, or initial point, of the three rays

;

while the base of this pyramid is the triangle abc (of art. 27),

which has the three old points, a, b, c, for its three corners. We
may then write, in the notation of the former Lecture,

a = A-D; j3 = b-d; 7 = c-d;

and shall have also the relations,

a = B - A = j3-a;

b = C-B = 'y -|3;

c=C-A='y-a.

And we may say that while each of the three points, a, b, c, re-

ceives two different names, or designations, as belonging at once

to two different sides of the triangle of vections, abc, each

of the three rays, a, /3, y, receives, in like manner, two names,

as appertaining at once to two differentJaces of the pyramid of

FACTIONS, a(5y ',
namely, to some two out of the three faces which

may be called, respectively, the face offaction (a/3 or adb) ; the

face of profaction (jSy or bdc) ; and the face of transfaction

{ay or adc).

53. All this may be illustrated by the two following diagrams

;

of which one (fig. 6) is designed to represent the triangle ofveC'

tions, ABC, while the other (fig. 7) is intended to picture the

pyramid offactions, a(5y.

A^6 B_0

C-?
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In astronomy we may still conceive, as before, that the three

points A, B, c, are situated at the centres of the Earth, Sun, and

Venus, respectively; and may then imagine that the fourth point,

D, is situated at the centre of the Moon.

Thus the three diverging edges of the pyramid, or the three

rays, a, j3, 7, will coincide, in this astronomical example, with

the selenocentric vectors of the Earth, the Sun, and Venus, or

with the three rays from the centre of the Moon to the centres

of those three other bodies.

54. And as (in art. 36) we saw that what we had begun by re-

garding, in the former Lecture, as the primary signijicatioiis of the

marks + and - in geometry, conducted to certain secondary signi-

fications oithoseiwo characteristics of operation; so now, from what

have been, in the present Lecture, conceived as the primary sig-

nifications of the marks x and -f-, we may observe that we are con-

ducted to certain analogous and secondary significations of these

two other marks or characteristics. From expressions of the

forms, "line plus point," and ^^ point minus point" we were

before led on to the expressions of the forms, " line plus line"

and " line minus line" And, in like manner, from expressions

of the forms, ^^factor into ray" and "ra?/ by ray" (where the

rays do not differ in kind from the lines before considered, and

where the words into and by are equivalent to the marks x and

^), we have since been conducted to expressions of the forms

" factor into factor," and " factor 6?/ factor;" for we have been led

to assert that '* Profactor, multiplied into Factor, equals Trans-

factor" (art. 49), and that " Transfactor, divided by Factor, equals

Profactor" (art. 50). It is true that these two last assertions, like

the two corresponding enunciations of the preceding Lecture,

namely, " Provector /)/m5 Vector = Transvector" (art. 31), and

" Transvector minus Vector = Provector" (art. 34), have, atfirst,

offered themselves to our notice as mere abbreviations of certain

other and longer statements, in which the marks + - x -r- had all

retained what we have regarded as their primary significations.

But as we saw (in art. 36), that the abridged expressions of the

forms " line + line," and "line -line," might suggest a certain

derivative or secondary ordinal synthesis, and a corresponding

derivative or secondary ordinal analysis, which might be called
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(as in fact they often are called) " addition and subtraction of

lines" and might be interpreted (as in fact they often are inter-

preted), as answering to the composition and decomposition of

vections (or of motions) ; so we may now see that the newer ab-

breviated expressions of the forms " factor x factor" and '* factor

-r- factor," may suggest a certain derivative or secondary car-

dinal SYNTHESIS, and a certain other and correspondent deriva-

tive or SECONDARY CARDINAL ANALYSIS, which may be called

^^ Multiplication and Division of Factors " and which admit of

being interpreted as answering to the composition and decom-

position OF factions, or oi operations of the factor kind.

55. Thus, when (see fig. 6) we assert that the Provector,

c- B, from the Sun to Venus, being added geometrically to the

Vector, B-A, which extends from the Earth to the Sun, gives,

as the geometrical sum, the Transvector, c - a, which goes from

the P^arth to Venus; we may interpret the assertion (what-

ever the original motives for enunciating it may have been), as

expressing that to go straight accoss {trans-) from the earth to

the planet, if we attend only to the total or final effect of this

process, or to the ultimate change ofposition accomplished by

this mode of transport, comes to the same thing, as to go first

from the Earth to the Sun, and afterwards from the sun to the

planet. And in like manner when we assert (see fig. 7), that the

Profactor, y -^ /3, being multiplied geometrically into the Factor,

/3 -4- a, produces the Transfactor, 7 -^ a, we may interpret the

assertion by saying that to change at once the selenocentric ray

or vector of the Earth to the selenocentric vector of Venus, is,

as to final effect, the same thing, as to change ^rsf that seleno-

centric vector of the Earth to the selenocentric vector of the Sun,

and afterwards to change this selenocentric vector of the Sun to

the selenocentric vector of the Planet. An act ofvection may

be compounded w\ih & subsequent act of ;?/-o-vection into one sin-

gle act of trans-\Qci\oT\ ; and, in like manner, an act offaction

(which changes one ray or vector to another) may he compounded

with an act of pro -faction following it, into one single act of

^raws-faction, which as to its effect, or the ultimate result of its

operation, shall be equivalent to the system of those two former

acts of the same kind. To move successively along the two sideSf
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AB, BC, of any triangle, abc, is to move, upon the whole, from
the first point, a, to the last point, c, of the base, ac. To sweep

over the face, adc, of the pyramid, abcd, from the edge da, to

the edge dc, or from the ray a to the ray y, is an operation

which has the same first subject, and the same last result, as to

sweep first over the face, adb, from the edge da to the edge

DB, or from the ray o to the ray /3, and then over the face bdc,

from the edge db to the edge dc, or from the ray j3 to the ray

•y. (Compare the commencement of art. 48.)

5&. It has been noticed (in art. 54) that there exist two kinds

oi secondary analysis, ordinal and cardinal, which answer to the

two kinds, recently illustrated, of secondary synthesis: namely,

those two modes of analysis which consist, respectively, in the

decomposition of vections, and oifactions. The first or ordinal

kind of secondary analysis has been called the subtraction oflines;
the second or cardinal kind of secondary analysis has been called

the division offactors. The diagrams lately exhibited (figures

6 and 7) may serve to illustrate these two processes. Thus we
have been led to say (see fig. 6), that the subtraction of the Vec-

tor B - A, from the Transvector c - a, gives the Provector c - b

as the remainder ; or that the subtraction (compare art. 34) of

the geocentric vector of the Sun from the geocentric vector of

Venus, leaves, as remainder, the heliocentric vector of the planet.

And whatever motive of abridgment may have originally led us

to enunciate this assertion, while the mark - was still confined

by us to what we regarded as its primary signification, we may
now be led to interpret the assertion as expressing, that if the

act or process of transvection, from the earth a to the planet c,

be DECOMPOSED into two successive vections, of which the^r*^

is the given act of vection from the earth to the sun b, then the

second component must be (or be equivalent to) the act oi pro-

vection, from the Sun b to Venus c. This, then, is an example

of what we have called secondary ordinal analysis, or Analysis

OF Vection, arising out of that primary and ordinal analysis,

or Analysis of Position, namely, the examination or study

of the position of one point b as compared with another point a,

which primary sort of analysis in geometry was considered in the

former Lecture. And in like manner, from that primary and
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cardinal analysis, or Analysis of directed distance, on which,

in the present Lecture, we have entered, by comparing one ray

/3 with another ray a, we have been conducted to a secondary

cardinal analysis^ or to an Analysis of Faction ; that is, to a

decomposition of one factor act into two other acts of the same

kind, which may be illustrated by figure 7. For we may say that

if the act or process of transfaction, from the ray a to the ray -y,

that is (in our example) from the selenocentric vector of the earth

to the selenocentric vector of the planet, be decomposed into two

successive acts of the same kind, of which the^r*^ is given to be

that act olfaction whereby we pass from the ray a to the ray j3, or

from the selenocentric vector of the earth to that of the sun, then

ihe second hfound to be (or to be equivalent to) that other act, of

profaction, whereby a passage of the same sort is made (along

the remaining face of the pyramid) from the ray j3 to the ray y,

or from the selenocentric vector of the Sun to the selenocentric

vector of Venus. And thus we may, if we think fit, interpret

the assertion, that " the Transfactor divided by the Factor gives

the Profactor as the Quotient;" or in symbols, we may inter-

pret thus the formula,

7-/3 = (y-a)-(/3-i-a);

whatever desire of such abbreviation as might be gained by the

omission of the twice-recurring signs, x a, or by the suppression

of the twice-repeated words, " Multiplied into Faciend," may
have^r*^ induced us to adopt the latter usual formula, or the

former mode of verbal enunciation, while the mark -^ and the

name Division were still, as yet, confined by us to what we re-

garded as their primary significations: and were therefore em-

ployed to denote only the comparison of one directed dis-

tance WITH another.

57. As examples of such comparison or analysis, which may
illustrate what has been already said, we shall here consider a few

very simple cases ; in some of which the compared rays shall agree

with each other in direction, but differ from each other in length ;

while in other cases they shall, on the contrary, agree in length,

but differ in direction.

Supposing then, first, that we have not only (as in the ex-
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ample of article 39), /3 = o + a, but also y = /3 + 13 + j3 ; as is re-

presented in this figure,

Fig. 8.

We shall then evidently have, not only /3 -^ a = 2 (as in 39),

but also 7-T-j3 = 3, and ^-^0 = 6. In this case, then, the

factor q, the profactor r, and the transfactor 5, are respectively

equal to the cardinal numbers, 2, 3, 6 ; and the general relation

(of art. 49) connecting them, or the formula, s = r x q, becoming

here simply 6 = 3x2, is obviously, in this example, consistent

with ordinary arithmetic; as is also the inverse formula (of art.

50), r = s -r- q, since it becomes here 3 = 6 -^2. Now (compare

art. 40), that division of the ray, y, or of the line /3 +/3^ /B, or

of 6 X a, by the ray or line )3, or 2 x a, which conducts to the quo-

tient 3, is what 1 call a. primary cardinal analysis^ or is an ex-

ample of what I regard as the primary operation of Division in

Geometry; since it leads to an expression for i\iQrelative length

of a line y, as compared with another line j3; the relation of di-

rections being already known to be, in the present case, a relation

oi sameness, or identity. And on the other hand the division of

the number 6 by the number 2 is an example of what I call a se-

condary cardinal analysis ; at least when this operation is re-

garded as being the comparatively abstract analysis of the act

ofsextupling , whereby that act (of transfaction) is here decom-

posed into the given act of doubling (which is in this case the

act offaction), and another act of the same sort (the act oi' pro-

faction), which h herefound, by this decomposition, to be t\\e act

of tripling, as is expressed by the arithmetical formula 6-4-2=3,

according to the mode of interpretation of such formulae which has

been above proposed (in art. 56). In like manner in the synthetic

aspect of the question, or of the lines and numbers here compared

and combined, I regard as pritnary that cardinal synthesis by

which we construct the ray y, or the line (i+ ft^ /3, by operating

on another ray j3 with the number 3 as a multiplier ; and I re-

gard as secondary that other sort of cardinal synthesis, by which

K
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Vie produce the number 6 (the transfactor), by multiplying a num-

ber 2 (the factor), by another number 3 (the profactor) ; or by

compounding the two successive acts of doubling and of tripling,

into a third act of the same sort, namely, the act of sextupling,

as is expressed, according to the mode of interpretation above

proposed (in art. 55), by writing 6 = 3x2. We may, however,

according to another mode of interpretation already mentioned

(in 49 and 50), retain theformulce 6 = 3x2, and 6-^2 = 3, with-

out introducing the conceptions of such composition and decom-

position of factions, provided that we regard these formulae as

abbreviations for the fuller assertions

6 xa = 3x2xa, and {iyy. a) -^ (2 x a) = 3,

in which the signs x and -r- are used in what we have called their

primary significations in geometry. And similarly in other cases,

where the lengths only, but not the directions, of the rays a, /3, 7,

are different ; and when therefore the factor, profactor, and trans-

factor, are ordinary numbers, which, in this class of cases, are al-

ways positive or absolute, although they may become fractional

or incommensurable.

58. A slightly different class of cases may here be usefully

noticed, as conducting, on the same general plan, to the conside-

ration of negative numbers ; and as reproducing the usual rules

for the multiplication and division of such numbers: while it will

also serve as an useful preparation for those more complex pro-

ducts and quotients, of which we shall afterwards have to speak.

By principles already laid down, the sum of any two opposite

lines is a null or evanescent line ; for the transvector c - a va-

nishes, when the provectum c, becoming a revectum, coincides

with the vehend a. In fact it is evident that if we first ^0, along

any line ab, from a to b, and then return along the same line,

from B to A, we occupy the same Jinal position as if we had not

moved at all. We may then say that

" REVECTOR + VECTOR = ZERO ;"

and that conversely,

" REVECTOR = ZERO - VECTOR ;"

the word zero, or the symbol 0, being understood to denote a

null line, Ayhen used in such connexions as these. Thus
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(a. -b)+ (b- a) = 0;

and
(a-b) = -(b - a);

which latter equation may be abridged to the following formula

(familiar in ordinary algebra) :

A- B = - (b - a) ;

while, by a similar abridgment of discourse, we may say, in

words, that

REVECTOR = MINUS VECTOR

:

understanding ox iSiC\i\y supplying the word zero before the word

minus, in order to bring this mode of expression into harmony with

others which have been already discussed. In like manner, if we

conceive the provectum c to coincide with the provehend b (and

not now with the vehend a), it will be the provector c - b (in-

stead of the transvector c - a), which will vanish, while the trans-

vectum and vectum will coincide ; we shall, therefore, have

the enunciation :

VECTOR = ZERO + VECTOR;

which may be abridged to the following form :

VECTOR = PLUS VECTOR ;

the word zero being still understood. In symbols we have (as in

algebra),

B - a = (b - b)+ (b - a) = -I- (b -a);

and more concisely, omitting the 0,

B - A = + (B - a).

Thus, a being a symbol for a ray, or for a vector, + a comes to be

another symbol for the same ray or vector ; and - a comes to be

a symbol for the opposite ray, or for the revector corresponding.

In like manner, after agreeing that 2a shall denote concisely the

same thing as 2 x a, the symbols + 2a and - 2a come to denote,

respectively (as in fact they are often employed to do), the dou-

ble of the ray a itself, and the opposite of that doubled ray; and

similarly in other instances.

59. Now, I think, that the clearest way of viewing positive

and negative numbers, at least as connected with Geometry (for

I endeavoured many years ago to shew that such numbers might

E 2
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be regarded as presenting themselves in Algebra, according to

the view which I took of that science, as results of the division

of one step in time by another), is to regard such numbers as

being each the quotient of the division of one step in space,

that is, of one ray or vector, by another step in space, which has

its direction either exactly similar or else exactly opposite to the

former. Thus, the cardinal numbers, " positive two" and " ne-

gative two," or + 2 and - 2, would offer themselves in this view

as certain geometrical quotients, or at least as quotients of certain

geometrical divisions, of that general kind which has been con-

sidered in the present Lecture, namely, as quotients of the forms,

+ 2 = + 2a-^a; -2 = -2a~a;

where the symbols + 2a and,- 2a are interpreted as in the fore-

going article, and do not (here) denote abstract numbers, but

certain comparatively concrete conceptions, namely, certain rays,

or lines, or steps in space. Observe now this diagram,

Fig. 9.
/3

y

which is designed to picture the conceptions of the relations,

)3 = - 2a, 7 = + 6 a ; and you will see that for this set of rays, a,

j3, 7, the values of the factor, profactor, and transfactor, are the

following negative or positive numbers;

Factor =q = ^^a = -'2;

Profactor =r = 7-hj3 = -3;

Transfactor = 5 = 7 -T-a = + 6.

You see, then, that the general formula or rule ofmultiplication

assigned in the present Lecture, namely, the rule

Transfactor = Profactor x Factor,

gives here, again, as in art. 57, a result agreeing with received

principles, namely, with those of elementary algebra, since it

gives

(+G):==(-3)x(-2);
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or in words, the result, that "Positive Six equals the product of

Negative Three into Negative Two." You see, too, that (in

consistency with our present views) we may either regard this

elementary result as a mere abbreviation of the formula

(+6)xa = (-3)x(-2)xa,

where the sign x may still be considered as being used in what

we have called its primary sense; or we may interpret the same

result of multiplication, of the two negative numbers proposed,

as signifying that the tico successive acts, of negatively doubling

and negatively tripling, compound themselves into the single act

of positively sextupling. And it is obvious that analogous re-

marks apply to the converse formula of division,

(+6) -(-2) ^(-3).

In general, this way of considering the multiplication and divi-

sion of positive or negative numbers (whether whole or fractional

or incommensurable), reproduces the usual rule of the signs, and

is, in all its consequences, consistent with common algebra.

60. A few words may, however, be said here upon the rule

OF THE SIGNS just referred to, in the hope that they may make

that rule and the \ive%ex\i principies throw light upon each other.

Suppose, then, that we have, as in this figure,

the relations /3 = -a, 7 = -j3, which give also (as the figure

shews) the relation 7 = + a. We might express these relations

under the forms

/3 = (-l)xa,7=(-l)x/3, 7 = (+l)xa,

and 80 arrive, on the plan of the foregoing article, at the well-

known equation of algebra,

(-l)x (-!) = (+ I).

But we might also write

^ = (-)xa, 7 = (-)x/3, 7 = (+)xa;

regarding the signs ( + ) and ( - ), when thus employed, as being

themselves of the nature of geometrical factors or multipliers

;
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because if they operate at all, they do so on the directions of

the rays, or lines, or steps, to the symbols of which they are pre-

fixed, with the MARK OF faction X interposed ; so that their opera-

tion, whether non-effective or eflfective, comes to be included

under that general head or class of operation to which it has been

already stated that we apply the name multiplication in geo-

metry. And then the general relation of multiplication to divi-

sion, or of X to -^, will enable us to form also, as expressions of

the same relations between the three rays a, /3, 7, in fig. 10,

combined with the nomenclature of preceding articles, the follow-

ing little table

:

Factor =5'=j3-^a = (-);

Profactor =r = -y-^j3=(-);

Transfactor =5 = 7-^a = ( + ).

The general formula " profactor into factor equals transfactor,"

or r X q = s, becomes, therefore, here, the particular formula,

(-)x(-)=( + );

and the converse general formula, " transfactor by factor equals

profactor," or s -i-q = r, becomes here.

The effect of the sign ( - ), when thus used as a factor, being to

invert the direction of the ray or step on which it operates (as is

exhibited by ti)e arrows in the figure), this factor ( - ) itself may

be said to be an inversor; whereas the other sign ( + ), when

similarly used as a factor, may be called, by contrast, a non-

VERSon, because its effect is simply to preserve the direction of

the ray or step on which it operates, or seems to operate. We
may also say (by the introduction of another new but convenient

term), that the sign ( + ), as a factor, non-verts the ray, to the

symbol of which it is prefixed ; or that its effect is a non-version:

whereas the sign ( - ), as before, m-verts, or its eflFect is an in-

version. And thus the formula

(-)x(-)=(+)

may (on our general plan) be interpreted as expressing the re-

sult of a certain composition of factions ; that is, here, a composi-
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tion of versions, or still more precisely, a composition of two

successive inversions, into a single equivalent operation, namely,

a wow-version. It signifies, when translated into ordinary words,

that if we twice successively invert, or reverse, the direction of

any step, we do what is, upon the whole, equivalent to leaving

the step unchanged: since, by this double alteration, we recover,

or restore, the original direction of that step. And in like man-

ner the converse formula,

( + )-^(-) = (-),

may, on the same plan, be interpreted as expressing the decom-

position ofa non-version into two successive inversions ; or as

signifying that if it be required to follow up a first inversion of

a step by some second operation, which shall, upon the whole,

produce the effect of a non-version, or shall restore the step to

the direction which it originally had, this second or successive

operation must be itselfan inversion, or some operation equiva-

lent^thereto. Remarks precisely similar apply to all the other

formulae of this kind, such as

( + )x(-) = (-), (-)-(-) = ( + );

which may all be in like manner interpreted, and with this inter-

pretation proved, if they be regarded as relating to compositions

and decompositions of inversions and nonversions of a ray, or

more generally of a step in any proposed progression : the general

rule being evidently that any even number of m-versions are equi-

valent, on the whole, to a wow-version ; and that, therefore, any

odd number of inversions are equivalent to a single inversion ; or

produce the same^wa/ effect, as that single inversion would do.

61. It is evident also that if we should prefer to look at these

last signs ( + ) and ( - ) in their analytic instead oi ihexv synthetic

aspect, or to regard them as quotients rather than Si?, factors, they

would then (on the general plan already mentioned) come to be

considered respectively as symbols of the relations of simi-

larity and opposition between the directions of any two rays

or steps. Thus we might write again the formulae,

in connexion with the lines of fig. 10, in order to express that on
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analyzing the directions of /3 and y (as marked by arrows in that

figure), considered as analyzands, with respect to the direction of

a considered as an analyzer, we should find by this comparison

(which we regard as being still a species of cardinal analysis),

that the relation of directions between /3 and a is a relation of

opposition ; but that the relation of directions between y and a is

a relation of similarity. And in this analytic aspect of the signs

( + ) and ( - ) as certain cardinal quotients, the formula ( - ) x

(-) = (+) may be interpreted as expressing that two relations of

opposition (of directions) compound themselves into one relation

oi siinilariiy ; or that the opposite of the opposite of any direc-

tion is the original direction itself: while analogous and equally

simple interpretations might be given for all other formula? of

this sort, on the plan of the present Lecture.

62. In the two foregoing articles the three lines a, /3, 7,

which were compared among themselves, were supposed to have

equal lengths, and to differ (so far as they differed at all) in their

directions only ; or at most in their situations in space, from which

situations, however, we abstract, in the present inquiry or contem-

plation. The only operators of the cardinal kind, whether effec-

tive or non-effective, which have tiius been brought into view by

the consideration of the example of art. GO, have been (as we

have seen) tha factors ( f ) and ( - ), regarded as higns or cha-

racteristics of nonversion and of inversion respectively ; and not

(when used in this sort of connexion) as murks oi addition and

subtraction ; although it was shewn (in articles 58, ike.) how, in

the progress o/' notation those earlier significations of + and -

which were connected with addition and subtraction, might gra-

dually come to suggest or to permit that other use of them,

whereby they are connected with multiplication and division.

63, On the other hand, in the example of art. 57, the three

lines a, /3, 7, which were there compared, had all the same direc-

tion, and differed only in their lengths. In that example, there-

fore, we had not occasion to consider any kind of turning, or of

VERSION ; but we had, on the contrary, occasion to consider what

may be called a stretching, or a tension, namely, that other

operation of the factor kind, by which we pass from one given

length (and not from one given tlirection) to another. It was on
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extension (not on direction) in space, that we operated in that

earlier example ; the act performed was an act of a metric, and

not one of a graphic character. The agents, therefore, or the

factors, in those earlier operations of the cardinal kind which

were considered in art. 57, may naturally, in consistency with the

plan of nomenclature employed in these Lectures, receive the

general name of tensors ; and we may say, more particularly,

that the factor, profactor, and transfactor, were (in the example

here referred to) a tensor, protensor, and transtensor respectively.

And although these three tensors, in the example of art. 57, being

the three cardinal numbers 2, 3, and 6 respectively, were thus

each greater than the number one, and so had the effect of ac-

tually lengthening the line (a or j3) on which they operated
;
yet

it seems convenient to enlarge by definition the signification of

the new word tensor, so as to render it capable of including also

those other eases in which we operate on a line by diminishing

instead of increasing its length ; and generally by altering that

length in any definite ratio. We shall thus (as was hinted at

the end of the article in question) have fractional and even in-

commensurable tensors, which will simply be numerical multi-

pliers, and will all be positive or (to speak more properly) sign-

less NUMBERS, that is, unclothed with the algebraical signs of

positive and negative ; because, in the operation here consider-

ed, we abstract from the directions (as well as from the situa-

tions) of the lines which are compared or operated on. Thus

the three acts, of doubling a line, of halving it, and of changing

it from the length of a side to the length of a diagonal of a

square, shall be regarded as being, all three, acts of tension

;

the tensors in these three respective acts being the integral num-

ber 2, the fractional number i, and the incommensurable number

,v'2. The act oi restoring a line to its original length, after

that length had been altered by a previous act of tension, might

be called an act of re-tension, and the agent in the second

operation might be called a re-tensor (compare art. 44) ;
thus

any tensor and its answering retensor would simply be two

numbers of which each is (what is commonly called) the recip-

rocal oi i\ie other; or, in their analytic aspect, they would re-

present ratios mutually inverse. The number 1 miglit be called
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a NON-TENSOR, because it makes no actual alteration in tlie

length of the line which it multiplies; just as the sign (+ ) was

lately called a non-versor, because it leaves unchanged the di-

rection on which it seems to operate. And the general formula

for the multiplication of such signless numbers^ or for the com-

position of ratios of lengths (or other magnitudes), will offeritself

with these conceptions and denominations, as a particular case of

the general multiplication oifactors, or of the composition of

cardinal relations, under the form (compare art. 49) :

TRANSTENS0R= PROTENSOR X TENSOR ;

together with the converse formula of division (compare art. 50):

PROTENSOR = TRANSTENSOR -J- TENSOR.

64. As regards the example of art. 59, each act of faction

there considered may be said to have been compounded of an act

of tension, and an act of inversion or of nonversion, according

as the numerical (but not signless) multiplier employed was a

negative or a positive number; and we may express this concep-

tion by writing, in reference to that example

:

(-2)=(-)x2; ( + 6) = ( + )x6;

with analogous expressions for all other positive or negative num-

bers. It is also evidently allowed to write, with a different ar-

rangement of the factors,

(-2) = 2x(-); ( + 6) = 6x( + );

since it comes (for example) to the same thing, whether we first

double a step and afterwards reverse its direction, or first reverse

and afterwards double. We may agree to give the general name

of SCALARS to all positive and negative numbers (that is to the

REALS of ordinary algebra), on account of the possibility of con-

ceiving all such multipliers to be represented, or laid down, on

one common but indefinite scale, extending from -co to + oo

,

that is, from negative to positive infinity.

65. Proceeding now to a more general examination of the di-

rections of lines, or rays, in space, let us consider a somewhat

more complex case of the (analytic) comparison of such directions,

or of the (synthetic) composition of versions, than any of those
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which were discussed in recent articles : and for this purpose let

i, j,k, denote three straight lines equally long, but differently di-

rected; let it be also supposed that these three different directions

are rectangular each to each ; and to fix the conceptions still

more precisely, let us conceive that these directions of i, j, k, are

respectively southward, westivard, and upward (in the present

or in some other part of the northern hemisphere of the earth) ;

So that i and j are both horizontal, but k is a vertical line. We

may further imagine that the common length of these three lines

is equal to some assumed unit of length, or more particularly, that

it is Afoot ; so that i is or denotes a southward foot, j is a west-

ward foot, and k is an upward foot. Then (by art. 58) + i, + j, + k,

will be other symbols for the same three directed lines ;
but -i,

- j, -k, will denote respectively a northward, an eastward, and

a downward foot. This being agreed upon, let the three diverg-

ing edges, a, j3, 7, of the pyramid in fig. 7 (of art. 53), be con-

ceived to be each a foot long, and to be directed respectively

towards the northern point of the horizon, the zenith, and the

east point, so that we may write the equations

:

a = -i, (3 = + k, 7 = -j.

The pyramid being thus constructed, we may next proceed to

study the three separate acts of faction, profaction, and trans-

faction, by which we may pass respectively from a to /3, from /3

to 7, and from a to 7, by operating on the directions of the rays

or lines a and /3, and, therefore, by performing what may be

called acts of version, proveusion, and transversion : since

it is clear that there is, in the present case, no act of tension per-

formed, the three lines which are compared being supposed to

be all equally long. The agents in the three acts which we are

thus to study, may be called respectively the versor, the pro-

versor, and the transversor; and we may already enunciate,

as a particular case of the general formula of multiplication of

factors in art. 49, the relation

:

transversor = PROVERSOR x VERSOR ;

which must, by the general conceptions and definitions of multi-

plication already stated, hold good for every composition ofver-
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sions. We may also, in like manner, as a particular case of the

general formula of division offactors in art. 50, enunciate this

converse relation,

PROVERSOR =TRANSVERSOR — VERSOR
;

which is to be regarded as being likewise valid, by the ge.veral

significations of the terms employed, for every csi'!,e of decomposi-

tion of versions, or of rotations in geometry. We may also mo-

dify the phraseology of former articles, respecting the three lines

a, /3, 7, themselves, considered now as the subjects or the results

of operations of the versor kind, by naming those three lines as

follows (compare tlie t..ble in art. 51) :

a = Vertend = Transvertend
;

|3 = Versum = Provertend ;

y = Proversum = Transversum

;

in order to mark, by this nomenclature, that we now abstract

from the lengths of the lines, or that we treat those three lengths

as equal. We shall thus be able to assert generally (compare

art. 41), that

VERSOR X VERTEND = VERSL'M,

and that

VERSUM -r- VERTEND = VERSOR
;

with other analogous formulae (compare articles 47, 48) for pro-

version and transversion respectively. But what the particular

acts of version are, for any particular set of lines or rays, as (for

example) for the set mentioned at the beginning of the present

article, it still remains to consider.

66. In this consideration or inquiry, we may assist ourselves

by remembering the general remarks which were offered at an

earlier stage of the present Lecture (in articles 39 and 40). The

lengths of the lines which are to be compared being (in the pre-

sent question) equal to each other, the metric element of the in-

quiry disappears, and only the graphic element remains. We
have, therefore, only now to inquire, as concerns the lines a and

ft,
through what angle, in what plane, and towards which hand,

are we to turn the line a as a given vertend, in order to make it
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attain the proposed direction of the versum, that is of the line ^?

For the answer to this inquiry, when it shall be, in any manner,

with sufficient clearness and fulness assigned, will be, under one

form or other ofexpression, a sufficient description, statement, or

particularization of the sought versor, which we have already, by

anticipation, denoted by the symbol jS -^ a, and have called a

cardinal quotient.

67. Now, with the particular directions above assumed or

assigned, for the vertend and versum, or for the lines a and /3,

nam'ely, those otherwise denoted (in 65) by - i and + k, or the

(horizontally) northward and the (vertically) upward directions,

it is clear that the angle of version is a right angle ;
the plane is

meridional; and the axis of right handed rotation, from a to /3,

is a right line directed westward. In that little model of a tran-

sit instrument which you see here, the line a may be conceived

to be the telescope when pointed to a north meridian mark
;
and

j3 the same telescope, directed towards the zenith. And when

I lay my hand on the westward half of the axis in the model,

and turn that part right handedly, with a motion of the screwing

kind, you see that the northern (or object) end of the tele-

scope comes to be elevated, while the southern (or ege) end is de-

pressed. Continuing this motion of rotation through a quad-

rant of altitude, you see that I have erected the telescope in the

model, in such a manner as to cause it to attain a vertically

upward direction ; and that thus I have, in fact, changed the

telescope (that is, its object half) from the direction symbolized

by a to the direction symbolized by j3. The required act of ver-

sion, symbolized by ^ h- a, has, therefore, in this case, been

actually and practically performed.

68. And since the (mechanical) agent in producing this (me-

chanical) rotation, or in this right-handed (or screwing) act of

version, has been an axis or handle directed to the ivest^ which

direction has also been lately supposed (in art. ^5) to belong to

the line denoted by the symbol + j, I propose now to denote the

versor itself, or the conceived agent of the conceived version, or

of the purely geometrical rotation from a to /3, by the connected

symbol}; availing myself (as you see) of the distinction between

the roman and the italic alphabets, to mark, at least temporarily,
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the distinction between the two different conceptions of a line, as a

turned and as a turning thing ; a versum and a versor; a subject

of operation and an operator. We shall thus have, on the ge-

neral plan of notation already stated or sketched for you, the for-

mulae :

/3^a = ( + k)--(-i)==i;

7xa=7x (-i)=/3 = + k;

and the ^^j -operation" or the operation of multiplying a line

by the factor or versor j, is seen to have the effect of elevating a

transit telescope from that position in which it is directed to the

north point of the horizon, to that other position in which it is

directed towards the zenith. The conception of this operation

may be illustrated by figure 11, where the axisj is drawn as di-

rected to the west, and as ready to operate on the telescope or

line a, which line is, be/ore the operation, represented as directed

towards the north ; but is to be conceived as taking, a/ter that

operation, the direction towards the zenith, represented by j3 in

fig. 12 : with which two figures, I shall here, by anticipation, as-

sociate a third (fig. 13).

h
Fig. H.

A

Fig. 12.
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69. Having thus passed, by the way of rotation, from a to /3,

or from - i to + k, there is no difficulty in passing similarly from

/3 to y, or from + k to - j. The act of version having been stu-

died and symbolized, it becomes easy to study and symbolize, in

like manner, the subsequent but analogous act of proversion.

We have passed from a northward to an upward position of the
telescope

; and we are now to pass from an upward to an east-

ward position thereof This cannot, indeed, be done by any such
meridional motion as belongs to an ordinary transit telescope

;
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but it can be done by that other important mode of motion of a

telescope, of the ex/m-meridional kind, in the plane oi the prime-

vertical, which has been used, with great success, in some cele-

brated geodetic surveys, and also at some fixed observatories, in

Russia and elsewhere. Having already erected the telescope to

the zenith in this little model of a transit, you see that I can turn

the model through a quadrant of azimuth, so as to cause that

axis, or semiaxis, which had been directed westward, to take the

southward direction. And if I now lay my hand on the same

physical or mechanical semiaxis as before, but in its new and

southward direction, you see that the same sort of screwing mo-

tion, as that which was before employed, being continued through

the same angular quantity, namely, through a quadrant of rota-

tion of the telescope, in the plane of the prime vertical, has the

effect of turning that telescope from the upward to the eastward

direction, or from the direction of/3 to that of y, that is, from

the direction of + k to that of - j. In short, you see that the re-

quired act of Proversion is thus effected ; and that I may natu-

rally denote the Proversor, or the agent of the proversion, on the

plan of the foregoing article, by the symbol i; because, as you

may see illustrated by the diagram last referred to (fig. 12), the

axis, or handle, of this proversion, is, like the line already de-

noted by + i, a line directed towards the south. We are thus led

to write the equations :

2x/3 = 2x( + k) = 7=-j;

by combining which with the equations of the foregoing arti-

cle, on the plan of art. 49, we obtain these other formulae

:

i xj X a = y ; i ^j = y -r- a.

70. Proceeding to consider the transversion, we are next to

inquire what one rotation in a single plane would bring the ver-

tend a into the direction of the proversum 7 ; or would cause the

telescope to pass, by a single act of turning, from its original and

northward, to its final and eastward direction. And it is clear,

either from the model before you of the eight-feet Circle, which
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belongs to the Observatory of this University, or from the little

diagram above drawn (fig. 13), that the plane of this trarisversion

is horizontal ; that its angular quantity is a quadrant; and that,

if the rotation be still conceived to be r/^A^-handed, its axis is a

line directed vertically upwards: so that the Transversor itself

may be denoted (on the plan of recent articles) by the italic let-

ter k, because the axis or handle of its operation has the direc-

tion of the line which we have above denoted by + k. We shall

thus have the formulae :

7^« = (-J)-^(-0 = ^;

And by comparison of the last value of y -h a, with that assigned

in the preceding article, or by the general principle that trans-

versor = proversor X versor (art. ^5), we arrive at the simple but

useful equation following :

i xj = k ;

which may either be interpreted (synthetically) as asserting that

the quadrantal rotationJ round a westward axis, being succeeded

by another quadrantal rotation ?', round a southward axis, produces

finally, and upon the whole, the same change of direction as that

third quadrantal rotation k would do, which is performed round

an upward axis, these three rotations being all supposed to be

right-lianded ; or (analytically) as expressing a composition of

relations of directions in space, which corresponds to this com-

position of rotations.

71. After settling, as above, the significations of the symbols

if, k, regarded as certain quadra?ital versors, or as symbols denot-

ing the conceived agents or operators of certain quadrantal and

right-handed rotations in the three rectangular planes of the prime

vertical, the meridian, and the horizon, round axes directed res-

pectively towards the south, the west, and the zenith ; we may
proceed to investigate, on similar principles, and by analogous

compositions of rotations, the symbolic values of all the other

binary products of these three factors or versors i, j, k ; and

should find for eac/i such product a determinate result, unaffected

by any change of the line (a) assumed as the original verCend,
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which change the general plan of the construction might allow.

Thus, in order to find anew the value of the product i xj, we may

indeed vary the vertend a, since we 7ieed not assume this line to

be (as was supposed in art. 65) a.foot directed towards the north.

We might assume the line a to denote any longer or shorter line

in the same northward direction ; but then we should only alter,

in the same ratio, the lengths of the two other lines /3 and 7,

without their ceasing to be directed respectively towards the

zenith, and the east, so that the geometrical quotient 7-^0, or

the product i xj, would still be found equal to A, since the pro-

versum 7 would still be a line of the same length as the ver-

tend o, and would still be advanced beyond it by a quadrant of

azimuth, while both these lines would still be contained in the

same horizontal plane, if they be conceived to radiate from one

common origin. We might even assume the vertend a to be a

line directed to the south, and not to the north as before; for the

only eflFect of this change would be that the versum /3 would take

a downward (instead of an upward) direction ; and that the pro-

versum 7 would be directed to the west, instead of being pointed

to the east : and on finally comparing the (new) westward direc-

tion of 7 with the (new) southward direction of a, we should find

that 7 was still, as before, more advanced in azimuth than a by

a quadrant, both being still in a horizontal plane, so that 7 4-

a

would still be found equal to k. It was thus (for example), that

in the recent act of version (68), the eye-end of the telescope in

the model was depressed from the south to the nadir ; while in

the proversion (69), the same eye-end was elevated from the

nadir to the west: and the same horizontal transversion (70),

which brought the object-end from north to east, brought also, at

the same time, the eye- end from south to west. In symbols, re-

taining the recent significations of i, j, k, as well as those of t,j,

k, we might have assumed,

„ = + i, j3 = -k, 7 = +j,

instead of the values or directions which were assumed for a, j3,

7, in art. 65 ; and then we should have had the relations,
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/3-a = (-k)-f-( + i)=y;

7-i3 = (+j)-(-k) = e;

y -^a = (+}) ^( + i) = k;

whence there would have followed, as before, the equation,

i xj=k.

Nor could any variation of this result be obtained by assuming

o/^e/- positions of a; for the plan of construction requires that

this line a should have either a northward or a southward direc-

tion, if it is to be used as the vertend in the determination of the

product I xj ; since it is to be in the plane of version, that is here

in the meridian plane, and is also to be perpendicular to the ver-

sum, or provertend, /3 ; which latter line )3 must lie at once in

the two planes of version and proversion, or in the planes of the

meridian and prime vertical, and must, therefore, be a vertical

line, directed either upwards or downwards.

72. With respect to the other binary products of 2,7, k, it is

easy to perceive, first, that we have, by an exactly similar com-

position of rotations, the formulae,

j X k= i, and k x i =j ;

which only differ from the formula i xj = k, by a cyclical permuta-

tion of the symbols, and can, on this account, be easily remem-

bered. In fact if it were required to determine directly the value

of the product^ X A, on the same plan of construction as before,

we should have to assume a direction for the versum /3, which

should be contained at once in the two planes of version and pro-

version, or be perpendicular at once to the axes of the two suc-

cessive rotations; thus /3 must be perpendicular to both k and j,

and must, therefore, have one or other of the two opposite direc-

tions denoted by the ambiguous symbol ± i ; and by a principle

already mentioned, it is unimportant which of these two we select,

the choice not affecting the value of the transversor 7 -^ a; since

a change in this choice can only invert both, at once, of the direc-

tions to be finally compared. Assuming then /3 = + i, we easily

find that we are to assume, at the same time, a = - j, and 7 = - k,

in order that we may have
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^ X a = j3 = i, y X j3 =7 X i = -y ;

and thus we find that the required product is

In like manner, to determine the value of h x i, we may assume

/3 = + j, a = -k, 7=-i,

and we find that

73. On the other hand, to find the value of^ x i, although

we may still suppose, as in the example of articles 65, &c., that

the versum
ft

is directed vertically upward, we must then vary

the directions of a and y from those which were employed in that

example; for if we take/3 = + k, we must take a = +j, and -y = + i,

in order that we may have the relations,

ixa = ft=+k, jx(S=jx(^k) = y.

The telescope is now to be conceived as being originally directed

to the west; as being next elevated to the zenith, by a rotation in

the plane of the prime vertical, of which the agent or versor is

t ; and as being finally depressed to the south point of the horizon,

by operating with the proversor^. It has, therefore, in this case,

been caused upon the whole to retrograde (and not to advance)

in azimuth through a quadrant, since it has been moved from the

west to the south. Or we might assume

because

^><(-j) = (-k), y x(-k)=-i;

that is, we might conceive the telescope to be first depressed by
the versor i from the east to the nadir, and then elevated by the

proversorj from the nadir to the north point; but we should

still have, on the whole, a retrogression of a quadrant in azimuth,

or a /e/3t-handed motion (from east to north) through a right an-

gle, round an axis directed vertically upwards. Thus,

>x»' = ( + 0-^( + j) = (-i)-(-j);

but also (by 72 and 60),

F 2
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^x(-j) = ( + i), and(-) x(+i)=(-i);

whence it follows that

(-i) = (-)xAx(-j), (-i)^(-j) = (-)xA,

and finally that

In words this comes to substituting for the quadrantal retrogres-

sion in azimuth a quadrantal advance^ succeeded by an inversion

of the telescope.

74. But we may a/50 conceive the motion from east to north,

or from west to south, to be effected by a n^A^-handed rotation

through a quadrant, performed round a downward axis; and in

this view, the transversor in the present question is seen to be a

line in the direction of-k, so that it may conveniently be de-

noted by the symbol -^, as is exhibited in figure 14.

We may then write also,

jxi = -k\

and in fact this shorter notation is seen to harmonize with the

formula recently obtained. It is proper, however, to observe

that we have thus been conducted to one important departure

(the only one, indeed, that has hitherto offered itself to our atten-

tXou)from the rules or mechanism ofcommon algebra. For we

have been led to conclude the two contrasted results :

i^j=k ; j xi = -k

;

which shew that (in the present system) the multiplication of

versors among themselves is not generally a commutative ope-

ration: or that the order oi i\\efactors is not indifferent to the
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result. In fact we have been led to express thus a theorem of

ROTATION, which is indeed very simple, but is, at the same time,

very important, and which there is consequently an advantage

in having so short a mode of formulizing : namely, the theorem

that two rectangular and quadrantal rotations compound them-

selves into a third quadrantal rotation, rectangular to both the

components^ but having one or other oftwo opposite directions

(or characters, as right-handed or left-handed, round one axis),

according as the composition has been effected in one order or in

the other. It is thus that, for example, in figs. 11, 12, 13, if the ro-

tation denoted hyj be followed by that denoted by i, the telescope

has been seen to be turned upon the whole from north to east, its

intermediate position being upward ; whereas the same telescope

would (as we also saw) be brought back from the east to the north,

through an intermediate and downward direction, if the rotation

i were performed ^Z'^^, and afterwards the rotation y,- or would

be brought, as in fig. 14, from a westward to a southward posi-

tion. It is easy to deduce, on the same plan, the analogous equa-

tions,

kxj = - i, ix k = -j,

which are contrasted respectively, in the same way, with the

equations

J X k = i, kxi=j;

and in which ~i is a versor with a northward axis of right-

handed rotation, and ~j is another versor, with an eastward axis

of a rotation likewise right-handed. Or we may write (on the

plan of the last article) these other and equivalent formulae :

^xj=(-)^i; ixk=(-) xj;

which would express that the old resultant rotations round south

and west (in 72) were now to be succeeded by inversions.

15. We have not yet considered the squares of the symbols

?,J, ^, or the products oi equal versors. But we have seen (in

73 and 69), that

»'>< (+J) = + J«» andix(+k) = -j = (- l)xj;

by combining which two results it follows that
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IXl X j =(- l)xj,

or that

i X i= - \.

The same conclusion would have followed, if we had twice suc-

cessively operated by i on the line -j, or on either of the two

lines ± k. In general it is clear that if any line in the prime-ver-

tical (or in any other) plane receive two successive and similar

quadrantal rotations, its direction is thereby on the whole in-

verted or reversed, or multiplied by - 1. For the same reason,

we have, in like manner, the values :

jxj=-\; kxk = -l.

We may also write more concisely (compare art. 60),

i X i=J xj=k X k={-);

and may say that these three quadrantal versors i,j, k, together

with their own opposites, -i, -j\ - k, are semi-inversors, or

produce each a semi-inversion. Indeed we see more generally

that every other quadrantal versor with amj arbitrary axis

iJi space, is, in like manner, a semi-in>ersor, and may be re-

garded as a geometrical square root ofnegative unity ; or even

as a square root of miiius, when " minus" is treated as ^factor :

so that every such versor may be considered as included among

the interpretations of the symbol v - 1 or ( - )*; at least if we

suppose, for the present, each such versor to operate on a line

perpendicular to itself or perpendicular to the axis of that quad-

rantal rotation of which the versor is conceived to be the agent.

76. It may have been noticed that we have not only the six

formulae :

{ i x> = h, j^1i = /, h X i =j,

\jxi = -k, kxj = -i, ixk = -j,

considered as results of the 7nultiplication of versors, or of the

composition ofrotations, but also the closely analogous formulae,

«''xj=k, yxk = i, kxi=j,

[jxi=-h, kx ^=-1, ixk = -j,

considered as the six results of so many single versions, and not

of versions compounded among themselves. These two sets of

i:
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results correspond to different conceptions and constructions, and

are not to be confounded with each other. We saw, for instance

(in connexion with the figures 11, 12, 13), that the formula ixj

= k expressed (as above interpreted) the result of a process,

whereby a telescope was first elevated from a northward to a

vertical position, and then depressed to an eastward one, being

thereby caused upon the whole to advance through a quadrant of

azimuth. But the formula e x j =k (which occurred in art. 73,

the line j being there denoted by a), expressed, at least according

to the interpretation already given, that a telescope originally

directed towards the west would be elevated to the zenith, if it

were caused to revolve right-handedly through a quadrant round

an axis directed to the south (as in the first part of figure 14).

The signification of the one formula (ixj = k) has thus been

made to depend on the consideration of three quadrantal rota-

tions, in three rectangular planes ; whereas the signification ot

the other formula (i x } = k) has been made to depend on the con-

sideration of a single rotation of this sort. Yet the two results

are by no means unconnected geometrically, nor is it accidental

that their symbolic expressions have so close a resemblance to

each other; for this symbolical analoyy arises from, and em-

bodies, a general theorem of rotation. And 1 conceive that we

may now legitimately, and with advantage, avail ourselves of the

same analogy, or of the theorem to which it corresponds, to dis-

pense with that symbolic distinction which has been above ob-

served, between the three quadrantal versorsi,j, A, and the three

lines, i, j, k, which have respectively th^^ directions of their three

axes. Dismissing, therefore, or suspending, the use of the ro-

man letters i, j, k, I propose now to regard the formula i xj = k,

as being the common expression of the two connected results rela-

tive to rotation, of which one was illustrated by the three figures

11, 12, 13, and the other by the first part of figure 14. And in like

manner, each of the five other formulae of the same sort, respect-

ing the binary products of ^, j, k, as for example, the formula^' x k

= iy will come to be regarded as the common expression oi two

distinct but connected results; one relative to a certain composi-

tion of versions, and the other relative to a single rotation. It is

clear that similar remarks apply to the comparison of such results
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of division of rays, and of decomposition of versions, as are ex-

pressed by the following formulae :

i = k H- j ; i = k -^j;

and by others analogous thereto.

77. In this manner we may be led to regard the three italic

letters i,^", A, as symbols of the same three lines which were

lately denoted by the three ;'oman letters i, j, k. Or lather, for

the sake of a somewhat greater ^enera/?7«/, in future applications,

we shall now say that i, y, Z', may be regarded as symbols of

ANY THREE MUTUALLY RECTANGULAR AND EQUALLY LONG

LINES, whose common length is still supposed to be the unit of

LENGTH ; while the rotation, round the first (?), from the se-

cond (7), to the third {k), is positive ; that is (as we shall still

suppose) right-handed : these last suppositions being a little

more general than those of art. 65, in virtue of which the three

lines i, j, k, were respectively a southward, a westward, and an

upward foot. And, on the other hand, we are conducted to regard

each of these three right lines, i, j, k, and similarly every other

UNIT LINE in space, as being a quadrantal versor ; whose

operation, on any right line in a plane perpendicular to itself,

has the effect of turning this latter line through a right

angle, towards the right hand, in the same perpendicular

PLANE.

78. Indeed this view of the directional or graphic opera-

tion of one right line on another line perpendicular thereto,

whereby that operation is considered as producing or determin-

inor, by a rotation towards a given hand, a third line perpendi-

cular to both, appears to be so simple in itself, and so intimately

connected with whatever is most characteristic in the whole

conception of tridimensional space, that we might have been

pardoned if we had chosen to set out with it, and to define that

such should be regarded, in our system, as the operation of mul-

tiplying one oftwo rectangular lines by anotJier, when direc-

tions alone were attended to. And then the contrast between

the two formulae,

ixj= k, J xi = -k,

or the non-commutative character of this sort of geometrical mul-
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tiplication, would have offered itself to our notice, even more

simply than in art. 74 ; as expressing, for example, that ifa west-

ward line be turned right-handedly through a right angle, round

a southward axis, it is elevated to the zenith ; but that if (by

an interchange of operator and operand) a southward line be

turned, in like manner, round a westward axis, through a quad-

rant, and towards the right-hand, it is, on the contrary, de-

pressed to the nadir. And so many other consequences could

be drawn from the same simple conception of this directional

operation of line on line^ that it might not be too much to say,

that the whole Theory of Quaternions, or that all the symbo-

lical and geometrical properties of quadrinomial expressions of

the form w-\-ix+jy + kz, where w^ x, y, z are any four scalar

constituents (four positive or negative numbers), while i, y, k

are three rectangular vector units, would admit of being

systematically developed from the supposed definition, above

mentioned, of this case of the geometrical and graphic multipli-

cation of lines; at least if this were combined with those other

and earlier definitions of geometrical addition and subtraction,

which other definitions (as was noticed in art. 36) are not pecu-

liar to quaternions, but are common to several systems of appli-

cation of symbols to geometry. But it has seemed to me that

the subject allowed of its being presented to you under a still

clearer light, and with a still closer philosophic unity, by the

adoption of the plan on which these Lectures have hitherto

been framed, and on which it is my purpose to pursue them, if

favoured for some time longer with your attention.
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79. The two preceding Lectures, Gentlemen, will be found,

I think, to have advanced us, in no inconsiderable degree, towards

a correct and clear understanding of the principles of the Calcu-

lus of Quaternions: since they have contained an. exposition of

the primary (and of some of the chief derivative) significations

attached, in that Calculus, to the four elementary signs + - x -^,

or to the four fundamental operations of Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, and Division, when viewed in connexion with

Geometry, Those primary significations (in the view thus taken

of them) have indeed been stated^ at first, in a very general and

somewhat metaphysical manner ; but they have since been illus-

trated by so many and such simple examples, geometrical or

astronomical, combined with the exhibition, in some cases, ofap-

propriate models and diagrams, that the seeming vagueness or

obscurity, whatever it may have been, of those early statements

(in art. 5), may be hoped to have been, by this time, sufficiently

done away. We must, however, now proceed to develope still

farther the same principles, and to apply them to new questions,

in order to render still more manifest their geometrical meaning

and utility. We may not indeed be obliged to enlarge, except

in a few instances, the nomenclature or vocabulary of the

science, which some may think already too copious; but its no-

tation will require to be extended and illustrated by new defi-

nitions and examples. The conceptions themselves must be

still further unfolded and combined; and the symbols by which

they are to be embodied and expressed must be shewn to be the

elements of a Calculus, possessing, on several important points,

its own appropriate rules ; although aiming in many other res-

pects, and indeed wherever this can be done without sacrifice of
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its peculiar features, to render available, in conjunction with its

own new usages, the results and habits of Algebra. More ge-

neral processes for geometrical Multiplication and Division must

be exhibited, than have been given in the foregoing Lecture ;

and these must be combined with those already stated, for geo-

metrical Addition and Subtraction. And above all, it will be

indispensably required by the plan of the present Course, that

we should soon proceed to consider more closely than we have

hitherto done, the questions, What is, in this System, a Quater-

nion ? and On what grounds is it so called?

80. The general notion oi multiplication, or of faction, in

geometry, proposed in the foregoing Lecture, has been, that it is

an act or process which operates 1st, on the length of a ray; or

2nd, on its direction; or 3rd, on both length and direction at once.

The multiplier or factor has been conceived to be the agent or

the operator in this act or process; and the multiplication ofany

two factors among themselves, in any assigned order, has been

conceived to correspond to the composition of two successive acts

of faction, and to the determination of the agent in the resulting

act oi transfaction. And the mark or characteristic of such fac-

tion, or of such composition of factions, has been with us the

familiar sign x, pronounced or read, as usual, by the word into.

As examples of such factors in geometry, we have as yet con-

sidered only thefour following classes : L tensors or signless

numbers, such as 2, 3, 6, |, y/ 2, which operate only metrically

on the lengths of the lines which they multiply, and which are

to be combined among themselves, as factors, by arithmetical

multiplication, or by the laws of the composition ofratios; IL
signs, namely (+) and (-), regarded as marks of nonversion and

inversion, which operate (as such) only to preserve or to reverse

the direction of a line, and are combined among themselves ac

cording to the usual rule of the signs; IIL scalars, or sign-

bearing numbers, such as - 2 or + 6, which are simply the reals

ot ordinary algebm, and are combined with each other as factors

according to the known rules of algebraic multiplication, while

each may be regarded as being itselfthe product of a tensor and

a sign, and may at once alter the length ofa line in a given ratio,

and also nonvert or invert its direction; IV. vector-units,
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or quadrantal versors, such as i,j, k, and their opposites - ?', -7,

~k, ofwliich each is a p\xrc]y graphic operator, having the effect

of turning a line, in a plane perpendicular to itself, right-handedly

through a quadrant, but having no power to alter the length of

the line whereon it thus operates. As yet, therefore, we have

not considered, V. how to multiply one of two rectangular lines

by another po^n^icttkr theretD, when the multiplier-line has a

length different from that which has been assumed as the unit of

length; nor VI. how to multiply a scalar by a, vector; nor

VII. have we considered the product of two parallel lines

;

much less have we shewn, VIII. how to multiply generally

any one vector by any other, and thereby obtain a Quaternion as

the product; nor IX. how to multiply any one such quater-

nion, as a factor, by any other quaternion. It is obvious that

there must remain questions of the same sort to be considered

with respect to the division of lines and of quaternions. But I

think that before entering on these new problems, it will be use-

ful to suggest still another mode of elementary illustration (be-

sides those given in the last Lecture) of the multiplications of

the I Vth class enumerated above ; because the smallest degree of

obscurity, existing with respect to these, would be fatal to our

subsequent success, or at least would materially interfere with

the facility and clearness of our future investigations.

81. Conceive then that there are two clock faces or dial-plates,

one facing the south, as represented in fig. 15, and the other fac-

ing the west, as indicated in fig. 16 : where the letters Z, W, E,

N, S, denote, as in some earlier diagrams, the zenith (or highest

point), and the west, east, north, and south, respectively. Then

the former of these two figures may become a sort of picture of

the " i-operation," and the latter figure of the "^-operation," if

we proceed to interpret them as follows. In fig. 15, with the

clock face south, the i-operation, or the multiplication by the fac-

tor i, has the effect of advancing the hour-hand by three hours,

or of putting the minute-hand forward fifteen minutes, or a quarter

of an hour. And in like manner, in fig. 16, where the face is

supposed to be turned towards the west, an exactly similar ad-

vance of either clock-hand (through a quadrant) is effected by

they-operation, or by a multiplication by the factor y. Conceiv-
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ing, therefore, that we watch the motion of the hour-hand from

IX. to XII. on the dial-plate with face to the south (fig. 15),

and again from III. to VI. on that other dial-plate which faces

the west (fig. 16), we may suppose ourselves to see upon these

Face South

dials, or clock-faces, that the hour-hand is brought up from +j to

+ A, by the i-operation, but that it is, on the contrary, brought

down from + ? to -A, by thej-operation, as marked by the curved

arrows in the figures : and thus, or by watching the motions of

the minute-hand on the same two faces, during the fourth and

second quarters of an hour, we might in a new way exhibit to

ourselves the truth and contrast of the two important formulae :

at least if (to fix our conceptions) we retain, for some time lon-

ger, that particular choice of the directions of the lines i, J, k,

which is suggested by the examples given in the foregoing Lec-

ture. The figure 15 may, on the same plan, illustrate the for-

mulae :

ixk= -j, i X (-J) = -k,

and, therefore, also the resulting formulae,

ixixk = — k, i X i= - I ;

which last result may be considered as here expressing, that if
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the minute-hand be advanced upon the southward dial-plate,

through two successive quarters of an hour, it is brought from

pointing up to pointing down, or is otherwise reversed in direc-

tion. In like manner, figure 16 exhibits the results, that

j X k = i, jxi = - k,

and that consequently,

jxjxk = -k, jyj=- 1;

while the analogous results respecting the A-operation, or multi-

plication by the factor k, may be illustrated by simply laying a

watch upon a table, with its face upward.

82. Assuming then that we are by this time quite familiar

(compare 80, IV.) with the effect of a vector-unit, such as i, or

j, or A, when thus operating as a graphic /actor on any line per-

pendicular to itself, let us consider, in the next place, what our

principles oblige us to regard as being the product obtained by

the multiplication of a line by another perpendicular thereto,

when (see 80, V.) the multiplier line has a length different from

that which has been chosen for the unit of length. Suppose, for

instance, that it is required to multiply the line 3J by the line 2i;

which latter line (by art. 58) is the same with the product 2 x i.

To adapt to this particular question the principles of the forego-

ing Lecture, we have only to assume that 3/ is the faciend ; i the

factor; ix 3/ the factum, or the profaciend; 2 the profactor; and

therefore 2i, the transfactor ; and to seek what line the trans-

factum, or the profactum, is: for (by articles 39, 40, 41, 46, 47,

48, 49) the line thus found will be the product required, since it

will be the result of the multiplication, Transfactor into Faciend.

Now the 2-operation, or the multiplication by the versori, being

performed on the line 3y,according to the rules which we already

know, has simply the effect oi turning that proposed line 3; into

the new position 3A, without any change in its length ; hence

3^ is, in this case, the factum, and we may write the equation,

i X 3j = 3k.

Operating next on this factum 3A, regarded as a profaciend, by
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the profactor 2, which belongs to the class of tensors, we now do

7iot turn at all the line which we thus multiply, but we stretch it

so as to double its length, and change it to the line 6A; which

consequently is the required profactum, or transfactum, or final

product ; so that we have the equations,

2i x3J=2xix 3j = 2x3k = 6k.

In like manner we should find that

3j x2i = 3 xj x2i=3x{- 2k) = - 6A
;

-2ix3j=-2xix3j=-2x3k = - 6A, &c.

;

and generally we see that (as in algebra),

ai X bK = ab X ik,

if a and bbe any two tensors, or scalars, while i and k are any two

rectangular vector units. We have then this Theorem, as a neces-

sary and important consequence of the principles of the present

System of Symbolical Geometry: the product ©/"any two rect-

angular LINES is a THIRD LINE perpendicular to both ; its

LENGTH being the product of their lengths (or bearing to the unit

of length the same ratio which the rectangle under the factors

bears to the unit of area); and the rotation round the multi-

plier line, from the multiplicand line to the product line, being

POSITIVE (that is, as we continue to suppose, right-handed).

But we see, at the same time, that this product line assumes ^e«e-

ra% one or other of two opposite directions, according as

the two rectangular factor lines are taken in one or in the other

order
; just as we found more particularly before, that the lines

(+A), represented by the two products i xj and^ x i, were oppo-

site ; so that we may now write, generally, the following equa-

tion OF perpendicularity :

ai3 = -i3a, ifi3j.a;

where _L is the usual sign for one line being at right angles to

another; and, in the symbols of the two products a^ and /3a,

the mark of multiplication is omitted.

83. It will now be easy to fix the signification which should

be attached to tlie product of a number multiplied by a line (see
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80, VI.), or of a vector into a scalar. Suppose that it is required,

for example, to multiply the scalar - 2 by the vector i; or to

find the value of the product e x - 2. For this purpose we may

assume any line perpendicular to e, suppose the line 2J, as a fa-

ciend ; o^QVdiie Jirst on this line by the factor- 2, which will give

the factum - 6/; operate next on this factum, or profaciend, -6/,

by the profactor ^, which will give the profactum -6A; and

finally inquire what one transfactor, operating on the assumed

faciend or transfaciend 3;', would conduct to this profactum, or

transfactum, namely, to the line - 6A : for this transfactor, so

found, will (by 49) be the sought product of profactor into factor.

In this way (since -2ix 3;' = - 6X;) we find, in this example, that

ix-2=-6^H-3; = -2e;

and generally we may conclude, by a process of the same sort,

that

axaxj3=axaxj3,

if a be any scalar, and j3 any line perpendicular to a ; whence we

infer (see 49) that

or that the product ofa scalar and a vector is independent ofthe

order of the factors. But we know how to interpret this pro-

duct as a line^ when the vector a is multiplied by the scalar a

(see art. 59) ; we are led, therefore, to interpret the product as

denoting the same line, when the scalar a is multiplied by the

vector a : and omitting the mark x, we may denote this product-

line indifferently by either of the two symbols aa or aa.

84. We have not yet fixed generally (see 80, VII.) the in-

terpretation which should be attached to the product of two

parallel lines, or to the square of a vector, in this system of sym-

bolical geometry. However we saw (in art. 75) that the squares

of the three vector-units i^j, k, and generally that the squares of

all quadrantal versors, such as (by art. 77) all vector-units are,

have negative unity for their common value. And if we wish to

determine generally the product of any tivo vectors, such as ia

and ix, which are parallel to one commofl line (the factors a and

X being here supposed to be scalars), and which may, therefore.
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be said to be themselves parallel lines^ even if they should hap-

pen to be situated as parts of one common and indefinite axis,

we have only to assume some perpendicular line such as j«/ for

thefaciend; to deduce hence the factum, namely, ixxjy = xykj

by the rule in art. 82 ; and then (by the same rule in 82), to

calculate an expression for the profactum, namely,

ia X xyk = axy xik^- axyj = -ax xjy ;

for thus we find that the transfactor is - a.r, or that the product

required is

ia X ix=^ - ax.

In general this mode of proceeding shews that theproduct o/any

TWO PARALLEL VECTORS is (in the present theory) a scalar
;

namely, the number which expresses the product of the

LENGTHS of the two fuctor lines, this number being taken nega-

tively or positively, according as those two parallelfactor-

lines AGREE or differ in direction.

85. For example, the square q/*EVERY vector is a nega-

tive scalar, of which the positive opposite expresses the square

of the length of the vector ; thus

ix xix = - XX

:

or using the exponent 2, we have the equation

{ixy = - X-.

If this result appear at all surprising, it is to be remembered, on

the one hand, that we had already (by 75) the values

and it may be remarked, on the other hand, that the general rule

recently deduced (in 84) for the multiplication of parallel lines,

gives the following equation of parallelism :

ai3 = + /3a, ifi3||a;

where
j]

is used as the known sign of parallelism, and lines are

still regarded as parallel to each other, if they be parallel to one

common line; and that this last equation not only agrees (so far
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a3 it goes) with ordinary algebra, but also contrasts, in a strik-

ing and (as it will be found) useful way, with the lately deduced

equation of perpendicularity (namely, a/3 =-/3a, in art. 82). It

may be added that there appears to be something convenient, and

even natural, in the (symbolical) distinction thus sharply drawn

in the Calculus of Quaternions, between the two (mentally dis-

tinct) conceptions of line and number; eWiT-y VECTOR, or directed

right line in tridimensional space, having (as above shewn) a

NEGATIVE square; while eferj/ SCALAR, whether it he itself Q.

positive or a negative number, has, on the contrary, in this sys-

tem as in algebra, a positive square. But whatever may be

thought, at this stage, of the convenience or advantage of this

distinction, it may be already clearly seen, that the distinction

itself is a necessary part of the present Theory, indispensable to

its self-coherence, and required by its internal unity. To reject

this result, while other essential elements of the system were re-

tained, would be equivalent to the absurdity of asserting, that

two quadrantal and similarly directed rotations, in one common

plane, did not invert the direction of the revolving line; or that

two quadrants did not make one semicircle.

86. By a slight extension of the recent use of an exponent, it

is easy to give a clear and definite signification to such symbols

as i^,jl, kh, &C-, and to shew that these symbols also may repre-

sent versors, a' though not quadrantal versors. The symbol t^

has been already seen to represent an inversor, namely, - or - 1

(see articles 75, 85), because it represents an operator or factor

which produces two «ew^-inversion8 in one plane. In like man-

ner, the symbol j'i may now naturally represent an operator

which produces, in the plane perpendicular tot, the third part

ofa semi-inversion, or the third part of a quadrantal rotation.

This operator would, therefore, cause a telescope, in the plane

of the prime vertical, to advance through thirty degrees in a

right-handed rotation round a southward a.\is; or in fig. 15, it

would have the effect of making the hour-hand advance from IX.

to X., or generally from one hour to the next, on a dial-plate

facing the south. Again, the operator j\ is another versor, which

would cause the minute-hand, in fig. 16, to advance through

eight-fifths of a quadrant, or would push this hand forward by
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an interval, upon this westward dial, corresponding to twenty-

four minutes of time. Considered as operating on a transit teles-

cope, this versor would not merely elevate that telescope from a

horizontal and northward to a vertical and upward direction, as

supposed in art. 68, but would carry the same telescope still ^ar-

ther^ in the same direction of rotation, through three-Jiflhs of

OMoMer quadrant, till it should come to have a zenith distance of

54°, or an altitude of 36° above the south point of the horizon;

or in other words till it were brought into a position for observing

the transit of an equatoreal star over the meridian, if the north-

ern colatitude of the place of observation were 36° : or (in fig.

17, art. 87) from the position on to the position oq. And finally,

the versor B would cause the telescope of a theodolite to advance

through half a quadrant, that is, through 45° of azimuth ; or

would push on through an hour and a half (that is, through the

half of three hours) the hour-hand of a watch which should be

laid with its face upward on a table. In general, if t denote any

vector-unit, and if ^ be any scalar exponent, the symbol t' de-

notes, on this plan, a versor, which would cause any right line,

in a plane perpendicular to t, to revolve in that plane through t

quadrants, or through an arc = ^ x 90° ; right-handedly round «, if

the positive, but left-handedly, if ^ be negative. Thus every such

POWER, oi every unit-vector, comes with us to be interpreted

as a VERSOR (not generally quadrantal) ; and reciprocally ey^rw

versor may be regarded as such a power : the base of this power

being the unit-line in the direction of the axis of the versor; and

the scalar exponent expressing the ratio which the angle (or

amplitude) of the same versor bears to a quadrant; while this

scalar is positive or negative, according as that roiation round

the axis, in a plane perpendicular thereto (in producing which

rotation round this axis and through this angle, the versor h con-

ceived to be the agent), is directed towards the right hand, or

towards the leji. We know then how to interpret the symbol

i'k, if t be thus an unit-line, and »ca vector perpendicular thereto;

namely, as denoting a third line A, which is likewise perpendi-

cular to t, and has the same length as k, but is inclined thereto,

at a determined side thereof, by an angle = t x 90°.

87. Proceeding to the consideration (see 80, VIII.) oi the

G 2
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multiplication of one line by another, which is neither parallel

nor perpendicular thereto, let us at first suppose, for simplicity,

that each factor is a vector-unit ; let one of them be imagined to

have a vertically upward direction, so that it may be denoted (as

before) by the letter k; let the other be supposed to be directed

to the north pole in a northern latitude of 54°; let this latter

unit-line be denoted, for the present, by/),- and to fix the order

of the factors, let this line/) be taken for the multiplier, while

the other unit-line k shall be regarded as the multiplicand. We
are, therefore, to seek the value (or the interpretation) of the pro-

duct p X k, or pk, by the principle (see art. 49) that pk =pka -^ a ;

or that

pk^^y-r-a, if/3 = ^a, y = p(5,

where a (5 y are three lines, or rays, which it remains to assume

so as to satisfy these last equations. Now, because j3 = Aa, we

know (compare articles 70, 71) that a and j3 must be two hori-

zontal and equally long lines, of which j3 is more advanced by a

quadrant in azimuth than a; and because y=p^, we know that

|3 and y are two equally long lines in the plane of the equator

(perpendicular to the polar axis p), and such that y is more ad-

vanced by a quadrant towards the right hand, or in the order of

the diurnal rotation of the heavens, than /3, or has an hour-angle

greater by an amount which answers to six hours of such rota-

tion. We must, therefore, on the present /;/aw of construction,

conceive /3 to be directed towards either the east or the west

point of the horizon, and may suppose its direction to be to the

east ;'Jor (compare art. 71), an inversion of j3 would only invert

both'of the two other lines a and-y at once, and would, therefore,

not affect their quotient : we may also assume that the common
length of these three lines is unity. Making then (5--J, we

find that a = -i, or that the line a is directed towards the north ;

we find also that the line y is directed towards the culminating

point Q of the equator, or that it has the position OQ lately con-

sidered (in art. 86), [which was seen to be derived from a north-

ward line ON, by operating with the versor, or graphic /actor, de-

noted by the power jl. Thus, in the present question, the required

product is known, for we find the equations,
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y=jU VS^, pk =ji.

Fig. 17.

The product px k\s, therefore, a versoty of which the unit-axis

is the westward line^, while its angle^ or amplitude, is = f x 90°

= 144° ; that is to say, the sup-

plement (to two right angles)

of the angle of 36°, which has

been supposed to be the north-

ern co-latitude Qos of the place

of observation, or the north po-

lar distance poz of the zenith
;

while the rotation (of 36°),^ow jji

the multiplier p to the multi-

plicand A, is right-handed^ round the (westward) axis of the pro-

duct. All this may be illustrated by the annexed diagram (Fig.

17), to which reference has already been made.

88. It is easy now to see that this mode of constructing the

product of two unit-lines may be applied to all other cases of

such products; and that if the factor lines were different in their

lengths from unity, we should only (by 82) be obliged to combine

with the foregoing composition ofversions a certain composition

oftensionsy or to multiply the resulting versor by (or into) a

tensor, which would simply be the number that expressed the

product of the lengths of the two factor lines, or the area of the

rectangle under them. We have, therefore, this theorem, which

includes several of those already given: " The product kX, of any

TWO vectors k and X, is in general equal to the product of a

Tensor and a Versor ; whereof the tensor is the numerical pro-

duct be, if 6 and c be numbers expressing the lengths of the fac-

tor lines, or their ratios to an assumed unit of length ; while the

versor is the power t^"* of the vector-unit j, this unit-line i having

the direction of the axis of right-handed rotation ^rom the mul-

tiplier-line K to the multiplicand-line X ; and the supplement t,

of the exponent 2 - Ho the constant number 2, expressing the

ratio of the angle of this last rotation to a right angle." In short,

with the foregoing significations of the symbols, we shall have

the two following connected expressions

:

"^r k\ = bci
2-t.
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c
where - is, as usual, a symbol equivalent to c -r- b. In the ex-

ample of the foregoing article, the particular values of these sym-

bols were
;

i=j ; K=p; \ = k; b = c=l; t = 'j.

89. As another example, let ( = -_;', »c = ^, X=^, where /> shall

be supposed to retain its recent meaning ; so that we shall have

still b = c= 1 , and ^ = f . The general theorem of the last article,

gives now the expression,

kp={-j)\,

as the value of the product k into p, which differs only by the

order of its factors from that considered in art. 87, and represents

a versor whose angle is still = f x 90°, but whose axis is now

directed to the east, instead of being directed to the west point

of the horizon. In fact, if we had immediately sought to deter-

mine this new product kp as the value of kpa -r- a, we might have

conveniently taken for a the line which was lately y, or the position

of a telescope oq directed towards the culminating point q of the

equator; and then we should have found pa =y, and kpa = kj = -i,

so that the new product Ap, regarded as a transfactor (49), would

l>e seen to have the effect of turning the telescope from the position

just now mentioned, through 144°, right-handedly round an east-

ward axis, till it pointed horizontally towards the north. We see

in this example what the theorem of the preceding article proves

to be generally true, that the tico products (in this case pk and

kp) of atiy two unit-lines, taken in two opposite orders, are mu-

tually inverse or reciprocal as to their effects as versors, one un-

doing what the other does ; because their axes (of right-handed

rotation) are opposite, while their angles (of such rotation) are

equal. They might, therefore, be called, with respect to each

other (compare art. 44), by the names of Versor and ueversor.

They may also conveniently be said to be conjugate versors:

and I am accustomed to denote this relation between them, or

to form a symbol oi one such versor from the symbol of the

other, by prefixing the capital letter K, as the characteristic

ok conjugation : thus with the recent significations of k and p,

as certain unit-lines, 1 should write the equations,
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K.pk = kp; K.kp=pk.

And because it is the same thing, whether we turn a telescope

rjyi^handedly, round an east-ward axis, or /e/Jf-handedly round

a west-vidird axis, through any given angle, such as that of 144°,

we may, in the recent example, write an expression with a ne-

gative exponent, namely,

kp =j-|,

instead of that other expression which was lately given for this

product kp (near the beginning of the present article). The

powers jf and j-f, with one common unit-line^' for base, but with

opposite scalar exponents, are, therefore, conjugate versors ; the

former power being a value for p^ (by 87), and the latter being

a value for kp. Thus we are led to write,

K.JI=>-|; K.j-%=j%;

and generally for any unit-vector i as base, and any scalar t as

exponent, we have the formula,

More generally kX and \k may be said (by analogy) to be con-

jugate PRODUCTS, whether the lines denoted by k and X have

their lengths equal to unity, or different therefrom ; using then

still the same characteristic ofconjugation K, we may agree to

write, in this more general case,

K . kX = Xk ; K . Xk = kX.

90. Since every geometrical product, ofany one of the classes

hitherto considered, is also at the same time a certain geometrical

quotient, or is equal to the quotient of some one directed line

divided by another, according to the general notion of such divi-

sion, which has been given above ; and because it may thus be

used as a factor, or multiplier, to generate or produce the divi-

dend line of this quotient as a factum, or as a product, from the

divisor line as a faciend or multiplicand ; while every such act

offaction, or of multiplication, may be resolved into a metric

and a graphic clement, namely, into two factor acts oH tension
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and of version : we may already see that it must be useful to

possess signs, or marks, for expressing this general resolution of

any geometricalfactor into these two important elements, or for

denoting separately , in each particular case, on one general plan

of notation, the particular tensor, and the particular versor, by

whose multiplication among" themselves the proposed factor may

be conceived to have been produced. Accordingly I employ, with

this view, the two capital letters T and U, as characteristics

of the two OPERATIONS which I call taking the tensor, and

TAKING THE VERSOR respectively; that is to say, the operations

of obtaining, by a general mode of decomposition thus denoted,

from any proposed geometrical multiplier, q, or from any pro-

posed product or quotieJit of lines or numbers, regarded as such

a multiplier, the two separate factors, or factor-elements, Tq
and \Jq, whereof the former is a tensor, and the latter is a versor,

and which satisfy the two following general equations, or sym-

bolical IDENTITIES (in the present system of symbols) :

<7 = Tg' X U7
;
q=\]q^'lLq'.

implying that we may either first turn, and then stretch, or else,

at pleasure, ^r5^ stretch, and then turn a line.

And these two new characteristics, T and U (in conjunction

with K, and with a few others to be hereafter mentioned), are

among the main elements of that Calculus to which these Lec-

tures relate, so far as its notation is concerned. It will readily be

understood that if, instead of a single letter, such as q, we have

any more complex symbol, such as X -4- k, or k\, denoting the

subject of these two new operations, it may then become neces-

sary, for distinctness, io enclose this symbol in parentheses, or to

interpose a point between it and the prefixed characteristic T or

U. Thus the equations of art. 88 give

T(X^k) = ^; U(A--k) = <';

T.K-X = 6c; \J .K\ = i^-'.

In words we may agree to call Tq the tensor of q, and similarly

may say that \)q is the versor of q. And because a versor
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does not stretchy while a tensor does not turn^ we may write ge-

nerally,

the tensor-element of any versor, such as IT^-, being properly a

non-tensor, namely, unity, or the factor 1 (see art. 63) ; and the

versor-element of any tensor, such as 'Tq, being in like manner a

non-versor, namely, the positive si(jn+ [com^iXTe art. GO). On

the other hand, we have also, with equal generality, the two for-

mulae :

T.Tq=Tq; \J.\Jq=\Jq\

because the tensor-element of a tensor is simply that tensor itself;

while, in like manner, a versor is its own versor-element.

91. The factor T^r is always a number, commensurable or in-

commensurable with unity (see art. 63) ; and the other factor \Jq

admits (by 86) of being expressed under the form of a pouer

such as t', where the exponent t is another manber, positive or

negative, and the base i is an unit-line with some determined di-

rection in space. Now, for the complete numerical expression

or determination of this direction, two other numbtrs are, in ge-

geral, required ; for if we conceive the line t to be (at some given

moment of sidereal time, and some given place of observation) a

telescope pointed to a star, then in order to express numerically

the position or direction of tiiis telescope, and thereby to distin-

guish this from other directions, we must know some 'J wo astro-

nomical coordinates of the star, such as its right-ascension and

declination, or its longitude and latitude, which would suffice to

identify the star on a globe or chart, or to fix its place in a cata-

logue. We see, then, that the power t', or the versor \]q, de-

pends upon, and implicitly involves three numerical ele-

ments, the knowledge oi all of which is generally necessary for

its complete numerical identification. In fact to know completely

WHICH VERSOR amomj all possible vcrsors is denoted in any

particular investigation by such a synil)ol as \Sq, we ought to

know through what angle the corresponding version is per-

formed, and round what axis of right-handed rotation ; but in

order to adjust this axis properly, or to set a telescope in its di-
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rection, two motions, measured by two other angles, would

in general be required to be performed. The perfect knowledge

of any one Versor, such as U^', includes, therefore, generally, the

knowledge of the values of three angles, expressed, or at least

expressible, by a system of three numbers. And because the

Tensor T^' is itself another number, we find, upon the whole,

that the geometrical factor, or quotient, or product, which

has been above denoted by q, and which has been seen to be

equal to the product of its own tensor Tq, and of its own versor

\]q, is generally a Quaternion : in the sense that it is found by

this (and by every other) mode of analysis, or of decomposition,

to depend upon, and conversely to include within itself, a System

OF Four Numbers.

92. This conclusion is so important (we might almost say so

fundamental), with reference to the subject of the present Lec-

tures, that it may be worth while to confirm it by at least one

other mode of illustration, or of derivation, here; although we shall

meet afterwards with other confirmations and illustrations of the

same conclusion.

We have lately been considering what has been above de-

noted by the symbol q, in a synthetic, rather than in an analytic

point of view. We have (upon the whole), in the two last ar-

ticles, regarded this 5' as a factor, rather than as a quotient

;

although this latter view oi q has also, in those articles, been

mentioned or alluded to. While decomposing this geometrical

multiplier q, as such a factor, into its own two component idiCton

of the tensor and versor classes, denoted respectively by the sym-

bols Tq and \Jq, we have thought oi q itself rather as operating

on a faciend ray a io produce a factum j3, then as he\r\^found hy

our comparing the latter ray /3, as a dividend, with the former

ray a, as a divisor. In short, we have recently been studying the

composition of q, as an agent, rather than as a relation ; or

as satisfying the equation,

rather than as determined by the inverse equation,

^ = /3 -^ a.
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which is, indeed, intrinsically, the same, but presents itself un-

der a differentform. But we propose to vary our modes of illus-

tration of the subject by taking now, for a while, in preference,

this latter view. Instead of studying the (synthetic) operation

denoted by the symbol ^ x a, we shall aim now to study, unfold,

represent, construct, and picture, as clearly but also as briefly

as the subject may allow, the converse (analytic) conception of

what has already been denoted by the symbol /3 -^ a ;
and was

spoken of (perhaps inelegantly) at an early stage of the foregoing

Lecture (see art. 40), as being a certain mexrographic rela-

tion of the ray /3, to the ray a: involving partly, as was there

remarked, a (metric) relation of length to length, and partly also

a (graphic) relation of direction to direction. Fixing, then, our at-

tention, for the present, on this metrographic relation, or on this

quotient of two rays, we are now to seek for some simple construc-

tion, diagram, or Jigure, which may represent or picture this con-

ception, and may thereby be analogous to the construction or

representation given in the first Lecture, for the corresponding

conception of the difference of two points.

93. Resuming, then, the expression of art. 40 for q, namely,

where a and j3 denote two rays or directed right lines in space

;

and comparing it with the expression of art. 18, for a rectilinear

step or vector a, namely

a = B - A,

where a and b denote two points, namely, the beginning and end

of the step ; we see that as this vector a, regarded as a geome-

trical DIFFERENCE, B - A, has been already constructed (in fig.

2 of art. 8, or in fig. 6 of art. 53) by a straight line ab, with a

straight arrow attached, so the factor q, when regarded as a

GEOMETRICAL QUOTIENT, j3 -4- a, may naturally be pictured by a

PAIR OF RAYS, or of right lines diverging from ari origin or com-

mon point, with a curved arrow inserted between them: as has

indeed been done in fig. 7 (of same art. 53), where the angle adb

(for example), between the two rays da and db, or a and /3, being

one of three angles (adb, bdc, adc) at the vertex d of thetrian-
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gular pyramid abcd, has a curved arrow thus drawn within it,

while the word Factor is written above this arrow, and the letter

q below; the arrow being directedyrow the faciend, da or a, to

the factum^ db or ^. Ps. figure constructed in this manner, such

as the figure adb just mentioned, may be called a Bihadial : it

differs from the ordinary plane triangle adb, by not expressly in-

volving, in its conception or description, the third or closing side

ab ; and it ditfers also from the ordinary plane angle adb, by its

essentially involving the conception of the relative length, and

indeed by its depending also on the order and pla7ie of the two

lines or rays, da and db, which enclose it. It might, therefore,

be otherwise called an unclosed triangle ; or an angle withjinite

legs: but the recent name hiradial appears to be more convenient

and expressive than either. The point d, from which the two

rays diverge, may be said to be the vertex of this biradial ; the

divisor line (or faciend) da may be called the initial ray ; and

the dividend line (or factum) db may be called, on the same plan,

the FINAL RAY of the same biradial figure adb. A biradial has,

in general, a shape, or species, depending on the ratio which

the length of the final ray bears to the length of the initial, and

also on the ancjle at which the final is inclined to the initial ray;

this shape of the biradial determining thus the shape or species of
the triangle, which is formed by closing thefigure, or by drawing

a straight line from the end of the initial to the end of the final

ray: and two biradials which have, in this sense, i\\e some shape,

by their ratios and angles being equal, may be said to be similar

biradials. a biradial has also a plane and an aspect, depend-

ing on the star or region of infinite space, towards which its plane

may be conceived to face; this region being distinguished from

that other which is diametrically opposite thereto, by the direc-

tion of the curved arrow in the figure, or by the condition that

if the biradial were looked at by a beholder situated in the proper

(or positive) region, the rotation indicated by that arrow, from

the initial to the final ray, would appear to be right-handed, like

the motion of the hands of a watch ; whereas, if viewed from the

opposite (or relatively negative) region, this rotation would seem

to be /e/i-handed, or contrary to the motion of a watch-hand.

When two biradials have, in the sense just now explained, the
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same aspect, their planes both facing at the same monoent the

same star, they may be said to be condirectional biradials.

When, on the other hand, they face in exactly contrary ways,

and, therefore, have opposite aspects, they may be called con-

TRADiRECTioNAL, or sometimes simply opposite biradials.

Both these two latter classes may be included under the common

name of unidirectional or (somewhat more shortly) parallel

BIRADIALS, so that the planes of any two parallel biradials are

either coincident or parallel. And finally, when two biradials are

at once similar and condirectional, we shall say that they are

Equivalent Biradials.

94. For example, if abc (in fig. 18) be an equilateral tri-

angle, and if D, e, f be respectively the points of bisection of

the sides opposite to the corners

A, B, c,then the six biradials, dba,

ECB, fac, and fbc, dca, eab, are

all similar to each other, the angle

in each being = 60°, and the final

ray in each being twice as long as

the initial, ba = 2bd, &c. But

while the aspect of each of the

three first of these six biradials

is upward, if the figure be laid

upon a table, because when we

look, for instance, at the biradial

DBA in the figure 18 so laid, the rotation from bd to ba resembles

the motion of the hands of a watch, yet the aspect of each of the

three last of the same six biradials is downward, since we should

be obliged to look from below the table, or from below a horizon-

tal sheet of paper on which the same figure might be traced, in

order to see (for example), in the biradial fbc, the rotation from

BF to Bc resemble the motion of those hands, to which motion

this last mentioned rotation appears contrary, when we look on

the figure from above. Thus the three first of these six biradials

are co?i-directional, if they be compared with each other, and so

likewise are the three last of them, if they too be compared among
themselves: consequently the three former biradials, namely, dba,
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ECB, FAC, are here equivalent biradials ; and the three latter bira-

dials, namely, fbc, dca, eab, are, in like manner, mutually equi-

valent. But the conditions of equivalence are not satisfied when

we compare any one of the first set with any one of the second

set of these biradials, because we then find an opposition in the

characters of the rotation as right-handed and left-handed in one

plane ; and the two biradials thus compared, for example, dba

and FBC, as the arrows in the diagram indicate, are now contra-

directional biradials, and consequently are not equivalent.

As additional illustrations of these conceptions and expres-

sions, it may be noted that if, in the same figure 18, we let fall

from E two perpendiculars, eh and ek, on af and cf, the new

biradial hae is equivalent to the removed biradial kec, to the en-

larged biradial fac, and to the revolved biradial dba ; the aspect

of each being upward, while the angle of each is sixty degrees,

and the ratio of the final to the initial ray in each is that of two

to one.

95. The very object and purpose of introducing such bira-

dial figures as the above, being to make each of them serve as a

representation of what we have already several times spoken of

as a geometrical quotient, namely, the quotient of a final ray /3

divided by an initial ray a, it is clear that we ought now to con-

sider and determine what degree o/ variety mdiy he allowed in the

construction of the particular biradial which is to represent any

proposed ov particular quotient )3 -^ a, or a quotient equal thereto.

For until we shall have thus settled the changes that a biradial

figure may undergo, without ceasing to represent the same quotient

or equal quotients, we shall not be prepared to decide, by the con-

sideration of this mode of representation, in how many distinct

ways a biradial m.ay be changed, so as to make it represent new

and unequal quotients, or new and varied relations of the metro-

graphic kind, of one ray to another. And the number of distinct

ways of varying this last sort of relation must be investigated in

order to confirm (as we proposed at the commencement of art. 92),

or else to correct (if correction shall be found to be necessary),

that conclusion of article 91, in virtue of which we have been led

to regard such a quotient, or such a relation, or at least the geo-

metrical factor which synthetically corresponds thereto, as in
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general depending essentially or\four distinct numerical elements^

and as being, in that sense, a Quaternion. In short, we are

led to seek now to determine the conditions of equality oftwo

quotients, or the degree of restriction innposed on the four rays

a j3 7 ^, or on any one or more of them, and also the degree of

liberty allowed to them, when an equation such as

S-^-y = /3 -^ a

is given ; in order that we may afterwards enumerate the modes

OF inequality of any two such quotients, or the ways in which

one quotient, S -f- 7, may rf(/f<'r from another quotient, /3-r- a: and

in this determination and enumeration, it is a part of our present

plan that we should assist ourselves by the conception and con-

struction of those biradial figures, of which the nature has been

already explained.

96. As preliminary and analogous, but easier and less complex

investigations, we may here inquire, first, what are the conditions

ofequality oftivo geometrical differences ofpoints ; and secondly,

how many are the distinct modes of inequality, which may subsist

between one such difference and another? And because these

differences of points have been already represented ox constructed

by straight lines, or vectors, we may now propose also two other,

but closely connected questions respecting such lines, which shall

bear a still more strict analogy than the questions just now men-

tioned, to those inquiries respecting biradials that were suggested

in the foregoing article : namely, 1. How may we change a line,

or vector, such as that above denoted by the symbol a, without

its ceasing to represent a given or particular difference, such as

B - a; or at least some difference of the same general kind, such

as D - c, which shall be equal to the given difference b - a ? and

II. How many distinct modes ofchange ofa line, or vector, cor-

respond to real (and not merely apparent) alterations, in such

a geometrical difference of points ; so that the varied lines shall

represent unequal differences, or varied relations between points

in space, belonging to what we have already called the ordinal

class? These questions might indeed have been proposed and

resolved, so early as in the first oi ihe^e Lectures on Quater-

nions, if it had not seemed convenient to reserve them for the
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present portion of the Course, at which their signification and

importance may be more fully felt than it might then have been.

For we may now see, that by their leading to the determination

of the NUMBER (namely three) of distinct numerical elements^

which are involved in the conception of an ordinal relation be-

tiveen two points, when that conception is closely enough con-

sidered, and unfolded fully enough, they are adapted to assist us

to determine also the number {nsLmeXy four) of those other dis-

tinct numerical elements, which enter into, or are essentially

included in, the conception of a cardinal relation between two

rays, when the notion of this cardinal relation is likewise suffi-

ciently developed. By confirming in a new way the conclusion

of art. 17, that a Vector is a natural Triplet, they may pre-

pare for confirming also the conclusion, more lately proposed for

discussion, that a Biradial represents a Quaternion.

97. Of the problems (if they may be so called), which were

proposed in the foregoing article, the first related to the determi-

nation of the conditions ofequality of two geometrical differences

of points, such as b - a and d - c. In other words, we were to

determine the degree of restriction imposed on any one or more

of the four points a B c D, and also the degree of liberty allowed

them, when the equation

D - c = B - A

is given. It resulted, however, from what was remarked in the

same article, that this problem admits also of being proposed

under the following other but connected form : To assign the

various modes ofchanging one liiie, a, into another line, b, so

that these two different lines, a and b, may represent equal dif-

ferences of points ; or may satisfy the two equations,

a= B - A, b = D- c,

when the difference o - c is still supposed to be equal to b - a
;

or when the ordinal relation in space, of the point d to the point

c, is the SAME relation with that of the point b to the point a :

although the two points themselves of the one pair have not (in

general) the same positions as the points of the other pair. Now
a little consideration suffices to shew, that this sameness ofordi-
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nal relations between two pairs of points, ab and CD, which is

denoted as above by the equation d - c = b - a, may and ought

to be considered as holding good, when the four points taken in

the order a b d c, are, in this order, the four successive corners

of a parallelogram, as in the diagram annexed (figure 19). For

when the four points are so arranged, then whatever is the dw-

fance of B from a will pig. 19.

also be (in length, 7 "-

.

magnitude, or quan-

tity) the distance of

D fromc; and what-

ever is the direction

of the one distance,

will also be the di-

rection of the other.

But if, after once

constructing such a parallelogram, a e d c, we were to alter any

one alone of its four corners, for example, the corner d, we should

thereby violate at least one, if not both, of the two foregoing

conditions for the identity of the two ordinal relations, of d

to c, and of b to a. If, for instance, we prolonged cd to e,

the point e would be more distant from c than b is from a ; it

would not therefore have, in a sense so full as that which we are

entitled to demand that it should have, the same ordinal rela-

tion to c as that which b has to a ; and therefore the equation

e-c=b-a would wo< hold good, in the sense of expressing a

complete agreement between two ordinal relations. Again, if,

with c for centre, we were to describe, in the plane of abc, an

arc of a circle from d to f, and then to join cf, this joining line

would indeed be as long as cd or as ab, but its direction would

be different ; including then, as we do, the conception oi direc^

tion ofdistance, in the conception of the ordinal relation of one

point to another, we cannot say that the new point f is ordinally

related to c as b is to a ; and must not assert the equation f - c

= b - A. Still less should we be permitted to assert the equation

G -c = B - A, if the point g were obtained by prolonging cf, or

by causing ce to revolve round c ; for now both the length and

direction of the line cg would differ from those of the line ab,

H
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and, therefore, in both of these two respects, the ordinal relation

of G to c would be different from the ordinal relation of b to a.

And a point h, if assumed out of the plane of the parallelogram

(and consequently out of the plane of the figure), might be re-

garded as being, if possible, still more unfit to be substituted for

D in the equation d - c = b - a ; because the directional relation

of this point h to c would be still more unlike to that of b to a ;

or at least would be unlike in another and in a somewhat less ele-

mentary way, since the passage from the direction of cd to that

of CH would be made by a rotation which was not even contained

in the given plane of abc. If, then, the three points abc be not

all situated upon one common right line, we can always find one

definitepoint d, and only one ^ which shall (in thefull sense above

considered) be ordinally related to c as b is to a, or which shall

satisfy the above written equation between differences,

D - c = b - A ;

namely, the corner opposite to a, in the parallelogram ofwhich

two adjacent sides are the lines ab and ac. And the only other

case in which, with the foregoing general view of an ordinal re-

lation of point to point in space, the required sameness of rela-

tions can ever exist, or in which the lately written equation can

be satisfied by any two distinct pairs of points ab and cd, is when

these^Mr points are on one common right line ; d being also as

far removed from c upon that line, as b is from a, and towards

the same (infinitely distant) parts ofspace ^ but not in the oppo-

site direction, as is represented in the subjoined diagram

:

Fig. 20.

A B C D
> b

a -- r . • • : " •

In this remaining case, then, also (which case may indeed be re-

garded as a limit of the more general case of the parallelogram,

the altitude thereof being conceived to diminish indefinitely in

passing from the one figure to the other), the position of the

fourth point d is entirely fixed, when it is obliged to satisfy

the equation already several times written, and when the other

three points abc have given or fixed positions. The geometrical
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SIGNIFICATION of this equation, at least as thus interpreted, is,

therefore, itself perfectly determinate : for it suffices to fix the

position of d, and, in like manner to determine the position of any

one of thefour points a, b, c, d, when the positions of the three

other points are known. It is evident, from inspection of the two

last figures, that this equation,

D - c = B - A,

interpreted as above, gives, as a necessary consequence of its sig-

nification, the inverse equation,

C - D = A-B ;

and also the alternate equation,

D- B = c - A.

98. Such being the restriction imposed on the four points by

the lately written equation, in virtue of which no one of those four

points, taken separately, can vary its position in space, we see, at

the same time, as regards the liberty allowed them, that any tico

of the same four points may vary their positions together^ and even

that they may do this in indefinitely many ways, though all in-

cluded in one common class. For while the two first of the four

points remain ^a:crf at a and b, the third point may be removed

from its original position c to any other position e, provided that

ihe fourth point is, at the same time, removed to a certain corres-

ponding position F, as in the annexed figure 21

.

And it is clear that the condition or law of this b
correspondence, or connexion, between the two

new and variable points, e and f, which are i

thus substituted for the two old and fixed points, a

c and D, is that the ordinal relation f - e of the I'

two points of the new pair ef, should be the

same with the ordinal relation d - c of the two K
points of the old pair cd, or that the equation

F- E = D-

c

should be satisfied. For then, as in ordinary algebra, the two

equations,

F-E=D-C, D-C = B -a,

H 2

Fig. 21.
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will conduct to the required equation,

F -E = B - A

;

because two ordinal relations, which coincide each with the same

third ordinal relation, as here with d - c, must also coincide with

each other. In fact, it is proved in Euclid's Elements (Book xi.

Prop. 9), that if two straight lines, as liere ab and ef, be both

parallel to any third straight line, as here CD, then, although

they be not contained in any one common plane with that third

line, they will be parallel to each other ; the three lines (if

equally long) being edgesof a triangular prism. We may enunciate

otherwise this principle of the elimination of an ordinal rela-

tion D-c between two equations into which it enters as above,

by saying that "if any two vectors (as a and c in fig. 21) be equal

to the same third vector (as in that figure to b), they are also equal

to eacli other;'' at least if we now adopt, as the considerations of

the preceding article lead us to do, the conclusion, or the dejini-

iion, that two vectors are equal (as representing equal differ-

ences of points), when, and only when, they are opposite (but

similarly and not oppositely directed) sides ofa parallelogram

,

or else are equally long and similarly directed portions of one

common indefinite right line (the latter case being a limit of the

former). Indeed this use oi i\\e parallelogram to construct the

relation o^ equality between directed lines, is one of those elements

of the present theory which it shares with several others. We
may also say that a line, a, may be changed to another line b, as

in figures 19, 20, 21, without ceasing to represent the same ordi-

nal relation, or the same difi'erence of points as before, or at least

an e^j/a/ difference, if it be merely made to move, or to change its

situation in space, without change of length or of direction : and

thus another of the questions lately proposed is simply and fully

answered. In fact, we may be considered to have already adopted,

at least tacitly, this view oi equal vectors, when, in the foregoing-

Lecture, we abstracted from the situation ofa line, or treated

that situation as unimportant, while comparing length with

length, and direction with direction.

99. An easy consequence or two of this conception of equa-

lity of vectors may be conveniently here mentioned. Thus hav-
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ing once established (with the signification already explained)

the equation d - c = b - a, we may naturally be led, by the known

analogies of algebraical notation, to write also (under the same

conditions of relative position of the four points compared) this

otherform of the same equation,

D= (b - a) + c
;

or even this slightly simpler form (omitting the parentheses),

D =B - A + c.

And then, returning from notations to conceptions, from signs

to thoughts, from symbolical expressions to geometrical inter-

pretations, we may regard ourselves as having thus been led to

enlarge that notion of the addition of a line to a point, which

was proposed in the first of these Lectures. For whereas we

there employed only the identity B = B - a + a, or considered only

that primary case of addition of a vector b - a to a vehend a, in

which this '' punctum. vehendum" k, wa% already gicen as \\\q ini-

tial point of that " linea vector " b - a, which was to be ajtplied

or (in the language of these Lectures) added to it ; and regarded

ourselves as thus obtaining \\\q fnal point b of the proposed line,

as (what we called) the sum, or as the geometrical result of this

conceived addition : we now, on the contrary, employ the equa-

tion above written, namely, d = b - a + c, and thereby enlarge

our view, so as to include the more general case, where the pro-

posed line b-a does not already begin at the proposed point c, to

which it is to be added or applied, but is made to move, without

change of length or of direction, until, irj its new and altered

situation, denoted by d - c, it comes to begin there ; the point d,

in which it thus comes to end, being now the result of this pro-

cess, or the geometrical sum required. From the remark made

at the end of article 97, it is clear that with this notation, thus

interpreted, we shall have also, by alternation, for the same sup-

posed arrangement of the points, this other connected equation,

D = c - a + B

;

and, therefore, that for any three points of space, a b c, we may

write (as in algebra) the identity.
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C-A + B = B-A + C,

each member being a symbol for one common fourth point d.

100. The same conception of equal vectors conducts also to

several useful results respecting the addition of directed lines.

Thus, in connexion with fig. 21, we may write

D - A = (d - c) + (c - a) = (b - a) + (c - a)
;

and again, by the last formula of art. 97, or by the principle of

alternation of an equation between differences of points, we have

D - A =:= (d - b) + (b - a) = (c - a) -I- (b - a);

the sum^ therefore, of two directed and coinitial lines, such as

the vectors b - a and c - a, is the intermediate and coinitial

diagonal^ d - a, of the parallelogram abdc, described with those

two lines as sides ; as, in several other modern systems (resem-

bling so far the present theory), it has been inferred or defined to

be. And we see that this sum oftwo vectors is independent of

the order of the summands^ so that we may write, generally, as

in algebra,

and may say that the Addition of Vectors is always a commuta-

tive operation. It is also an associative operation ; that is to

say, we may write, generally,

(y + /3) + a = 7 + O + a).

For if we make, in connexion with the same figure 21,

a=a=B-A=D-c=F-E;
/3=C-A = D-B; 'y = E-C = F-D;

we shall then have the two partial sums^

/3 + a=D-A;7 + j3 = E-A = F-B;

and the total sum of the three successive vectors a jd y, whether

they be associated (or grouped) in one way, by adding y to j3 + a,

or in another way by adding -y +)3 to a, is still, in each case, the

same Jinal vector i f-a; since
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7 t {(i + a) = (v - d) + (d - a) = F - A,

and

(7 + /3) + a = (f - li) + (b - a) = F - A.

We may therefore 07nit the parentheses, and write simply, here,

the equation

7 + /3+«=F-A.

Or if we attend only to the gauche quadrilateral acef, with

/3, 7, a for three of its successive sides, and with ae for one

diagonal, and cf (not marked in fig. 21) for the other, we shall

have

7 + /3=E-A, a + 7 = F-c;

and therefore, without introducing the points b and d,

a + (7 + /3) = (f - e) + (e - a) = F - A
;

(a + 7) + /3 = (f - c) + (c - a) = F - A
;

so that the associative principle of addition is again seen to hold

good, and we may write

(a + 7) + /3 = a + (7 + /3) = a + 7 t- /3.

We see, at the same time, that

a + 7 + /3 = 7-l/3 + a,

the common value of these two sums being the vector f- a; and

generally it is clear, from considerations such as the above, that

in the addition of any number of directed lines in space, those

summand lines may be in any manner grouped and transposed^

without altering thefinal result, provided that no one of the given

lines is changed in length or in direction ; and also that this sum

ofany set ofvectors is simply that one resultant vector which

represents or is the instrument of a vection or motion in space,

equivalent, as to its total orfinal effect, to all the proposed com-

ponent or partial motions, simultaneously or successively per-

formed. In short, the addition of vectors still answers to the

composition ofvections.

101. We have now completely resolved i\\e first problem of

article 96, under the two aspects of the question which were

mentioned near the commencement of art. 97 ; the restriction.
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there spoken of, having since been pictured by a parallelogram^

and the liberty having been constructed by a prism. And there

can now be no difficulty in resolving also the second problem of

art. 96, with the help of the remarks which have been made in

art. 97, in connexion with figure 19. For, after constructing, as

in that figure, the parallelogram abdc, to represent (as above)

the equality

D - c = B - A,

we see, by the remarks just now referred to, that we shall {really)

change the value of one of the two equated vectors, or make it

(really and not merely in appearance) cease to be equal to the

other vector, if, by any one of three distinct sorts ofchanges of

the position of the sought point d (the three other points abc ve-

m^ining fixed), we either^r*^, lengthen (or shorten) the line cd,

as by removing o to e ; or, secondly, turn that line cd, in the

plane of abc, as by changing d to F ; or else, and thirdly, turn

that line cd out ofthe plane abc, into some other position, which

is not represented in the figure. Conversely these three distinct

and eletnentary modes, of change of the vector d - c, exhaust all

the possible varieties of real alteration of that vector. For what-

ever position in space may be denoted by the letter h, we may
always conceive that the point d comes to be removed to this

new position H, and that the vector cd is thereby changed to the

vector CH, or that the difference d - c is changed to h - c, by three

successive and component alterations of the kinds enumerated

above: namely, by first lengthening (or shortening) cd to ce;

then turning ce, in the plane abc, till it becomes cg (in fig. 19) ;

and finally causing cg to revolve, in a plane perpendicular to

the plane of the figure, till it takes the position ch. In fact we

could always, by an opposite rotation, in such a perpendicular

plane, bring ch to coincide with some such line as cg, in the

given plane of abc; then, in that plane, turn cg till it became,

like ce, a line in the same direction as cd; and finally shorten

(or lengthen) ce, till it became the line cd itself But each of

these three operations would make a real change in the vector on

which the operation was performed, since it would alter either

the direction (in one or other of two different ways), or else the
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length of that line; and to these three distinct tnodes ofchange

ofa vector d-c, we see that all others may be reduced. A

Vector, such as h-c, is therefore, in this sense, a Triplet,

since it depends upon three distinct elements, which admit of

being expressed numerically; namely one to tell us in what ratio

the length of CD has been changed, in order to make it become

CE (in the foregoing process) ; another^ to express, in degrees

or quadrants, &c., the angle ecg, through which the line ce has

been turned, in the given plane arc ; and finally a third number,

to record the magnitude of that other angle gch, through which

CG has been caused to revolve, in a new and perpendicular plane,

that it might take the position ch. In astronomical language,

if ABC be the plane of the horizon ; and if CD be a line whose

length is unity, directed towards the south, while c is some

known origin or post of observation ; then the vector ch (or the

position H of its extremity) will be entirely known, if we know,

first, hslength, or the number oflinear units, such as the length CD,

which are contained in what is often spoken of, and tabulated, as

the radius-vector of the point (or celestial body) ii ; secondly,

the azimuth^ egg, of that point or body ; and thirdly, the alti-

tude, GCH : but the knowledge of any tuo of these tJiree data

cannot, in general, dispense with knowing the third. All must

be known, if we would fully know what particular vector the

line CH is, or where in space the point or body h is situated
;

unless we should employ the aid of data of some other hind, which

would however always be found to furnish, when sufficiently

discussed, a triplk variety, and one not more than triple, as

answering, in fact, to the tridimensional character of space.

Indeed we have of late been merely reproducing, under a some-

what different aspect, and in a somewhat greater detail, con-

siderations which were briefly stated, or suggested, in article 17

of the first of these Lectures on Quaternions ; and there can now

be no difficulty in distinctly seeing that (as was stated by antici-

pation in that earlier article) any vector whatever may be re-

presented by the trinomial form,

p = ix \jy + kz ;

where ijk retain their significations as unit lines, while the scalars

X y z are simply Cartesian co-ordinates.
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102. Resuming now the consideration of the questions pro-

posed in art. 95, it is easy to see that equal quotients are

represented by equivalent biradials ; and conversely, that

whatever change of a ray disturbs the latter equivalence, dis-

turbs also the former equality ; whereas, so long as the equiva-

lence of the biradials remains, an equation between the quotients

holds good. Thus, for example, in fig. 18, art. 94, the five bira-

dials HAE, KEC, FAC, DBA, ECB, have been seen to be all mu-

tually equivalent, in the sense defined in art. 93; and accordingly,

if the final ray of any one of these five biradials be divided by the

initial ray, as for instance ae by ah, or e-a by h-a, the quo-

tient is, for each of these five divisions, expressed by one common
symbol, namely by 2A^, if the figure be conceived to be laid

upon a table, and looked at from above. That is to say, we

have the five following formulae, to be interpreted on the plan of

art. 86, in connexion with figure 18

:

(e - a) -r- (H - a) = 2k^

;

(c-e) -^ (k - e) = 2)^5

;

(c - a) -^ (f - a) = 2k^
;

(a - b) -^ (d - b) = 2;^^

;

(b-c) -h (E -c) = 2Ai

And again, whereas the three other biradials fbc, dca, eab,

were seen (in art. 94) to be indeed similar to the five biradials

just now mentioned, but not equivalent to them, because the di-

rection of the rotation from one ray to another is reversed, or

because the aspects are opposite ; while yet the three biradials

last named are at least equivalent to each other: we have ac-

cordingly, for them, these three other formulae, in which the sign

alone of the exponent f is changed from what it was in the five

formulae last written :

(c-b) -^ (f-b) = 2A"^;

(a-c) -f-(D-c) = 2^'^;

(b-a) -^(E-A) = 2A"i

103. The same conception of equality of quotients may bo

illustrated by the following simpler figure (fig. 22) ; in which

aob and cod are halves of equilateral triangles, if the closing
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lines AB, CD be drawn, but may also be conceived to be two bi-

radial figures, with a common vertex at o, and with one common

upward aspect, and one Fig. 22.

common shape ; the se- B

cond biradial being ob-

tained from the first, by

first causing it to revolve

through a certain amount

(in the figure, a quadrant)

of right-handed rotation, in its own plane, round its own vertex,

till it takes the position eof, and by then increasing the length

of each of the two rays oe and of, in one common ratio (namely,

in the figure, the ratio of V 3 to 1) : the pair of rays a, /3, being

thus changed to a new pair of rays, 7, 8, but so that the quotient

of the new pair is equal to the quotient of the old pair (each

being still, in this case =2A^), and that thus the equation of art.

95 is satisfied, namely

In fact, when a biradial is thus merely turned round in its plane^

and when its legs are altered proportionally, so that it is, in its

new state, equivalent, as a biradial, to what it was in its old

state, according to the definition of such equivalence in art. 93,

it is clear that neither the relative length, nor yet the relative

direction, of the second ray of the pair to the first ray of the

same pair, is altered ; but (by art. 40 of the second Lecture)

the QUOTIENT of the division of the second ray by the first ray

depends only on this relative length, and upon this relative direc-

tion : the quotient itself therefore remains unaltered, during these

changes of the rays which are compared.

104. It might, at first sight, appear to be enough, in estima-

ting the relative direction oftwo rays, to attend simply to the

ANGLE between them, considered as to its magnitude or ^Maw/i7y,

and without any attention being paid to its plane. But a little

reflection will suffice to show that this would not be sufficient, in

the study and comparison of directed lines in space. For if, for

example, in fig. 22, after multiplying the length of the ray a by

V3, and causing it to revolve right-handedly through a quadrant
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in the plane of a and /3, so as to make it take the length and di-

rection of y, we were to imagine that it was enough to multiply

in like manner the length of j3 by the same incommensurable

tensor v^S; and then simply to set off some fourth line S, with a

length thus obtained, at an angle of sixty degrees to y, such

having been the angle of inclination of j3 to a; and if we were to

suppose that thus we should satisfy the condition of the equality

of quotients, or the equation

8 -j- 7 = /3 -r a ;

the consequence would be that we should find, for the ray 8, no

ONE determined direction, but merely a conical locus, even if

its initial point or origin o, were regarded as given and fixed

:

namely that right cone, or cone of revolution, which would be

described round the ray 7, or round the line oc as axis, with the

point o for vertex, and with a semi-angle of sixty degrees. We
should therefore be led into a vagueness, and an indetermitia-

tion, which it is very desirable to avoid, if it be possible to do

so; and which indeed, it would be inexcusable to introduce, or

tolerate, if by a better choice of definitions we can avoid it: as

we can, in fact, avoid it, by taking plane and hand into ac-

count. Neglecting these, and attending merely to the magni-

tude of the angle, we could no longer say, definitely, that the

identity

0-^a)xa =
i3

held good; we could only say that the simple symbol in the se-

cond or right hand member, namely j3, denoted one among the

infinitely many values of the complex symbol in the first or left

hand member, namely (j3 -^a) x a ; that is, geometrically speak-

ing, /3 would denote one of the infinitely many directions of the

sides of a certain right cone, all which directions would be in-

cluded among the meanings of the (on this plan) comparatively

indeterminate symbol (/3 -^ a) x a- But when plane and hand

are attended to (by our considering towards which hand and in

WHAT plane the rotation is to be performed), this indetermina-

TioN entirely disappears. There is, therefore, a good and suflli-

cient reason for our taking them into account, as we have done,

and as we shall continue to do.
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105. On the other hand, if any one were to deny to us the li-

berty of turning the proposed angle about, even in its ownplane;

or were to require that we should not alter, even proportionally^

the lengths of its legs at all ; if, in short, conceding that when

the quotients are equal, the biradials m\x%i he equivalent, he were

to refuse to admit, conversely, that equivalent biradials represent,

in all cases, equal quotients: we might remind this supposed ob-

jector, that in studying the quotient of two rays we have (in

art. 40) proposed to study only a certain complex relation, of

(what we called) the metrographic kind : not lengths themselves,

nor 6.\xec\\ox\?, themselves, as his objection would require us to do,

but a relation between lengths, combined with a relation between

directions. We must, therefore, not forego the liberty above de-

scribed, while we submit to the restrictions which accompany it.

Indeed, before the invention of the quaternions, the same inter-

pretation of the EQUATION 8 -f- y = /3 -r- a, as expressing a pro-

portionality of lengths, and an equality of angles, directed towards
one hand in oneJixed plane, had been published by other writers

with vphom I am happy so far to agree: although my view of

either of the two equated quotients, separately taken, appears to

be in many respects peculiar to myself; as also does my mode of

passingy>o»2 plane to plane.

106. Having thus come to understand fully the conditions of
equality of two quotients, /3 -=- a and S -^ y, we are next to enu-

merate their modes of inequality, as, towards the end of article

95, it was proposed to do. And this enumeration is easy : for if

we regard the rays a and /3 as given and fixed, and retain also y,
at first, as an unaltered vector, we know, by the discussion in

article 101, that the remaining vector S may be changed in three

distinct ways, or admits of a triple variety. And if we next con-

ceive the new biiadial, whose rays are the old y and the new S,

to turn (not in but) with its own plane, preserving its new incli-

nation to the old plane of a and /3 unchanged ; we shall thereby
alter,in a new and fourth way, thebiradial (y, g), or thequqtient

B-i-y, because we shall alter its plane. You see this little,

moveable, reading-desk, upon the table before us: the line or edge
where its slope meets the table is, at this moment, in a meridional
direction, or in the line of north and south ; but it is obvious that
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1 can move it, as I now do, by making the desk turn, while it

still rests upon the table, till the same edge comes to be inclined,

or (if I choose) perpendicular to the meridian. (See figure 23,

where two positions of a prismatic desk abcdef on a rectan-

gular table GHiK are represented.)

Fig. 23.

And thus I have altered the aspect of the desk, and therefore

(by art. 93) the value of any biradial, which might have pre-

viously been traced upon it; the new biradial, after such a turn-

ing OF and WITH its own plane, being no longer equivalent to

the old one. In astronomical language, it is not enough that we
know the perihelion distance of a comet, the distance of perihe-

lion from node, and the inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic

;

the ORBIT, as di plane, remains in part unknown, until we know

also the longitude of the node, or the line in which it intersects

the ecliptic. The required enumeration of elements has

therefore been effected ; and we become aware that the quotient

OF TWO RAYS involves, when thus geometrically and numerically

analyzed, a quadruple variety : it is, therefore, found again,

by this way of examination, as well as by the method of article

91, to include within itself a system of four numbers, and to

be, in that sense, a Quaternion.

107. The following additional remarks on this important con-

clusion may not be wholly useless. If the situations of the two

extreme points a and b, of the vector b-a, were attended to,

that vector would depend on six distinct numerical elements

(such as the six co-ordinates of the two points) ; because the

situation of each point, in particular, depends on, and involves,
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three numbers, by the tridimensional cliaracter of space. Again,

if a quotient of two such vectors, expressed under the form

(d-c) -7-(b-a), depended essentially on the situations of the

four points a b c d, it would, for the same reason, involve no

fewer than twelve numerical elements; namely three for each

of these four points. But because the vector, denoted by the

symbol b - a, is conceived to depend, essentially, only on the

RELATIVE and not on the absolute positions of the points a and

B, we are allowed, in examining the degree of essential variety

of which a vector, so regarded, is capable, to abstract from all

that seeming or merely apparent variety, which the mere change

of SITUATION of the pair of points can produce. We may, there-

fore, conceive the initial point a asjixed, and attend only to the

change of the position of the ^nal point b ; and then we find

that the vector b - a depends essentially upon three numbers

only, and is, in that sense, a triplet. And here we might

already see that the quotient of two vectors such as

(D-c)-h(B-A),

may be put under the form

(e-a) -r-(B-A),

by shifting merely the situation of the line cd, till it comes to

coincide with a new line ae, commencing at, or radiating from,

the point a, without its length or its direction having been al-

tered, so that the equation

e - A= D-c

shall be satisfied. And thus, by treating a as a known and fixed

point, or origin of vectors, we should, in studying the amount

of possible variety ofa quotient of the kind above considered, be

only obliged, at most, to consider that degree of variety which

might arise from changes of the tv/o points b and e; so that the

Quotient in question could not involve more than six distinct

numerical elements. Considering, next, that it is not on the

actual or absolute lengths of the two vectors that their quotient

depends, but rather on their relative length, or on the ratio of

the one length to the other, we see that the divisor-line b - a
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may be treated as having its length equal to some one fixed

standard, or unit, provided that we suitably, that is to say pro-

portionally, change the length of the dividend-line B. - k ; and

thus the NUMBER of distinct numerical elen)ents, in the concep-

tion of the quotient, is reduced at least as low as five ; because

the point b may be conceived to be situated upon the surface of

a sphere, with its radius equal to the unit of length, described

about the fixed point a as centre : so that its degree of possible

variety is reduced from a dependence on three numbers to a de-

pendence on TWO only, while the other variable point e continues

to furnish only three numbers. But again, it is not absolute, but

relative directions with which we have to deal; we must there-

fore allow the angle bae to tur7i in its own plane, round its own

vertex a, and must exclude, as merely apparent, whatever dis-

tinction or variety seems to result, from the comparison of any one

such position of the angle (or biradial) so revolving, with another

position thereof. We may then conceive the unit-vector ab to

be brought, by this sort of rotation, into owe fixed plane, such as

the horizontal plane drawn through the fixed point a ; and then,

although the possible variety of the point e will still remain nu-

merically triple, yet the variety allowed to the point b will be re-

duced to a dependence upon a single number, such as that which

would express the azimuth of this point b, or generally a single

angle in the horizontal plane. The whole possible variety

of the quotient of two vectors, or of one directed line in

space divided by another, is found, therefore, by this mode of

examination or analysis, to involve a dependence upon not more

THAN Four distinct numerical elements. And that it in-

volves NOT fewer than Four such elements appears from con-

siderations stated above. It may therefore be properly called (as

in fact I do call it) a Quaternion. In short, when such a

quotient is pictured by a biradial, it is found to involve two nu-

merical elements for species, and two others for aspect ; or more

concisely, two for shape, and two for plane : but two and

two make Four.

108. It is easy now to answer the last of the questions (80,

IX.), which were proposed at the commencement of this Lecture

;

or to shew, generally, what ought to be understood by the mul-
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tiplication o/*one Quaternion hy another. For we need only

conceive the twofactor quaternions as being represented or con-

structed by two biradial figures, having, for greater simplicity,

one common vertex; to inquire next in what line ^ the planes of

these two figures intersect each other ; to determine thence two

other lines a and y, so that the quotient^ ^ a may be equal to the

multiplicand quaternion, and that 7 -^-/3 may be in like manner

equal to the multiplier, according to the notion of equality be-

tween quotients, which has been already fully explained: and finally

to determine the product quaternion, namely, the new quotient

y -T- a, according to the identity in art. 49, by completing a tri-

angular pyramid, or at least by closing a trihedral angle. That

the process, thus sketched out, is an absolutely definite one,

and altogether free from vagueness, you may already see.

You cannot, therefore, be surprised to have it shewn to you, as

1 hope in the next Lecture to shew it, that the results of such

MULTIPLICATION OF QUATERNIONS Constitute, in many remark-

able instances, or classes of cases, connected with useful geo-

metrical interpretations and applications, the subject-matter of
THEOREMS.

For example, the associative principle of the multiplication of
quaternions, or the equation

q" q'-q^q" . q q,

(where the point is used as a mark of multiplication), will be

found to be such a theorem. It will be shewn to be a truth, but

not a truism ; corresponding, in this system of symbolical geo-
metry, to certain properties of spherical figures, which are indeed

important, but are not obvious: and which cannot probably be in

any other way so simply expressed.

109. But while thus reserving for another occasion any such

investigations as these, respecting the theory of Operations on

Quaternions, with the geometrical constructions and conse-

quences that pertain to them, a few remarks may usefully be

added here as illustrations of, or corollaries from, some things

which have been already stated in the present Lecture, respect-

ing operations on lines and numbers. Thus, without entering

yet on the general operation of tnbing the tensor, we may at

I
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least consider here the two particular but useful cases, where the

general quaternion, on which it is proposed to operate, reduces

itself, first, to a number, and second, to a linei and so may at

present inquire only, in the first place, what is the tensor ofa

scalar; and, in the second place, what is the tensor ofa vector?

And then we may observe, that whereas every tensor is (by art.

63) to be regarded as a signless number, which denotes gene-

rally (by 90) the metric element ofa factor, the former of

the two tensors just now mentioned expresses that factor-element

of the scalar, namely, its absolute value, or arithmetical magni-

tude, which is independent ofalgebraical sign ; while the latter

of the same two tensors expresses that analogous factor-element

of the vector, namely, its length or geometrical magnitude, which

{^independent of geometrical direction. As examples of such

tensors of scalars, we have the values,

T(±3) = 3; T(± V2)=v/2;

and as examples of such tensors of vectors, we have the equa-

tions,

110. In fact, by prefixing the characteristic T to any sym-

bol p ofa vector, or directed line in space, regarded as being itself

a geometrical factor (on the plan of art. 82), we imply (see art.

1)0) that we abstract from the graphic operation oilh'\% factor

-

line, and attend only to its metric effect ; which comes to

abstracting from the direction of the line p, and attending only

to its length. This length of any vector p may hence be de-

noted by the symbol T/o, and may be called, as above, on the

general plan of these Lectures (see in particular the latter part

of art. 90), the tensor of that vector p. In other words, the num-

ber Tp is to be conceived to denote the answer to the question.

How many linear units (of a length previously assumed as the

standard of length) are contained in the line p? For when the

tensor Tp is considered (on the plan of same art. 90) as one ele-

ment of the factor q (the other factor-element being the versor

Up), it must be supposed to answer this other but connected

question : In what ro/io does the j)roposed vector p, rer/ardcd as
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a MULTIPLIER-LINE, alter the length ofany other vector <t,

perpendicular to itself, on which it operates, in the way explain-

ed in the eighty-second article ?—that is to say {a being still sup-

posed perpendicular to p), What is the ratio of the length of the

product-line Qa to the length of the multiplicand-line a ? On
the one hand, by art, 90, this raiio must be that of Tj) to 1,

because it is, in general, the ratio of Ty to 1, '\( q be the factor
of the nnultiplication, whatever that factor may be: while, on

the other hand, by art. 82, the same ratio is expressed by the

number of linear units in p, because the length of the product-

line po- was found, in that article, to be the product oHhe lengths

of the two factor-lines, in the sense that the number denoting the

length of po- is the product of those which denote the lengths of

p and 0-. We must, therefore, conclude, as before, that the num-
ber Tq expresses the length of the line q ; or that " the tensor

of a vector is the number denoting its length."

With this signification of a symbol such as Tp, it is clear that

the equations of art. 90,

may be written as identities thus,

T . k\ = Tk . TA, T(A - k) = TA ^ Tk
;

where k and A are symbols oiany two vectors: and indeed it will

be found that analogous identities exist, for the more general

case where those symbols under the characteristic V are supposed

to represent two quaternions.

HI. There is, however, another moAe oi expressing thelengih

of a line p, on the principles of the present theory, tcithout em-
ploying the characteristic T, which mode it may be proper here

to mention, and which depends on the principle enunciated at

the beginning of art. 85. It was there shewn, as a particular

case of the multiplication of parallel vectors, that the square of

every vector is a negative scalar, of which the positive opposite

expresses the square of the length of the vector; that is, the

square of the number which denotes that length, by denoting (as

usual) the number of linear units contained in it. Hence, for

I 2
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example, if r be the number which thus denotes the length of

the vector p, we shall have the equations,

which give also these others,

the expression - p^, under this last radical sign, being here a posi-

tive number, because the square p^ of the vector p is itself (hy

the lately cited article) a negative number. The radical y/ {-p^) is

therefore, in this theory, another SYMBOL^rMe length o/^Ae

line p ; and by comparing the results of the present and of the

foregoing article, we arrive at this important symbolical equality,

where p may represent ajiy vector

^

Tp=v/(-()^);

giving also this equation freed from radicals,

\i w be a scalar, then, by what was shewn in art. 109, its tensor

is, on the other hand,

Tw = v/ (+ ^''^)j

where the positive or absolute value of the radical is to be taken
;

and we may just mention by anticipation here, that when a qua-

ternion q shall have been put under the general form already

referred to in art. 78, namely,

q = iv + ix +J!/ + kz,

or, more concisely,

q = w + p,

where iv is a scalar, and p is a vector, the tensor of this quater-

nion will be found to admit of being so expressed as to include

the two radical forms lately written; namely, in the following

way :

Tq = T{w + p)=V(w''-9')-

112. It may be instructive here to remark, that because when
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p and <r are any two perpendicular lines, their product pa is itself

another line, the tensor of this product may, by the last article,

be thus expressed

:

T . pa = v/ (- (p<^)'). if <T -L (>•

And because the length of this product line pa is the product of

the lengths of the two factor lines p and a, we have also (com-

pare art. 1 10),

'V . pa = Tp . To-.

Eliminating, therefore, the characteristic T, by the principles of

the preceding article, we arrive at the equation,

a/(-W-) = V (-p^) V(-a-'), ifa_Lp;

which must no doubt seem strange to those who are accustomed

only to the expressions of ordinary or commutative Algebra. But

in the present Geometrical Calculus, by the equation o/perpen-

dicularity assigned in art. 82, the formula last written, when

cleared of radicals, expresses simply that

- p(T . p(T = pp . aa, it - o-p = + pa ',

and since this last condition gives evidently,

- p . <Tp . a = + p . pa . (T,

we see that we have only to remove the points^ regarded as marks

of multiplication, which serve to groupe (and, at the same time,

to separate) the factors, in order to arrive at the expression of

the equality asserted in the formula. Now such removal of

POINTS, or of other separating and associating marks inserted be-

tween factor-symbols, is precisely what is allowed by that Asso-

CL\TivE Principle of multiplication, which was stated, in art.

108, to hold good for quaternions generally. We have, therefore,

not only explained what might for a moment appear a difficulty,

but also have verijied, in one useful case of application, that ge-

neral associative principle, which will be found to be among the

most important links of connexion between Alg'EBHa and the

Calculus of Quaternions.
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113. The versor ofa scalar is simply the sign +, if the scalar

be positive, or the sign -, if the scalar be negative; but because

these SIGNS, regarded d^s, factors, have respectively the same ef-

fects as the factors + 1 and - 1, we may write for any scalar w^

the formula,

Viv = + 1 , according as w ^^ 0.

For example,

U (+3) ==+ = +1;

U(- V2) = - = -l.

The versor of a vector p is the vector-unit in the direction of

that vector ; for such is the other factor of p, in the identity

p = Tp . Up ;

the factor Tp having been seen (in art. 110) to be the number

which denotes the length of the line p, so that on dividing the

line by this number, the quotient

Up = p -f- Tp

must be in general a new line, with the same direction as p, but

with its length reduced to unity. For example

U(30=»-; U(->v/2) = ->.

We may also write (in virtue of the value of Tp, assigned in art.

Ill) this general expression^

Up = p -=-
v/ {-(f')i

where p may denote any vector ; and we shall have, with the

same generality, the equation (compare arts. 75, 77),

(Up)^ = -1.

The versor ofzero must be regarded as indeterminate , unless the

zero be supposed to be the limit of some known process, in which

case we may be induced to treat it as an injinitesimal scalar with

known sign, or (according to the case) as an itijinitesimal vector

with a known direction ; and then this sign, or this direction,
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may be considered as the particular value of the symbol UO, for

that particular question. And for the same reason that + 1 or- 1

may be substituted for + or -, as the value of the versor of any

scalar ditferent from zero, we may also, whenever we think fit,

equate a tensor to a positive scalar, althouoh it was seen (in art.

63) to be more properly a siynless number, or one unaccompanied

with algebraic sign.

114. The conjugate ofa scalar is simply that scalar itsdf; but

the conjugate ofa vector is the vector reversed, or taken with a

direction opposite to the original, without any change of length;

because in general (by art. 89) conjuf/nte factors produce the

same effects in the way of tension, but produce opposite effects

in the way of version: and opposite lines (by same art. 89) pro-

duce such opposite effects, when used as axes of right-handed

rotation, to operate on any other line to which they are both per-

pendicular. Thus with the recent significations oH w and (>, and

with the characteristic (fcunjuyatiun K, we have generally,

Kw^ + w\ K() = - p ;

and it may be stated by anticipation, that when any quaternion

q is put under the form (see art. Ill) q = w + Qy its conjugate is

Kq = K(m^ + (>) = IV - (i.

1 15. Finally, as regards powers of lines, with positive or ne-

gative numbers for their exponents, it is easy to give a clear and

simple interpretation to any symbol of such a power, by an ob-

vious extension of what was shown in art. 86, respecting powers

oi unit-vectors. We saw, when considering such powers, that

whereas the unit-line k, for example, if regarded as a factor,

would have the effect oi turning any horizontal vector on which

it operates, horizontally and right-handedly through a quadrant,

or of causing this multiplicand vector to advance through 90° of

azimuth, the power k^ with the fraction ^ for its exponent, would

only cause the vector to turn, in the same plane and towards the

same hand, through half 'et. quadrant, or would make it advance

through 45° of azimuth. The operation of which the factor k^ is

the agent, is therefore lialfof that other operation, of which the

agent is the factor k itself; in the sense that two operations of
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the one kind are equivalent to one of the other. In symbols we

have, therefore, here, as in common algebra, the equation or

identity,

ki k^ = k.

Suppose now that p is some other upward vector,

p = kz,

where 2: is a positive number different from unity; for instance

let

;r = 2 V 2, g = k v/8.

To interpret, then, the symbol p*, we have only to combine, with

the recent act of version through halfa quadrant, an act of ten-

sion, which shall, in like manner, produce half the effect of mul-

tiplying by the number z: in other words we are to multiply the

square-root A* of the given versor h, by the square-root 2* of the

given tensor z. For the product thus found, namely,

(,i ^ zi B = 8^ ki,

where 8* has its usual arithmetical signification, is a symbol satis-

fying the analogous identity,

and the symbol p*, when thus interpreted, represents a factor

which is the agent of a certain complex operation, on length and

on direction, whereof the metric and the graphic elements are

respectively, as operations, the halves of the corresponding ope-

rations of tension and version, which are the elements of that

other operation, whereof the given factor p is the agent. In fact,

if we twice successively multiply the length of any proposed hori-

rizontal line by the new incommensurable tensor -y/ -v/ 8, we shall

thereby, upon the whole, have multiplied that length by the ori-

ginal number -v/Sor^; that is, by the proposed tensor of p. And

if, in like manner, we twice successively operate on the direction

of the same horizontal line, by the versor k^, regarded as a gra-

phic factor, we shall, on the whole, have caused the line to

advance through two octants, or through one quadrant of azi-
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mutb, which is precisely the eflFect of operating once by the pro-

posed versor k of the factor p itself. Again, with the same base

p =A V 8, but with the fraction ^ for the exponent, we obtain on

the same plan the power,

j)^ = A* v^ 2,

which satisfies the identity,

pi pi ()T = p

;

and, as a factor, has the effect of turning any horizontal line on

which it operates through 30° of azimuth, and of increasing the

length of that line in the ratio of the diagonal to the side of a

square, or in the ratio of the cube root of the number z to unity.

And the power

pS = 2AS,

when used as a factor, changes the half base to an adjacent side

of a horizontal and equilateral triangle, in such a manner that

this last-mentioned power of p coincides with that quaternion

which has been already considered in articles 102, 103 of the pre-

sent Lecture, and is represented or constructed by any one of

the five equivalent biradials dba, &c., of the figure 18, or by any

one of the three other equivalent biradials, aob, cod, eof of fig.

22.

1 16. More generally, for the same base p, and for any nume-

rical exponent t, we may write, as in ordinary algebra, the fol-

lowing expression for the power

:

p' = {kzj = k> zK

That is to say, the tensor z\ of the power p', is the corresponding

•power of the tensor z ; and the versor k' of the same power p', is

the power of the versor k. It is evident that analogous results

must hold good for the powers of all other vectors, and that we
may write generally, for any such power, with a vector for base,

and a scalar for exponent, the formula,

T.p' = (Tpy;

U.p' =
( Up)'.
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A POWER of this sort is, therefore, in general a quaternion,

of which the tensor and the versor can be assigned by the fore-

going rules : but this quaternion may, in certain particular cases,

degenerate into a line or a number. In fact, since, with the in-

terpretation assigned above, the power p', regarded as a factor,

has, in general, the effect of causing any line a, perpendicular to

the base-line p, to revolve round that base through an angle =t

X 90°; while it multiplies the length of the same multiplicand

line by the t'^ power of the number Tp, which expresses the length

of the base ; we see that in the equations,

p'(T = T, p' = T -i- (T,

w here t denotes the product-line, or the result of the multipli-

cation thus conceived, this line r will not only be perpendicular

to p, but also to a, if the exponent t be ajiy odd whole number ;

in this case, therefore, the power p', being equal to the quotient

of two rectangular lines, will be itself a line or vector. For ex-

ample, the power p^ is evidently the base-line p itself. On the

other hand, if the exponent t be zero, or any positive or negative

multiple of 4, the direction of the product line t coincides with

tliut of the multiplicand line a, and the power p', regarded as the

quotient r -h ct, is seen to be a. positive number ; for example, we
have, as in algebra, the value

p''= 1.

But if the exponent t be any positive or negative multiple of 2,

ivilhout being a multiple of 4, then the direction of t is opposite

to that of (T, and the power p' isanegative number: and, in fact,

we saw, for example, that the square p- of every vector p is equal

to a negative scalar, or that (by arts. 85, 111),

p2 = -(Tp)2.

117. Another useful though particular case, in this theory of

powers of lines, is the power with negative unity for exponent.

This power p* is itself, by the last article, a line, because the

exponent is an odd whole number ; and this new line may be

failed the reciprocal of the old or given line p, on account of

the relation
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pp-i = pi-i
P» = i;

Avhich is included in the more general formula (common to alge-

bra and to quaternions),

where m and n are any scalar exponents. The tensor ofthe re-

c/proca/ of any vector is evidently the reciprocal of the tensor of

that vector ; and, in like manner, the versor of the reciprocal is

the reciprocal of the versor. The factor p"^ has, therefore, the

effect of dividing by Tp the length of any line a perpendicular to

p, on which it is conceived to operate, and also of turning that

line a left-handedly through a quadrant round the direction of

+ p, or right-handedly through a quadrant round the opposite di-

rection of-p as an axis. We may then write

U(p-0=(Up)-i = -Up;

which result evidently agrees with the formula of art. 1 13,

(Up)2 = -1;

and gives the general expression

p-i = -Tp-MJp.

Any two reciprocal vectors, such as p and p"^, have, therefore,

their directions opposite, and their lengths reciprocal ; in such a

manner that the rectangle con-

structed with those lengths fov
^'^' ~^'

its sides is equal in area to the

square described upon the unit

of length. For example, if

AOB, in fig. 24, be a diameter

of a circle, and if the ordinate

or half chord oc or od, per- ^

pendicular to that diameter, be

taken for the unit of length,

then the two oppositely direct-

ed segments of that or of any

other chord through o, for in-

stance the two opposite parts or segments e - o and f - o of the
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chord EOF, are, in the sense above explained, reciprocal vectors,

so that

if E - o = p, then f - o = p"^

118. If we combine this notion of a reciprocal with the rule

for forming generally the product of any two vectors, which rule

was deduced in art. 88, we shall infer easily that "^o divide one

vector /3 by another vector a, and to multiply the former vec-

tor /3 into the reciprocal a'^ of the latter^ are operations which

give generally one common quaternion as their result:" or that

we may write (in quaternions as in algebra),

/3-f-a=/3xa-i.

In fact, the quotient in the one member, and the product in the

other, have one common tensor^ namely Tj3 -^ Ta, or the quo-

tient of the length of /3 divided by the length of a. Again, the

axis of the versor of the quotient j3 -=- a, regarded as a graphic

operator, is perpendicular to the plane which contains both a and

j3, or to which they both are parallel ; and the rotation round this

axis from the divisor a to the dividend /3, is (by our general con-

ception of a geometrical quotient) right-handed ; such then is also

the character of the rotation round the same line, from )3 to - a,

or from ^ to a"S and, therefore (by 87, 88), this line is also the

axis of the versor of the product, j3 x a' ', or j3a'^. And finally,

the angles of rotation are the same; for the angle of the quotient,

/3 -^ o, which angle may be thus denoted,

I O ^ a),

is simply the angle between the directions of a and /3; while (by

the same arts. 87, 88) the angle of the product, /3 xo"S which

may, on the same plan, be denoted thus,

^(/3xa-i),

is the supplement of the angle between /3 and a"^ or between /3

and - a, or is equal to the angle between the directions of a and

/3 themselves. We may also agree to denote occasionally the

reciprocal vector a ' by iha fractional symbol -
; and to repre-
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sent the quotient ^ -h a, or the product /3a-i, by the analogous

symbol —

.

' o

119. Those who are acquainted with the properties of loga-

rithmic SPIRALS may employ them with advantage to illustrate

the whole preceding theory oi powers of lines. In figure 25, let

ABCDEFG be one half-spire of such a curve, subtending two right

angles at the pole o; while another half spire, proceeding in the

opposite direction from a, passes through the points uvwxyz.

Fig. 25.

U yW

Let the six transversals through the pole, aozg, boy, cox, dow,

Eov, FOU, be conceived to succeed each other at equal angular

intervals of thirty degrees each ; and of the two rectangular rays,

or vectors from the pole to the curve, oa and od, let it be sup-

posed that the latter is to the former in the ratio of V8 to 1.

Then if the figure be laid upon a table, with its face upwards,

the quotient of the ray od, divided by the ray oa, will be (by

principles already explained) the same upward vector, p = AV8,

which was considered in a recent article( 1 15) ; and, in general, the

power p' of this vector or base-line p, with the scalar exponent t,

will be equal to the quotient of some one ray r of this spiral, di-

vided by another a; the condition being that r shall be more ad-

vanced t^an (T, in the order of progression from a to g, by an

angle at the pole o, which shall be =tx 90°, if the scalar t be

positive ; or else that r shall be less advanced than ex, in the same

order of rotation, by the amount so expressed, if the exponent t
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be negative. Thus we may form, for some of the positive powers

of p, the table :

(a-o)--(a-o) = p°=1;

(b - o) -^ (a - o) = ()^ = ^3^ V 2
;

(c - o) -h (a - o) = p* = 2/ti^

;

(D-o) -f (A-o) = pi = Av^8;

(e - o) -f (a - o) = p* = 4B
;

(F-o) V (a-o) = p*=4A* v/2;

(g - o) H- (a - o) = p- = - 8 ;

with this other table of negative powers :

(u - o) -T- (a-o) = p'^ = A"^ Vi;

(v-o) ^{^-o) = Q-i = \k-i;

(w-o)-,.(A-o)=p-i = A-i y/h=^\

(x- o) -^- (a-o) = p-^ = ^A'^;

(Y-0)-^(A-0) = p-^=iA-^ ^i;

(z-o)-^(A-o)=p-2=-^.

The equation of the spiral may, therefore, be said to be the fol-

lowing :

if a be some fixed ray, such as a - o, while a is a variable ray

(from pole to spiral), and < is a variable scalar. If

be the analogous expression for another variable ray of the same

spiral, and if, while the exponents < and h^t both vary, their

difference h vemd\x\?> Jixed^ the quotient of the two variable rays,

namely,

r-f-(T=p'S

will then remain also fixed, being equal to one constant quater-

nion: and the triangle, whose sides are the two rays a and t and

the chord r-cr, will be of a constant species, depending on the

length of the base-line p, and on the scalar exponent h. Thus, in

fig. 2.5, making /i = I, or conceiving r to be more advanced than
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(T by 60° of rotation, that is, by two-thirds of a quadrant, we find

the fixed quaternion quotient p'' = 20; and the triangle, as for

example aoc, or bod, &c., becomes, in this case, the half of an

equilateral triangle. If the difference h of exponents be chosen

continually less and less, so as to tend to zero, the vertical angle

of the triangle tends to vanish ; and its base-angles tend to be-

come the constant acute and obtuse angles which a variable ray

(from the pole) makes with the spiral. In the case of fig. 25, this

acute angle between ray and curve, which may be called the an-

gle of the spiral, suppose the mixtilinear angle at g, is nearly

= 56°^; and in general it can be computed without difficulty,

either by the theory (not yet stated) of differentials of qua-

ternions, or by methods otherwise known.

120. I shall conclude this Lecture, which has already ex-

tended to a greater length than I could wish, by observing that

(if we set aside, for a moment, the case of numerical quotients or

parallel lines), eveiiy quotient of two rays mat/ be regarded

as a power of a vector, with a scalar for the exponent of this

power; and even that we are at liberty to assume that this scalar

exponent is confined between the limits and 2 ; so that we may

write generally, as an expression for any such geometrical quo-

tient, the formula,

j3-^a = ()^ <>0, <<2:

just as the particular quotient 'iB, which presented itself in some

former articles of this Lecture, has been seen to admit of being

put under the form pf, where p = A y'S. In fact, any given bi-

radial, such as aoc in fig. 25, with any actual angle, whether

acute, or right, or obtuse, may always be conceived to be in-

scribed in a dejinite spiral (of the logarithmic kind), in such a

way that the vertex of the given biradial shall be ihe pole of the

spiral, and that the two given legs or rays of the biradial shall

also be two rays of the same spiral, while the arc intercepted be-

tween them shall be less than a semi-spire. And, then, by tak-

ing any tu:o rectangular rays of the spiral, including between
them what may be called a quarter-spire, we shall form a new
and quadrantal biradial, such as aod in the same figure 25,

whereof the second ray, divided by tiie first, shall give, as the
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quotient, a certain vector p, perpendicular to the plane of the

curve, which vector is to be taken as the base of the sought

power p' ; while the exponent of that power is simply the num-

ber obtained by dividing the angle of the biradial by a quadrant,

and therefore is (on this plan of construction or representation)

greater than zero, but less than two. Or, without thinking of

spirals, we may conceive that after determining, by the last-men-

tioned division, the numerical exponent t of the power p', which

power is to be made equal to the given quotient /3 -i- a ; and after

fixing the direction of the base-line p, by the condition that it is

perpendicular to the plane of the two given rays a and j3, and

that the rotation round this base-line p, from the divisor-line a to

the dividend-line j3, {'A positive, or right-handed: we then proceed

to determine the length of the same base p, or the number Tp,

which expresses this length, by the condition that the <"• power

of this sought number Tp shall be equal to the quotient T/3 -i-

Ta, which is obtained by dividing the length of the ray j3 by the

length of the other given ray a. At the limit < = 0, this process

may be said to fail, for it would require us then to take an infi-

nitely high power of a number which would generally diflfer from

unity ; but at this limit the angle of the biradial vanishes, and

the quotient /3 -r- a becomes simply a positive number. And, on

the other hand, at the limit ^ = 2, although the process cannot

precisely be said to fail, since it still allows o. possible construc-

tion, yet this construction becomes now partially vague, for it

conducts to dL semi-spire, in an indeterminate plane ; and the quo-

tient is, in this case, a negative number, which is indeed the

square of a vector, but of a vector with an indeterminate direc-

tion. But whenever the quotient of the two rays does not thus

reduce itself to a scalar, that is, whenever (as above said) the two

rays contain between them any actual angle, whether acute, or

right, or obtuse, the process then does not merely succeed, but

gives a perfectly determinate result; at least if, for the sake of

simplicity and definiteness, we still exclude the supposition of a

rotation through any greater angle. We may then regard the

expression assigned above, namely, the scalar power p^, or

more fully, the power, with scalar exponent, of a vector base,

as a general expression for the quotient of one ray divided by ano-
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thert at least if the two rays do not happen to have one common
direction. And because the base pj being a vector, depends (by

arts. 17, 101), on a system of three numbers, serving here to

fix the aspect and angle of the spiral; while the exponent t is

itself another number, serving to mark the fraction o/a ^umn ^i~^rfii.iv\

U I ijii'm, we are thus conducted anew to that important and ^W /<^(jL

fundamental conclusion, from which the present Calculus may
be said to derive its name. For we thus are led to conclude again^

that the Quotient of two Rays, when directions in space, as

well as lengths of lines, are attended to, depends generally on a

System of Four Numbers, which result confirms, in a new
way, the propriety of our calling such a ^uo^t'en^ a Quaternion.

But the general theory of Operations on such Quaternions must

be reserved for the following Lecture.
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121. Although the last long Lecture, Gentlemen, has gone

far towards a statement of the chiei notations of that Calculus to

which the present Course relates, yet a few other general signs,

or characteristics of operation, require to be still explained. And

although the chief operations on lines, regarded as having direc-

tions (as well as lengths) in tridimensional space, and called

sometimes by us, for that reason, rays, or vectors, have been

considered, and some leading problems respecting them resolved,

at least for the cases in which not more than two lines at any

one time were to be combined among themselves in the way of

multiplication or division, yet even for lines it has not hitherto

been distinctly shewn how to combine, in that way, even so many

as three with each other. The quotient of any two such rays has

been proved to be in general a Quaternion ; and so have also

the product of any two rays, and the power of any one ray or

vector, with any scalar or numerical exponent ; in the sense that

each such quotient, or product, or power, denoted by any one of

the three symbols,

^v-a, kX, (o',

and interpreted on the principles of the present system, has been

found (in the last Lecture) to involve generally a dependence on

a system ofyoMr distinct and numerical elements; but we have

done little more than hint, as yet, at the methods of combining

such quaternions among themselves by operations of one on ano-

ther. The operation of such a quaternion, as d^ factor, on a line,

has indeed been seen to involve generally a metric and a graphic

element; a stretching and a turning of the line thus operated

upon ; or in other words a tension and a version: to denote which

elements separately we have introduced (in art. 90) the two cha-
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racteristic letters T and U, as signs of the operations of what

we have called taking the tensor and taking theversor respectively.

But while thus decomposing generally a quaternion miofactorSi

or into elements to be combined by multiplication, we have as

yet proved nothing respecting the equally general and equally

important decomposition of a quaternion into parts, or sum-

mands, to be combined with each other by addition ; and in par-

ticular we have only alluded, by anticipation, to the separation

ofthe scalar and vector parts, such as the parts w and p in the

expression

q = w + p,

of articles 111, 114; to denote generally which new sort of de-

composition of a quaternion, it will be necessary to introduce (as

above hinted) two new signs, such as the two new characteris-

tic letters S and V, not yet submitted to your notice, for the

purpose of indicating the operations of taking the scalar, and

taking the vector, respectively, of any proposed quaternion. To
express that in passing according to a certain law from one pro-

duct of lines or from one quaternion to another, we have con-

ceived or found (as for example in passing from k\ to Xk), the

tensor element of the quaternion, as a factor, to remain unchanged,

but the versor element to be reversed in its effect (114), or to be

made to turn the line whereon it operates in a direction contrary

to that in which it turned the line before, but through an equal

amount of rotation, and in one common plane, we have introduced

(in art. 89) the denomination oi conjugate products, or factors, or

quaternions, and have employed the letter K as the sign of such

conjugation, or as the characteristic of the operation of taking

the conjugate of a quaternion ; but we have as yet said nothing

respecting the conjugate ofa product of quaternions; and no-

thing has yet been proved respecting the tensor or the versor

of such a product. The outline of a general construction for the

multiplication of any two quaternions, by means of a trihedral

angle, has indeed been given (in art. 108); and the correspond-

ing construction for the division of quaternions may have easily

thence suggested itself: but the simplifications and transforma-

tions of the constructions, which spherical geometry affords, have

k2
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not yet been touched upon. The multiplication of lines among

themselves has been shewn to give different results, according as

the factors have been taken in one or in another order ; from

which it follows, by still stronger reason, that the multiplication

ofquaternions is not generally a commutative operation ; but it

has hitherto been only stated, and not generally proved, that the

same new and enlarged operation agrees with the process of the

same name in ordinary arithmetic and algebra, by its possessing

another general property, which is at least equally important,

namely,by its being an associative operation (108) ; much less have

the geometrical signijications of this general result been brought

as yet before your notice. Another great link of connexion be-

tween quaternions and ordinary algebra, I allude to the distribu-

tive property of multiplication, has not hitherto been so much as

mentioned in these Lectures. And while the product or the quo-

tient of two rectangular lines has been represented or constructed

by a third line rectangular to both, yet it may be admitted that

the motives for adopting such a representation or construction,

which were suggested towards the close of the second Lecture of

this Course, even when combined with the degree of success

which may be supposed to have been since attained in unfolding

the consequences of this geometrical construction or conception,

may still leave room for a not unreasonable demand, on the part

of a severely logical inquirer, that some new and more stringent

TEST should be applied, as a check on the consistency of this

view, respecting perpendicular lines, with principles which have

been judged, in these Lectures themselves, to possess a character

still simpler, earlier, and more fundamental.

122. To examine then, first, in a new way, the views already

propounded respecting the multiplication and division of perpen-

dicular lines, as regards the consistency of those views with each

other and with still more general principles, let me once more

remind you that the quotient (3 -r- a ofany two rays in space has

been found to be, generally, in our system of interpretation, a

Quaternion (see articles 91, 106, 120) : this being indeed that

main and fundamental conclusion, from which the present Cal-

culus derives its name. But we have also seen that this gene-

ral quaternion may, in certain particular cases of relative direc-
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tion of the two rays, degenerate into a scalar or into a vector ^ that

is, into a number or a line : namely into a scalar (by articles 59,

64), when /3 |1
a, that is when the two rays compared 'dre parallel

to each other, or to any common line ; and into a vector (by art.

82), when /3 J_ a, that is when the two rays are perpendicular

to each other; so that numbers and lines are both inclu-

ded ifi the conception o/quaternions, and a complete theory

of the latter must consequently include the theories of both the

former. As an example of a quaternion thus degenerating into

a vector, we had, in article 83, the equation

_6A^3;--2?;

and other examples, where the quotient of two rectangular lines

has been already treated as a third line rectangular to both, cannot

fail to have been observed by you. In fact it was shewn generally,

in art. 82, that the product a/3 of any two perpendicular lines is

equal (in our system) to a third line; namely, to one which is

perpendicular to both the factors, having also its length equal to

the product of their lengths, and having its direction distinguished

from its own opposite, by a simple rule of rotation, assigned in

the last quoted article; a conclusion which is also deducible (by

making t=]) from the more general theorem of art. 88, respect-

ing the multiplication of any two lines. Hence, by the general

relation of multiplication to division, or immediately by the same

art. 88, we may write an equation of the form,

A -^- K = ju, if X J. K ;

the new vector jx being so chosen, as to satisfy the connected

equation,

X = )U X K,

with the signification already referred to. That is to say, the

length of the quotient-line n is to be equal to the quotient of the

lengths of the two given lines X and k, with the usual reference

to an assumed unit of length ; or in symbols (compare art. 110),

T^=TX-r Tk.

The direction of the quotient line ju is to be perpendicular (as
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above noticed) both to the dividend-line X and to the divisor-line

K ; or in symbols,

iU ± A, fX ± K.

And finally this perpendicular direction of the quotient line is

distinguishedfrom its own opposite, by the rule that the rotation

round fx from k to X is positive ; or more fully, that the rotation

round the quotient-line, from the divisor-line to the dividend-line,

is right handed. In short a quadrantal quaternion, or a

quaternion with a quadrantal versor, is in our system constructed

by a LINE, which is drawn in the direction of the axis ofthe ver-

sor, and of which the length represents the tensor of the quater-

nion. All this may indeed have been collected from what was

said in former Lectures, but it seemed worth while to state it for-

mally and explicitly here : since it is in fact one of the chief fea-

tures or main elements of this Calculus, as regards ^eo»2e/nca/

interpretation.

123. Conceive now, as an a/>p/ica<?OM of the foregoing rule

for constructing the quotient of two rectangular lines, that a line

£ is drawn from the point o of figure 22 (art. 103), perpendicular

to the plane of that figure ; and more particularly, let this new
line £ be directed vertically upwards, if the figure be laid horizon-

tally with its face upwards on a table. Let the length of this

upward line e be equal to the length of the halfbase o\ of the

equilateral triangle of which OB is a side ; and let the altitude

ab of that triangle be assumed as the unit of length. Then, by

the general process of construction above explained, if this new

and vertical line £ be employed as a divisor, and if the horizontal

ray a or oa of the figure be taken as a dividend, the quotient will

be the ray y or oc of the same figure; and we may write the

equation

a -7- e-y.

For the tensor of the quadrantal quaternion a -f- £ will here be

equal to unity, on account of the equality of lengths subsisting

between the divisor and the dividend ; and the length of the line

oc is the same as that of ab, which has been taken as the unit of

length, so that we have, in conformity with the first part of the

general rule in art. 122,

T7 = Ta--T£=l.
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Again the (horizontal) direction of y is perpendicular to the (ver-

tical) plane of a and e, so that we have here

7 J- a, y ± e,

as is required by another part of the same general rule for the

construction of the quotient-line. And finally the only remain-

ing part of the same rule is also satisfied ; for the rotation round

y from c to a is right handed. In an exactly similar way we shall

find that, with reference to the same figure 22, and with the sig-

nifications of j3 and B in that figure, as denoting the rays ob and

OD, while c denotes the same upward vector as before, we may
write the equation

for now the dividend-line /3 is in length double the divisor-line t,

and the length of the line S is double of the assumed unit of

length, so that

T/3^T£=T8=2;

we have also the perpendicularities,

8±i3, Sit;

and the rotation round S from 6 to j3 is positive.

124. To test now the consistency of these results with other

principles, which we regard as being even more essential, and

which had in fact been laid down in the Second Lefcture, as go-

verning generally the composition and decomposition offactions^

before we proceeded to consider specially the case of rectangular

lines, let us resume the general conclusion of articles 50 and 56^

namely, that in every such *' analysis of faction," the " transfac-

tor divided by the factor gives the profactor as the quotient ;" or

in symbols, the formula,

7-^i3 = (7-^«)--(/3-f-a),

where a, /3, y may denote any three rays in space. The identity

last written gives evidently this other equation of the same form,

where a, /3, £ may be supposed to have the significations which
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were assigned to them in the foregoing article (123), But it

was shewn there that our plan for constructing the quotient of

two rectangular lines conducts to the two equations,

a-r- e = y, j3-t-£ = S.

Substituting then these values for these two quotients in the

identity written above, we eliminate the symbol t, but introduce

y and S instead, and arrive thus at this other equation, which

also ought to be true,

S -7- 7 = /3 -r a.

Here then is a test whereby to judge of the consistency of our

principles, notations, and rules ; for we know by the Third Lec-

ture how to interpret an equation between quotients, such as the

one just now obtained ; and indeed that particular interpretation

had been perceived by others, or at least one partially agreeing

therewith had been so, before the quaternions were thought of.

And accordingly the test is borne; for this very equation S -f y =

|3 -^ a was shewn, in art. 103, to hold good, with reference to

figure 22, in the sense that the biradial (y, 8) may be formed

from the biradial (a, (i) by merely turning the latter biradial

round in its own plane, and altering the lengths of its two legs

proportionally.

125. There are therefore at least two essentially distinct

interpretations (without counting the distinction between ana-

lytic and synthetic views), which may thus be given, on our

principles, to the equation,

B ^ y -= (5 -r a,

taken in connexion with the figure 22 of article 103 ; and which-

ever of these two we adopt, that equation is found to be true.

According to the interpretation which was given in that former

article itself, we analyze the lengths and directions of j3 and 8,

by comparing them respectively with those of a and y ; we find

thus that while the line [i is twice as long as a, d is at the same

time twice as long as y ; and that while /3 is advanced beyond a

by sixty degrees of azimuth, B is also advanced beyond y by the

same amount of rotation, in the same horizontal plane ; and
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hence we infer that the quotients |3 -:- o and 8 -r 7 are equal, be-

cause they correspond to one common relation 0/ lengths, and to

one common relation of directions. Or if we regard the quater-

nions )3 -r a and S -r- 7 slsfactors, then these two quaternions are

equal, because they have equal tensors and equal versors; namely,

in symbols, in the present example,

T(S-7) = TO-f-a) = 2,

and

U(8-7) = U(/3H-a) = A*;

so that they answer to precisely similar acts of tension and of

version, performed respectively on a and on 7, in order to pro-

duce the rays /3 and 8. This is the Jirst interpretation (analytic

or synthetic) of the equation between the quotients (5-7- a and

8-T-7; it is the one which agrees most closely with views already

published, and which flows most naturally from the principles of

the foregoing Lecture; and in adopting it, we have at the same

time (by the -conception of a quaternion) an interpretation for

each quotient separately, which was alluded to at the close of ar-

ticle 105, and which involves only the consideration of a single

version (or angle), combined with that of a single tension (or

ratio), or the comparison oftwo rays v/\th each other.

126. But there is also a second interpretation of the equation

8 -r- 7 =
i3

-4- a, or of the quotient S ~-y itself, which is suggested

by the process in art. 124, and is derived from general principles

respecting decompositions offactions, or of acts of tension and

version, combined with the construction in art. 122 for the quo-

tient of two rectangular lines, or with the earlier construction in

art. 82 for the product of any two such lines, as being itself

another line. According to this other interpretation, we consi-

der 7 and 8 as being themselves quaternions, namely quadrantal

ones, equivalent respectively to the two quotients a -7- £ and j3 -f- c

of article 123 ; and then the act of dividing the line 8 by the line

7 comes to be considered as a particular case of the general ope-

ration of dividing one quaternion hy another. In this view 7 is

?L factor, which operates on the line t as on what was called in

the Second Lecture afaciend, to produce what was there called

Si factum, namely (at present) the line a; /3 -r a is the profactor,
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which operates anew on a, as on a profaciend^ to produce /3 as a

profactum ; and S is the trans/actor^ which operates on the ori-

ginal subject £, as on a transfaciend, to produce immediately, by

a sort of short cut, or (technically speaking) by an act oftrans-

faction^ the samefinal result^ namely the line /3, regarded now as

a transfiictum. And then the result that /3 -i- a i* thus the pro-

factor, or is found to be the agent in that successive act of/action

which, hy following the operation of y as a factor, produces, on

the whole, the same effect as that which is produced by S as a

transfactor, is precisely the result expressed by the equation

8 -i- 7 = ^ -^ «»

according to the second mode of interpretation above alluded to.

But we see that (even if we abstract for the moment from any

comparison of the acts of tension among themselves) this latter

interpretation of the division indicated by the symbol 8 -;- 7 in-

volves not merely (as at the close of article 125) the considera-

tion of a single version, namely the rotation from the ray 7 to

the ray S, but the consideration and comparison oi three different

versions, or rotations, performed in three different planes;

namely the version from £ to a ; the proversio?i from a to /3 ; and

the transversion from £ to /3. Yet we see that the results a/these

two distinct interpretations harmonize, in the sense that each

conducts to one common quaternion, as the value of the quotient

S -i-
-y ; and also that each conducts to the equation S -^ 7 = /3 -f- a,

under the conditions already supposed. All this may be illus-

trated by what was said in art. 76, respecting the double signifi-

cation of the equation

i xj = k,

as being the common expression for two distinct but connected

results. It may also be usefully compared with the still earlier

and more elementary remarks in article 57, respecting the double

view which may be taken of the arithmetical formula

6-f-2 = 3;

as expressing at one time that on measuring a line =6 a, suppose

a fathom, by another line = 2 a, suppose by a two foot rule, or on
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measuring any other concrete magnitude called 6, by a magni-

tude of the same kind, called 2, we find the number 3 as the re-

sult of this measurement, or as the quotient of this division ; and

as expressing, at another time, that if we analyze the act ofsex-

tupling, so as to decompose this act into two other acts, of which

one shall be the act ofdouhlingy then the other component act is

found to be the act of tripling. But it cannot be necessary, at

this stage, to carry these particular illustrations any farther, as

regards equations between quotients.

127. There is however one other test, which, although inti-

mately connected with the foregoing, it may still be satisfactory

to consider; and which will have, besides, the advantage of

tending to render us familiar with the geometrical signification

of a certain symbol, which frequently occurs in the applications.

I refer to the symbol

)3 H- a X y,

in which a, )3, 7 are, for the present, supposed to denote some

three coplanar rays, that is, rays in or parallel to one common

plane, and which maybe interpreted in either of the two follow-

ing ways: the test above alluded to being the coincidence be-

tween the results of these two distinct processes of interpretation.

I. We may determine zt.fourth ray 8, in the same plane, or

parallel thereto, so as to satisfy the equation

S -f- 7 = /3 -T- a,

in the way which has been already fully explained (in art. 103,

&c.) ; and then, on substituting for /3 -r- a, the equal quotient S -r- 7,

the symbol to be interpreted becomes (compare articles 40, 99),

/3-^ax7 = S-7-7X7 = S.

II. Or we may turn about the rays a, /3, or others equal to

them, by t)ne common amount of rotation in their own plane,

until a comes to be perpendicular to 7 ; after which it will

always be possible to determine a new ray c, perpendicular to

both a and 7, and such as to satisfy the equation

7 X f = a,

with that interpretation of a product of two rectangular lines
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\vhich was assigned in art. 82. We shall then have also the con-

nected equation

7 = -^ £,

with that connected interpretation of a quotient of two perpendi-

cular lines which was given in article 122. And on substituting

this value for -y, in the symbol lately proposed for interpretation,

that symbol becomes (compare article 49),

j3 ^ a X -y = (j3 -r- a) X (a -7- c) = j3 -r- £.

But £ being perpendicular to both a and y, by construction, is

necessarily perpendicular also to the ray j3, which is supposed to

be coplanar with those two other given rays; or in symbols,

£ ± i3>
because £ ± a, £ ± 7, and 3 HI a, 7,

if we agree to use the mark
||{

as a sign of coplanarity.

Hence the quotient )3 -f- £ may itself he interpreted, on the plan

of art. 122, as a certain determined line S', which will evidently

be in (or parallel to) the plane of the given rays, because

if g'= j3 _^ £, then 8' J. j3, and 8'_L £,

so that the quotient 8' is perpendicular to the line £, which is

itself perpendicular to that given plane. And by equating the

two foregoing values of the quotient /3-^e, we find for the pro-

posed symbol this second interpretation, or value,

/3 -^ a X 7 = 8'.

128. Now the test to which it still remains to submit the

whole foregoing theory, as regards the consistency of its parts

among themselves, is to be applied by our examining whether

the line ^, thus determined, coincides with (or is equal to) the

line 8 which was found above, by the other method of interpre-

tation, as being at least one value of the symbol /3 -^- a x 7.

Have we or have we not (in the present question) the equation

for ifnot ^ we shall have not merely two differentprocesses of in-

terpretation for the important symbol /3 -i- a x 7 under examina-

tion (which might not be, of itself, a disadvantage), but also two
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different values for that symbol, both equally valid on our prin-

ciples, and scarcely to be distinguished from each other by any

new care in the notations : which would produce an intolerable

confusion, or at least a very inconvenient ambiguity, occurring,

as it would do, in a symbol so elementary. And happily the

equation 8'= 8 is found, in fact, under the conditions above sup-

posed,, to be true : so that the ambiguity does not exist. For the

equations

8'=j3-T-£, 7 = a-^c,

give

S'-T- 'y = /3-T-a = S-7-7;

but it has been shewn that the quotient of two given rays is a

given quaternion, and conversely that any essential change in

either of those two rays, the other ray remaining unchanged,

makes a real alteration in this quotient ; consequently the quo-

tients S' -f- 7 and S -r- y could not be equal, as we have just now

found that they are, if the rays S' and S were unequal, that is if

they differed from each other either in length or in direction.

All this may be illustrated by a reference to figure 22 of arti-

cle 103, in connexion with the remarks which were made in the

more recent article 123; where, with the same significations of

the letters, the value of the quotient j3 -^ £, that is (by art. 127),

an equivalent for the line S', was found in fact to be 8.

129. Thus the two methods of interpretation of the symbol

^ -7- a X 7, where 7 Ilia, /3,

conduct to one common result, namely to the determined line S;

although one of these methods introduces only the consideration

of a single rotation, namely that from a to j3, or from 7 to S,

while the other introduces (as in 126) the consideration oi two suc-

cessive rotations, performed in two different planes, namely the

rotations from e to a and from a to j3, compounded together into a

third rotation in a third plane, namely the rotation from e to j3,

performed round S as an axis. And with respect to this value

of the above written symbol, or the length and direction of the

line 8 which thus satisfies the equation

/3 -r- a X 7 = S,
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or the proportion

a : /3 : : 7 : S,

by which that equation may be replaced, we see, first, that this

fourth line S is coplanar with the three given lines a, j3, 7, which

were supposed to be coplanar with each other. We see also that

its length is (in the old geometrical sense) a fourth proportional

to their three lengths ; so that, by art. 110, we may write the

following proportion between tensors^

Ta:T/3::T7:T8.

We see too that its direction also is, in a certain modern sense {not

however peculiar to quaternions), afourth proportional to their

three directions ; meaning hereby that the rotations from a to |3

and from 7 to 8 are equal in amount, and similar in direction

:

which relation, at least when combined with the two relations of

coplanarity, namely with the following,

7 III
a, /3, and 8

111
a, ft

may conveniently be symbolized in this calculus, by the follow-

ing proportion between versors,

Ua:U/3::U7:U8.

Indeed this interpretation of the symbol j3 -^ a x 7, for the case

ofcoplanar lines, had been familiar to a certain class of thinkers,

and had been well known to myself, before the quaternions were

perceived, although some of the foregoing notations connected

with it are new. But on account of my having departed from

many other usages, and having found myself obliged to give up

(as unsuited to my purposes) many other results, of those who

had thus speculated before myself, even as regards combinations

of lines in one plane, it became necessary, for the sake of clear-

ness, and even for the sake of logic, that I should explain dis-

tinctly on what grounds I retain the previously proposed signi-

fication of the symbol j3 -H a x 7, as denoting a certain definite

fourth line 8, at least when the three given lines a, /3, 7 are in one

common plane : together with the equation j3 -^ a x 7 = 8, and

with the proportion a : j3 : : 7 : S.
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130. As additional examples of such signification, wc may

remark that if, in fig. 25 (art. 1 19), we make

a = A-o, /3 = B-o, 7 = c-o,

we shall then have

and that, generally, the fourth proportional to any three rays of

a logarithmic spiral is (in length and in direction) ihdX fourth

ray of the same spiral, which is angularly related to the third

ray as the second is to the first. It is evident that whenever the

equation

S = /3-r-axy, or8-j-'y = /3-J-a,

interpreted as above, holds good, we then have also the inverse

equation

7 _!. S = a -1- /3,

and the alternate equation

^ -7- ^ = 7 -7- a

;

results which may also be expressed as inversion and alternation

oi 2^ proportion^ and from which it follows (compare art. 99) that

/3 -h a X y = y ^ a X /3, if 7 III
a, /3,

the line S, above determined, being the common value of the two

members of this last equation, under this condition ofcoplana-

rity. We may also write more concisely (see art. 118),

8 = /3a-i.y = ya-i./3.

What happens when the three lines a, /3, y are not in nor pa-

rallel to any one common plane ; or in other words, what is to

be regarded as being i}\Q fourth proportional to three lines not

coplanary is a question which must be reserved for investigation,

at a stage a little more advanced. But at least we may already

see that in this more general and reserved case of non-coplana-

rity, the sought fourth proportional /3 -r- a x y, cannot (con-

sistently with the foregoing theory) be equal to any fourth
LINE 8 : for the equation g _i. y = ^ _^ a requires, by the princi-

ples already laid down, that the^wr rays compared should be
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coplanar, and by still stronger reason that the three rays a, /3, y
should be so. In fact it was this very difficulty, respecting the

interpretation of the symbol j3 "^ a x -y for the general case of

non-coplanarity which had pressed most upon my own mind, as

seeming to be insoluble upon known principles, before I was

led to conclude (what will soon be proved) that ''the Fourth Pro-

portional to three Lines which are not coplanar is generally a

Quaternion.'^

131. When the three lines a, /3, 7 are coplanar, the following

is a simple and somewhat neat construction, for that fourth line

8 which is then their fourth proportional. As there is never any

difficulty about the length, or tensor, of this fourth line, since we

have always the arithmetical equation,

TS = T/3 -4- Ta X Ty,

we need only attend to the direction or to the versor of 8; and

in seeking this fourth versor, US, may dispose at pleasure of the

lengths or tensors of a, /3, y, provided that we leave unaltered

their directions, or their three versors Ua, Uj3, Uy. It is ob-

vious also that a reversal of any one of these three versors, or

directions, merely reverses the direction of the result. Conceive

then that the three proposed lines a, j3, y are made the successive

sides of a triangle, bca, by some suitable changes of their

lengths, without any change in their directions, or at most with

simple reversions ; so that we shall have the values,

a=C-B, j3=A-C, y=B-A,
with the relation

y + j3 + a=0.

Circumscribe a circle about this trian-

gle, as in Fig. 26 ; take the arc ad

equal to the arc ac, and prolong the

chord BD to meet in e the tangent to

the circle at a ; take also on the same

indefinite tangent the portion af equal

in length to the portion ae, but lying

to the other side of the point a of con-

tact. Or draw the chord bg parallel to

the tangent at a, and prolong the chord
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GC to meet that tangent in f. Then if we denote by 8 and £ the

lines

g = F-A = A-E, £=E-B,

we shall have not only the relation

8 + £ + 7 = 0,

but also the values

S = /3a'^ . 7; £ = 70'^ . 7.

For it results from the similarity of the two triangles bca, bae,

and from the equality of ea and af, that the proportions

BC : CA : : BA : ae : : AB : af, and bc : ab : : ab : be,

hold good, even when the directions as well as the lengths of the

lines are compared ; that is, we have here the proportions between

vectors,

a : /3 : : 7 : 5, and a : 7 : : 7 : £.

The curved arrows in the figure may assist the perception of the

relations between the directions of these lines ; and a student

might find it worth while to vary this figure 26, by supposing the

angle abc to he obtuse instead of acute, or by placing b between

A and c, leaving those two points unaltered in the figure. In this

new case, the chord bd would require to be prolonged through b,

in order to meet the tangent at a in a point which might still be

called e, but which would now lie at the other side of the point

of contact a, or at the same side as the old point f ; while the

new point f would thus come to lie at the same side of a as the

old point e. But the new triangles bca and bae would still be

similar to each other, and the requisite relations between direc-

tions, as well as between lengths, would still be found to hold

good. We should therefore still have the proportion between

four vectors,

c-b:a-c::b-a:f-a;

as also the following continued proportion between three vectors,

c-b:b-a::b-a:e-b;

although the positions of the points b, e, f would (as above ex-

plained) have, all three, changed together. And if the angle

L
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ABC were rights the only modification of the construction would

be that the points c and d would coincide. We may then enun-

ciate generally this result, which it will be found advantageous

to remember :
" The Fourth Proportional to the three succes-

sive sides of a Triangle inscribed in a Circle is equal to a fourth

Line, which touches the circle at the corner of the triangle oppo-

site to ihejirst side." Or somewhat more fully, we may say

that the fourth proportional to the base BC and the two successive

sides CA and ab, of any plane triangle bca, regarded as three

vectors, is equal to o. fourth vector af, drawn from the vertex a,

so as to touchy at that vertex, the segment bca of the circle

which circumscribes the triangle. In the figure 26 itself, this

segment does not contain the point d, and the tangential vector

AF touches the shortest (rather than the longest) arc of the circle

from A to c ; but if b were placed upon that shortest are ac, as

in a recently suggested variation of that figure, the segment bca

would then contain the point d, and the required tangent at a

would take (as was above observed) the opposite direction, so as to

touch the shortest arc from a to d, rather than that from a to c.

In each case, however, in conformity with the last enunciation of

the rule for constructing the direction of the fourth proportional

af, or S, or j3a'^. 7, to the three directed sides c - b, a- c, and

B - a, that sought direction of the line af may be found by the

condition oi touching the segment bca, or of coinciding with the

initial direction of motion along the circumference, y/om a fo b,

through c. If we had adopted the plan of determining the point

F from the point g, without employing e or d (namely, by draw-

ing, as above suggested, the chord bg parallel to the tangent at

A, and by prolonging the chord gc to meet that tangent in f),

the similar triangles to have been compared would then have

been the original triangle bca and the triangle acf: and the

figure might have suggested the proposed proportion under the

form

a :-7 : : -/3 :^;

which is in fact (see 130) a legitimate transformation of it, in

quaternions as in ordinary algebra.

132. All the remarks which have been made in the foregoing
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article, so far as they regard only proportions ofdirected lines in

one plane, depend (as it has been already stated) on principles

which are not peculiar to the theory of quaternions, but are com-

mon to some other modern systems also. Yet it appeared useful

to introduce them in this place; and before we resume the con-

sideration of things peculiar to quaternions, it seems worth while

to mention here another construction, depending on the same

principles, and involving only (like the former) some elementary

properties of the circle, which construction serves to form a geo-

metrical representation for the fourth proportional to any three

coplanar lines , when directions as well as lengths are attended to.

Let the three given coplanar lines a, /3, y, to which we wish

to construct the fourth proportional /3a^ . y, be conceived to be

respectively arranged as the second, first, and third sides, BC, ab,

CD of a quadrilateral abcd; and let it be at first supposed that

this quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle^ as in figs. 27, 28.

Fig. 28.

Draw the chord be parallel to the fourth side da, and prolong (if

necessary) the new chord ce, to meet this side da in f ; and de-

note the line df by 8, so that

a = C-B, j3=B-A, •y=D-C, S=F-D.

Then by the similar triangles cba, cdf, and by the curved arrows

in the figures, we have the required proportion,

c-b:b-a::d-c:f-d, or a:
ft ::y : d;

so that the line df or B is the sought fourth proportional, or is

L 2
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the result obtained when theJirst side ^ or ab of the inscribed qua-

drilateral is divided by the second side a or BC, and the resulting

quotient or quaternion, /3a ^ is then multiplied as a factor into

the third side yor cd. And according as the inscribed quadrila-

teral ABCD is an uncrossed one (as in fig. 27), or a crossed one

(as in fig. 2H), we see that this resulting line 8 is in the direction

opposite to ihe fourth side da, or in the direction of that fourth

side itself. And if for greater generality the third of the given

lines be now supposed longer or shorter than the third side cd of

the quadrilateral inscribed in the circle abc, or even opposite in

direction to that side, we may still conceive it placed so as to

begin at c, and may represent it by

7 = D - C

and then by drawing from \i?, final point d' a parallel to ad or to

BE, so as to meet the old chord ce in a new point f', we shall

find a new line

g'=F'-D',

as in the same figs. 27, 28, which will be the new fourth propor-

tional sought, or will satisfy the equation

S' = /3o-i.y.

For example, in fig. 27, if g be the intersection of the lines cd

and BE, then ge is, in length and in direction, the fourth propor-

tional to BC, AB, and cg.

133. The same principles give easily, as has been seen, a

simple construction for the third proportional to any two directed

lines, such as a and y in fig. 26 (art. 131); and the inspection

of the same figure shews easily, as was to be expected, that the

line £ so found is the third proportional also to a and-y; for in

that figure it is evident that

c-b:a-b::a-b:e-b.

But it is important to observe that when we have thus a conti-

nued proportion between three vectors,

a : 7 : : 7 : £, or a : - 7 : : -7 : t,
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we must not in quaternions write generally, as in ordinary alge-

bra, an equation between square and product, such as

7^ = at, or •y^ = £a;

for ^2 is^ in our system (see art. 85), a negative scalar, while at

and fa are in general (by arts. 89, 91) two conjugate quaternions,

of which neither reduces itself to a scalar, positive or negative,

unless the vectors a and f have coincident or opposite directions.

This new departure from ordinary usages (from which it may be

noticed that I aim at departing as seldom as I can), arises from

that fundamental /?ecM/?an7y of quaternions whereby they, and

even the vectors which they involve, are not generally commuta-
tive as factors (arts. 74, 82, &c.) In fact if we could infer gene-

rally the equation y'^ = at, from the continued proportion between
three vectors a : y. : y. s, then since this proportion may be in-

verted (art. 130), or written thus, e : y : : y : a, we should be equally

well entitled to conclude the equation y'^ = ia, and therefore also

ta = af, which (as a general inference) would contradict the non-
commutative principle, respecting the multiplication of vectors.

It is therefore satisfactory to know, what is easily shewn on our

principles, that the continued proportion above supposed, between

three vectors a, 7, e, gives still, as in ordinary algebra, and as in

those other and more modern systems also to which allusion has

been made, the equations,

£a-i = (7a-i)2, a£-i-(7£-i)2;

provided that we retain in quaternions, as the definition of a

square, or secondpower, the formula

q^ = qxq',

which will agree with what has been already laid down respect-

ing the squares or second powers of vectors. In fact if we make

q = ya-\ orqa = y,

we shall then have

q^a = q >< qa = ya'^ . y = a = ta'^ . a,

and therefore

(7a- 1)2 =y2 = £„-!.
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134. Conversely, by an introduction of the notion of the

power of a quaternion, with an exponent = ^, which includes what

has been shewn respecting such a power of a vector, I should «<?7/

write generally,

70"^ = + (ea' ^y, when a : 7 : : y : £

;

although I am not at liberty to write generally, under the same

condition of proportionality, the equation

7 = ±v/(a£),

as might be done in commutative algebra. Thus the mean pro-

tional y between any two proposed vectors, a and £, is not (with

me) equal generally to the square root 0/ their product ; but if

this meafi y, and the third vector £, be each divided by theJirst

vector a, the former of the two quotients (or quaternions) so ob-

tained is STILL (as in algebra) a species of square-root of the

latter. And accordingly 1 write, as an expression for this mean^

the formula

7 = ±(£a-i)ia;

where, to remove generally the ambiguity of sign, I may here

state that I take the upper sign (+) when y has the direction of

the bisector of the angle between the directions of a and e; but

the lower sign (-), when, as in figure 26, -y has the opposite of

that direction. And when I have occasion to speak definitely

of the mean proportional between two given vectors a and e, I

adopt then the upper sign in preference^ or take the bisector it-

self oi the angle between the two extremes, in preference to the

opposite of that bisector. There is thus only one case left, in

which the direction of the mean remains ambiguous, or rather en-

determinate, if the directions of the extremes be given, namely,

the case when those two given directions are opposite to each

other: for then the resulting symbol, suppose

y = {- x^a . a'^)i a, or y = (- j; 2)5 a,

where x represents some positive scalar, may on the foregoing

principles, denote* any line 7 which satisfies the two conditions,

r7 = x'la, 7 J- a
;
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SO that THIS MEAN y may have any direction in a plane per-

pendicular to a. Accordingly it is evident that the third pro-

portional to any two rectangular vectors is a third vector with a

direction opposite to the first, whatever the plane of the two vec-

tors may be. It is obvious also that the third proportional to any

two parallel vectors is a third vector, whose direction coincides

with that of the first given vector. And there can be no diffi-

culty in perceiving (what indeed does not depend on anything

peculiar to quaternions) that the mean proportional between any

two rays of a logarithmic spiral, at least if they be taken, for

simplicity, as belonging to one common semispire, is constructed,

in length and in direction, by that other ray of the same half-

spire which bisects the angle between them.

135. It is natural to interpret, on the same general plan, the

symbol

(/3^a)*xa, or(j3a-i)Ta,

as denoting the^r*^ of two mean proportionals (in length and in

direction), inserted between the two lines a and ^ ; the second of

these two mean proportionals, thus inserted, being denoted by

the analogous symbol,

(j3 -^ a)^xa, or(j3a-0*a.

For example, if a and /3 should be chosen so as to denote the

rays oa and od of the logarithmic spiral in fig. 25 (art. 119),

then the two means, symbolized above, would be the two inter-

mediate rays of the same spiral, ob and oc. In symbols, the

two means between i and 7 \/8 are k^ i y/2 and 2 k^ i. (Such is

at least the simplest pair ofmeans between the given extremes;

for we shall soon see that is possible, although in a less simple

way, to insert other pairs.) Indeed this notation is, so far, con-

sistent with the principles oi other systems also ; but it is impor-

tant to observe that in our system of notation we must not de-

note these two means between a and /3 by the symbols

which would, in common or commutative algebra, be merely

transformations of the foregoing ; whereas they denote, on the
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principles of the present theory, no two lines whatever, unless

the directions of a and j3 should happen to coincide^ but two
QUATERNIONS, of which the tensors and versors shall be assigned

hereafter. Meanwhile it is clear that since (by what precedes),

(/3 -=- a)^ = 7 -^ a, (/3 -^ 0)^ = 7' -i- a,

if y, y' denote the two means above considered, so that

a : 7 : : 7 : 7' : : 7' : /3,

the powers of any proposed quaternion
ft

-~ a with the exponents

^ and §, or in other words the cube-root of
fta' ^ and the square

of that cube-root, are generally themselves quaternions ; whose

tensors are the corresponding powers of the tensor of the given

quaternion,

T . (fta-')i = (T . fta-'Y^ = {Tft -^ Ta)K

T.{fta-')i = {T.fta-')i = {Tft-^Ta)^;

while the axes of the new versors are the same with the axis of

the given versor of /3a "^ and the angles of those versors are re-

spectively equal to one third and to two thirds of the given angle

between a and ft : so that we may write, with reference to the

versors, in consistency with former results,

U . (i3a-i)* = (U .
^„-i)i = (U/3 ^ Ua)i,

U.(/3a-i)* = (U.j3a-i)*=(U/3-f-Ua)*,

and also, with reference to the angles, the equations,

Z.(i3a-i)* = iz(/3a-M.

L.{fta-')i = U{fta-').

136. More generally we may now interpret the symbol q*, or

the POWER OF A QUATERNION q, with any scalar exponent t,

as denoting a new quaternion, of which the tensor and the ver-

sor are respectively the same (t"") powers of the tensor and ver-

sor of the old or given quaternion ; in such a manner that we

may write, generally (compare art. 116),

T.^' = (T^)'='1Y;

U .q' = {Uqy=Uq';

the points and parentheses being omitted in these last symbols,
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T^ and U^',

as being not required for the prevention ofambiguity. The ten-

sors being simply positive or (more properly) signless numbers

(by articles 63, 113), their powers are to be formed by the or-

dinary rules of algebra, or x-dihev oi arithmetic. And with re-

spect to the formation of powers of versors, or the interpreta-

tion of the symbol U^', it is natural to consider each such power

as being a new versor, which has the effect of turning any line

a, in a plane perpendicular to the axis of 7, through an angle, or

an amount of rotation round that axis, which is represented by

the product

tx^ Lq\

the rotation being right-handed or left-handed, according as this

product is a positive or a negative number. All this is evidently

consistent with, and includes, what has been already laid down

respecting ;jOM;er* of vectors, or oi (juadrantal versors {\x\ articles

86, 115, 116, &c.); and it enables us to write, in the calculus of

quaternions, as well as in ordinary algebra, the formula,

q q -q q -q >

where m and n are any positive or negative whole numbers, or

zero. For example, we have the identities

q .q'^=q-^q = q^-^ = q^= 1;

so that (compare arts. 44, 117), we may call the power 9-1,

with negative unity for its exponent, the reciprocal of the qua-

ternion q. We have also, for any such whole values of m and 7i,

the usual algebraic identity.

But before we can decide whether these two last formulae (with

m and n) are true generally for all scalar values of the expo-

nents m and n, including //•action* and incommensurables, we

must consider more closely, and define more precisely, than has

yet been done, what is to be understood in general by the angle,

or AMPLITUDE, Z 5", of a quaternion, or of a versor.

137. It will be remembered that whenever we have supposed

that an equation of either of the two following forms,
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q = (i-T-a, or gxa = (3t

holds good, we have always conceived (see arts. 40, 90, &c.)

that the quaternion q, regarded as a metrographic operator,

produces the complex (metrographic) ^ec^ of changing^rs^ the

length of a to the length of j3, according to the rule expressed

by the formula (compare art. 110),

TyxTa=T/3;

and also of changing, secondly, the direction of a to the direction

of /3, as is expressed by this other formula (compare art. 113),

U<7xUa=Ui3:

and this change of direction, of the line a thus operated upon,

has been always supposed to be accomplished by a rotation in

THE PLANE of the tico rays a and j3, round an axis perpendicular

to that plane, but coincident with (or parallel to) the axis ofthe

o'perating quaternion q. Now it is evident that if we only care

for obtaining, in some way, the direction oiihefinal ray j3, re-

garded as the RESULT of such a rotation, we may add (or suh^

tract) ANY whole number of complete revolutions (per-

formed in the same plane) ; because each such revolution, forward

or backward, restores the direction of the revolving line or

ray. For example, a rotation through + 60° in any plane is equi-

valent, as far as regards only its final effect, to a rotation

(round the same axis) through + 420°; or through - 300° ; or

through + 780°, &c. Conceive then that we wish to form, on

the general plan of the foregoing article (136), the power q^ with

exponent \ of the versor q = ^a'^, where a and j3 shall be sup-

posed to denote, as in fig. 29, two coinitial sides oa and ob

of an equilateral triangle aob in a p. gg

horizontal plane, the side ob lying ._ -...^^^

towards the ri^ht hand, with refe- .^v/v ^\.,.«°

rence to the side OA. If we select, •//x \^ y^\ .

r . • r .1-
+20// Vj/'T 5/ A2OO

for the present pair or rays, the sim- //"---o/ \\ / ..^
-" e\

PLEST VALUE for the anqle between o^K ^

them, and the one which agrees best \

with ordinary geometry, and with \ c

the analogy of former articles, \
namely, the following value of the ^
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rotation (round an upward axis) from the direction of a to that

of^,

Z^ = Z(/3-ra) = + 60°,

.the general expression in article 136 for the amount of the rota-

tion performed by the power q*, considered as a new operator

on a, will then supply us with the following value for this new

rotation (round the same upward axis) :

ty.Z.q = ix{+60°) = + 20°.

We shall thus be led to write the equations

gia = y, (j3a"^)^ = 70'^ 7 = 0-0;

where c is conceived to denote the point on the circumference

AB (with the origin o for centre), which is advanced by 20° be-

yond the point a in the order of right handed rotation; and this

result will agree perfectly with article 135, because it will give

the ray -y as the first of two mean proportionals, y and 7', inserted

between a and /3 ; so that

a : y : : y : 7' : : 7' : j3, where 7' = c' - o,

c' being the Jinal point of a positive arc of 40°, measured from

the point a of the circumference, which latter is assumed as the

initial point : the/our rays,

A-o, c-o, c'-o, B-O,

thus forming, by their directions, a continued proportion.

138. But we might also, although less simply, have supposed

that after turning the radius oa, as above, through an angle of

60°, and so bringing it to coincide with the position of ob, we
then continue the rotation through an additional and complete

revolution, passing successively through the points de', ed', acc'

in the figure, and thus returning to the position ob again.

And if we adopt this supposition, respecting the amount of rota-

tion performed, that is, if we suppose it to be =+ 420°, we shall

then have, by the general formula of art. 136, the following value

for the corresponding rotation effected by the required power qi'.

<xZ^ = ^x(+420°) = + 140°.
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In this manner we shall be led to consider the point d in the

figure, namely, the termination of a positive arc of 140° from a,

together with the connected point d' which is the termination of

the same arc doubled, as the extremities of two new rays,

^=D-o, andS'=D'-o,

which are, although in a less simple sense than before, two mean

proportionals inserted between a and j3, and satisfy the conditions

of the formula,

a:S::g:8'::S':i3;

while the first of these two new means satisfies also, in the same

sense, the equations,

(7^a-S, (j3a-i)^ = Sa-i.

139. Or again we might conceive ourselves as passing from

a to j3, or from A to b, by a rotation in the opposite order, through

the points d'e, e'd of the figure ; which new rotation would thus

be expressed by the symbol - 300° : and then the general formula

of art. 136 would give, for the rotation caused by the operation of

the nought power qi of the versor q, the value

txLq = ^x (-300°) =-100°.

And thus we should be led to consider the two new points E and

e' in the figure, which are the extremities of two negative arcs

from A, namely, arcs of 100° and 200° respectively, measured in

an order opposite to that adopted in recent articles, in fact if,

after finding these two new points (or at least conceiving them

to be found), we write

£ = E - o, c' = e' - o,

we shall have the new continued proportion,

a : e: : e : e : : i : (5 ;

and shall be led to write, in connexion therewith, the new equa-

tions,

qia = e, (/3a-i)* = ca' '.

140. And NO new variety ofpositions for the line q^a would

be obtained hy any further addition or subtraction of revolutions,
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in estimating the amount of the rotation from a to j3; because a

change of three such revolutions, in the estimate of that rota-

tion, produces merely a change of one complete revolution when

we come to trisect the whole angle (or at least to conceive it as

trisected), or to multiply l q by the given exponent \, For ex-

ample, if, instead of treating the rotation from a to j3 as being

= the negative arc - 300° (as in the preceding article), we were

to treat it as equal to the positive arc + 780°, which is greater by

three circumferences, we should be led, by the supposed trisec-

tion, to conceive an arc of + 260°, which would still conduct us

from A to e (in fig. 29), although by an order or direction ofro-

tation^ opposite to that which was considered in the foregoing

article.

141. It appears then that {/'we allow the symbol

/L (/, orz(/3-4-a), orz(/3o-i).

to represent not merely 60° (in the example recently discussed),

but any one of the angles or rotations which differ from this by

multiples of 360°, the power gi, or the cube-root of the quater-

nion q, may represent, or be interpreted as being equal to, any

one o/'three distinct quaternions; namely (with the recent

significations of the letters), by arts. 137, 138, 139, any one of

the three following

:

(/3o-^)^=7a-i, or = ^a -^ or = fa-^;

but not (by art. 140) any other quaternion, distinct from these.

In fact if we define the cube or the third power of a quaternion

by the formula

f = qqq,

which agrees not only with common algebra but with the general

definition of y' in art. 136, we shall have, in the recent example,

the equations,

(7a-')3 = (ga-^)3 = (£a-V = i3a-i.

In short, we reproduce here, by this way of viewing the subject,

precisely that kind and degree of multiplicity of value,

which is so well known to present itself in the ordinary algebra

of imaginaries, and indeed in some known systems of geometrical
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interpretation also, in connexion with the roots of unity :

although it was necessary, for the purpose of a logical developement

of the present theory, that I should not assume, without a new

and independent investigation, so important an element of any

other system, with which the principles of the Calculus of Qua-

ternions come on some points into opposition. It would not have

been a legitimate process for me to have borrowed, without in-

quiry, the Theorem that " three distinct and unequal ex-

pressions (as here ja'^, Sa'S and ta'^) may have on e common

cube," from any system of calculation in which the order oftwo

factors is supposed to be generally indifferent to the result ; nor

from any system of interpretation, in which the three distinct

cube-roots of one common expression (as here of /3a'^) are sup-

posed generally to represent three lines, having directions in one

plane, instead of representing (as with me) three quaternions.

142. Had the exponent t denoted any other fraction,

n

m

where m is supposed to be prime to w, so that the fraction t is

expressed in its lowest terms, there would have been no difficulty

in proving, in like manner, what is analogous to known results

in other systems, that m distinct quaternions, that is, as many as

there are units in the denominator of the fractional exponent t,

might all be considered as values of the <"* power of any pro-

posed quaternion q, or as included among the different interpre-

tations of the symbol q^ ; provided that in calculating the rota-

tion denoted (see 136) by the general expression

t X iq,

we still allow (as was lately done) the symbol z 5' to denote any

one of those infinitely tnany angles, or x&ihQV amounts of rota-

tion about a given axis, which can be formed as above, by addi-

tions or subtractions of circumferences, or complete revolutions.

For example, the square-root </• of a given quaternion q would,

on this plan, be found to have in general two values, of which

one would however be merely the negative of the other, or might

be formed from that other by multiplying it by - 1 : which re-
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suit is seen, of course, to bear the closest possible analogy to

algebra. And if the exponent t were incommensurable, the

values of the power 5-' would then, on the same plan, be found

to be INFINITELY MANY. But a power of a given quaternion,

with a given whole number for its exponent, such as the square,

cube, reciprocal, &c., is still, even on this plan, itself a deter-

mined QUATERNION ; in the sense that by operating as a factor

on any given line, in a plane perpendicular to its axis, it produces

a DETERMINED LINE in that plane as the result.

143. If then we were to adopt the plan mentioned in the last

few foregoing articles (137, &c.), for estimating the angle of a

quaternion, whereby the symbol L q for that angle, or for that

rotation, should not be confined to its simplest and most geo-

metrical value or signification, as denoting generally some
acute, or right, or obtuse angle, such as are treated of in Euclid's

Elements, and which for the moment we may here denote by this

other symbol q : we might then write generally

/.q = ^ + 2l7r,

where / is employed as a sign for any positive or negative whole

number, or zero, and the angular value of 7r is (as usual) 180°.

And then, on the same plan, we might write (see art. 136),

L (q*) == t X (q + 2 lir) + 2 I' TT = t . q +2 {It + I') TT,

where /' denotes any new whole number, whether positive or

negative or zero. In the same manner we might write

Z. (5-") =u.q+2 (mu -1- tw') tt ;

where m and m' would be allowed to denote any new pair of

whole numbers ; the new exponent u, like t, being still supposed

to be scalar; but being still allowed, like it, to become fractional

or incommensurable. And if we seek, on the same plan, the

angle of that other power of q, which shall have m + ^ (or ^ + m)

for its exponent, we find this other expression,

Z .
q""** = {u + 1) q + 2 p (u + t) IT + 2 p TT,

where /> and/}' are two new arbitrary integers.
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144. This being perceived, there can be little or no difficulty

in seeing that because generally the multiplication of versors cor-

responds in the theory of quaternions to the composition ofver-

sions (see art. ^5)., and because the axes of the rotations answer-

ing to X\\Q powers q* and q^ may be regarded as coinciding with

the axis of the base, or with that of the given quaternion q, we

may form (on the present plan) a general expression for the

angle of the product oftwo powers,

q^ X q*,

by adding the two separate expressions (found as above) for the

angles of the factors, and afterwards admitting or introducing a

term which shall be some multiple of a circumference. In this

way we should be led to infer that

L (q^ X q') = {u + t) q +2 {It + mu + n) it,

where n denotes some new positive or negative whole number or

zero : provided that in interpreting the symbol for the angle of

the product we allow evo-y value of the owe factor power to be

combined with every value of the other.

145. Comparing now the results of the two foregoing articles,

we find that in order to justify our establishing the following

equation,

q-q'=q-^',

where the exponent of the product is represented as being equal

(as in arithmetic) to the sum of the exponents of the factors,

we must endeavour to select the five whole numbers /, m, n, p, p in

such a way that the part independnet of g, in the difference of

the angles of the two equated quaternions may either vanish, or at

least be equal to some multiple ofthe whole circumference ; or that

the coefficient of 2ir in the expression of this difference may be

equal to some whole number /j", whether positive or negative, or

zero ; since otherwise the two compared quaternions would not

be equal, because they would give unequal vectors as the results

of their operating as versors on one common vector, perpendicu-

lar to the axis oiq. In this manner we are led to the condition,

p{t + u) - {It + mu) +p' -n=p";
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or more concisely,

(p- I) t+ {p-m)u = n',

n denoting some new whole number which may be chosen at

pleasure.

146. Now without entering here into a minute discussion of all

the CASES which may arise from varieties of selection of the sca-

lar exponents t and m, it may suffice to observe that for general

and INCOMMENSURABLE values of those two scalars, not con-

nected by any relation with each other^ the condition recently

written can be satisfied only by supposing that/)-/, p-m, and

n all separately vanish ; or by our establishing the equations,

p = l=:mt and n = 0.

For example, if we assume

t= ^2, « = v'3,

we shall find that the equation

aV2 + by/3 = c

cannot be satisfied by any scalar and whole values of a, b, c, dis-

tinct from zero. We are therefore led to conclude that the prO'

duct of the two powers q' and 9" will not generally (on the

present plan) be equal to that other power <7"*', of which the

exponent is the sum of the exponents of the factors, unless the

three whole numbers, denoted above by /, m,p, are equal to each

other; that is, unless, informing the three powers,

by the three multiplications (see art. 136),

t Lq, uLq, (u + t) /.q,

we assign one common value, such as

Lq = q + 2/7r,

to the angle of the base, or to the amount of the rotation

which is conceived to be produced by the operation of the qua-

ternion q. But ijl conversely, we do thus choose m = l and/? = /,

that is, if we do thus assign one common value to i q, in form-

ing the three powers to be compared, we shall then have

M
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p (t + u) =lt + mu,

independently oft and u; and the expression for the angle of the

product, assigned in art. 144, can only differ from the last ex-

pression in art. 143 by some whole multiple of the circumference.

And therefore, even if the quaternion q were not a simple versor,

but had a tensor different from unity, we should be able to infer

from this supposed ^x?7^ of its angle L q, for any two scalar ex-

ponents t and u, the equation

q^ qt = ^"*',

which was proposed for investigation near the beginning of the

foregoing article; and also, under a slightly different form,

towards the end of article 136.

147. With respect to the equation

{q'f^q'",

which also was proposed for investigation in the place last re-

ferred to, the exponents t and u being still scalar^ but otherwise

general, if we adopt, for the angle of 5^, the value assigned in art.

143, we shall have, on the plan of that article, the expression

L . {^Y = ut.q + 1 {lut + I'u + /") TT,

where /, /', I" are any three whole numbers. And on the other

hand we have, on the same plan,

L .q^^ = ut .q -¥2 {mut + m) tv ;

where m and m denote some two new whole numbers. Equating

then the difference of these two last angles to a multiple of the

circumference, we find, as the condition for the correctness of the

equation above proposed,

(l-m) ut ¥l'u = m",

where m" is a new whole number, which may be chosen at plea-

sure. But because the scalar exponents u and ut are supposed

to be generally incommensurable, and not to be connected with

each other by any such relation as the foregoing, we can only

satisfy the recent condition by supposing that we have separately,

w = /, and /' = 0.
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We are therefore still to suppose the angle of the original base

q to be FIXED, as in the immediately foregoing article; or to con-

ceive that one common value of z. 9- is employed, in forming the

two powers,
q^ and ^"'.

But besides this supposition, which answers to the condition

m = l, the other condition recently found, namely, the equation

/'=0, shews that in proceeding to form the power (^')" from the

power 9' as a base, we must in general retain that value of the

angle ofq*^ which is immediately given by the rule of art. 136,

namely, the value (compare 143),

L.q^=tx Lq=t{q -^IItt);

and must not (generally) ac?c? to this value any multiple (different

from zero) of the whole circumference, such as the multiple 2 /V
which was added in art. 143, before proceeding to multiply by
u; at least if we desire to obtain generally a neiv power (5^)", of

the intermediate base q\ which shall be equal to the power g'"' of

the given quaternion q.

148. But on reviewing the whole investigation contained in

the eleven foregoing articles (137 to 147), it appears to me
that you are likely to admit that although it was perhaps useful

thus to study^r a while son.«e of the ways in which the theory

of Quaternions might have led to symbols with multiple
VALUES, analogous to the known roots of unity (compare art.

141); yet it may now be desirable, with a view to simplicity

and clearness in our future researches, that we should call in the

aid of definition to^a;, as precisely as we can, which one sig-

nifcation, or value, out of all the possible values or interpreta-

tions recently considered, we shall hereafter choose to adopt, in

preference to all the others, and indeed to their future exclusion,

in the further developement of this Calculus. And I conceive

that we cannot better attain this object, than by adopting hence-

forth expressly what has indeed been often adopted already, at

least tacitly and by anticipation, in earlier articles of these Lec-
tures, namely, the simplest valve ofthe angle of any proposed

quaternion q, or in other words the one which 7nost conforms to

ordinary geometrical usage ; that is to say, an angle in the first

M 2
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positive semicircle: and by regarding this as the value of the

symbol L q. This comes in the notation of art. 143, to suppos-

ing that I is zero, or to establishing generally the equa-

tion,

Lq = q;

or (more fully), it comes to assigning the limitations^

^ y > 0, < TT,

where > and < are, as usual, signs for " greater than" and " less

than" (compare art. 113) ; which will dispense with thefutureuse

of the recent symbol q, and will allow us to consider the prefixed

mark L as being (in quaternions) the characteristic of a cer-

tain DEFINITE OPERATION, which maybe called the operation of

taking THE ANGLE of any proposed quaternion. And the sym-

bol Lq will thus denote, with us, henceforth, simply an acute or

right or obtuse angle, such as Euclid usually treats of, to the

exclusion oi negative values, and of values greater than two right

angles : although null angles, and angles equal to two right

angles, shall still be admitted as limits.

149. It was thus that (in art. 77) we regarded unit-vectors,

such as i,j. A, &c., as being simply quadrantal versors, and not

as operating to turn a perpendicular line through yiye nor nine

positive quadrants, nor through three nor seven negative quad-

rants, &c., round the given unit-vector as an axis : and that

accordingly we regarded (in art. 86) the symbol i' as denoting a

versor, which turns a line k, perpendicular to i, through a defi-

nite amount of rotation, and in a definite direction, which were

expressed (in quantity and sign) by the product t x 90°. It was

thus, again, that (in art. 116) we interpreted more generally

the symbol p' as denoting a quaternion, which multiplies the

length of a line a perpendicular to the base-line p by the tensor

Tp', and turns that perpendicular line a round p as round an

axis, through the same definite rotation t x 90° as before, butwo^

generally through any of the following odd multiples thereof,

-3/x90'', +5<x90°, &c.:

which came to establishing the equation
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as holding good for every vector p, to the exclusion of the less

simple values, - 270°, + 450*, &c., which the angle L p ofthe vec-

tor might otherwise have been supposed to receive, when this

vector p is regarded as being in part a versor also. It was thus,

once more, that (in art. 134) we proposed to remove the ambi-

guity of sign in the expression for a square root of a quaternion,

by interpreting the symbol (fa"^)* as equivalent generally to one

definite quotient, such as r\a^ ; where the symbol t] (not expressly

introduced in 134) denotes that definite vector which bisects the

(acute or right or obtuse) angle between a and £, and not the op-

posite oi ihdii bisector (in fig. 26 the line -y, and not the line + -y).

And a leaning towards the same view may have been observed

in art. 135, and in other earlier articles. But I now propose to

FIX it, by DEFINITION, as what 1 shall henceforth always adopt,

in these Lectures, unless and until some special notice shall be

given, of the temporary adoption of any other and less simple mode

of estimating the angle of a quaternion, and of calculating its

powers thereby. And then the power q\ so calculated, by com-

bining this value of iq with the rule in art. 136, will be always

A DETERMINED QUATERNION, if the quatemion q and the scalar

exponent t be themselves determined: with the single exception

of that limiting case (to be afterwards more closely considered),

where the base q becomes a negative scalar, by its angle taking

the limiting value,

Lq = Tr;

in which case the axis ofthe power (like the axis of the base) has

an eT[\\rQ\y indeterminate direction; although the angle of the

power will still have a determinate value.

150. From the fixity of value which we have now assigned

to the symbol L q, when q is any fixed quaternion, we may see

at once, by the considerations of art. 146, that the formula

which^was lately proposed for discussion, does in fact hold good

generally, or as an identity, in quaternions as well as in alge-
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bra : the exponents still being scalars^ and the case where the

base is a negative number being still excepted or reserved. And
we see that (abstracting from tensors^ respecting which there is

never any difficulty), this formula simply expresses, that whether

we cause a line perpendicular to the axis of q to turn round that

axis, from some given initial position, through two successive

amounts ofrotation^ denoted as to their quantities and directions

by the symbols

t Lq and u Lq,

or through a single resultant rotation round the same axis, de-

noted by the symbol

{u-¥t) L q,

the Jinal position of the revolving line will be the samCf for the

one process as for the other.

151. It is important to observe, however, that although the

rotation round the axis of the base q, produced by the operation

of the power q\ is correctly expressed (on the plan which we

have adopted in recent articles) by the symbol tLq^ yet the

angle of that power cannot now be generally expressed by the

same symbol : because the value of the product,

t X Lq,

is not generally confined between the limits and tt, between

which limits it has been thought convenient to confine the angle

of any quaternion or power (art. 148). It may (and often will)

be necessary, in the applications, to add or subtract some whole

number ofcircumferences, or in other words some multiple of 27r,

to or from the product tLq, in order to obtain hereby a result

which shall be comprised within the first positive or negative

semicircle. And if the result of such addition of the multiple

2w7r, where n is some positive or negative whole number, shall

be an arc different from zero, and contained in the first negative

semicircle, so that

2w7r + ^Z.<7<0, >-7r,

we must then change the sign of this result, in order to get a

positive angle : taking care, however, at the same time, to reverse
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the axis, in order that the rotation may still be right handed.

We must therefore not write, as a general formula,

although this equation will often be true: but we may write ge-

nerally,

L {q') = 2mr ±t Lq,

the integer n and the sign ± being determined (when the angle

L q and the exponent t are given) by the conditions that

Inir ±t I q >0, <7r;

and the axis ofthe power q* being in the same direction with the

axis of the base q, or in the opposite direction, according as it is

necessary to take the upper or the lower sign (4 or -), in con-

formity with the foregoing conditions.

152. For example, if the exponent t be ^, or ^, or §, or ge-

nerally if it have any value between and 1, whether commen-
surable or incommensurable, the product t /Lq will then be con-

fined between the same given limits (0 and ir) as the angle L q

itself; and therefore this product j'^^e//"ex presses the angle ofthe

power q* : while the axis of this power coincides with the axis of

the base. The formula? at the end of art. 135 remain therefore

undisturbed ; and the square-root of any proposed (non-scalar)

quaternion has always its angle acute, as being the half of an

angle in the first semicircle,

while the direction of the axis of this square-root qi '\s coincident

with [not opposite to) the direction of the axis of q.

153. In like manner the square ofan acute-angled quaternion

has, as compared with that quaternion itself, a double angle and

a coincident axis; so that,

if Z ^ < ^, then Z (q^) = 2 Lq, and Ax . (f
= Ax . q,

where Ax . q is used as a (temporary) symbol for the unit-vector

which is drawn in the direction of the positive axis of ^. And the

square of a right-angled quaternion is a negative scalar (compare
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arts. 75, 85, &c.), which must be regarded as having its angle = tp,

and its axis indeterminate ; or in symbols,

if A 9 = ^, then Z {q^) = tt, ^^ < ; Ax . q^, indet.

But the square of an obtuse-angled quaternion q is another qua-

ternion, with an opposite axis, and with an angle which is the

double of the supplement of the given obtuse angle ; or in symbols,

if Z^>5, then z(52) = 27r-2z^; Ax.q^ = - Ax.q.

154. For example, in fig. 29, art. 137,

if <7 = Sa-S then^2 = S'a-';

but while the angle of Ba'^ is 140°, and the axis of the same qua-

ternion is upward (by 137, 138), the angle of the square, or of

the quaternion S'a "^ is (on the plan of recent articles) regarded

as being not the double (namely 280°) of the angle 140° itself,

but the double (namely 80°) of its supplement (namely 40°) ; the

axis of the new or squared quaternion being at the same time

treated as a downward line ; because when we compare imme-

diately the ray 8' with the ray a, without introducing the conside-

ration of any other ray, such as 8, we find it simpler to conceive

a right handed rotation of 80° from a to S' round such a down-

ward axis, than to conceive another rotation, also right-handed,

although round an upward axis, but extending through a more

considerable amount, namely 280°, from the same initial to the

same final ray. In fact we do not now regard 280° as being, in

a sufficiently simple sense for our present purpose, an angle at

ALL ; and therefore we adopt, instead of it, what it wants offour

right angles, taking care, however, at the same time, to reverse

the axis.

155. Again, we saw (in art. 141) in connexion with the same

fig. 29, that the three quaternions,

ya'^, 8a"^, fo'^

had all one common cube, namely the quaternion
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and the values of the angles of the three quaternions just men-

tioned may now be definitely stated as follows (see arts. 137,138,

139):

Z (70-0 = 20°; z(Sa-i) = 140°; L{ea-^) = \OQ° ;

their axes being respectively Mj9jf;arrf, upward, and downward;

while the axis of their common cube is upward, and its angle has

(by 137) the following value

:

z(/3a-0 = 60°.

We have then, indeed, in this example,

but we have also,

Z.(ga-0^ = 3z(ga-0-27r;
and

Z.(€o-J)3 = 2n--3z(£a-J);

all which illustrates and exemplifies what was said in art. 151.

156. If with the recent significations of a, /3, 7, B, c (in con-

nexion with fig. 29), we denote as follows the four quaternions

considered in the foregoing article,

(5a'^ = q, ya'^ = r, So"^ = r', ea"^ = r",

we shall have (by art. 141), the equations,

q = r^ = r'^ = r'^ ;

and, by what has just been shewn, we shall have also,

Z g- = 3 z r = 3 z r' - 2 7r= 27r - 3 z r ".

These last expressions for z q give,

, , 27r , „ 27r ,

Lr=\Lq\ Lr=— \\Lq\ Lr=—-^Lq;

but (by 135, 152) we have, generally,

and the only one of the three distinct quaternions r, r, r", with

q for their common cube, which satisfies this last condition, is r.

We must, therefore, by our recent dejinitions, regard r as the
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{unique) cube-root of ^, -n his example ; and accordingly must

establish the equation,

to the exclusion of the two other equations,

these last being inconsistent with that definite signification of a

power (or root) of a quaternion which has been recently assigned
;

although, in that vaguer sense which was considered by us not

long ago, each of these two other quaternions, r and r", might

also, as well as r, have been regarded (see arts. 138, 139) as being

among the values of the cube-root of the quaternion 9, or as being

one of the interpretations of the symbol q^.

157. Continuing then to adopt that definite interpreta-

tion of a symbol such as 9', which was assigned in articles 148,

149, we see that (with the recent significations of the symbols)

we MAY write, definitely, for the particular quaternion lately

denoted by r, the equation

but MUST NOT regard this equation as being an identity, since

it will not be true to assert that, for the two other particular

quaternions r' and r", either one or other of the two following

equations, as at present interpreted, holds good

;

(r'3)i = r'; (r"^)i=r".

On the contrary it is easy to see, with the help of fig. 29, that in

the present example, we have (compare art. 86),

(r'3)^ = r = k'^ r
;

(r"^)^ = r = k^ r";

(results which will soon be generalized :) because the line 7, or

qia, or ra, is /e55 advanced by 120° (in the figure) than the line

8, or r'a ; but is more advanced, by the same angular amount,

than the line c, or r'a. The cube-root of the cube of a quater-

nion is therefore not generally equal to that original quater-

nion itself; although it may well be suspected, from the recent

example, to have at least (what it has in fact) some simple relu-
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tion thereto: and although a quaternion is always (like a

number) the cube of its own cube-root. In short, the pro-

perty of having a given cube q^ is shared in common (see art.

141) by three distinct quaternions; of which one alone is, by

our recent definitions (see arts. 148, 149, 152), regarded as being

THE CUBE-ROOT.

158. With the same dejinite interpretation of q\ it is still more

easy to see that the square-root of the square ofa quaternion

is not necessarily equal to that quaternion ; since it may just as

often happen to be the negative thereof {-q instead oi -\- q) \ be-

cause the original quaternion q may be as often o6^M*e-angled as

ocute-^ngXeA. In fact, by the foregoing principles,

if Z^<|, then (/)i = 7;

but if z 5^ > ^, then {q^y = - 5'-

For example, in fig. 29,

but, in the same figure,

because the bisector of the angle of 80° between a and S' is not

the line 8 itself, but the opposite line - 8 (terminating at the ex-

tremity of an arc of - 40°, instead of an arc of + 140° from a) ; or

because (see 153, 154) the half of 27r - 2 z </ is = 7r - Z (/, and not

= L q: while a rotation from a, round an axis opposite to that of

9, and through an angle supplementary to z q, conducts to a line

which has a direction opposite to that which would be attained

by revolving towards the same hand round the axis of q itself,

through the angle itself of q. At that intermediate stage, where

q is n^A^-angled, and therefore equal to some vector p, it follows

from what has been shewn in several former articles that the

square-root of its square is a vector, with an entirely indetermi-

nate direction : thus we may write,

(p^y = a; Ta=Tp', Uff, indeterminate.

159. We see then that we are by no means at liberty to
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establish generally, in quaternions, at least with the definite

signification lately assigned to a power, and when versors as well

as tensors are considered, the arithmetical equation

which was one of those proposed (art. 136) in the present Lec-

ture for discussion. For we have found that even the less gene-

ral formula,

(^n)" = g, or (r")" = r,

which is included in that equation, and in which n may be con-

ceived to represent some positive whole number, is an equation

not generally true (see arts, 157, 158), for the values n = 3, w = 2 ;

and the same formula may be easily shewn io fail (generally

speaking) for all higher whole values of w. In fact, the equation

is satisfied generally, in quaternions as in algebra (compare art.

142), by n distinct values of r, when the quaternion q is given :

but only one of these n values of r, suppose the unaccented r
I

itself, coincides with the value (compare 156, 158), of 7". If we

start with ayiy other, suppose r, of these n values of r, which all

agree in satisfying the equation r^'^q; if we raise it to its w""

power; and if we afterwards extract the n^*" root ofthis power,

namely, of the quaternion

r'" = q,

which shall have been so obtained: we shall not hereby be

brought back to the value r itself, but to that other value r,

which has indeed the same w"' power, namely, q, but is, notwith-

standing, a quite distinct quaternion. By still stronger reason,

therefore, we must reject, as a general conclusion, in this

Calculus, the equation cited at the beginning of the present ar-

ticle. Indeed if we remember the conditions for the general vali-

dity of that equation, which were assigned in art. 147, we shall

see that in the very act of our since satisfying one of those con-

ditions, hy fixing (in what appeared the simplest way) the value

of the angle of a quaternion, and thereby satisfying the equation
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which (in the article referred to) was written as /« = /, we have

made it impossible for us also to satisfy (generally) that other
condition of the same article 147, which was there written under

the form ^' = 0. For it is no longer possible for us, since our^a:-

ation of the value of the angle of a given quaternion, through

the limitations of art. 148, to escape the necessity (art. 151) of

in general adding some multiple of 27r to the product t y. Lq^

and even of often changing the sign of the result, in order to

obtain a duly limited value of the angle of the intermediate power

g*, before proceeding to raise this power, as a new Lose, to the

new power denoted by the symbol (^0"-

160. A little consideration, however, will suffice to shew,

that although the arithmetical equation

is thus not generally true in this Calculus, yet a power ofa
power ofa quaternion bears generally a simple relation to that

other power of which the (scalar) exponent is the product of the

proposed exponents, and that we may write, as a generalfor-

mula^ the following,

(^)«=(Ax.9)4'»«.5'»',

where t and u are still two arbitrary scalars, and q an arbitrary

quaternion, while n is some integer number, positive or negative

or null, of which the value depends upon and varies with the va-

lues of q^ t, u, but which can always be so chosen as to make the

formula true, in each particular case, with our present significa-

tion of a power. For example, if we remember that generally

(compare 75, 77, 153) the square of the unit-axis Ax . q is equal

to negative unity, so that the equation

(Ax.^)2 = - 1

holds good, independently of the particular value of the quater-

nion q ; while, for whole values of the exponents, the simple law

of transformation, above discussed, holds good (compare art.

136), and consequently,

(Ax.^)'"=(-1)'' = ± 1
;
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we shall perceive that the formula above written is true for the

case M = ^, and that it gives, for that case, the expression,

where the choice of the sign is to be determined, for any pro-

posed values of q and t, by considerations of a kind already and

recently explained. And it will easily be found that when u = i

the same general formula is true, becoming then,

(q')^= (Ax .q)*^ .q^.

161. For example, with the particular significations of r, r',r",

in recent articles (156, 157), we have for the unit-axes of these

three quaternions the expressions :

Ax.r = k; Ax.r' = k; A.x.r"=-k;

k still denoting an upward vector-unit; and if we observe (com-

pare arts. 116, 89) that

we shall see that the results, obtained in art. 157, may be thus

written :

(r3)* = A0r; {r'^)i=k-ir'
-,

(r"3)* = (- *)-*r";

and that they agree with the general expression, assigned in the

foregoing article, for a. power ofa power of a quaternion. But I

leave you to supply the general demonstration for yourselves,

through fear of being tedious on this subject. I may however

add here that the new symbol

(Ax .qy.q',

where / denotes an arbitrary integer, has precisely that kind and

degree of multiplicity of value, with our present definite signifi-

cation of a power of a quaternion, which was attributed provi-

sionally, in article 142, to the simpler symbol

before the fixation (in articles 148, 149) of the value ofthe angle

iq.
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162. After these general remarks on powers, let us consider

more particularly the important and useful case where the expo-

nent is negative unity, and where therefore (see arts. 44, 117,

136) the power to be studied is the reciprocal, q'^, of the origi-

nal quaternion q. There is no difficulty in seeing that the tensor

of the reciprocal of a quaternion is equal to the reciprocal of the

tensor; and that in like manner the versor of the reciprocal is

the reciprocal of the versor ; or in symbols (compare 117), that

T{q-^)={'Yq)-^=Tq-\

V{q-^) = {\]q)-'=Vq-^',

because an act of refaction (44) is generally compounded of two

other acts, of retension (63) and reversion (89) respectively.

Indeed these last formulae are included in the corresponding and

more general ones of article 136, which still hold good, for any

scalar exponent t, with our present definite signification of ^.

We have also evidently,

L{q-^) = Lq; Ax .

^'i = - Ax . ^

;

because the reciprocal, g*"^, considered as a re-versor, and com-

pared with the original quaternion 9, has simply the eflfect of

turning the line on which it operates, through the same angle,

but round an opposite axis. And because (by art. 89) the con-

jugate ofa versor is exactly such a re-versor, so that generally,

LKUq=LVq, Ax . KVq = - Ax . Uq,

and therefore also (returning from versors to quaternions),

I. Kry = z q, Ax . Kq = - Ax . q,

we see that the conjugate and the reciprocal of a quaternion can

diflFer only by their tensors, which are mutually reciprocals of

each other, because generally (see arts. 89, 90, 114),

TKq^Tq.

Thus we may write, as a generalformulafor quaternions,

Vq-^=KVq;

and may derive from it this general expression for a reciprocal^
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which includes the formula of art 117 for the reciprocal ofa vec-

tor, namely

p-i=-Tp-i.U/o,

because, by 114,

KVp = -\Jp.

163. We see at the same time that the following is a general

expressionJbr the conjugate of any quaternion,

K^=T^.KU^;

which may also (by the foregoing article) be written thus

:

Kq^Tq.Uq-K

And because the quaternion q itself may (by art. 90) be expressed

as follows,

q-Tq. Vq,

where the tensor Tq is still (by 63, 1 13) a positive or absolute

number, and is therefore commutative as 2ifactor with all other

factors, so far as the order of their multiplication is concerned,

we see that this other general formula holds good, as an identity

in the present Calculus :

qKq^Tq"^;

so that the product of two conjugate quaternions is always

a positive scalar, namely the square of the common tensor. In

fact, when we proceed to compound with each other the two con-

jugate acts offaction, of which the agents or operators are the

two conjugate factors q and Kg, we find that we have to repeat

a tension, and to undo a version, producing thus, upon the whole,

a double act of tension, or multiplying by the square of Tq,

without any ultimate turning of the line on which we have thus

operated. We arrive then at the following general expression of
the tensor of any proposed quaternion :

Tq=^{qKq) = {qKqy',

which gives (see 90, 1 13) this connected expressionfor the versor,

Vq=q^ V{qKq) = q(qKq)-i;
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where it may be observed that, for reasons assigned in recent

articles, I abstain from writing, as a general transformation, the

expression

although we are at liberty to write, generally^ or as an identity

in this Calculus, the formula,

164. In fact, when q, and therefore also Kq, is an acute-

angled quaternion, the quotient ^ -f- K^' is a quaternion with the

same axis, and with a double angle ; or in symbols,

l{q^Kq) = 2Lq, Ax .(q-^Kq) = Ax . q, i{lq<2-

But when q and Kq are obtuse-angled quaternions, then the quo-

tient q -T- K^- is a quaternion with an axis opposite to that of g',

and with an angle equal to the double of the supplement of Z. q

(compare art. 153) ; that is, in symbols,

/.{q-i-Kq) = 2ir-2Lq, Ax. (q-^ Kq) = - Ax. q, if/.q>-.

We may therefore, generally, establish the formula,

(q -i-Kq)i='±\Jq, according &s Lq ^ tt.

For example, in fig. 29, art. 137, we have the two following re-

lations of conjugation,

yY'=K.ay-'; 3'8-i=K.a8-i;

and therefore, by the general formulae for multiplication and divi-

sion in arts. 49, 56, and by the property of a reciprocal (118), we

have the two quotients,

ay-^-7-K. ay-^ = {a^y)^{y' -r- y) = a ^ y' = ay-^ .
77'-^ = {ay'^Yy

and

because here

a -7- 7 = 7 ^ 7 > a -r- 8 = S -r 8'.

But when we come to extract the square-roots of the two squares

N
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o/versors, obtained by these two divisions, we find (art. 158) that

because the angles of the two quaternions ay'^ and aS"' are re-

spectively acute and obtuse, we have, indeed,

((a7-W = + ay-M

but also,

and similarly for all other cases of acute-angled and obtuse-

angled quaternions, when they are divided by their respective

conjugates, and the square-roots of the quotients taken.

165. If the quaternion ^should happen to be right-Sing\ec\,

and therefore (art. 122, &c.) to become a vector, we should have

(compare 114) the equations,

^9 = ^i K^=-9; ^-f-K^ = -l;

and the square-root of the quotient of these conjugates, although

it might be expressed by the symbol^

(^-K# = (-l)i=v/(-l),

would represent, or signify, on the principles of the present Cal-

culus, an INDETERMINATE VECTOR-UNIT, or an unit-vector with

indeterminate direction. We should, jjowever, still be allowed

to write, in conformity with what was remarked at the end of art.

163, the equation

the common value of each member being, in this case, negative

unity.

166. This seems to be a natural occasion for introducing

some additional remarks on that important case of indetekmi-

NATION, in the theory of powers of quaternions, which we have

already several times found to present itself, when the base is a

negative scalar. And as the only difficulty (if any) in the ques-

tion arises from the power of the versor (see art. 136), which ver-

8or is here equal (by art. 113) to the sign minus, or to the num-

ber negative unity, we have only to consider the powers of tiiis

sign, or of this number, or the interpretation of the symbol
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(-)'or(-iy.

where t is still supposed to denote a scalar. And because when

this exponent / is an odd number, positive or negative, the poiver

is evidently (compare art. CO) itsel/equal to - 1 ; while, when t

is an even number, positive or negative or zero, the power be-

comes = +1 (as in ordinary algebra) ; we need only attend to the

cases where t isfractional, or incommensurable. Now because,

when the base (-) or - 1 is regarded as a versor, namely (by 60)

as an tw-versor, its angle is tt, and its axis is indeterminate (com-

pare articles 149, 153), we may write,

^(-l) = 7r; Ax. (- I), indeterminate.

The power under discussion, namely

(-l)S

must therefore, on our general principles, be conceived to be a

quaternion, of which it will soon be proved that the tensor is

unity ; and which, as a versor, has the effect (compare the end

of art. 149) of producing a given rotation = tir, but in a wholly

arbitrary plane.

167. The symbol

v/rr, or(-l)i

regarded as a particular case of the foregoing more general power,

comes thus anew to be regarded (compare art. 75) as a quadran-

tal versor, with an arbitrary axis, or as operating in an arbitrary

plane ; so that we may write,

^.\/Z\=-' Ax. V^, indeterminate :

2

at least until some special circumstance, o{ &ny particular inves-

tigation, by introducing some new condition, shall/x or limit the

direction of this otherwise arbitrary line. However, the tensor

of this power is give7i, being always equal to unity, because such

is (more generally) the value of the tensor of the power (- 1)'.

In fact, such a power is simply a versor, because its base is such

(compare art. 136) ; and we have generally, by art. 90, the equa-

tion

N 2
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Thus we may write, generally,

T.(-l)'=l;

and in particular,

Tv/-l = l.

We are then led to regard this symbol V - 1 as having, in the

theory of QUATERNIONS, a perfectly real, but also a par-

tially INDETERMINATE, INTERPRETATION; namely as denoting

an ARBITRARY VECTOR-UNIT, or directed unit-line in tridimen-

sional space. This conclusion indeed agrees with what has been

already said in several former articles; but it appeared impor-

tant enough to be reproduced in a new way here : since it is in

fact ONE OF THE CHIEF PECULIARITIES OF THE PRESENT CAL-

CULUS, in so far as its connexion with Geometry is concerned.

And if we denote by i the particular vector unit which in any

particular question is the value of -v/- U ^"^1 at the same time

the axis of - 1, we shall obviously have the transformation,

(-iy = t2';

for we shall now have

^* = |, T.= l,

and therefore the power denoted by t^' is (by art. 86, or by our

more recent and more general theory of powers of quaternions)

a versor, which, like the power (- 1)', turns a line k, perpendicu-

lar to t, through an amount of rotation expressed by the product

2t X -, or by tir, round the particular unit-axis i. Indeed, be-

cause t'= - I, the recent equation (- 1)'= i^' may be thus written,

(,2y = ,2«

.

which last equation, although not an identity in this calculus

(see article 159), is, notwithstanding, true, with the present ]»ar-

ticular interpretation of the symbols.

168. To give now a notion how such powers of- 1, although

partly indeterminate in their signification, may come to be useful
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in the geometrical applications of this Calculus, I shall shew

how its very indetermination renders such a symbol adapted to

assist in forming expressions for a few simple but important loci

in geometry. And first let us suppose that we meet the equa-

tion

p = y/-\, where /o = r-o;

p being thus the vector of the point p (see art. 15), drawn^ow a

given point o as from an origin. Had the equation proposed for

interpretation been of the form /o = a, where a is conceived to de-

note some given and determined vector ^ the inference would have

been that the sought point p had itself a determinedpositioUj de-

noted thus (see art. 19) :

p = a + o.

But precisely because the symbol y/ -1 denotes an arbitrary vec-

tor-unit, the equation

p-o = /o=v/-l, orp = V'-l+o,

leaves the position of p partly arbitrary ; and only obliges that

point to be situated somewhere upon a given spherical locus,

namely, on the surface of the sphere described about the given

origin o as centre, with a radius equal to the unit of length. Call-

ing then this surface, for shortness, the unit-sphere, and regard-

ing p as the variable vector ofa point upon a locus, we see that the

equation of the unit-sphere is simply, with our notations,

p=v/-l, orp"^ + l = 0:

a remarkable /o/•/y^, peculiar (so far as 1 know) to the Calcu-

lus OF Quaternions, and one which appears to me to be very

extensively useful, in connexion with spherical geometry.

169. Had we chosen to form, on the same plan, the equation

ofany other sphere, with its centre at any other given point B

(and not at the given or assumed origin o), and with any other

radius, such as 6; we might have denoted the vector of the cen-

tre by /3, or might have assumed

j3 = B-o;

and might then have written the equation.
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Thus the symbol,

is seen to be, in this calculus, adapted to represent the variable

vector p, or p - o, of a variable point p, situated anywhere on

the surface ofthe new sphere, and referred to the old point o, as

being still the assumed origin of vectors. And accordingly, by

art. Ill, the recent equation

(p-(5Y-^b^ = 0,

is seen to be equivalent to the following,

T(p-(5) = b;

where the symbol,

T(/o-/3) = T(p-B)=i7,

denotes the length of the right line from b to p, that is here, from

the centre to the surface : which length is thus seen, in the pre-

sent question, to be constant, and equal to b.

170. The equation,

pa-»=v/-l,

where it may be supposed that a is the known vector of a given

point A, so that

a=A-o, p = P-o,

would require a different (although an analogous) interpretation,

and would represent a different locus. P^or now the unit vector,

denoted by the symbol \/ - 1> being equal (by 1 18) to the quo-

tient of the two other vectors p and a, must (by art. 122) he per-

pendicular to each ; and they (by the same article) must be per-

pendicular to each other : we must also have (by same art. 122),

the equality

Tp -i-Ta= 1, or T/o = Ta.

The line p or op must therefore now be equal in length to the

line a, or oa, and perpendicular to it in direction : that is to say

the locus of the point v is now a circular circumference ;

namely a certain great circle, or diametral section, of the surface
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of that new sphere which is described about the origin o as its

centre, so as to pass through the point a ; this section being made

by a plane through o, which is at right angles to the given ra-

dius OA. Such therefore is the locus represented by the equationt

when interpreted on the principles of the present theory, in con-

formity with the notations of this Calculus.

171. Another mode of arriving at the same geometrical sig-

nification of this last equation would have been to put it first

under the form

and then to multiply each number into the given vector a; for

thus we should have found the transformation,

pa ^ .pl.o = - a.

which would have shewn that the third proportional to a and p
is - a : and consequently (compare art. 134) that the symbol p
must here denote a line which is equal in length to the line a,,

but perpendicular to it in direction.

172. If we wish to remove all restriction on the length of the

variable vector p, or to eliminate whatever depends on its tensor

Tp, we need only take the versors (art. 90), or write this other

equation

U.pa-i= v'-i

;

which latter equation therefore represents, on the same princi-

ples, a new and different locus, namely, that indefinite plane

which is drawn through the point o, perpendicular to the line

OA. And if we wished to form, in like manner, the equation of
any other plane, which might be supposed to h^ parallel to the

former plane, but to pass through some other given poitit, such

as B, we should only liave to write the iiualogous formula,

U.(Y.-i3)«-»= V-1.

In short, the two equations of the present article may be trans-

lated into the two following formulae :

P ± a
; p '

ft 1 a.
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173. It may be here remarked, as an example of the use in

geometry oi other powers of negative unity ^ that the equation

interpreted on the foregoing principles, is easily seen to be the

equation ofanother circle: namely (if p and a be still conceived

to denote two co-initial vectors)^ the circle which is the locus of

the summits of all the equilateral triangles which can be de-

scribed upon the given base a. And if, taking the versors, we

write this other equation,

we shall thereby express or denote one sheet of a right cone,

or cone ofrevolution^ described about the line a as its interior

axis (or semi-axis), and with a semi-angle of sixty degrees. In

fact the second equation of the present article is equivalent to

the following angular or graphic formula,

L.pd1=1
3'

while the first equation includes also the metric relation,

Tp = Ta.

174. It is with some regret that I leave, for the present, this

class of speculations and inquiries, to which already might be

annexed several remarks on equations of straight lines and cy-

linders, and also on conic sections, and which would tend to

shew that you are already in possession of an organ, or of a

LANGUAGE, which cujoys no inconsiderable power of geometri-

cal expression. But for the sake of method^ 1 think it better

to reserve the remainder of these applications for a later period

of our Course. You see, at least, already, that the degree of In-

determination of the Powers of Negatives (which powers

alone our definitions suffer to be indeterminate), is rather a re-

source than an embarassment, when properly managed in this

Calculus. I may also just remark (see art. 150), as regards the

theory of these powers, that the equation

(-1)" (-!)' = (-!)-'
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is only then to be generally regarded as true, when thegenerally

indeterminate directions of the axes of those three quaternions,

which are here each denoted by the common symbol - 1, are

considered as coinciding with each other. But with these re-

marks on powers I must conclude the present Lecture, being

obliged to reserve for the next any such remarks as I had hoped

to make in this one, respecting the general multiplication and

division of quaternions, and especially respecting the associative

property of such multiplication.
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175. Resuming without preface, Gentlemen, those investiga-

tions which were proposed near the beginning of the foregoing

Lecture, and which have already been partly entered upon, let

us proceed to examine whether the Associative Principle of the

Multiplication of Quaternions (mentioned in arts. 108, 112, 121)

holds good for the case of the multiplication ofthree vectors^ which

we shall at first suppose to be coplanar. And because (by 117)

the reciprocal of a vector is \i^e\i another vector, with a recipro-

cal length, and with an opposite direction, the question at pre-

sent for consideration may be stated thus

:

is /3.a"^7 = j3a"^ .7, when a
|1| |3,7?

176. If we retain the significations ofa/SyrJ, with which

those letters were used in fig. 22 (art. 103), and assign to the let-

ter c the same signification as in articles 123, &c., in connexion

with the same figure, we shall have on the one hand (by 127,

&c.) the equation (compare 130),

and on the other hand (by 123, 118) we shall have

whence it follows (see 117) that we have also,

a->7=£-', /3.a i7=3£"' = S-

It is then proved that the associative principle of multiplication

holds good, at least for these three vectors, a, /3, 7 ; the common
value of the two symbols /3a^ .7 and /3.a"'7, being (in this

case) equal to i\\*ifourth coplanar vector S.

177. It is easy now to see that the same reasoning may be
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employed to establish the same result, for every other case where

the two following conditions, of coplanarity and perpendicularity,

«
III i3»r> and 7 X a,

are satisfied : it being only necessary to introduce, on the same

plan, the consideration of a new vector t ,
perpendicular to the

plane of a, /3, 7, and determined by the equation (compare 127),

a = y£, or y"^a = £

:

which will give (compare 43),

a£"^ =7j a'^7 = i'^.

For, by taking 8 to denote the fourth proportional to the three

given vectors a, /3, 7, so that the proportion and equation (129,

130),

a'.^::y:^y B = (5a'^ . y,

shall still hold good, we shall also have, by inversion and alter-

nation (art. 130), this other proportion and equation,

7:a::8:j3, or |38-^ = a7-'.

Taking then the conjugates of these two last equal quaternions,

we find (see 89),

8-ij3 = 7-ia = e;

whence

/3 = S£, and, as before, (5r^ = B.

But t'^ was seen to be equal to a'^7 ; therefore we have still,

178. It is still more easy to perceive that when a h parallel

instead of being perpendicular to 7, so that (see 59, 64, 83),

a
II 7, y = ca = ac, a"^7=C,

c being some scalar coefficient, the associative property holds

good, and the equation of art. 175 is satisfied. For we have, in

this case,

(5a-'.y = c (jSa- K a) =C^ = ^c = (i . a'' y.
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When we come to establish, independently^ the distributive pro-

perty of the multiplication of quaternions, we shall be able to

infer, from the results of this article and of the one immediately

preceding it, that even when a is neither parallel nor perpendi-

cular to -y, the equation of art. 175 still holds good : for we shall

only have to decompose 7 into two parts, or component vectors,

thus separately parallel and perpendicular to a, or to write,

7 = 7'+ 7"' 7' II °> 7" -L " 5

and then we shall have, by the distributive principle thus here by

anticipation spoken of, in combination with what has been re-

cently proved, yor any three coplanar vectors, a j3 7,

/3a-'.7=/3a-i.y + /3a-i.7" = i3.a-'7' + /3.a-i7" = j3.a-i7.

17 9. Without assuming any knowledge of the distributive

principle, if the vectors a and 7, although still supposed to be

coplanar with j3, had not been perpendicular nor parallel to each

other, we might then have proceeded as follows, in order to de-

termine the value, or the geometrical interpretation, of the sym-

bol /3 a" ^7, and to prove that this value is equal to the already

known value 8, of /3a"^ .7. The symbol here to be interpreted is

seen to be expressed as a product ; namely, as the product of the

quaternion o"^7, multiplied by the vector )3 ; which last we

know to admit of being considered as being itself equal to a cer-

tain other and quadrantal quaternion (art. 122, &c.). We have

therefore here to resolve a particular case of the general problem

considered in art. 108, namely that of multiplying one quaternion

by another. Now the general rule, or process, for effecting such

a multiplication, which was assigned in the last-mentioned arti-

cle, may, with a slightly altered notation, be thus re-stated here.

To multiply one given quaternion q, as a multiplicand, by ano-

ther given quaternion r, as a multiplier, we are in general to

find three vectors, suppose k, A, /z, which shall satisfy the two

conditions,

7 = Ak'M a- = /uX'';

and then the sought product-quatertiion will be the following :

rq^fXK K
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In other words, we are to avail ourselves of the identity (com-

pare 49, 1 18),

Or because »c'' and X"^ may represent any two vectors, we may
present the same identity under this other form, which is some-

times a more convenient one :

That is, we may put the given ^c^or*, q and r, under the forms,

and shall then be able to infer, for quaternions as for ordinary

algebra, that the product sought is

180. Applying therefore this last form of the rule to the

case where a'^y is the multiplicand, and )3 the multiplier, we
are led to seek for some three vectors, ^, »}, 0, which shall satisfy

the two conditions,

after which we shall have the expression,

The conditions just written give (by the last Lecture),

«|lla,7; n\\\a,y; »,±i3; ^ ± r, ; ^ ± /3 ;

they give also,

0,-i = -ya-i; = 7a-'.»,; T^=T/3--T„;

thus »} is a line perpendicular to /3, but coplanar with a and -y, and

thence also with j3 and B ; while ^ is a line whose length is the

quotient of the lengths of /3 and rj, this line Z, being also perpen-

dicular to the common plane of these five vectors, a, /3, 7, ?j, B,

and being directed so that the rotation round it, from r\ to )3, is

right-handed (122) : and B is the fourth proportional to a, 7, ij.

These conditions allow us to assume an arbitrary lengthy and

either oftwo opposite directions, for the auxiliary vector ^ ; but

when once these selections have been made, they serve toJix
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the lengths and directions of the tioo other auxiliary vectors, rt

and d. But in whatever way we assume ^, consistently with the

foregoing conditions, we shall have

K±e,

and the product ZO will denote a certain determined vector i, co-

planar with a, /3, 7, rj, ; for if we double (for example) the length

of ^, we shall be obliged to halve the length of tj, and therefore

that of 9 also, leaving the length of (^9 unchanged ; and if we

reverse the direction of ^, we must at the same time reverse

those of Tj and of 9 also, so that we shall not alter the direction

of the line ^0, or t. We may then write

and it only remains to examine whether this line i is equal to the

vector, obtained by the other mode of associating (or grouping)

the factors, namely, to the line

i3a-^7 = 3.

181. To render manifest this last equality, or to prove that

we have (under the supposed conditions) the equation,

we have only to construct a figure,

suppose the annexed (figure 30), in

which no essential generality is

lost by supposing every tensor to

be unity. The unit vectors, a, /3,

7, from the centre o of a horizon-

tal unit-circle, may be supposed, -10^

as a sufficient exemplification of _^^-^

the nature of the question, to ter-

minate (as in fig. 29, art. 137), at

points on the circumference which are respectively graduated as

the extremities of three arcs of 0°, 60°, and 20°, in the direction

of right-handed rotation round an upward axis, from the initial

point A of that circumference. It is required, with these data, to

construct the vector t, which is the value of the symbol^ .a" '7.

By the preceding article, we might choose K so that tj should be
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directed either towards the extremity of an arc of + 150°, or of an

arc of - 30°, from a ; but there may be considered to be a slight

convenience in adopting the latter alternative, because then the

direction of ^ will be upivard, instead of being downward, the

figure being looked at from above. Taking then for t, an upward

vector-unit, or assuming

l^ = + k, (and not ^= - /),

with that signification which we have hitherto usually attached

in these Lectures to this last letter^, we find that t) is the radius

terminating at the point graduated as -30°; because this, but

no other value of 17, gives (compare art. 70),

kn = ^.

The proportion (180),

a : 7 : : ?) : 0,

shews next that B is the radius terminating at - 10° from a. And
when we come to effect finally the multiplication ^0, or A0, in

order to obtain the vector

we find that in thus forming i from 0, we must cause the extre-

mity of this last-mentioned unit-vector to advance through a

quadrant on the circle, namely from - 10° to +80°. But this last

point of the circumference is also the termination of the line S,

or j3a'' . 7, because the vector /, which is drawn to it from the

centre, is evidently such as to satisfy the proportion,

a: /3 : : 7 : (, or a 17 : :/3 : t.

In short, instead of at once going forward, in this example,

through an angle of 20° from /3 to S, as from a to 7, we have

merely gone backward through 90° from /3 to »» ; then forward

through 20° from r/ to & ; and then again forward through 90°,

from to J, which line i is thus found to coincide with S.

182. In fact we have here

a : 7 : : 1} : : : Atj : ^6 : : /3 : t

;

and it is clear that the same process of reasoning applies to all
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Other cases of the same kind : the general principle on which it

depends admitting of being thus expressed in symbols,

7,:0::^„:^0, if ^ _L »,, and ^ J. 0.

In the language of a former Lecture, a hiradial (u, B) is only

changed to an equivalent biradial (^jj, ^0), when both the rays

are caused to turn together in their own plane through a qua-

drant, their lengths being at the same time either left unaltered,

or changed proportionally. We have then generally, for any

three coplanar lines, a (5 y, the equation which was proposed for

discussion at the beginning of the present Lecture, and may

write, as the answer to the question proposed in art. 175, the for-

mula,

/3a-'.y=i3.a-i7, if a
JH ^, 7.

183. The following investigation will confirm in a new way

this result, and will (it is hoped) be found in other respects in-

structive.

It can scarcely fail to have been already collected, from what

has been said in former articles (142, 158, 164), that the symbol

- q, or the negative ofa quaternion, is regarded, in this calculus,

as being equivalent to \\iQ product of that quaternion q itself, as

one factor, and oi negative unity (or the sign minus), as another;

or, in symbols, that the following identity holds good in quater-

nions as in ordinary algebra,

-q={-l)xq;

or, if we choose to write it so (compare art. 60),

-q={-)xq.

With this definition of-q, th^ negative of a quaternion 7 is

another quaternion, such that,

if 9' = /3 -r- a, then - q = -(5 -i- a.

In fact we have only to treat the three symbols,

q, -1, and -(7,

as representing respectively (see Lecture II.) a factor, profactor,

and transfactor, while a is the faciend, j3 the factum or profaciend,
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and - /3 the profactum, or transfactum, in order to arrive at the

conclusion just now expressed. With this signification of the sym-

bol - ^^jit is evident (compare 158) that
pj^ 3 j

T(-^) = T^; z(-9) = 7r-Z^;

Ax .(-^) = - Ax .q.

See figure 31, where q (or -^-q) and

- q are pictured as two biradials.
'^—

/3 + /3

184. This being perceived, as regards negatives of quater-

nions, and what was lately said respecting conjugates being re-

membered, it will be seen that because, on the one hand, the

angle and axis of the negative are such as they were.just now

stated to be, while the angle and axis ofthe conjugate Bxe such as

was set forth in art. 162, the following general relations exist be-

tween them

:

L{-q)=ir-LKq\ Ax.(-q) = Ax. Kq.

In words, the axes of the negative and of the conjugate (of

any quaternion) coincide ; but the angle ofthe one is supple-

mentary to that of the other.

185. Hence, as respects the negative of the conjugate of a

quaternion, or the symbol

we easily perceive that its tensor, angle, and axis are as follows

:

T(-Kq)==Tq; l(- Kq) =Tr - Lq ; Ax .{- Kq) = Ax . q;

so that this negative of the conjugate has the efiect of turning

the line on which it operates, round the same axis as the quater-

nion q itself, but through a supplementary angle. In fact, as re-

gards the angle and axis, we have only to change q to Kq, in the

formulae of the foregoing article, and therefore also Kq to q, be-

cause the conjugate of the conjugate of a quaternion is that ori-

ginal quaternion itself, in order to transform those earlier into

these more recent equations. In symbols,

or more concisely, and in still more characteristically symbolical

language, the formula.
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K8=l,

holds good, whatever may be the quaternion ^ which is supposed

to be the subject of the operations. Or we might have changed

q to K^, in the formulae of art. 183, and have then employed the

values, assigned in art. 162, for the tensor, angle, and axis of a

conjugate.

186. To illustrate these conclusions respecting the negative

of a conjugate by a diagram, conceive, in

figure 32, that the three lines ob, oc, od are q
equally long, and that the third is opposite

in direction to the second ; let also the line

OA be supposed to bisect the angle boc be-

tween the two first of the three lines just

mentioned ; and let us write,

A-o = a, B-o=/3, c-o=7, D-o = S,

80 that, by the construction, the following

relation shall hold good,

S = - y.

Then writing, for abridgment,

P ^a = q,

we shall have the two other and connected equations,

y -i- a = Kg', S -^ o = - Kq ;

which are seen at once to exemplify the results of the foregoing

article, so far as axes and angles are concerned.

187. It is easy to prove, on the same plan, that the conjugate

of the negative of any quaternion is at the same time the negative

of the conjugate ; or that, in symbols,

K(- ?) = -%.

Thus if we conceive, in the recent figure 32, a point b so chosen

that the line be shall be bisected by o, or that

E-0=C = 0-B=-/3,

we shall then have,

£ -T- a = - g, and 8 -^ o = K(£ -r- a).
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It may also be just noted here that the negative of the conjugate

of a vector, regarded as a quaternion, is equal (by 114) to the

original vector itself; or in symbols, that

And it follows, conversely, from art. 185, that t/a quaternion q

satisfy the equation,

-Kq^ + qy

then that quaternion must be a vector ; or that its angle must

have (compare 122, 149, 158, 165) the value,

^? = 2'

because thus only can we satisfy the condition,

/.q = 7r- Lq.

188. It was shewn in art. 1 10, that the tensor of the product

or quotient of any two vectors is the product or quotient of their

two tensors; and hence, or from articles 87, 88, 90, 113, it is

easy to infer that the versor of any such product or quotient of

two vectors is in like manner equal to the product or quotient

of their versors ; or in symbols, that

U.kX=Uk.UX; U(X~ic)=UX--U»c.

Sincethen(by 49, 113),

Uy -^ Ua = (Uy ^ U)3) x (UjS -4- Ua),

while it is still more obvious, from the numerical significations of

the symbols, that

Ty H- Ta = (Ty H- T/3) x (T^ H- Ta),

we see by the last cited articles, that for any two quaternions, q

and r, the following relations hold good :

T.rq^Tr.Tq; U.rq^lJr.Uq.

And in a way quite similar it may be shewn (by 50, 56) that

T{r^q) = Tr-r-Tq] U(r ^q)=l]r ^Uq.

189. We see then that for any two quaternions^ as well as for

o 2
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any two vectors^ the tensor of the product is equal to the product

of the tensors; the tensor of the quotient is equal to the quotient

of the tensors; the versor of the product is the product of the

versors; and the versor of the quotient is the quotient of the ver-

sors. And when we come to inquire into the meaning or inter-

pretation of these four symbolical results, we easily perceive that

their validity depends ultimately on the mutual independence of

the two acts, or operations, of tension and of version ; in virtue

of which independence, we may compound two successive acts of

faction into one, or may decompose one such act into two, by

compounding separately, or by separately decomposing, the cor-

responding and component acts of tension and of version (com-

pare arts. 54, 56, 63, 65, 90).

As a corollary it may be remarked, that we may always

write,

(T . rqy = (Tr . Tqf = 'IV . Tq^ ;

a tensor being subject to all the ordinary laws of arithmetic : but

that we have not always, nor generally, for two quaternions q
and r, the analogous formula for the square of the versor of their

product,

(U.r^)2 = Ur2.U<72;

because we have not, generally,

U^ . Ur = Ur . U^,

these versors being not in general commutative with each other

as factors.

190. The conjugate of the product of any two quaternions is

equal to the product oj" their conjugates, taken in an inverted

order ; or in symbols,

V>. .rq= Kq. Kr.

To prove this theorem, let a /3 7 be three lines chosen so that

(as in arts. 40, 46, 49) we may have the relations,

qa = (i ; r(i=y; and therefore, rq . a = y.

We shall then have also (see art. 163),

Kr.7 = Kr.r/3 = T?^/3,
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and (compare 49, 189),

( K^ . Kr) . 7 = K^ . ( Kr . y) = Tr2 (K^ . j3)

= Tr^Kq . ga) = Tr^ TqKa={T. rqY . a

= {K.rq X rq) .a= K . rqx (rq . a)= K. rq .y,

whence, as above,

Kq.Kr=K.rq:

these two quaternions being thus proved to be equal, by its being

shewn that when they operate separately, asfactors, on one com-

mon line y, they conduct to one common result, namely, to the

line denoted by the symbol

T/-2 . T^2 . „.

191. The rationale of the foregoing process may be said to

consist in this : that it puts in evidence, through the notations of

the present calculus, the conception, that if by any two sucees-

sive acts of faction, whose agents or operators are here the two

quaternions q and r, we pass from an initial line a to a final line

•y ; and if we then perform, in a contrary order, the two respec-

tively conjugate acts, whose operators are, in this new order, Kr

and Kq ; we shall hereby have repeated each factor act of ten-

sion, but shall have reversed (and thereby annulled, as to their

effects) each of the two component acts of version (compare art.

114): and shall thus, upon the whole, have merely multiplied the

original line a by the product of the squares, Tq^ and Tr^, of

the tensors of the two proposed quaternions q and r, or by the

square of the tensor T . rq of the product of those two quater-

nions. But in thus passing from y, or from rq . a, to (T . rqY . a,

after passing from a to y, we have, upon the whole, repeated the

act of tension denoted by T. rq, and reversed the act of version

denoted by U . r^- ; that is, we have multiplied y, upon the whole,

by the conjugate K . rq, of the product rq of the quaternions.

192. A reasoning nearly similar would shew that the recipro-

cal of the product of any two quaternions is equal to the product

of the reciprocals, taken in an inverted order: or, in symbols,

that

{rq)-' = q-'r\
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Accordingly, with the recently supposed choice of the lines a, /3, y,

we have (see 44, 136),

rg = 7 ^ o, {rqy^ = 0-5-7,

^-i = „^|3, r-i = /3-f-7;

and the recently written relation of product to factors is seen to

hold good, in virtue of the general formula of multiplication in

art. 49. It was thus, for example, that in art. 177 we had the

two connected equations,

£ = 7"^a, £'^ = a"'7.

193. The formula of art. 190 includes the equation of the same

kind which was established, as a definition, for the conjugate pro-

ducts of any two vectors k and X, in art. 89, namely

K . kX = Ak ;

because (by art. 114),

Kic = -K, KX = -X.

It enables us also to infer, for any three vectors a, j3, 7, the equa-

tion,

K(7a-i./3)=-i3.a-^7;

because

K/3=-/3, and K. 70-1 =0-^7.

Whenever, therefore, the three lines a, /3, 7 are coplanar, so that

(by arts. 129, 130) afourth line 8 may be so chosen in the same

plane as to satisfy the equations,

/3a-^7=S, 7a-^/3 = g,

we see that we shall have also

i3.a-i7 = -Kg = +g = /3a-'.7;

and thus we are conducted anew to the result obtained before, in

art. 182 ; while, in arriving at it, by this new train of investiga-

tion, we have had occasion to develope some useful principles and

general results of this Calculus.

194. It is therefore immaterial where weplace the point (or

other mark) of multiplication, in combining any three coplanar

lineSi such as here 7, a"S and /3, asfactorSt in one determined
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ordert or in the order opposite to this ; the result being still equaU
when interpreted on our principles, to one definite vector^ or

fourth directed line in the same plane, whichever place we choose

for the multiplying point or mark, and whichever of the two op-

posite orders of factors we may adopt. The associative prin-

ciple OF MULTIPLICATION (referred to by anticipation in several

former articles) is therefore here seen to hold good; together

with at least a partial validity of the commutative principle also,

for the same case here considered : that is to say, for the case of

the multiplication ofany three coplanar lines. And we may now
proceed io profit by it (compare art. 136), by dismissing, as un-

necessaryy the pointy or other multiplying mark : and by thus

writing simply, under the conditions of articles 129, &c., the

equation,

S=/3a-i7, or g = 7a-i/3:

because, whether we multiply the quaternion )3o"^ into the vec-

tor 7, or the vector )3 into the quaternion a'^y, or ya'^ into 3,
or y into o-i/3, we obtain, by each of these four processes, one
common line I as the result; namely, the fourth proportional to

a, j3, y, or to a, 7, j3, determined as in those former articles. And
we may call this fourth proportional the continued product of

the three vectors y, o'^ and /3; or of )3, a'S and y.

195. If we should meet with a symbol of the form

juXfc, where fi ||| X, k,

without negative unity occurring as an exponent of the middle
factor, we might still speak of this symbol as denoting a conti'

nued product of three vectors, namely k,X, fi; that is, the pro-

duct-line obtained by multiplying « by X, and then multiplying

the product Xk by fx; or we may read the product thus : fx into

X into K. We might also, by the recent associative principle, in-

terpret the same symbol /uXk as denoting the product-line obtained

by multiplying first fi into X, and then the product fxX into k. Or
again we may regard the symbol /iXic as being equivalent to the

continued product of the same three coplanar vectors, taken in

the contrary order, namely the order /u, X, k; or may interpret

it as being equal to the product " k into X into n ;" because it fol-

lows from what has been already shewn, that under the supposed
CONDITION OF coPLANARiTY, the equation
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is satisfied. We may also, by the last article, speak of either of

these two last equated symbols as denoting the fourth propor-

tional to \-\ fij and Ki or to X', k, and ju; because, by a princi-

ple which has indeed been already tacitly employed, the recipro-

cal of the reciprocal of a vector, or of a quaternion, is that vector

or quaternion itself; so that (compare 117, 136),

X = (X-i)-i; ^=(5-1)1.

196. Since (by 117),

a^ . o' ^ = a' = a,

while the square a^ of a vector is (by 85) a scalar, namely, a ne-

gative number, and the place of a scalar factor among other fac-

tors is (compare 83) indifferent to the value of the product, we

see that the following general relation between the two products

j3a'^7 and jSay,

which are of the forms considered in the two foregoing articles,

holds good in quaternions as in algebra :

)3a7 = a^ . /3a' ^ y.

If then we wish to construct the continued product /Say of any

three given coplanar lines, y, a, /3, we see that we may first con-

struct, on the plan of either of the two articles 131, 132, the

fourth proportional 8, to the three lines a, /3, 7, and afterwards

multiply the line S, so constructed, by the negative scalar a^ ; that

is to say, reverse its direction, and multiply its length by Ta' : be-

cause (by 111, 116, 136),

a2 = - Ta2.

In symbols,

ifa:/3::7:8, then /Bay = - Ta^ . S.

197. Thus, for example, if a, /3, 7 denote, as in fig. 26, art.

131, the three successive sides of a triangle bca inscribed in a

circle, the continued product /3a7, or yafi, denotes a vector which

has the direction of the tangent ae at a to the segment abc, and

not the direction of the tangent af to the segment bca; because,

in the article just cited, it was shewn that this last is the direc-

tion of the fourth proportional S, to a, |3, y. As to the length
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of the line which is denoted by the symbol /Bay, it bears to the

length of the line af, in the same figure 26, a ratio which is the

duplicate of the ratio of the length of the side bc or a to the as-

sumed unit of length ; or in other words, this length of the line

fiay bears to this unit of length the same ratio which the right

splid, constructed with the three sides of the triangle bca as

edges, bears to the unit of volume, or to the cube constructed

with the unit of length for its edge. In symbols (compare 110,

188).

T./3ay = T/3.Ta.T7.

198. We know then how to interpret the symbol,

(a - c) (c - b) (b - a), or (b - a) (c - b) (a - c),

for any three points of space a, b, c, supposed at first to be not

situated on one straight line, but to be the corners of a plane

triangle; namely, as denoting a certain line or vector, whose

length represents the product of the lengths of the sides of that

triangle, while its direction is that of the tangent at a to the seg-

ment ABC, of the circle circumscribed about it. This remarkable

interpretation, or construction, for the symbol (a-c) (c-b)

(b - a), appears to me to be frequently useful^ in the applications

of the present Calculus to Geometry ; and it is one of those

which are, so far as I have hitherto been able to learn, peculiar

TO QUATERNIONS, from the principles of which we have seen that

it is a necessary and inevitable consequence.

199. If the three points abc should happen to be situated on

one straight line, the interpretation of the recently assigned sym-

bol would in that case be still more easy. For because the pro-

duct of two vectors which have the same direction is in this

theory (by art. 84) a negative scalar ; while the product of two

vectors which have opposite directions is on the contrary (by the

same article) with us a positive scalar ; it follows that if the

point A be intermediate between b and c, as in fig. 33,

r.33.|.Fig.
A

y
M

the continued product,
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/3oy = (a - c) (c - b) (b - a),

is constructed in this case by a line, which has the direction of

either of the two extreme factors b - a or a - c. But in the case

represented by this other figure,

i
-^-

Fig. 34. J c . A

! l3ay

in which the intermediate point is b, the same symbol of a con-

tinued product denotes a line, which has indeed the direction of

B - A, but not that of a - c. And on the other hand, in the case

where c is the intermediate point, as in the figure subjoined,

\ a

Fig.

fiay

the same continued product has the direction of a-c, but not

that of B - a. In each of these three cases, therefore, the pro-

duct jSay is constructed by a vector, which has the same direction

as the segments of the finite straight line on which the three

points ABC are situated, some two of them being at its extremi-

ties, and the third being in some intermediate position ; and in

each case, the solid under the whole line and its two segments

has the same numerical expression as the length of the product-

line. But it must again be observed that the direction thus as-

signed to this product-line appears to be peculiar to the present

calculus, or to its modes of geometrical interpretation.

200. Again, if we suppose that abcd is, as in figures 27 and

28, a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, then because, with the

significations of the letters in those figures, we have (see 132),

70/3 = /Bay = a2 . /3a-^7 = a^S = - Ta^ . S,

it follows that the continued product,

7a^ = (D-c)(c-B) (b-a),

is constructed by a line which has its direction opposite to that

of 8, and therefore similar to that of a - d in fig. 27, but opposite

to the direction of a - d in figure 28. Hence the continued pro-
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duct of three successive sides^ ab, bc, cd, of a quadrilateral

inscribed in a circle, is (in this theory) a line, which has the di-

rection of the FOURTH SIDE, DA, or else a direction opposite to

thefourth side, according as the inscribedfigure abcd is an un-

crossed or a crossed quadrilateral (compare 132). In symbols,

for every quadrilateral in a circle, we have

U . (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = + U(a - d) ;

the upper or the lower sign being taken, according as the figure

is uncrossed, as in fig. 27, or crossed, as in fig. 28. And from

what was shewn in art. 132, in connexion with those two figures,

it is easy to infer that the recently written formula of versors

would not hold good, if d were changed to any other point on

the third side cd, or on that side prolonged, such as g or d' or d",

within or without the circle; because the versor of the continued

product in the first member of the formula would then either re-

main unchanged, or merely change its sign, while the versor of

the fourth side, in the second member of this same formula,

would be multiplied by a non-scalar quaternion. No plane qua-

drilateral, therefore, can satisfy the condition expressed by the

recentformula, unless it be inscriptible in a circle : for if it cannot

be so inscribed, the two members of that formula will represent

two different vector-units. And if the quadrilateral abcd were

what is called a gauche (or twisted) figure, that is, one not con-

tained in any signle plane, we shall soon see that the formula

would in that case fail, from the first member becoming a non-

quadrantal versor, while the second member would still represent

a vector-unit as before. It follows then that the recent equation

between versors expresses, in what may be regarded a remarkable

way, a property which belongs to inscriptible quadrilaterals alone;

and consequently that it expresses, at the same time, a. characte-

ristic property of the circle, by assigning, with the notations of

this calculus, a general relation which exists between four con-

circular POINTS, and between four such points exclusively.

201. It is time to consider now, what a recent remark may
remind us of, the continued products and fourth proportionals of

three lines not coplanar.

Suppose then that it is required to assign the value of the
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symbol /3a'^ . y, where the line y, although not now coplanar with

a and /3, shall be supposed at first to be perpendicular to a, so

that we shall have

y not
III

a,j3, but y ± a.

Under this last condition, we can, as in the second section of

art. 127, determine a line c, such that

and shall then have, as in that article,

j3 -=- a X y =j3 -H f, or /3a"^ .7 =/3£"^

But whereas we formerly concluded (in 127, II.)> that the quo-

tient j3 -T- £, thus obtained, was equal to a line, because e was

found, in that former investigation, to be perpendicular to /3, on

account of its being perpendicular to both a and y, with which

lines /3 wn's, formerly coplanar ; we must now, on the contrary,

infer, from the present non-coplanarity of a, ]3, y, that the line £,

which is still perpendicular to both a and y, by its construction,

cannot also be perpendicular to )3; or in symbols (contrast the

corresponding expressions in 127), that

6 not _L /3, because e _L n, e ± y, and j3 not
1||

a, y.

202. We are not therefore now to consider any line, such as

the ^ of 127, but a certain non-quadrantal quaternion, to be the

value of the symbol /Be'S or )3 -;- t, and therefore of j3a"'.y.

And if we still agree, from the analogy of former investigations,

to call this last symbol, namely,

/3a"^ .y, or j3 4- a X y>

a symbol for ihe fourth proportional to the three lines a, /3, y,

we find ourselves obliged to admit the following conclusion,

already mentioned by anticipation in art. 130, namely, that ^'The

Fourth Proportional to three Lines not coplanar is not

A Line, but a Quaternion;" at least when the first line a is,

as above, perpendicular to the third line y. But we shall soon

see that this last condition of perpendicularity is not essential to

the correctness of the conclusion.
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203. Retaining, however, a little longer, this condition of

perpendicularity, there is no difficulty in proving, for the three

lines of art. 201, or rather for the three lines -y, a"^, and /3, the

associative property oj" multiplication, or the equation,

/3. a-^7 = /3a'^ .y, at least if 7 J. a

;

each member of this last formula being here =/3£"^ because, as

in 176, 177, the equation

y = af-i gives a"^7 = £"^

And if we were now again, for a moment, to suppose known the

distributive principle oj" multiplication, already more than once

alluded to (121, 178), and of which an independent proof m\\ be

given in the ensuing Lecture, we should be able to infer, by the

process described in art. 178, that the same associative property

y

or the equation /3 . a'^y = fta'^ . 7, holds good for any three vec-

tors : namely, by decomposing 7 into two parts, or component

vectors, 7' and 7", of which 7' shall still be parallel to a, and 7"

still perpendicular to a, although this last component 7" would

not now be supposed (as in 178) to be in general coplanar with

204. If instead of supposing 7 J_ a, we had supposed

/3 _L a, and therefore /3 = Xa, /3a "^ = A,

where X is some new line, the same associative property might

easily have been inferred. For in this case we should have (com-

pare 179),

/3 • a"^7 = Xa . a"^7 = A7 =(5a'^ . 7.

And hence by distributing any other vector |3, into two parts

respectively parallel and perpendicular to a, we might again infer,

in a way quite analogous to that mentioned in the foregoing ar-

ticle, that the expressions /3 . a'7 and /3a' ^ .7 are equal, for any

three vectors, if the distributive principle, for the multiplication

of quaternions, had been already proved. But we shall soon

prove generally this associative property of the multiplication of
vectors^ without assuming any knowledge of the distributive prin-

ciple^ as regards the multiplication ofquaternions. Meanwhile

we see that the common value just now found for the two equal
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expressions, jS.o'^y and /3a"'. y, in tlie ease where j3 ± a,

namely the value Xy, is (like the value /3c'', found for the ease

7 ± o) not equal to a line^bat to a quaternion ; because X, being

perpendicular to a and /3, cannot be also perpendicular to y, when

the three lines a, j3, 7 are supposed to be not coplanar with each

other.

205. If it happen that the three lines a, j3, 7 compose a rect-

angular SYSTEM, so as to bc perpendicular each to each,

/3 X a, 7 ± a, 7 -L |3»

then the line e, determined as in 201, will have its direction co-

incident with, or opposite to, the direction of /3, according as the

rotation (compare 122) round 7, from (5 to a, is positive or nega-

tive ; or, in other words, according as the rotation round a from

/3 to 7 is negative or positive. And because the symbol /3fS

which has been found (201, 203), to be the value of /3o'^ . 7, or of

/3 . a~^7, denotes in the first case a positive, but in the second case

a negative scalar, we see that " The Fourth Proportional (jSo'^y),

to any three mutually Rectangular Lines a, j3, 7, is a Negative or

a Positive Number, according as the Rotation round thefirst (o),

from the second (/3), to the third (7), is ofa Right-handed or of
a Left-handed character.'* We might also prove this Theorem

otherwise, by observing that in the first of these two cases the

line X, of art. 204, has the same direction as 7, but in the second

case the opposite direction (compare 82, 84).

206. For example, with the significations assigned in the

Second Lecture (art. 77) to the symbols i,j, k, those symbols

denote three rectangular vector-units, such that the rotation

round « itomj to k, and therefore also round7 from k to t, is posi-

tive or right-handed. We may therefore expect, in virtue of the

Theorem enunciated in the immediately preceding article, to find

that the fourth proportional to^, k, and t, is a negative number,

which (from the value of its tensor) can be no other than nega-

tive unity ; or in symbols, that

k -^ 7" X t = - 1

.

And accordingly we saw (in 76 and 75) that

k -^j = I, and I X t = - 1

.
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On the other hand, the rotation round the samej'" from i to A is

negative ; and we have accordingly, as another example of the

truth of the theorem in 205, the equation

i-i-jxk = +l;

because (compare 74 and 75),

i-7-j=-h, -^xA = +l.

207. Since we have still (as in 196)

a = a2.a-S and a^ = - Ta^ < 0,

we see that the continued product /Say (compare 194, 195) of the

three vectors y, a, /3, namely, the product obtained when y is

multiplied by (not into) a, and the partial or intermediate product

ay is again multiplied by /3, may still be formed from ihefourth

proportional to the same three vectors taken in the order a, /3, y,

that is to say, from /3a~^ .y, by multiplying this last quaternion

by the negative scalar a?. The theorem of art. 205 may there-

fore be thus enunciated :
** The continued product /3oy, ofany

three rectangular vectors y, a, j3, is a positive or a negative

number^ according as the rotation round the firstly, from the se-

cond, a, to the third, /3, is itself positive or negative" (that is,

right-handed or left-handed). For this rotation, round y from o

to j3, has necessarily the same direction as the rotation round a

from j3 to y ; while the values of jSa'^y and (day are scalars with

opposite signs (as positive or negative), when a, /3, y compose a

rectangular system.

208. With respect to the tensor of the continued product, it

is obviously equal to the continued product ofthe tensors ; for

in general it is an evident consequence of the conceptions and re-

sults explained in former articles, that ifahy number of qua-

ternions be multiplied together, in any order, and with any

mode ofassociation (or of grouping) among themselves asfactors^

the TENSOR OF THE PRODUCT is always equal to the product of

THE TENSORS (comparc 188, 197). We may agree to denote this

general principle, or theorem, by writing concisely the formula,

Tn=nT;

where the Greek capital letter n is used as a symbol for a pro-
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duct. And on applying it to the case of the last article, we find

that the number, which is the value of the continued product jSa-y

of three rectangular lines, must, if we abstract from its sign, de-

note the product of the lengths of those three lines.

209. Thus,

^ay = - yajS = ± T/3 . Ta . T7, if j3 _L a, 7 ± a, 7 ± /3

;

and if da, db, dc, be three co-initial edges of a right solid (or

rectangular parallelipipedon), the continued product

(c - d) (b - d) (a - d) = ± volume of solid

;

the upper or the lower sign being taken, according as the rota-

tion round the edge da, from the edge db to the edge dc, is di-

rected towards the right hand, or towards the lejl.

210. For example, the lines i, j, k may be regarded (by 77)

as three conterminous edges of the unit-cube, if we give this

name to the cube of which three co-initial edges are three vector-

units, drawn in three rectangular and standard directions from a

point assumed as origin of vectors; and the rotation round i from

j to k is positive, but the rotation round k from j to i is negative.

And accordingly we find, in consistency with the foregoing the-

orem, the two following continued products (compare 206) :

kji =j'^ X kj'^ i = - kj'^ i = + I

;

ijk =j^ X ij'^k = - ij'^k = -\.

This last result, in connexion with those of art. 75, gives the

continued equation^

1*2 =ji = k^ = ijk = - I

;

and I cannot forbear to notice, by anticipation, here, that all the

rules respecting the multiplications ofi,j, k, will befound to be

included in this simple formula.

211. When the following conditions concur,

7 not
III a, /3, and 7 not ± a,

we may conceive, as in 127, II., that the rays a and j3 are made

to turn together in their own plane, without any alteration of

their relative lengths, or of their relative directions, till a comes

to bet in its new position, perpendicular to 7 ; while /3 will, at
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the same time, come to assume a certain other new position : and

then these txoo new positions (or directions) of a and /3 may be

substituted for the two old or given ones, in order to determine,

on the plan of 201, a certain line e, perpendicular to the given y
and to the new a, but not to the new /3, and such that this new

/3, divided by e, shall still give, as the quotient, a non-quadran-

tal quaternion j3e'S which shall be, in the present question, the

value of thefourth proportional /3a'^ . 7, whether both the old or

both the new values of a and /3 be employed, in interpreting this

last symbol.

212. To avoid any possible confusion which might arise from

the use (in the last article) of one common pair ofsymbols a and

/3, to denote two distinct pairs of lines, although these latter

pairs are merely the rays of two equivalent hiradials (93, 94), it

may be useful to employ one of the identities of art. 179; and

for that purpose, retaining the given pair of lines a, /3, whereof

the first is not perpendicular to the third given line 7, we may
advantageously seek to assign three other lines k, A, /x, such that

7 = X»c-M i3a-i = /iX-';

for then we shall have the following expression for the fourth

proportional sought,

j3a'' • 7 = jUK'^.

It is easy to see that this last symbol, /uk'S denotes here a non~

quadrantal quaternion ; as, for consistency with the result of the

last article, it ought to do. For if k, which is perpendicular to

both 7 and X, could also be perpendicular to /i, then 7 would be

coplanar with X and /x, and therefore also with a and /3 ; but this

would be contrary to the hypothesis which is at present under

consideration. It may be remarked that the three lines k, X, ^,

of the present article, may be conceived to coincide respectively

with the line £, and with the neiv (or altered) lines a and j3, of

the article immediately preceding.

213. With respect to that other and at least apparently diffe-

rent expression, which is formed from the expression j3a'^ .7 for

the fourth proportional, by displacing the point of multiplication,

we may still write (as in 180, only changing Z, to «),
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but we shall now have

t not J_ 6,

and therefore the value iB, of jS.a'^y, will not now represent a

line, but (as in recent articles) a non-quadrantal quaternion. In

fact, since t is here perpendicular to both j3 and »;, if it could be

also perpendicular to 0, we should have /3 coplanar with tj and 0,

and therefore also with a and y ; but such a coplanarity of ajSy

is wo^ at present supposed to exist. Thus generally, or (more

precisely) with the exception of the case of coplanarity, the

expressions /3 . a'^y and j3a'^ . 7 denote, each, a quaternion,

6m< woi a line. (Compare 202, 130.) But it remains to prove

that these two quaternions are always equal to each other ; or

that, in the notation of the present article, and of the one im-

mediately preceding- it, the following equation holds good :

214. It may first be proper to shew distinctly that this ques-

tion is quite freefrom vagueness ; or that the two quaternions,

here to be compared, have separately determinate values, whether

these be equal or unequal to each other. Now with respect to

the quaternion lO, it is obvious (from principles respecting ten-

sors, already laid down) that its tensor is,

T.(0 = T/3 Ta-i Ty;

while its versor is (by 188),

V .iO=Vi.VO;

where U< and U6 are allowed no variety of values, except that

which arises from their freedom to change their signs (or to re-

verse their directions) together, a change which will not alter

their ;9ro(/MC^ For tj (by 213) is coplanar with a, y, and is also

perpendicular to/3 ; and /3 is not perpendicular to the plane of 0,7,

because it is not now supposed to be perpendicular even to a,

since otherwise we might at once employ the reasoning of art.

204, to establish the associative property : whence Ujj must be

equal to one or other of two determined and opposite vector-
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units, because it must be parallel to the intersection of a plane

perpendicular to j3, with a plane parallel to both a and 7. But

< =i3 -7- »j; = ya'^ . T)-,

and therefore (see 188, 129),

Ut=U/3 -4- Ur,; Ue = {Uy-i-Ua)xUr,;

whichever, then, of the two determined values just now men-

tioned, we assume for Urj, we get a corresponding pair of deter-

mined values for Ui and \J6 ; and these three last vector-units

can do no more than change all their three signs together. The

value of the quaternion iQ is therefore entirely determined, because

the values of its tensor and its versor are so. This reasoning may

be usefully compared with the corresponding process in art. 180;

and it may serve to illustrate and confirm a remark made in art.

108, respecting the determinate nature oi quaternion nudtipli-

cation generally.

215. By a process quite similar, but applied to the equations

of 212, or to the quaternion /^k"S we find first that the tensor of

this quaternion is determinate, because its value is

and that its versor is also determinate, as being the quotient of

two other versors, Uju and Uk, which can only change their

signs together. For X is coplanar with a and/3, and is also per-

pendicular to y, which is not now supposed to be perpendicular

even to a, and therefore not to the plane of a and j3 ; UA must

therefore (like Urj) be equal to one or other of two determined

and opposite vector-units ; but whichever of these two values we

select for UX, the equations

U7 = UX ^ Uic, U/3 -4- Ua = U/i -^ UX,

derived from 212, will assign connected and determinate values

for Uk and U/u ; and the three vector-units Uk, UX, U/i, are

only free to change their signs together. The versor and qua-

ternion,

Uyu -f Uk, and ju -r K,

are therefore entirely determined, under the conditions here sup-

p 2
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posed. And there would be no difficulty in adapting (if required)

the reasoning of the two last articles to the cases (recently ex-

cluded), where

7 ± a, or j3 ± a

;

which cases admit, however, as we have seen (in 203, 204), of

being each treated in a simpler way, as regards the proof of the

associative property.

216. The quaternions jujc'^ and id (of arts. 212, 213) having

thus been seen to be each separately determinate, and to have

their tensors equal, it remains to shew that their versors are also

equal, in order to establish generally this associative property of

multiplication, so far as any three vectors are concerned. And

for this purpose it is clear that we need deal only with vector-

units ; or that we may assume,

Ta = T/3 = T7 = Ti = T,, = T0 = Tk = TX = T/i = 1

.

We may therefore regard these nine vectors,

a> /3, 7, tj r\, 0, K, X, /i,

as being so many radii ofone common unit-sphere ; because they

may be conceived to begin all at one common origin o, namely,

at the centre of the sphere (compare 168); although they must

then in general be supposed to terminate at nine different points,

upon the common spheric surface, which points we shall here

mark, respectively, by the nine letters,

A, B, C, I, H, G, K, L, M :

in such a way that (for example) the angles of the versors (or

quaternions) j3a"^ and fxK'^ shall (by this construction) coincide

with the angles aob, kom, at the centre of the sphere ; and shall

be represented, as to the corresponding amounts and directions

of rotation, by the arcs ofgreat circles, ab and km, upon the

surface. Let us then proceed to construct the versor jxk'^, by

constructing its representative arc, km, with the aid of some

simple principles of spherical geometry.

217. In general let r, Q, R, s denote any four points upon the

surface of the unit-sphere, o being still the centre; and let q, r
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denote the two following quaternions, or versors, with pq and rs

for their representative arcs,

3' = (q - o) -r- (p - o), r = (s-o) -t-(r-o).

Then in order to construct, by a new representative arc, tu, the

product^ rq, which is obtained when the former of these two ver-

sors is multiplied by the latter, we may (compare 49, 108, 179)

proceed as follows. Prolong if necessary, as in fig. 36, the

two given representative

arcs, PQ, RS, till they

meet in a point l upon

the surface of the sphere.

On the great circle pql

take a new point k, so

as to satisfy the equa-

tion

^ KL = - PQ,

which is designed to denote that the arc from K to l has not only

the same lengthy but also the same direction, as the given arc

from p to Q : this sameness of direction of two arcs being con-

ceived always to include the condition of their being parts of one

great circle. Again, on the great circle rls take another new
point M, such that

-^LM = '-«RS,

with the same full signification of equality of arcs as before.

Finally join the points k, m, by a great circle, and take thereon

at pleasure any two new points t and u, such that

^TU ='->KM.

Then we shall have the equation,

r^ = (u-o) -h (T-o);

or in other words, the arc km, or its equal tu, may be taken as

the representative arc of the required product, namely, the ver-

sor or quaternion rq. In fact either of these two equal arcs, km
or TU, may represent in this question (compare 65) the transver-

sor, rqy the arcs kl and lm at the same time representing re-
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spectively the versor, q, and the proversor, r, in this multiplica-

tion qfversors, or composition of versions or rotations. And it

seems that we may not inconveniently say, that the versor, pro-

versor, and transversor, of the Second Lecture, are now repre-

sented on the unit sphere, by a vector arc, kl, a provector arc,

LM, and a transvector arc, km, respectively. (Compare Lec-

ture L)

218. It may be noticed here that the foregoing process, when

combined with the principle (188) respecting the tensor of a pro-

duct, serves to accomplish generally, by the aid of arcs upon a

sphere, the multiplication ofany two quaternions. Indeed if we

compare the recent figure 36 with fig. 7 of art. 53, we find tiiat

we have only to conceive the centre o of the sphere to coincide

with the vertex d oi the pyramid, and the edyes da, db, dc, of

the pyramid to meet the spheric surface in the points k, l, m.

And the recently suggested analogy oi multiplication ofver-

sors, to what may be called addition ofarcual vectors, appears

to be well worthy of attention; a quaternion product being (as

we have seen) represented by an arcual sum, if we agree to say,

for arcs as for lines (see 31), that *' Provector, plus Vector,

equals Transvector."

219. The construction in art. 217 may serve to illustrate

some general properties of quaternion multiplication. Thus, if,

as in fig. 37, we pro-

long the arcs kl and

ML to k' and m', so

as to have the equa-

tions,

-- KL ^'-^ LK,

^ m'l = '-LM,

the arcs KKand mm
thus bisecting each

other in the point l;

and if we still conceive that kl and lm are representative arcs of

the versors q and r, so that lk' and ml shall also admit of being

regarded as representative arcs of the same two quaternions

:

then, while the arc km will still represent the former product r</.
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it will on the contrary be the arc m'k' which shall represent, on

the same plan, the product qr^ of the same two factors, r and y,

taken now in the contrary order. And because the two arcs km
and m'k', which thus represent these two products, r^-and gr^ are

indeed equally long, but are portions of different great circles, we

must not assert that they are equal, in that full sense of ar-

CUAL EQUALITY, which WHS employed in art. 217. We have,

therefore, the following inequality ofarcs ;

^ m'k' not = '^ KM,

under the circumstances of fig. 37, when the directions, and con-

sequently the PLANES, of the arcs are to be compared ; or when

(see 93, 94) the aspects of the two corresponding biradials,

m'ok' and kom, are taken into account, o being still the centre

of the sphere. We arrive then thus anew at the following m-
equality of versors, which involves, as a consequence, the cor-

responding inequality of the two quaternions, which are denoted
by the same two symbols :

qr not generally = rq.

And thus we are conducted again to the important and remark-

able conclusion, that the multiplication of quaternions is not ge-

nerally a conunutative operation : which result has, at least par-

tially, presented itself in many former articles. (Compare 74,81,

82, 89, 1 12, 121, 133, 134, 135, 189, 207, 209, 210.)

220. In the same figure 37, the arc lk, or k'l, will represent

the reciprocal, q'^, of the quaternion or versor q, this reciprocal

being regarded as a reversor (compare 44, 89, 136); while k'm

will represent the product rq'^, on the recent plan of construction

for multiplication of quaternions ; and the triangle k'lm shews,

when employed on the same general plan of art. 217, that (as in

algebra) the following identity holds good :

rq~^ .q = r.

But also, by art. 50, we have, as an identity,

{r-hq)xq = r;

equating then these two last expressions for r, we arrive at this

other identity (compare 118) :
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We know then how to construct the quotient ofany two versors,

and therefore also (by the principle respecting quotients of ten-

sors in art. 188) the quotient ofany two quaternions ,• namely, by

constructing its representative arc upon the unit-sphere: which

may be done (as we see) by first representing the dividend r, and

the divisor q, by two co-initial arcs of great circles, such as lm

and lk'; and then drawing a third arc k'm, to represent the quo-

tient^ from the end of the arc which represents the divisor, to the

end of that other arc which represents the dividend. In short we

can thus (compare 36) recover the provector arc km, by a spe-

cies of ARCUAL SUBTRACTION, from the given vector and trans-

vector arcs, lk' and lm; and can thereby recover the pro-

VERSOR, r^'S considered as a profactor, when the versor and

transversor, which are here q and r, are given as factor and trans-

factor. But such a RETURN TO THE MULTIPLIER (in this casc a

proversor, rq'^, regarded as a profactor), when the multiplicand

(in this case, q) and the product (in this case, r) are given, is pre-

cisely that OPERATION, to which, in this calcuhis, by an extension

of a received phraseology, the name of Division has been as-

signed : whether the proposed multiplicand and product, regarded

thus as divisor and dividend, be simply vectors (as in 40, 41), or

quaternions, considered as factors (as in 50, 54, 56).

221. It must not be forgotten that in consequence of the (ge-

nerally) non-commutative property (219, &c.) of quaternion mul-

tiplication, the product q'^ r is not to be confounded with the

product rq'^ ; and is therefore 7iot to be equated generally to the

quotient r -^ q, to which the last mentioned product {rq'^) has

recently been seen to be equal. In fact, this new product, g'^r,

would be represented, in fig. 37, by the arc m'k; but this latter

arc does not generally belong to the same great circle as the arc

k'm, which has been seen, in art. 220, to represent rq'^, or r -=r q.

(Compare 219.) What is to be understood generally, by such

symbols as q'^r . q, or rqr'^, will be an important subject for

discussion, at a subsequent stage of our inquiries.

222. The two co-initi;^l arcs kl and km, in the same figure

37, might be employed, by the recent construction (220) for di-
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vision of quaternions, to put in evidence this other general rela-

tion between multiplication and division (compare art. 50):

rq-^g^r.

The identity of art. 192, namely,

{rq)-^=q-^r-\

may be illustrated by considering ml, lk, and mk, as an arcual

system of vector, provector, and transvector. Or if we choose to

consider covjugates rather than reciprocals of quaternions, we can.

easily employ the construction of art. 217, to prove anew the

analogous theorem of art. 190, as in the annexed figure 38, where

the curved arrows are de- p.- gg

signed to remind us that (ab-

stracting from the tensors) the

conjugates Kq and Kr may
be regarded as equivalent (by

89) to the reversors, which

answer to the two given ver-

sors, q and r. For the figure

shews that K^'. Kr, or that

the product of the two conjugates, taken in an inverted order

,

is represented by an arc mk, which has the same length as the

arc KM, and is part of the same great circle, but has an exactly

opposite direction, and represents therefore the conjugate of the

product rq, which latter product is represented by the arc km it-

self. We are therefore again led to write, as in 190, the gene-

ral equation, or identity,

which is frequently useful in this calculus.

223. After these remarks on certain modes of representing

generally, hy spherical constructions (compare 121), the products

and quotients of quaternions, and some other things connected

therewith, let us now resume the problem proposed at the end of

art. 216 ; namely, to construct the representative arc km, of that

particular fourth proportional, or quaternion product, /Sa'^.y,

which was considered in 211 and 212; the three unit-vectors a,
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/3, y, that enter into its composition, being supposed (as in 21(i)

to radiate from a known and common origin o, and to terminate

at three given points, a, b, c, upon the surface of the unit sphere.

And whereas, we have already considered specially, in connexion

with the associative property, the cases (203, 204) where a is

perpendicular to j3 or to 7, or, in other words, where one of the arcs

AB, AC is quadrantal, we shall now begin by supposing, for the

sake of simplicity, and in order to fix our thoughts, that each of

the three sides of the spherical triangle abc is an arc less than a

quadrant. Let us also imagine, for the purpose of making our

conception of the question still more completely definite, with

the aid of astronomical illustrations, that a and b are points on

the ecliptic of an ordinary celestial globe, with longitudes respec-

tively equal to 100° and to 70°; while c shall be that point of

the equator of the same globe, which has its right ascension

equal to six hours, or to 90°, as in the following diagram (fig. 39).

It is required then, under

these conditions, to con.
\- u B ^ A

struct an arc km, which "

shall represent, as to

amount and direction of

rotation, that sought qua-

ternion, or versor, which is the fourth proportional to the three

directed radii, or unit-vectors, oa, on, oc ; o being the centre

of the globe, and the length of each radius being unity.

224. For this purpose, I form the annexed figure 40, which

is desiirned to be an ortho-

graphic projection of one

quarter of the globe, on

the plane of the equinoc-

tial colure; a, b, c being

still placed at points cor-

responding to those of the

recent and simpler figure

39 ; but the letters, l, q, L' d C E N L

and l' being now written, for convenience, instead of the as-

tronomical marks ^, 25, and V in that figure; and the letter

K being employed to mark the place of the north pole of the
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equator, so that cl, ck, and kl are quadrants, respectively, of

the equator, and of the solstitial and equinoctial colures. Now
this latter quadrant, kl, may be taken as the representative arc

of the multiplicand^ -y, in the proposed product /Sa'^.y, this

vector 7, or oc, being regarded, by our general principles (art.

122, &c.), as a quadrantal quaternion ; while the arc ab repre-

sents, on the same general plan of art. 216, the multiplier, /3a"^,

or OB -^ OA, regarded as another quaternion. And although this

last mentioned arc, ab, does not immediately, or in its actual and

present situation, begin where the arc kl ends, yet it can easily

be MADE to begin there (compare 99), without any alteration of

its value, or significance, as representing one definite versor

:

namely, by causing (or conceiving) it to turn in its own plane,

or on the great circle to which it belongs, till it comes to take a

new position, such as that denoted in the figure by lm, begin-

ning now, as a provector arc (217), at the point L, where the

vector arc kl ends, and satisfying the arcual equality,

'->LM = '^ ab.

And then by simply drawing the transvector arc of north polar

distance, km, from the point k where the vector arc kl begins,

to that new point m where the new or prepared provector arc lm
ends, we shall have accomplished the construction which it was

required to efl^ect. For the arc km, thus drawn, will represent,

on the general principles already explained, that sought quater-

nion, /iic'^ which is, with the here supposed directions of the vec-

tor-units, the value of the product jda'^ . 7, or of what we have

already called, by analogy, the fourth proportional to the three

vectors, a, /3, y-

225. Before proceeding to compare this arc km with any other

arc, as respects their equality or inequality, it will be useful to

determine its pole, and to construct thereat an equivalent sphe-

rical angle; because we shall thus, in a new way, have con-

structed or determined the quaternion, or versor, /3a"^ .7, by as-

signing its axis, and its angle. For this purpose we need only

prolong (in fig. 40) the arc of north polar distance, km, till it

meets the equator in n ; and then take a new point d on the
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same equator, which shall satisfy the arcual equality (compare

217),

'-^ CD = '^ LN ;

for then the arc nd will be a quadrant, and d will be the sought

pole of KM. The arc md being thus another quadrant, if we

oblige MR to become a quadrant also, by taking the point r upon

the ecliptic so as to satisfy the equation

'-QR = - LM,

M will be the pole of the arc dr, and the angles mdr, mrd will

be right. But kdn is also a right angle, kd being a quadrant of

north polar distance ; wherefore

RDK = MDN, and l'dR = KDM.

We may then take the spherical angle l'dr, or its equal, kdm,

as the REPRESENTATIVE ANGLE of the quatcmion j3a'' .7, or of

its equal fiK'^ ; because not merely is each of these two spherical

angles equal in amount to the angle or amplitude of the quater-

nion, so as to satisfy the quantitative or metric equation,

Z (j3a"^ . 7) = l'dr = KDM,

but also the axis of the same quaternion is the radius od, drawn

towards the vertex d of the same angle on the spheric surface,

in such a manner that we may establish also the following direc-

tional or graphic formula,

Ax. (/3a"^ .7) = D -o.

226. Let E be a new point on the equator, such that

'-EC='-CD,

and from this point e let there be drawn the arc of latitude, or

perpendicular on the ecliptic, Es. The right-angled triangles,

LSE, LRD, shew evidently that the arcs es and dr are equally

long, or that the points e and d have their two south latitudes

equal ; they shew also that

'- LS = -^ rl' ; and - sq = --^ qr.

But by 225, 224,

^ QR = '" LM ='-^ AB ;
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thus

'^ SR = 2 X -^ AB,

and

'-SA+'^BR = '- AB = -- AT + -^ TB,

whatever new point t may be chosen upon the arc ab. We can

therefore so choose this point, as to have, at once,

- SA = «- AT, and '- BR = '- TB.

And then by erecting at t a perpendicular tf to the ecliptic, to-

wards the northern side, and equal in length to either of the two

former perpendiculars, dr or es, so that the north latitude of the

point F shall be equal in amount to the south latitude of d or e,

the two pairs of right-angled triangles, drb, ftb, and esa, fta,

will shew that the opposite angles at b are equal in one pair, and

those at a in the other pair; and also that, in each pair, the two

hypotenusal arcs are equal: from which it follows that if r be

joined by arcs of great circles to d and e, these joining arcs shall

pass through the points b and a, and shall be bisected at those

points. The vertex of the representative angle, l'dr (225), of the

quaternion (5a' ^ . y, which is the fourth proportional to the three

unit-vectors, a, |3, y, that are drawn from the centre o of the

sphere to the three given points, a, b, c, on the same unit-sphere, is

therefore situated at a corner d of a certain new spherical trian-

gle, DEF, whose SIDES, EF, FD, DE, are respectively bisected by

the three corners of the given (or old) spherical triangle, abc.

And the choice of this particular corner, d, as distinguished

from the two other new corners e and f, is seen to be determined

by the condition, that it shall be opposite to that side, ef, of the

new triangle, which is bisected by the first corner, a, of the

given triangle, abc ; or by thefrst (namely, at present, a) of

the three given vector-units.

227. A not less simple rule for geometrically connecting the

angle (as well as the axis) of the quaternion, j3a'' . 7, with the

new triangle def, circumscribed according to the recent law

about the old or given triangle abc, or for constructing the mag-

nitude (as well as the situation) of the representative angle, l'dr,
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may be investigated in the following way. Let figure 41 be con-

ceived to denote the southern hemisphere

of latitude (ofa celestial globe), projected

orthographically upon the plane of the

ecliptic, of which great circle the south

pole is denoted in the figure by p ; a', b',

f', in the same figure, denoting the points l'[

diametrically opposite to a, b, f ; and

the other letters, a, b, c, d, e, l, l', q,

R, s, retaining their recent significa-

tions. Then, because the three points d,

E, f' have equal southern latitudes, they are all contained on one

small circle, described about p as a pole, and parallel to the

ecliptic, or (in the figure) concentric therewith. We wish to ob-

tain some simple and convenient expression for the angle l'dr,

or for its vertically opposite angle, cdp. Now this last is one of

the base-angles of an isosceles spherical triangle, namely, of the

triangle dpe ; and each of the adjacent triangles, dpf', epf', is evi-

dently also isosceles. If then, in the triangle def', we deduct the

angle at f' from the sum of the two angles at d and e, the half

of the remainder will be the angle required. But in the lune ff'

(only partially pictured in the figure), the opposite angles at f

and f' are equal; so that the angle at f, in the triangle def,

is equal to the angle at f', in the triangle def'. On the

other hand, the angles at d and e, in one of these two tri-

angles, are supplementary to the angles at the same two points

in the other. We are then to subtract the sum of the three an-

gles of the triangle def from/our right angles, and afterwards

to halve the remainder. And thus we find that the angle l'dr

or cdp, of the quaternion which is the fourth proportional to the

three unit-vectors, oa, ob, oc, which respectively bisect the three

sides, EF, FD, de, of a spherical triangle def, is equal (at least

under the conditions lately considered) to the supplement of

THE SEMisuM OF THE ANGLES of the triangle whose sides are so

bisected: or in symbols that (in this recent case),

Z(j3a-i .y) = 7r-i(D + ^ + i^).

228. It must however be observed, that by arranging the
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three points, a, b, c, as in the recent figures, we have tacitly

supposed that the rotation round a from j3 towards y, or that the

rotation round oa from ob towards oc, is negative or left-handed.

And thus it happened that, in fig. 40, after going by a vector arc,

KL, from the north pole of the equator to the autumnal equinoc-

tial point, we went next along the ecliptic, by a provector arc,

LM, through thirty degrees of longitude, but in a direction con-

trary (in astronomical parlance) to the order ofthe sigjis, thereby

RETROGRADING from Libra to Virgo, and consequently approach-

ing to the north pole k of the equator, from which we had at first

set out. This was the reason for the transvector arc, km, being

found to be less than a quadrant, under the conditions lately con-

sidered. Had the rotation in the ecliptic, corresponding to the

proversor, /3a'^ been supposed to he direct, instead of being re-

trograde, the result would, in this respect, have been different

;

for we should have gone, in the arcual protection upon the

spheric surface, still farther from the north pole than we had

done, in arriving, by the first vection, at the autumnal equinoc-

tial point ; and the arc of transvection would have been found to

be, in that case, greater than a quadrant.

229. For example, if, without making any change in the sig-

nifications of the letters lately employed, we now propose to our-

selves to determine the axis and angle of the following new qua-

ternion,

or if we seek the fourth proportional to the three former unit-

vectors, in the new order /3, a, y, and not now in the order

a, j3, 7 : we shall be led to advance (according to the order of

the signs of the zodiac) from Libra to Scorpio, or (by the provec-

tion) from l to a new point m', not opposite on the sphere to m,

but such that (compare fig. 37),

- lm'= '^ ml = -^ ba ;

and the transvector arc will now be

km'>-, although km < -.

In fact it is clear that the two transvector arcs, km and km',

which are also the representative arcs of the two quaternions
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/3a'' .7 and a[i'^ .7, are, in amount, supplementary to each

other ; so that if we attend only to the magnitudes of these two

arcs, we may write

KM' = 7r - km;

or, passing to the angles of the two quaternions which corres-

pond,

Z.(aj3-i.7)=7r-Z(/3a-i.7).

But if we attend also to the planes, or poles of the arcs, or to the

axes of the two quaternions, we see easily (on the plan of art.

225), that the pole of the arc km' is the point e, and that, there-

fore, we may write,

Ax .(a/3"i .7) = E-o.

230. Still we perceive that the rule of art. 226 holds good,

since the pole or point e, thus determined, is (as the rule re-

quires) that corner of the circumscribed triangle def, the side

opposite to which (namely fd) is bisected by the extremity (at

present b) of what is now the first (namely |3) of the three given

unit-vectors (/3,a,7). That rule of 226, for the direction of the axis

of the quaternion, is therefore seen to be independent of the order

of the rotation of those vectors among themselves : although, as

we shall presently see, this order of rotation is not in all respects

indifferent to the result. For it is easy to perceive, from what

has been already shewn, that the spherical angle ces, in fig. 40,

may be taken as the representative angle of the quaternion

aj3'' . 7 ; and hence it follows (by the reasonings in 227) that we

may write,

the semisum itself of the angles of the triangle def, or the

supplement of that semisum, being thus equal to the angle of

the fourth proportional to the three bisecting vectors, ac-

cording as the rotation round the first of them (in the recent

case
ft), from the second (in this last case a), towards the third

(7), is positive or negative. It is to be remembered thfit the

arcs ab, bc, ca, or the angles between a, /3, 7, have been sup-

posed (in art. 223) to be all less than quadrants, or than right
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angles, with a view to avoiding, at first, any complex modifica-

tions of the figures.

231. Retaining still for simplicity this restriction on the

sides of the given triangle abc, we may proceed to prove, as

follows, that the problem of circumscribing about it another tri-

angle DEF, whose sides shall be bisected by its corners, is not

merely (what has been already proved, in arts. 225, 226) a pos-

sible problem, but also one entirely determinate, at least if we
attend only to those spherical triangles which have (as is usual)

their sides each less than a semicircle. Conceive then, conversely,

that three points a, n, c, at distances from each other which are

each less than 90°, are given as the middle points of the sides

EF, FD, DE, of a triangle def ; and let us study some of the re-

lations which connect the two triangles abc, def together, with

a view to inquiring whether any other triangle, such as d'e'f\

would admit of being substituted for the given def, without

change of abc.

232. Now, for this purpose, it seems sufficient to observe,

that if f' be the point diametrically opposite to f, the small cir-

cle def' must always (as in fig. 41, art. 227) be parallel to the

great circle ab, having a common pole therewith, which pole we
may still call p; and that, therefore, the bisecting perpendicular

PC, of the arc de, must always cross the great circle ab likewise

at right angles. For hence it follows, that if we let fall a per-

pendicular arc CQ on ab from c, and then through c draw a great

circle perpendicular to cq, this last great circle must contain not

merely (as in figs. 40, 41) the points d and e already considered,

but any others, if such there be, which can be substituted for

them. In like manner the points e and f, or any substitutes for

them, must be situated on that great circle through a, which is

perpendicular to the arc let fall perpendicularly from a on bc
;

and F and d must be on that other great circle, which is drawn

through b, at right angles to the perpendicular arc let fall on ca

from b. Thus we have three great circles, entirely determined

in position, which must intersect, two by two, in the three points

D, e, F ; and if any other points admit of being substituted, in

whole or in part, for these, as corners of the triangle whose sides

are to be bisected, they can only be the opposite intersections of

Q
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the three great circles found as above, or the points d', e', f',

which are diametrically opposite to the former points d, e, f.

233. But two successive and supplementary arcs of the same

great semicircle cannot both be bisected by any common point

;

we cannot, therefore, make any partial change of the given

points, D, E, F, to their opposites, consistently with the conditions

of the question : for example, the arcs df', EF',in fig. 41, are not,

like the arcs df, ef, of fig. 40, bisected by the points b, a. And

if we make a total change of d, e, f, to the three opposite points,

d', e', f', we shall indeed have altered the triangle def to another,

namely def', such that the three following arcual equations shall

hold good :

'^e'a = '-af'; -f'b = '-bd'; -d'c = '-ce';

but the sides e'f', f'd', d'e', of this new triangle, if, as is usual

and as we lately (in 231) agreed to do, we measure these three

sides so as to be each less than a semicircle, will not (in the

strictest and simplest sense of the words, which is the sense at

present under consideration) be bisected by the three points a,

B, c, BUT by the three respectively and diametrically opposite

points, that is, by the three points a', b', c'. The triangle abc

being then given and fixed, the triangle def is also deter-

mined, tvithout any ambiguity whatever, under the conditions

lately supposed. Under certain o^Aer- conditions, it will be shewn

hereafter that a different result may take place.

234. If then we were to propose to ourselves to investigate

the value of the fourth proportional to the same three given

unit-vectors as before, but taken now in the new order, a, 7, /3;

or (in other words) if we should seek to construct the represen-

tative arc, or representative angle, of the following new quater-

nion,

7a-'.|3;

it is clear that we should be led, on the plan of recent articles

(225, 226, 229, 230), to circumscribe, about i\\Q same given trian-

gle ABC, the SAME auxiliary triangle, def, as before. And be-

cause what is now the Jirst of the three given vectors, namely a,

or DA, bisects that side, namely ef, of the auxiliary (or circum-

scribed) triangle which is opposite to the point d ; while the ro-
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tation round a from y towards j3 is positive ; it follows, from the

rules laid down in articles 226, 230, that the axis of the new
quaternion, proposed for consideration in the present article, is

directed towards the point d, and that the angle of the same qua-

ternion (ya'^ . j3) is equal to the semisum itself {awA not to the

supplement of the semisum) of the three angles of the spherical

triangle def. In symbols, under the conditions supposed, the

two following equations, or formulae, hold good :

Ax. (ya"^ ./3) = D- o ;

As the representative angle of the new quaternion ya'^ . /3, we
may take the spherical angle rdc in fig. 40 (art. 224); and there

would be no difficulty in hence constructing, if it were required,

the representative arc also.

235. Comparing now the expressions (in 225, 227, 234), for

the axes and the angles of the two quaternions,

|3a"^ .7, and ya'^
. /3,

we find that there exist the following relations between them,

Ax.(7a-'./3) = Ax.(/3a-i.7);

Z(ya-i./3)=7r-z(i3a-^7);

the axes being thus coincident, and the angles being supple-

mentary. But these are the very relations which, as was shewn

in art. 185, and as was illustrated by figure 32 of art. 186, exist

generally between

q and - Kq,

or between a quaternion and the 7iegative ofthe conjugate thereof,

so far as axes and angles are concerned. And the only remain-

ing relation, between two such quaternions, namely the equality

of their tensors (185), exists here also, because each tensor is

unity. We are then entitled to establish, at least under the con-

ditions above supposed, the formula,

^a-i.y = -K(7a-'.i3).

q2
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But when we come to transform the second member of this for-

mula, by the principles of art. 193, we find that it becomes,

-K{ya-'.(i) = (i.a'^y.

We are then led to establish anew, under circumstances more

general than before, that associative formula of multiplication

of three vectors, which has been the principal subject of investiga-

tion during the whole of the present Lecture : namely,

jSa-i. 7 = ^.0-17.

236. In this method of treating the question, we have not

found it necessary to construct that other quaternion, or its re-

presentative arc, which was mentioned in art. 213 ; namely the

quaternion denoted in that article by the symbol lO. There would,

however, have been no difficulty in constructing its arc also, if

required. To shew this, conceive that the annexed diagram (fig.

42) is an orthographic projection of a he-

misphere with B for its visible pole, while

X denotes the pole of the great circle ac
;

the letters a, b, c, d, e, f, still denoting

the same points as before, and i, i' being

the positive and negative poles of the cir-:

cle FBD, while H, h' are the two poles of

the circle i'bxi; let us also conceive the

arc ex to be prolonged, till it terminates,

on the other hemisphere, in a point e',

diametrically opposite to e : and let the arcs xb, xd, prolonged,

meet the great circle hach' in two other points, y and z. Then
taking another new point g on the circle ac, such that

'-GH = - CA,

we shall be at liberty to write, on the plan of 216,

G-o = 0; H-o = tj; i-o = (;

and may (by 213, &c.) regard the arcs gh and ih (or hi') as re-

presenting, respectively, the versor t)"'0 (or a" ^7), and the pro-

versor it) (or j3) ; whence it will follow that the transversor, lO

(or j3 . a'^7), is represented, in the same construction, by the arc
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Gi'. But it is easy to prove, by methods recently explained, that

the pole of this new are gi' is the point d, and that the amount of

the equivalent aw^/e gdi', orzDH, or xdb, at that pole, is equal to

the supplement of the semisum of the three angles of the spheri-

cal triangle def; which last equality may be established by the

help of the lune ee', and of the three isosceles triangles fxd, dxe',

e'xf ; the quadrant I'j through g is also useful. Hence by com-

parison with fig. 40, and with the results of arts. 225, 227, we

should find ourselves entitled to infer the arcual equation,

-^ Gi'=- km;

and on passing from these representative arcs to their versors,

we should thus have proved the equation proposed for inquiry at

the end of art. 213, namely,

or, by that article, and by the one immediately preceding it, we
should have thus arrived anew at the associative formula of mul-

tiplication of three vectors,

237. The case where ab is a quadrant, or where j3 ± a, has

been considered in 204 ; yet, if we wished to examine how our

recent and more general investigations may adapt themselves to

that case as a limit, we might conceive, in fig. 40, that the equal

arcs AB and lm are each only a very little less than 90°. Under

this supposition, the point m would almost coincide with q ; n

with c ; D and r with l'; e and s with l ; and f with t, this new

point T being such as almost to satisfy the connected equations,

-LA = -AT, '-tb = -bl'.

At the same time the triangle def would tend to coincide with

the lune l'l ; the angle at f would be almost = 7r, and each of

the angles at d and e would almost coincide with an angle of

that lune; and therefore the supplement of the semisum of the

three angles of the triangle would tend to become equal to the

complement of the angle of the lune. We may therefore expect,

from our recent results, to find that as /3 tends to become per-
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pendicular to a, the fourth proportional (ia'^y (in which symbol

we do not here think it necessary to write the point) tends to be-

come a quaternion, whose axis is directed towards the point l'

(in fig. 40), and whose ant/le is the complement of the angle

QLC ; or in other words that the angle kl'q, or the arc kq, re-

presents this limit-quaternion. And accordingly it may easily

be shewn that this result agrees perfectly with the conclusions of

art. 204 ; the line, which was there called A, being now conceived

(in connexion with fig. 40) to be directed towards the north pole

of the ecliptic; and the rotation from this pole to the point c

being similar in direction, and supplementary in amount, to the

rotation from k to q, as by our general principles of interpreta-

tion of the quaternion product Ay, obtained in 204, it ought to

be. (Compare the general construction for a product of two vec-

tors in 88; also the value of the product S, in the recent article

236.)

238. Let us now consider (although more briefly) the case

where the arc ab is greater than a quadrant; this arc being still

conceived to form part of the semicircle i/ql, in tig. 40, and the

point A being still advanced beyond b, in the order of right-

handed rotation round c. We may conceive, for instance, that

the longitudes of a and b are wom' respectively, 160° and 40°;

the points c, k, l, l', q, retaining their positions in the figure.

The points m and n, determined on the plan of 224, 225, will

now fall in ihe Jirst quadrants (instead of the second) of the

ecliptic and equator; and the points d, e will fall in ihe fourth

and third quadrants of the latter circle (instead of falling in the

first and second), so that they are now outside the hemisphere

depicted in the figure, as also are the new points r and s. The
latitudes, dr, es, are northern now ; but the arc km, or the angle

KDM, or l'dr, still represents, by its new position and magnitude,

the new value of the quaternion j3a"^ .7 ; while the angle l'es

still represents this other quaternion, aj3"^ . 7. The point f takes

now a southern latitude, while the arcs ef and df are still bi-

sected by A and b ; but the new arc de is bisected rather by a

certain new point, c', diametrically opposite to c, than by the

point c itself Taking still a point f' diametrically opposite to

f, the small circle def' is still parallel to the ecliptic as before,
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but is now situated in the northern hemisphere of latitude. If

p' be the north pole of the ecliptic, the three triangles, dp'e,

ep'f', f'p'd, are each isosceles ; but the angle edp', which is a base

angle of the first of them, and may serve, instead of the vertically

opposite angle l'dr, to represent the quaternion j3a'^ . y, is equal

now to half the excess of the angle at p'over the sum of the two

other angles in the triangle def' ; whereas in fig. 41, art. 227,

that excess was in the contrary direction. Considering then the

lune ff', we see that we are now to subtract two right angles

from the semisum of the angles of the new triangle def, whose

sides ef, fd, de, are bisected by the points a, b, c', instead of

subtracting in the opposite way ; so that while the axis of the

quaternion ^a'^. y is still given by the formula,

Ax. (/3a-i.7)=D-o,

as in 225, the angle of the same new quaternion is now to be ex-

pressed as follows, and not as in 227 :

L{(Ba-Ky) = i{D + E + F)~7r.

The relations,

Ax.(aj3"^7) = E-o,

and

z(ai3-i.y) = 7r-Z(/3a-^7),

Still hold good, as in 229 ; but this last angle now becomes,

All this will easily become clear, after what has been said in re-

cent articles, at least with the aid (if it be thought necessary) of

a common globe. (See also figures 47, 48, 49.)

239. If then it be required to determine the axis and angle

of a quaternion, such as

where a, |3, 7' are the vectors of the three points a, b, c', considered

in the foregoing article, the arcs ab, bc', c'a being thus each

greater than a quadrant (and not now each less, as was the case

with AB, bc, ca, in 223, &c.)> we may proceed in the following

way. Since we have here
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/3a' ^ .7'= -/3a'^ .7, because 7' = -7,

and have just now determined (in 238) the quaternion |3a"^ . 7,

we need only take the negative of that quaternion, on the plan

of art. 183. Reversing then the axis, and taking the supplement

of the angle, we find, in the present question.

Ax . (/3o' 1
.

7') = d' - o = o - D,

and

where d' is the point diametrically opposite to d. But by a simi-

lar process, attending (as in 228, 229) to the changes in the cha-

racter of the rotation, which was right-handed round a from j3

towards 7', and is consequently left-handed round the same a,

when measured from 7' towards j3, while d is still (compare 226)

the corner opposite to that side ef of the triangle def which is

bisected by a, we find, without difficulty, that the following re-

lations hold good :

Ax . iy'a'^. /3) = d'-o = o-d;

L{y'a-'.(5)=i{D + E + F)-Tr.

In fact this triangle def, when combined with the results of 238

respecting the quaternion a/3'^ . 7, gives the following values for

the axis and angle of the quaternion 70'^
. /3 :

Ax . (70-1 ./3) = D-o ;

L{ya-' .(i) = 2TT-i{D + E + F);

by taking the opposite of which axis, and the supplement of

which angle, the recent results respecting 70' ^./3 may be ob-

tained. And on comparing the conclusions of the present article,

respecting the two fourth proportionals,

/3a" ^ . 7' and 70'^ . /3,

we find, by the general results of 185, that each of these two

quaternions is the negative of the conjugate of the other. But

hence again we infer, by the reasoning of 193, 235, that

/3a-i.7' = -K(7'a-i./3)=/3.a-i7';
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or in words, that the associative property holds good, for the

multiplication of any three vectors, a, j3, 7', which make obtuse

angles with each other. And we had proved (in 235) that the

same property holds also, when the angles between the three

vectors to be combined are all acute. But to these two principal

cases it is easy to reduce all others, by a suitable use of negatives

and of limits; for example, we can at once infer, from the pre-

sent article, by returning from 7' to its opposite, that

/3a-i.7=i3.a-i7,

when y makes acute angles with a and j3, while they form an

obtuse angle with each other.

240. The associative property of the multiplication o/three

VECTORS is there/ore fully proved, with the assistance of a little

spherical geometry ; and although it will be seen in the next

Lecture (compare what has been said in arts. 178, 203, 204), that

the same important property admits of being independently (and

even more simply) established, by the aid of other principles, in-

volving the Addition and Subtraction of Quaternions, on which

we have hitherto forborne to touch, yet it was judged proper to

develope the method of the present Lecture also, as an exercise

in their Multiplication and Division, and as being connected

with some interesting geometrical constructions, and with what

will be found useful interpretations of some fundamental Sym-

bols of this Calculus.

241. An allusion has been made (at the end of art. 233) to a

particular but remarkable case of the general construction, on

which it may be well to say a few words, on account of a diffi-

culty which it might present, in the way o{ indetermination, and

also in order to illustrate by it the theory already given (in 205,

207), respecting the fourth proportionals and continued products

of systems of three rectangular vectors. Suppose then that the

three sides of a given spherical triangle abc are all equal to

quadrants (instead of being all less, or all greater) ; and let us

seek to circumscribe about this triangle another, such as def,

which shall have its sides bisected by the given points a, b, c

(as in arts. 226, 231, &c.) ; in order that we may thus, by some

suitably limiting form of a more general process already ex-
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plained, determine, if it be possible to do so, the axis and angle

of that (sought) quaternion which is the fourth proportional to

the three given rectangular unit-vectors, oa, ob, oc, by deter-

mining the limiting values of the expressions found in 225 and

227 ; namely, the following,

CD (or D - o), and tt -^ (D + E + F).

Now the three perpendiculars from the three given points, a, b, c,

which are to be let fall (by the general rule of 232) on the opposite

sides of the given triangle arc, become, at present, indetermi-

nate, in virtue of its triquadrantal character : so therefore do the

three great circles also become, which are to be drawn through

those three given points (by the same general rule of construc-

tion), perpenrf/cw^ar to these perpendiculars ; and consequently

the triangle, def, which (in the general process here referred to)

was to be found by suitably connecting the points of intersection

of those great circles, becomes, in this case, itself also indetermi-

nate. We cannot then assign, in the present question, by any

limiting form of the general rule, the position of the point d, nor

specify the particular unit-vector od, which is to be the axis of the

sought quaternion. Nor is it wonderful that the rule should fail

to do so, since it was proved, in art. 205, that thefourth propor-

tional to three rectangular vectors is a scalar : that is to say, a

positive or negative number, which is indeed conceived to admit

of being laid down (64) on a scale extending from - oo to + oo,

but which has no one axis in space, to be preferred to any other

axis. If a scalar be positive, and if we abstract from its tensor,

or disregard its metric effect, as multiplying a line on which it

operates, we can only consider it as a non-versor i^Q) ',
if, on the

contrary, the scalar be negative, it is, on the same plan, to be re-

garded as an inversor (see same art. 60) ; but the nonversion, in

the one case, and the inversion in the other, may both alike

be conceived to be performed round any arbitrary axis of rota-

lion, perpendicular to the line on which it operates, and which

line itself is arbitrary. (Compare the results of 167, &c., respect-

ing the indeterminate axis of the semi-inversor v/(- 1), and ge-

nerally of the power (- 1)', considered in 166.)

242. To render still more clear, by the help of a geometrical
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diagram, and of an astronomical illustration, the indetermination

of the circumscribed triangle def, for the case where the given

triangle abc is triquadrantal^ and at the same time to shew how

the scalar nature of the quaternion, ob -^ oa x oc, may yet be

deduced from that very triangle def, by means of the semisum

of its angles employed in art. 227, let us conceive that the an-

nexed figure 43 represents an orthogra-

phic projection of the western hemisphere

of a globe on the plane of the meridian ; c

being supposed to represent the (projec-

tion of the) west point of the horizon, while

A denotes the south point itself, and b the

zenith ; the letter o being still conceived

to denote the (unseen) centre of the sphere.

Let D denote the (projection of) some point

chosen arbitrarily upon the surface of the globe, except that (to

fix our conceptions) we shall suppose it to be above the horizon,

with some north-western azimuth ; and then let e represent, on

the same plan of projection, another point, deduced from d, by

the conditions that it shall deviate as much in azimuth from the

south point towards the west, asD deviates from the north point,

and shall be as much depressed below, as d is elevated above the

horizon ; under which conditions it is clear that the west point

(represented by c) will bisect the arc de. Again conceive a new

point, F, to be so taken on the remote (or eastern) hemisphere,

that it may deviate as much to the east, from the south, as e has

been made to deviate from the west, and that this new point f

may also have the same altitude above the horizon, which was

arbitrarily assigned to d. The figure having been thus conceived,

it becomes evident that the arcs ef and fd are bisected respec-

tively by the points a and b, at the same time that the arc de

was seen to be bisected by the point c, while yet the altitude

and azimuth of d were chosen at pleasure. It is true that we
might have so selected d, as to render it necessary (compare 238)

to change the given points a, b, c (or some of them) to points dia-

metrically opposite, in order that the corners of the one triangle

might bisect the sides of the other; but this circumstance cannot

be considered as affecting the essential indetermination of the
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circumscribed triangle def, when the given triangle abc is tri-

quadrantal.

243. On the other hand, if we conceive a new point g, which

shall have the same altitude as d, and the same azimuth as e, and

of which therefore the projection, as indicated in the figure,

would be exactly superposed on that of f, the point g belonging

to the near half, and the point f to theya/- half of the globe;

and if we suppose arcs of great circles to be drawn, upon the near

hemisphere, from this point g to the three given points a, b, c : we

shall see that the three new spherical angles, bgc, cga, agb,

which evidently, when taken together, make up^oMr right angleSy

are respectively and exactly equal (in their amounts or magni-

tudes, though differently posited) to the angles bdc, cea, afb
;

which latter are precisely the angles at the three corners, d, e, f,

of the triangle def. It follows then that, although the circum-

scribed triangle, def, is allowed (in the present question) to as-

sume indejinitely many positions, and although its angles may

separately vary, yet, in each of these differentforms and posi-

tions, the sEMisuM of its three angles is equal to two right an-

gles ; or in other words, the supplement of that semisum va-

nishes. We have then here (by 227) the following determinate

value for the angle of the sought quaternion, or of the fourth

proportional to oa, ob, oc :

This sought quaternion is therefore definitely found, by the

foregoing process (compare 205, 206), to reduce itself to a posi-

tive SCALAR ; its axis being of course, for that very reason, in-

determinate, as it was otherwise found, in recent articles, to be.

244. As to the positive character of the scalar thus deter-

mined, or the evanescence of the angle of the quaternion, we

must not forget that, in the recent figure (43, of art. 242), the

rotation round a from b to c, or round oa from ob to oc, that is,

round the first of the three given unit- vectors, y/om the second

to the third, has been tacitly supposed (by the arrangement

chosen for the figure) to be left-handed, or negative. If, retain-

ing the figure, we alter only the order of the vectors, and seek

now the fourth proportional to ob, oa, oc (instead of oa, ob,
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oc), we shall thereby reverse the order of the rotation, as esti-

mated still round first from second to third. And then the con-

sequence will be, that instead of the rule of art. 227, we must

employ the rule of art. 230, to estimate the angle of the sought

fourth proportional ; or must take, for this angle, the semisum

itself, and not the supplement of the semisum, of the three angles

of the triangle def. When therefore the last mentioned order of

the vectors is chosen, or when the rotation round the first from

second to third is positive, the angle of the fourth proportional

is found, by the geometrical reasonings of the last article, /n^fcac?

ofvanishing, to become equal to two right angles ; for it acquires

in this case the value

B'or this case, then, of positive rotation among the three vectors

(estimated in the way just now explained), the quaternion which

is their fourth proportional reduces itself not (as in the contrary

case) to a positive, hut to a negative scalak ; because (com-

pare 166) its angle is now = tt. It is obvious what a satisfactory

confirmation is thus given to the two contrasted results of art.

205 ; and thereby to the two connected and similarly contrasted

conclusions, respecting continued products of three rectangular

vectors, which were obtained in 207.

245. As particular (but important) cases, of such contrasted

results, respecting products of three rectangular lines, the for-

mulae

kji = + 1 , ijk= - I,

were given in art. 210; and since the course of our investiga-

tions has suggested those formulae to us again, it may not be in-

appropriate to offer here a remark or two upon them, not as a

new proof of their correctness (which has been perhaps suffi-

ciently proved already), but rather as a new interpretation of

whatever may appear at first to be all strange in their symbolic

FORMS, especially when looked at in connexion with each other,

and with the continued equation,

i2 =j2 = k^ = ijk =- I,

Any such illustration of the foregoing formulae appears to be
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80 much the more natural in the present Course of Lectures, be-

cause the three italic letters, i,j, k, used with their own appro-

priate LAWS OF COMBINATION, by multiplication among them-

selves, which laws were communicated (as was stated in art. 2) to

the Royal Irish Academy in the year 1843, and which (as it has

been already noticed in article 210) are all substantially mc/MC?ec?

in the formula recently written, were originally the only pe-

culiar Symbols of the Calculus of Quaternions.

246. With respect then to the formula,

kji = + 1,

I wish you to remember that ei?ery multiplication of versors

(and as denoting versors it was, that the symbols i,j\ k presented

themselves in the Second Lecture to our notice) has hitherto been

conceived by us (see Q5) to correspond to some combination

of versions, or composition of rotations. It is natural there-

fore that in proceeding to study the proposed continued pro-

duct, kji^ we should look out now for some original vertend;

that is (compare same art. 65) for some line on which we may

begin to operate by turning it, and which is to be thus operated

on, in succession, by each of the three versors, i,j, k; one

line, at each of the three stages, being the subject, and another

line being the result of the operation. For when such an origi-

nal line, suppose A, shall have been found, and such a series, or

succession of three other lines, suppose /u, v, ^, shall have been

derivedfrom it, by the three successive turnings here con-

ceived ; so that, in symbols, we shall have the following expres-

sions for the relations between these^owr lines,

H=i\; v=jn= ji\ ', ^ = kv = kjfx = kjiX ;

it will then only remain to compare, as regards their directions,

the fourth with the first of these lines, in order to discover, or

to investigate anew, what effect the proposed continuedproduct,

kji, produces, when it is regarded as being itself a sort of resul-

tant VERSOR, or an instrument of compounded rotation; and

vi\ier\,\)y operating on the initial direction (of X), as its sub-

ject, it gives thus, as its result, the final direction (of ^).

247. Now all this can, with the greatest ease, be done, if we
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observe that, in the recent figure 43 (art. 242), the three rectan-

gular radii, oa, oc, ob, which are conceived to be drawn from

the (unseen) centre o of the globe, and are supposed (as in

former articles) to have their lengths each equal to unity, may
be regarded as constructions ^ or representations, in the order just

now written, of the three successive and quadrantal ve?'sors, or

rectangular vector-units i,j, k (compare 77) ; and that the sought

vertend, X, of the last article, may be assumed to coincide with

the radius oc of the same figure, or with the vector-unit j.

Writing then (with this reference to fig. 43) the equations,

K- o = i; B-o = ^; c-o=y=X;

and remembering the nature of the rotations which the three

successive versors separately produce ; namely, that each (sepa-

rately) has the effect (77) of causing a line, in a plane perpendi-

cular to itself, to turn in that plane, through a right angle, right-

handedly round itself as an axis ; we find the three following

lines, as the results of the three successive versions

:

/i = iX = y = A = B - o

;

v = jfl=jk = i = K-0\

^=kv = ki=j=c-o.

248. In words, the line (X or oc), which was taken as the

original vertend, and was directed towards the west, is changed by

the^/'5^ version, performed round a southward axis {i or oa), to

a line (/i or or), which comes thus to be directed to the zenith.

This upward line (/x or k), regarded as a new vertend (or as what

was called, in 65, a provertend), is operated on by a new versor

(j or oc), which is an axis directed to the loest ; and it is thereby

brought into another position (denoted by v or oa), becoming

thus a line directed to the south. And finally this southward

line (v or «), as a new subject of the same sort of operation, is

made to turn round an upward axis {k or on), till it takes the

Jinal position (^ or oc), of a line directed to the west. But by

this TRIPLE VERSION, di Jinal line (^= oc =j) is attained, which

has the same westward direction as the initial line (X = oc =

j). And hence we find that (with the lately assumed initial direc-

tion) the three successive versions {i,j, k) have neutralized or
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annulled the effects of each other ; or that their final product
(^X-i = 1) isa NONVERSOR (60) ; which result not merely justi/ies

in a new way, but at the same time serves to interpret, or

explain^ that symbolic equation or formula, namely, kji = +ly

which was proposed anew for consideration, at the commence-

ment of the foregoing article.

249. The only oMer direction which it would have been pos-

sible to assume for the original vertend X, consistently with the

conditions of 246, would have been an eastward (instead of a

westward) direction ; and if we had so chosen X, and had sub-

mitted it to the same three successive versions {i,j, A), we should

have obtained, as the three successive results, a downward line

for fi, a northward line for v, and finally an eastward line for ^.

We should therefore still (compare 71) have been brought back^

by this triple version, to the direction originally chosen (whe-

ther that had been west or east) : and should thus have been

still led to establish, with this sort of interpretation, the same

formula of art. 210, kji= 1, as before.

250. On the other hand, if we had taken the operators in the

opposite order, k,j, i, with a view to find, on the same general

plan, the value of the product ijk, we might have begun as in

247, with a westward Wne j, as the original vertend; but we
should then have deduced from it, successively, by the three suc-

cessive versions, in their new order, a northward line (^^ = -«')» ^"

upward line {-Ji = k), and finally an eastward line {ik = -j) ; so

that the Jinal direction would iiave been opposite to the initial

direction, and we should have found anew, in this way, and with

this interpretation, that this other formula of the same art. 210,

ijk = -l,

holds good. Or this last formula might, on the same plan, have

been obtained, if we had begun by operating on an eastward

line, which would have been changed at last to a westward one;

the three successive and rectangular rotations, whose axes

are the three lines k,j, i, being thus found again to be, in their

combined effects, equivalent to an inversion. But with these

new interpretations of these characteristic formulae, it appears

that we may conveniently conclude the present Lecture.
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251. Although, Gentlemen, an intention was more than

once announced, in the foregoing Lecture, of proceeding, in

the present, to the consideration of the Addition and Subtraction

of Quaternions, and to the proof of the Distributive Principle;

yet the subject has so much grown under our eyes, and so much
still remains which it appears to be interesting or instructive to

contemplate, respecting the Operations of Multiplication and
Division, considered in themselues, and without any express re-

ference to those other operations of Addition and Subtraction,

that I scarcely at this moment hope, without extending this

Sixth Lecture to a length inconvenient and unreasonable, to

escape the necessity of once more postponitig that promised proof

of the Distributive Principle of the Multiplication of Quater-

nions : in order that we may the more fully occupy ourselves, for

some time longer, with the study of the Associative Principle, in

connexion with some constructions of spherical geometry, and

some expressions for rotations of solids, or of systems of points

and lines in space, which will, however, be more of a geometrical

than a physical character. 1 shall proceed, then, without fur-

ther present preface, to complete, or at least to develope more
fully than before, that account of certain general processes and
results, connected with vudtiplication, but not immediately with

addition of Quaternions, to which the foregoing Lecture related.

252. After the recent remarks on systems of three rectangular

lines, and on their continued products, with which we know (194,

207) that i\ni\v fourth proportionals are connected, we might,
as another verification oi ihi? general iXwoxy oi ?>\xc\i proportionals

which has been given in the foregoing Lecture, proceed now to

apply that theory (but it would be tedious at this stage to do so

R
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with any fulness of detail) to the case of three coplanar vectors,

which case had been previously and separately examined by us,

and indeed by others also. In returning, for a moment, to the

consideration of this particular case, and treating it as a limit of

the more general case where the lines are no^ coplanar, we should

now be led to conceive that the three proposed vector-units,

a, /3, 7, the fourth proportional to which is required, are radii

drawn to three given points, a, b, c, of some one great circle on

the unit-sphere ; and we should have to seek for a system of three

other points, D, E, F, arranged upon the same great circle, in

such a way that the three arcs ef, fd, de may be respectively

bisected by the given points a, b, c; or at least % ^/tese in part

^

and partly by the points a', b', c', which are diametrically oppo-

site to these. Supposing for simplicity that the distances of the

given points a, b, c from each other are each less than a quadrant,

we may denote their given (positive or negative) arcual distances

from some assumed initial point i of the circumference by the

letters a, 6, c: and may denote the sought distances of the

points D, E, F from the same initial point by the letters x,y^z\

so as to have the equations,

lA = a, ib = Z', ic = c; iD = a:, iE=y, if = 2:;

where ia, &c., are arcs, each less than a semicircle. The relations,

2a = y + 2, 2/> = z + a:, 2c = a; + y^

will then hold good, in virtue of the supposed bisections, if i

have been suitably chosen, and will give the values,

x = h-a-\-c', y = c-b + a; z = a-c + b;

such then are the distances of d, e, f from i. If then we denote

by 8, £, K the unit-vectors drawn to these points d, e, f, regarded

now as limiting positions of the corners of a certain circumscribed

triangle (226), of which triangle the spherical excess vanishes, i\i

the limit here considered, so that the semisum of its angles, and

the supplement of that semisum, are now each equal to a riglit

angle ; we find now (as limiting cases of other and more general

results) that, for the present system of coplanar lines, the follow-

ing expressions hold good ;
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And these expressions agree perfectly with the conclusions pre-

viously drawn from simpler and earlier considerations.

253. For example, if we assign to a, (5, y, 8 the same signifi-

cations as in fig. 30, art. 181, placing (as in that figure) the ini-

tial point of the circumference at a, and measuring the arcs by

degrees, we shall have,

a = 0, 6 = 60, c = 20; x = b-a + c = SO.

The same values of a, b, c give

y = c-6 + a = -40; 2 = a-c + 6 = + 40;

and accordingly while the points a, b, c, d fall at the extremities

of the radii a, pJ, y, 8, the points e and f will fall at the extremi-

ties of £ and Z,, if these last radii be the fourth proportionals to

/3, 7, a and to y, a, /3, respectively, and if we take the point e

at 40° behind a, but the point f at 40° beyond the same initial

point A, with reference to the assumed order of rotation on the

circumference. All this may be illustrated by figure 44, where

the points and lines connected with the j.. ^^

present example are inserted, and others
j^

are suppressed as being not now required ; yX\\ ^^X.
and where you may observe that a, b, c /^v X \ \

bisect, respectively, as by the general /"^C^Xm, \

theory they ought to do, the arcs ef, fd, -'^r ~ ~Zo 1

DE : while od is seen to be the fourth pro- \ f/ /

portional to oa, ob, oc ; oe to ob, oc, oa
; £-<^ /

and OF to oc, oa, ob. Or we might con- ^ -^

ceive, in fig. 40 (art. 224), that c came to coincide with q (by

the obliquity of the ecliptic vanishing), and we should find then

that the points d, e, f would come to coincide respectively with

R, s, T ; while the relations of art. 252, between a, b^ c and

rr, y, z, would be found to be satisfied by the values of those let-

ters, which values would become, in this example,

a=100, Z; = 70, c = 90 ; a; = 00, z/=120, c-80;

the assumed initial point being here the first point of Aries, so

n 2
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that the arcs are, In this example, expressed in degrees of longi-

tude.

254. To illustrate similarly, by the limiting case of coplana-

rity, the theory given in 238 and 239, for the fourth proportional

to three vectors which make three obtuse angles with each other,

let us conceive that the distances id, ie, if are now assumed re-

spectively equal to 1G0°, 320°, and 80°, as in the annexed figure

45, being thus each positive now, but

not each less than a semicircle. The

points A, E, c, bisecting respectively the

arcs EF, FD, and de, will thus be such

that lA, 113, ic shall be respectively equal

to 20°, 120°, and 240°; and their mutual o'

distances will be, 54)

AB=100°; DC = 120°; ca=140°;
'^"^

each of these distances, as also each of the bisected arcs, being

treated as an arc less than a semicircle. Regarding then the

circuDiference as the limit of a spherical triangle, def, whose

sides Ef, FD, DE are (as above) bisected by the points a, b, c,

\vhich are themselves to be considered as the limiting posi-

tions of the corners of another spherical triangle, we see that

the sides of this last mentioned triangle, auc, are each greater

than a quadrant ; and that the angles of the former triangle,

DEF, are each (at the present limit) equal to two right angles ;

so that we have the values,

and

D + E + F=3ir,

2Tr-}j{D-tE + F) = ^(D + E-^F)-TT = '^.

The angle of the fourth proportional to the three coplanar vec-

tors oa, oij, oc, taken in any order, is therefore here a^am found,

by the rule in 239, to be a right angle ; and thus (compare 122,

149) we find again that, in this case of coplanarity, the quater-

nion^ which is (compare 130, 202, 204, 211, 213) the general

value of the fourth proportional to three lines, degenerates into a

line, or becomes a vector (as in 129, &c.).
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255. As regards the directions of these various vectors, which

are thus the fourth proportionals to the three coplanar lines,

DA, OB, oc, taken in diflFerent orders, we are, by another part of

the same rule of art. 239, to change now the points d, e, f, to the

points respectively and diametrically opposite^ namely to d', e', f',

in the figure; and so to form the equations,

od'= OB -^ da X oc = oc -t- oa X OB ;

oe'= oc -I- ob X oa = oa -r- OB X oc ;

of'= oa -^ oc X ob = ou -^ oc X oa.

And these three radii od', oe, of' have evidently, as the pre-

sent figure shews, the precise directions which might have been

otherwise and more easily found, by the simpler and earlier

theory (129) of proportionals in a single plane ; although they

have here been obtained as limiting results of a more gene-
ral CONSTRUCTION, which extends to lines in space, and in-

troduces spherical triangles.

256. As another illustration of the general theory of fourth

proportionals to vectors not coplanar, I shall here offer the fol-

lowing modification of figure 40 (art. 224), with some letters and

lines suppressed, and with some others introduced, chiefly from

fig. 42 (art. 236), but without any changes being made in the

signijications oi \\\Q letters which are thus retained, or transferred.

For instance, in this new

figure 46, the letters a, b, ^'S- 40'.

C, D, E, F, K, L, l', M, N,Q, R,
'^

are merely retained from fig.

40; and, as in fig. 42, x is

the positive pole of the arc

AC ; Y and z are the feet of

perpendiculars let fall from

B and D on the same arc ac,

or on the great circle, of

which that arc is a portion ;

the same arc ac prolonged

meets the prolongation of

BD in h'; i' is the positive

pole of DB, or the negative
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pole of ijd; g is supposed to be so chosen on the great circle

through c and a, that the arcs h'g and ca are similar in direc-

tion, and supplementary in amount ; finally i'g, prolonged, meets

DB prolonged in j ; and k' and x' are the points diametrically

opposite to K and x. Hence, as in fig. 40, the arc km, and the

spherical angle l'dr, are representations of the quaternion

/3a"^ . 7 ; and, as in fig. 42, the arc gi', and angle zdh', represent^

in like manner, the qu<aternion j3 . a'^y. But the points J, g, i'

are easily shewn to be on the great circle through kmn ; there-

fore the arcs km, gi' have the same positive pole at d ; and the

spherical angles l'dr and zdh', subtended by these arcs at that

pole, are equal to each other, as being each equal to the sup-

plement of the semisum of the three angles of the triangle def ;

we have therefore the arcual equality (compare 217, 236),

- Gl'= ^ KM.

Hence, as before, we gather the associative principle^ for the

multiplication of three vectors, y, a"', /3 (compare 194), at least

as at present arranged ; or the formula,

/3a-i.7 = i3.a-V.

It would have been possible to have gone through all the rea-

sonings of several former articles upon this single Jicjure 46, at

least with the aid of a few additional lines and letters; but it was

judged expedient, for the sake of clearness, to break up the in-

quiry into parts, and to employ more figures than one for that

purpose.

257. The reasonings of article^ 238, 239, and therefore also

those of 254, 255, may be illustrated by the three following

figures.

Fig. 47. Fig. 48. Fig. 49.

K K «» K
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to which allusion has already been made (at the end of 238),

and of which it seems to be almost su£Bcient to observe here that

the two first of these new figures (47, 48) are designed to be or-

thographic projections of two opposite hemispheres, with c and

c' for their poles, namely, of those two which may be called the

hemispheres ofsummer and winter, on the plane of the equinoc-

tial colure ; while the third new figure (49) is the corresponding

projection of what may on the same plan be called the hemisphere

ofspring, on the plane of the solstitial colure. It may be noticed,

however (compare art. 225), that m is now the negative pole of

dr; and that the angles kdr, mdn, are now supplementary;

which differences from fig. 40 arise from the circumstance that

the point d has now (as in 238) a northern latitude. We may
add (compare 227), that the angles l'dr, cdp are now not oppo-

site, \ixxx. coincident ', and that in employing, with reference to

the new figures, the arcual equation

- SR = 2 X ^ AB,

of art. 226, we are now to conceive that, as in fig. 40, the arcual

motion from s to r is measured in the same direction as that

from A to B. Finally, the arc kn'm', or the angle kem' (= l'es),

in fig. 48, represents the quaternion a/B'^.y; the point m' an-

swering to the one which was so named in art. 229 ; and n' being

so situated as to satisfy (compare fig. 47) the arcual equality,

-- NL = ^ ln'.

258. Before dismissing figure 40, we may observe that it

leads to a simple and remarkable expression for the halfof the

spherical excess of the spherical triangle def, considered as the

angle ofa certain quaternion. In fact it is clear, from what has

been already shewn, that the angle mdn in that figure, being the

complement of the angle l'dr, which last has been seen to be the

supplement of the semisum of the angles of the triangle def,

must be itself the amount whereby that semisum exceeds a right

angle ; and therefore must be equal to the half of what is usually

called the spherical excess of that triangle. In symbols (for this

case of fig. 40, art. 224),

MDN = i(D + £ + 25'_,r).
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But the arc mn is (in degrees) equivalent to the angle mdn, and

has the vertex d of that angle for its pole. If then we write (as

has in part been done already),

X = L-0, /U=M-0, v = N-o,

as well as

a = A-0, /3 = B-0, 7 = 0-0,

and

8 = D-0, £ = E-0, ^ = F-0,

the arc mn, and the angle mdn, will be the representative arc and

angle of the quaternion vfx'^; which quaternion may easily be

transformed as follows :

where

But by the theory of square roots of quaternions, explained in

the Fourth Lecture, we have, for the present figure

:

If then we denote the recently considered quaternion by g, so

that

we shall have, for the axis and angle of q, the expressions :

Ax . (7
= g = D-o;

and

this ANGLE of the quaternion^ q^ being thus the semi-excess of

the triangle.

259. If it were proposed to interpret on similar principles

this other equation,

7'=(sri)i.(^E-i)i (£8-1)%

the symbols 8, e, ^ being supposed to retain their recent signifi-

cations, we might proceed as follows. By figure 40, and by the

theory of square-roots of quaternions,

(.g-')^-£7 '• (^^ ')^-«t •; (8^')^-Si3';
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hence

and

We are then to go first along the arc ca, which represents the

factor a7"S or along one arcually equal thereto, as along a vec-

tor arc ; and then along the arc bd, or some equivalent, as a pro-

vector arc, to represent the profactor 8/3 M a^er which we are to

determine the transvector arc, in order to obtain an arcual repre-

sentation of the sought transfactor, or product, q. That is, in

fig. 42, we are to go first from g to h, and then from h to J,

which will bring us, upon the whole, from g to J. The arc gj,

in fig. 42, or 46, is therefore the sought transvector arc, and re-

presents the required quaternion q. We see then that it follows

(from what has been already shewn respecting those figures), that

the point d is the negative (and not the positive) jaoZe of the sought

representative arc, or that the axis of q' is directed awo?/ from d ;

while the angle of this new quaternion q' is seen to be still equal

to the semi-excess of the spherical triangle def. In symbols,

Ax.^' = D'-o = -g; Lq = \{D-\ E^F-tt).

And the distinction between the two cases, considered in the pre-

sent article and in the foregoing, is seen to arise from or to con-

sist in this ; that the rotation round o from ^ towards t is positive,

but the rotation round the same S from e towards Z, is negative.

260. If, instead of the arrangement in fig. 40, we adopt that

described in art. 238 ; and propose, on the general plan of 258,

to express, still, by means of square-roots, the quaternion which

has MN and mdn for its representative arc and angle ; we shall

still have for this quaternion, as in 258 (see figs. 47, 48, 49),

= g7-^(a^l.^/3-o=S7-^(.^0' (^s-%

because (238) the arcs ef and fd are still bisected by the points

A and B. But because the arc de, when treated as an arc less

than a semicircle, is (by same art. 238) bisected now by the point

c' opposite to c, and not by the point c itself; or because the arc
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CD is, with the present arrangement, greater than a quadrant, and

therefore the angle between y and g is obtuse ; we must (by 158)

write now,

prefixing thus a negative sign to the square root. Thus, in the

case here considered, the expression for the sought quaternion be-

comes,

instead of the expression which was found in 258, and which

differed from this one in sign. And if we still denote by q the

product of the three square roots, written (as in 258) without the

negative sign, we shall now have the equation,

v^-^=-q.

261. But we have still,

Ax.V)U-^ = 8; z(v/x"0 = M^^5

therefore, by the general theory oi negatives of quaternions (in

183), we have

Ax. 5-= -8; z^ = 7r-MDN.

Now on considering the construction described in 238, we easily

perceive that the angle mdn is still (see fig. 49) the complement

of the angle kdm, which represents the quaternion /3a'^ . y ; but

this representative angle was found in 238 to be,

KDM = L (/3a- 1 . 7) = i (Z) + £ + F) - 7r ;

its complement is therefore (in the present case)

l/r^ r^ r-N 3 7r - (Z) + J5 + i^)

and the supplement of this angle is evidently,

Lq = \{D + E + F-Tr).

The angle of the product (q) of the square-roots of the three suc-

cessive quotients (^S'S t^ ^ Sc'^)* of the vectors (S, ^, t) of the

three corners ofa spherical triangle (die), is therefore htillfound

to he equal to the semi-excess of that triangle. And whereas

the axis of this product 7 is now = S, like the axis oi q in 259,
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and not = + ^, as it was in 258, this difference of sign, or of direc-

tion, arises simply from the circumstance, that in the construc-

tion of art. 238 the rotation round d from f towards e is nega-

tive, whereas that rotation was positive in fig. 40. Accordingly

it is easy to prove that if we still denote by q the same product

of square-roots as in 259, we shall have, for the case of art. 238,

the values (compare that of the arc m' n' in figure 48) :

Ax.q'= + S; /.q=^(D + E + F-Tr).

I leave it to yourselves, as an exercise, to apply these principles

to the two chief limiting cases, where the three bisecting vectors

compose, yirs^ (as in articles 241, 242, &c.), a rectangular, or

secondly (as in 252, 253, &c.), a coplanar system ; and to shew

that each of the recently considered products of square roots

reduces itself, in the^r*^ case, to a vector, and in the second

case to a scalar.

262. In general, the two lately studied quaternions q and q
are versors, with opposite axes, but with equal angles ; so that

Tq = Tq=\', Ax .q'=- Ax.q; Lq=Lq.

They are therefore (by principles and definitions already fully

explained) two conjugate versors, and are each the reciprocal of

the other ; each, as an operator, undoing what the other does.

(Compare 1G2.) We have therefore here the formula,

q = K<7 =(?'•

Now if we write, for conciseness,

,. = (£g-i)i; r'=(^£-')*; /'=(gr')s

we shall have, by 259,

q =r" . r'r;

and therefore, by 190 and 192,

q=Kq = Kr Kr .Kr",

and also,

q = q''^ = r"' r'"' . r""'.

But, as in algebra, by the Fourth Lecture, the two square roots,

(eS-i)* and (8c i)^,
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are always reciprocals of each other; they are also, as quater-

nions, conjugate^ if 8 and t be both unit-vectors, or even if (as

lines) they be equally long, that is (by 110), if their tensors be

equal. Admitting then this equality of lengths of the vectors

8, £, ^, which will not essentially affect the generality of the final

conclusion, we have,

Kr=r-' = (S£-')*; Kr' = ;•'-• = (£:-')*; K/' = r"-' = (^S-')^

263. Thus, by the foregoing article, we have the expression,

g=(g£-')^ (£r>)i.(^8-')i

And we had, in art. 258,

^ = (Se-')*.(.^->)^ (^S-')^-

These two expressions^ for the quaternion q, differ only by

THE PLACE or THE POINT, which is used as the mark of multipli-

cation ; in this NEW case, therefore, the associative ;?nnc?/>/e

STILL holds good; the three successive factors being now

not vectors, but quaternions. In exactly the same way we

should prove that the expression (in 259) for q does not change

its value, when the place of the point is changed ; or that with

the recent significations of r, r\ r'\ the following equation holds

good :

/•' r . r =^ r" . r r.

Yet because these three successive factors, r, r', ;•", are connected

with each other by the relation,

we cannot assert that we have as yet done more, in these Lec-

tures, as regards that general associative principle of mul-

tiplication OF quaternions, which was enunciated, without

proof, in art. 108, under the form of the equation

q" q .q = q"-q' q,

than to raise, perhaps, a sort oi presumption in its favour, not yet

converted into certainty.

2G4. Before entering on the general demonstration of this im-

portant proposition, it may be useful to describe here a new and
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION fov the MULTIPLICATION OF ANY TWO

QUATERNIONS, q and r, of which the representative angles

are given upon a spheric surface, in position as well as in mag-

nitude.

Suppose then, at first, that these two angles of the factors^ q

and r, are given as the base angles, at the corners q and r of a

spherical triangle, qrs, as in the annexed figure 50 ; and let it

be required to find the representa-

tive angle of the product, rq. For

this purpose we may employ the

identity of art. 49, namely,

7-a = (7^i3)x(j3^a);

Fig. 50.

R/:/

aiming, as in the article just cited,

to put the proposed quaternion

factors, q and r, under the forms

(5 -i- a and 7 -1- j3, respectively. The line j3 must be situated in,

or parallel to, the planes of both the factors ; and these two planes

are constructed by the two tangetit planes to the sphere, at the

points Q and r. Conceive a cylinder circumscribed about

THE SPHERE, SO as to touch it aloug the great circle which passes

through these two points; then every tangent plane to the

sphere, at any point of this circle, is also a tangent to the cylin-

der, and is parallel to the axis thereof; the liiie of intersection

of any two such tangent planes must therefore be itself also pa-

rallel to this axis, and consequently perpendicular to the plane of

the great circle of contact qr : we know then the direction of

the line /3, namely that of this last-mefitioned axis, or perpen-

dicular ; and may proceed to deduce from it, as follows, the two

o/Aer sought directions, of the lines a and -y. Imagine that, at

each of the two given points, q and u, that is at each extremity

of the base, a normal arc is erected, perpendicular to that given

base, but contained upon the spheric surface, and situated (to

fix our conceptions) on that hemisphere which contains the given

vertex s. The common initial direction of these two perpendicular

arcs, or (in other words) the common direction of the two corres-

ponding and rectilinear tangents to the sj)here, may (on the plan

just now mentioned) be denoted by the letter [3, regarded as sig-
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nifying a certain vector^ to which both these tangents are paral-

lel, and which is (as has been seen) perpendicular to the plane of

the base. And then by suitably erecting (as suggested in fig. 50),

at Q and r, two other normal arcs, perpendicular to the two given

sides, QS and rs, we shall obtain, by their initial directions, the

two other required vectors, a and y, as the initial tangents to

these new normal arcs, or at least lines parallel thereto.

265. But these two new perpendiculars have the directions

respectively of the axes oftwo new cylinders, circumscribed about

the sphere so as to touch it alony the two sides of the triangle;

and the tangent plane to the sphere at the vertex s of the trian-

gle, being a common tangent to the sphere and to these two

cylinders, contains two lines tangential to the sphere, and parallel

respectively to the two axes of the two new cylinders, or parallel

to a and y. The plane of the quaternion 7 -4- a, which is, by the

general theory of quaternion multiplication, the plane of the

sought product, rq, is therefore parallel to, and may be assumed

as coincident with, this last tangential plane at the vertex s. And

this point s itself, as distinguished from its own opposite upon

the sphere, is the positive pole of the required resultant rota-

tion, or of the sought quaternion product, at least with the ar-

rangement in fig. 50 ; while the angle oi ihh product is equal

(as the same figure shews) to the ^vvpi^EUKtiT ofthe vertical an-

gle, at s, of the given triangle qrs. We have therefore only to

prolong one side of that triangle, suppose QS, to some point t,

and to take then the exterior vertical angle, tsr, as the

representative angle of the sought quaternion product, rq, if the

two quaternion factors^ q and r, regarded as multiplicand and

multiplier, be, as above, represented by the two base angles, sqr,

and QRS, of the same given triangle, and if the arrangement of
the points be such as we have lately conceived it to be ; that is,

more fully, if the rotation round the vertex (s) of the triangle,

from the base angle (r) which represents the multiplier (/•),

towards that other base angle (q) which represents the multipli-

cand (q), he positive, as in the recent figure.

2GG. Many conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing

general construction for a product ; but it seems to be proper

previously to exhibit the agreement of this method of employing
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representative angles^ with another general method of multipli-

cation, which was explained in the foregoing Lecture, and which

made use of representative arcs ; namely the construction in

art. 217. To make this agreement evident, 1 have drawn the

annexed figure 51, where qrs is the same spherical triangle as in

the recent figure 50 ; p is the

middle point of the base qr, '^'

and the hemisphere with p for
"^

pole is supposed to be ortho-

graphically projected ; QS pro-

longed meets the bounding

circle in t ; and k, l, m, are

respectively the positive poles

of the arcs qs, qr, sr, while l

is opposite to L. The new

figure shews, reciprocally, that

Q, R, s are the positive poles,

respectively, of the arcs kl,

LM, KM ; and that the arcs kl,

LM, represent the same two gi-

ven quaternion factors, q and y, as the amjles sqr, qrs. Hence by

the rule of art. 217, and by the present figure, the arc km, or the

angle v.sm^ represents the sought quaternion product ry (abstract-

ing still from tensors). But we have the equation between angles,

KSM =TSR,

even when planes and directions are attended to ; consequently

the EXTERNAL VERTICAL ANGLE, TSR, of the triangle whose base

angles represent i\\e factors, is seen anew to represent they^ro-

duct sought. It will not fail to be noticed that the triangle ml'k,

as compared with qsr, is merely the well-known polar, or sup-

plementary TRIANGLE, Considered often in spherical trigono-

metry ; but it may be observed that I have hitherto made no use

ofamj trigonometrical formula. It may also be remarked that

the quadrants kq, ks, prolonged, are touched by the two lines

which lately received the common designation of a ; L(J, lr, by

the two lines named j3 ; and mr, ms, by the lines which were

denoted by y.
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267. Resuming figure 50, we may notice that the operation

of the multiplicand (/, regarded as a versor, has the effect of caus-

ing the line a, and the tangent to the side Qs, to turn together in

the plane which is tangential to the sphere at q, till they take

respectively the positions of the line /3, and of the tangent to the

base QR. We may therefore conceive the same act of version to

cause the side, qs, itself, together with its prolongation st, to

turn upon the spheric surface, round the point q as a pole, till

this arc qst comes to coincide, at least in part, with the original

position of the base, qr, and of that base prolonged. Again the

act of proversion, of which the multiplier, r, is the agent, turns

the other line marked /3, in the tangent plane at r, till it takes

the position of y ; and at the same time obliges the base rq to

take the position of the side rs ; or causes the prolongation of

the base, which had originally the direction of qr (and not the

opposite direction of rq), to turn upon the spheric surface, round

the pole R, till it takes the direction of the side rs reversed, or in

Other words the direction, sh, of that side measured /ro?;* the ver-

tex. We may then say that, in this example, which may repre-

sent generally (at least with some easy modifications) 'eye/-?/

case of multiplication of two quaternions, the versor {q) has

changed the arcual direction, st, of one side prolonged through

the vertex, to the direction of the base, qu, or of that base pro-

longed ; and that the proversor (r) has aiieividiVAn changed this

direction of the base, qr, to the direction of the other side, sr,

measured now from vertex towards base. But we have seen that

our principles establish a general connexion between multiplica-

tion ofvcrsors and composition ofrotations; so that while we

have generally the formula (65),

Transversor = l^roversor x Versor,

the effect of a tronsversion is always conceived to be equivalent

to the two successive effects of the corresponding version and pro-

version comhined. It is therefore natural to expect, in the re-

cent example, that (by a sort of elimination of the intermediate

direction of the base) the transversor, rq, should be found to

have the effect of causing the direction, st, ofifSK side pro-

longed f/troufjh the vertex, to turn upon the spheric surface
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ROUND THAT VERTEX s US a POLE, till it assumts the direction^

SR, of the OTHER side of the triangle uNrROLONGED ; or at least

not prolonged through the vertex, but measured towards (and

not away from) the base. And such accordingly has been found,

in fig. 50, to be precisely the effect of the transversor;

for the external vertical angle, tsr, has been seen in that

figure to represent the sought product, rq ; although the proof

of this result, which was given in recent articles, did not involve

the consideration of any rotation of arcs, but only introduced

and combined rotations ofstraight lines.

268. It was remarked in art. 218, that there exists a remark-

able analogy between the multiplication oiversors, and an opera-

tion which may be called the addition of their representative

arcs. And at this stage 1 do not think that it will appear to be

altogether fanciful, or useless, if I call your attention to another

analogy of the same sort, connecting multiplication and addition.

For we have recently seen that while the factors q and r are

represented by the base-angles of a spherical triangle, their prO'

duct, rq, is on the same plan represented by the exterior and rcr-

tical angle. Now, if this spherical triangle should happen to be,

in all its dimensions, a small one, and therefore nearly plane, it

is obvious that this angle of the product would be, in the most

simple and elementary sense of the words, equal (at least nearly)

to the sum of the angles of the factors. If then we agree to

say, by analogy, even when the sides are not small, that " the

exterior vertical angle ofa spherical triangle, is the sphe-

rical SUM of the two base angles" (taken in a certain order, to

be considered presently), and remember the law of the tensors

(188), we shall find ourselves able to enunciate, generally, the

following Rule for the Multiplication of any two Qua-

ternions: " The tensor of the product is equal to the pro-

duct of the tensors ; and the angle of the product is equal to

the spherical sum of the angles of thefactors."

2G9. It was observed, just now, that in taking this spherical

sum, the order of the summands must be attended to. In fact

if this were otherwise, the spherical addition of angles would

be a commutative operation ; and would therefore be unft to re-

present generally the multiplication ofquaternions, or of versors,

s
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which we know (arts. 219, &c.) to be a non-commutative one.

Accordingly it was observed, at the end of art. 265, that in ob-

taining the external vertical angle tsr as a representative of the

product, rq, we had assumed the arrangement of the factors, q
and /•, to be such as is indicated in fig. 50; the rotation round s

from R towards q being positive. Had we wished to construct,

on the same plan, the product, qr, of the same pair of factors,

taken now in an opposite order ; and to contrast, as to their ;?ro-

sitions on the sphere, the representative angles of these two pro-

ducts ; we should have been led to form a figure such as the fol-

lowing. In this new figure, 52, the angles rqs, rqs' are equal

in amount, but lie at opposite sides of

the common base, qr, of the two tri-

angles, qsr, qs'r ; and a similar rela-

tion connects the angles qus, qrs';

whence the old and new sides qs, qs'

are equal to each other in length, and so
^ .--'^1^Jt

are the sides rs, rs', compared among *' V, Lp

themselves. The vertical angles of

these two triangles are therefore also

equal to each other in amount, whether

both the interior or both the exterior be compared ; but the two
vertices, s, s', are situated at opposite sides of the base, although

with a certain symmetry of situation respecting it ; in such a

manner that the arc ss', connecting these two vertices, \i perpen-

dicularly bisected by this common base, or by the great circle of

which it is a part. And while the one exterior vertical angle, tsr,

still represents, as before, the product rq lately considered, it is

the other exterior angle, rsV, at the other vertex, s', which re-

presents the new product qr. These two products,

rq and qr,

are therefore again found, by this new construction, to differ ge-

nerally among themselves; because although their tensors and

angles are equal (in amount), their poles, s and s', have diffe-

rent POSITIONS ON THE SPHERE.

270. As to the reasons for this difference of positions, and

the rules by which it may be remembered or recovered, it might

perhaps be sufficient to observe that while the rotation round s
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from R towards q is positive, as before, tlie rotation round the

same pole s, from q towards r, is, Jbr that very reason, negative ;

while it is, on the contrary, from q towards r, that the rotation

is positive round s'. For thus we may perceive that the general

relation ofpositions between the three poles, of multiplier, multi-

plicand, and product, with respect to their arrangement on the

sphere, or to the character ofthe rotation from first towards se-

cond round third, which in our former construction (264, 265),

for the multiplication r y. q, was in fact satisfied by the points R,

Q, s' is now, for that very reason, not satisfied also by the same

three points, in their new arrangement, q, r, s; whereas it is sa-

tisfied by the three points q, r, s'. In short we are now obliged

to look out for some neiv point on the sphere, distinct from s,

and adapted to be the pole of the new product, qr; because that

old pole s does not possess, with respect to q and r, regarded

now as poles respectively of multiplier and multiplicand, the re-

quisite relation of arrangement; or (in other words) is not situa-

ted in what is now the proper hemisphere, with respect to the

great circle through q and r. And in the other hemisphere, which

is now the proper one, ^q find a point, namely the one called

lately s', which does in fact satisfy not only this condition, but all

the other conditions of the problem, and is therefore of course to

be adopted, as the pole ofthe new product, qr, to the exclusion

of the old pole, s.

271. We might also reason on the lines d, /3', 7', of fig. 52,

as we did on the lines a, (5, 7, of fig. 50. Or we might construct

a new diagram, in connexion with the new order of the factors,

but on the same general plan as fig. 51, which would enable us,

by comparison and contrast with that figure, to bring into play

again an earlier construction (fig. 37, art. 219), whereby we ex-

hibited, in the foregoing Lecture, the general non-commutative-

ness of quaternion multiplication, or the non-coincidence as to their

planes, and therefore also as to their poles, of the two arcs (in

that former figure, km and m'k'), which were obtained when the

two summand arcs (kl and lm) were combined in two opposite

orders. Or, in fig. 51 itself, we might construct three new points,

k", m", s', which should be, respectively, the reflexions of the

three old points, k, m, s, with respect to the base qr, as l' is

s 2
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already, in the same figure, the analogous reflexion oft; and

then, while the new versor r would be represented by the new

arcual vector m"l', and the new proversor q by the new arcual

provector i/k", the new and sought transversor qr would be seen

to be represented (on the plan of 217) by the new arcual trans-

vector m"k", of which the pole would be at the new vertex s', and

the length would be equivalent (in degrees) to the supplement of

the new vertical angle qs'r, or of the old vertical angle rsq ; so

that by prolonging the new side qs' to t', we should again be led

to construct the new exterior and vertical angle rsV, as a repre-

sentation of the new product, qr. Or finally we might employ the

same general mode of illustration as in the more recent article

267 ; and observe that in performing the new multiplication, ^ x r,

after the new versor (r) has changed the direction of rs' to that of

RQ,or the direction ofs'R to that o{ qr^ the newproversor q changes

this last direction of qr to that of qs', or of sV ; whence it is natu-

ral to suppose (what in fact has been otherwise proved) that the

effect of the new transversor {qr) must be to produce at once that

change which the two other versors have thus done successively,

and npon the whole ; namely, the change of the direction of the

arc SR to that of the arc sV. For thus it might be seen again

that the angle rsV, in fig. 52, may naturally be supposed to

represent the new product, qr^ as in fact we have found it to do.

272. As furnishing another general rule for remembering or

recovering, if we should ever happen to forget, the distinction

between the two positions of the vertex, s and s', which thus cor-

responds to the distinction between the two arrangements of the

two factors, q and r, we may employ the following Theorem,

which is easily derived from remarks lately made, and includes

several earlier results: "In any Multiplication of two Qua-

ternions, the ROTATION round the Axis of the Multiplier, from

the Axis of the Multiplicand, towards the Axis of the Product,

is POSITIVE." With the help of this theorem, or rule, there can

never be any difficulty experienced, in forming at least a distinct

CONCEPTION of the result of the multiplication of any two

QUATERNIONS, whose representative angles are given, as two

determined spherical angles (their order being also given) ; even

when these two angles do not happen to be given, as in 204 they

were supposed to be, as being already the two ha^e angles of a
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flpherical triangle, whose vertex was moreover there conceived to

be ffiven as having (as supposed in fig. 50) a certain relation to

the base, depending on the order of the factors, and on the cha-

racter of a certain rotation. To shew this clearly, let us imagine

that the two arbitrary spherical angles kql, mrn, in fig. 53, re-

present respectively any given multiplicand

g, and ant/ given multiplier r; and let us

seek to construct another spherical angle,

which shall represent the sought product,

rq. For this purpose we have only to sup-

pose the vertices q and r of the two given L

angles to be connected by an arc of a great /^X
circle qr, and then to conceive a new ver- ^

tex s determined in that hemisphere towards which the rotation

round r from q is positive, by the conditions that it shall satisfy

the two following equations between angles

:

sqr = kql; qrs = mrn.

For then by prolonging qs to t, or rs to u, we shall obtain an

angle tsr, or qsu, which shall be, on principles recently explained,

the required representative angle of rq, or at least of the versor

of this sought quaternion product, while the tensor is simply still

the arithmetical product of the tensors.

273. A few corollaries from this gpieral construction for mul-

tiplication, which is for angles what the construction in art. 217

was for arcs, may be usefully inserted here. And first we shall

employ it to illustrate, and to deduce anew, the general signifi-

cation of the symbol a|3, where a, )3 are supposed to denote two

unit-vectors oa, ob, terminating at two given points a, b, of the

surface of the unit-sphere. For this purpose, I conceive that q,

in fig. 54, is the pole of the

arc AB, and of the semicircle

aa'; and then because baq

and QBA are evidently repre-

sentative angles ofthe multi-

plier a and the mutiplicand

/3, considered as quad ran tal

versors (122, &c.), it is clear

(from recent results) that A' D
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bqa' must represent theproduct a/3. The axis o/theproduct oftwo

vectors is therefore seen anew to be perpendicular to their plane,

and to be such that the rotation round it from multiplier to mul-

tiplicand is positive ; while the angle of the same product is seen

to be, in amount, the supplement 0/ the angle between the factors

;

all which agrees with the earlier conclusions of art. 88. (See also

122, and compare 236, 237.) If b take the position p, in the

same new fig. 54, the angle between the factors is rights and such

therefore is also its supplement, namely, the angle of the pro-

duct ; the product oftwo rectangular lines is therefore seen anew

to degenerate from a quaternion to a linCf because, as a versor,

it is quadrantal (compare again 122). On the other hand if b

approach to a, the angle bqa' tends to become equal to two right,

angles ; and the product of two coincident lines is thus anew

perceived to reduce itself to a negative scalar (as in 84), because

its angle is =7r (compare 149, 153). And finally, when b ap-

proches to a', the angle bqa' tends to vanish ; from which we

might again infer (as in same art. 84), that the product oftwo

opposite lines is a positive scalar, its angle being = 0.

274. The same figure 54 illustrates also the general signifi-

cation of some other useful symbols, for example, the symbol

/3a' ^. The right angle qa'b, at the opposite corner k oi the

rectangular lune aa' (or more fully, the lune aba'qa), represents

evidently the reciprocal a"' of that given vector a, which was

itself represented by the other right angle of the lune^ namely by

BAQ ; because it is obvious that two quadrantal and right-handed

rotations, round the two opposite poles a and a', destroy the

effects of each other; or because (see art. 117), if a be an unit-

vector, its reciprocal is equal to its negative : in symbols,

a'^ = -ay if To«= 1.

Hence the product /3o"^ is represented, in the recent figure 54,

by the angle aqb. And hence again we might conclude (as in

118), that the following equation or identity holds good :

/3a-l = /3-^a.

For we see anew that the product |3 x a '
', as well as the quotient

|3 -^ a, has its angle equal to the angle between the lines a and
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^, and has its axis perpendicular to the plane of those two lines,

this axis being also such that the rotation round it from the divi-

sor a to the dividend |3 is positive. The vector character (122, &c.)

of the quotient of two rectangular lines, and the scalar character

(59, &c.) of the quotient of two parallel lines, together with the

circumstance of this last quotient becoming positive or nega-

tive, according as the directions of the two lines compared are

similar or opposite, whereas, for a product, this rule ofsigns

is, as we have lately seen again, reversed, would also offer

themselves anew, as obvious consequences, from the recent con-

struction for^a-^ regarded as being at the same time a construc-

tion also for /3 -r- a.

275. Again we may employ the same fig. 54 to interpret in

a new way another symbol, which often occurs in this calculus,

namely the symbol jSa"' . ^. Conceive the point c so chosen on

the arc ab prolonged, that we may have the arcual equality,

-^ AB ='^ Bc;

then the angle bqc will be a new representation for /3a" S re-

garded now as a multiplier ; and the triangle bqc, considered as

having bq for its base, and c for its vertex, will shew, by the

general rule of art. 265, that its external vertical angle a'cq re-

presents the sought product, |3a-i . /3. But this latter angle is

ri^ht; therefore the corresponding product, in writing which we

may (by the last Lecture) omit the point, is a line: namely, the

unit-vector y or oc, drawn from the centre o of the sphere to the

point c. We may therefore write, under the conditions lately

supposed, the equation,

i3a-i/3 = 7;

and we see that the line 7, thus found, is simply what may be called

the REFLEXION of the line a, with respect to the line/3; in such

a manner that j3 bisects the angle between a and y. Indeed

this result obviously agrees with what was shewn, in arts. 133,

134, respecting the third proportional to two directed lines. Of

course you do not require to be told, that from the way in which

the figure has been put into perspective, by the principles of or-

thographic projection f the supposed equal arcs ab and bc (which
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I happened to take as each = 60°) are represented by unequal

lines ; and that, in all the other orthographic projections sub-

mitted to you, results of the same sort occur.

276. It was remarked in the last-cited article (134), that the

square root of the product of two vectors is not generally equal

to that other vector^ which thus bisects the angle between them,

and is in a certain sense their mean proportional. Accordingly,

with the help of the recent figure 54, we can easily assign a repre-

sentation for the value of the symbol

and thereby shew distinctly, in a new way, that this symbol de-

notes generally a quaternion, but not a line. In fact, in fig. 54,

the product ay is represented by the angle cqa', and its square

root is therefore represented, on the principles of the Fourth

Lecture, by the halfoi that angle, namely by cqd (or dqa'), if

we conceive the point D to bisect the arc ca'; but this new re-

presentative angle, cqd, is acute^ and, therefore, is not fit to be

the angle of a vector, regarded as a (quadrantal) versor. It is

true that this process of construction and of reasoning admits of

some limits and modifications, connected with changes of the

value of the arc ab ; but these do not affect the general result,

nor does it seem that, at this stage of our course, they can occa-

sion to you any difficulty. It may, however, be noticed here that

the same figure 54 may serve to illustrate, for the case where the

arc AB is less than a quadrant, or where the angle between the

two vectors a and j3 is acute, the conclusions that

(7a-i)^ = ^a-i, if7 = /3a-ii3,

and that under the same conditions the symbol

{ya-^)^a

denotes the line |3, namely, the mean proportional between a and

y ; both which conclusions agree with ordinary algebra, and with

what was shewn in art. 134.

277. The ioWow'ing product ofsquare roots

/3Ui
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is again not to be confounded in this Calculus, with the line,

(i3a-i)ia,

nor with either of the two quaternions,

(/3a)^, (ajS)^;

although, in common or commutative algebra, these four symbols

might be treated as being only transformations of each other.

It is easy, however, to shew what is, on our principles, the sig-

nification of the symbol recently written (/3*a*). For this pur-

pose we may conceive that a and /3 are unit vectors, directed to

A and B in the annexed figure 55 ; and that on the arc ab as base,

a spherical isosceles triangle adb is con-
^^^

strueted, with its base angles at a and b
, ^

each equal to half a right angle, and with a /^^,^^
^

positive direction of rotation round b from
//4y^^^$^><^^̂ ^

A towards d ; for then the external vertical P^/^^^^^-j^^x \

angle, at the new point d thus found, will ]^— i _^
represent (by 265, &c.) the product of

square roots required; because these two square roots them-

selves, namely a* and /3i, are represented, in this construction,

by the two angles, of 45° each, dab and abd.

278. Again, it was remarked, in art. 135, that the following

other products of fractional powers of vectors,

/3*a* and j3M,

denote, generally, in this calculus, not the two lines which may

be supposed to be inserted as two mean proportionals between the

lines a and /3, hut two quaternions, of which we promised to as-

sign afterwards the tensors and the versors. Accordingly we

know now that their tensors are simply,

T/3^ Ta* and T/3^ Ta^,

namely the two mean proportionals which are in fact inserted

between the two tensors Ta and T/3. And with respect to the

two versors, the recent figure 55 enables us to construct them,

or their representative angles, by merely erecting on the base ab

two new spherical triangles, as indicated in the figure, with the
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base angles eab, abe of one triangle respectively equal to 60*

and 30°, while those of the other triangle, namely, fab and abf,

are on the contrary 30° and 60°, and directions of rotations are

attended to. For then these four base angles will represent re-

spectively the four fractional powers of vectors,

a^i3^, anda*, j3^;

and the two products required will be represented by the exter-

nal vertical angles at e and f.

279. More generally, if a and /3 be two unit-vectors oa and

OB, and t a scalar exponent which we may conceive to vary from

to 1, then the quaternion

is a versor, of which the unit axis. Ax .q= op, if drawn from a

fixed origin o, describes, by its extremity p, a certain curve ape

upon the unit sphere, from the point a to the point b ; and this

curve is such that in each position of the spherical triangle apb,

the two base angles at a and b are complementary to each other,

while the exterior and vertical angle at p is equal to the variable

angle of the quaternion q. It is clear that if the given base ab

be a small arc, the curve apb thus described, approaches to a

semicircle, and the quaternion g does not much differ from a yec-

tor, because its angle is not much less than a right angle ; and

those persons who are familiar with the doctrine of spherical co-

nies may easily convince themselves that in general this curve

APB is what is called by geometers a spherical semi-ellipse, de-

scribed on the arc ab as its major axis, and projected orthogra-

phically into the plane semi-ellipse aedfb of the recent figure

55, in which figure the major axis becomes the line ab. Indeed

it is known (and quaternions will be found to furnish a new and

simple proof of the result), that if the base of a spherical triangle

be given, and also the sum of the base angles (this sum being

taken in the usual sense, by mere addition o/ magnitudes), then,

whether this sum be or be not a right angle, the locus of the ver-

tex is still a spherical conic.

280. Combining the same general conceptions of fractional

powers of vectors, and of products of versors constructed by their
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representative angles, but not obliging now (as in the last figure)

the angles of the factors to be complementary, we may easily

see that for any spherical triangle abc, of which the corners a,

B, c, conceived still to be situated on the surface of the unit-

sphere, have a, j3, 7 for their vector units, while the magnitudes

of the angles at those three corners are supposed to be expressed

as follows

:

the three following relations exist

:

provided that, as in fig. 5Q^ the rotation round c from b to a is

positive. And hence it follows that, under

this last condition, we have also,

7'
.
/3ya* = 7'72-« = 72 = - 1

;

The associative principle holds, therefore,

here again ; and, omitting the point, we -^

may write, for every spherical triangle

ABC, whose corners are arranged in the lately mentioned order

ofrotation, the simple but important formula:

7^/3^0' = - 1.

And hence, either by permuting cyclically the symbols a, /3, 7
on the one hand, and x, y, z on the other, or by a direct per-

formance of calculations similar to the foregoing, we are con-

ducted to the analogous formulae :

It might not be too much to say, but I cannot expect you yet to

feel the full force of the remark, that the whole doctrine o/sphe-

RiCAL TRIGONOMETRY is INCLUDED in any ONE ofthesc three

lastformulcB ; at least when they are interpreted and developed

according to the principles and rules of the Calculus of Quater-

nions. Meanwhile it may be observed that by combining the

results of the present article with the phraseology proposed in
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Fig. 57.

art. 268, or even from the principles of that former article alone,

we are naturally conducted to enunciate the following general

proposition : " The Spherical Sum of the three Angles ofany

Spherical Triangle, taken in a suitable Order of succession,

is alivays equal to Two Right Angles."

281. The general signification of the symbols

q'^r . q and rqr'^t

which, in virtue of the non-commutative character of quaternion

multiplication, cannot generally be reduced to the simpler forms

r and q, was proposed in 221 as a subject for our future discus-

sion. It is easy now to interpret either of these two reserved

symbols, for example, the latter of them, as follows. Construct,

as in figure 57, a spherical triangle abc, of which the base angles

at A and b represent the

factors q and r, while the

rotation round b from a

towards the vertex c is

positive ; and let b' be the B

point diametrically oppo-

site to B. Then the ex-

ternal vertical angle, acb',

will represent the product rq ; and the angle cb'a will re-

present the reciprocal r'^. To construct next the new product

rq.r'^i we are to reflect the triangle cab', with respect to its

base cb', so as to change it to a new triangle ceb', such that

cb'a = eb'c, and acb' = b'ce
;

for then these new or reflected base angles, eb'c and b'ce, will

represent the new multiplicand r"^ and the new multiplier rq\

and the new external vertical angle, bec, will represent the new

product, rq.r'^. Again, in the same figure 57, if we determine

a point D on the semicircle bb' by the condition that

b'ad = cab,

the angles b'ad and db'a may represent 9 as a multiplier and r'^

as a multiplicand; and therefore the angle cda, or its equal edb,

will represent their product, qr'^. But dbe is a representation
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for r ; and therefore deb' represents r . qr'^. And since it is clear

from the construction, that

deb' = BEC,

we see that we may write

the associative principle being thus seen to hold good here again.

282. We see at the same time (omitting the point), that the

above proposed symbol rqr'^ denotes a quaternion which \% gene-

rally distinct from the quaternion q^ but which bears a very sim-

ple relation thereto. In fact, we perceive, first, that not only

the tensors but also the angles of these two quaternions are equal

(in amount) ; or in symbols, that

T .rqr-^ = Tq', L.rqr-'^ = Lq.

And in the second place we see that (if o be still the centre

of the sphere) the axis oe of the new quaternion, rqr'^^ may be

geometrically derived from the axis oa of the old quaternion q^

by a CONICAL and positive rotation, round the axis ob of the

Other given quaternion r, through an angle equal to double the

ANGLE of that other given quaternion. In fact we may pass, upon

the surface of the sphere, from the pole a of 5' to the pole e of

rqr-'^f or from the vertex of the given representative angle of the

one quaternion, to the vertex of the sought representative angle

of the other, by moving along an arc ofa small circle^ which is

projected in the figure into the dotted line ae, and which has its

positive pole at the pole b of r, while it subtends at that pole an

angle expressed as follows :

ABE = 2Zr.

283. An analogous interpretation may be obtained, without

any new diflBculty, for the symbol q'^rq; since we have only to

conceive that q'^ and r are written, in fig. 57, instead of r and g,

and consequently that q is substituted forr'^, in the same recent

figure. For thus we shall see that while the tensors and angles

of the two quaternions q'^rq and r are equal (at least in amount),

the axis of the former may be obtained from the axis of the lat-

ter, by causing this axis of r to revolve conicallyt in a negative
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direction, round the axis of q^ through an angle equal to double

the angle of q. And generally, \i t be any scalar exponent,

it will be found, with the help of the theory oipowers which

was explained in the Fourth Lecture, that the symbol

5* rq'*

denotes a quaternion formed from r, by causing the axis of this

operand quaternion r to revolve, conically, round the axis of

the operator quaternion q^ through a (positive or negative) ro-

tation, expressed by the product

2t^Lq.

Thus conical (as well as plane) rotation is easily symbolized

by quaternions.

284. Another construction, in appearance different from the

foregoing, but in reality connected with it, for a symbol of the

class recently discussed, may be obtained as follows, from the

consideration of fig. 37, in art. 219. In that figure, let us sup-

pose that

q-^r = Sy

so that s denotes a new quaternion, or versor, represented by the

arc m'k. Treating that arc as a vector, and the arc kl as a pro-

vector, the arc m'l is seen to be the transvector (on the plan of

217, 218) ; and thus, or immediately from the equation just now
written, we derive this other equation,

qs'=r.

Hence by the arcs k'l, lm, treated as a new system of vector

and provector, or by the construction already assigned for rq'^^

in the same figure 37, we see that the arc km represents the pro-

duct,

qs.q-^;

in which latter symbol it is easy to prove anew, by an analogous

construction with arcs, that thejoom^may be omitted. But the

arc k'm which thus represents the resulting quaternion qsq'^,

has the same length as the arc m'k which represented the original

quaternion s, and is inclined at the same angle as that former arc

to the great circle of which kl, or lk', namely, the representative
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arc of the operating qujiternion q^ is a part. And the double of

this latter part, namely, the arc

kk' = 2- kl,

exhibits the distance along which the arc m'k itself, or its inters

section k with the great circle klk', has to be transported along

that circle, as by a motion of a node, without any change of the

inclination of the moving arc thereto, or of the length of the

same moving arc, in order to take that new position on the

sphere, wherein the intersection or node comes to be placed at

the point k'. The interpretation of the symbol

qsq-\

or of any other symbol of the same general form, may therefore

on this plan be easily and fully accomplished.

285. We know then how to interpret, in two apparently dif-

ferent ways, which are, however, easily perceived to have an

essential connexion with each other, the following symbol of

OPERATION,

where q may be called (as before) the operator quaternion^

while the symbol (suppose r) of the operand quaternion is con-

ceived to occupy the place marked by the parentheses. For we

may either consider the effect of the operation, thus symbolized,

to be (as in 282, 283) a conical rotation of the axis of the oper-

and round the axis of the operator, through double the angle

thereof in such a manner as to transport the vertex of the re-

presentative angle of the operand to a new position on the unit

sphere, without changing the magnitude of that angle, nor the

tensor of the quaternion thus operated on : or else, at pleasure,

may regard (by 284) the operation as causing one extremity of

the representative arc of the same operand (r) to slide along the

doubled arc of the same operator (q), without any change in the

length of the arc so sliding, nor of its inclination to the great

circle along which its extremity thus slides. But it is clear that

these two conceptions are merely transformatio7is of each other

;

since they are evidently related, as, in astronomy, the rotation

OF THE POLE OF THE EQUATOR Tound the polc of the ccllptic is
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related to the precession of the equinoxes. Still, it is satis-

factory to observe the complete consistency between the results

of the two AiSereni processes ofinterpretation of a symbol of the

form qrq'\ which have been employed in recent articles; and it

may just be noticed here, that, whichever of those two processes

we adopt, the principles of the Fourth Lecture respecting powers

conduct to the following important equation,

(grq-^y = gr*q-\

as holding good in the Calculus of Quaternions, as well as in

ordinary Algebra, if ^ be any scalar exponent.

286. When the operand quaternion r of the last article re-

duces itself to a vector p, then the result, qpq'^, of the operation

oi q{)q'^y becomes itself awoMer vector; for, by 149 and 282,

l.qpq-^ = lp = '^:

and this new vector qpq'^ may, by the article just cited (282),

be derived from the old or given vector p, by simply causing it

to revolve conically round the axis Ax . q, though the doubled

angle 2 Lq, whatever the direction ofp may he. Assuming, then,

as in several former articles, some one fixed point o, as the com-

mon origin oi all the vectors p, which may be conceived to ter-

minate at the various points of some system, or body, B ; we

may regard the recent symbol of operation, q{)q'^, as signify.

ing that we are to cause this body to revolve, through the angle

2 Lq, round an axis Ax . q, which is drawn from or through the

fixed point o : and the new symbol,

qBq-\

may be conceived to denote the position of the body B, after

this finite rotation has been performed. In like manner the

symbol,

r . ^B^'^ . r'',

may consistently indicate that new position of the same body B,

into which it is brought by performing a new and succesive rota-

tion., through the angle 2 z. r, round the new axis Ax .r; while
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the result of still a third finite rotation, through a third angle

2 iSf round a third axis Ax .«, will be denoted by the symbol,

s (r .qBq'^ . r~^) s'^;

and similarly for any number 0/"successive andfinite rotations of

a body round any arbitrary axes, which are, however, here sup-

posed to be all drawn through or from one common point or

origin o.

287. The symbol

where a is supposed to be a constant, and p a variable vector,

may easily be interpreted as follows. Let

a = A-o = o-B, p = v -o\
then

a+/i> = /o + a=P-B = Q-o;

where a, b are fixed points, at opposite sides of o, but p and q
are points which vary together. Conceive that a rotation round

the axis Ax . q, through an angle = 2 z y, causes the line oq to

take the position oq' ; then, by what precedes,

<7(a + /o)9"^ = Q'-o:

and the point p is to be conceived as having been transferred,

upon the whole, through the point Q as an intermediate position,

to the final position q'. The axis of the last rotation, as of the for-

mer ones, is here conceived to pass through, or to be drawn from,

the given point o; but if, from the point b, we draw dL parallel

axis,

c - B = Ax . q,

and denote by bp' the position into which the line bp is brought,

by revolving, through the same angle 2Lq &s before, round this

new axis bc, we shall have

p'-p = q'-q, q'-p' = q-p = o-b = a-o;

so that the point q' may be obtained also from the point p',

namely, by adding or applying (see Lecture L) the constant

vector OA, or a. It follows that the symbol

q{a + B)q-^

T
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is adapted to denote that final position into which the body B is

brought, when it is first made to revolve (as above) through a

finite angle round the recent axis bc, which axis does not (in

general) pass through the given origin of vectors o ; and when

the body is afterwards made to move, without revolving, through

a finite amount of translation, expressed both in length and

direction by the line bo or oa, or by the vector of transla-

tion a. We see, however, that the same symbol may also be in-

terpreted as denoting a translation represented by the line a^ fol-

lowed by a rotation round an axis Ax . q, which axis is here a^am

supposed to be drawn from the origin o ; this latter point being

regarded affixed in space, and as not participating in any motion

of the body. By adding any other constant vector, such as |3, we

form an expression for the result of the foregoing operations, suc-

ceeded by a new translation of the body in space ; for example,

if we wish to neutralize the recent translation a, and thereby to

express that the body has only revolved round the axis bc,

through the angle 2 ^ </, but has not otherwise changed place, we

may write the expression,

- a + Q (a+ B) q-\

288. If we wish to express that a vector or body is made to

turn round an axis Ax . q which is drawn from the origin o,

through an angle of finite rotation expressed by Z. q, that is

through the angle itself o( the quaternion q, and not through

the double of that angle, we need only (by 283) employ this

other symbol of operation,

Hence, by conceiving q to be the quotient of two given vectors,

for instance, by supposing

q = (i^a = (ia-\

and therefore

we find that the symbol

(/3a-i)i B(ai3-0*

denotes that new position into which the body B is brought.
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when it is made to revolve round an axis drawn from o, perpen-

dicular to both a and /3, through that amount and in that direc-

tion of finite rotation, which would bring the vector a into the

direction of the vector ^ by a rotation in one plane ; namely, in

the plane through the origin o, perpendicular to the last men-

tioned axis.

289. On the other hand, if we omit the fractional exponents,

and so form this other symbol,

/3a-i.B.ai3 -^

we find, on the same general principles of interpretation, that

this symbol denotes the result of the rotation of the same body

round the same axis, through double the angle of the quaternion

/3a "^ or through an amount which is the double of the plane ro-

tation from a to /3. For example, in fig. 40, art. 224, where

A, B, c, D, E, F are supposed to be six points upon the unit

sphere, with a, /3, 7, S, c, 1^ for their six unit-vectors ; while the

three arcs ef, fd, de have been shewn to be bisected by the

three points a, b, c ; and (compare fig, 41, art. 227) the conical

rotation from e to d, round the axis or pole of the arc of a great

circle from a to b, is equal to the double of that arc ab, namely,

to the plane rotation from s to r ; we may infer, from the result

just stated, respecting the interpretation of the symbol

/3a-^(). a/3-1,

that the following equation holds good :

/3a-i.f. a/3-1 = S.

290. If the operating quaternion q reduce itself to a vector^

suppose y, then since its doubled angle is equal to two right

angles, or in symbols,

2 z 7 = 7r,

the operation symbolized by

7()7-'

is seen to have the effect of simply reflecting the vector or

body on which it operates, with respect to the operating vector,

7. That is to say, this operation causes each operand vector,

T 2
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suppose p, drawn from the common origin o, to turn conically

through two right angles round the line 7, which is here con-

ceived to be drawn from the same origin ; and thereby brings

this operand p, without change of length, into a new position p\

such that while we have the equation between tensors^

Tp =Tp,'iip' = ypy-\

the line ± 7 at the same time bisects the angle between p and p :

and consequently the following equation between versors also

holds good

:

U.p'7-' = U.7/o-'.

For example, in fig. 40,

7£7"' = S;

also, in same figure,

^^^-'=8; and a£a-' = a-i£a = C

291. Another mode of interpreting the symbol

7P7-1

is the following. We may observe that, by 111, 117,

p = -p-i T^'; 7-' = -7T7-2;

and that therefore

7P7-» = T^2T7-2. 7^-17.

Now we know (133, 194) that the symbol yp'^y denotes the

third proportional to the two vectors p and 7 ; and therefore that

(see 134) the vector ± 7 bisects the angle between the directions

of /> and yp'^y ; or by the recent transformation, the angle be-

tween p and 7/07"' : which was the graphic part of the result of

the last article. And with respect to the metric part of that re-

sult, we know (by 1295 &c,) that the tensor of a third propor-

tional is the third proportional to the tensors, and therefore that

T.7|0-i7 = T72.T|0-';

an expression which reduces itself to Tp, when it is multiplied

by T/o2, and divided by T72. Indeed it is clear from the more

general principle of art. 188, respecting the tensor of a product,

that
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T . ypy'^ = Ty Tp T7' * ='Vfj.

292. With reference to fig. 40, we have, by articles 289, 290,

/3.a-i£a.i3-i=i3a-i.e.a/3-';

the common value of both members being here the vector S : so

that the removal ofpoints is here again permitted ; and the asso-

ciative principle of multiplication is, at least so fary here seen

once more to hold good : while the geometrical interpretation of

this result shews that the equation thus obtained is by no means

a TRUISM in this Calculus (compare 108); but expresses that a

certain conical rotation is equivalent in its effect to two suc-

cessive and PLANE rotations. In the astronomical illustration

here referred to (see the last Lecture), the conical rotation was

performed round the axis of the ecliptic, from e to d in fig. 41,

through an amount represented by the double of the arc ab of that

great circle; while the two plane rotations were performed across

the ecliptic, namely, from e to f, and from f to d, in fig. 40, the

points a and b being employed as two successive reflectors. Now
it was by no means obvious that these two different geometrical

processes must conduct to one common result. Yet they have

been proved in the last Lecture to do so : and the conclusion ar-

rived at, by this geometrical demonstration, is now seen to be

symbolically expressed, by the very simple and apparently obvious

formula, which has been given in the present article.

293. It is now time to enter on the proof already promised

(in arts. 108, &c.), that the Associative principle of Multiplica-

tion of Quaternions is valid generally, in this Calculus: and first

to demonstrate generally, what indeed is the chief, and (we may

say) the only real difficulty in the required proof, that for any

THREE VERSORS the asscrted principle holds good. Conceive then

that any three proposed versors, q, r, 5, are represented by some

three given arcs, qq', rr', ss', upon the surface of the unit-sphere:

and that it is required to construct, on the same spheric surface,

another arc tt', which shall be the spherical (or arcual) sum of

those three given arcs, or shall represent the product, s . rq, of

the three given and corresponding versors, when the arc rr' is

first arcually added (on the plan of art. 218) to the arc qq', and
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the arc ss' is afterwards arcually added to the result, so as to con-

duct to and determine di fourth arc tt': or when the versor of q is

first multiplied by the new versor r, and then the product, rq^ is

again multiplied by the third given versor, s, so as to conduct to

a fourth versor^ s . rq, or t. And let us afterwards proceed to

COMPARE this process, as to its result, with that other combi-

nation of arcs, or of versors, in which the arc ss' is first added (on

the same plan) to the arc rr', and the resulting arc then added

to qq', so as to form a new dinAjifth arc^ uu': or when the versor

s is multiplied into r, and the product, sr, is then multiplied into

q^ so as to conduct to a new final d^nAffth versor^ sr.q, which we

may for the present call u. In other words, let us examine whe-

ther it be true that, under these conditions, we have the follow-

ing equation between arcs (to be interpreted in the sense of art.

217),
- uu' = ^ tt' ?

Or that we have the corresponding equation between versors,

u = t?

In short, let us inquire (compare 108) whether the following

formula is, in this calculus, as well as in algebra, an identity,

sr . q = s . rq ?

294. After what has been already said, and illustrated by ex-

amples and by diagrams, it can scarcely need to be now formally

shewn, that instead of the three given but wholly arbitrary

arcs, qq', rr', ss', from which two others, tt' and uu', are to be

derived (as stated in the foregoing article), we are at perfect

liberty to substitute any three other arcs, to which those three

given arcs are equal (217). We may
then suppose, without any real loss of

generality, that the first and second ^^.^-—^
—

'^T y ] ~~^

are two successive arcs, such as ab \ / y^
and BC in the annexed figure 58 ; and /'•"yy'--~

that the third given arc is the arc ef /' /y\ / ;

in the same figure, which has its ini- '''•,. l^ \ ..'

tial point e on the great circle ac, yi^ /
!^

connecting the initial point a of the
-~<^^!!l/ / \^_„,.----

first with the final point c of the second ^ A D
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arc. Then the arcua I addition (218) of the second to the first

given arc produces, as their sunty or as the representative arc of

the product, rq, of the two first given versors, the arc ac; for which

we may substitute an equal arc, such as de in the figure, which

shall end at the point e, where the third given arc ef, representing

the third given versors, begins: so that the subsequent addition

of this third arc, or the multiplication by this third versor, con-

ducts to the fourth arc df (which here takes the place of the are

tt' of the last article), as representing the product s .rq. Again,

in order to add the third given arc to the second, or to represent

the product sr, we are (by 217) to find the point h where the arcs

Bc and ef intersect, and then to determine two new points, g

and I, such that gh and hi shall be arcually equal to bc and ef,

and shall therefore be fit, like those given arcs, to represent the

given versors rand s; for then the joining arc gi will repre-

sent, as required, the product of those versors, namely sr.

And, finally, in order to multiply this last product, sr^ into y,

we are to find the point l where the arcs ab and gi, representing

respectively the multiplicand q and the multiplier sr^ intersect

;

and to determine afterwards two other new points, k and m, such

that the arcs kl and lm may be respectively equal to those two

representative arcs, of the new multiplicand and multiplier ; for

then, by merely joining these two last points, we shall obtain an

arc KM (the uu' of the foregoing article), which shall, by the

general construction in 217, represent that other sought product

of versors, of which the symbol is sr.q.

295. It was proposed in 293 to examine whether the products

of versors, denoted there by the two symbols u and ^, or by

sr. q and s. rq,

were equal. And we now perceive that this question may be

thus expressed, in connexion with the recent figure 58 : are we

entitled to establish the arcual equation,

- KM = - DF, (*^5')

in the/nil sense of article 217, when, in the sa7ne full sense, wo

are given these five other equations between arcs.
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-^ AB =-- KL, (7)

- BC = ^ GH, (r)

-EF = '-HI, (s)

'- AC = -- DE, {rq)

*- GI = '^ LM. {sr)

You will observe that at the margin of each of the six last lines,

expressing arcual equalities, I have written, within parentheses,

the symbol of that particular versor, which the two equated arcs

are given, or are to be proved, to represent.

296. To those students who are acquainted with the theory

of the spherical conies^ and 1 know that here, through the ex-

ertions of the late and present Professors of Mathematics in this

University, an acquaintance with that doctrine has come to be

widely diffused, the following brief process may be sufficient for

the establishment of the result in question. Let such a conic be

conceived to be described upon the surface of the sphere, passing

through the three points bfh, with the arc ck for part of one of

its two cyclic ares ; then the two equations, between the arcs bc,

GH, and between ef, hi, suffice to shew that the arc gi is part of

the other of those two cyclic arcs ; and the equation between

AB, KL, where a is on the first and l is on the second of the same

two arcs, shews next that the same conic passes also through the

point k; or that (ifr, K be joined) this conic is circumscribed

about the quadrilateral kbhf : because it is known that " every

arc of a great circle intersects a spherical conic in two points

which are equally distant from the points in which this arc re-

spectively cuts the two cyclic arcs," if the transversal arc inter-

sects the conic at all. (See Section II., article 13, of a Memoir

by the celebrated Chasles, on the general properties of the sphe-

rical conies, as given at the foot of page 46 of the translation of

that Memoir by our present Professor of Mathematics, the Rev.

Charles Graves, which translation was published in Dublin in

the year 1841.) Conceive, in the next place, that the arc fk is

prolonged to meet the cyclic arcs ; it will meet the first of them

in D, and the second in m, in virtue of the equations between the

arcs AC, DE, and between gi, lm : because it is known that " if

through two fixed points on a spherical conic two arcs be drawn
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which intersect in any third point of the curve, the segment

which they will intercept upon a cyclic arc will be of invariable

magnitude." (See Section HI., art. 29, of the same memoir by

Chasles, page 50 of the translation by Graves.) Thus the four

points D, K, F, M, are situated on one common great circle, or trans-

versal arc; and therefore, by the principle before referred to, the

intercepted portions DKand fm, orDF and km, are equal in length,

while it is evident that they are similarly directed. It is there-

fore proved to be a consequence of these few and known pro-

perties of spherical conies, that, under the conditions of the pre-

sent inquiry, the arcual equation,

'-. KM = '-^ DF,

which was lately proposed for investigation (in 295), does in fact

hold good (in the full sense of art. 217) : or that the two equa-

ted arcs are equally long and similarly directed portions of one

common great circle of the sphere.

297. Although the properties of spherical conies, which have

been referred to in the foregoing investigation, are well known to

a large number of students, yet as there may be others to whom

they are not familiar, it appears to be useful to offer now an in-

dependent and more elementary proof of the result to which they

have conducted us. Indeed it would be doing a grave injustice

to the Calculus of Quaternions, and conveying a false notion of

the nature of its principles, if you were to be allowed to suppose

that, for so important and essential an element as the associative

property of multiplication, this Calculus was dependent on the

doctrine of spherical (or even of plane) conies. On the contrary,

I believe that the easiest and most elegant method, in the present

state of science, of treating those and other spherical curves by

calculation, will be found to be that method which is furnished

by the Quaternion Calculus. In order, then, to prepare for legi-

timately so applying this Calculus, it seems to be necessary, in

point of logic, that we should seek to establish the arcual equation

of article 295, namely

'^ KM = - DF,

on which (by 294) the equation between quaternions, or between

versors,
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sr .q = s .rq,

has been made to depend, by some process of geometry, which

shall be of a comparatively elementary nature; and which shall

therefore not introduce the conception of a spherical conic (nor

even that of an oblique cone) at all : although there is no reason

why, at this stage, we should scruple to use the notions oi plane

and sphere, as freely as those of the right line and circle. The
persons who have aZreat/y studied the theories of cones and conies

must of course have an advantage thereby; but the object, which

we at this moment propose to ourselves, is to render thoroughly

intelligible, to persons who have not studied those theories, so

much as may be necessary for perfectly understanding the force of

the demonstration, which was given in the foregoing article : or

of that apparently longer, but essentially equivalent proof, which

we are now about to give.

298. Conceive then that, in connexion with the recent figure

58 (o being still supposed to be the centre of the sphere), the three

radii on, oh, of, are prolonged to meet, in three points p, q, r,

a plane pqr, which is drawn (as we shall suppose) outside the

sphere, but parallel to the plane of the great circle daec ; con-

ceive also that these three prolonged radii op, oq, or, are cut in

three other points, p', q', r', by another plane p'q'r'j which shall

be drawn parallel to the plane of the great circle glim. Round

the four points o, P, Q, R, circumscribe a new sphere opqr, which

we shall call, for the present, the diacentric sphere, because its

surface passes through the centre o of the original or unit sphere,

whereon the former figure 58 has been conceived to be traced.

Let these two spheres be conceived to be cut by the plane of the

fifreat circle gbhc, which circle
Fig. 59.

thus becomes itself one of the two _

sections hereby formed, as in the ^— /X^'^\
annexed figure 59, the other sec- / / ^\ \g_
tion beingf the circle OPQ. Then, / / W /^\ ^\
because the comparison of the two / / 1,7 \ \

representative arcs or the versor 1/ ^——7v\ // /

r gave us (by 295) the equation V-... ..-
'

\CJ y^
^ BC="GH, we have also the \ y
equation between angles, ^---._____,-^
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COB = HOG, OrCOH=POG.

But oc is parallel to pq, because these two lines are the inter-

sections of two parallel planes, namely, of daec (in fig. 58) and

PQR, made by one common secant plane, namely, by the plane

of the recent figure ; and (compare fig. 58) the direction of oc is

evidently not opposite, but similar to that ofpq : we have there-

fore this other equation between angles,

pqo = coh;

and consequently also, in virtue of the last equation,

PQO = POG.

The radius og of the unit sphere is therefore a tangent to the

circle opq, and consequently it is a tangent also to that diacen-

tric sphere^ opqr, whereof this circle is a section. And because

the line q'p' is parallel to this radius og (on account of the pa-

rallelism of the two planes p'q'r' and glim), and has a similar

(not opposite) direction, we have this other equation between

angles,

op'q'=pqo;

which shews that the four points p, q, q', p' are on the circum-

ference of one common circle, and that therefore the following

equation between rectangles subsists

:

pop'=qoq'.

Fig. 60.

299. By a reasoning exactly similar it may be shewn, that if

the two foregoing spheres, and the two

planes pqu, p'q'k', be cut, as in figure 60,

by that new secant plane which is the

plane of the great circle ehfi in fig. 58,

then the equation

-£? = -- HI,

which was obtained (in 295) as the result

of the comparison of the two representa-

tive arcs of *, when combined with the

parallelisms between rq, oe, and between q'r', oi, conducts to the

angular equalities.
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UQO = EOQ = ROI = OR Q ;

and to the following equation between rectangles,

qoq' = ror'.

The radius oi of the unit sphere is therefore a tangent to the cir-

cular section oqr of the diacentric sphere, and to that sphere

OPQR itself; and the four points r, q, q', r', are situated on one

common circular circumference. And by combining the results

of the present article with those of the foregoing one, it becomes

clear that the plane glim (see fig. 58) of the two radii og, oi, of

the unit sphere, touches at o the diacentric sphere opqr ; and

also (from the equalities of rectangles), that the six points p, q, r,

p', q', r', are situated on the surface of a third sphere, pqrp',

whereof the circles pqq'p' and rqq'r' (in figures 59 and 60), as also

the circles which may be conceived to be circumscribed about the

triangles pqr and p'q'r'j are sections.

300. Conceive, in the next place, that the radius ok of the

unit sphere is prolonged to meet respectively the diacentric

sphere and the plane pqr' in two new points, s and s'; and let

the given and diacentric spheres be supposed to be both cut by

the plane of the great circle akbl (see fig. 58); the section of

the unit sphere being that great circle itself, but the section of

the diacentric being a new circle, ops. A new figure will thus

be constructed, so similar to those of the two last articles that it

seems to be almost unnecessary to write it here ; for all essential

purposes you may form it, or conceive it to be formed, by merely

changing, in fig. 59, the letters c, G, H, Q, q', to a, l, k, s, s',

respectively : still for more perfect clear-

ness I shall give it to you as figure 61.

But whereas, in each of the two figures

of the two last articles, we inferred a

tangency yrom a parallelism, we have

now, on the contrary, utangency given,

and a parallelism is thence to be infer-

red. For we now kjiow that the radius ^^

OL of the unit sphere touches the sec-

tion OPS of the diacentric, because (by

fig. 5S) this radius is contained in the
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plane glim, which plane was seen (in art. 299) to touch the dia-

centric sphere at o. Hence the angle bol or pol, in fig. 61,

between chord and tangent of the section of the diacentric, is

equal to the angle pso in the alternate segment; but it is also

equal to aok or aos, on account of the equality of the angles aob,

KOL, or of the arcs ab, kl, which last equality of arcs was deduced

in 295 from the comparison of two different representations of the

versor q : we have therefore the following equation between

angles,

PSO = AOS,

and may infer from it that the chord ps of the diacentric is pa-

rallel to the radius oa of the unit sphere. But (see again fig. 58)

this latter radius is contained in the plane of the great circle

CEAD, to which (by 298) the plane pqr is parallel ; this latter

plane must therefore contain the chord ps : or in other words, the

four points p, q, r, s are all situated in one common plane. And
because by the construction they are also situated on the surface

oi one common sphere (the diacentric), they must he four concir-

cular points : they are in fact all situated on the circumference

of that common circle, in which the diacentric and third spheres

intersect each other. Again, in fig. 61, the lines sV and ol are

parallel, as being the traces, on the plane of the figure, of the

two parallel planes (see 298), p'q'r' and glim; these lines are

also similarly directed : thus the four points p, s, s', p are con-

circular; and we have the following equation between rectangles,

sos' = pop'.

In fact the circle pss'p' is contained on the third sphere ; and

another circle of the

same third sphere con-

tains the four points p',

q', r', s'.

30 1 . Comparing next,

as in the annexed figure

62, the circle pqrs of

the diacentric with the

parallel and great circle

CEAD of the unit sphere.

Fig. 62.
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Fig. 63.

and attending to the arcual equation ^ ac = -^ de, which was ob-

tained in 295 by the comparison of the two representative arcs of

the quaternion rq, we see that because (by the three last figures)

the three chords pq, rq, ps have respectively the directions of the

three radii oc, oe, oa, therefore the fourth chord rs must have

the direction of the fourth radius od, on account of the equality

of the angles spq, srq, on the one hand, and aoc, doe, on the

other. The point d of the unit sphere, or the corresponding

radius on, is therefore contained in the plane ors, which coin-

cides with the plane ofk ; that is to say (see fig. 58), the three

points F, K, D are on one common great circle of the unit sphere. In

a similar way by comparing, as in fig. 63, the two parallel circles

p'q'r's' and milg, it may

be shewn that, because

the three chords q'p',

q'r', s'p', of the one

circle, have respectively^
(seefigs.59, 60,61) the

same directions as the

three radii og, oi, ol, of

the other.while (by 295)

the arcs gi and lm are

equal, as both representing the quaternion sr; and the angles

p'q'r' and p's'r' are also equal to each other, as being in one com-

mon segment of a cif-cle: therefore the fourth chord sr' must have

the same direction as the fourth radius cm. This radius is there-

fore contained in the plane ors', or in the coincident plane ofk;

or, in other words, the point m, like the point d, is situated on the

great circle fk (fig. 58). And
if we finally cut the unit and

diacentric spheres by the plane ^

of this great circle, we obtain /
a new figure 64, wherein, by /

the present article, the radius

CD of the section dkfm has the \

same direction as the chord RS \

of the section ors, while this

latter section is touched at o by

Fig. 64.
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the radius om of the former. The angles fom and dok are con-

sequently equal to each other, as being each equal to the angle

Rso ; and therefore an equality subsists between the angles dof

and KOM, or the arcs df and km. These latter arcs are there-

fore equal to each other, in the full sense of article 217 : which

was (in 295) the thing proposed to be proved.

302. After the elementary investigation contained in the four

foregoing articles, which has established the associative principle

of multiplication for any three versors (compare art. 293), with-

out introducing (see 297) even the conception of a cowe, by em-

ploying certain combinations of representative arcs, together with

some evident or well-known properties of planes and spheres, it

may be considered unnecessary now to establish the same prin-

ciple by means of representative angles also. Yet, for the sake

of those students who are already familiar with the properties of

spherical conies^ or even with a few of the best known among

those properties, I shall give rapidly a proof, by them^ of the

same general and important result {sr .q = s . qr), in which proof

angles^ instead of arcs, shall thus be employed to represent the

versors.

Let then, in figure 65 (in which it has been thought, sufficient

to draw straight

linesinstead of arcs

of great circles ),

the versor q be re-

presented by the

spherical angle

EAB ; r by abe,

and also by fbc ;

and s by bcf and

ecd: moreover, let

the angles dec and

bea be supposed to A

be supplementary.

Then (see 264) the angle dec, and the supplement of cfb, will

represent respectively the two binary products, rg^and sr ; and the

supplement of cde will represent on the same plan the ternary pro-

duct * . rq. But to shew that this latter is equal to the other ter-

Fig. 6.5.
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nary product sr . q, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that the

angles daf and fda are respectively equal to eab and cde ; and

also that the angles afd and cfb are supplementary : because

we have to prove that the angles daf and afd represent re-

spectively q and sr, and that the supplement of fda represents a

ternary product sr . q^ which is equal to the former product s . rq.

For this purpose, conceive a spherical conic described, with e

and F for foci, so as to touch the arc ab ; this conic will also

touch the arcs bc and CD, on account of the equalities of the two

angles at b which represent r, and of the other two angles repre-

senting sate; while by the supplementary character of the angles

at the focus e, it will touch also the arc ad, and therefore will be

inscribed in the spherical quadrilateral abcd. (See the Memoir

of M. Chasles already cited, at the same pages as before of the

translation by Professor Graves.) But this inscribed conic gives

the two required equalities of angles, at the corners a and d,

and the supplementary character of the angles at the focus f :

and thus the theorem is established, or the associative property

of the multiplication of three versors is proved anew.

303. It is therefore demonstrated, in several different ways, of

which some are shorter while others are more elementary, that

the equation already often mentioned (see 293, &c.), namely,

sr .q = s . rg,

is in fact an identity, although by no means a. truism (compare

108, 292), in this Calculus, when q, r, s denote any three ver-

sors ; from which, by the properties (188, 208) oi tensors ofpro-

ducts, it follows at once that the same equation is identical when

the three factors denote any three quaternions. We may

therefore omit generally (compare 136, 194) the point or

other mark of multiplication, in the expression of any such ter-

nary product, and may denote that product by writing simply the

symbol
srq.

We see also that when we introduce (as in 296, 302) the con-

sideration o{ spherical conies, which, however (by 298, 299, 300,

301), it is not necessary for us to do, then the two partial or bi-

nary products, rq and sr, are represented either by portions of
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the two cyclic arcs of a conic circumscribed about a quadrilateral,

or else at pleasure by angles at the iviofoci oi another conic, in-

scribed in another quadrilateral : and that certain portions of the

sides of the one quadrilateral, or certain angles at the corners of

the other, represent the three given ^c^or^, q, r, s, regarded as

versors, and their ternary product, srq. It may be allowed me

here to state that this focal representation of the geome-

trical relations between the six quaternions q, r, «, rq, sr, srq,

was perceived by me almost immediately after the notion itself

occurred of quaternions generally ; and was exhibited at a gene-

ral meeting of the Royal Irish Academy, in November, 1843,

together with various geometrical corollaries, deduced from the

same construction.

304. It is easy now to establish the associative principle of

multiplication generally, for a.nyJour or 7nore quaternions. For

if t denote a fourtii given factor, we shall have

t . s (rq) = ts .rq = (ts) r . q,

by treating alternately the binary products rq and ts as if each of

them were a single given quaternion, and by employing what has

been already proved respecting the multiplication of any three

factors; thus we may write,

t . srq = ts .rq = tsr.q = tsrq,

the points being again found to be needless. And on the same

plan we should pass, with the utmost ease, from the case oi'Jbur

to the case oi Jive given factors, and so to that of any greater

number of quaternions to be multiplied together: the order of the

factors being still, however, in general essential to be preserved,

because the multiplication of quaternions has been seen in former

articles to be not a commutative operation, though it has since

been proved that it is an associative one. We may for the same

reason now assert, generally, if we retain the phraseology of

articles 218, &c., respecting the operation of arcual addition^

that this operation also, like the multiplication oj quaternions

which it represents, is associative, although not generally com-

miitative. A similar assertion may be also made respecting

the operation of angular summation, if vve understand by the

u
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spherical sum of two angles on a spheric surface what was de-

fined in article 2G8. And it is important to observe that even

the commutative property holds good, whenever the quaternions

which are to be multiplied are coplatiar, or co-axal ; that is

(see 93) when their representative biradials are parallel, even

though they may have opposite aspects, or although the axes of

the factor quaternions may have their directions opposite. For

the same reason, the addition of vector arcs is a commutative

operation, when the arcs to be added are portions, whether simi-

larly or oppositely directed, of one great circle; and the summa-

tion ofspherical angles is in like manner commutative, when their

vertices either coincide, or else are diametrically opposite.

305. Regarded as a theorem of spherical geometry, the asso-

ciative property of multiplication, for the case of three versors,

was seen in art. 295 to admit of being stated under the following

form : that a certain arcual equation,

'- KM = -- DF,

interpreted as in 217, w^s a, consequence ofJive other arcual equa-

tions of the same sort, namely (see fig. 58), of these five :

- AB = ^ KL, '^ BC = -- GH, - EF = -^ HI, '^ AC = -> DE, -^ GI = '^ LM.

To assist ourselves in remembering this result, we may state it as

follows, in connexion with the same figure 58 : xifive out of the

six arcual equations,

-- KL = -^ AB, -^ GH = -^ BC, "- ED = - CA,

-- LG = ^ MI, - HE = -^ IF, - DK = '- FM,

be given, the sixth may be inferred. Here abc and mif arc

triangles, and klghed may be considered as a hexagon, al-

though its sides kl and gh cross ; and if we suppose this hexa-

gon to be given, we can always choose the two triangles, so as

to satisfy the two first out of the three equations on each of the

two foregoing lines ; namely, by the process which would be em-

ployed (see 217, 218) for arcually adding gh to kl, and he to

lg: but if the hexagon have been arbitrarily taken, neither of

the two remaining equations (between ed, ca, and between dk,

fm) can tlien be expected to hold good. The theorem involved in
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the associative principle shews, however, that ifone of these two

remaining equations between arcs be satisfied, the other will be so

too. We may then state this associative theorem as follows:

—

" If the firsts thirds andfifth sides (kl, gh, ed), ofa spherical

hexagon (klghed) be respectively and arcually equal to the

firsts second, and third sides (ab, bc, ca) ofotiE spherical triangle,

then the second, fourth, a?id sixth sides (lg, he, dk) ofthe same

hexagon are respectively and arcually equal to the first, second,

and third sides o/another spherical triangle (mif)."

306. We might also, although less simply, conceive the six

points A, M, B, I, c, F, as being the six successive corners of

another spherical hexagon ; the arc ab, drawn from the first of

these corners to the third, might be called the^r*^ diagonal of

this new hexagon ; the arc Ml, from second to fourth corner,

might be called the second diagonal ; and in like manner the

arcs BC, IF, ca, fm would come to be called the third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth diagonals, respectively, of the same second hexa-

gon AMBICF. And then the associative principle iox the multipli-

cation of three versors might be expressed as follows: " If fi\e

successive sides ofone spherical hexagon be respectively and ar-

cually EQUAL to five successive diagonals o/another spherical

hexagon, the sixth side of theformer hexagon will in like )nan-

ner be arcually equal to the sixth diagonal of the latter," I

once proposed to call this result the theorem ofthetwohexago7is;

but perhaps the comparison which afterwards occurred to me, of

one hexagon with two triangles (305), is simpler and more na-

tural.

307. The enunciation of the same fertile principle may be

varied in many ways. For example, since the arcual sum of the

three successive sides oi any spherical triangle (third plus second

plus first) must be considered as equal to zero, on the plan of ar-

cual addition adopted in former articles (218, &c.), we may state

the result of art. 305 as follows :
—" Ifthe arcual sum ©/"one set

of three alternate sides ofa spherical hexagon vanish, when

taken in a suitable order (fifth plus third plus first), then the

arcual sum of the other set of three alternate sides ofthe same

hexagon (supposed to be suitably and similarly taken, as sixth

plus fourth plus second) will likewise bc equal to zero." If

u 2
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then we allow the mark r. to remind us that + signifies arcual ad-

dition, when interposed between two symbols of arcs so marked,

we may write the following formula

:

if ^ ED + '^ GH + -^ KL = 0,

then -- DK + '- HE + -- LG = 0.

The first of these two equations expresses a certain relation be-

tween the positions of the six points k, l, g, h, e, d, upon a spheri-

cal surface; the second equation expresses anoMer relation of posi-

tion between the same six points ; and the theorem is, that these

two relations are so connected, that each involves the other. It

seems to me that we might also employ, not inconveniently, the

symbol d - e to denote the same directed arc, or arcual vec-

tor (217), as that already denoted by ^ ed ; in such a manner

that we might write, generally, by a comparison of these two no-

tations, the identity,

B - A = '^ AB.

And then the recent formula would come to be thus expressed,

perhaps more clearly than before :

ifD-E + H-G + L-K = 0,

then K-D + E-H + G-L = 0.

We may also write,

E-H + G-L = D-K, ifH-G + L-K = E-D.

308. If we denote respectively by

a, /3, 7; S,e,K; 0, Ti, i; (c, A, /u,

the twelve unit vectors drawn from the centre o of the unit sphere

to the twelve points

A, B, C ; D, E, F ; G, H, I ; K, L, M,

upon its surface, then we may consider the three versors q, r, s,

with their binary products rq, sr, and their ternary products

s . rq, sr . q, as equal to certain quotients of these vectors : for

we shall have by 294, 295, and fig. 58, the equations.
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_^_X 7 ?J _ ^_ *
.

OK H " c ^

..rg^j; sr.g^-.

To justify, therefore, the omission of the point in the symbol

srq,

or to establish the associative principle, comes to shewing (com-

pare art. 295), that the equation between quotients,

is a consequence of five other equations of the same sort, namely,

K a ' d (i
'

T) c' S a' A 9'

And this consequence respecting quotients may now be con-

sidered as having been 'Are&dy provedj through the investiga-

tions respecting arcs and angles, which have been given in recent

articles. Indeed, we lately spoke of a, /3, &c., as being unit vectors

;

but on inspection of the six foregoing equations, it is evident that

their lengths may be arbitrarily chosen, without disturbing the

result : because the five equations,

TXTg Z^^IV Tl_T^ Ii-Ii Ze-Il
Tk ~ Ta ' T0 ~ Tj3' Tr," Te ' T8 ~ Ta' TA " TO'

conduct by ordinary algebra to the sixth equation,

Tk~TS'

since the twelve symbols Ta, T/3, &c., denote (by 110) twelve

positive or absolute numbers, which represent the lengths of the

twelve vectors. We may therefore dismiss any restriction upon

those lengths, in inferring the equation

K S
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from the five other equations between quotients of vectors, which

have been written above.

309. The six connected equations between quotients ofvec-

tors, which have been assigned in the foregoing article, might

have been suggested by our general conception (art. 108) of the

operation of multiplication ofquaternions, without any such con-

struction by representative arcs upon a sphere, as was given in

figure 58. To see this clearly, it may be useful to refresh, as

follows, our recollection of that earlier and (in some respects)

more general conception.

To multiply any one quaternion, q, by any other quaternion,

r, it was shewn, in the article just cited (108), that we are in ge-

neral to prepare for the employment of the earlier formula of art.

49, namely,

Transfactor = Profactor x Factor,

by making the given multiplicand quaternion, q, and the given

multiplier quaternion, r, assume the forms of a factor, /3 -h a,

and of a successive factor, or profactor, 7 -t ]3, respectively ; in

order that the sought product quaternion, rq, may then emerge,

under the form of a transfactor, or as equal to the new quo-

tient, y -1- a. In this preparation of the two given factors, the

symbols a, (3, y are supposed to denote three lines, or vectors;

and the conception of equality of quotients, which was de-

veloped in arts. 102, &c., is employed, in order to transform (ge-

nerally) the given quaternions, q and r, into two others, which

shall be equal to those given ones, but shall be better suited for

combination among themselves, according to the general and/ww-

damental relation, above cited, between factor, profactor, and

transfactor. In other words, it had heen fixed by definition,

for reasons assigned in the Second Lecture (arts. 49, &c.) that

the two equations,

/3 = (7xa, 7 = rxj3,

conduct to an equation of the form

7 = « X a, where s = r x q;

provided that a, /3, 7 denote three vectors, whereof a at least is

supposed to be not a mdl one. This was indeed the very foun-
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dation of our interpretation of the symbol, r x y, or /• . ry, or

nj ; it was by this conception of transfaction that we gave a

meaning^ a distinct signijication, to the general expression

:

Product of two Quaternions. Thus, not indeed without rea-

sons assigned, but still at last by dejinition, we agreed to fix,

generally, that

y = rq.a, if /3 = Qa, and y = r(S;

or, eliminating the symbols /3 and y, we so interpreted the pro-

duct, rq, ofany two quaternions q and r, as to make true the

associative formula,

rq. a = r.qa,

under the conditions that the three symbols,

a, qoy and r. qoy

shall denote some three Vectors.

310. We may also say that we have chosen no to interpret

the product rq, as to render (compare 87) the following formula

an identity y for quaternions as for ordinary algebra :

rq = rqa -r- a ;

where rqa is written for r .qa', and where it is still supposed that

u is a line (not null), and that this line is so selected, that when,

according to the simpler and earlier conception of the

multiplication of a line by a factor (arts. 40, &c.), com-

bined with the notion of equalities of quotients^ or of factors

(103, &c.), this line a is multiplied ^r^^ by //, and the product

again multiplied by r, the two successive results, qa, and rqa,

shall likeivise both be lines. Now such a selection of the line a

has been seen to be always possible : namely, by taking (see

again 108) for the line qa, or j3, a line situated (generally) in the

intersection of the planes of the two given quaternions, q and r,

with any arbitrary length, and with either oftwo opposite direc-

tions. If the two given planes coincide, or axe parallel to each

other, then any line, in or parallel to either plane, may be selected

for j3, or for qa ; but, in every case, what we may call the Defi-

nitional Associative Formula of Multiplication of Qua-
ternions, namely, either of the two following, in which a, qu,

and r . qa (or rqa) arc still supposed to be lints,
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rq . a = r . qa, or rq = rqa -i- a,

gives a definite mtaning and determinate value to the symbol

rq, when that symbol is interpreted hereby. And for this very

reason, as was remarked in art. 108, we were not at liberty,

q/ier establishing these formulae of association, for the case

where a, qa, and rqa were lines, to establish also, without

ruooF, this other and more general formula of the same

associative kind,

q"(j' . q = q. qq, or sr . q = s . rq,

w Inch has been the subject of our discussion in several recent ar-

ticles. For we knew already how to interpret definitely the

four symbols rq, sr, s . rq, and sr . q ; and (/'such definite inter-

pretations of the two last of these symbols v/erefi)und (as in fact

they have been found) to give tivo equal values, or to conduct to

the general associative equation above-mentioned, this equation

was (as stated in 108) tobe conr.idered as a theorem, and wof a* a

definition. It seemed useful, at this stage, to bring this view dis-

tinctly before you, although it was partially noticed before ; lest

it might for a moment be thought that in all our investigations,

past or to come, respecting the general associative property

of multiplication of quaternions, we were merely proving, with

more or less of pains, what had been previously assumed. We did

indeed avail ourselves of definition, so far as we logically could,

to assimilate, in this important respect, the calculations of qua-

ternions to the operations of ordinary algebra ; but this aid was

only valid up to a certain point: and beyond that point it be-

came necessary to have recourse to proof, and to employ ^eome-

trical demonstration.

311. But we proposed (in 309) to shew how the six con-

nected equations between quotients, of art. 308, might present

themselves, without any consideration of arcs or angles on a

sphere, and simply as consequences of that general conception of

multiplication of quaternions which has been discussed in the

two foregoing (as well as in some earlier) articles. Now by the

nature of that general conception we are immediately conducted,

as we have seen, to the establishment of the three equations,

q = ^ ^a, r = y -i- j3, rq = y -^ u;
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when a, j3, y denote as before, three lines ; such being the very

TYPE of the multiplication, by which rq is conceived to be pro-

duced. But when we come to multiply this product, rq, as a

new multiplicand, by the new given multiplier, s, we cannot,

without danger of confusion, continue to use the same three let-

ters, a, /3, y, although the tt/pe is still to be preserved. We must

conceive in general, that some new line, denoted by some new

letter, such as c, is found as the intersection of the two new

planes of rq and *, in the same way as j3 was conceived to be

found as the intersection of the two old planes, of q and r ; and

must then derive, or suppose to be derived, from this new line c,

two other new lines, S and ^, the former in the plane of rq, and

the latter in the plane of*, just as a was taken in the plane of y,

Hud )3 in the plane of r; these new lines being moreover such as

to satisfy the equations,

rq=e -i-S, s = Z -i- e, and therefore, s .rq= ^ -l. S.

For the multiplication sxr, we must in general employ another

line Tj, namely, the intersection of the two planes of r and s ; and

also two other lines, 6 and i, taken in those two planes respec-

tively, in such a way as to satisfy these other equations,

r = i] -7- 0, s = I -^ri, sr = I -7- 0.

And finally, to effect the multiplication sr x q, we are to take

two lines k and //, in the respective planes of q and sr, and a line

A in the intersection of those two planes, so as to give the equa-

tions,

q = X -^ K, sr = fi-i-\, sr . q = fx -^ K.

312. This process shews then how, without arcs or angles on

a sphere, and even without any preliminary restriction on the

lengths of the lines compared, we might be led, by our general

conception of multiplication, to establish twelve equations between

quaternions and quotients ; which, by comparison of the two

values thus assigned for each of the five quaternions,

q, r, s, rq, sr,

would conduct (as in 308) to the^i'e following equations between

quotients of vectors, which are true by the foregoing construc-

tion :
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£_i-8 = Y-7-a; fi -i- \ = I -i- 0.

It shews also how we may be led, on the same plan, to inquire

whether these five equations involve, as a consequence, that sixth

equation between quotients, namely the equation

/U -T- K = ^ -i- S,

which is found by comparing the values oisr.q and s . rq. For

unless this sixth equation can be shewn to be a consequence of

the other five, we shall not have proved the general associative

principle of multiplication of three quaternions, at least on the

present plan ; and if it could be shewn that the above-mentioned

consequence did not exist, this associative principle would be

overthrown. But if, conversely, this consequence shall be shewn

to be valid, we shall thereby have proved the truth of that as-

sociative principle ; for the five equations give, as expressions for

the two members of the sixth, if we adopt for shortness the no-

tation effractions (118) :

K \ K a t} a £/3a'

8 t S e a £/3a'

comparing, therefore, these values, we shall have, generally, by

the sixth equation, the formula,

where the three quotients

^ 7 ^

a' /3* e'

may represent any three quaternions,

q, r, 5,

notwithstanding that £ has been supposed to be coplanar with a

and y. To assert then that the sixth equation of the present

article is a consequence of the former five equations, is merely to
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ENUNCIATE, as a theorem about certain quotients of twelve vec-

tors, the principle that

sr . q = s .rq.

But having thus shewn that the enunciation (or expression) of

this associative principle might naturally conduct, without any

reference to a sphere, to form the foregoing system ofsix con-

nected equations between six quotients oftwelve lines in space, I

shall be content to allow, for the present, the demonstration of

the same associative principle to rest on what has been shewn in

the present Lecture (296, 302), in connexion with certain curves

upon a spheric surface ; or on the comparatively elementary in-

vestigation with spheres and planes, in arts. 298 to 301 : although

(as has been several times said) a new and independent proof of

the same general and important result will offer itself to our no-

tice hereafter, in connexion with the distributive principle.

313. The same associative principle may be stated in other

ways by means of quotients of vectors, and of binary products

thereof, without its being necessary to employ so many as twelve

lines, or so many as six equations. For example, this principle

will be sufficiently stated, if we in any manner express that the

following formula is in the present calculus an identity :

£ a |3 £ a /3'

because any three given quaternions may be put under the forms

of the three quotients,

"7 ^

.

p a f

and no essential generality will be lost, if we assume at the same

time the coplanarity,

£
III

a, 7.

But this last relation allows us to introduce another vector 8, co-

planar with o, y, £, and such as to satisfy the following relation

(which is in fact the fourth of the five given equations between

quotients, in 308 or in 312) :

:s
=-; or by alternation (130), k=--ha o £
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And since this relation conducts to the value,

?! = ?,
e a S

we see that we may express the associative principle by stating

that

S/3 t(5' B e'

The PRODUCT OF TWO QUOTIENTS ofvectors remains therefore

UNALTERED IN VALUE, whcn the dividend vector (y) of the mul-

tiplicand quotient (7 -^ j3), and the divisor vector (t) of the mul-

tiplier quotient (^-f- 1), are changed together, to any two new

vectors (o and S), to which they are proportional (in the full

sense of arts. 103, 129, &c.). And we see that in this^rw of

symbolical expression of the associative principle, only six vec-

tors (a . . . ^) are introduced. If we choose here to bring in

again the quaternions, q, r, s, it is easy to see that we have

merely been expressing, by the last formula, the following asso-

ciative identity

:

(s.rq) q-^ = s{rq.q-^);

whereof each member = sr. Or if we prefer to employ sutns of
arcs, we may say that, in fig. 58,

^ DF + -- BA = -^ EF + -^ BC, if ^ DA = '^ EC.

And it would be easy to assign a geometrical interpretation for

this result, by means of spherical conies.

314. In the notation oi reciprocals (117, &c.), and with the

aid of a few inversions and alternations (130), the six equations

of recent articles may be expressed and arranged in two sets of

three, as follows

:

0r,-i = /37-i; KX-' = ai3-'; ^£-1 = 07-!;

the sixth being still that one which is to be a consequence of the

other five. Now whatever arbitrary vectors may be denoted by

i\\c Jive symbols t, »), B, k, X, we can always find two other vec-

tors, )3 and I, which shall satisfy the four conditions of coplana-

rity.
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/31l|u,0; /3|1|k,X; MUcr,; i\\\e,\;

and can afterwards determine/)Mr other vectors, a, 7, Z, fit so as

to satisfy the two first of the three equations of each of the two

sets lately written. In this manner we shall have the two follow-

ing values of two binary products of quotients :

andfour of the five given equations will be satisfied, without any

restriction being imposed on 8, or on the five vectors e, rj, 0, k, X,

from which the six other vectors a, ^, 7, K, h fii have been de-

rived. But if we are to satisfy also the remaining given equation,

namely, the third of the first set, as written in the present article,

the comparison of the two values of 07"^ shews that the six vec-

tors 8, c, 7j, 0, K, X, are then not whoily arbitrary, but are con-

nected by the following relation (restricting indeed partly even

the^ue vectors e, ?), 0, k, X)

:

Conversely, if these six vectors be connected with each other by

this relation, we see that we can choose the six other vectors

a, j3, 7, t, I, Hi so as to satisfy the whole system of the^ye given

equations between quotients ; and then, by the associative prin-

ciple (supposed to be now known), we can infer that the sixth

equation also is satisfied. Hence, by comparison of the two va-

lues of Zfi'^, we are conducted to the following formula, involving

only six vectors

:

if §£-1 = kX-1 . er)-\ then 8^1 = er,' • BX^

315. It follows then from the associative principle that when-

ever one quotient of vectors (such as 8 -1- c) is given equal to the

product of two other such quotients, taken in a determined order,

we are at liberty to interchange the divisor line (t) of this pro-

duct with the dividend line (k) of the multiplier (k -^ X), provided

that we at the same time interchange the divisor line (X) of the

same multiplier with the divisor line (jj) of the multiplicand

(0 ~- »?), leaving unchanged the two remaining dividend lines

(8, B), namely, those of the product and multiplicand. Recipro-

call y we may perceive that the assertion of the right to make
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these interchanges, without disturbing the equality between one

quotient and the product of two others, is a mode of enuncialinp

the associative principle. For by a process which would simply

be the inverse of that adopted in the foregoing article, we might

shew that the final formula of that article is equivalent to the

assertion that one of the six equations between quotients is a con-

sequence of the other five; but the assertion of this consequence

was shewn (in 312) to involve an enunciation of the principle re-

ferred to. In the notation of sums of arcs, the same final for-

mula of 314 may be stated (compare 307) as follows:

if - LK+ '^ HG = '"ED,

then -- HE + ^ LG = "^ KD ;

or thus

:

E-H+G-L=D-K, ifK-L + G-H = D-E.

316. The final formula of 314 may also be thus written :

if (icX-^ . Qt)-') e = 8, then (er' • eX-^)K=S.

That is to say, if the yiye vectors c, tj, 9, X, k, be so related that

the multiplication of the vector e by the quaternion kX'^ . Ori'^ (or

by the product of fractions, ? ?) gives any c». Hue (S) as the re-

suit, then the multiplication of the vector k by the quaternion

£»j"^ . 6X'^ will give the smne line (c) as the product. Under this

form^ with the points and parentheses above written, we may be

considered as still only expressing in a new way the associative

principle of multiplication, for any three quaternions ; but if we

now regard that principle as having been already proved (by any

of the methods given in arts. 293 to 303), and remember that in

304 the same principle was extended to any number of factors,

we see that, as an inference from the associative principle, we

may omit those points and parentheses, and may write simply,

tr,-ieX-i|c = S, ifKX-i0»,-'£ = 8.

Or because the five factors here considered, including the reci-

procals of tj and X, may denote any Jive vectors, subject only to

the condition which the formula lYse//" expresses, we may take

any other six Greek letters as symbols of these factors and their
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product ; and may, therefore, write, with equal generality, and

with somewhat greater simplicity, the formula.

In words, ^^ if the continued product o/'five vectors be a

VECTOR, when they are taken in any one order, their continued

product will be equal to the same vector, when they are taken

in the opposite order."

317. It is obvious that this last result is analogous to the

equation of 195,

juXk = kXju, if ju
111

A, K ;

or to the two connected equations of 194,

8 = i3a-'7, 8 = 70-1)3,

where a, /3, 7 were three coplanar lines ; under which condition

ofcoplanarity alone (by the preceding Lecture), either the con-

tinued product of three lines, or the fourth proportional to them,

can be itselfa line. But we are now prepared to prove, more

generally, that ^^ if the continued product ofany odd number
OF vectors be a line, it is equal to the product of the same

vectors, taken in an inverted order; for example, for seven

such factors, we have the formula,

Tj^£S7j3a = aj378£^T?. if either = 9.

In fact, the equation (190, 222),

K.rq=Kq.Kr,
gives evidently

K{s.rq) = K.rq.Ksr.{Kq.Kr) Ks;

or simply, by the associative principle,

K . srq = K^^ Kr Ks ;

the points being omitted as unnecessary between the symbols of

the three factors Ks, Kr, Kq, in the second member of this last

equation ; but one point being retained in the first member, to

express that the characteristic K operates on all that fol-

lows it in that member, namely, on the ternary product srq.

In like manner, if t be any fourth quaternion, we have
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K {t . srq) =K.srq. Kt;

that is

K . tsrq = K^ Kr Ks Kt

:

and so on, for any number of factors. The result of 190 may,

therefore, be thus extended :
—" The conjugate of the product of

any number of quaternions is equal to the product of the conju-

gates, taken in an inverted order." But also (by 1 14) the conju-

gate ofa vector is equal to the negative of that vector; thus,

Ka = -a, K^ = -/3, &c.

We have, therefore, not only the formula (see 89, 193),

K . j3a = + aj3,

for the case of two vectors, but also these others :

K . y(ia = - a(5yt

K.£8yi3a = -a/378£, &c.;

the sign + or - being used, according as the number of the vec-

tor factors is even or odd. Hence,

if7/3a = 8, then aj3y = -KS = S;

if tSyfta = K, then a[iySe = - K^ = ?

;

if r}t:tEy(5a = 9, then a/SySc^T, = - K = ;

and so on, for any odd number of vectors. The theorem enun-

ciated in the present article, respecting any such product of vec-

tors, is therefore proved to be true; and we see, conversely, by a

principle stated in 187, that " if the product of any odd number

of vectors be equal to the product of the same vectors taken in an

INVERTED ORDER, this product IS ITSELF a vcctor ;" because it is

equal to the negative of its own conjugate.

318. On the other hand, if the number of the vectors be

even, the same reasoning proves that their continued product is

changed to its own negative, if this product be a line, and if the

order of the factors be inverted : thus, not only have we the for-

mula (compare 82) for two vector factors,

a(5=K.(5a = -(ia,\i(ia = y,

but also, in like manner,
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ajiyB = - Sy(ia, if By(ia = e,

a(5yBeK = - ^cSy/Ba, if ^eSy^a = »,, &c.

And conversely, if the continued product of any even number of

vectors be equal to the negative of the product of the same vec-

tors taken in an inverted order, then each of these two products

is equal to a line. I may just notice here, what you will have

no difficulty now in proving for yourselves, as an extension of

the result of art. 192, that whatever the number offactors may

be, and whether they be vectors or quaternions, the reciprocal

of the product is always equal to the product of the recipro-

cals^ taken in an inverted order.

319. Again, the property of being equal to their own conju-

gates is one which belongs (1 14) to scalars^ and to no other quater-

nions ; for it is only when the angle of a versor vanishes, or be-

comes equal to two right angles, that no real change in the final

direction of the turned line, or versum (65), is produced by re-

versing the direction of the rotation (89), in order to pass to the

conjugate versor. We have then not only (compare 85) the for-

mula,

a/3=K.^a = /3a, if/3a = a,

but also

a/3yS = K . ly^a = SyjSa, if ly^a = 6,

and in like manner,

a^yliX, = ^eSyjSa, if this = c, &c.

;

a, b, c being here used to denote some scalar values. And con-

versely, ifa^ = (5a, or if ajSyS = SyjSa, &c., then each of these

two equated products of some given and even number of vectors,

in which the order of the factors is inverted in passing from one

product to the other, must be equal to some scalar value, such as

a, or b, &c.

320. Some interesting examples ofcontinued products ofvec-

tors are supplied by the consideration of rectilinear polygons, in-

scribed in a circle, or in a sphere. And first, for the case of u

plane triangle, abc, we know (by 197, 198) that the product

CA X BC X AB, or (a - C) (C - b) (c - a),
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of its three successive sides, regarded as three vectors, is another

rector, which has the direction of the tangent at the first corner,

A, to the circle circumscribed about the triangle, or more parti-

cularly, the direction of the tangent to the segment abc of this

circle; namely, the tangent at in the annexed figure &Q: so that

the product line thus found represents
. . Fig. 66.

the initial direction ofthe motion along '

^

the circumference,from a through b toe.
StfCT ^'^^^..—^ '

(Contrast with this the direction found // /\ f~"^~^^~^'n

in 131, for the fourth proportional to w/W \ /T\

BC, CA, and ab.) Let d be a fourth [ ''J"'--\^ / \\

point upon the same circumference, \ / \ \ .""/.,. /

taken (as we shall at first suppose) be- b\I \ \<^/ ^/y ^

tween c and a, on the continuation of \!>n;:\7><V^

the arc abc ; so that abcd is (compare A
fig. 27, art. 132) an inscribed 'dnd uncrossed quadrilateral; then

the continued product,

DA X CD X AC, Or(A-D) (d - C) (c - a),

by the same principle respecting an inscribed triangle, is con-

structed by a new line, which has the direction of the same tan-

gent AT to the circle as before. If, on the other hand, a point d'

be taken on the arc abc itself, so that (compare fig. 28, art. 132)

the inscribed quadrilateral abcd' is a crossed one, then the mo-

tion along the circumference from a through c to d' is opposite

to that from a through b to c ; and the continued product

d'a X cd' X AC, or (a - d') (d' - c) (c - a),

is represented, as to its direction, by the opposite tangent, at', in

the recent figure 66. Multiplying, then, with the help of the

associative principle, the product of the sides of the first triangle,

ABC, by the product of the sides of the second triangle, acd, and

observing that the product oftwo opposite vectors,

AC X CA, or (c - a) (a - c),

is always (by 84) a, positive scalar, we see that the continued

PRODUCT,

DA X CD X BC X AB, Or (a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a).
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ofthe FOUR SUCCESSIVE SIDES ofatl UNCROSSED QUADRILATERAL

IN A ciRCi<E, ABCD, IS cquol to tt NEGATIVE SCALAR ; because it

can only diflfer by a scalar and positive coefficient, or multiplier,

from the product at x at, or from the square of the tangential

vector AT, which square (by 85) is negative. On the other hand,

for the inscribed but crossed qiiadrilateral, abcd', the product

of the four successive sides,

d'a X cd' X bc X ab, or (a - d') (d' - c) (c -- b) (b - a),

may be shewn, by the same mode of reasoning, to be a positive

scalar ; because the product of the two opposite tangential vec-

tors, at and at', is positive. We have, therefore (by 113), the

following values for the versors of these two quaternary pro-

ducts :

U . (a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = - 1

;

U . (a - d') (d' - c) (c - b) (b - a) = + 1

.

321. We see then that the continued product of the four suc-

cessive sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is always

equal to a scalar ; a conclusion which, geometrically considered,

contains a characteristic property of the circle (compare 200)

;

and, which as a symbolic result^ appears likewise to be peculiar

(compare 198) to the calculus o{ quaternions. The formulae re-

cently written to express it may also (by 113) be thus trans-

formed (compare again 200) :

U.(D-c) (c-B) (b- a) = U(a-d);
U . (d'- c) (c - b) (b - a) = U (d - a) ;

or thus

:

U.(c-b) (b-a) = U.(c-d) (a-d)=U.(c-d') (d'-a);

or finally thus

:

_.C-B -.-C-D _^c-d'

A-B D-A A-d''

And under this last form, you will easily find that the result ex-

presses, in the notation of this calculus, the well-known supple-

mentary relation between opposite angles (abc, cda) of an un-

crossed quadrilateral in a circle, and the equally well known

relation of equality between angles (abc, ad'c) which are in one

X 2
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common segment. See the curved arrows in the recent figure 6Q.

And the equality of the angle abc to the angle t'ac (between

the chord ac and the tangent at' to the alternate segment) nnay

be expressed by writing, as the calculus allows us to do, with the

help of the associative principle,

U.(c-b) (b-a)= U((c-a).(a-c) (c-b) (b-a)J

= U . (c - a) (t - a) ; that is,

A - B' T - A

In several recent transformations, we have employed the princi-

pie, that the versor of the product ofany number offactors

(whether they be vectors or quaternions) ?.s equal to the product

OF THE VERSORS ; which is an extension of the corresponding

result of art. 188, respecting the versor of a product oi two qua-

ternions, and may be expressed symbolically by the formula,

un=nu:

this latter being analogous to the formula Til = IlT of art. 208,

which denoted the analogous extension of the result of 188, re-

specting the tensor of a product.

322. In the same figure 66^ let e be a new point, on the arc

ABCD prolonged ; and complete the inscribed and uncrossed pen-

tagony abode. The ternary product,

EA . DE . AD, or (a - e) (e - d) (d - a),

is a line in the direction of at ; multiplying this line, therefore,

into the quaternary product of the sides of the quadrilateral abcd,

which has been found to be a negative scalar,

(a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) < 0,

and remembering that the following product of two opposite

lines is positive,

(d - a) (a- d) > 0,

we find, by the associative principle, that the following quinary

product ofvectors,

EA . DE . CD . BC . AB = (a - e) (e - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a).
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namely, the product oftheJive successive sides of the inscribed

and uncrossed pentagon abode, is a line having the direction of

the opposite tangential vector, at'. Had we chosen to consider

either of the two inscribed and crossed pentagons, abcde', abcd'b,

in the same figure QQ, we should have found by similar reason-

ings, that the product of the five successive sides of each penta-

gon was equal to a line in the direction of the original tangent

at itself, and not in the opposite direction. For an inscribed

hexagon, the product of sides would be found to be again a sca-

lar. And so proceeding, we might shew with ease that " the

product of the successive sides ofa polygon inscribed in a circle

is equal to a scalar, if the number of the sides be even; but to

a tangential vector, drawn at the first corner of the polygon,

if the number ofsides be odd." It is worth noticing that in each

of these two cases the product remains unchanged (by 317, 319),

when the order of the factors is inverted.

323. Passing now from plane to gauche polygons, that is to

rectilinear and closed figures which are not contained in any sin-

gle plane, let us consider in the first place a gauche (or bent)

quadrilateral, abcd, inscribed in a spheric surface. The
planes of abc and acd being now, by hypothesis, distinct, they

cut the sphere in two different circles, which may be conceived

to he projected orthographically, in fig, 67, into two ellipses, on

the tangent plane at a : and

the same two secant planes cut

also this tangent plane in two

different straight lines, at and

AU, neither coincident with nor

opposite to each other in direc-

tion, but touching respectively

the two circles (or the two el-

lipses) just now mentioned.

We may also conceive that these

tangents are so chosen as to touch the segments, abc, acd,

themselves, rather than the alternate segments of the two cir-

cles just now mentioned; and then (320) the two ternary pro-

ducts of vectors,

(a - c) (c - b) (b - a), and (a - d) (d - c) (c - a),

Fig. 67.
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will be lines, in the directions, respectively, of these two tan-

gents, AT and AU. Hence by a process the same in principle as

that of art. 320, and only slightly modified to meet the present

question, we find that the quaternary product,

(a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a),

of the four successive sides of the gauche quadrilateral, differs

only by a scalar and positive coeflBcient from that quaternion

which is the product of the two tangential vectors; so that the

versors of these two products must be equal, and we may write

the following equation

:

U . (a - D) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = U . (u - a) (t - a).

324. The radius oa (if o be the centre of the sphere) is of

course perpendicular to both the tangents, at and au ; it is evi-

dent, therefore, from our general principles respecting the multi-

plication of any two lines (88, 273) that the unit-axis of the

recent quaternary product must either coincide with, or be op-

posite to, the direction of this radius, according as the rotation,

round the radius prolonged, from au to at, is positive or nega-

tive; we may then write,

Ax . (a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = ± U (a - o).

With respect to the angle of the same quaternary product, con-

sidered as a versor or as a quaternion, it is equal, by the same

general principles, to the supplement of the angle uat at a, be-

tween the two tangents au, at ; or to the angle between at and

au' (ua prolonged through a) ; or finally, to the angle at a, upon

the surface of jthe sphere, between the two small circle arcs,

ABC and ADC, as suggested in the annexed

figure 68. We know then perfectly how to

interpret the continued product offour suc-

cessive sides of any gauche quadrilateral

:

na.me\y, by circumscribing a sphere about it,
^\

\

^

and then proceeding as above. For the axis

of the product is a normal to this sphere at

the first corner a of the quadrilateral ; the out-

ward or inward direction of this normal being

determined, as above, by the character of a

certain rotation : and the angle of the ^ame U/
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product is the angle of the lunule abcda, if we agree to give this

name lunule to theJigure bounded (generally) by two portions of

small circles on a sphere (as here by abc and adc), which portions

may be greater than halves of those small circles. With respect

to the tensor of the product, it is of course still equal to the pro-

duct of the tensors, or to the product of the numbers which ex-

press the lengths of the four sides of the quadrilateral. When the

point D approaches indefinitely to the plane of abc, the inscribed

quadrilateral tends indefinitely to become a plane one
;
and the

angle of the product of its sides, being still equal to the angle of

the lunule, tends to vanish for the case of a crossed figure, but to

become equal to two right angles for the case of an uncrossed

one ; and thus the results of 320, respecting a quadrilateral in a

circle, are reproduced as limits of more general conclusions, re-

specting quadrilaterals in a sphere.

325. If we pass from the gauche quadrilateral abcd to a

gauche pentagon, such as abcde, inscribed in the same sphere,

and draw a line av at a to touch the circle or rather the segment

ADE, this new tangential vector av will have the direction of the

vector which is equal to the ternary product,

(a-e) (e-d) (d-a).

Again, the following product of opposite lines is positive,

(d-a) (a-d)>0;

and the ternary product,

AV X AU X AT,

of three coplanar tangents to the sphere at a, is another line in

the same tangent plane ; hence the quinary product of the five

successive sides of the inscribed pentagon,

(a - e) (e - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a),

is a line, having this last mentioned direction in the tangent

plane to the sphere at a. We may, therefore, write,

U . (a - e) (E - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) =

U.(v-a)(u-a)(t-a);

and may construct the direction of the line, which is the value of

this quinary product, by means of a tangent aw at a to a tiew
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circle ; namely, to one situated (see the annexed figure 69) in the

same tangent plane to the sphere,

and cutting the lines at and av in

two points t' and v', such that the

joining line, or chord t'v', of this

new circle, may be parallel to the y'/

line AU, or to the plane acd. And

so proceeding, for hexagons, hepta-

gons, &c., inscribed in the same

sphere, and having their first corners

at a, we should always find reductions of the same general charac-

ter ; namely, to products of four, five, or more tangential vectors,

all situated in the plane which touches the sphere at a. But in ge-

neral it is easy to shew that not only for three coplanar lines, but

for any odd number of such vectors, the product is a /me, in the

same plane ; and that not only for two^ but for any even number

of coplanar vectors, the product is in general a quaternion whose

axis \& perpendicular to the common plane. If then we inscribe

in a sphere a rectilinear polygon with any odd number of sides,

for example, a gauche heptagon abcdefg, the product

(a - g) (g - f) (f - e) (k - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a)

of its successive sides will always be a line, constructed by a rec-

tilinear tangent to the sphere at the first corner a of the polygon ;

but if we inscribe in the same sphere a polygon with an even

number of sides, suppose a gauche hexagon, abcdef, then the

product of its successive sides,

(a - f) (f - e) (e - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a),

will be in general a quaternion, of which the axis will be nor-

mal to the given sphere at the point a, while the plane of the

same quaternion will be tangential to the same sphere at the

same point ; or at least parallel to the tangent plane at that

point, a distinction which, however, is unimportant in the present

theory.

326. The theorem respecting a pentagon in a sphere,

which was proved in the last article, namely, that the product of

its five successive sides is a line, or a vector, involves a property
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which is characteristic of the sphere, and suffices to distin-

guish thisfrom EVERY OTHER curvcd surface. In fact (/"the

quinary product of the sides ab, . . . ea, be equal to any line aw,

so that

(a - e) (e - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a) = w - a
;

and if, as is allowed, we conceive the same three ternary pro-

ducts, as before, of sides and diagonals, to be constructed, in

lengths as well as in directions (see 198), by three other lines,

AT, AU, Av, which shall touch respectively the three circles abc,

AGO, ADE, and shall give the three equations,

(a - c) (c - b) (b - a) = t - A,

(a - d) (d - c) (c - a) = u - A,

(a - b) (e - d) (d - a) = V - A,

we shall then, by the associative principle, have the expression,

^, ^_ (v-a)(u-a)(t-a)
(d - a) (a - d) . (c - a) (a - c)'

in which the denominator is a positive scalar (as being the pro-

duct of two such scalars), and therefore the numerator, like the

fraction, must denote a line. The three lines at, au, av must,

therefore, be coplanar ; because three lines which are not con-

tained in any common plane have (as has been shewn) a quater-

nion, but not a vector, for their product. The three lately men-

tioned circles, namely, abc, acd, ade, have therefore their tan-

gents at A contained in one common plane ; which (if their own

three planes be distinct) is evidently the tangent plane at a to

the sphere abcd, circumscribed about the two first circles, or

about the gauche quadrilateral, abcd. Thus the third tangent

AV must be the intersection of this tangent plane with the plane

of the third circle, ade ; and if this third circle could differ from

the circle in which its plane ade cuts the sphere abcd, we should

have two distinct circles, in one common plane, intersecting each

other in the two points a and d, and yet having a common tan-

gent Av, at one of those two points of intersection ; which would

evidently (by Euclid) be absurd. The circle ade is therefore

not distinct from the intersection of its plane with the sphere

abcd ; or, in other words, this sphere contains that circle. That
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is to say, the gauche pentagon abcde, of which the product of

the five successive sides has been given (in the present article)

to be a line, is, for that reason, a pentagon inscriptible in

A SPHERE : and its corners, a, b, c, d, b, are five homosph^ric

POINTS.

327. The existence therefore of such a homospharic relation

between any five points a, b, c, d, e, or the condition required

for those five points being situated upon one common spheric

surface, may be expressed in this Calculus by the following

EQUATION OF HOMOSPH-ERICISM :

AB . BC . CD . DE . EA = EA . DE . CD . BC . AB

;

where ab is used as a synibol for the vector b - a, &c. ; because,

by 317, if the product of five vectors remain thus unchanged

when the order of the factors is inverted, that product is itself vl

vector. And that other condition which is required for four

points A, B, c, D, being situated upon one common circle (or

rather on one circular circumfeience), or the general equation

OF concircularity, may (by 319, 320, 321) be written under

the closely analogous form :

AB . BC . CD . DA = DA . CD . BC . AB.

328. Indeed we might deduce this latter equation for the cir-

cle, from the former equation for the sphere. To shew this, con-

ceive first that ABCD is a gauche quadrilateral, and that e is a

point upon the circumscribed sphere, extremely near to a. The

vector DE, or the fourth side of the inscribed pentagon abcde,

will then almost coincide with the vector da, or with the fourth

side of the gauche quadrilateral ; but the vector ea, or the fifth

side of the pentagon, will be a very short line, almost tangential

to the sphere at a, but otherwise arbitrary in its direction, even

when the quadrilateral is given. Passing then to the limit, or

supposing that (according to a phraseology often used) the point

e is infinitely near to a, we see that the plane of the quater-

nion, which is equal to the product

DA . CD . BC . AB, Or (a - d) (d - c) (c - b) (b - a),

must coincide with (or be parallel to) the tangent plane at a to the
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sphere abcd; because its conjugate quaternion, ab . bc . cd . da,

when operating as a multiplier on a line ea of arbitrary direc-

tion in that plane, produces a line. This result is indeed in-

cluded in what was found, at the end of art. 325, respecting in-

scribed gauche polygons with any even number of sides ; and, as

relates to the inscribed and gauche quadrilateral, it agrees with

what was shewn in 324, respecting the normal character of the

axis of the quaternion da.cd. bc .ab. Still it appeared to be

instructive to shew how this property of the quadrilateral could

be obtained as a limit from the property of the pentagon in a

sphere : and if we now suppose the gauche quadrilateral ioflat-

ten gradually into a plane one, without ceasing to be inscribed

in a sphere, it will come at last to be inscribed in a circle,

through which indeflnitely many spheres may be conceived to

pass, so as to have this circle abcd for the common intersection

of all of them. There would, therefore, be found, in this way,

indefinitely many planes, intersecting each other in the tangent

to the circle at the point a, any one of which planes would have

as good a title as any other to be regarded as the (indeterminate)

tangent plane at a to the (indeterminate) sphere abcd; and con-

sequently as the plane of the product, d a . CD . bc . ab. But the

only case in which the plane of the product of given and deter-

mined factors, all diiferent from zero, and taken in a given order,

can (in this calculus) be indeterminate, is the case where this

product degenerates (122, &c.) from a quaternion to a scalar.

The scalar character (321) of the product of ihefour successive

sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, is therefore found,

by these considerations of limits, and by the rules of the calculus

of quaternions, to be deducible from the vector character (325) of

the product of the five successive sides of a pentagon inscribed

in a sphere.

329. From what has thus been shewn respecting quadrila-

terals and pentagons in spheres, several consequences may be

drawn, a few of which shall be stated here. Suppose then, first,

that it is required to express that the point p is on the plane

which touches at a the sphere abcd ; we may do this by express-

ing that the quaternion product of the four successive sides ab,

&c., of the quadrilateral abcu, when multiplied by the tangent
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AP, or that this latter tangent multiplied by the conjugate of that

quaternion, produces another line; or (see 317) that these two

multiplications conduct to one common result : that is, in sym-

bols, by the formula,

AB . BC . CD . DA . AP = AP . DA . CD . BC . AB.

Such, therefore, relatively to the point p, is one form of the

EQUATION OF THE TANGENT PLANE tO the Sphere ABCD at A.

We see then that if the sphere he finite and determinate, or in

other words if the quadrilateral abcd be gauche, so that the fol-

lowing EQUATION OF COPLANARITY of thc^Mr pointS A, B, C, D,

AB . BC . CD = CD . BC . AB,

is not satisfied, the two following equations between the five

points A, B, c, D, E,

AB . BC . CD . DE . EA = EA . DE . CD . BC . AB,

AB . BC . CD . DA . AE = AE . DA . CD . BC . AB,

must be incompatible, except under the supposition that

E = A, or AE = a null line

;

that is (when abcd are not coplanar) the two last equations be-

tween the five points a . . . E can only co-exist under the suppo-

sition that E coincides with a. In fact the first of those two

equations expresses (by 327) that e is on the spheric surface

abcd; while the second equation expresses (by the present arti-

cle) that the same point e is on the tangent plane to the same

sphere at a. When we come to establish and develope, in the

next Lecture, the distributive principle of multiplication of qua-

ternions, we shall be able to confirm this result by a simple pro-

cess of calculation.

330. Again, let it be required to inscribe, in a given sphere,

a gauche quadrilateral, abcd, whose fiiur successive sides,

AB, . . . DA, shall be respectively parallel to four given radii,

oi, OK, OL, OM. In the an-

nexed figure 70, let g be a t

point of crossing of the arcs

IK, LM, and take two other P -X- -Xr- --- - P/

points F, H, such that \,

-" FG = ^ IK, - GH = - LM
;
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then eitherpole of the great circle fh may be taken as the sought

position of the first corner a of the quadrilateral to be inscribed.

For the quaternion da . cd . bc . ab can only differ by its tensor

from the product of the four parallel radii, om.ol.ok.oi, or

from the product of the two quotients of radii,

OM -r OL X OK -T- OI = OH -f- OF ;

the tangent plane at the sought point A is therefore /?ara//e/ (by

328) to the plane of this last quotient of radii, that is to the

plane of the two radii of, oh themselves. And as to the ambi-

guity ofpole of the great circle fh, giving two opposite points

upon the surface, either of which may serve as the position of

the first corner a, it is evident that such an ambiguity ought, by

the very nature of the problem, to exist ; for if there be any in-

scribed polygon, abc . . . z, and if we pass from each corner to

the point diametrically opposite thereto, upon the spheric surface,

we shall thus form a new inscribed polygon, a'b'c' . . . z', of which

the sides shall be respectively parallel to the sides of the old one,

a'b'
II
AB, b'c'

II
BC, . . . z'a'

II
ZA.

331. The process of the foregoing article, for inscribing a

gauche quadrilateral with sides parallel to four given radii, was

properly an analytic process ; in the sense that it assumed the

possibility of the required inscription ; or that it only proved that

if any quadrilateral could be inscribed, according to the given

conditions, then the first corner must have one of those two dia-

metrically opposite positions, a and a', which are the poles of the

great circle fh. A converse and synthetic process has still to be

assigned, which shall shew a posteriori^ though still (if we think

fit) with the help of the principles of quaternions, that each of

the two points a, a', is in fact fit to he the first corner of an in-

scribed quadrilateral, abcd or a'b'c'd', which shall satisfy all the

conditions of the question. And for this purpose it appears to be

useful to consider here another problem, which is also otherwise

interesting, respecting rectilinear polygons in spheres : namely,

to assign an expression for the w'* radius, op,„ belonging to a

system of n radii,

OPi, OP.^, . . . OP„,
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which are formed or derived in succession from a given initial

radius op, by inscribing a system of n rectilinear chords,

PPl, P, Pa, . . . Pn-l Pn,

respectively parallel to n given radii of the same sphere, which

may be thus denoted,

oil, 0I2, . . . oi„;

or to any other n given lines in space.

332. Consider for this purpose any two radii oa, ob, of a

circle (a great circle of the sphere), and draw, as in the annexed

figure 71, the diameter coc' parallel to

the chord ab ; draw also the diame- ^^J__"

ter bob': and let it be required to ex- y^ ^\
press OB, or its opposite ob , by means /\^ X\
of OA and oc (or oc'). Here, because a / '^v y^ \

conical rotation through two right an- ^\
y ^7^

—

~f C'

eles, round either oc or oc' as an axis, \ -;:'' .1 /o ' \ ,' yo-i I

would brinsr the radius OA into the V' /
position ob', it results from the pre- \^^^^^^^^/
sent Lecture (arts. 290, 291) that this

radius ob' may be expressed as follows

:

ob' = oc X oa -7- oc = oc' X OA -7- OC'.

But ob is opposite to ob'; wherefore

OB = - oc X OA -T- oc = - oc' X oa -7- OC'.

Or writing for conciseness,

OA = a, OB = /3, OC = 7,

the expression for j3 as a function of a and 7 is found to be

:

333. It is worth observing that this expression holds good,

whatever arbitrary length may be assigned to the radius of the

circle, or to the two equally long lines a and /3. The same

expression is valid also independently of the length of 7, which

symbol may denote any line parallel to the chord ab, with either

of two opposite directions, or any portion of that chord. So that
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if AOB, in fig. 72, be any isosceles triangle on the base ab, and if

D, E, F be any points on that base,

or on its prolongations, we shall have ^'^* '^'

the expressions

:

OB = - AD X OA -i- AD

= - AE X OA — AE = - AF X OA -f- AF.

334. It is easy now to resolve

the problem proposed in art. 331, re-

specting a polygon of any number of sides, inscribed in a sphere.

Writing

OP = /3, OPi = /Oh OP2 = |02, . . . 0P„ = /o„,

and

we have

and

oil = tij Ola = /2, . . . oi„ = („,

T/O = T|Oj = T/O2 = . . = T|On,

Pi - P II tn Pi - P\ II h) ' • pn- pn-i || in 5

therefore, by 332,

pi = -lipii'^) P2 = -hp\li'^ 'i
••• /On =-'7i/0n- !«»'•

Hence, by the associative principle, and by the end of art. 318,

j02 = + l2lipll'^l2'^ = + hll . p . (t2<0'' ;

/03 = - hhiipii' ' 12' ^ £3" * = - lihii p • (hhti)' '

;

and if we make, for abridgment,

we shall have, finally, as the expression required in 331, the fol-

lowing :

OPn = pn = (-yqnpqn'^ ',

where qn is generally a quaternion.

335. In this expression we may, on the plan of 333, substi-

tute for the radii, t,, . . in, any lines to which they are parallel

;

for example, any segments of the n successive chords, ppi,

. . . Pn.iPn. Suppose then that Ai, A2, . . . An are any n new points,

not^situated on the surface of the sphere, but taken respectively
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on the n chords ppj, PiPg, &c., or on those chords prolonged
;

and let us write,

OAi = ai, OA2 = a2> • • OA„ = On.

Make also,

^1 = ai-/o,

?2 = (a2-pi) qu

93 = ("3 - /02) gsi

Qn = (an-pn-i) gn-l 't

we shall have the following system of expressions for the n suc-

cessive radii, from oPi to oPn, or from pi to /o„, considered as de-

rived (see the annexed fig. 73) in succession from the initial ra-

dius OP or p, and from the n points^ k\ to An, through which the

n chords, ppi to p„. 1 p„, or their prolongations,

are to pass: ^'^" ^^'

pi = -gipqi-^y

P3 = -qzpqi'\

Pn = {-Yqnpqn^

this last expression being thus of the same form as that found in

the foregoing article.

336. We see then that whether the n chords pPi, . . . p„.i Pn

be parallel to n given lines, or pass through n given points, there

is always a certain quaternion, §'„, which can be formed by suc-

cessive multiplication of those n lines, or of n segments of the

chords parallel thereto, and which is such that the final radius /o„

itself, if n be even, or the opposite radius -p„, if w be odd, shall

admit of being derived from the initial radius p, by a conical ro-

tation (286, &c.) through double the angle of this quaternion,

performed round the axis thereof In order, then, that the points

p, Pj, &c., may be the corners of an inscribed and closed poly-

gon of w sides, or in order that the following coincidence of points,

or equality of vectors, may hold good,

P„ = P, or /On = Pi

it is necessary and sufficient, if w be even^ that the quaternion qn
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should either degenerate into a scalar^ or else have its plane per-

pendicular to the initial radius p, or its axis coincident there-

with, so that the conical rotation may leave that initial radius un-

changed. And if the number n be orfrf, then, for the closure of

the polygon, it is necessary and sufficient that the quaternion gn

should degenerate into a vector, perpendicular to the same initial

radius p ; in order that the reversal of this radius may be effected

by a plane rotation through two right angles : into which

plane rotation, or semi-revolution, the conical rotation through

2 L qm round Ax . qn, will under these conditions degenerate. In

symbols, for an even-sided polygon, the equation of closure
will be,

P = 9npqn'^) or pqn = ^n/O ;

which gives generally the parallelism.

Ax . qn II p,

with inclusion of that limiting case for which the quaternion be-

comes a scalar, and its axis becomes indeterminate. But for an

odd-sided polygon the equation ofclosure is,

p = -qnpqn.h OT pqn = -qnp;

which can only be satisfied by supposing

qn = - K^'n J_ p.

And from the composition of qn as a product of n lines, which are

respectively parallel to or coincident with the n successive sides

of the closed figure, or at least with segments of those n sides,

it is evident that the general results of art. 325, respecting odd

and even-sided polygons inscribed in a sphere, are thus confirmed

and reproduced. For we see that the quaternion product qn

either reduces itself to a tangential vector at p, or else is repre-

sented by a biradial (93, &c.) in the tangent plane at that point,

according as n is an odd or an even number.

337. It is easy now to prove, synthetically (or a. posteriori)

by quaternions, as was proposed in 331, that either of the two
poles of the great circle fh in fig. 70, which werefound analyti-

cally (or d priori) in 330, is in fact adapted to be the first corner

A of an inscribed and gauche quadrilateral abcd, whose sides

Y
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shall be respectively parallel to the four given radii drawn to the

points I, K, L, M, in the same figure 70. For if we start with

any point p upon the same spheric surface, and draw from that

point four successive chords,

PPl
II
01, PiPa II

OK, P2P3
II
OL, P3P4 i OM,

then the radius 0P4 may be derived from the radius op by the
formula,

where the quaternion g'4, when reduced to its own versor, admits

(by 330, 334) of being thus expressed, with reference to fig. 70 ;

<74 = OH -1. OF.

That is to say, the point P4 may be obtained from the point p,

by a rotation in a small circle^ parallel to the great circle fh,

and through an arc PP4, which in direction is similar to, but in

number of degrees is double of the arc fh. Now not only will

such a rotation effect an actual change in the position of every

other point on the surface, except the poles of fh, hut also it will

leave those two points unchanged; so that if we set out with one

ofthem as the point a, and draw three successive chords parallel

to three of the given radii,

AB
II
01, BC

II
OK, CD

tl
OL,

we shall have also \}[i\% fourth parallelism,

DA
II
om;

but if we start with any other point for a, the three first paral-

lelisms will not conduct to the fourth (P4 being then different

from p). We have, therefore, not merely confirmed the analysis

of 330, but also have supplied the synthesis which was required

in 331.

338. From what has just been shewn, it follows that, if we
start with any point a on the sphere, which is not one of the

poles of FH, in fig. 70, and draw^wr successive chords, parallel

to the four given radii,

AB
II
01, BC

II
OK, CD

II
OL, DE

||
OM,

the point e thus obtained will not coincide with a. We may,
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however, ^om it to a by z.fifth chords and so close the inscribed

pentagon, abcde ; and may then draw dififth radius^ on, parallel

to thefifth side of this pentagon, or to the fifth chord just men-

tioned, so as to have

EA
II
ON.

But on account of the conical rotation by which the point e can

be derived from a (like P4 from p in 337), vee see that this fifth

side or chord ea must be perpendicular to the axis of that rota-

tion, or parallel to the plane of the great circle fh ; and conse-

quently that the fifth radius on must terminate in a point n
situated somewhere upon that great circle. Now in fig. 70, art.

330, we have

^ FH = ^ LM + ^ IK
;

and the arcs ik, lm are the first and third sides of the spheri-

cal or SUPERSCRIBED (not rectilinear and inscribed) pentagon,

IKLMN. Conversely, we might have started with an arbitrary

and inscribed gauche pentagon abcde, and have derived from its

five successive sides the five respectively parallel radii, or the five

points I, K, L, M, N upon the sphere ; after which we might

have formed the arc fh, as in fig. 70, and have shewn, as above,

that the point n is situated somewhere upon that arc, or on its

prolongation. We arrive then at the foWowing graphic property

of the inscribed gauche pentagon, which might however have

been deduced more directly from the equation ofhomosphcBvicism

(in 327), and may be regarded as a geometrical interpretation of

that equation : "i/J in a sphere, the five successive sides ofan

INSCRIBED gauche PENTAGON (abcde) be respectively parallel

to thefive RADII drawn to the five corners ofa superscribed

SPHERICAL PENTAGON (iklmn), then the fifth corner (n) of
the SECotiTt pentagon is situated somewhere upon that great

CIRCLE (fh) ofwhich a portion coincides with the arcual sum

(^ LM + ^ ik) ofthe first and third sides ofthat second pen-

tagon ;" those sides being taken in a suitable order (third plus

first). And this relation between the directions of the five sides

of an inscribed gauche pentagon may also be regarded as a gra-

phic property of the sphere itself ; by which property that

surface (compare 326) is sufiiciently characterized, and dis-

Y 2
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tinguished from all other curved surfaces. In fact this relation

ofdirections is for space and for the sphere, the analogue of

the well-known and elementary relation for the plane and for the

circle, between the directions of the sides of an inscribed quadri-

lateral, which is given in the third Book of Euclid. And accord-

ingly the last-mentioned relation may be deduced, as a liinit, from

the former ; because (as we have seen in 328) the equation of

concircularity may be obtained, as a limiting form, from the

equation of homosphcericism.

339. After what has been said respecting inscribed polygons,

you can have no difficulty now in proving that if a gauche hep-

tagon, abcdefg, and a gauche hexagon, a'b'c'd'eV, be both in-

scribed in the same sphere ; and if theJirst six sides of the hep-

tagon be parallel respectively to the six successive sides of the

hexagon,

ab
II
a'b', bc

II
b'c', CD

II
c'd',

DE
II

d'b', EF
II
e'f', FG

II
f'a',

then the seventh side^ ga, of the hexagon will be parallel to the

tangent plane to the sphere, at \.\xe first corner, a', of the hexa-

gon. If, then, we draw successively, from the seventh corner, g,

of the heptagon, six new chords of the sphere, respectively pa-

rallel to the same six successive sides of the hexagon, and in the

same order, namely,

GH
II
a'b', hi

II
b'c', IK

II
c'd',

KL
II
d'e', LM

II
e'f', MN

II
f'a',

we shall have, in like manner, the closing chord or^na/ side, ng,

of the new inscribed heptagon, ghiklmn, parallel to the same

tangent plane at a'. And hence it follows evidently, that the

plane, agn, ofthe extreme and middle corners (first, seventh

and thirteenth) of the inscribed polygon of thirteen sides,

ABCDEFGHIKLMN,

is PARALLEL TO THE SAME TANGENT PLANE, at the firSt COmer

a' of the hexagon : because it contains two lines, or chords, ga,

NG (and of course also the third chord na), which two lines have

been seen to be parallel to that plane.

340. An obvious generalization of the reasoning in the fore-
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going article, conducts to the following Theorem:— " If any

even-sided polygon of 2» sides,

Ai A2 . . . Agfi,

be given as inscribed in a sphere ; and if, starting from any arbi-

trary point p on the same sphere, we draw 2« successive chords,

parallel respectively to the 2« sides of this polygon,

PPl
II
A1A2, P1P2

II
A2A3, . . . P2n-|P2n

II
AZnAi ;

and then again start from the last point v^n thus obtained, and

draw 2« other successive chords, parallel to the same 2n succes-

sive sides of the given and even-sided polygon,

P2nP2n+l
II
A1A2, . • . P4»i-lP4n

II
AjnAi ;

and finally join the new point P4n to p : the plane of the extreme

and middle corners PP2nP4n, of the inscribed polygon of4n+l
sideSf

PP1P2 . . . P2n-lP2nP2n*l • • • P4n-lP4n,

will be parallel to the plane which touches the sphere at thefirst

corner^ Ai, ofthe inscribed polygon of In sides" For example,

we might assume n = 2 (instead of 3, which was its value in the

last article) ; and then we should have a parallelism between a

certain diagonal plane of an inscribed enneagon, and the tangent

plane at a corner of a gauche and inscribed quadrilateral.

341. One of the most important applications of the associa-

tive principle of multiplication is to the composition of coni-

cal ROTATIONS, whose axes are supposed (at first) to pass all

through one common point, which may be taken for the origin

of vectors. In fact, by 192, 286, and by the associative princi-

ple, we see that the following symbols are equivalent,

rqB {rq)-^ = r.qBq-'^ .7-^
;

and that they both denote one common position, into which a

body B is brought, by either of the two following processes. The

first process, represented by the right hand member of the last

equation, consists in making this body B revolve successively,

through the angles 2 L q and 2 Z. r, round the two successive axes.

Ax . q and Ax . r, which are both supposed to be drawn through
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or from the common origin o. The second process, represented

by the left hand member of the same equation, consists in making

the same body revolve round a single resultant axis, Ax . rq

(drawn from the same point o), through one resultant angle^

namely, 2 L.rq. The operation performed in this latter process

is therefore equivalent, as regards its effect, to the system

of the two successive operations, which are accomplished in the

former process. And thus any two successive andfinite conical

rotations, round two axes passing through one point, are with

the greatest ease compounded, by the multiplication of two

quaternions, into a third and single conical rotation, round an

axis through the same point o. And in like manner may any

NUMBER of such given successive and conical rotations be com-

pounded into one, with a (generally) determined axis and angle,

by first multiplying together, in the given order, the quaternions

q,r,s, . . . , which represent, by their axes and angles, the halves

of the given rotations, and then taking the axis and the doubled

angle of that quaternion product,

p = . . . srq,

which is obtained by the foregoing multiplication. For example,

by art. 286, and by the associative principle, the symbol

srq B {srq)'^

denotes that position into which the body B is brought, by three

successive conical rotations round the three successive axes.

Ax .q. Ax .r. Ax .s, all drawn from the origin o, and through

the three successive angles denoted by iLq, 2 Lr, 2 z. « ; and the

composition of this symbol indicates that the same final position

of the body B may be obtained from the same given initial posi-

tion (whateverthat may be), by a single resultant rotation round

the axis

Ax . p = Ax . srq,

through the angle

2lp = 2L,srq.

342. As an instance of the general correspondence, between

the multiplication of two quaternions, and the composition of two
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conical rotations, let us consider first the following very simple

formula of art. 118;

/3-T-o = /3xa-^

This formula gives, by taking the reciprocals (see 44, 192),

a^/3 = ax/3-i;

and therefore, by the associative principle,

(i3--«)/r)(a^/3) = j3.a-Va./3-^

Hence, on the plan of the foregoing article (341), we may infer

that a conical rotation through two right angles round a*^ or

(what comes to the same thing) round the oppositely directed

axis a, being followed by another such rotation through the same
amount round (5, produces on the whole the same effect as a co-

nical rotation round the axis of the quaternion quotient /3 -i- o,

through the double of the angle of the same quaternion, that is,

through twice the angle between a and /3, whatever the original

direction of the operand vector p may be. Or if, as in the an-

nexed figure 74, we first reflect any arbi-

trary point p upon the sphere, with respect ...'-.,.

to a given point A, till it takes the position q/
Q, and then again reflect the point q with r' bxTi"--^ p'

i

respect to another given point b, till it ac- j^i^ ,Z _^'
quires the new position r, so that

the passage on the spheric surface, from the first position p to the

third position r, may be made along an arc of a small circle, pr,

which in direction is similar to, and in number of degrees is

double of, the arc of a great circle ab. We have already had an

example of the truth of this theorem in art. 292, where the points

E, F, D, of fig. 40, art. 224, took the places of the recent points

p, Q, R. But lest it should appear that this case was in some

way a particular one, on account of the comparative complexity

of fig. 40, and the number of other considerations which that

figure was designed to illustrate, let us conceive that, in the

simpler figure 74 of the present article, the arcs pp', qq', rr',

are perpendicular to the great circle through a, b, and are let
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fall thereon as such from the three points p, q, r. We shall

then have evidently, by the construction, the two arcual equa-

tions (217),

r\ p'a = ry AQ', r\ q'b = /> BR'
;

and the three perpendiculars pp', qq', rr', will at least be equally

long^ although not arcually equals in the same full sense of art.

217. Hence the points p and r are equally distant on the sphere

from the positive pole of the arc ab ; and, therefore, we can pass

from the former point p to the latter point r, by a rotation round

that pole, along an arc of a small circle pr (represented in the

figure by a dotted line), which is parallel to the arc of a great

circle ab, having also the same direction therewith, and the

same number ofdegrees as its own projection p'r' thereon, which

projection is seen to be the double of the same arc ab,

^ p'r'= 2 A AB.

The theorem of the present article is therefore proved, or con-

firmed, by this simple geometrical reasoning ; and you perceive,

of course, conversely, that any proposed rotation pr in a small

circle, of any given amount and round any given positive pole,

may be decomposed into two rotations, performed along TVfo

small semicircles ; or still more simply, into two successive

REFLEXIONS with respcct to two points a, b, assumed anywhere

on a great circle round the given pole, at an interval ab which in

direction is similar to the proposed conical rotation, and in amount

is equal to the half o{ it.

343. Consider next the fundamental multiplicational identity

of art. 49,

7-a = (7^j3)x0^a).

On the general plan of art. 341, we can infer from this equation,

or may interpret it as signifying, that a conical rotation repre-

sented by the double of any arc of a great circle ab, being fol-

lowed by a second conical rotation which is represented in like

manner by the double of any other and successive arc, bc, of

another great circle, produces on the whole the same eifect as

that third and resultant conical rotation, which is (on the

same general plan) represented by the double of the arc ac
;
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that is, by the double of the sum of the halves ofthe arcs

which represent the two component and conical rotations.

When a conical rotation is thus said to be represented by a given

arc of a great circle, we are to understand that the axis and

angle of the rotation in question are such, that they would cause

the initial point of the arc to revolve, in one plane , till it should

take the position of thefnal point of the same given represen-

tative ARC. This being clearly understood, there is no difficulty

in confirming, by a simple geometrical diagram, the theorem of

composition just now stated (which perhaps may have long been

known), with the help of what was established in the preceding

article. For let abc, in the annexed figure 75,

be any spherical triangle, and p any point upon

the sphere. Reflect p with respect to a, to the

position Q ; and again reflect q to r, with re- / L
spect to the point b. An arc of a small circle, P<r/^

PR, can (by 342) be drawn, which shall be pa- o^^'^
rallel to the arc of a great circle ab, and simi-

lar to it in direction, but double of it in amount. Thus r is

the position to which we pass from p, in virtue of the^r*^ com-

ponent and conical rotation, considered in the present article.

To accomplish the second component conical rotation, repre-

sented by the double of the arc bc, we may, in like manner, first

reflect r, with respect to b, back again to the position q, and

then reflect q, with respect to c, to the new position s. On the

whole, then, the point which was at p will have been brought to

s (through Q, R, and q again, as intermediate positions on the

sphere). But it is clear that this complex process has (in a cer-

tain sense) geometrically eliminated the point b. For we may
pass, without using that point b (or r) at all, from the position

p to the pobition s, by first reflecting p to q through a, and then

reflecting q, through c, to s. But, by the foregoing article, the

process of double reflexion last described is equivalent to a

single conical rotation, represented by the double of the arc

AC. This one rotation is therefore seen, by this geometrical con-

struction, to be the resultant of the two successive rotations, re-

presented by the doubles of the arcs ab and bc ; which illustrates,
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and (if it had been necessary) would confirm^ the theorem stated

at the commencement of the present article.

344. It is extremely easy to infer, from what has just been

proved, the following theorem, namely, that three successive

and conical rotations^ represented by the doubles of the three

SUCCESSIVE SIDES OF ANY SPHERICAL TRIANGLE, produCe ON THE

WHOLE, NO EFFECT. In symbols, on the plan of art. 341, this

theorem is expressed by the identity, written here in a fractional

form,

Geometrically considered, and with reference to the recent fig.

75, it comes simply to observing that we can pass back from s to

p by reflecting s to q through c, and q to p through a. Fig.

40 might also be used to illustrate this, and several other con-

nected conclusions.

345. You can have no difficulty now, in interpreting simi-

larly the more general identity, for any number of successive

quotients multiplied, which may be thus denoted

:

a K I d

K I d t]
* 7/3o

Fig. 76.

nor in proving that it expresses (on the same plan of art. 341)

that whatever spherical polygon may be pictured, in the annexed

figure 76, by abcd . . . g, the

double of the rotation ab, fol-

lowed by the double of the rota-

tion BC, followed again by the

double of the rotation cd, and so

on, till we come at last to the

double of the rotation ga, re-

stores the revolving or rotating

point P to its original position

In fact the rotation represented

by 2 ^ AB would be equivalent

to reflecting any point p, on the

spheric surface, first through a to q, and next through b to r
;

the rotation 2 ^ bc would be equivalent to reflecting r back to
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Q, and then reflecting q through c to s ; this last point s would be

brought by the rotation 2 ^ cd to the position t, namely the re-

flexion of Q with respect to d ; and so on, till after arriving at the

reflexion w of q, relatively to the last corner g of the given po-

lygon, we should be brought back from w to the original posi-

tion p, by the final rotation 2 /> ga ; because p is the reflexion

of Q, with respect to the first given corner a. (Arcs oi small

circles are denoted in the present figure by straight and dotted

lines ; arcs of great circles by lines without dots, but still, for

simplicity, straight.)

346. Again consider the equation of art. 280,

7^/3»a^-- 1,

which gives,

j3ya' = -7-',

and, therefore, by the associative principle, and by the property

(192) of the reciprocal of a product,

In interpreting this equation, in connexion with fig. 56, of art.

280, on the plan of art. 341, we are led to introduce, what it is

extremely easy to form, the conception of spherical angles as

REPRESENTING CONICAL ROTATIONS. In fact, if ABC bc any

spherical angle, it is natural, when once we combine the concep-

tion of such an angle, with the conception of a conical rotation,

to regard the latter as being the operator which would change,

by & plane rotation, the tangent ioihe side ba of the given angle

ABC, to the tangent to the other side bc of the same spherical

angle. Now the last written formula of the present article is

easily seen to express, that if the rotation round the pole A (in

the lately cited fig. 56), through the angle XTr, be followed by a

rotation round the pole b (in the same figure) through an angle

= y7r, the result will be equivalent to a rotation round the pole c,

through an angle =-ZTr. But the angles of the triangle abc (in

the same figure) were :

A = \xiT ; B = \yir ; C = \zTr.

If then, for any spherical triangle, abc, the double of the rota-
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tion represented by the angle cab be followed by the double of

the rotation represented by the angle abc, the result will be the

double of the rotation represented by the angle acb (which latter

is the opposite of the rotation bca).

347. To shew this geometrically, let d and e be chosen so

(see the annexed figure 77) that we may

have the following equations between an-

gles,

DBA = ABC = CBE, CAB = BAD, ACB = BCE
;

and let us take as two operand points, to

be separately and successively employed,

the vertex c, and the base corner a, of the

spherical triangle abc. Operating then

first on the vertex c, by the two successive rotations,

2x CAB, and 2x abc,
or by

CAD and DBG,

we change c first to d, and then back to c again ; but such

would have also been the final result, so far as the operand point

c is concerned, of any rotation whatever round that point c itself

as a pole ; and, therefore, in particular, such would have been

the result, relatively to this operand c, of the rotation repre-

sented by

2 X ACB.

Again, as a new and independent process, let us begin with the

base-corner a as an operand point. The first component rota-

tion,

2 X cab,

being performed round this point a as a pole, leaves its position

undisturbed. The second component and conical rotation, re-

presented by

2
A

X ABC,

transfers the new operand point a to e. But it is clear, from the

figure, that the same transference might also be effected, by a ro-

tation round the vertex c as a pole, represented by
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2x ACB.

The theorem of the last article is therefore seen to be true, for

the TWO different operand points, c and a : whence it is easily

seen, by the general conception of rotation, to be valid for all

others also. (An inspection of figs. 52, 57, of articles 269, 281,

may serve slightly to illustrate this result.)

348. An important although particular case, of the general

theorem of rotation contained in the two last articles, is illus-

trated by fig. 43, of art. 242 : namely, the case where the trian-

gle ABC is triquadrantal. In such a case, because a conical ro-

tation through a doubled right angle is equivalent to a reflexion

with respect to the axis or pole, we may expect to find from the

general theorem, that "two successive reflexions, relatively to

TWO rectangular axes, are equivalent to a single reflexion, with

respect to a third axis perpendicular to both thefl)rmer" And

accordingly we see in fig. 43, that if e be first reflected with re-

spect to A to F, and if F be then reflected with respect to B to D,

the final result is the same as if k had been at once reflected with

respect to c (to d). It is clear also that, in this case, of tri-

RECTANGULARiTY, thrte successive reflexions (with respect to

any three rectangular axes), produce, on the whole, no change:

a conclusion which answers geometrically to the formulae (210),

ijk = -l, kji= + 1

;

because these give, for any operand vector p, the identities,

ijkpk-^j-^ r 1 = kjipi-'^j-^k-^ = p.

349. More generally, from the results of the two foregoing

articles, or from the lately cited formula of art. 280, namely

which gives the equation,

we may infer, on the same general plan of interpretation (341),

that three successive rotations, represented respectively by the

DOUBLES of three successive angles ofany spherical triangle, for

instance (see fig. 56), by

2cab, 2abc, 2bca,
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produce^ on the whole^ no effect. And it is easy to generalize

still farther this result, so as to prove the following theorem :

*' If a body B be made to revolve through any number ofsucces-

sive andfinite rotations^ represented as to their axes and ampli-

tudes by the doubles of the angles, Ai, A2, . . . An, ofany

sphericalpolygon^ this body B will be brought back, hereby, to

its own original position." You will find, by the printed Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, that I stated this The-

orem (with only a slight difference in its wording), at a general

meeting of that Academy, in November, 1844, as a consequence

of those principles respecting Quaternions, which had been com-

municated to the Academy by me, about a year before. The

theorem, at that time, appeared to me to be new ; nor am I able,

at this moment, to specify any work in which it may have been

anticipated : although it seems to me likely enough that some

such anticipation may exist. Be that as it may, the theorem

was certainly suggested to me by the quaternions ; nor can I

easily believe that any other mathematical method shall be found

to furnish any simpler form of expression for the same gene-

ral geometrical result. For there is little difficulty in seeing

that the theorem coincides substantially with the conclusion of

art. 345 ; and may, therefore, be expressed in this calculus by

the same identity,

OK ^ 7 ^ _

]

K I 7 i3 a

350. But it is worth while to inquire what will happen, if

instead of compounding, as in some recent articles, rotations re-

presented by the doubles of the sides of a spherical triangle, or

polygon, we compound rotations represented by the sides them-

selves of the figure; and with respect to this inquiry, the Cal-

culus of Quaternions has conducted to results which, although

not very difficult otherwise to prove, appear to me less likely to

have been anticipated.

It has been shewn, in the present Lecture (arts. 258 to 263),

that the product

^ = (86-1)* (f^-i)* {KB-')K

of the square roots of the successive quotients,
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as €^-S SrS

of the radii od, of, oe, drawn to the three corners of a spherical

triangle dfe, is a quaternion of which the angle is equal to half

the spherical excess of that triangle,

while the axis of the same quaternion q is directed to orfrom the

corner d,

kii.q = ±lt

according as the rotation round od, from of towards oe, is po-

sitive or negative. Hence, by our general principles respecting

rotations, if q still denote the recently mentioned product of

square roots, the symbol

qpq'^y or qBq-\

denotes the position into which the vector p or the body B is

brought, when it is made to revolve round ± S as an axis, through

an angle expressed by

2) + JS + 2^-7r;

that is, through the whole spherical excess of the triangle

dfe (and not through the halfof that excess).

351. But also, by the associative principle of multiplication,

we have

qpq
i=p

,

if we make

P'
= (a>)*p(8r%

Hence (compare 288), the recently described rotation round

+ OD, through this whole spherical excess of the triangle dfe, is

equivalent to the system of three successive and conical rota-

tions, represented respectively by the three successive sides of

that triangle,

DF, FE, ED :

a result which appears to me interesting. It may also be stated
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thus, if we adopt the phraseology (218, &c.) of sums of arcs:

** The arcual sum,

^ ^ ED + ^ ^ FK + ^ /^ DF,

of the HALVES ofthe three successive sides ofa spherical trian-

gle DFE, is an ARC, which has thefirst corner d ofthat triangle

for its positive or negative pole, according as the rotation round

D from F towards e is positive or negative ; while the length of

the same sum-arc represents the spherical semi-excess of the

triangle."'

352. To illustrate this conclusion geometrically, we may ob-

serve first that the three successive rotations, represented by the

three successive arcs df, fe, ed, produce evidently nofinal effect

on the point d ; since they merely transfer that point upon the

spheric surface, first to f, then to e, and then back to the old posi-

tion D again. Whatever finite rotation of a body, or of a system

of vectors all drawn from the centre of the sphere, may be the joint

or combined result of these three successive rotations, the resul-

tant rotation so obtained must therefore have the point d for one

of its poles. Again, it is clear, from what has been shewn in re-

cent articles (342, 343), that if, as in fig. 40 (art. 224), the sides

df and fe of the triangle dfe be bisected respectively in the

points B and a, then, not merely for the point d, but also for any

other operand point on the same spheric surface, the combined

effect of the two rotations, represented by the two successive

arcs DF and fe, is equivalent to a system of two successive re-

flexions of the operand point in question, first with respect to b,

and afterwards with respect to a. That is to say (see again art.

343), '* the system oftwo successive rotations represented by the

two successive sides df, fb ofany spherical triangle^ is equiva-

lent to a single rotation, represented by the double (2 ^ ba) ofthe

arc which is the common bisector of those two sides." This sys-

tem of rotations would therefore carry, for example, the point m,

of the recently cited figure 40, to that other position m', which

was spoken of in arts. 229, &c. ; or in the astronomical illustra-

tion used in those articles, it would, on the whole, transport a

point of the celestial sphere from the position Virgo to the posi-

tion Scorpio. The remaining rotation represented by the arc
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ED, would then carry the same moveable point backwards in right

ascension, till it came to a position m\ which should be situated

on the arc of north polar distance km prolonged, but should have

the same south declination as m', that is as Scorpio (or what is

called the^r*^ point thereof) : this new point m' being such as to

satisfy the arcual equation,

f\ MN = r\ nm\

and therefore also such that

r\ MM^ =2 /^ MN.

But MN was seen (in art. 258) to represent half the spherical

excess of the triangle dfb ; therefore mm' represents the whole

of that excess. And the positive pole of this new arc mm' is the

point D : the theorem of the last article is therefore, in all re-

spects, confirmed.

353. You are, no doubt, familiar with the well-known theo-

rem, 80 easily and elegantly proved by lunes, and by the value

of the whole surface of the sphere, that the area of a spherical

triangle is proportional to the spherical excess, and that it has

th.e same numerical measure, when units are suitably chosen

;

the excess, when treated as an arc, bearing the same ratio to the

length of the radius, which the area of the triangle bears to the

square upon that radius. And you see that this justifies us in

now asserting, that three successive conical rotations, repre-

sented by the three successive sides of any spherical triangle (and

not now by the doubles of those sides), compound themselves

into a rotation round the first corner, which is (on the plan just

mentioned) numerically equal to the area of the triangle. Nor
is there any difficulty in extending this result, so as to meet the

case 6i any other spherical polygon. Thus in the case of the

pentagon abcde, of fig. 78, the five

successive rotations represented by

the arcs or sides, ab, bc, cd, de, ea,

are equivalent to three sets of three

rotations,

AB, BC, CA ; AC, CD, DA;

AD, DE, EA
;

Fig. 78.
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each set being represented by three successive sides of a trian-

gle, with A for its first corner. Hence, by the three last articles,

any revolving body B, or vector op, is made hereby to revolve suc-

cessively round this point A as a pole, or round the radius oa as

an axis, through three successive amounts of conical rotation,

equivalent to, or measured by, the respective areas of the three

spherical triangles, abc, acd, ade, into which the spherical pen-

tagon has been divided, by the diagonals, ac, ad ; and it is clear

that a similar process might be applied to any spherical polygon.

We are then entitled to infer the following Theorem, which was

communicated by me to the Royal Irish Academy in January,

1848 :
—" If a solid body" (or system of vectors) " be made to

revolve in succession round any number of different axes, all

passing through one fixed point, so as first to bring a line a into

coincidence with a line /3, by a rotation round an axis perpen-

dicular to both ; secondly, to bring the line /3 into coincidence

with a line -y, by turning round an axis to which both j3 and y
are perpendicular ; and so on, till, after bringing the line k to

the position A, the line X is brought to the position a with which

we began ; then the body will be brought, by this succession of

rotations, into the same final position as if it had revolved round

the first or last position of the line a, as an axis, through an an-

gle of finite rotation, which has the same numerical measure as

the spherical opening of the pyramid (a, /3, 7, . . k, A) whose

edges are the successive positions of that line." For, by the

^^ spherical opening ofa pyramid" is understood that portion of

the area of the unit sphere, described about the vertex as its

centre, which is bounded by the spherical polygon, whose corners

are the points where the spheric surface is met by the edges of

the pyramid.

354. In symbols, this theorem comes to the following, which

it may be sufficient to state for the recent case of the pentagon :

if q denote that quaternion which is the product of the succes-

sive square roots of five successive quotients of vectors,

-''°'r6y(;/anf
where
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a = A-0, /3 = B-0, ..£ = E-0;

and if the rotations round a from /3, 7, S, respectively, towards

y, S, £, be positive ; then

T^=l; Ax.q = a; Iq = ^ {A+ B+ C + D + E-Stt);

where A, B, C, D, £ denote the five internal spherical angles at

the corners of the pentagon abode. Any changes of the lengths

of the vectors, o, ft, 7, 8, c, will not affect this theorem, at least

if we write

Ax.q= Ua.

If instead of a pentagon, we take a polygon of n sides, it will

evidently be (n - 2) 7r, instead of 37r, which will have to be sub-

tracted, before halving, from the sum of the angles. And if any

one of the rotations round the first corner, from any other corner

towards the one which succeeds it, in the order of passage along

the perimeter of the polygon, be negative, the corresponding

semi-excess or semi-area of the triangle, whose corners are those

three points, is also to be treated as negative, in the summation.

With these precautions we may assert generally, that the arcual

SUM (218) of the halves ofthe successive sides, ©/"any closed

polygon on the unit-sphere, is equal to an arc, whose pole is at

the FIRST CORNER of that potygon, and whose length repre-

sents the SEMI-AREA.

355. We may even conceive, as a limit, that the number of

these sides is infinitely great, while their lengths are infinitely

small, or that the polygon becomes an arbitrary but closed curve

upon the sphere; and then the arcual sum of the halves of

ALL the successive elements of the perimeter will still, in a

perfectly intelligible and definite sense, represent the semi-

area OF THE figure. Hencc also follows, on the symbolical

side of this whole theory, a mode of conceiving, in an extensive

class of cases, a (generally) definite value, for the product ofan

infinite number of square roots of quaternions, each infinitely

little differing from unity, and succeeding each other by a deter-

mined law ; namely, in such a way that, in the class of cases here

considered, the product of all those successive quaternions them-

selves is unity; just as (compare 307) iha sum of all the suc-

z2
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cessive elements thetnselves (though not the sum oi then halves)

^

for the perimeter oi any closed figure , vanishes. And on the

physical or rather the geometrical side, so far as regards the ge-

neral theory of compositions of rotations, we arrive (on the plan

of recent articles) at this remarkable theorem, that the infinitely

many injinitesimal and cotiical rotations, represented by the

successive elements {themselves now, and not their halves) ofi

the PERIMETER o/ahy closedjigure on a sphere, compound them-

selves into a SINGLE resultant and finite rotation, represented by

the TOTAL AREA of the figure ; it being still understood that ele-

ments of this area may become negative. It would also be easy,

if it were thought useful, to transform most of the results of the

few last articles into others, which should employ external angles^

and their halves, instead oi sides and half sides of a polygon.

356. Although we know that the product and sum,

" 7 /^ J- -k i and /^ CA + ^ nc + ^ ab,
y 15 a

are respectively equal to unity and to zero (compare 344, 307),

yet on account of the general non-commutativeness (304, &c.) of

the operations of multiplying quotients (or quaternions), and of

adding their representative arcs^ we are not entitled to infer that

the same values hold good, for this other quotient, and this other

sum

^ 7 " J— yz -, and ^ AB + '^ BC + ^ CA.

«P7
It is, therefore, worth while to inquire, what quaternion is equal

to the former product, and what arc is equal to the latter sum.

And it is easy now to answer these questions, without construct-

ing any new diagram, if we merely conceive the point m\ de-

scribed in the recent art. 352, to be introduced into the often

cited fig. 40, of art. 224 ; and if we at the same time conceive

that A and b are reflected, with respect to c, to new positions

which we shall denote by a' and b'; in such a manner that we

shall not only have the equation of 352,

>^MN = -^ nm\

but also these two other equations,
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'N A^C = A CA, /N BC = A CB\

For this being understood, we see that to add the arc bc or its

equal cb\ as a provector arc (217, 218), to the vector arc ca or

a'c, answers to going, on the whole, along the transvector arc,

/^ A^B*= ^ BC + -^ CA.

(Compare fig. 37, art. 219.) But from the position assigned to the

point m\ we have the equation (see again fig. 40),

Adding then to this as a new vector arc, the new provector arc

(compare 224),

/\ AB = ^ LM,

we go on the whole from m' to m, or move (compare again 352)

along th\% final transvector arc, representing that ternary sum
which was inquired of in the present article :

-^ AB + /^ BC + ^ CA = ^ m'm = 2 ^ NM.

That is, we move along an arc of which the point d (in fig. 40) is

the negative pole^ because this point d is (by 225) the positive

pole of the arc km, and, therefore, also of the arc mn ; and the

arc 2 ^ NM, along which we thus move, represents, in amount^

the area of that triangle efd whose sides are bisected respec-

tively by the corners of the triangle arc: because (by 258) the

arc MN, or the angle mdn, represents the semi-excess of the tri-

angle whose sides are so bisected.

357. Knowing thus perfectly what arc (namely, m'm, or

2nm) is equal to the ternary sum of arcs, which was proposed

for discussion in the present article, it is easy to infer (as also

proposed therein) what quaternion is equal to the connected

and ternary product of quotients; namely (see again 258), the

following

:

And in fact we might have more rapidly arrived at the same re-

sult, with the help of the associative principle of multiplication.

For by treating (for simplicity) a, ^, y, as unit vectors, so that
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we have

/3a-i.7/3-^ay-i = -Oa-i7)2;

but the fourth proportional /3a "^7, to a, /3, 7, was shewn in the

Fifth Lecture, in connexion with the above cited fig. 40, to have

its axis directed (225) to the point d, and to have its angle (227)

equal to the supplement of the semi-sum of the angles of the tri-

angle def; that is (compare 258), to the complement of the Aa//"

spherical excess ; or finally (353), to the complement of the semi-

area of that triangle. H^nce, by the Fourth Lecture, the square^

namely (j3a"^7)', of the same fourth proportional, is a quaternion

which has still its axis directed to d, but has its angle equal to

the supplement of the whole spherical excess, or to the supple-

ment of the total area of the same spherical triangle def. But

since we are to take the negative of this square, in order to ob-

tain the sought quaternion

gy a

we must (by 183) reverse the axis of that square, and take the

supplement of the angle thereof And thus we are led again to

conclude, that (under the conditions of fig. 40) the lately written

ternary product is a quaternion which has its axis directed away

from D, or has d for its negative pole ; while its angle is simply

equal to the total spherical excess, or is equivalent to the total

area of the triangle efd, whose sides ef, &c., are bisected (as

above) by the corners^ a, &c., of the given triangle abc. And

hence we may (on the plan of 341) infer the following theorem

of rotation, with which we shall, for the present, conclude our

account of the applications of quaternions to theorems of this in-

teresting class :
—" If a vector p, or body B, be made to revolve

in succession, through three finite and conical rotations, repre-

sented respectively by the symbols,

2 r, CA, 2 ^BC, 2 ^ AB,

or by the doubles ofthe three sides of a spherical triangle, abc,

taken in an inverted order^ as third, second, and first; and if ano-

ther triangle def be so constructed, that the sides ef, fd, de.
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respectively opposite to its three successive corners d, e, f, shall

be bisected by the three successive corners a, b, c, of the old or

given triangle ; then the vector or body {p or B) will, on the

whole, have revolved round the corner d of the new triangle, as

a negative pole, or round the radius od' which is drawn to the

diametrically opposite point upon the sphere, as round a positive

axiSy through an angle which is numerically equivalent to the

DOUBLED AREA of the Same new triangle, def." Indeed this

theorem (like some others of recent articles) has been above de-

duced with a reference to figure 40, in which the sides of the

triangle abc were supposed to be each less than a quadrant: but

you will find no difficulty now in adapting the reasonings and

their results, to cases in which this particular condition is not sa-

tisfied.

358. It may have seemed remarkable, that in arts. 295 to 301

we treated the proofoi the associative principle, for the multipli-

cation of any three versors, as depending on the deduction of one

arcual equationfrom five others ; whereas, in art. 302, we made
the proof of the same principle depend on the deduction of three

equations between angles, from three other equations of the same

sort. However, a little consideration shews that this difference

is only apparent^ so far as respects the numbers of the things

given and inferred; and that^r arcs, as well asfor anglesy we

may prove the associative principle, by deducing three equa-

tions from three others. In fact, after representing, as in art.

294, and fig. 58, the six versors q, r, s, rq, sr, and * . rq, by the

six arcs ab, bc, ef, ac, qi, and df, respectively, the theorem

which was to be proved, or the associative equation sr .q=^s . rq^

may be thus expressed, in the notation of sums of arcs :

/^ Gl + /-* AB = /^ df.

Here, it may be considered that there are given us, by construc-

tion, the three double co-arcualities (each involving ^wr points

upon the sphere),

daec, chbg, and ehfi,

together with whatever additional information is contained in the

three equations,

'~AC='-^DE, '^BC = '"GH, ^EF='^HI;
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that is to say, in the three middle equations of the five which

were regarded as the data in art. 295. And the theorem to be

proved may be thus stated : that if we determine three additional

points, K, L, M, so as to satisfy the three other double co-arcuali-

ties (see the general construction for arcual addition in 217),

AKBL, GLIM, DKFM,

and suitably distinguish each of these three new points from the

diametrically opposite point upon the sphere, we shall have also

the three arcual equations,

'-AB = ^KL, '-GI='-LM, --DF=^KM;

namely, the tico other given equations of 295, and the one sought

equation of that article. In other words, the six double co-ar-

cualities being now supposed to exist, we are to shew that the

three last equations between arcs are consequences of the three

others, which were written a little before them in the present

article. And this inference, of the three last arcual equations

from the three others of the same sort preceding them, under the

six conditions lately indicated of double co-arcuality, may be es-

tablished, not only by the doctrine of spherical conies, in a way
differing little from that of art. 296, but also by a more elemen-

tary process, with the help of the figures used in arts. 298 to

301, through a modification of the method of those articles which

may be briefly described as follows.

359. The constructions of 298, 299 being retained, we may

prove, as in those two articles, with the help of figs. 59, 60, that

the plane of the great circle glim, in fig. 58, touches at o the

diacentric sphere opqr, in virtue of the two given equations, be-

tween the arcs BC, gh, on the one hand, and ef, hi, on the other.

The other given equation, between the arcs ac, de, will shew,

by fig. 62, that the four points p, q, r, s, are concircular, on ac-

count of the parallelisms of pq, rq, ps, rs to oc, oe, oa, od, if s be

now defined to be the point where the radius ok prolonged meets

the plane pqr ; and, therefore, will prove that this point s is also,

with this new definition of it, what it was hefare defined to be, in

the method of art. 300: namely, the second intersection of the

line OK with the diacentric sphere opqr. 'I he three given equa-

tions having been thus made use of, we may infer the^r*^ of the
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three sought equations, namely, that between the arcs ab, kl,

from a parallelism and a tangericy, with the help of fig. 61, of art.

300 ; although in the process of that former article, the equa-

tion as well as the tangency was given, and the parallelism was

thence to be inferred. Again, if we retain the definitions of the

points p', q', r', s', which were given in 298 and 300, those points

may easily be proved, as before, to be on one common sphere,

and therefore on one common circle, because they still are, by

construction, upon one common plane; which proof may still be

made to depend on the equalities of the four rectangles,

pop'= qoq'= ror'= sos';

and thus the second sought equation, between the arcs gi, lm,

may be proved, with the assistance of fig. 63. And finally, a

parallelism and tangency will enable us, as in 301, with the help

of fig. 64, to infer the third and last sought equation between

arcs, namely, that between df and km.

360. Although it can give you no trouble to fill up the

sketch of an elementary demonstration contained in the fore-

going article ; nor thus to prove anew the associative formula,

sr ,q = s. rq, with the help of art. 358, by shewing, in a new way,

that these two products of versors are represented by equal arcs,

namely, by '^ km and ^ df, as before; yet it may not be useless

to offer here the following remarks respecting the numbers of the

things given and sought. Every assertion, then, of a co-arcuality

existing between three points upon the surface of a sphere, may
be observed to involve a condition, which can always be con-

ceived to be expressed by a single numekical equation ; for

such an assertion is equivalent to stating, that the perpendicular

distance of one of the three points, from the great circle through

the two others, vanishes. A statement of a double co-arcuality,

or an assertion ih'di four points of the sphere are situated upon

one common great circle, is therefore equivalent, generally, to a

system of two such numerical (or scalar) equations. Now what

we have called (in 217, &c.) an arcual equation, is understood to

involve such a double co-arcuality, and also to include another

numerical or scalar equality besides ; for the lengths of the two

equated arcs are to be equal, and their directions are not to be
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opposite. Hence an arcual equation of the foregoing sort is ge-

nerally equivalent to a system ofthree scalar equations; which

accordingly it ought to be, because it represents an equation be-

tween versors, and a versor (see 91) depends generally on a sys-

tem of three numbers. We might then, in the investigation of

295, &c., have conceived ourselves as proving that a certain sys-

tem of three scalar equations could be deduced from a system of

fifteen such equations ; because one arcual equation was to be

deduced iromfive equations oi that class. And when we after-

wards came, in 358, 359, to treat six double co-arcualities as

giveny or known, we tacitly used thereby (or, if I might venture

80 to speak, we absorbed) no less than twelve out of i\xefifteen

numerical data of the question. It was therefore quite natural

that there should remain only three other data, to be still ex-

pressly marked by equations, and from which it was still required,

as in the two last articles, to shew that three other numerical equa-

tions /oZ/oe^erf. It may also be noticed, that every proof, or (tacit

or expressed) assumption, of any co«arcuality of (three or

more) points, in fig. 58, is equivalent (on certain known princi-

ples of reciprocity) to some corresponding proof or assumption,

in fig. %5, of what may be called a co-punctuality of (three or

more) arcs : or, in other words, a meeting of three or more arcs in

one point ; or rather (of course) in one pair of diametrically op-

posite points.

361. The construction given in the last cited fig. %5 (of art.

302), may be generalized or extended as follows. Instead of con-

sidering only three given factors, q^ r, «, let us now consider^owr

such factors, q^ r, *, t ; let us denote their total product by m,

80 that
u = tsrg

;

and in studying the derivation of this total product from its fac-

tors, let us denote for conciseness, the &ve partial products of the

same four factors by the letters v, w^ x, y, z, writing

v = rqi w = sry x = tSi y = srq, z = tsr.

Let also the ten representative points, upon the unit sphere, for

these various factors and products, <?, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z, be

called, in the corresponding order, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, as
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Fig. 19.marked in the annexed fi-

gure 79, which may be con-

ceived to be constructed as

follows. Regarding the

four original factors q, r, s>

t, as entirely given and

known, we may suppose

ourselves to know their re-

presentative points^ A, B, c,

D, and also the angles which

represent them at those

points. Then the two an-

gles,

/.q=TABf Z.r =ABF,

may be conceived to determine the point f; and in like manner,

G may be found by

Z r = GBC, z s = bcg;

and H, by

Z« = HCD, Z < = CDH.

At the same time we shall have, by principles already explained,

Zv=7r-BFA; lw = ir-CGBi Lx^tt-duc.

The three binary products v, w, x being thus determined, to find

next the two ternary products, y and z, we may observe that the

equations,

y = sv, z = tWf

enable us to construct the two points i, k and the two angles

Ly, Zz, by two new triangles, thus:

ZU = IFC, Z5=FCI, zy = 7r-ciF;

ZW=KGD, Z<=GDK, LZ = ir- BKG.

And finally, to construct the one quaternary (or total) product,

u or tsrq, we may employ the equation

u = ty,

which leads us to determine the point e, and the angle z m, by a

new triangle, as follows :
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Zy = EID, lt = lDE, Ztt = 7r-DEI.

362. In this manner, then, with the help of six triangleSf

answering to six binary multiplications^ we can gradually and

successively construct the six points, f, g, h, i, k, and e, which

represent the products^ partial and total, of the^Mr given^c-

torSi represented themselves (as to their positions or the direc-

tions of their axes) by thefour given points, a, b, c, d ; and can

also determine the angles of these six products, the angles of the

factors being supposed known. And in this process it is impor-

tant to observe that we have been led to construct or represent

Z r by two different angles, namely, abf and gbc, at the point

B ; Z * by three different angles at c ; and Z t, by three other an-

gles at D. The comparison, therefore, of these various repre-

sentations for the angles of these three latter factors r, s, t, con-

ducts to Jive equations of condition, or to Jive relations between

the angles ofthejigure, which are true by the foregoing con-

struction ; namely, to the five following equations:

abf = gbc; (Lr)

BCG = HCD = FCi; (Z«)

cdh = gdk = ide; (z <)

Z q occurring only in one of the six triangles, and therefore not

furnishing any equation. Again the binary product v occurs in

two triangles ; w in two others ; but x in only one ; we have,

therefore, from the comparison of the representations of the an-

gles of the binary products, two other equations between the

angles of the figure, namely

:

7r-BFA = iFc; (Zy)

7r-CGB = KGD. i^w)

Finally, the ternary product y occurs in two triangles ; but the

other ternary product z, and the quaternary product u, occur

each only in one triangle; we have, therefore, one more equa-

tion, and only one more, between the angles of the figure 79, as

true by the foregoing construction, namely the equation,

7r-ciF = EiD. (Ly)

And conversely the establishment of these eight equations of
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CONDITION, between the angles of the figure 79, at least if com-

bined with attention to the signs or directions of rotation, is suffi-

cient to entitle that figure to be regarded as a correct representa-

tion of the process recently explained, for constructing, through

representative angles^ and with regard had to the order of the fac-

tors, all the products, partial and total, of any/owr given versors,

or quaternions (with the help of the general method of 264, 265,

272).

363. If then we take care to establish by construction, or if

we simply conceive as so established, the eight equations ofcon-

dition assigned in the foregoing article, in connexion with fig.

79, we may regard that figure as being consistent with, or as

furnishing, all those other angular relations which ihe associative

principle of multiplication involves. Thus whereas we only

used, in 361, the six binary products,

rq = V, sr=w, ts = x, sv = y, tw =z, ty= u,

constructing each by a spherical triangle, on the plan of art. 264,

we may now employ these^oMr other binary products, which will

conduct to so many new triangles

:

wq = y, xr = 2, XV = u, zq = u.

The six former triangles (for binary multiplications) were,

ABF, BCG, CDH, FCI, GDK, IDE ;

the four latter triangles are,

AGI, BHK, FHE, AKE.

They give two new representative angles for q ; one for r; none

for s nor for t ; one for v, another for w, and two for x ; one for

y, and two for z ; and finally, two for u. On adding these num-

bers of new representations for the angles of the factors, q, r,s,t',

of the binary products v,w,x', of the ternary, y, z ; and finally,

of the quaternary product, u\ namely, the numbers,

2, 1, 0, 0; 1, 1, 2; 1, 2; and 2,

to the corresponding numbers of representations for the same ten

angles, which were obtained from the six old triangles, namely,

to the numbers,
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1, 2, 3, 3; 2, 2, 1 ; 2, 1 ; and 1 :

we find in each of the ten cases, a numerical sum = 3.

364. In fact, as an inspection of the recent figure 79 may

shew, although perhaps the foregoing enumeration shews it more

clearly, each of the ten points of the figure, from a to k, is a

common corner q/" three out of those ten triangles, of

which each has lately served to construct a process of binary

multiplication, by combining (as multiplier and multiplicand)

some two (suitably chosen as to their order) of the factors q^ r, s, t,

and of their partial products r, w, x, y, z; and each of these

processes gives, as its result^ either some one of those partial

products, or else the total product, u. Thus taking always sup-

plements of vertical angles as representations of binary pro-

ducts, we have for each of the ten angles z. q, &c., three dis-

tinct representations, at its own point of the figure: and

consequently, we arrive, by comparison of values, at two equa-

tions between angles, for each of the ten points, making a sys-

tem OF TWENTY EQUATIONS in all. But of thcsc twenty equa-

tions, it was seen (in 362) that eight were true by construction^

if the figure 79 were rightly formed : and that, conversely, these

eight equations sufficed (with attention to signs) to justify the

construction of the figure. We must, therefore, conclude that the

twelve new equations, which we shall here write down,

iag = eak=fab, kbh=abf; {Lq^ Lt)

efh = ifc, agi = kgd; {lv, lw)

Tr-DHC = BHK= FHE ; (^ ^)

IT - GiA = eid; i,^y)

AKE = 7r-HKB = 7r-DKG; {Lz)

and finally,

kea=hef=dei, (tt-zm)

are consequences of the eight former equations, of art. 362 : just

as in art. 302, and in connexion with fig. 65, it was seen that

three relations between angles were consequences of three other

equations. In fig. 79, the line ke is prolonged, to exhibit the

angle tt-kea, which is one of the three representations of the

angle of the final or total product, m, regarded as equal to tsr.g ;

and the apparent co-punctuality of the three arcs, ai, bk, ef, is

accidental.
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365. More generally, let there be any number^ w, of versors,

qiy q%i ^3, . • . qny

which it is required to multiply together, in their given order of

succession, the first by the second, the second by the third, the

product of second into first by the third, and so forth. We shall

form hereby w - 1 binary products^

ri = q2gu n = qzq2i • • rn.i = ^'n^n-i;

w - 2 ternary products,

Sl^qzq^qU *2 = 5'4^39'2j • • • «n-2 = 2'n2'n.l 5'n-2;

« - 3 quaternary products

ti = q^q^q^qii .... tn-3 = qnqn.\qn-2qn-'i'y

and so on, till we come to two partial and penultimate products,

Z\ = qn.\ qn-2 . q2qu ^2 = qnqn-l • • 5'35'2>

and at last to one final and total product, which we shall here de-

note by ^, so that

q = qnqn.iqn-2i • • S'sMl

The number of all these products, partial and total, will be,

(n-l) + (n-2) + (»-3)+ . .+2 + l=^w(w-l).

And the number of given factors was = n ; the entire number,

therefore, of factors and products taken together^ or collected

into one system, is

^n{n+ 1).

For each of these various versors there will be a representative

point on the sphere, depending on two spherical co-ordinates, or

determining numbers of some sort : the whole number of such

co-ordinates, for the present system of factors and products, is

therefore,

n{n+ 1).

But again, each of the n proposed versors, from qi to qnt depends

(by 91) on three numbers, suppose on two co-ordinates and an

angle; and conversely, ?/ these 3w numbers be given, all the

points of the sphericalfigure (representing products as well as
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factors) will be (in general) determined. Thus, the n (« 4 1

)

numbers recently mentioned, will o// be determined if 3« of them

be so ; and consequently there must in general exist

n(«+l)-3« = w(n-2)

RELATIONS, between the n(n+ 1) co-ordinates of the figure.

366. It was thus, for example, that when we were merely

constructing, as in art. 264, a triangle of multiplication^ to exhi-

bit (by fig. 60) the relations which exist between two factors,

q^ r, and their product rq, the number which we have lately

called n was = 2 ; n (w - 2) and n (« + 1) were respectively and

6 ; and there existed no quantitative relation between the six co-

ordinates of the figure : or in other words, the spherical triangle

was allowed to be arbitrarily assumed, if we merely wished it to

serve as an example of the multiplication oi two versors ; because

the angles of those two versors, and, therefore, also the base an-

gles (as well as the base) of the triangle itself, might then be

chosen at pleasure. Again, when there were three factors, y, r, «,

as in 302, and when it was required to exhibit the relations be-

tween those three factors, their two partial products, rq, sr, and

their total product srg ; we had a figure (65) with six points,

between the 3.4=12 co-ordinates whereof there existed 3 (3 - 2)

= 3 relations, or quantitative conditions ; because those co-ordi-

nates all depended on 3 . 3 = 9 numbers, answering to the three ar-

bitrary versors, q, r, s. Accordingly, in fig. 65, after assuming

(suppose) the four corners a, b, c, d of the quadrilateral, we were

not free to assume arbitrarily even one of the two other points

E, F, between the four co-ordinates of which pair of points it is

manifest that there exist some three relations (although with the

preciseydrw* of those relations we are not now concerned) ; at

least if we grant the conclusion of art. 302, that these two points

areybce of a conic, inscribed in the quadrilateral. Or, without

introducing any such doctrine of spherical conies, if we only

grant the associative principle of multiplication of quaternions,

as proved by the elementary investigation of arts. 298 to 301, or

by the more recent but not less elementary modification of that

proof, which was given or sketched in 359, we can still shew

easily that three relations must in fact exist between the twelve
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spherical co-ordinates of the six points of fig. 65; because after

assuming the four points a, b, c, e, of that figure, the angular
equation,

ABE = FBC,

in which both members represent the versor r, assigns a locus

(namely, a great circle) for the point f ; and after we have

chosen the position of this point f, on this locus, the position of

the remaining point d becomes determined. In short, the three

equations between angles^ which were employed in constructing

this figure fi5, and from which three others were afterwards de-

rived, may be regarded as being themselves (indeed under the

very form most suited to our present purpose) the system of

three relations between co-ordinates, which was spoken of above.

And in like manner, when there were, as in some later articles

(361, &c.),/our factors, q, r, s, t, to be multiplied together, so

that n was = 4, we found (362) that there existed w (n - 2) = 8

equations between the angles of the figure 79, as necessary for

the justness of that figure, and to be considered as true by its

construction.

367. In general, it is not difficult to prove directly, without

any reference to co-ordinates as such, and by a process analogous

to that of arts. 361, 362, that whatever the number n of factors

may be, there must, by the very construction of the figure which

represents those factors and their products, exist n (n-2) equa-

tions of condition between the angles, which suffice to determine

the positions of its various points, or at least to fix their relative

positions on the sphere. For this purpose, in 365, suppose that

the n factors qi, . . . qn are represented by the n points Qi, . . Qn

;

the w- 1 binary products, ri, &c., by the n-\ points Ri, &c. ;

the ternary products, si, &c., by the points Si, &c. ; and so on,

till the two penultimate products, zi, Z2, are represented by Zi,

Zg ; and the one final or total product 5- is represented by the

one point q. We may then conceive that all these |w (w - 1)

products, partial and total, are gradually and successively de-

duced, without repetition, by a certain sphekical triangula-
TioN, from the n given factors; or that the representative points

of the one set are gradually constructed from those of the other

2 A
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(the angles of the factors being known) ; for which purpose it

may be convenient to adopt, as in 361, 362, the rule of employ-

ing no other multipliers^ except those proposed ox given factors

q-z, . . . qn, which Jbllow the first of them. For in this way we

shall form a system of\n{n-\) triangles, each serving to

construct the position of one of the equally numerous sought

points^ and also the angle of the corresponding product ; and

accomplishing this double object for every one of those sought

points ; namely, that system of triangles, which answers to and

constructs the following system ofbinary products

:

r\ = q2qu • • • '•n-l=?n?n-l ;

«1 = 9'3^1, . • • -Sfi -2 = 5'n»'n- 2;

ti = qiSif . . . tn.3=qnSn-3'i

z\ = qit.\yu Zi = qny2\

and finally,

q = qnZ\>

It is clear, in fact, that every one of the sought things will be

successively constructed thus, without any defect or excess.

Each will hefound once, and only once, although it may be after-

wards used.

368. But if we now inquire how many and what cases occur,

in this construction, of a point, whether it be a given or a sought

one, being used as a common corner for more triangles than one,

although, in general, no point will offer itself as a common vertex^

for any two triangles, because none (as we have seen) hfound
twice; we perceive that each partial product, except the last in

its own rank, presents itself^r*^ as such a product, and after-

wards again as a multiplicand, but not in any other way.

Hence, eaoh of the n-2 representative points Ri, . . . Rn-2> is

a common corner oi two and only two triangles; whereas r„.i is

a corner (namely the vertex) oi one triangle, and not a corner of

any other. In like manner, each of the n-3 points Si, . . . s„.3

is common to two triangles ; but Sn.2 belongs to one triangle

only. And so on, till we come to Z\, which point (though not

Z2) is a common corner of two triangles. Finally, the point q,

representing the total product, belongs only to one triangle. Now
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every point, which thus belongs to two triangles^ gives, on the

same general plan as in art. 362, one equation between two angles

:

so far then as the \n{n-\) products^ whether partial or total,

are concerned, there arise, out of this construction, equations be-

tween angles, of which equations the number is the following:

(«-2) + (w-3)+. .+2+l=^(n-l)(w-2).

369. But the n given points, or the n original ^c^or*, must

also be attended to. Now although the first given factor, q\y

does not occur as a multiplier^ and although no one of the n given

factors occurs as a product at all, yet qz occurs once as a multi-

plicand, namely, in qiqz, and once as a multiplier, namely, in

qzqi', thus the point Qg is common to two of the triangles, and

furnishes one equation of condition. The factor qz occurs once

as a multiplicand, in q^q^, and twice as a multiplier, namely, in

q^q^ and in q^ri ; the point Qs is therefore common to three tri-

angles, and gives two equations of condition. In like manner,

qi occurring once as a multiplicand (in q5qi), and three times as a

multiplier (in qiq^, q^r^, q^Si), Q4 is a common corner of/our

triangles, and we can derive from it three eqnations between an-

gles. And so proceeding, we find easily that each simple or

given factor supplies us with one more equation than the factor

preceding it had done, with the sole exception of the last factor

of all, q„, which nowhere enters as a multiplicand, and therefore

occurs no oftener on the whole than the penultimate factor qn-u

although it is true that ^„ does occur once oftener than 5'„.i as a

multiplier. Hence, Qn, like q„.i, belongs only to w- 1 triangles,

and supplies only n -2 equations. Thus the n-\ given factors,

previous to the last, furnish

0+1 + 2+ . .+(n-3) + («-2) = i(«-l) («-2)

equations ; and the last given factor furnishes n - 2 other equa-

tions : the n given factors, taken together^ supply, therefore,

upon the whole,

i(n+l)(«-2)

equations of condition. But their products were shewn, in the

last article, to supply

H«-i)(«-2)
2 a2
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such equations. The factors and their products, or the given

and sought points taken altogether, furnish therefore, upon the

whole, as relations between the angles of the figure, or as condi-

tions for the correctness of its construction, the number

n(n-2)

of equations. It is evident that this general result includes (as

before) the particular case of three equations of condition between

the angles, when there were (as in fig. 65) three factors ; and

also the case where (as in fig. 79) there were four factors, and

eight equations of condition.

370. The spherical triangle, qrs, in fig. 50, or 53, was

called in a recent article (366) a triangle of (binary) multi-

plication, because it serves to construct the binary product, s

or rq, of two given quaternion factors, q and r. In like manner

the spherical quadrilateral abcd, of fig. 65, may be called a qua-

drilateral OF (ternary) multiplication, since it serves to

construct, by its fourth point D, and by an angle thereat, the

ternary product, srq, of three given factors, q, r, s, which were

themselves represented by the three points a, b, c : while the

two inserted and auxiliary points, e, f represent (as we have

seen) the two partial products, rq and sr. On the same plan,

the spherical pentagon, abcde, of the more recent figure 79, might

be named a pentagon of (quaternary) multiplication, be-

cause it constructed, by an angle at its fifth corner e, the qua-

ternary product, tsrq or u, oifour given factors, q, r, s, t, which

were themselves represented (as we lately saw) by angles at its

four other corners, a, b, c, d : while the five partial products of

the same four factors, namely, rq, sr, ts, srq, tsr, were repre-

sented (as we have also seen) by the five auxiliary and inserted

points, F, G, H, I, K, or by certain spherical angles thereat. More
generally we may now form the conception of a (spherical) po-

lygon OF CONTINUED MULTIPLICATION,

Q1Q2Q3 • • • Qn-lQnQ,

constructed on the plan described in the recent art. 367, so as to

represent, by an angle at its last corner q, the continuedproduct
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ofn given quaternionfactorsy q^ . . . §'«, which are themselves

represented by certain angles at its n first corners, Qi to Qn.

371. \i\% essential^ however, to the complete conception of

such a polygon ofinultiplicationy to remember that the partial

products of the same n factors, whose number is, in general,

(« - 1) + (n - 2) + . . . + 2 = i (w + 1) (n - 2) ;

namely, those denoted in art. 365 by the symbols

ru ' • Tn.\\ Su , . Sn.i'i . • • ^ij 2^2 ;

are to be represented, in the same (conceived) new and more

complex figure or construction, by those other points (or by an-

gles at them) which in art. 367 it was proposed to name, respec-

tively, the points

Rl, • . Rn-l ; Si, . . Sn.2 ; . . . Zi, Z2 ;

and of which the number is expressed (as above) by the formula

i(«+I)(«-2),or,^p(p-3),

if the number of the sides or corners of the polygon itself he de-

noted more simply by the symbol,

/) = n+ 1.

For without the consideration of these inserted or auxiliary

points, Rl to Z2, there would be nothing peculiar to the theory of

quaternions, in the construction or study of the polygon Q1Q2 • .

QnQ itself; which might in that case be confounded with any

other spherical polygon, having the same number (w+ 1) of cor-

ners. Thus the spherical triangle qrs of figures 50, 53, was

(as we have seen in 366) an arbitrary triangle, in the sense that

there existed no conditions limiting its three corners, except what

were involved in a certain supposed direction of rotation (265, 272),

which conditions, however, might be eluded, if we chose to consi-

der negative angles. Again, the spherical quadrilateral abcd,

of fig. 65, remains an arbitrary quadrilateral, unless we take ac-

count of at least one of the two inserted points e, f, which in-

troduce certain equations of condition. And in like manner the

spherical pentagon abcde of fig. 79 would be arbitrary, if we did
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not consider it in connexion with two or more of the five inserted

points, F, G, H, I, K, of the same recent figure.

372. But when we do thus take account of the inserted

points, then every polygon of multiplication (after the triangle)

constructed as above, possesses several interesting geometrical

properties, suggested by the theory of products of quaternions,

as has already in part been seen. The property which it seems

most useful to investigate at this moment, as illustrating some

recent but less general results, is that which regards the depen-

dence ofone set of equations^ between certain spherical angles of

the figure, on another set ofequations between those angles; the

latter set being usually (indeed always, when we once pass the

quadrilateral, and proceed to pentagons, &c.) less numerous than

that other set, which is shewn to be dependent upon it. To

prove this, I observe that when the triangles of construc-

tion, employed in the process which was described in art. 367,

are combined (as in the case of art. 363) with those others which

are suggested by the associative principle of quaternion multipli-

cation, and which may perhaps, for that reason, be properly

called associative triangles, then every point of thefigure

is a common corner ofn - 1 different triangles; or the quater-

nion which is represented by it enters, in n-1 different ways,

whether as factor or as product, into formulae of binary multipli-

cation, of the kind admitted in the present plan. In fact, the

first factor qi occurs as a multiplicand in w - 1 such formulae,

namely (see 365) in the following,

9271 = ru ^'zqi = s\, S2q\ = <i, . . . Z2qi = 9,

which are all true by the associative principle, although only the

first of them was usedy in the construction described in 367. Thus

the point Qi is a common corner of w- 1 triangles, each repre-

senting a binary multiplication, although only one of these tri-

angles was constructive, and the rest of them are all associative

(in the sense of the present article). The angle L qi is therefore,

in the completed figure, represented by w- 1 different but equal

angles at the point Qi ; and the comparison of these different re-

presentations, for the common value of the angle of the factor yi,

conducts to « - 2 angular equations, namely,
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R1Q1Q2 = 81Q1R2 = TiQiSa = . . = QQ1Z2.

In like manner (see 369), q^ was used twice only, in the con-

struction, namely, as a factor in 5-25^1 and in q3q2 ; but by as-

sociation it is introduced also as a multiplicand into n-3 other

binary products, namely, into the following

:

r^qi - 52) S3q2 = tz^ • • yzq^ = 2^2-

Thus the point Q2 (like Qi) is, when all are taken into account, a

common corner of w - 1 triangles, and gives, on the whole, n-2
equations between angles. More generally, the m"" given factor,

q^i enters, on the whole, m - 1 times as a multiplier, into binary

products, as follows,

qm ' qm-li qm-qm-l qm-2i &C.
;

and n-m times as a multiplicand into such products, namely,

into the following

:

qm*l • qmt qm*2 qm*\ • qn» t*C.
]

while it nowhere enters as a product : it enters, therefore, on the

whole, as before, into n - 1 formulae of binary multiplication, so

that Qm is still a common corner of w- 1 triangles, and supplies

still n-2 equations between angles.

373. It is true that we have here been considering only the

n given factors. But if, instead of a given factor, q^ we consider

a partial product, such as

qm qm-l qm-2 5'fl»-3 = 'm-3»

we find that although this quaternion enters still only n-m
times into a binary product as a multiplicand, namely into the

following,

qm-tl • tm-Zi qm+2 qm+1 • 'm-3» &C.,

and enters only m - 4 times as a multiplier, namely, into the bi-

nary products,

tm-3 ' qm-ii tm-3 • qm-i qm-5) OiC,

and so only enters w-4 times as a factor, into binary products,

yet it enters three times, as a product, into formulae of binary

multiplication; for by the associative principle, we may place the

point or other mark of multiplication, in the expression for tms*
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after 9,,,, or after qm-u or after qm-i- And generally if we consi-

der the product,

qmqm-i qm-1 • • qm-U\ qm-h

we find with the greatest ease that this quaternion enters only

n-m times as a multiplicand, and only m-l-l times as a mul-

tiplier, into the composition of binary products ; but that it occurs

also / times, under the form of such a product. It occurs then,

still, w - 1 times in all, and gives still « - 2 angular equations.

374. It is then proved (as was asserted in 372), that each

point of the whole complexfigure is, in general, a common corner

ofin-l different triangles; and, therefore, that it conducts to

w-2 equations between angles, by comparisons made as above.

And the number of all the points has been seen (in 365) to be

= ^«(n+l); the entire number of the angular equations, thus

obtained, is therefore expressed by the formula,

in(«+l)(n-2).

But the number of such equations which are true by construction,

has been found to be (see 369),

= n(n-2);

subtracting therefore this expression from the one preceding it,

we find that the number of the angular equations which are true,

as depending on the n{n-2) equations ofi construction, is

i« («-!)(« -2).

And this is the general property ofpolygons ofmultiplication,

which it was lately proposed (near the beginning of 372) to in-

vestigate. We see that it includes the two cases lately considered,

of dependencies ofequations derived from the associative princi-

ple, on equations which were true by construction ; namely, the

case (302) oi three factors, « = 3, where three equations were de-

pendent on three others; and the case (364) of four factors,

where twelve equations were dependent upon eight. For the

hexagon of multiplication, where there are five factors, and

^5 (5+ 1) or fifteen points altogether, there are fifteen (=5.3)

equations true by construction, and 30 (= ^ . 5 . 4 . 3) equations

dependent on them. And in general we see, by the present arti-
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cle, that, in any such polygon, the number of the equations which

are derived by the associative principle, is to the number of those

other equations from which they are derived, as n - 1 to 2. The

equations of association are therefore more numerous than the

equations of construction, whenever the number of w of factors

exceeds three; or when the number « + 1 of corners of the poly-

gon of multiplication is greater than^wr ; a result which agrees

with what was stated by anticipation, in art. 372.

375. Since each of the \n {n + I) points of the complex figure

has been seen to be in general a common corner of w - 1 different

triangles, constructive or associative, we have only to multiply

these two numbers together, and then divide by three, in order

to find the number of all those triangles of multiplication

;

namely,

|(«+l)«(n-l).

There is however another process, distinct from the foregoing,

by which the same result may be obtained, and which it may be

useful briefly to consider. Let us then remember that (as in 373)

each product, partial or total, of /+ 1 successive factors, may (by

the associative principle) be presented under the form of a binary

product, in / different ways, according to the various positions

which may be assigned to the pointy or other mark of multiplica-

tion. Hence, while each of the w - 1 binary products ri, . . r„.i

gives immediately one triangle of multiplication, each of the

w - 2 ternary products, *i, . . *„.2 gives two such triangles, and

so on. We are then to take the sum of the series,

1 (w-l) + 2(w-2) + 3(«-3)+. .+/(w-0,

if we wish to find how many triangles are given by all the pro-

ducts ri, &c., su &c., which contain /+ 1 or fewerfactors. But

this sum is, by well known principles, equal to the following

:

(«+l) (1 + 2+3+ ..+/)- {I .2+2.3 + 3.4 + . . + /(/+!)}

= ^{n+\){U\) l-}(l+2)il+\)l
= ^(3n-2/-l) (/+!)/.

And if we now make l=n-l, we find, for the total number of

the triangles, involved in the whole complex figure^ the same

expression as above, namely,
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^(n+l)«(«-l).

For example, when there were only two given factors (as in 264),

there was only one triangle (the qrs of fig. 50) ; when there

were three given factors (as in 302), there were /biif triangles

(the ABE, BCF, ECD, and afd of fig. 65); when there were/our

given factors (as in 361), there were ten triangles (those enume-

rated in 363) : and when we consider the case oijive given fac-

tors, and construct a hexagon of multiplication (see 370), there

are then found to be twenty triangles, answering to so many

auxiliary processes of formation of binary products. Accordingly

in this last case, the figure has been seen (374) to coi\td\n fifteen

points, of which each is a common corner oifour triangles of

multiplication.

376. Instead of seeking how many triangles may thus

be formed, from a quadrilateral, pentagon, &c., as representing

multiplication of quaternions, we may inquire how many auxi-

liary quadrilaterals may be deduced from, or are to be con-

sidered as involved in, the complete construction (371, &c.) of a

pentagon, hexagon, or other polygon of multiplication. For this

purpose we are to determine how many products of ternary (in-

stead of binary) forms, can be composed from a given set of fac-

tors qu . . . qni without transposition^ repetition, or hiatus. Or

we may seek, in how many ways the various partial and total

products, *i, &c,, <i, &c., and q=^qn • • • qu can be decomposed,

each into three factors: for there is evidently no use in seek-

ing so to decompose any one of the n given factors, ^i, &c., or

any of their n- 1 binary products, ri, &c. It is clear also that

each of the « - 2 ternary products, *i, &c., gives only one decom-

position, of the kind now sought; but that each of the n- 3 qua-

ternary products, t\y &c., gives 1 + 2 = 3 such decompositions,

because we may write, by art. 365, and by the associative prin-

ciple,

ti = ^4?3 . q-iqi = qi • q.iq2qi ;

where q-^qi may be treated as a binary product in only one way,

but q^q-zqi in two ways. In like manner a quinary product admits

of ternary decompositions in 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 ways ; and generally the
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number ofways^ in which a product of /+2 factors may be put

under the form of a ternary product, is

1 + 2 + 3+ . .+;=^/(/+l):

while the number of products of this order or dimension is

= n-l-\. If then we wish to know how many ternary forms

can he obtained, by suitably placing the points of multiplication,

from all the products sx^ &c., t\, &c., which involve not fewer

than /+ 2 given and successive factors, we are to calculate the

sum,

1 («-2) + 3(n-3) + 6(«-4)+ . .+i/(/+l) {n-l-\)
= (w+l) {1 + 3 + 6 +. .+i;(/+l)}

-{1.3 + 3.4 + 6.5 + ..+i/(/+l)(/+2)}
= ^(«+l) Z(/+l) (/+2)-|/(/+l) (^+2) (/+3)

= :s'^(4«-3/-5) (/+2) (/+])/.

And finally, by making / = n-2, we find for the whole number

of such ternary products, or of the quadrilaterals by which they

are constructed on the sphere, the expression,

t\ (w+l)«(n-l)(w-2).

Thus, the pentagon of multiplication (fig. 79), for which the

number n of given factors is^w/-, is connected with^ye auxiliary

quadrilaterals, namely,

ABCI, BCDK, FCDE, AGDE, ABHE,

answering (in the notation of art. 361) to the five products of

ternary form,

s .r .q, t .s .r^ t .s .rq, t . sr .q, ts .r. q ;

and the complete construction of the hexagon of multiplication,

for which n = 5, must involve the construction oififteen such qua-

drilaterals.

377. If we seek on the same plan, how many auxiliary pen-

tagons are connected with the hexagon, heptagon, &c., or how
many products of quaternary form can be composed out of n

given factors (without transposition, &c.), we find that the num-

ber of quaternary decompositions of each product of ^+3 fac-

tors is
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^/(/ + l)(;+2);

and that the number of such products is

(»+!)-(/+ 3).

Multiplying these two numbers, and summing with respect to /,

we obtain the expression,

which when we make /= n - 3, reduces itself to

^i^{n + l)n(n-l){n-2)(n-3).

Such then is the required number of auxiliary pentagons in ge-

neral ; in the construction of the hexagon, there would therefore

be involved six such pentagons; and twenty-one in the construc-

tion of the heptagon. More generally still, the same analysis

shews that in the complete construction o/\w spherical poly -

GON of multiplication (370), with p (=«+!) corners {or sides)

and with \p (/>- 3) inserted points (371), to represent partial

products^ is involved the construction ofa number o/auxiliary

SPHERICAL POLYGONS of inferior degree, which number is ex-

pressed by theformula,

p(p-l)(p-2)...(p-p + l)

1.2.3... p

ifp'be the number of sides of the auxiliary and inferior polygon.

378. You will not have failed to observe that 1 am far from

admitting, in the construction of these inserted or auxiliary poly-

gons, all possible arcs of great circles which could be drawn,

connecting two points taken arbitrarily m the figure. U that

were done, the results would of course be much more numerous:

but you see that I retain only those connecting arcs which are

required, or are useful, for constructing some of the products,

partial or total, of the given quaternion factors. It was thus

that in fig. 65 (as was remarked in art. 375), only^Mr auxiliary

triangles were employed, because we had no occasion for the

arcs AC, BD, EF ; which again arose from the circumstance that

we were not seeking to connect q with s, nor r with srq, nor rq

with sr, by any process of binary multiplication. It would cer-
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tainly have been unnecessary to have had recourse to any such ana-

lysis as the foregoing, if our object had been to prove, what every

body knows, that a set of jt?' things can be taken out ofp others,

in a number of ways expressed by the formula recently written.

But the question which we had to investigate was an entirely

different^ and (it will perhaps be felt) a much less easy one. Even

for so simple a case as that of the hexagon and its quadrilaterals,

the distinction is sufficiently striking. Of course it is very

well known, from elementary principles of combination, that a

set of four things can be taken in fifteen ways out of a given set

of six things ; and in so many as 1 365 ways out of a set of fifteen

things, the arrangement of the things among themselves being

supposed to be unimportant. It would, therefore, have been use-

less to offer any proof, that after constructing a spherical hexagon

of multiplication y to represent five given quaternion factors and
their total product, and then inserting also nine other representa-

tive points upon the spheric surface, for the various partial pro-

ducts, fifteen sets of four points could be chosen out of the six

corners of the hexagon, and 1365 such sets out of the whole sys-

tem of the fifteen points of the figure, arrangement being still

abstracted from. But it was not obvious that when^bwr points

were to be selected out of i\ie9,efifteen , so as to be corners of some
auxiliary quadrilateral oi m\i\i\^\\ca.i\on, connected with the re-

presentation (on the principles and plan already explained) of

some ternary multiplication of the five given factors or of their

products, the rejection of all useless quadrilaterals would reduce

the larger number 1365 to the smaller number fifteen, which last

was obtained at the end of art. 376, and may be derived also from

the more comprehensive formula of art. 377- Still less is it evi-

dent, without some such investigation as that lately instituted,

that so great a reduction as is expressed by the same formula takes

place, by rejection of useless combinations, when we seek the

number of all the auxiliary and /;'-sided polygons of multiplica-

tion, which are connected with and involved in the construction

of a polygon of multiplication of superior degree, having/) sides

or corners, but having also ^p{p-?>) inserted points, which
(under certain restrictions as to the mode oi combining them) con-

cur with the p points themselves, in the formation of the auxiliary
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and inferior polygons, according to the laws of the multiplication

of quaternions. Perhaps this may be as fitting an occasion as

any other to remark, that the process ofbuilding up a complete

polygon o/ multiplication , of any given degree, with all its auxi-

liary points, may be in many ways varied from that stated in art.

367, and exemplified previously in 361, without disturbing any

of the results above obtained, respecting the number of the equa-

tions of condition necessary for the correct construction of the

figure; or the number of the equations which follow from these

by the associative principle, or the number of inferior and auxi-

liary polygons, &c. For instance, in constructing the figure 79,

for the pentagon, we might have begun by assuming as known

the six points, a, b, f, and c, d, h, in connexion with the two

pairs of given factors, q, r, and «, t; and might have thence con-

structed the four other points c, i, k, and e; but we should «^i7/

have had eight constructive equations between angles, and have

still been conducted to twelve associative equations, as following

from them.

379. The foregoing investigations (361 to 377) respecting

polygons ofmultiplication have been conducted quite indepen-

dently of the doctrine of spherical conies, although a passing

allusion was made to that doctrine (in art. 366), and in particu-

lar to theyoca^ character of the two auxiliary points e and f, in

fig. 65. But if we now admit that focal character of those two

points, namely, that they are (as was proved in art. 302) the two

foci of a conic inscribed in the quadrilateral ofmultiplication,

namely in abcd of fig. %b, and if we agree to denote this focal

relation oftwo points to four others, by writing, for conciseness,

any one of the following formulae,

EF (. .) ABCD,
or

FE (. .) ABCD, or EF (. .) BCDA, Or EF (. .) DCBA
;

but not the formula,

EF (. .) ACBD,

since this would come to substituting diagonals for sides, and

would require a change in the inscribed conic; we shall then be

able to derive and to enunciate briefly a series of theorems, re-
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specting inscriptions of systems of spherical conics in

CERTAIN SYSTEMS OF SPHERICAL QUADRILATERALS, and the Con-

sequent ENCHAINMENTS OF certain spherical POLYGONSamong

themselves ; of which theorems the suggestion is due (so far as I

know) to the Calculus of Quaternions. For since every case

of a ternary product may be represented or constructed, on the

plan of fig. %5i by a conic thus inscribed in a quadrilateral, we

see by recent articles that every p-sided polygon of multiplica-

tion is connected with a system of such conies^ whose number is

expressed by the formula

Vt;)(P-1)(;?-2)(p-3),

while their^a all belong to the system of those points, in num-

ber

i;>(/?-3),

which represent the partial products of those p -\ quaternion

factors, the representative points of which factors themselves,

and of their total product, are the successive corners of the poly-

gon in question ; and out of this system oifocal points^ another

polygon or polygons may generally be conceived to be formed;

which will be connected with the^rmer polygon, and with each

other, by a species of focal enchainment. (It will be remem-

bered that the insertion of these focal points is not an arbitrary

process, but is subject to certain laws derived from the nature of

quaternion multiplication ; in fact there exist, by art. 369, (p- 1)

(p -3) equations of construction, between the angles of the com-

plex figure; and from these, by art. 374, there follow ^(p-l)

(p-2) (p-3) other equations between angles, in virtue of the

associative principle.)

380. If, for instance, we adopt the notation of art. 367, and

take the case of the hexagon,

we may conceive the six points

R1R2R3P4T1T2,

which represent the four binary and the two quaternary products,
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to be, in their order, the corners of a second hexagon ; while the

three points

S1S2S3,

whiehjepresent the three ternary products, may be considered as

the corners of a triangle. And then, for this system of two

HEXAGONS AND A TRIANGLE upou a Sphere (not now, as in 305,

one hexagon and two triangles), we shall have an example of the

lately mentioned enchainment ofspherical polygons; which en-

chainment is here performed through a system of fifteen

spherical conics, inscribed in certain quadrilaterals of the

figure, and having their foci ranged at the corners of the auxi-

liary hexagon and triangle, as is expressed in the following Table.

Table of Focal Relations,

R1R2 (. .) QiQsQaSi

IJoRj (. .) QaQaQjSj

R3"4 (• •) Q3Q4Q5S3

R4T1 (. .) Q4Q5Q Si

Ti Tj (. .) Q5Q Q1S2

TzRi (. .) Q Q1Q2S3

R1S2 (. .) QiQaRsT,

R2S3 (• •) Q2Q3R4T2

R3S, (. .) Q3Q4T1R,

R4S2 (. .) Q4Q6T2R2

TiS3 (. .) QsQ U,R3

T2SJ (. .) Q QiRjR* .

S1S2 (. .) Q1R2Q4T1

S2S3 (. •) Q2R3Q3T2

S3S1 (. .) Q3R4Q Ri

(I.)

(II.)

(III.)

And 1 think that any attempt to sketch, in its general state, the

complex figure here referred to, with its fifteen conics of inscrip-

tion, and its numerous connecting arcs, could only impair theclear-

ness and symmetry of the foregoing symbolical statement.

381. There is, however, one particular or rather /mi7m^ca*e,

of the general construction described in the last article, which it
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may be interesting here to consider, and which admits of being

illustrated by a diagram suffiqiently simple.

Round any point s of the surface of the unit-sphere, as a pole,

with any arcual radius sq, conceive a small circle to be described.

Let this small circle be cut into six successive and equal portions,

in the order of left-handed rotation, by five other and successive

arcual radii,

SQi, SQ2, SQ3, SQ4, SQs,

making with sq and with each other successive angles of sixty

degrees, at their common point s, as in the annexed figure 80.

Let six connecting arcs

ofgreat circles be drawn, ^'S* ®^*

QQi» Q1Q2, QsQs*

QsQi) QiQs) QaQ

;

which will thus become

the sides of (what might

perhaps be called) a re- Q,

giUar spherical hexagon

:

or at least of one which

will be at once equi-

lateral and equiangular.

Draw also the six suc-

cessive diagonals,

QQz) Q1Q3) Q2Q1) Q3Q5) Q4Q) Q5Q1

;

and name, as follows, the six successive intersections of these

diagonals

:

Ri the intersection of q Qj and QiQg

;

R2 ,, „ Q1Q3 and Q2Q1

;

R3 j» j» Q2Q4andQ3Q5;

"4 >> jj Q3Q5 and Q4Q ;

I'l »j ,y QiQ and Q5Q,

;

T2 j» )) Q5Q1 and Q Q2.

The figure being thus constructed, conceive next that some five

successive quaternion factors, of the versor kind, 9,, q2, q^, yi, ^3,

are represented by five spherical angles, at the five successive

2 B
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points Qi, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q3, of the hexagon ; each of these five angles

being equal in magnitude to the spherical angle iIiQiQ2, between

a diagonal and a conterminous side of the hexagon. The four

successive binary products of the five factors, namely, q^qi^ qaqz,

qiqzi qsqn will then be represented by angles at the four points

Ri> R2» Rs* R** of which the common magnitude is that of the angle

Q3R1Q2, or the supplement of the spherical angle QsRiQi. The con-

struction, so far, being seen to be entirely nV/oroM^, and indepen-

dent of everything like approximation, let us conceive next that

the arcual radius SQ becomes a 5»2a// arc, although remaining still

an arc of a great circle ; so that the spherical hexagon becomes,

in consequence, o. nearly plane one, and approaches to coincidence

in shape with the regular hexagon of Euclid. The angle of each

of the five quaternion ^c^or* will then differ very little from thirty

degrees ; and the angle of each bina)-yproduct will be nearly equal

to sixty degrees. The three ternary products, q^q^q^ qiqiq^ q&qiqit

which are in general (see 380) represented by three distinct points,

Si, S2, S3, come now to have their three representative points very

nearly coincident with each other, and with the centre s of the

figure ; the angle of each becoming at the same time nearly right.

The two quaternary products, q^qiq^q^ and q^qiqiq^, will be very

nearly represented by angles of 120° each, at the two remaining

corners, Ti and T2, of the interior hexagon, namely RiRzRsRiTiTa.

And finally the one quinary or total product of the five given fac-

tors, namely q^q^qzqtqx, will be nearly represented by an angle of

1 50°, at the one remaining corner q, of the outer or original hexa-

gon, described in the present article. All this follows easily from

the most elementary properties of a plane and regular hexagon,

considered here as the limit to which a certain spherical hexagon

approaches, and combined with one of our general constructions

(264, &c.) for the multiplication of any two versors.

382. We may then, at the limit, where the^e?iera/and s]phe-

rical hexagon of multiplication becomes the plane and regular

hexagon of elementary geometry, conceive that hexagon, with

its inserted or focal points^ to be constructed as in the recent

figure 80 ; the various letters q, r, s, t retaining, at this limit,

the general significations of art. 380, except that the one letter s

(at the centre of the figure) now takes the place oi each of the
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three symbols, which were before written as Si, S2, S3. We have

then only this last change to make now, or to conceive as made,

in the recent Table of Focal Relations ; that is to say, so far as

concerns the twelvefirst of those relations, we are simply to sup-

j)ress the indices, which were (in art. 380) suffixed to the letter s :

and as regards the three last of the same system of fifteen focal

relations, we are to remember that an ellipse becomes a circle,

when its two fijci coalesce. Thus, at the limit here considered,

the three conies of the third system degenerate into circles ; or ra-

ther (as it is very easy to see) they coalesce into one simjle circle,

concentric with the original circle, and inscribed in the interior

hexagon, as indicated in figure 80 ; wherein also two conies of

each of the two former systems are pictured. And an inspection

of the same recent figure, combined with some simple geometri-

cal considerations, shews easily that each of the six ellipses of

theyir*^ system, as, for example, the ellipse inscribed in the equi-

lateral quadrilateral QiQjQsS, or the one which is inscribed in the

other and similar quadrilateral Q4Q5QS, has its major axis equal

in length to a side of the original hexagon ; while each of the six

ellipses of the ^ecowrf system, such as the one inscribed in the rec-

tangle Q3Q1T1K1, or that in the other rectangle QQ1R2R4, has its

minor axis equal to a side, suppose Q3Q4, of the same original or

outer hexagon. And finally, the one interior circle, to which the

three ellipses of the third system reduce themselves, and which

is inscribed in the interior hexagon, has its diameter equal in

length to a side of the same outer hexagon ; to which side we
have just seen that a major or a minor axis, of each of the twelve

ellipses of the two former systems, is equal. The diagram may
also suggest, what a very simple reasoning proves to be true,

that the eight points of contact, of the two ellipses of ihe first

system in it depicted, with the eight sides of the two equilateral

quadrilaterals in which they are inscribed, are ranged on the two

diagonals, RjRi and RiTi, of the interior hexagon ; that is, upon

the minor axes of the two ellipses of the second system in the

figure: or on the pai'atneters of the twoformer ellipses.

383. All this being sufficiently obvious for the case of the

plane and regular hexagon, it may be worth while to inquire

briefly in what manner the results are modified, when the arcuai

2b 2
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radius s^ is treated as only moderately (but not as infinitely)

small, so that the sphericity of the figure is sensible. Conceiv-

ing, therefore, that figure 80 represents an equilateral and equian-

gular but spherical hexagon, constructed according to the direc-

tions of art. 381 ; and supposing that the five given versors, q^ to

^5, are represented, as in that article, by the five spherical angles,

Z5'l = Q3QlQ2, Z'73 = Q4Q2Q3> • • • Z5'5 = QiQ5Q;

the general construction for a spherical triangle of multiplication

shews still that the four binary products, q-iqi, &c., are represented

by these four other spherical angles in the figure :

z Ml = Q3R1Q2
; z q^qi = Q4R2Q3

;

I q^qs = Q5R3Q1
; z q^qi = QR4Q5.

But the three ternary products, q^qiq^, &c., will no longer be

(rigorously) represented by right angles at the centre s of the

figure ; nor will the two quaternary products be represented by

angles of 120° at the points Tj, T2 ; nor the quinary product by an

angle of 150° at the sixth corner q of the equilateral and equian-

gular hexagon. We may then ask, for the ternary products, in

what directions do their three representative points, Si, Sj, S3, de-

viate from the centre s ? And if the two quaternary products

be now conceived to have their representative angles at some two

new points, t'i, and t'j, since x, and Tj are (by art. 381) already

appropriated in the figure to denote certain intersections of dia-

gonals, we may inquire what are the directions ofthe deviations^

TiT'i and t^i^ ? Again, if the quinary product be supposed to be

represented (accurately) by a spherical angle at some other new

point q', while Q shall still denote, as in the figure, a corner of

the equilateral hexagon, we may demand what is the direction oi

the deviation or displacement, QQ? And with respect to the

magnitudes of the various representative angles, we may inquire

whether iq^ is now less or greater than 30°? is Lqiq^ less or

greater than 60°? is Lq^q^q^ acute or obtuse? does Lq^q^q^qx ex-

ceed or fall short of 120°? And finally, for the quinary product,

is L q^qiq^^q^q^ less or greater than its limiting value of 150°, when

account is taken of sphericity ?

384. By the construction which is to be conceived as being
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employed, for determining the new spherical angles at Si, Sj, S3,

t'i, T2 q', we have the angular equations

:

R1Q3S1 = Z ^3 = Q2Q3R1 ; S1Q1R2 = Z ^1 = RjQiQs ;

because, by the associative principle, the ternary product, g3q2qu

may be put under either of the two forms, qs • q^q^^ q^^qn • q^. It

is clear, therefore, that if we denote by M2 the point where the

arcual radius, SQ2, bisects perpendicularly the diagonal Q1Q3 of the

outer, or the side RiRz of the inner hexagon, the sought point

Si will simply be the reflexion of Q2 with respect to Mj; in such a

manner that the following arcual equation will subsist:

The direction of the deviation ssi must, therefore, be either to-

wards or from the corner Qj of the outer hexagon, according as it

shall be found that the arc SM2 is greater or less than hal/oi the

arcual radius sQj. To decide this question, let us observe, that in

virtue of the tendency of the radial arcs to meet again upon the

sphere, in the point diametrically opposite to the point s from

which they diverge, each side, such as QiQj, of the hexagon, is

shorter than the arcual radius SQi. Comparing, therefore, the two

right-angled triangles, Q2M2Q1 and Q1M2S, which have a common al-

titude Q1M2, we see that the hypotenuse of the former triangle is

shorter than the hypotenuse of the latter, and consequently

that the base Q2M2 of the yne triangle must also be less than the

base M2S of the other. We have then the inequality^

^ Q2M2 < ry M2S
;

and by combining this inequality with the equation written above,

we can at once infer this other inequality,

r\ M2S1 < /^ M;S.

We know then definitely the direction of the deviation ssj ; and

are entitled to assert that this deviation is directed ^'o;« the centre

s, towards the corner Qj, and not in the opposite direction. And
it is evident that reasonings exactly similar would prove, that the

two other deviations ssj, SS3, of the two other representative

points of ternary products from the centre, are directed, rcspec-
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lively, towards the two other and successive corners, Qs, Q4, of

the same original hexagon ; while the lengths of these three de-

viations are at the same time evidently equal. When the arcual

radius is assumed as 10°, I find that the common value of these

three deviations amounts to about 4' 36
"

; and that when the size

of the figure is diminished, the deviation diminishes nearly in

the same ratio as the cube of the radius. It is less than three-

tenths ofa second^ when the arcual radius is a degree.

385. As regards the angles of the factors, and of their binary

and ternary products, we may see first that if Pi denote the mid-

dle point of the[side Q1Q2, the two right-angled triangles QiQjMj

and PiQjS have a common base angle at Q2, but that the hypote-

nuse of the former is less than the hypotenuse of the latter. The

area of the former triangle is therefore also less than the area of

the latter ; so therefore likewise is the spherical excess; and so

must be the vertical angle. That is to say, the angle M2Q1Q2 is

less than the angle Q2SP1 ; or in symbols,

We have then answered another of the questions proposed in art.

383 ; for we have come to conclude that the angle of each of the

gyven factorSi in the construction here considered, is less than

30°. It is, however, only a very little less than this limit-angle,

if the size of the hexagon be small (the sphere being supposed to

be fixed). Even when the arcual radius is assumed so great as

10°, I find that this representative angle oi q^ fails short of 30°

by only about ten seconds and a half; and this defect is reduced

to about the thousandth part ofa second^ when the radius is taken

as one degree ; for it can be proved to vary nearly as the fourth

power of the radius, so long as the figure is moderately small.

386. The angle of the binary product q^qi, being equal to

QsRiQsj is the supplement of the double of the angle PiRiQi ; but

this last angle is equal to its vertically opposite sRiM,, and there-

fore exceeds the complement of the angle MoSRi, in the right-an-

gled triangle so denoted, by the spherical excess of that triangle.

But the angle M2SR1 is exactly equal to thirty degrees ; there-

fore, PiRiQi is greater than 60° ; its double is, therefore, greater

than 120°, and the supplement of its double is less than sixty de-
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grees. We arrive, then, for the angle of the binary product, at

the inequality,

L q^qx < 60°

;

which contains the answer to another of the questions proposed

in art. 383. It must be observed that the defect, thus proved to

exist, of the angle of the binary product from sixty degrees, is

much more considerable than the defect, investigated in the im-

mediately preceding article (385), of the angle of a factor from

30°. For the defect of the angle of the binary product q.qi is re-

presented by the doubled area of MjSRi, or by the total area of

the triangle sRiRj; whereas the defect of the angle of the factor

^1 was seen to be constructed by the difference of the two small

and nearly equal areas, of the triangles Q2M2Q1 and sPiQ,. When
SQi is taken as 10°, the defect of the angle of the binary product

from (iO° amounts to so much as about 15' 20" ; and even when

the arcual radius in the construction is assumed so small as 1°,

this defect is still not less than about nine seconds ; varying

nearly as the square of this radius, so long as the dimensions of

the figure are small.

387. The angle of the ternary product, qsqiq^ being equal to

the supplement of QsSiRi, is in amount the supplement also of

R1Q2Q3 ; or of Q1Q2Q4 ; or of P1Q2M3, if M3 be the bisecting point of

the diagonal Q2Q4, as M2 was of Q1Q3. But in the quadrilateral

P1Q2M3S, all the angles except that at Q2 are right angles ; there-

fore this angle P1Q2M3 exceeds a right angle by an amount repre-

sented by the area of this quadrilateral ; and consequently its

supplement Jails short of a right angle by the same amount. The

angle of the ternary product is therefore acute,

L q^q^qx < 90°
;

and thus another of the questions of art. 383 is answered. This

defect from 90° varies nearly as the square of the arcual radius

;

when that radius is 10°, the defect is about half a second more

than 45' 34"; and it is reduced to about twenty-seven seconds,

when the radius is assumed to be a degree.

388. Proceeding to consider the quaternary products, q^qiq^qx,

q^qiq^qz, we may put the latter under the form «/^r/i . q-^ij^i and are

then led to assign the following conditions for the construction
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of its representative point t'o (see art. 383), and for its representa-

tive angle at that point

:

t'2R2R4 = L q^qi = Q2R2Q1

;

RiRiT'z = L q^qi = Q4R4Q3

;

^ MiM'i = 'T - r^t'jRj.

The point T'2 is therefore situated somewhere on the arc ST2

itself, or else on that arc prolonged. To decide which of these

two conclusions is to be adopted, we need only observe that each

angle of the equilateral and spherical triangle T2R2U4 must exceed

60°, while the angle of the binary product q^q^ has been seen to

fall short of 60° ; thus

t'2R2R4 < T2R2R4, and st'j < sTj
;

the displacement t^t^ of the representative point of a quaternary

product, is therefore directed towards s : and another question

of art. 383 is answered. Another problem of the same article is

solved, by observing that, in consequence of what has just been

shewn, the angle R4t'2R2 is greater than R4T2R1, which has been

seen to be greater than 60° ; therefore, by still stronger reason,

the angle R4t'2R2 exceeds 60°, and its supplement falls short of

120° ; so that we have the inequality.

When the radius is 10°, this defect of the angle of a quaternary

product from 120° amounts to about 1° 15' 50"; it varies nearly

as the square of the radius, and reduces itself to about 45"

when the radius becomes a degree. On the other hand the dis-

placement T2t'2 or TiT; of the representative point varies nearly

as the cube of the radius; it is found to be about 10' 32", or only

about six-tenths of a second, according as we assume 10° or 1°,

for the value of the arcual radius.

389. As regards the quinary product, and its representation

at the new point q' (art. 383), since the associative principle

allows us to regard this product as obtained in two diflferent ways

through the multiplication of a binary product into or by a ter-

nary, because it gives

qjUM-iQ^ = f?6^4 • qiq%qi = qtqiq^ q^q^,
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we may employ either or both of the two following systems of

equations for the construction of the point and angle sought

:

fSiR^Q' = L q^qi = QR4Q5

;

^ q'siR4 = z J3M1 = '^ ~ Q3S1R1

;

I

^ qiqiqiq^qi = tt - r^q'si ;

and

fQ'RiSa = I qzqi = Q3R1Q2

;

"I
R1S3Q' = Z Os^i^a = T - Q4S3R3

;

I

[^ M^Mz^i = " ~ S3Q ^1*

But the angles of the binary products are equal to each other in

amount, and so are the angles of the ternary products, in the sys-

tem of factors at present under consideration. Hence the angles

SiRiQ' and q'riS3 are equally large ; and so are q'SiR4 and R1S3Q'.

But also the deviations ssi and SS3 are equal in amount ; and so

are the angles which they subtend, respectively, at the points R4

and Rj. Hence the angles SR4Q' and q'RjS are equally large

;

and the point q' is either on the arc sq itself, or eUe on that arc

prolonged. But the former of these two alternatives is to be

adopted, because the angle sRiQ' is less than SjRiQ', or than the

angle of a binary product, which is itself less (by art. 386) than

60°
; and therefore less than SR4Q, which is greater than 60°.

Thus the deviation qq' is directed towards s, and another of the

questions of art. 383 is answered. This deviation or displace-

ment, like those already considered, varies nearly as the cube of

the arcual radius sq; it is nearly equal to 17' 37", when that ra-

dius is 10°
; and is only about one second, when the radius is so

small as a degree.

390. It only now remains to inquire whether the spherical

angle of the quinary product at q' is greater or less than the

limiting value of 120°, which it takes when the figure becomes

plane. The supplement of this quinary angle has been seen to

be equal to R4q'si or SsQ'Ri ; it is therefore greater than R4q's, or

than SQRi ; but each of these two last angles, in virtue of the

direction just now determined of the displacement qq', is greater

than the angle R4QS, or sqRi, which is itself greater than 30°.

Therefore, by still stronger reason, the supplement of the angle
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of the quinary product is itself greater than 30° ; and conse-

quently, that quinary angle is itself less than 150° ; or, in sym-

bols,

-^MiMj^i < 150°.

When the radius sq is ten degrees, this defect of the angle of the

quinary product from 150° amounts, very nearly, to 1° 31' 0"; it

varies nearly as the square of the radius, and is reduced to be

only fifty-four seconds and a fraction, when that radius is assumed

as a degree.

391. Although the foregoing numerical values have been

calculated with some care, yet they are here offered merely as

approximations, which may assist in forming a more clear and

distinct conception than might easily be otherwise obtained, of

the process of constructing the spherical hexagon of multiplica-

tion Q1Q2Q3Q4Q6Q', together with its nine inserted ox focal points,

R1R2R3R4, SjSjSa, t'iT'j, under the conditions lately considered

When this construction shall have been in any manner correctly

completed, it may be followed by the inscription of a system of

fjleen new spherical conies, according to the table oifocal rela-

tions in art. 380 ; in which Table it will however become neces-

sary, for conformity with the recent notations, to change q, Ti, T2

to q', t'i, T'2, leaving the other symbols unaltered. It has not

seemed proper to complicate figure 80, by inserting in it any of

these new conies, or even any one of the nine new points,

Si, 82, S3, t'i, t'j, q', M2, Pi, M3, which have been employed in recent

articles.

392. For the pentagon of multiplication, represented by fig.

79, of art. 361, if we use the notation of that article, the five pro-

ducts of ternary form,

s . r . q, t .s .r, t .s .rq, t . sr . q^ ts .r .q,

which were enumerated in art. 376, conduct, as in the last cited

article, to a system of five auxiliary quadrilaterals ; and, there-

fore, also (by 379) to a system ofJive inscribed conies, and to a

corresponding system offivefocal relations, which may be tabu-

lated as follows :
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Focal Relationsfor the Pentagon,

F, g(. .) abci.'

G, h(. .)bcdk;

H, I (. .) CDEF ; .

I, K (. .) deag;

K, F (. .) BABH.^

Although I thought that it would too much complicate figure

79 to insert in it these five ellipses, yet I may be permitted to

mention that this species of focal enchainment (379) oftwo

SPHERICAL PENTAGONS, namely, here, abcde, and figkh (or

fghik), with each other^ through a system of five spherical

coNics, of which each has its^ci at two corners of the second

pentagon, and touches two sides ofthe firsts was among the ear-

liest of those geometrical results, referred to in art. 303, which oc-

curred to me so long as 1843, and were in that year communicated

to the Royal Irish Academy, as corollaries from the associative

principle of multiplication of quaternions, and from the general

focal representation, illustrated by fig. 66, of the relations be-

tween any three -quaternions and their products, partial and total.

393. I shall conclude this long Sixth Lecture, by devoting

one more of its many articles to the statement of one other geo-

metrical deduction from the associative character of the opera-

tion of multiplication of quaternions, and from its focal represen-

tation. The deduction alluded to is no doubt a very easy one,

and has been long since published by me, on the same occasions

with the more general theorem of the foregoing article, respect-

ing pentagons and conies on a sphere, of which theorem it is a

particular or rather a limiting case. Yet as it may serve to throw

some little additional light on what has been already said, and

as it admits of being illustrated by a sufficiently simple diagram,

I shall therefore state it here. Suppose then that the four given

versors, q, r, *, <, are represented respectively by four angles, of

36" each, whose vertices a, b, c, d succeed each other at inter-

vals of 72°, in a left-handed order of rotation, on the circum-

ference of a circle so small that it may be treated as plane. Com-

plete the plane and regular pentagon, abcde ; and draw its five
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diagonals, ac, bd, ce, da, eb, intersecting each other, as in the

annexed figure 81, in five

new points as follows : ^'S* ®^-

EB and AC, in f;

AC and BD, in g;

BD and CE, in h
;

CE and DA, in i

;

DA and EB, in k.

Then the three binary pro-

ducts rq, sr, ts, at the limit

here considered, will be re-

presented by angles of 72°

each, at the points f, g, H

;

the two ternary products,

srq and trs, will be represented by angles of 108° each, at the

two remaining corners, i, k, of the inner pentagon, fghik ; and

the one quaternary product, tsrq^ by an angle of 144°, at the

fifth corner e of the outer pentagon. The present figure 81 is

therefore a limiting form of the more general and spherical con-

'itci'ueicutifvhiahi ^tg.''i'h was hesigneh to il'iustrate; and as the

significations of the letters correspond, the system oiJive focal

relations, which was tabulated in the preceding article (392),

must still hold good. Thus the two points f, g are, at this limit,

the two foci oi a plane ellipse, inscribed in the plane quadrilate-

ral ABCi ; namely, the ellipse ll'hk in fig. 81, whose points of

contact with the four sides of the quadrilateral are marked with

these four letters. In like manner the two points g, h are foci

of the ellipse mm'if, inscribed in the parallelogram bcdk; h, i

are foci of the ellipse nn'kg, inscribed in cdef ; i, k are foci of

oo'fh, inscribed in deag; and k, f foci of pp'gi in eabh. Ac-

cordingly these five focal relations can all be established geome-

trically, at this limit, by very simple considerations ; and it may
be noted that, for the same limiting case of the general construc-

tion of a pentagon of multiplication, with its five focal points, two
of the four points of contact for each of the five quadrilaterals are

corners of the interior pentagon ; and that the major axis of each

of the five inscribed ellipses is equal to a side of the exterior

figure.
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394. If, at the stage to which we have now arrived, we cast

back a rapid glance on the ground over which we have passed,

and call our chief steps into review, we shall find them to have

been nearly the following.— In the First Lecture of this Course,

we considered the primary significations which it appeared con-

venient to attach to the marks + and -, or to the operations of

addition and subtraction in geometry; we interpreted, in con-

sistence with the views thus introduced, the identities,

B-A + A=B, a+A-A = a,

and some others connected with these ; and established the fun-

damental relations between vector, provector, and transvector,

for any imagined vection (or rectilinear transport) of a point, or

any composition or decomposition of such vections. After which,

in the Second Lecture, we proceeded to study, on similar prin-

ciples, the marks x and -r-, or the operations of multiplication

and division in geometry ; we interpreted the fundamental iden-

tities,

/3-7-axo = j3, 5'xo-i-a = y,

and others therewith connected ; we developed the notions of a fac-

tor as a metrographic agent, and of a quotient as a metrographic

relation, of which each involves generally a reference to the

length and also to the direction of a line ; established the funda-

mental formula which connects factor, profactor, and transfactor,

in any composition of successive acts of faction ; and illustrated

these general principles, by applications to the cases where the

factors to be combined were: 1st, tensors; 2nd, scalars ; 3rd,

signs; and 4th, quadrantal versors, such as i,j, k\ which last

we saw reasons for constructing by a certain system of rectangu-
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lar unit-lines, and assigned their squares and products, by com-

pounding certain versions or rotations ; these compositions being

found to conduct to the important symbolical results,

V=k,jk = i, kt=j,

^•2 =f = k'=-\.

395. In the Third Lecture, we examined the cases where the

multiplier was a vector, but not a vector-unit, or where it operated

on a line which was not perpendicular to itself; the product

of two perpendicular lines was shewn to be a third line perpen-

dicular to both, and such that its direction was reversed when

the order of the factors was changed ; on the other hand the

product " vector into scalar" was found to be the same line as

that given by the multiplication *' scalar into vector," and the

product of two parallel lines was seen to be a positive or nega-

tive number, the square of every vector being negative ; other

powers of lines were studied, and the product or quotient of two

inclined lines was decomposed into two factors, namely, a tensor

and a versor, and was found to involve a dependence on a system

of four numbers, entitling it to be called a Quaternion ; while,

by the help of their representative biradials, a general construc-

tion was given for multiplying (and therefore also for dividing)

any one such quaternion by any other; conjugates and recipro-

cals were considered, and the signs K, T, U were introduced, as

characteristics of the operations of taking, respectively, the con-

jugate, the tensor, and the versor, of a scalar, or vector, or qua-

ternion.

396. The Fourth Lecture related chiefly to proportions of

lines in one plane, and to powers of quaternions, the exponents

of those powers being scalar ; it assigned constructions for

(5a'^ .7, and introduced the symbols Lq and Ax.^^; in it were

also pointed out some of the uses which might be derived in

geometry, for the expressions of certain loci, from the partial in-

determination of the sign v - 1, when interpreted according to

the principles of the present Calculus. In the Fifth Lecture,

the consideration of the line which is a fourth proportional to

three coplanar lines was resumed ; and the continued product of
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three such lines was shewn to be, in this theory, a fourth line in

the same plane, in the symbolical expression for which product

the place of the mark of multiplication is immaterial ; the direc-

tion of this fourth line was seen to be that of the fourth side of

an uncrossed quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, if the three first

sides of that figure have the directions of the three successive

factors ; while the fourth proportionals and continued products

of three lines which are not in any one plane, were found to be

not lines but quaternions.

397. In the same Fifth Lecture we proceeded to study this

last-mentioned quaternion product, of three lines not coplanar,

with a view chiefly to ascertain whether in its symbolical expres-

sion the point or other mark of muliplication might be omitted

;

or in other words, whether the associative principle still held

good, in the multiplication of three vectors, which were not in

nor parallel to any one common plane. This question was de-

cided in the aflBrmative ; and in deciding it, we had occasion to

introduce and to apply some general spherical constructions, re-

presenting versors by arcs upon a sphere, and the multiplication

of any two versors by a process which was called, by analogy,

the addition of their representative arcs ; which arcual addition

is merely the composition of arcual vections, and corresponds to

the composition of successive versions, or plane rotations, of a

moveable radius of the sphere : while division of versors, or de-

composition of versions, is represented on the same plan by a

sort of arcual subtraction. The generally non-commutative cha-

racter of the multiplication of versors, or the dependence of the

product on the order of the factors, was illustrated by the cor-

responding character of the addition of arcs, which belong to

different great circles ; and the same general spherical construc-

tion served to illustrate other results, as for instance, that the

conjugate or the reciprocal of a product of quaternions is equal

to the product of the conjugates or of the reciprocals, taken in

an inverted order.

398. On applying this general construction to the symbols

)3a"^ . 7, /3 .a"'y, in the case where the three vectors a, /3, 7 are

not coplanar, it was found that both these symbols represent one

common quaternion, which may still be called (as above) the
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fourth proportional to those three lines, or the continued product

of -y, a'\ and /3 ; and of which the axis is directed to the corner

D of an auxiliary spherical triangle def, whose sides, respec-

tively opposite to the points d, b, f, are bisected by the three

given vectors a, |3, y, at least if those three lines make acute

angles with each other ; while the angle of the same fourth

proportional to them is the supplement of the semisum of the

angles of this auxiliary triangle, or is equal to that semisum

itself, according to the character of a certain rotation. The mo-

difications of these results were inquired into, which take place

when the angles between a, /3, 7, or some of them, cease to be

acute ; and the associative principle of multiplication was still

found to hold good. When the three angles just mentioned were

all supposed to be right, a curious case of indetermination arose

in the construction of the auxiliary triangle, which however was

shewn to be connected with, and to illustrate, the scalar charac-

ter of the fourth proportional to three rectangular lines, and also

that of their continued product. And as the values,

i^ = -l,/ = -l, A^ = -l,

of the squares of 2,7, A, had each been deduced from the consi-

deration of two successive and quadrantal versions in one plane,

60 the value

ijk = - 1,

which serves to complete the continued equation

wherein all the rules respecting the multiplication of ijk are con-

tained, was shewn to admit of being interpreted as expressing

the result of three successive and quadrantal versions, or rota-

tions, in three successive and rectangular planes.

399. Such having been the chief subjects of the five first

Lectures of this Course, we proceeded in the Sixth, after some

supplementary remarks on the subjects lately considered, and

especially after shewing how the semi-excess of a spherical trian-

gle might present itself as the angle of a certain product of

square roots, to examine whether the associative principle of mul-

tiplication held good for any three or more quaternions generally,
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and not merely for any three lines. To inquire whether it were

universally true, in this Calculus, that

s .rq = sr . q^

and to draw forth some of the chief consequences of the truth of

this simple but important formula, was indeed the guiding con-

ception, the leading aim, of the whole of that long Sixth Lec-

ture, of which, in this recapitulation, 1 shall speak with greater

relative brevity than of the ones preceding it, because it may be

supposed to be more fresh than they in your remembrance. You
know that a new spherical construction, by means of represen-

tative angles, was given in that last Lecture, for the multiplica-

tion of versors, distinct from, although intimately connected with

the construction by representative arcs, which had been pre-

viously offered to your notice ; the product of two versors being

now represented by the external vertical angle of a spherical tri-

angle, whose base angles, taken in a determined order, represent

those two versors themselves ; and you remember that this con-

struction by angles was employed to illustrate anew some gene-

ral properties of the multiplication of quaternions. The equa-

tion

7^/3^0^ = - 1,

for any spherical triangle, was established, with the help of the

same construction : and the symbol

qrq-'

was interpreted, as denoting a conical rotation of the axis ofr

round the axis of 9, through double the angle oi q ; or else, at

pleasure, the equivalent amount of the turning of one plane upon

another, in a mode entirely analogous to the precession of the

equinoxes; and thus a preparation was made for symbolizing the

rotations, as well as the translations, of a body, or system of vec-

tors, and for expressing the composition of such rotations.

400. This having been done we proceeded to translate, with

the help of diagrams, very copiously employed in that Lecture

which we are now reviewing, the statement of the Associative

Principle, for the case of three versors, into the language of re-

presentative arcs, and also into that of representative angles: and

2 c
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proved it, for each of these two connected forms of construction,

by means of some simple and known properties of conies upon a

sphere
;
giving however also a more elementary proof, although

a somewhat longer one, which did not assume any acquaintance

with the doctrine of those conies, and indeed did not introduce

the conception of a cone at all. The associative principle of

multiplication having been thus established for three versors, it

was extended without any difficulty to the case of three or more

quaternions, and so shewn to be general in this Calculus: and

its expression was in several ways varied, by means of spherical

figures, and by relations between quotients of lines. The same

fertile principle conducted us also to many conclusions respect-

ing continued products of vectors, especially when the factors

were supposed to be the successive sides of a rectilinear polygon,

plane or gauche, inscribed in a circle or in a sphere; among

which it is worth while to remember, that the product of the

successive sides of any even-sided polygon in a circle, is a sca-

lar; but that the product of the successive sides of any odd-sided

polygon in a sphere, is a tangential vector. Cases of these last

theorems were made to furnish equations or conditions of con-

circularity for four points, and of homospheericism for five : and

the latter equation, which includes the former as a limit, was

shewn to furnish a graphic property of a sphere, in relation to

an inscribed gauche pentagon, which property is, for space, the

analogue of the elementary relation between the directions of

the sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. A problem re-

specting the inscription of a gauche quadrilateral in a sphere

was also easily resolved, and might with equal ease have been

extended. Finally, the two other chief classes of geometrical

applications of the associative principle of multiplication, which

were considered in the foregoing Lecture, may be said to have

been those which related to the compositions (above alluded to)

of conical rotations ; and to the superscription on a spheric sur-

face of certain polygons of multiplication, with certain connected

systems of focal points, and of inscribed spherical conies ; in-

cluding some limiting cases, where the polygons and conies be-

come plane. But these have been so recently treated of, that

we may now pass to other things.
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401. The object which we propose to ourselves in this Se-

venth Lecture, being chiefly to treat of the Addition and Sub-

traction of Quaternions, and in connexion therewith to prove and

to apply the Distributive Property of their Multiplication ; as also

to introduce and exemplify the Notations S and V, which were

mentioned by anticipation in art. 121, and which serve to sepa-

rate a quaternion into its scalar and vector parts: we may here

begin by observing, that since we already know how to add sca-

lars among themselves (by the ordinary rules of algebra), and

also how to add vectors to each other (by the laws of the compo-

sition of vections), it is natural now to consider what interpreta-

tion can consistently and usefully be assigned to the analogous

operation, not hitherto studied by us, of adding a scalar to a

vector. To take what seems the simplest case of this inquiry, we
may ask, what are we to regard as the meaning, and what as the

result, of the addition of a scalar unit to a vector unit? Can we,

for instance, interpret the sum 1 + A, as bearing any clear and de-

finite signification, if k continue to denote, as it has hitherto

usually done with us, an upward unit line ?

402. For this purpose 1 look out for some common operand,

on which I can operate separately, by each of the two proposed

symbols 1 and k, and afterwards add the results, in order to com-

pare their sum with the operand thus assumed. Such an operand

at once presents itself in the vector unit i ; for we know that

1 t = i, and that ki=j ; and although it may seem at first difficult

to add, in any intelligible sense, the number, 1, to the line, k, there

is no difficulty in adding the southward line, i, to the westward

line,j, by drawing, as in fig. 82, the diagonal

OP of a square, constructed with os and ow, *^'S- ®2.

or with the lines i and 7, for two contermi- '
^

nous sides. And then by comparing this

south-westward diagonal, i +j, whose length
j

is = ^2, with the original operand, or side,

or southward unit i, we obtain the equa-

tion :

4 + A = (z + ki) -T-i = {i +j) -^ i ;

^-=/-

80 that the required sum, 1 +A, is thus put under the form of a

2 c 2
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quotient of two lines ; and therefore (by our general principles),

it is hereby found to be a quaternion, of which the tensor and the

versor are as follows

:

T (1 + A) = 2* ; U (1 + A) = M.

(In the annexed sketch, fig. 82, I observe that (/ + A) i has been

inadvertently written, instead of (1 + A) i.) We may also, for the

same reason, write more concisely this equation,

1 4 A = 2i A* = /2T

And it is clear that the same quaternion would have been ob-

tained, as the value for this expression 1 +/<:, if we had set out, on

the same general plan, with any other horizontal line, a, instead

of i, as the original operand. We should still have been led to

construct a square in the horizontal plane, and to compare a

diagonal with a side ; or more fully, to divide (in the general

sense already explained) the one line by the other; and to take

the resulting quotient^ ^ (2 k), as the value ofthe sum in question.

403. Those who are familiar with the principles of the Cal-

culus of Finite Differences, may find the following remarks throw

some light on the foregoing process. We were to add the num-

ber 1 to the line k ; and there seemed for a moment to be a diflS-

culty in so doing, on account of the heterogeneity of the two

summands. But in the Calculus of Differences an exactly ana-

logous difficulty presents itself to the learner, when he first meets

the symbol

1 + A,

where the number 1 appears as added to the characteristic A,

which is not a number at all, but the sign of the operation of

taking a finite difference. How is this difficulty removed ? A.

function of x, suppose x^, or more generally y*(a;), is taken as the

common operand; it is operated on by each separately, of the two

proposed things or signs, 1 and A; the two results^ namely,

\ .x^ = x^, and A • a;* = 3 a;^ + 3 re + 1

,

or more generally,

l/(^) =/(a:), and A/(ar) =/(a; + 1) -/(.r),
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are added to each other, by the previously known rules of ordi-

nary addition in algebra ; and their sum is then, by a dejinition

suggested by analogy, and found by experience to be useful, con-

sidered &% being the result which mjomW have been obtained, if the

same function of x had been at once operated on^ by the sought

symbolic sum^ 1 + A. In this way it has come to be agreed on to

write,

(1 + A) • a;^ = 1 • a:'' + A • ^' = a:^ + (3 cc- + 3 a; + 1) = (a; + 1)',

and more generally,

(l + A)/(.r)=/(a;+l);

and then, by abstracting from the operand, it has been inferred

that 1 + A is, in the Calculus of Differences, the symbol ofan

OPERATOR, which changes any given function of x to the same

function ofx-v 1. We come to learn then, in that Calculus, what

the proposed sum 1 + A is, by learning what it does ; the ope-

rator becomes known, through the knowledge which is acquired

of its operation. And similarly, in the foregoing article, the ope-

rator 1 + )fc has been considered as determined, when it has been

found to produce the determined effect, of changing the side to

the diagonal of a square in the horizontal plane, exactly as is done

by the quaternion \/2k; to which quaternion the sought sum

1 +A has therefore been concluded (in art. 402) to be equal.

404. As it is perhaps impossible to be too clear on funda-

mental points, and as the addition ofa scalar to a vector is thus

fundamental in quaternions, I shall venture here to submit to

you, for a moment, a far more elementary illustration. Suppose

then that you wished to shew to a child that two and three made

five, or to teach him how to interpret the symbol 2 + 3, you might

of course, for that purpose, put down first two dots as one group,

and then three dots as another, and afterwards combine these two

groups into a single one, as indicated in this

little diagram; on counting the dots in which
]^_J

one resultant group, the child would find them i

—^—» ,
^

,

to he five. Now in this simple and obvious

process, the dot is the original operand: the partial groups, of

two dots and three dots respectively, are the results of the two
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Fig. 64.

partial operations ; the proposed numbers, 2 and 3, correspond

to the two partial operators (being thus analogous to the sym-

bols 1 and k in article 402, or to 1 and A in art. 403) ; the total

group, of five dots, is the sum of the two partial results (answer-

ing to li + ki, or to lfx-\- Afx); and when at last the young

arithmetician comes to count the dots, in this final or total group,

he executes, on a small scale, that sort of abstractionfrom the

operand, which leads, in the Calculus of Diff'erences to the in-

terpretation of the symbol 1 + A, and in the Calculus of Quater-

nions to the conclusion that

1 4 A = (1? + ki) -^ i = (i+j) ^ i = 2iAi

405. More generally, let it be now required to add any pro-

posed scalar, w, to any proposed vector, p, or to interpret gene-

rally the symbol w -^ p. We have only (see fig. 84) to assume

any line a, or oa, in a

plane perpendicular to

p, as the original and

common operand ; to

operate on this sepa-

rately, by the scalar w
and by the vector p, and

so to produce, as the

two partial results, two

mutually perpendicular lines, namely, wa or ob, and pa or

oc ; to form next the sum of these two lines, by completing

the rectangle, and drawing the diagonal ; and finally, to di-

vide this diagonal wa + pa or OD, by the assumed operand line a,

and to equate the required sum, w + p,to the quaternion which is

obtained as the quotient of this division. In short we have only

to employ the very simple formula,

w + p = (wa + pa) -f- a, where a ± p:

or (under the same temporary condition of perpendicularity) to

make use of the identity,

{w + p) a = Wa + pa.

So FAR, then, the distributive property of multiplication holds

good BY DEFINITION in quatcmions, as serving to interpret
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(in the foregoing way) the symbol w + p^ by first introducing,

and afterwards abstracting from, an auxiliary and perpendicular

line a, as a subject to be operated upon : and it is clear that a

similar process would lead to the same construction, and to the

same final result, if we had sought to add p to Wj instead of

adding w to p. We know therefore how to give, by quaternions,

in every case, a complete and definite interpretation to the ope-

ration of adding together a scalar and a vector; and we see that

such summation is commutative; or in symbols, that (because

wa + pa = pa + wa) we may write,

w + p = p + w.

406. Conversely, let aob be any proposed biradial, repre-

senting an arbitrary quaternion,

q = (i -T-a = OB ^ oa;

and conceive that from the extremity b of the final ray ob, a

perpendicular bb' is let fall, on the initial ray oa, or on that ray

prolonged. The vector /3 or ob will thus be decomposed into

two partial vectors, /3' and /3", or ob' and b'b, of which the for-

mer (j3') has either the same direction as a, or else the opposite

direction, unless it happens to vanish ; while the latter (|3") has

a direction perpendicular thereto : and consequently, if these

two components of /3 be respectively divided by a, the two

partial quotients will be respectively equal to some scalar, such

as Wi and to some vector, such as />, this latter vector being per-

pendicular to the plane of the biradial. In symbols, see the an-

nexed figure 85, we may
write,

o = A-o, /3=b-o =

(b - b') + (b' - o) =

/3" + j3', ^'lla, i3"Xa;

and therefore shall have two

partial quotients of the

forms,

^' -i-a = W, j3" -H tt = /u,

where p ± a, p ± (5.

Hence, if we seek, by the

Fig. 85.
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principles of the foregoing article, to form the sum^ tv + p^ of

these two partial quotients, we find,

Wa=^\ pa=^"i {w + p)a=(i'+ (5" = (5,

and finally,

w + p = ^ -i- a = q.

Not only then may we always compound, by addition, any pro-

posed number w with any proposed line p into one quaternion

sum^ but also reciprocally, we can decompose any proposed qua-

ternion, q, into two parts, of which one shall be some scalar

such as w, while the other part shall be some vector as p : and

it is clear from the foregoing remarks that this decomposition is

per/ectly defi^iie; any change, whether of number or of line,

making a real and not merely an apparent change, in the quater-

nion which is their sum.

407. We may therefore speak dejinitely of the scalar part,

and THE VECTOR PART, or more concisely we may speak oi the

scalar and the vector, of any proposed quaternion. And

these two parts of a quaternion (already alluded to, near the

commencement of the Fourth Lecture) will be found to present

themselves so often, in the developements and applications of

this Calculus, that it becomes almost necessary to agree on some

NOTATIONS, by which they may be jcpara^e/y indicated. Accord-

ingly I have for a good while accustomed myself to employ, as

among the main elements oj" the hotatioh of quaternions (see

arts. 121, 401), the two fetters,

S and V,

as CHARACTERISTICS oj the twofundamental operations, of what

1 call, respectively, taking the scalar, and taking the vec-

tor, of a quaternion. More fully, 1 denote separately, by the

symbols,

S^ and \q,

the scalar part and the vector part of any proposed quaternion,

q. Thus

S {w + p) = iv; Y (w + p) = p ;

and with the recent significations (406) of a, /3, |3', |3", we have,
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S(/3-«) = /3'h-«; VO-a) = /3"-4-a.

In general for any quaternion q, we have the identities,

q=Sq + \q = Vq + ^q,

which may sometimes be abridged as follows

:

i = s + v=v+s.

With the same significations of the letters, it is clear that we

have also,

that is, identically (compare 90),

SS^ = S^, SV^ = 0, VSy=0, VV^=V^;

or more concisely,

S^=S, SV=VS = 0, V2= V.

408. Conjugate quaternions have equal scalarsy but opposite

vectors ; as will at once appear, if we compare the general de-

composition into scalar and vector parts, constructed by the re-

cent figure 85, with the equally general representation of two

conjugate quaternions, which was illustrated by the earlier fig.

32, of art. 186. In the figure last cited, we had

^ =/3 -^ a = OB -i- oa; Kq=y -t- a = oc — ok;

and it is evident that if the right line bc were drawn, connecting

the extremities of the two dividend vectors )3 and -y, it would be

perpendicularly bisected by the divisor line a, or by that line pro-

longed, in a point which might be called b'. In this way we

should not only have, as in 406,

/3 = /3"+/3', /3'||a, /3"±a,

but also,

7 = 7"+ y* 7'
11 "»

7
"
-L °»

where

y = ob' = + j3', but 7" = b'c = - b'b = - /3"

;

thus the scalar and vector of the conjugate are, respectively,

S(7-f.a) = 7'^a = /3'H-a = + S(i3^a),
V(y.^a) = 7"-7-a = -/3"^a = -V(/3-f-a);
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or more concisely,

SK^ = +S^, VK^ = -V^; or, SK=S, VK = -V.

If then, as in 406, we adopt the expression,

for the proposed quaternion, we shall have also, as was stated by

anticipation in art. 114, this connected expression for the conju-

gate :

'Kq=w- p;

which includes the two particular expressions there given,

}Lw = + W', K/o = - p.

We may also write, as an identity in this calculus, the formula,

which may be abridged to the following

:

Ky=(S-V)5; or K=S-V.

409. It has been seen (114, 162) that conjugate quaternions

have always one common tensor, or that

TKg=Tq;

we have therefore the equation,

T{w-p) = T(w + p).

Again, it was shewn in 163 that the product of two conjugate

quaternions is equal to the square of their common tensor,

qKq=Tq^;

we have therefore the following expression for this square,

T(w + pY = {w + p){w-p);

whence, if we had already established generally the truth of the

distributive principle of multiplication, we might at once con-

clude, what was stated by anticipation at the end of art. Ill,

that

Tq=T(w + p)= V{w'-p').

But since that principle has not yet been generally established, I
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must take at this stage another mode of proving the correctness

of this last expression, for the tensor of any quaternion. And

this is easily done with the help of the recent figure 85. In fact

since the square on the hypotenuse ob is equal to the sum of the

squares on the two sides about the right angle, we have evidently

the equation,

T/3^=T/3'^+T/3"^

therefore also, by general properties of tensors already esta-

blished, we have

that is

but it was proved in 1 1 1 that

Tw* = + w\ and that Tp^ = - p^;

we arrive then thus at the formula which includes these two last

results, namely,

Tq^ = w'- p\

410. It is evident (see fig. 85, art. 406), that if the quaternion

9', or |3 -r- a, be multiplied by any scalar x, by changing /3 to xjS,

the projections^ j3' and /3", of the vector j3, are at the same time

multiplied by the same scalar; or are changed, respectively, to

a;j3', and to a;j3". Hence the two partial quotients, j3' -^ a and

/3" -r- a, or w and p, are changed, by this multiplication, to xw
and xp respectively. Such then are the scalar and vector parts

of the product xq\ or more concisely,

^.xq = x^q^ din^V .xq = xVq, ifVa; = 0:

this last formula expressing, evidently, in virtue of the principles

and notations explained in art. 407, that x is here supposed to be

a scalar. In particular, by making a; = - 1, we have the identi-

ties,

S(-^) = -S^; V(-^) = -V^.

And, passing from the quaternion q to its conjugate, and attend-

ing to the results of art. 408, we find that
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S{-Kq) = -Sq; V(-Kq) = + Vq;

or that

-Kq = -Sq+ Yq,

-K = V-S.

In general we have, in this calculus, as in algebra, with the fore-

going significations of the symbols,

x{w-\- p) = xw + xp\

~{w + p) = -w-p;
-{w-p)=-w + fi;

the two latter identities being included in the former.

411. It was seen (in 113) that a tensor such as T9, although

first conceived (see 63) as a signless number, might be equated

to a positive scalar; whence it follows that we may now write,

ST^= + T^=Tg, and VT^ = 0.

But also we have generally the decomposition (90) of a quater-

nion into factors,

q=i:q. \]q\

where the point or other mark of multiplication may be omitted.

Hence (by 410) we have the two identities,

^q=Tq.SVq, Vq=Tq.YUq;

when the points may again be omitted without confusion. It is

also allowed (see 113), and is indeed only a particular case of

the more general decomposition just now mentioned, to decom-

pose any vector into its own tensor and its own versor, as fac-

tors; thus we may write,

VU^=TVU^.UVU9;

where, by the present article, and by 113, 153,

UVU^ = UV^=Ax.y.

The temporary symbol Ax . q, employed in the three preceding

Lectures, may therefore now be replaced by this other symbol

UV^-, which is perhaps only about as easy to be written or

printed as the former, but which has the advantage oi connect-

ing itself better with the system ofsymbols employed in the pre-
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sent Calculus ; and we may establish the following symbolical

equation^ between two different characteristics of two equi-

valent operations :

Ax. = UV.

We have also these general transformations of any proposed

quaternion q :

^=Tg(SU^+VU^)
= T^(SU^+UV^.TVU^):

in which there is no difficulty in seeing now that

S Uj' = cos z. 5^, TV \Jq = sin z q^

if we merely admit the well-known meanings of the words " co-

sine" and " sine," and their abridged notations, " cos" and " sin,"

without assuming here the knowledge of anyJbrmula of trigo-

nometry. At the same time it results from art. 113, that

{\JVqy = -l',

and thus a celebrated expression is reproduced, as a general form

for the versor ofa quaternion, namely the following :

Uq = cos lq+ \/-l sinlq;

in which, however, on the plan of interpretation adopted in these

Lectures, the square root ofnegative unity that occurs is not to

be regarded as having any imaginary character in geometry; but

simply as denoting a certain vector unit : namely, that particular

unit-line which is more fully denoted by Ax . q, or by Wq, and

of which the direction is perpendicular to the plane of the pro-

posed quaternion q.

412. Without inquiring farther, at present, into this con-

nexion ofquaternions with trigonometry, it may be instructive

to exhibit, at this stage, a few of those expressions for geo-

metrical LOCI, which the recent symbols S and V supply, or

assist in supplying, when used in consistency with the principles

of the present Calculus.

It is evident, from recent articles, that the scalar part of a

quaternion is positive, or null, or negative, according as the angle

of that quaternion is acute, or right, or obtuse : in symbols.
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Sq = 0, according as z. 5^ = -.

In fact, without assuming any thing as previously known re-

specting the trigonometrical character of the function "cosine,"

or even requiring, at present, the admission of the recent formula

SUq = cos z q, the equations,

S (oB -r- OA) = Ob' -r- OA, S (OC -^ OA) = Oc' -r- OA,

taken in connexion with fig. 85, establish at once the positive

character of the scalar of an acw^e-angled quaternion, and the

negative character of the corresponding part of a quaternion

which has its angle obtuse; while the evanescent (or null) cha-

racter of the scalar part of a W^A^-angled quaternion, may be

made obvious to the eye by this other and very simple figure,

where the projection d' of d on ao coin-

cides with o, and the line od' or 8' va-

nishes, making at the same time null the

quotient,

Fig. 86.

S' -^ a = S (g -7- a) = S (CD -J- OA) =

od' -i- OA = 0, if S _L a.

= D'

And conversely, if a and p be any two ac-

tual (or non-evanescent) straight lines, . <
which do not make a right angle with each

other, the *ca/ar part of their quotient cawnof be equal to zero; for

it will be (as above) either a positive or negative number, accord-

ing as the angle between the two lines is acute or obtuse. To
write therefore the equation

S(p-i-a) = 0,

under this supposition of the actuality o{ the two lines compared,

is equivalent to writing theformula ofperpendicularityy

p ± a.

And it is clear that, on the other hand, with the same condition

of the non-evanescence of the lines, to write this other equation,

V(/»-^«) = 0,
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is to assert that the directions of a and p are either similar or op-

posite; and is therefore equivalent to the establishment of the

formula ofparallelism,

pWa.

In short, the quotient of two parallel lines, being a scalar, has

no vector part; and in like manner, the quotient of two perpen-

dicular lines, as being (in this whole theory) equal to a vector,

has no scalar part different from zero.

413. This being clearly seen, suppose that a, j3, p denote

some three vectors, oa, ob, op, which have a fixed and common

origin o, and of which the two former terminate at two fixed and

known points a, b, but the latter at an unknown or variable point,

p. Then, using the notation of fractions (118), the equation

a

expresses that /> ± a, and therefore that the locus of the point p

is the PLANE THROUGH THE ORIGIN o, which \s perpendicular to

the given line oa. In like manner, the slightly more complex

equation,

expresses the perpendicularity,

/0-/3 ± a, or BP JL oa;

and gives therefore, as the locus of P, the plane which is drawn

through the given point B, perpendicular to the same given line

oa, and consequently parallel to the former plane. Another ex-

pression for a plane parallel to the first plane is the following:

p

where a is supposed to denote some constant and given scalar;

for this equation expresses (by 406, 407) that the projection ^oof

the vector p on a is the constant line aa^ or that the projection

p' of the point p on oa is constant,

p = op' = aa.
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And I may just mention by anticipation here, that when the de-

finition of the difference of two quaternions shall have been as-

signed, and the distributive property of the operation of taking

the scalar proved, the third equation of the present article will

be seen to result from the second, under the form

414. If, inverting the fraction, we were to write the equa-

tion

s;-=o,

it would still express merely that p was perpendicular to a, and

would still give the first plane of the foregoing article, as the

locus of the extremity of /o; and in like manner, the equation,

Fig. 87.

would give still that second or parallel plane which was drawn

through the end of /3, at right angles to a. But if we write

we express (see the annexed figure 87) that the projection of a on

p is the line p itself, or that the angle opa

is right ; and therefore that the locus of p is

now the surface of the sphere, described

with the given line oa as diameter. With-

out assuming as known those general prin-

ciples respecting difference and distribu- ^ ^-

tion which were recently by anticipation

alluded to, we may easily see that this last spheric locus may

also be represented by the equation

for this evidently expresses the perpendicularity,

a - ^> ± /3, or pa _L op.
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We may therefore already perceive, by this simple geometrical

construction^ although the mode of proving it as a transforma-

tion in this calculus is for a while reserved, that either of the two

last equations must be equivalent in its import or signijication to

the following:

because if we bisect oa in c we shall have,

and these two last lines are obviously equal to each other in

length, the point c being the centre of the sphere.

415. More generally, there is no difficulty in seeing, what

indeed is not peculiar to the theory of quaternions, that the

semisum, ^(a + /3), of any two co-initial sides oa and on, of any

plane triangle aob, represents in length and in direction, the co-

initial bisector oc of the third side ab ; for it is (see fig. 88) half

of the co-initial diagonal

OD, of the completed pa-

rallelogram (compare art.

100); and in like manner

the line ca, which is the

half of the other diagonal,

is represented by the^ew/-

difference ^(a- ft).
If then

we meet the equation,

Fig. 88.

2 '

t(,-^) = t

which expresses (see fig. 89) that cp is equal

in length to ca, or that the locus of p is the

sphere with ab for diameter, the right angle

in the semicircle apb will enable us to infer

that PA _L bp, or that a-p ± p- j3, and so

will give this other equation,

S
P~ft

0;

\t o
2 D
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which we thus see, must be a valid transformation of the former,

although the rules for passing, by calculation, from either of

these two last equations to the other, have not as yet been

given. Meanwhile it is evident that if we make /3 = 0, we shall

thereby place the point li at the origin o, and so change the last

figure 89 to the figure 87 of the preceding article, returning

thus to the particular spheric locus there constructed, from that

more generally situated sphere which has been since expressed.

416. From planes and spheres we can of course pass to cir-

cles, as their intersections ; thence to the cone, which has a

circle for its base : and from this again to the well-known curves

of intersection of such a cone with a plane, or to the conic sec-

tions commonly so called, which form so important a link be-

tween the ancient and the modern mathematics. It is also almost

or altogether equally easy, so far as mere expression is con-

cerned, to deduce, from the same principles, equations which shall

represent those spherical curves, which, under the name of sphe-

rical coNics, have attracted so much notice from geometers of our

own times ; and of which some mention has already been made, by

anticipation, in these Lectures: namely, the curves of intersec-

tion of a cone which has a circular base, with a sphere which has

its centre at the vertex of the cone.

417. Thus if we conceive that p, q, r, s are four points on

the circumference of a circle, the point p being variable, but the

other three points being fi.xed ; while o is any other given point of

space, which we shall suppose to be outside the given plane qrs,

and A the foot of the perpendicular upon that plane, let fall from

o, so that OAP, OA(j, oar, oas, are right angles; if also we denote

OA by a, and op by ft ; we shall then (by 413) have the follow-

ing equation,

a

to represent the plane of the circle ; and in order to complete the

expression of the circwnfcrtnce, it only remains to assign the

equation of some sphere, on which the same circle shall be con-

tained. Now we can always conceive such a sphere, oqrs, de-

termined SO as to contain the given origin o, which has been
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supposed external to the plane of the circle qrs; and can then,

at least in thought, draw the diameter ob of this sphere, and de-

note the diameter so drawn by /3. Thus opb will be a right

angle, and (compare 414) the sphere oqrs will consequently be

expressed by the equation,

5^ = 1.

P

The SYSTEM OF THESE TWO EQUATIONS,

s^=i, s2=i,
a p

will therefore represent the circle qrs ; which may, by a suitable

choice of the two vectors a and /3, be made to coincide with any

proposed circle in space^ under the condition that its plane shall

not pass through the origin o. This mode of representing a cir-

cle is indeed far from being the only one which the principles of

quaternions supply ; but it is one of those which seem to suit best

our present stage of the developement of this Calculus.

418. If now we multiply together the two equations just

found for the circle (supposing o external, as before), their pro-

ducti namely, the new equation

a p

may easily be proved to represent the cone, which has the point

O for its vertex, and the circle qrs for its base. For first, that

the locus represented by this equation is a cone of some sort,

with the origin of vectors for its vertex, appears from the circum-

stance that if the equation be satisfied by any one value of the

variable vector p, it is satisfied also by every other value xp of

that vector, which can be derived from the former value p by

multiplying it by any scalar x; since the recent equation may

be written thus,

U Xp

we may therefore at pleasure shorten, lengthen, or reverse the

vector OP of any point ? of the locus, and the new point p' thus

2 D 2
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obtained, on the indefinite right line op, will still be situated upon

the locus. And in order to determine, next, what particular

cone, with o for vertex, is represented by the equation of this ar-

ticle, we need only determine the form and position oi some one

plane section, such as that made by the plane whose equation is

a

Now it is clear, from comparison of the equations, that this sec-

tion must be entirely contained upon that other locus, of which

the equation is

P

that is (see414, 417), the «/>/tere through the origin, of which one

diameter is the vector ^: but the intersection of this sphere with

the lust-mentioned ])lane is precisely that circle which was con-

structed in the article immediately preceding. We see therefore

that this circle is one section, and consequently that it may be

regarded as the base, of the cone whose equation has been as-

signed in the present article.

419. If then with that equation, namely, with

a p

we combine this other equation,

8^ = 1,

7

which represents generally a new plane, if y be a new constant

vector, we shall hereby express that the cone with circular base

is cut by a plane not passing through its vertex ; and the system

of these two equations will represent (416) a conic section:

which may be a circle, ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, according

to the values assigned to the three constant vectors, a, (i, y.

Conversely, if there be any conic section, whose form and posi-

tion are given in space, and if any origin o of vectors be assumed

outside its plane, the expression of the curve may be reduced to

the form of this system of equations.
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where y may be regarded as an entirely known and Jixed vector,

namely, the perpendicular from the assumed origin on the given

plane of the section ; but in which the two other constant vec-

tors, a and /3, may be chosen with so7)ie degree of arbitrariness;

since it is clear, for instance, that they may both be multiplied by

any common scalar, such as t, because the equation of the cone

may evidently be written as follows (compare 418):

ta p

And it is not difficult to see that the cone remains in all respects

unaltered, when a and /3 are changed to /3'' and a"' respectively.

420. This last transformation of the equation of the cone de-

serves however to be more closely considered, both as an exercise

in calculation, and for the sake of its geometrical signification.

For this purpose I observe that, by principles already explained,

we have the transformations (see 1 18, 89, 408, 410, 85),

and

a p

whence it follows that we have, identically, for any three vec-

tors a, j3, /o,

a p p ' p

and consequently that the equation of the cone, employed in the

two preceding articles, may be put under the form,

P P

thus justifying the remark which was wmlc at the end of 419.

The same new form of the equation shews that the same cone is

cut by the plane
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S ^ -1

in a NEW CIRCLE, contained upon the sphere

the plane of this new circle being not generally parallel to the

plane of that other circle (417), which was made (in 418) i\\cbase

of the cone here considered. In short we find ourselves con-

ducted anew, by this easy process of calculation with quaternions,

to the recognition of that antiparallel or subcontrary sec-

tion of an oblique cone with circular base, of which the existence

was geometrically demonstrated by Apollonius of Perga, more

than two thousand years ago (in the Fifth Proposition of his First

Book upon Conies). And the equation found in the present ar-

ticle, for the phnie of such a subcontrary section, expresses ano-

ther known and remarkable j)roperty of that section, or of the

cone to which it belongs ; namely, that this subcontrary plane is

parallel to the plane

which touches at the vertex o, the sphere oqrs, circumscribed

about that vertex o, and about the given circular base qus (see

arts. 417, 418).

421. Again, let the same cone be supposed to be cut by a

concentric sphere ; that is (41G), by a sphere whose centre is at

the vertex of the cone, and therefore (here) at the origin o of

vectors; while the length of its radius shall be represented by

some given and constant number, c One form of the equation

of this sphere is (see 110),

Tp=c;

another form
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'\i y be the given vector of some one point upon the spheric sur-

face, as appears by changing a to 7, and j3 to - y, in the last

equation of 4 15. If then we combine any one of these three

forms for the equation of the sphere, with any one of the forms

lately given for the equation of the concentric cone, or any legi-

timate transformation of the former with any such transformation

of the latter, we shall obtain a system of two (scalar) equations,

which will represent a srnEiiiCAL conic (see again 416). The

two planes through the vertex, or centre, o, which are pa-

rallel respectively, to the two sets of circular sections of the

oblique cone, have been named by M. Chasles the two cyclic

PLANES of that cone; thus, for the cone whose equation is

a p

the two cyclic planes have for equations

a ^

which may also be thus written (compare 420),

S.a/) = 0, S.|3/> = 0,

or thus,

S./oa = 0, S.pi3 = 0.

The same eminent geometer has given the name of cyclic arcs

(compare 29(^, to the two great circles, wherein the sphere

round the vertex is cut by the two cyclic planes; the equations

oione cyclic arc may therefore here be written thus,

S . a/0 = 0, Tyo = c
;

and those of the other cyclic arc as follows,

S . /3/0 = 0, Tfj = c
;

but these equations admit of various transformations, which have

in part been indicated already. The results of this article and of

the one preceding it may be illustrated by reference to the figures

58, . . . 64, of arts. 29 i, ... 301.

422. As another geometrical example of the utility of consi-

dering the scalar parts, of the quotients or products of any two
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directed lines, and of employing the notation S^, let us propose

to draw from a given external point s, a rectilinear tangent sr,

to a given sphere round o,

as in the annexed figure
'^'

90. Let o be origin of

vectors, and let

OS = (T, OT = r,

OA = a, Ta = a,

A being the point where

the line os crosses the

given spheric surface
;

then, either because the

sought point of contact t

must be situated at once

on the given sphere round o, and also on that other known sphere

through o, which has the bisecting point c of the given line os for

centre, or has that line os for a diameter ; or because the length

of oT is =a, and the angle ots is right; we have the two equa-

tions of condition (compare 421,414),

T- = -a-a\ S. 1;

and therefore, by multiplying them together, we obtain this third

equation,

S . (ir = - a^

;

which gives,

T a'

and expresses therefore (see 413) that the sought point t is

situated on a certain known />/awe, perpendicular to a or to os,

and crossing that known line in a point m, of which the vector is

ix = OM = - a"ff"

Conversely, if the point t be taken anywhere on the circumfe-

rence of that circle, in which this plane intersects the given

spheric surface, and of which intersection the equations are

r- = - a-, S . (TT = - «',
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then that point t will also satisfy the condition,

S . or = T^, or S - = 1

;

r

but this last equation gives, by 414, the perpendicularity,

(T-T ±T ; and thus, the angle ots being right, the line st will

be, as was required, a tangent to the sphere round o. We are

therefore led, by this easy process of calculation^ to recognise

the well-known cone of tangents, drawn from the external point

s, and the circle of contact (with m for centre), along which that

cone envelopes the given sphere. And as regards the plane of

this circle, the equation of that plane may be thus written (with

the recent signification of /i),

where, because )u = -aV"S we have (by principles already ex-

plained, respecting tensors, versors, and reciprocals),

U/u = +U(t; Tfi = a-T<y-\

That is to say, om has the same direction as os ; and the rectan-

gle under om and os is equal to the square of the given radius

OA : in fact we may write,

fxa = (- a^ =) a^

423. Whether the given point s be (as above) an external,

or a superficial, or even an internal point, with respect to the

given sphere, provided that it be not actually at the centre o,

we can always deduce from its vector a a finite and connected

vector, ju = -a-(T"', or, in other words, we can determine a con-

nected point M, which shall satisfy the conditions recently as-

signed, respecting distance and direction ; and then the plane

which is drawn through this point M, perpendicularly to om or to

OS, is said to be the polar plane of the point s, with reference

to the given sphere; while this point s is said, conversely, to be

the POLE of that plane : and any point p, upon the polar plane,

is said to be conjugate to s. To express these conceptions with

the notations of the present calculus, we may denote op by
fj,

and then shall have the following equation of the polar i^lane

:
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§-= 1 ; or S . pa = - a-

;

such tlien is the condition for the variable vector p (from the

centre o) terminating in a point p, which is conjuf/ate to the

given point s, wherein the given vector o- terminates. And be-

cause we may also write the last equation as follows:

S . (Tp = - a-,

we see that the relation oftwo conjugate points is one of reci-

PROCITY, or that the polar plane of p passes in turn through s,

as is exhibited in figure 90. It is true that this reciprocal rela-

tion between two conjugate jyoints is perfectly well known to all

who are even moderately acquainted with geometry ; but it

seemed to be useful to reproduce it here, as being a consequence,

or an interpretation, in this calculus, of the identical equation^

S . jO(T = S . ap,

which expresses that any two conjugate products, such as pa and

(Tp, have a common scalar part (compare 89, 408). And this

seems to be a convenient opportunity for remarking, that each of

these two equivalent symbols, S . pa and S.ap, may be inter-

preted as denoting the rectangle wider the two lines, p and a, mul-

tiplied by the cosine of the supplement of the angle between

them ; or that, in symbols,

S . pa= Tp T(T cos (tt - ^a),

if pa denote the angle between the directions ot p and a. In fact

this last formula may also be thus written,

SU . jO(T = cos (tt - pa) ;

and accordingly, we have seen (in 411) that in general, for any

quaternion q,

^\]q= cos Z q,

and also (in 88, 118) that

L . pa = TT - L . pa' ' = tt - pa.

(In the Fourth Lecture the symbol q was used in a somewhat

diflferent sense, but only as a temporary notation.)
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424. The geometrical signification of the scalar part, S . /3a,

of the product of any two inclined vectors; a and j3, may also be

deduced as follows, from principles already laid down, without

any reference to cosines, or polars, or circles : and may afterwards

be applied to form expressions for certain other geometrical loci.

Since a^ is a (negative) scalar, we have by 407, 410, and by

the properties (118) of reciprocals of vectors, the transforma-

tions (compare 420) :

S . /3a = a^S . 15a-' = a' . ^'a'' =/3'a ;

if j3' denote, as in fig. 85, art. 406, the projection of/3 on a, or

the part or component of the given vector /3, which has either

the same direction as the other given vector a, or else the oppo-

site direction, according as the angle j3o, between a and /3, is

acute or obtuse; while this projection vanishes, like the S' of fig.

86, art. 412, when the angle between the two given vectors is

riffht. But, by art. 84, the product of any two similarly directed

lines in space is (in this whole calculus) a negative number, while

the product of two oppositely directed lines is equal, on the con-

trary, to a positive number ; and when one of the lines vanishes,

their product vanishes also. With respect then to the sign of the

scalar part of /3a, since this part has been just now shewn to

be equal to the product /3'a, we may establish the formula :

S . /3a = 0, according as /3a = -
;

' > > 2

the contrast of which to the first formula of art. 412, or to the

following,

S . (5a'' = 0, according as (3a = ^,

is remarkable, but is a necessary consequence of our principles.

In fact, as we have seen, the product (5a may be formed from

the quotient (5a'\ by multiplying the latter by the square of the

vector a, which square (by 85) is always a negative scalar; the

versor of the product (5a is therefore simply the negative ofthe
versor of the quotient /3a-' (see 188, 1 13); and consequently we
may write,

U./3a = -U./3a-',
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which gives immediately this other relation,

SU./3a = -SU.i3a-'.

The supplementary character (referred to at the end of the last

article), of the angle of the product^ /3a, as contrasted with the

angle of the quotient, \iu'\ which it is of great importance to

remember^ in the geometrical applications of this calculus, may

also be deduced anew, or if it had been forgotten it might be re-

covered^ from the consideration that since (by 1 11) a^ = - Ta% we

have the transformation,

Ta ^/3a = -/3a-',

which shews that the two quaternions /3a and -/3a'S or the pro-

duct and the negative of the quotient of any two vectors, since

they differ only by the scalar and positive factor Ta% must have

one common angle ; while the angle of the negative of any quater-

nion q, is (by 183) the supplement of the angle of that quater-

nion itself. Thus the last formula ofthe foregoing article is re-

produced, under the form,

£ . /3a = Z (- /3a-0 = ^ - ^ • i3a-' = TT -i3a.

And with respect to the magnitude, or numerical amount (ab-

stracting from the sign), of the scalar part ofthe product /3a, we

have, by the present article (compare 109, 1 10)

:

TS./3a = T./3'a=T/3'.Ta;

this sought numerical amount is therefore simply the numerical

value or expression for the rectangle under the one given line (a)

and the projection (/3') ofthe other line (/3) thereon. It is clear

that since the two conjugate products, /3a and a/3, have always

(89, 408, 423) the same scalar part, so that

S.a/3=S./3a,

we must, by the present article, have the equation (see also 85),

a'/3 = /3'a, or /3a' = aj3',

if a denote the projection of a on /3. And in order to esrpress

the projection /3', of any one line /3 on any other line a, we see

that we may write (compare 407),
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/3' = S . /3o -H a ; or, j3' = S . /3a" ' X a

;

or any legitimate transformation of either of these two expres-

sions, such as the following :

/3' = a-'S./3a; or, /3' = aS./3a-'.

425. Asa new application of these principles respecting the

scalar part of a product of two vectors, let us resume fig. 90, of

art. 422. In that figure, by the rudiments of geometry, the

square on the line st is equal to the rectangle under so and sm
;

which last line, sm, is the projection of st on so. Now, when

directions are attended to, we have (by 422) the expressions,

SO = -a; ST = T-ff; SM=jU-<r;

and therefore (by recent results),

S . (ff - r) (T = S (sT X so) = SM X so = (o- - yu) (T
;

in which last product of lines the directions of the two factors are

similar, and therefore (by 84) the product itself is negative ; as is

also, for the same reason (85, 111, &c.) the square of t- o-. This

product and this square agree therefore in their .s/V/w.*?, being, both

of them, negative scalars ; and their numerical nmynitiides also

agree, because one expresses the area of the rectangle osm, and

the other the equivalent area of the square on the tangent st;

we may therefore equate them to each other, or may write,

{a - fi) a =- {a - tY :

or, by the formula immediately preceding,

S . ((T- t) (T = ((T - r)-.

In fact this is equivalent to the following,

S = 1, or S =1;
a - T T - (T

and when put under this last form, it expresses (compare 414)

that the projection of so on st coincides with st itself, or that

the angle sto is right. But also, in the right-angled triangle

STO, the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the

squares on the two other sides, or, in symbols,

T<T- = T ((T - t)-' + Tr'-

;
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that is, by art. 422, and by principles with which we have now

become familiar,

- (t'^
=- {<r - t)- + a-, or (r - a)- = <r- + a^

Again, by what has been shewn in the present article, we have

{S.a(r-tT)}-(r-ay;

we may therefore write the equation,

[S . (T {t - a)}' = (<r- + a') (r - (tY :

which must hold good, not merely for the particular point of

contact T in fig. 90, whose vector from o has been above denoted

by r, but for evcri/ other point, such as u in the same figure,

which is contained upon the circle ofcontact (perpendicular to

the plane of the figure). And because the formula last written

remains essentially unchanged, when r-o- is multiplied by any

positive or negative scalar, we see farther (compare the reason-

ing in art. 418), that if, to mark more clearly that t is now

treated as a variable vector, we change that symbol to p, as in

some former expressions for geometrical loci, the resulting equa-

tion, namely,

[S . a {p - a)}- = {a- -^ a-) {p~a)\

is the EQUATION OF THE ENVELOPING CONE, which has the ex-

tremity s of the vector a for vertex, and touches the sphere, with

radius a, described round the origin o, along that circle of con-

tact of which one diameter is the chord tu. It is still more easy

to see, by analogous but shorter calculations, that if we conceive

a new cone, which shall have its vertex at the centre o of the

same enveloped sphere, and shall pass through the same circle of

contact (cutting the former cone perpendicularly along that cir-

cle), this new cone will have for its equation, if p be its variable

vector,

(S . 'Tp)-4 a-
fj-

^ 0.

420. The syml)ol S enables us also to form with ca^e expres-

sions for RIGHT LINES in space, considered as being each the in-

tersection of two planes. Thus the intersection of the two ci/clic
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planes of the oblique cone (418) with circular base, of which cone

the equation may be thus written,

S.,oa->.S./3/)-'=l,

or the right line through the vertex of this cone, which is called

by Chasles the major axis, has its direction and position repre-

sented (see 421) by the system of the two equations.

Or to take a more elementary example, let it be required to re-

present by equations, on a similar plan, the polar ofa given

RIGHT LINE, taken with respect to a given sphere, such as that

of which the equation is

|0- + a= = ;

namely the sphere which has its centre at the origin o, and has

its radius =a. Supposing the given line to be determined by two

given points s, s' through which it passes, and writing

OV = p, OS = <T, OS = (t',

we may suppose that p is a variable point on the sought |)olar of

ss', and are to express that this point p is conjugate to both s and

s', or that it is situated in the intersection oftheir polar planes

(423); we have therefore, as the required equations of the polar

of the line ss', the following (see again 423) :

S . p(7 - - «- ; S . pa ~ — cr.

Let p' be another point on Uiis polar line, and let op'=/o'; then

in like manner,

S . pa = - a', S . pa - - ar
;

we have therefore,

S . /oo- = - «- = S . pa, and S . pa = - «- = S . pa ;

and consequently we see that the two given points s and s'are (as

is well known) each situated on the polar of the new line pp'
; or

in other words, the continued eqiiation,

S . pa = S . pa = S . pa ~ o .pa — — a'^,

expresses that the two lines, pp' and ss', are reciprocal po-

lars of each other. (In fig. 90, the polar of PS would be a right
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line nn', drawn through the point n, at right angles to the plane

of the figure; and if n' be conceived to be on the surface of the

given sphere round o, the tangent plane to that sphere at that

point will pass through the right line PS.)

427. But however useful the symbol S may be, in thus form-

ing equations of loci, and otherwise applying the calculus of qua-

ternions, it is important to be familiar also with the signification

and employment of the connected symbol V : and indeed the

treatment o( vectors is even more peculiarly the business of this

calculus, than operations upon scalars, although both must often

be combined. The signification of the vector part of the quo-

tient of two lines having been sufficiently explained in art. 407,

we can have no diflBculty in interpreting now the vector part of

ihe'w product, on the same general plan as that by which we have

passed from the scalar of a quotient to the scalar of a product of

two lines. If /3" be, as in fig. 85, that part or compotient of the

vector /3 which is perpendicular to another given vector a, then

since, by 407,

V./5a-^ = |3"a-',

we need only multiply both numbers by the scalar a% and we find

the expression :

V./3a = i3"a;

where the symbol /3"a can at once be interpreted, by principles

laid down in former Lectures, respecting a product of two rect-

angular vectors. To make more clear the application of those

earlier principles to the present question, conceive that after

letting fall from b the perpendicular bb'oii oa, as in the recently

cited figure 85, we then, as in the

annexed figure 91, erect at o another

perpendicular ob" to the same line

OA, which new line ob " shall be pa-

rallel and equal to b'b, and shall have

the same (not the opposite) direction,

and may therefore (li7, 98) be de-

noted by /3', as well as the former

line b'b itself; just as /3 may denote

AD as well as ob, if d be the point on e

Fig. 91.
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b"b which completes the parallelogram aobd : although it ap-

pears more convenient here to make /j still denote the final ray

OB of the biradial aob, which represents the quotient /3o"\ or q.

If now we conceive this figure 91 to be laid horizontally on a

table, with its face upward, it is clear that a right-handed and

quadrantal rotation, round the new multiplier line /3", would

cause the co-initial multiplicand line a to assume a downward di-

rection ; such therefore, by the rule of art. 82, must here be the

direction of the product line, j3"a, or V . /3a ; while the length of

that product line is, by another part of the same rule of 82, the

product of the lengths of the two factor lines, or is numerically

equivalent to the rectangle under oa and ob", or to the area of

the lately-mentioned parallelogram, aobd. On the other

hand, the axis of the quotient, namely Ax . (ia'\ or UV5'(411),

is, for the same supposed position or aspect (93) of the figure, a

line directed upward; and generally we see that the vector
parts oJ" the product /3a and quotient /3a'^ q/ any two
LINES, a and /3, have their directions opposite. In symbols,

if 9' = /3o' = ob -7- OA, then

VV.pa = -Uyq; TV. |3a= /~/ aob
;

this last symbol being employed to denote the area of the com-

pleted parallelogram, aobd, or the doubled area ofthe trian-

gle, AOB.

428. We know then perfectly how to interpret the symbol

V . j3a, or the vector of the product of any two lines proposed ;

and with respect to the recently noticed relation of opposition,

between the versors of the vectors of product and quotient,

UV.i3a = -UV./3a-,

we may regard this as connected with the analogous opposition of

signs (in art. 424) between the versors of the product and quo-

tient themselves, namely,

U.i3a = -U./3a->:

or with the circumstance (see again 424) that /3a only differs by

the positive factor To- from the negative of /3a''; at least if we

combine this circumstance with the formula of art. 183, for the

axis of the negative of a quaternion, namely,

2 E
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Ax .(-g) = -Ax.q.

Or we may consider tlie opposition of the axes {or of the versors

of the vector parts), of the product and quotient of two lines, as

being a consequence of the opposite characters of the two corres-

ponding rotations, from the multiplier j3 to the multiplicand a, in

the product /3 x a (arts. 87, 88, &c.), and from the divisor line a

to the dividend line j3, in the quotient |3 -f- a (40, 118, &c.); or

in the two quaternions, which are equal to this product and this

quotient respectively, when those quaternions are regarded as

operating in the way of version. And in the geometrical appli-

cations of this calculus, it will be found important to remember

that the rotation round the line V . j3a from /3 to a \s positive;

whereas the positive rotation round V./3a'^ conducts on the

contrary from a towards /3. Observe the contrasted directions

oi those two curved arrows in the recent figure 91, which are

marked respectively, g and |3"a ; also the similarity of the direc-

tion of this last arrow to that which corresponds to K^'. It may

also be noticed here, as one of the connexions of quaternions

with trigonometry^ that whereas, by 423,

S./3a = -T/3TaC0S/3a,

we have now,

TV./3a = + T/3Tasin/3'a,

j3a still denoting the acute or right or obtuse angle between the

two lines a and (i. Or we may write more simply the two trigo-

nometrical transformations,

SU.^a = -cos/3a; TVU./3a = + sin/3a;

and may regard these expressions as being connected with the

corresponding ones of art. 411, through the supplementary cha-

racter (118, 423) of the angle ofthe product of two lines, as com-

pared with the angle of the factors.

429. It is evident from the two last articles, and especially

from the formulae,

V./3a = ^"a; ^"±a; i3"|II^,a,

when combined with our general principles respecting products of
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rectangular lines, that the vector of the product^ as w«ll as the

vector of the quotient, ofany two inclined lines a, /3, is perpendi'

cular to both those lines, and therefore to their plane : thus ge-

nerally,

V.i5a±a', V . /3a ± /3.

Hence, although we may write (compare the two first expressions

for j3', towards the end of art. 424), the two following general ex-

pressions for the part j3" of any vector |3, which is perpendicular

to a given vector a,

/3"=V./3a-ra = V./3a-'xa,

yet we must not transform these expressions into the following,

i3"=a-'V./3a, i3"=aV./3a-i:

because the two products of rectangular vectors,

a-»x V./3a, and a x V
. /3o-%

undergo each a change ofsign (by 82), when the order of their

factors is changed. For the same reason, however, we may write

the two following general expressions for the component |3" of |3

(contrast with these the analogous expressions for the other com-

ponent /3', given at the end of 424) :

/3"=-a-iV.j3o = -aV./3a->.

Again, the vector part of the product of any two lines

a, /3, CHANGES SIGN WHEN THE TWO FACTORS ARE INTER-

CHANGED; or in symbols,

V.ai3 = -V./3a,

whatever may be the angle which a and j3 make with each other

:

in fact, by 89 and 408,

ai3 = K.i3o, andVK = -V.

This conclusion may be illustrated by the recent figure 91, in

which the three points c, e, c", and the two vectors y, 7", may

be said to be the reflexions of the three other points b, d, b", and

of the two other vectors /3, /3", with respect to the line oa, or a.

For, in this figure 9 1 , without at present assuming any know-

ledge of the formula

2e 2
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which would be given by the principles of the Sixth Lecture

(see arts. 290, 291), we may see that we must have the equation,

for these two last products are quaternions with equal tensors,

and with equal versors; because the two parallelograms, ecoa

and AOBD, have equal areas and angles, and have also one com-

mon aspect ; or because the rotation from y to a is equal in all

respects to that from a to j3, while the lengths of the lines j3, y
are equal, so that

U.7a = U.a/3, T.ya = T.a^.

Hence,

V.ai3 = V.ya = /a = -/3"a = -V.|3a,

because y" = -(i'\ in the same fig. 91. We have therefore also,

V.«-'/3 = -V./3a-',

because (by 117) the reciprocal of a vector is itself another vec-

tor ; and therefore are at liberty to establish the two following

formulae, as general expressionsJbr the component /3" of /3, which

is perpendicular to a

:

/3" = a-'V.ai3 = aV.a-'/3;

in addition to the two other expressions for the same component

|3"=V.j3a.a-'= V./3a-'.a,

which agree with the two first of those considered in the present

article.

430. Let p, in fig. 91, be any arbitrary point on the indefi-

nite right line, which is drawn parallel to a or to oa, through the

point B ; and let its vector op be denoted by p. Then the com-

ponent of this vector p, which is perpendicular to a, is still ob",

or /3'; and consequently we have the equation,

V.pa = /3"a = V./3a.

Conversely if we meet the equation,

V.pa= V.j3a,
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where a is still supposed to denote some given and actual (or

non-evanescent) line, we can infer from it, by the foregoing arti-

cle, that the components of /3 and p which are perpendicular to

a are equal ; and therefore that these two vectors, /3 and p, can

only differ in their components parallel to a; or more concisely,

we can, from the last written equation, infer the parallelism

,

which may also be thus denoted, under the form of another equa-

tion, freedfrom the symbol ofoperation V, but introducing in

its stead another letter x, to denote an arbitrary scalar co-effi-

cient,

p = /3 + .To.

Any one of the formulae involving p, in the present article, will

therefore express that this variable vector p terminates in a point

p, of which the locus is the right line, drawn through the ex-

tremity of the vector /3, and parallel to the other given vector a ;

or in connexion with figure 91, it will express that the locus of p

is the indefinite right line which is drawn through b and b". And

because the product of two parallel lines is (by 84) a scalar,

which has (407, 412) no vector part, we may substitute for the

recent formula of parallelism, this other equation :

V.(/>-/3)« = 0;

which will therefore serve to express the same rectilinear locus

as that expressed by the former equation,

V.pa = V.i3a,

whereof indeed it will soon be found to be, by the distributive

principle, a transformation. It may here be noted that, by

making |3 = 0, we obtain the following equation for the indefinite

right line, whereof oa or a is a given part,

V./oa = 0.

The equation

V(pV./3a) = 0, orV.pV./3a = 0,

would express that p had the direction of ± V./3a, or (by 429)
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that it was perpendicular to the plane of a and )3 ; whereas this

other equation,

S.pV.^o = 0,

would express that p was perpendicular to that perpendicular,

or that the three lines a, /3, /o, were coplanar. In general, the

two symbols,

V.pV./3a-r-V.i3a, andS.|oV.i3a-^V.)3a,

denote those two parts or components of any proposed vector p^

which are respectively coplanar with a, (5, and perpendicular to

the plane of those two lines.

431. If with the recent significations of a, |3, j3", 7, 7", we

oblige the variable vector p to satisfy this other equation,

V.|oa = -V./3a,

we shall then have (by 429),

V . pa = V . aj3 = V . 7a = y'tti

and the component of p, perpendicular to a, will coincide with

the corresponding component 7 " of 7 ; we shall therefore have

(by the principles of the last article) the formulae,

p-7l|a, p = y + a;ai V.(p- 7)0 = 0,

where x is still an arbitrary scalar. The locus of p will, therefore,

in this case, be the indefinite straight line through c, in fig. 91,

which is parallel to the given line oa. And if, instead of equat-

ing V.pa to ± V./3a, we should equate only their squares or

their tensors^ writing,

(V.pa)^=(V./3a)S

or,

TV. pa = TV. /3a;

we should then express merely that the length of the component

of p, perpendicular to a, was equal to Tj3
"

; or that such was the

length of the perpendicular from the point p on the indefinite

right line through oa: or finally, that the locus of p was a cy-

linder OF REVOLUTION, With that line oa for its axis, and with

B for one of the points upon its surface. Another mode of ar-
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riving at this cylindrical locus for p, as the geometrical interpre-

tation of the last written equation in p, is to observe that this

equation shews (by 427) that the two triangles, aob, aop, with

the common base oa, have their areas (or more immediately

their doubled areas) equal in amount; from which it follows that

their altitudes must be equal, at least in length : or that their

two vertices, b and p, are at equal perpendicular distancesfrom
the common base, oa. In fig. 91, the cylinder in question would

be generated by the revolution of the indefinite right line bb",

round the line oa as an axis. And if we choose to leave the dia-

meter, or the thickness, of the cylinder round this axis undeter-

mined, we have only to assume that 2aTa'^ is equal to some po-

sitive and constant although arbitrary scalar, denoting the length

of the diameter, and to write the equation,

TV.pa = a; or, ( V. pa)^ + a^= 0.

For the same reason the equation,

TV.pj3-' = 6, or(V.pj3-0'+^' = 0,

will represent another cylinder of revolution, whose radius is

= iTj3, and whose axis, passing through the origin, coincides in

position with the given vector /3, while p denotes the variable

vector of an arbitrary point upon this new cylindrical surface.

432. If this last cylinder be cut by the plane

which is perpendicular to its axis of revolution, the section must

evidently be a circle; and accordingly the present calculus re-

cognises this result, by giving, as a consequence of the two equa-

tions last written, another equation representing a sphere, on the

surface whereof this intersection of the plane and cylinder must

be contained, namely,

T.pj3-^=(a^ + 6*)*:

because we have, in general, by 409, for the tensor of any qua-

ternion q, the expression,

Tq= {{Sqy-{'^qy}'={{Sqy+{TVgy]i.

Conversely, if we cut the sphere
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T.pj3-'=1, orTp=T/3,

by the plane

S.p(i'^ = x, where a:>- 1, a;< 1,

the circle of intersection will be contained upon that cylinder of

revolution which has for its equation,

Or if (under the same supposition as to the limiting values of the

scalar x) we conceive the last-mentioned sphere, whose equation

may be thus written,

to be cut by the last-mentioned cylinder, their intersection will

be a system of two circles^ at equal distances from the centre,

which are situated in two parallel planes, represented by the

equation,

{S.p(i-'y = x\ or S.pft-' = ±x.

And the surface of the sphere itself may be regarded as the locus

of the variable circle, which has for its equations,

S.p/3-> = x, TV.pj3-' = (l-a;^)i;

and which is (by what has just been seen) a perpendicular sec-

tion of a certain varying cylinder made by a certain connected

and varying plane.

433. This being distinctly seen, let us next conceive that the

last cylinder in art. 431 is cut obliquely, by a plane perpendicular

to some new given vector a, which is inclined at some acute or

obtuse angle to the axis j3 of the cylinder; we shall then have a

system of two equations, of the forms,

S.pa-> = a, TV.p/3-' = ^>;

and the curve of intersection, which those equations represent,

will evidently bean ellipse. Now that important surface which

is called by geometers an ellipsoid may be generated by the

motion of such an ellipse, if this curve be regarded as variable in

magnitude, as well di9>\w position: and the following is one mode
of accomplishing such a generation, or of obtaining a system of
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ellipses, whereof the ellipsoid shall be the locus : just as the

sphere has recently been regarded as the locus of a system of

circles.

434. In figure 92, let oa, ob be two given lines drawn from

Fig. 92.

a given point o, and making a given acute or obtuse angle with

each other. In the plane of these two lines, and at their re-

spective terminations a and b, let two perpendiculars ac, bc be

drawn, meeting in a known point c, and join oc; also let ob and

CA (prolonged if necessary) meet in another fixed point b' : and

let F, f' be such that o shall bisect be, b'f'. In the same given

plane describe the circle dbef, with o for centre, and with the

diameter de parallel to the tangent cb ; draw also two other tan-

gents at D and e, and let them meet, in the points d' and e', a

right line drawn through o, perpendicular to oa, or parallel to

the line cab'. From any point g on the finite line oc, let a pa-

rallel to de or CB be drawn, cutting the semicircle in l and n,
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and the radius ob in m ; take also any other point q upon the

chord ln; through the three points l, q, n draw three lines

parallel to ob, and let these three parallel lines be cut respec-

tively in the three points l', q', n', by a new line from g, which

new secant shall be drawn parallel to d'e', or to cb', and shall

also cut the line ob or cm in a new point m'. The figure

being thus constructed in the plane^ conceive next that the

indefinite right line through d and d' turns round ob as an

axis, till it takes the position of the indefinite line through b

and e', describing thus a semi-cylinder of revolution ; and con-

ceive, in like manner, that the indefinite line ll' turns round the

same axis ob, till it assumes the position of nn', describing thus

another semi-cylinder of revolution, co-axal with the former, but

having a smaUer radius (namely ml, instead of od). Imagine

that the first semi-cylinder is cut by a pair of planes, perpendicu-

lar to the plane of the figure, and passing through the lines de,

d'e'; and that the second semi-cylinder is cut by another pair of

planes, which shall be parallel to the former pair, and shall pass

through the lines ln, l'n'. And finally, let the second semi-cy-

linder be also conceived to be cut in two points p, p', by two

right lines qp, qV, which are erected at q and q', perpendicu-

larly to the plane of the figure : and let us consider what the

LOCI of these two new points, p and p', not expressly marked in

the diagram, or what the loci of the two sections of the second

and varying semi-cylinder must by this construction be.

435. I say then that while the locus of the point p, con-

structed as above, is very easily found to be the quarter of the

surface ofa sphere, resting upon the semicircle dlbne (if we

still oblige the auxiliary and variable point q to be inside that

semicircle, and employ still only sewi-cylinders), the locus of the

connected point p' is (under the same restrictions) the quarter of

the surface ofan ellipsoid, resting on the semi-ellipse dlbne',

and having the same point o for its centre. In other words, I re-

mark that as the above-mentioned portion of the sphere is (com-

pare 432) the locus of the varying semicircle which has ln for its

varying diameter, while the centre m of that semicircle moves from

o toBjSO the corresponding portion of a certain derived ellipsoid

is (compare 433) ih^ locus of the varying semi-ellipse, which rests
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on l'n' as its variable major-axis^ while its centre m' changes its

position, from o to b' : each of the two last-mentioned curves being

a section ofthe inner and varying semi-cylinder made by a vary-

ing plane, which moves so as to be always parallel to itself, or to

a fixed plane, and perpendicular to the plane of the figure. In

fact, for the point p we have evidently, by the circular section of

the inner cylinder,

and therefore

OP'' = OM* + MQ2 + QP'' = OL* = OB'',

so that the locus of p is (as above stated) a portion of the sphere

round o, with ob for its radius ; or is simply the whole surface

of that sphere, if we now allow it to belong at pleasure to the

other variable semi-cylinder, at the other side of the plane of the

figure, and to have its projection q, on that plane, situated within

the other semicircle, dfe, which is described on de as diameter.

And (with the analogous removal of restrictions) the locus of the

connected and variable point p' is almost as easily shewn to become

(as above asserted), after the foregoing process of deformation of

this spheric surface, what is called by geometers an ellipsoid.

For we have, by similar triangles in the plane of the figure, the

relations,

cm' og om m'q' mq
ob' OC ob ' OD' CD *

and, by the rectangle qpp'q' perpendicular to that plane, we have

an equality between the two ordinates qp and q'p', which termi-

nate on one common side, or rectilinear generatrix, pp', of the

inner cylinder ; hence

q'p'
-r- OC'= QP -T- oc',

where oc' may be supposed to be an ordinate or perpendicular to

the plane of the figure, erected at the centre o, and terminating

on the sphere, or on the outer cylinder, at a new point c'. Hence
p' must satisfy the equation,

OB / V OD / V oc
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because the point p, on which it depends, is subject to the analo-

gous equation,

omV /mqV /qpV
OB/ \OdJ VoC/

I suppose that many of you may have already perceived that

b', c', d' are three conjugate summits of the ellipsoid, or that ob'^

oc', oj) dixe three conjugate semi-diameters i\iQveoi : oc' being the

mean semi-axis^ and ob', od' being contained in the principal

plane, or in the plane of the Jbcal hyperbola, whereof one asymp-

tote coincides in position with ob'; because this last line is the

axis ofa cylinder of revolution, circumscribed about the ellipsoid,

namely, the outer cylinder in our construction : but it is by no

means necessary to be acquainted with these Xdittex properties of

the ellipsoid, in order to understand that translation of the con-

struction of the foregoing article into the language of quater-

nions, which we are now about to give.

436. The two lines oa, ob, in fig. 92, from which, as data,

everything else in the figure has been constructed, being treated

as two given vectors a, j3, it is clear from the principles of

this calculus (see art. 413, and other recent articles), that the two

planes through o which are respectively perpendicular to these

two lines, and which cut the plane of the figure along d'e' and

DE, have for their respective equations :

S.pa-' = 0; S./,/3-i=0;

while the two planes parallel to these, which have cfi'and cb for

their traces on the same plane of the figure, have for their equa-

tions the following :

S.pa->=1; S.,oj3-'=l.

In like manner, if we make for abridgment, in reference to the

same fig. 92 (compare 435),

X = OG ^ oc = OM -J- ob = OM' -j- ob',

the equations

S.pa'^ = x, S.(0j3"^ = a;,

will denote those two other planes, which cut the plane of the

figure perpendicularly along the lines gm', gm ; or which cut oa.
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OB perpendicularly at points whose vectors are xa, a;j3 (the latter

of these two points being m). Again the equations of the outer

and inner cylinders (through Do'and ll'), which have the line ob

or /3 for their common axis, are respectively, by the principles of

431, 432,

TV.|oj3-' = l; TV./>j3-^ = (l-a;»)*;

or

(V.(oj3-0' = -1. {y.p(i-'y=x'-l:

because the radius od of the former has the same length as ob

or as j3; while the radius ml of the latter, when divided by od,

gives (l-.r^)^ for the quotient. Thus whereas the Jixed cir-

cle on DE, perpendicular to the plane of the figure, in the con-

struction of art. 434, is represented by the two equations,

the corresponding^arerf ellipse on d'e', in the same construction,

is represented by this other pair of equations,

S.pa-' = 0, TV.pj3-'=l;

which are included in the general equations of art. 433. And

while the varying circle on ln is represented by the two last

equations of art. 432, or by the following,

S./9/3-' = a;, {V.p^-'y = x^-l,

the equations ofthe varying ellipse on l'n' may be thus written :

S.pa-'^x; {V.p(i-'y = x'-l.

Finally, as one form for the equation of the sphere^ which is

the locus of the system of circles, may be obtained by elimina-

tion of X between the two equations of a variable circle of that

system, and may (as in 432) be written thus,

(S.p^-0^-(V.pj3-')^=l;

so may the corresponding form of the equation of the ellipsoid,

which is the locus of the system ofellipses (in the recent con-

struction), be obtained by an analogous and equally easy elimi-

nation of the same variable Xy between the two equations of a
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variable ellipse : and this equation of the ellipsoid is in this

way found to be,

(S.|oa-0^-(V.|o/3-0^=l;

or,

(S.pa-T + (TV.p/3-0^ = l.

And we may here remark that anotherform of this important

equation is the following

:

because (by 409, or 432) the square of the tensor of the quater-

nion, whose scalar and vector parts are, respectively,

S.pa-^and V.pj3-,

is equal to the square of the scalar^ minus the square of the vec-

tor part. When the distributive principle of multiplication of

quaternions shall have been established generally, it will be

found that this last form of the equation admits of a new and in-

dependent geometrical interpretation ; and that it conducts

thereby to an entirely new mode ofconstructing (or generating)

the ellipsoid.

437. After the foregoing Fig. 93.

details respecting one mode

of constructing the ellipsoid,

and of expressing that con-

struction by quaternions, it

may suffice to state more

briefly the analogous methods

ofconstructing and expressing

certain other surfaces of the

second order, especially the

hyperboloids and the cone,

and of connecting each of

these surfaces with the sim-

plest surface of its own spe-

cies. In the annexed figure 93,

although for the sake of con-

venience reduced in size, the

letters o, a, b, c, d, e, f, b', d',
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e', f', may be conceived to denote the same points which were so

marked in the recent diagram 92 ; the point g is now taken on

oc prolonged, and h is such that o bisects gh ; lbn is an arc of

an equilateral or rectangular hyperbola, with bf for its transverse

axis, and zox, woy for asymptotes; the two secants from g,

which are now the lines gxlmqny and gx'l'm'q'n'y', are still pa-

rallel to the two fixed lines cb, cb', to which the lines hzw,

Hz'w' are also parallel ; q is still an arbitrary point on the chord

LN, and the lines ll', qq', nn' are still perpendicular to de, or

parallel to f'fobmb'm', as also are the new lines ww', xx', yy',

zz' ; ll' is still imagined to generate a cylinder of revolution, by

turning round ob as an axis, and qp, q'p' are still supposed to be

ordinates, perpendicular to the plane of the figure, and terminat-

ing on one of the generating sides pp' of this cylinder ; oc' is still

conceived to be a parallel ordinate, which terminates on the co-

axal cylinder described by the revolution of dd', or on the sphere

with DE for diameter; finally we are to conceive that qu, q'r'

are two other ordinates to the same plane of the figure, termi-

nating on a side rr' of the cylinder formed by the revolution of

xx' round the same axis; and the two infinite branches of the

hyperbola lbn, together with its asymptotes zox, woy, are sup-

posed to turn through 180° round the same line ob, and so to

generate the two sheets of an equilateral hyperboloid of

REVOLUTION, together with the two corresponding sheets of its

asymptotic cone. This process (which closely resembles that

of art. 434) being once distinctly conceived, and combined with

elementary properties of the hyperbola, it becomes clear that the

hyperboloid and cone, thus formed, are respectively the loci of

the points p and r, and that these two points satisfy respec-

tively the two equations,

mq2 + Qp2 = OM^ - OB* ;

MQ* + QR^ = OM* :

whence the two connected or derived points, p' and r', must sa-

tisfy the two connected equations,

m'q'Y /q'p'Y_ /om'Y
od'/ Voc'/ Von'/ '
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m'q'Y /q'r'Y_/om'

OD'y \OC'/ \0b'

And hence again it follows, if we here admit as known some ge-

neral and simple results respecting surfaces of the second order,

that the locus of p'is another hyperboloid of two sheets,

and that the locus of r' is another cone of the second de-

gree, namely the asymptotic cone of the new hyperboloid

;

although neither of these two new surfaces, produced by this sort

of deformation, will be (with the construction here employed) a

surface of revolution. A section of one sheet of the new hyper-

boloid is the hyperbolic curve l'b'n' ; and two sides of the new

cone are the two asymptotes to this curve, namely the lines z'ox'

and w'oy'. The hyperboloid, which is in this article the locus of

p', touches the ellipsoid of art. 435, at the two points b' and f';

as the other hyperboloid of two sheets touches the concentric

sphere^ described on de as diameter, at the points b and f.

438. To translate now the foregoing construction into the

language of quaternions, we may adopt nearly the same plan as

in art. 436. The varying circle in which the hyperboloid of re-

volution lbnp, or the cylinder ll'nn', is cut by the plane lpn,

has for its equations,

S./o/3-' = a;, TV.p)3-' = (a;*-l)*, where a; = og -i- oc ;

and the varying ellipse in which the same cylinder of revolution

through ll' is cut obliquely by the plane l'p'n', has for equations,

S.pa-' = x\ TV.jo/3-i=(^^-l)*.

Eliminating therefore the variable scalar x, between the two

equations of the circle, we find for the hyperboloid of revolu-

tion, or for the locus of that circle, the equation,

(S.p/3-T=(TV.p^-0*+l;
or

(S./)/3-T + (V.p/3-7 = l.

And in like manner, if we eliminate x between the two equations

of the oblique section, we find for the derived hyperboloid of two

sheets, considered as the locus of the varying ellipse, the ana-

logous equation,
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In a similar way, the equations of the right and oblique cones,

which enter into the construction of the foregoing article, are

found to be, respectively, in quaternions,

(S.p/3-')-^ + (V.p/3-')-' = 0,

and

(S.pa-'y-+(V.p/3-0^ = 0.

439. By a quite analogous deformation of the equilateral

HYPERBOLOiD OF ONE SHEET, which has for its equation,

(S.p/3-0^+(V.p/3-0^ = -l,

and is generated by the revolution round ob of that other equila-

teral hyperbola (not traced in fig. 93) whose transverse axis is

DE, we should obtain another hyperboloid of one sheet,

which would not be a surface of revolution, and whose equation

would be,

(S./oa-0'+(V.p/3-0' = -'-

In fact, each circle on the/onner of these two last hyperboloids

will (as in the recent constructions) correspond to an ellipse on

the latter; these two curves being still sections of one common

cylinder of revolution ; and their planes being stiW parallel to two

given planes, and intersecting each other on a thirdfixed plane

(these three planes being those which are drawn through the

three lines gl, gl', gc, and are perpendicular to the plane of the

figure). Hence with the recent (or analogous) significations of

the letters, the variable points p and p' of the two hyperboloids

of the present article must respectively satisfy the two conditions :

MQ** + QP'^ - OM^ = OB^ ;

on' I \OC J \0B/

which are forms familiar to geometers, but are (I think) in some

small degree less simple than those equations in quaternions, to

which the present calculus conducts as above. It may be noticed

that this new oblique hyperboloid (if we may venture so to call it)

would still have, as asymptotic to itself, the last-mentioned ob-

2 F
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lique cone : and that it would touch the ellipsoid (of arts. 434,

&c.), and the circumscribed cylinder dd', along the ellipse de-

scribed on d'e' as major axis, in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of the figure ; that is to say, along the oblique section of

this cylinder dd', for which section the following equations were

assigned in art. 436 :

S.pa-» = 0; TV./>i3-i=l.

The equations of the varying circle of the present article would

be,

and the corresponding equations of the varying ellipse would be-

come,

S.pa-' = x, TV.|oj3-i = (a;2 + l)i

440. These results, so far as they are geometrical^ require

for their proofs only a moderate acquaintance with the theory

of surfaces of the second order; they have here been brought

forward, chiefly for the purpose of exemplifying some of those

MODES OF EXPRESSION, for geometrical loci, &c., which the cal-

culus of quaternions suggests; and it would be easy to extend

them, so as to obtain analogous expressions for non-central sur-

faces, whether those be or be not of revolution. For example,

two ELLIPTIC PARABOLOIDS, connected with each other on the

same general plan, whereof the former is, and the latter is not

a surface of revolution, may be represented by the two equa-

tions,

S.^a-'+(V.p/3-0' = 0:

their tangent planes, at the origin of vectors, which is a point

common to both of these two paraboloids, being represented by

these other equations,

S.p/3-' = 0; S.pa-'=0:

while the following equation, which does not involve the sym-

bol V,

S.pa-' S.|o/3->=S.p7-',
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may be without difficulty proved to represent an hyperbolic

PARABOLOID. In general, the formula,

TV./>/3-=/(S.p/3->),

where/is used as the characteristic of an arbitrary (but sca-

lar) FUNCTION, represents an arbitrary surface of revolu-

tion round the axis j3; and the circular sections of this surface

are changed to a corresponding system of ellipses., when the

equation is changed to the following

:

where a is still supposed to make some acute or obtuse angle

with )3. If, on the contrary, we were to assume a in the same

direction as /3, but different from it in lengthy then the equations

lately found, and involving a, /3, p, would come to represent an

ellipsoid, a double-sheeted hyperboloid, a cone, a single-sheeted

hyperboloid, and a paraboloid, which would all be surfaces of re-

volution, like the sphere, &c., from which they might still be geo-

metrically derived^ although not without a modification of that

process oi deformation which has been employed in recent arti-

cles ; while their equations in quaternions would retain the same

forms as before.

441. It was shewn by the late Professor Mac Cullagh, that

a SURFACE OF THE SECOND ORDER, generally, may be regarded as

the locus ofa pointy whose distance from a given pointy or focus,

bears a^2yen modular ratio to the distance of the same variable

point from a. given right line, or directrix : this /a^^ey distance

being measured parallel to a given directive plane. Let us

now seek to express by quaternions this method of modular ge-

NBRATION : and for that purpose, let us place the origin o of

vectors on the given directrix, and denote by a the given focus

corresponding, supposing also that b is another point on the di-

rectrix, and that the line oc is perpendicular to the given direc-

tive plane ; let also p denote a variable point of the surface, and

s the point where the directrix is crossed by a plane through p,

drawn parallel to the directive plane ; finally let the modular

ratio be that of w to 1, and let us write for abridgment, as we

have often done before,

2 F 2
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OA = a, OB=/3, oc = 7, op=/t>, os = ff.

Then one form for the equation sought is evidently the follow-

ing*

T{p-a) = mT (p-<t);

in which, however, we must seek to express <r, in terms of the

variable vector p, and of the constant vectors /3, 7, by the help

of the two conditions,

<t||/3, p-<T Xy.

The latter of these two conditions shews that the two variable

vectors p and a must have one common projection on the line

y, or (by 424) that

S . yff = S . yp.

The former condition shews (compare 430) that <t must be of

the form a:/3, where x is some scalar coefficient ; and therefore

(by 410) that

(rS.7/3 = (.rj3S.7|3=)/3S.7(r.

Hence the required expression for o-, in terms of j3, 7, p, is,

o- = j3 S . 7/0 -^ S . 7)3.

Now it is easy to see, by a simple use of similar triangles, that

any difference of two vectors is multiplied by a scalar, when

each vector separately is multiplied thereby, and the difference

afterwards taken ; for example, in fig. 88, if a line were drawn

from the middle point of ob to the middle of oa, this line would

have for its immediate expression ia-^/3, while it would be

equal in all respects to the line ca, which has been seen to have

^ (a - /3) for its expression. Hence

mT (p- <t) = T .m(p- <t) --=T {mp - ma)

where nothing hinders us to assume

w = S . 7/3,

because we may multiply the line )3 or 7 by any constant scalar,

without violating the conditions of the construction. Mac Cul-

lagh's method of modular generation of surfaces of the second
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order may, therefore, in the present calculus, be expressed by

the equation

:

T(^-a) = T(^S.y/3-/3S.7^);

or by this other,

It will be found that the equation thus obtained may also be

written as follows

:

T(p-a) = TV(YV./3p);
or,

(p-ay={V.yV.(ipy:

and in fact we may already see that the two symbols,

V.yV./3/o, SindpS.fBy-fiS.yp,

as applied to the geometrical generation above mentioned, agree

with each other, and with the product m (p- a), in representing

each a vector, which (by the beginning of art. 429) is at once

perpendicular to 7, and coplanar with /3 and p ; being also mul-

tiplied by any scalar coefficient a;, when p is multiplied thereby;

and remaining unchanged, when the extremity p of p moves pa-

rallel to the given directrix, namely to the line /3 or ob. Ano-

ther known method, which has been named the method of umbi-

licar generation of surfaces of the second order, is expressible

with even greater ease, by the notations of the calculus of qua-

ternions.

442. The symbol,

V(V.ai3.V.'y8),

denotes (by the lately cited art. 429) a line, which is at once per-

pendicular to V. a/3 and to V. yS ; and is therefore (by the same

article) at once coplanar with the two lines a, /3, and with the

two lines y, S ; or is a line situated in the intersection of the two

planes of a, |3, and of 7, S, if all these vectors be conceived to

diverge from one common origin. If then six such diverging

lines be denoted by the symbols,

a, a', n', «", a , o J
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and if three others, diverging still from the same origin, be de-

duced from them by the three formulae,

^ = V(V.aa'.V.a"'a""),

/3' = V(V.a'a".V.a""a""')»

/3"=V(V.a"a'".V.a""'a);

these three new lines will be respectively the intersections of

three pairs ofopposite faces of the hexahedral angle, whose edges

are the six former lines : and if we then establish the equation

= S./3V./3'^",

it will express (by 430) that these three lines j3/3'/3" are in one com-

moji plane. Hence by an easy application of the celebrated Theo-

rem of Pascal, respecting a hexagon in a plane conic; namely, that

its opposite sides meet by pairs on three points which are on one

straight line (at a finite or infinite distance), and conversely that

(/"the sides so meet, the hexagon can be inscribed in a conic; we

may infer that the equation last written, which will be found to

admit of being reduced to the following still simpler form,

= S./3^'i3",

expresses the condition for the six lines, a, a, . . . a'"", being

sides o/"oNE common cone ofthe second degree (a cone with a

plane conic for its base). On this account I have been induced

to call this equation, namely

= S./3V.j3'/3", orO = S.i3i3'/3",

the EQUATION OF HOMOCONicisM, relatively to the six lines

a, . . a"" : and when this equation is not satisfied, or in other

words, when the scalar function S . /3V. j3'/3"does not vanish, in

consequence of the six lines a . . not belonging to any one cone of

the second degree, I have been led to call this scalar the agonic

FUNCTION of those six aconic lines (using the alpha privativum),

or of those six heteroconic vectors. And this aconic function has

again served me to form a sufficiently simple expression, by quater-

nions, for what I call the adeuteric function often vectors,

a, a', . . . a"^, for the case when those ten diverging lines do not

terminate on any one surface of the second order ; and then to
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express the case where the ten vectors do so terminate, or to

form what may by analogy be named the equation of homo-

DEUTERisM, or the condition for ten points being situated on

ONE COMMON SURFACE OF THE SECOND ORDER, by simply equat-

ing the adeutericfunction to zero.

443. But it is time that we should proceed to consider, gene-

rally^ the 'operation of addition of quaternions; or to assign

what, in the presentCalculus, is to be regarded generally as the in-

terpretation OF A SUM. And for this purpose, we shall find that

it is only necessary to introduce a very slight and obvious exten-

sion of principles which have already been employed by us, near

the beginning of the present Lecture, for the addition ofa scalar

to a vector. In short, we have only to continue to apply the

notion of a common operand. But it may not be useless, pre-

viously, to examine whether and how this notion adapts itself to

those easier cases of addition, what had been ca/-/<er considered

;

namely, to the case of the addition of a scalar to a scalar, and to

the case of the addition of a vector to a vector.

444. With respect, indeed, to the addition of one scalar y to

another scalar a;, it can scarcely at this stage require to be for-

mally proved, that the received and usual algebraical sum,

y + Xy of these two scalars, satisfies the general condition,

{y-\-x)a = ya + xa,

whatever vector the letter a may denote : and that ihus any arbi-

trary line a may be assumed as the common operand, and the

symbol y + xhe then, consistently with received usage, interpreted

(compare 405) by the formula,

y + x = (ya + Xa) -^ a.

In fact it is clear that whatever rectilinear ste^y in space may be

denoted (art. 18) by the symbol a, and whatever positive or ne-

gative numbers (whether integral or fractional, and whether com-

mensurable or incommensurable) may be denoted by x and y, it

will always be true that x such steps, followed by y such steps,

are on the whole, equivalent to a positive or negative number of

steps of the same sort (each = a), which resultant number may be

denoted by the symbol of the algebraical sum, y . x. Threefor-
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ward steps, followed by Jive backward ones, are on the whole

equivalent to two backward steps, of the same common length,

and on one common axis ; and this very simple conclusion may
be expressed by writing (as usual),

- 5 + 3 = - 2, or more fully, - 5a + 3a = - 2a

;

so that tiie algebraical sum -5 + 3, may be interpreted (if we

think fit) by the help of the identicalformula :

- 5 + 3 = (- 5a + 3a) -T- a.

And generally, we see already, by writing j3 and y for the lines

xa and ya, that

(y ^a) + (/3 H-«) = (7 + /3) -^«. if
i3 II

a, 7 II
a.

445. It is not quite so obvious, on the principles of the pre-

sent Calculus, so far as they have been hitherto laid down, that we

must have also,

(7 -f- a) + (/3 -^ a) = (7 + /3) -I- a, when /3 J. a, 7 J. a ;

under which conditions oi perpendicularity, of the common divi-

sor line a to the two dividend lines /3 and y, we know (122) that

the two quotients to be added, namely (i -i- a and y -l. a, repre-

sent, in this calculus, lines. Yet there is little difficulty in prov-

ing, for this case also, that the lately written formula of addition

Still holds good. Conceive, for example, that, in the annexed

figure 94, the sides ob and oc of the

parallelogram bocd are the two vec-

tors j3, 7, and therefore (by 100) that

the diagonal od is the sum 7 + /3 ; and

because the vector a is to be perpendi-

cular to both j3 and y, let us conceive

it to be constructed by a line oa, which

shall be erected at the point o, at right

angles to the plane of the figure Suppose also (to fix our con-

ceptions), that this plane is horizontal, and that the line a is di-

rected upwards; and let its length be double the unit of length :

we shall then have this particular value for the divisor line,

a = OA = 2k,
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while the two proposed dividend lines, as also their sum 7 -f /3,

will be horizontal. Then, by the principles explained in art.

122, we'shall have the two following quotients,

/3 -^ a = £ = OK, y -^ a = ^ = OF,

if we suppose that the vectors £ and ^, or the lines oe and of,

are sides (as in the figure) of a new parallelogram eofh, which

is derived from the former parallelogram bocd, by turning that

former one round o, right-handedly, through a right angle, and

halving each of the sides. But, in this process, the diagonal od

is also made to turn in the same direction, and through the same

amount of rotation, and is also halved in length, in becoming the

diagonal oh. Denoting therefore these two diagonals by S and

t], so that

7 + /3 = S = OD, ?+£ = lj = OH,

we have (see again 122) the quotient,

and therefore, by substituting the values of 8 and t;,

(7 + /3)-a = ^+£ = (7^a) + (i3^«).

The proposed formula 0/addition is therefore verified for this

example; and it is evident that an exactly similar construction

would prove it to be true, for every other case where a was per-

pendicular to /3 and y. We see, at the same time, that because

(with the recent significations),

/3 = £Xo, 7 = ^xa, 7 + /3 = S = Tjxa=(^+£)xa,

we may also write,

(^ + £) o = 2^0 + £a, when a ± £, a ± K-

446. The^two connected formulae,

(7^a) + (/3-a) = (7 + i3)--a,

r+q = (ro + qa) -t- a,

are therefore true for the two cases^ where

1st, a
II /3, a

II 7 ; or, 2nd, a J_ /3, a 1. y ',

that is, for the two cases where (see 407, 412) we have.
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1st, V^=0, Vr=0; or 2nd, S^=0, Sr=0.

The same two formulae hold good also (by 405) for two other

cases of addition, namely, the case where, 3rd, a scalar is added

to a vector, and that where, 4th, a vector is added to a scalar-:

or, in symbols, where

3rd, o X ^, a
II 7 ; or 4th, a

|| ^, a ± 7 ;

or for the cases where

3rd, S^=0, Vr = 0; or 4th, V^ = 0, Sr = 0.

In all these various cases, we have had the ivio products qa and

ra equal to two lines, namely, to those denoted above by /3 and

-y ; or in symbols, we have had, so far^

S . 7*1 = ; S . ra = 0.

If then we woj^ establish, as a definition, of the operation oi

the ADDITION OF QUATERNIONS, that whenever a non-evanescent

and COMMON operand line, a, can be found, which shall satisfy

these two last conditions; or shall give two lines, j3 and 7, as

the results of the two separate multiplications of the line a by

the two proposed quaternions, q and r, then the smn (7 + /3) of

these two separate product-lines, divided by the original operand

line (a), shall be regarded as the sum of the two proposed

quaternions, or as equal to r + q: if, in a word, we establish

now the formula that (a denoting still some non-evanescent

vector),

/• + 9 = (ra + qa) -r- a, when S . 9a = 0, S . ra = ;

or (which comes to the same thing) if we now agree to define that

the distributive principle of multiplication,

{r-\-q)a = ra + qa,

holds good whenever the two partial products, qa and ra, are

LINES : we shall have established a definition of addition,

which embraces every case that has been hitherto considered in

these Lectures; and which will be found to give, in every

other case, without ambiguity, a value for the sum of any two

quaternions : while the distributive form of the equation is ob-

viously consistent with the results and usages ol common algebra-
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447. It may be well however to offer here a few remarks, for

the purpose of making more clear the universal applicability of

the foregoing definition of the addition of quaternions, and the

perfect unambiguousness of the results. Consider then the gene-

ral case, where neither of the two quaternions to be added reduces

itself to either a scalar or a vector : and let us also suppose, for

the sake of additional generality, that their axes are not parallel

to any common line. Constructing them then by two biradials

(art. 93), with their common vertex at some assumed origin o of

vectors, their planes will necessarily intersect each other along

some right line, of which any finite portion oa may be taken for

the vector a, and employed as the common operand, to give ge-

nerally (compare 108, 309, 310) two transformed or prepared bi-

radials, such as AOB, Aoc, and thereby two new lines,

«7a =/3 = OB, ra = 7 = 0C,

in the respective planes of the two proposed summand quater'

nions, q and r : after which it will only be necessary to complete

the parallelogram,, bocd, and to draw the diagonal, od or g, in

order to obtain a third biradial, aod, which shall represent the

required sum, namely,

r + 5- = 8 -1. a = OD -J- OA,

in virtue of the general definition of a sum of two quaternions,

adopted in the preceding article. Conversely, in order that a

line o may be properly assumed as the common operand, in the

process of that article, it must be taken in or parallel to both the

planes of the two proposed summands; and consequently, when
transported to the assumed origin of vectors, it can only differ from

the lately assumed line oa in length, or by its having an exactly

opposite direction : but the new parallelogram, constructed with

reference to this new line a, will have its new diagonal S altered

at the same time, in the same (positive or negative) ratio. In

other words, the only permitted variation in the recent construc-

tion will consist in multiplying each of the four lines, a, /3, 7, S,

by some common scalar coefficient, such as x ; but this will not

alter the quotient of any two of them, and we shall have still, by

the definition of a sum, given in the last article, the value.
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r + q = xS — Xa => S -i- a.

In the less general case, indeed, where the planes of the two

proposed summands are parallel to each other, so that they coin-

cide when transferred to the assumed origin, the recent rule fails

to assign any one determinate position for the line a, regarded as

the intersection of those two planes ; but in this case it is allowed

to assume, for the common operand a, any line in the common

plane, and to use it in constructing a parallelogram, on the same

general plan as before ; and no ambiguity can result, because if a

be turned about through any angle in the plane, or in any man-

ner lengthened or shortened, the parallelogram will at the same

time turn through exactly the same angle and towards the same

hand, while the length of each side and diagonal will be changed

in the same ratio. And similar remarks apply to the case where

one of the two summands reduces itself to a scalar, and may

therefore be regarded as having an indeterminate plane, in which

case any line a may be assumed, that is in or parallel to the plane

of the o^Aer summand. In every case, therefore, the rule of

THE COMMON OPERAND, as laid down in the foregoing article, is

applicable without ambiguity.

448. The sum of any two proposed quaternions having thus

a perfectly definite and known signification, may be expected

also to have discoverable properties, and to be adapted to become

the subject matter oi theorems. (Compare again the analogous

remarks on products^ in arts. 108, 309, 310.) And accordingly,

in the first place, because (by art. 100) we have

y + (5 = (5 + y, or, ra + ga = qa + ra,

when a is, as above, so chosen that ga and ra are lines, we have

therefore, as a corollaryfrom our definition of the sum of two

quaternions, combined with an earlier result respecting the sum

of any two lines, this simple but useful property

:

r + q = g+r;

or in words, the addition oftwo guaternions is always a commu-

tative OPERATION. Again, if the two sides j3, y, and the dia-

gonal S, of the parallelogram in the recent construction, be sup-

posed to be projected on o into three other lines, /3', 7, 8', or ob',
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oc', od', by letting fall the perpendiculars bb', cc', dd' on the in-

definite line through the points o and a, then the^wr points

o, b', c', d', will be arranged on that line in a way analogous to

the four points a, b, c, d of fig. 20, art. 97, and we shall have the

relation,

od' = oc' + ob', or, S' = y' + j3'.

We shall therefore have also, by our recent definition of a sum of

two quotients,

where, by the construction in art. 407 for the scalar of a quo-

tient,

/3' -j- a = S (/3 -f- a) ; y -I- a = S (-y -j- a) ; S' -f- a = S (S -i- a) :

butalso^ because 8 is here equivalent to 7 + /3, we have

gH-a = (yH-a) + (/3-f-a);

where (by what has been lately shewn) the quotients /3 -4- a and

y -T- a may represent any two quaternions^ q and r. We have

therefore generally the formula,

S(r + 9)=Sr+S9;

or in words, the scalar of the sum of any two quaternions is equal

to the sum of the scalars. Again, if we let fall perpendiculars,

bb", cc", dd", from the three points b, c, d, on the plane which is

drawn through o at right angles to the line oa, we shall obtain

those three other components of the vectors j3, 7, S which are

perpendicular to a, namely

/3" = ob", 7"=oc", S"=od",

and the projected parallelogram b"oc"d" in this new plane will

give the relations,

S" = 7" + ^". g"^a = (7"-^a) + (/3"-^a),

where (by 407),

/3"-^a = V(/3-^a), 7"-r-a = V(7-^a), g" -^ a = V (S - a) :

the vector of the sum of any two quaternions is therefore equal

to the sum of the vectors, or in symbols
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And hence, by the formula

K=S-V,

of art. 408, or more immediately by reflecting the parallelogram

BOCD, with respect to the line oa (compare fig. 32, art. 186), we

may infer that

K{r + q) = Kr+Kq:

or in words, that the conjugate of the sum of any two quaternions

is equal to the sum of their conjugates.

449. It can give no trouble now to extend these results, from

the case of two suinmands, to the more general case where it is

required to accomplish the addition o/any number ofquater-

nions. We can easily prove, for example, that the addition of

three quaternions is always an associative operation, or that

(* + r) + y = s + (r + 9),

by shewing that each of the two processes of summation here in-

dicated conducts to one common quaternion^ whereof the scalar

part is the sum of the scalars^ and the vector part is the sum of
the vectors, of the three summand quaternions, q, r, s. In general,

for any number ofsummands, the addition of quaternions, like

that oi lines (see 100), on which it has been found in great part

to depend, is in all respects subject to the associative and com-

mutative laws : for example we have, as in algebra,

(« + r) + 5^ = 5 + (<7 + /•) = (? + *) + ^

;

< + * + r-i5' = ?' + * + ^+^ &c.

We may also write, generally,

SS = SS, VS = SV, KS = 2K,

using S as the characteristic of the operation of taking the sum

of any number of proposed summands, which are here supposed

to be quaternions. With respect to the subtraction of one qua-

ternion from another, you anticipate, of course, that this is to be

effected by adding the quaternion from which the subtraction is

to be made, to the negative ofthe subtrahend : or that the diffe-

rence r- q is interj^reted, in this calculus, by the identity.
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(r - ^) + ^ = r, or r-q = r+{-q).

This operation, therefore, requires no special rules : yet it may be

worth while to note here, what you can have no difl&culty in

proving for yourselves, that

S(r-^) = Sr-S^; V {r-q)=Yr -Vq ',
K {r- q) =^Kr-Kq ;

or more concisely, using A as the characteristic of the operation

of taking a difference^ that

SA=AS; VA = AV; KA = AK.

The sum of any two conjugate quaternions is the double of their

common scalar, anH their difference is the double of the vector

part of one of them (see 408) ; thus

Ha^ + i3a) = S.ai3 = S.i3a, H«/3"M = V. a^ = - V. )3a,

whatever two lines may be denoted by a and /3 ; and in fact

I was accustomed to employ these symbols, ^ (aj3 + /3a) and

i (a/3 - /3a), to denote respectively the scalar and vector parts

of the quaternion product a/3, before I ventured to introduce the

notations S and V-

450. 1 shall take this occasion to remark that a quaternion,

generally, may noiv be seen, more clearly perhaps than at any

former stage of the present Course, to admit of being expressed by

the QUADRINOMIAL FORM,

q = w + ix >rjy + kz
;

where the sum of the three terms ix,jy, kz composes (compare

407) the vector part, while the remaining term w denotes the

scalar part of the quaternion : so that we may write, in con-

nexion with the recent form,

^q = W'y Yq = ix +jy + kz.

Indeed this quadrinomial form for a quaternion, which may
(compare 111) be regarded as an expansion of the shorter form

w + jO, where p denotes a vector, was communicated by me, so

long ago as 1843, to the Royal Irish Academy, along with the

values above assigned (in arts. 394, &c.) iox i\\e squares anA pro-

ducts oi i,j, k; and it has been referred to by anticipation, in

this Course, so early as at the close (art. 78) of the Second Lee-
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ture. But the signification of this quadrinomial form may be now

more fully understood, in consequence of the recent remarks on

sums ofseveral summands. We may now see, for instance, by the

associative property (449) of such summation, that although we

may interpret this quadrinomial form as simply equivalent to the

binomialform w + p,OT number plus line, to which in an earlier

part of the present Lecture a quaternion was proved to be redu-

cible ; and may with that view write the expression for q as fol-

lows:

q=w -¥ {ix +jy + kz)
;

yet we may also otherwise combine the/oMr terms, w, ix,Jy, kz,

into partial groups, writing, for example,

g={w + ix) + (jy + kz),

where the partial sum w + ix is itself a. certain quatertiion, which

is to be added, according to the general rule of arts. 446, 447, to

the linejy + kz. Again, if we write, as the analogous quadrino-

mial expression for another quaternion^

q-v) -v IX -vjy + kz,

we shall have no difficulty now in establishing the following ex-

pressions for the sum and difference of these two quaternions

:

q + q = w' >rW-^i{x' -^ x^ +j {y + y) + ^ (2 + 2) ;

q'-q=w'-w + i{x'-x) +j {y -y) +k{z' - z).

The FOUR SCALARS, w, X, y, z, are called (78) the four consti-

tuents of the quaternion w + ix -\-jy + kz ; and a quaternion q

cannot vanish, or become equal to zero, without each of these

four constituents separately vanishing : that is, in symbols,

if (7 = 0, then w = 0, x = 0, y = 0, z = 0.

In fact, if o be any actual divisor line, the quaternion q, regarded

as the quotient (i -7- a, cannot be considered as vanishing, so long

as the dividend /3 is an actual (or non-evanescent) line ; but when

/3 vanishes, its two components /3'and |3" (see fig. 85, art. 406),

respectively parallel and perpendicular to a, must also vanish

:

so therefore do the tioo partial quotients, obtained by dividing

these two components by a. In symbols,
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\{g = 0, then Sq = 0, Yq=0',

but the scalar Sq has been above denoted by w, and a vector

such as V^', or ix+Jy + kz, cannot vanish, without its three pro-

jectio7is, on any three rectangular axes (such as the axes of i,j, k),

all vanishing together, that is, without our having separately^

ix = 0, jij=0, kz = 0; ot x = 0, y = 0, z = 0.

For the same reason, the difference 5-'- ^^ cannot vanish, except

by our having the four separate evanescences,

w-iv = 0, x'-x = Oi y'-y = Oy z'-z=0;

or, as we may otherwise state the same result,

i(q' = q, then w'=w, x = x, y = y, z'=z.

An EQUATION BETWEEN TWO QUATERNIONS is therefore equiva-

lent to a SYSTEM OF FOUR EQUATIONS BETWEEN SCALARS; Or In

Other words, two quaternions cannot be equal, unless each consti-

tuent of the one be equal to the corresponding constituent of the

other. The importance therefore of the number Four in this

whole theory, from which indeed (compare 91, 106, 107, 120)

the present Calculus derives itsna^ne, exhibits itself here again.

451. T\\Q distributive principle, ov ^xo^teriy , oi Xhe multipli-

cation of quaternions, has (in the present Lecture) been in part

already established by dejinition, and has been used as the chief

element (446) in the general interpretation ofa sum: just as

the associative property of multiplication of quaternions had

been previously established, in these Lectures, to some extent,

by definition, for the sake of interpreting a product (compare

309, 310). We have lately dejined that

{r + q)a = ra + qa,

as we had at an earlier stage defined that

rq. a = r .qa,

whatever two quaternions may be denoted by q and /•, provided

that the symbols a, qa, and ra denote three lines. But pre-

cisely because we are thus enabled to give now (see 447) a deji-

nite interpretation to the symbol of a sum, r + q, ofany two sum-

2 G
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mands, as we could earlier give (see 108) a definite interpretation

to the symbol of a product^ r x q, or r . q, or rq, ofany two fac-

tors, we are not now at liberty to assume, without proof,

that the general distributive principle,

(r + y) 5 = r* + qs,

holds good, for three arbitrary quaternions, q, r,s: just as we were

not at liberty to assume, without proof, the general associa-

tive PRINCIPLE of multiplication of any three quaternions,

s .rq = sr .Qy

which has already been discussed in former parts of this Course,

but of which we have promised to give, in the present Lecture,

a new and independent demonstration, founded on an independent

proof of that other or distributive property, to the general and

rigorous examination of which it is necessary that we should now

proceed.

452. An important case in which we can already prove with

ease the truth of the lately written distributive formula,

{r+q)s = rs-ir qSf

is the case where the planes of the three proposed quaternions

y, r, * contain, or are parallel to one common line, such as a. For

in this case we can find three other lines, such as j3, y, e, in those

three planes, so as to satisfy the three equations,

5' = j3-ra, r = y-i-a, s = a -i- e ;

and then if (as in 447) we denote 7 + /3 by 8, and employ the ge-

neral formulae of multiplication and addition (arts. 49, 446),

(7-/3)xO_^a) = y^a,
(7^a) + (/3-a) = (7 + i3)-a,

we shall have the values,

r+ q = B ^ a, qs = (5 -^ e, rs = y -7- e,

and therefore

(r -¥ q) s = B -i- ( = (y -7- t) + {(5 ^ i) = rs -\^ qs.

But the condition for the thvee pla7ies oi q, r, s being thus pa-
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rallel to one common /e/ie, a, is the same with the condition for

the coplanarity of their three axes, or of their vector parts^ or

with the following

:

\s
111

Yq, Mr.

We know, therefore, already, that whenever this condition of co-

planarity is satisfied, the distributive formula

{r {- q) s = rs "^ qs

holds good, whatever it may yet be found to do in other cases.

>Jow the vector part of a scalar is a null line (compare 407),
which may be regarded as having an indeterminate direction

(compare 149, 153, 166,167, 447) ; it may therefore be considered

as coplanar with any two lines. And hence, or more directly

by choosing a so as to be perpendicular to both of the two re-

maining vectors, and reasoning then as in the present article, we
can prove that the recent distributive formula holds good, when
awy owe of the three quaternions, q, r, s, reduces itself to a scalar.

For example, let

q = p, r=Wi or let Sg- = 0, Vr =
;

then whatever scalar, vector, and quaternion may be respectively

denoted by w, p, s, we shall have

(w + p)s= ws + ps :

which is already a more general result than that of art. 405,
where instead of s was written a, and a was supposed to denote
a vector perpendicular to p.

453. Again we know (by 448) that the conjugate of a sum is

the sum of the conjugates, and (by 190, 222) that the conjugate

of the product of any two factors is equal to the product of their

conjugates, taken in an inverted order. Hence, at least if we still

retain the recent condition of coplanarity of axes, and denote the

conjugates of the three quaternions q, r, s, by q\ r\ s respec-

tively, we shall have the equation

s {r + q) = s'r + sq
;

or by omitting the accents, which here involves no loss of gene-
rality,

2 G 2
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s(r-¥q) = sr + sq^ if V«
||1

Vg', Vr.

This condition of coplanarity will again be satisfied by supposing

q a vector, such as p^ and r a scalar, such as w ; and thus we

may obtain the formula,

s {w -^^ p) = sw -^ sp.

It is easy hence to infer that for any two scalars a, 6, and any

two vectors a, j3, we have, as in algebra,

{b + /3) (a + a) = ia + 4a + )3a + /3a ;

where (by 83) /3a = a/3, and ba = ab, as well as ba = ab; but

where (by 78, 89, &c.), /3a is not generally =a/3. And hence

again we may infer that

S . (6 + ^) (a + a) = 6a + S . j3a

;

V.(6 + /3) (a + a) =a/3 + 6a + V./3a;

or that the product of any two quaternions, q and r, may have

its scalar and vector parts expressed separately as follows :

S .rq = SrSq + S .Vr V^
;

V. rq = \> Sq +VqSr + V. Vr V^.

454. Another important case, in which we can easily esta-

blish the truth of the distributive principle of multiplication, is

that where we have to deal with vectors only. In fact, the for-

mula above established for the addition of two quotients, /3 -;- a

and y -r- a, may be written as a formula for the addition of two

products, by the help of the properties of reciprocals of vectors

(see 117, 118), as follows:

(7 X a-') + O X a- = (7 + /3) X a-'

;

or more concisely thus,

7a + /3a = (7 + /3) a,

since a'^ may represent any vector. This result is more general

than that given at the end of art. 445, because no condition of

perpendicularity is now assumed : and by taking conjugates (as

in the foregoing article), we may already infer from it that

07 + a/3 = o (7 4 /3),
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whatever three vectors may be denoted by a, /3, 7. Hence for

anyfour vectors a, (B, y, d, it follows easily that

For example,

(B + y) (i3 + a) = gi3 + Sa + 7/3 + 7a.

or more concisely (see the end of art. 449),

As another example, we have

(/3 + a) (/3 - a) = /3= - i3a + a/3 - a^

and therefore (see again art. 449),

S.(/3 + a)0-a) = i3^-a^;

V.(/3 + a)(/3-a) = 2V.a/3.

And these symbolical results will be found to admit of simple

geometrical interpretations.

455. We know now (by 453) that in the multiplication of

any two quaternions^ each/actor may be distributed into its own

scalar and vector parts; and we have just seen (in 454) that in

the multiplication of any two vectors^ each factor may again be

in any manner distributed into two partial or component vectors^

whereof it is the geometrical sum. A vector may also, by si-

milar parallelograms, be distributed into such partial vectors,

when it is to be multiplied by or into a scalar : see, for example,

art. 441, where we had m{p- a) = inp - ma. It is still more easy

to see, as in 444, that a scalar may be distributed, as a factor,

into any parts of which it shall be the algebraical sum, when it

is to be multiplied by or into a vector. And the permission so

to distribute scalars, when they are multiplied among themselves^

is manifest from common algebra. There remains, therefore, no

difficulty in establishing, as we proposed to do, the distributive

principle generally^ for any multiplication of two sums ofquater-

nions. Resuming with this view the comparison of the product

(r^q) s and of the sum rs + 75, we may employ the decomposi-

tions,
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qs = Sy S* + Sq \s + V^ S* + \q \s,

rs = Sr S* + Sr V* + Vr S5+ Vr V*,

(r + 5) *= S (r + ^) S* + S (r + 5) V* + V (r + ^) S5 + V (r+ ^) V*;

and we see that the last of these three expressions is the sum of

the two preceding it, because

S(r+y)S* = (Sr+S(7)S5 = S/-S5+Sj S5,

S (r + y) V5 = (S/- + S^) \s = S/- Vs + S^ V*,

V(r>+9)S* = (V;- + V9)S5 = VrS5 + V^S5,

Y{r+q)Ns = {Yr + \q)\s = VrVs^YqVs\

it is then proved, a8 was required, that,^r any three quaternions^

we have

{r -v q) s = rs -V qs

:

the conjugate of which general equation gives (on the plan of

453) this other and analogous formula :

s {r + q) = sr 4 sq.

By combining these two results, or more immediately by decom-

posing the factors into scalar and vector parts, and then proceed-

ing as above, we find that for anyJour quaternions, q, r, s, t, the

analogous formula of distribution^

(r +5') (< + «)= ri + r« + yf + qs,

holds good; and indeed it is obvious now that the distributive

PRINCIPLE holds good generally^ in the multiplication of any

TWO SUMS OF QUATERNIONS, whatever the number of the sum-

mands may 6e, into which either factor is distributed. In other

words, the product of the sums will stilly as in algebra, be equal

to the sum of the partial products : or in symbols,

2r . SJ = S . rq.

With respect to some of the notations recently used, it may be

remarked that the symbols,

SrSq, SrVy, Vr Sq, VrVq,

are designed to be respectively equivalent to the products,

Sr.Sqy Sr.Vy, Yr.Sq, Yr.Yq;
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whereas the symbols

S.VrV^and V.VrVq

denote respectively the scalar and vector parts of the last of these

four products, and are equivalent to

S(Vr.V^)and V(Vr.Vy).

456. I need not now delay to point out the instances which

have already occurred to us, containing, by a sort of anticipation,

some part at least of what is involved in the general principle

recently established ; for example, the equation,

(w + p) {w-p) = w'-p\

which was proved on other grounds in art. 409, and which en-

ables us to express the ^cw^or of a quaternion, in terms of the

scalar and the vector (compare 432, 436). But it may now be

proper to shew how the general distributive principle, or even so

much of it as was established in art. 454, with respect to the

multiplication of vectors, enables us to effect some transforma-

tions of equations, which have already been proved from geomS'

trical considerations to be valid, without its having yet been

shewn how to accomplish them by any process of calculation.

Take, with this view, the three following equations,

S.ap-'=\; S.{a-p)p-' = 0; T (p - ^a) ^^ Ta',

which are already known (by art. 414) to represent one common
spherical locus for the extremity of the variable vector p, but

which it is now required to exhibit as equivalentformula in this

calculus. The passage from the first to the second of these forms

cannot cause a moment's difficulty at this stage ; for we know
now that

S.(a-|o)|0-^ = S(a/>-^-l) = S.a/o-'-l:

but in order to transform the third of the above written equations,

it is convenient to proceed as follows. Squaring both members,

we have, by 111,

-{p- hay = - {\ay : ov,(p- ^ay = ia--

Developing the square of the binomial by 454, we find,
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80 that the equation to be transformed becomes, by transposition,

p^=S . ap', or, S . ap'^ = 1 :

which latter form is thus shewn, as was required, to follow by

calculation from the third form written above, or from the equa-

tion between tensors,

T (/o - ^a) = ^ Ta,

without reference to any conception of a spherical surface or

locus.

457. Again, let us take the following equation of art. 415, re-

presenting a certain other sphere,

t(,-<^) = t(°_^),

and let us seek to transform it, by calculation alone, into that

other form of the equation of the same locus, which was given in

the same article, namely,

Taking again the negatives of the squares of the tensors, we

have, by 454,

p'-S.(a + /3)p + i(a + i3)^
= i(a-/3)^;

where (by the same art. 454),

i(a±/3)'=ia«±iS.ai3 + ii3^:

hence

= p*-S.(a + /3),o + S.a/3

= S{p^-ap-p(i + a^)

= S.(p-a)(p-(3).

= T(p-^yS.{a-p){p-^)-\

and the required transformation is effected. We see at the same

time that the following equation holds good, as an identity, for

any three vectors^ a, /3, p :

4S.(p-a){p-(5)={2p-a-^y-{a-(i)\
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which may, by principles already laid down, be interpreted as

expressing (compare fig. 89, art. 415), that if c be the middle of

the base ab of any plane triangle apb, as in
Fig. 95.

the annexed figure 95, then, p

S (ap . BP) = cp'^-CA'*;

or, in a notation more received,

AP . BP . cos APB = CP^ - CA%

where the symbols ap, bp, cp, ca, marked for distinction with

upper bars, denote merely the lengths of certain lines, or the

numbers expressing those lengths, and therefore their squares

are (as usual) positive. Accordingly this last equation is a known

result of elementary principles: but in comparing it with the

quaternions, it is proper to remember that (see 111) the lengths

ap, &c., which thus have positive squares, are with us merely the

tensors of the corresponding vectors, ap, &c., of which last,

when regarded as directed lines in space, the squares with us are

NEGATIVE. Thus, in the present calculations, we pass from the

first to the second of the two equations last written, h^^ changing

the signs of all the terms : or by employing the relations,

S (ap . BP) = - ap . BP . cos APB,

cp'* = -cpS ca'^ = -ca-.

On the same plan, the equation,

(a-i3)2=a^-2S.ai3 + i3S

of art. 454, is equivalent to the well-known d^wA fundamentalfor-

mula ofplane trigonometry^

BA^ = oa'^ - 2oA . OB cos a6b + ob'*
;

where o, a, b may denote any three points of space.

458. Some other known and elementary theorems, respecting

centres of mean distances, may be expressed, and might be

proved, by equally easy processes in this calculus. For exam-

ple, whatever three scalars and four vectors may be denoted by

a, b, c, a, /3, 7, p, we have identically.
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where,

and

tp^-2S.Tp + u = t(ji-fiy-¥f^Vf

t = a + b + c,

T = aa^ b(5 + cy,

u = aa'+ bJ5^ + cf ;

T «a + 6/3 + Cy
/U = T= J >

v = tu-T^ = ab{l5- ay + bc{y- (5y +ca(a- yy.

Thus for any four points a, b, c, p, and any three coeflficients

a, b, c, we have

a. AT'^ + b . Bp2 + c.CF^- (a + b + c) mp' =

{a + b+ cy^ (ab . ab'*+ be . bc'' + ca. ca''),

if M be the point which satisfies the equation,

a . AM + 6.BM + c . CM = 0,

when directions of lines are attended to ; but this is precisely

the essential property of the central point above alluded to, or of

what is called in mechanics the centre of gravity of the system

of the weights a, b, c, placed at the points a, b, c, respectively.

And it is evident that analogous results would be obtained on

the same plan, for any number ofgiven points of space a, a', &c.,

with the same number of given coefficients, a, a', &c. ; or in

symbols, that we should find, in like manner,

S (a . Ap2) - 2a . Mp2 = S {ad . aa'^) -i- Sa,

if M be a point such that

2 (a . am) = 0,

while p is an arbitrary point. For we should have,

2 . a (/o - a)^= (/9* - 2S . |o/u) 2a + 2 . aa\

= (/)-//)'' 2a + 2 . aa"^ - fi" 2a,

if /Lt = 2 . aa -T- 2a, or = 2 . a (a - /i) ;

while 2a 2 . aa' - (2 . aay ='S..aa' {a - a)=.

459. ApoUonius found, and the ancient result has acquired
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fresh interest in our own days by a remarkable application of it

to electricity, that the locus of a point whose distances from two

given points are in a given ratio of inequality, is (in the plane) a

circle. To investigate this locus by quaternions, let the two

given points be o and a, and the variable point p; also let the

ratio of ap to op be that of n to 1, and suppose n > 1 : then,

making oa = a and op =p, the equation of the locus is,

T (p - a) = nTp, or (p - a)' = n^ p\

Developing, transposing, &c., we find successively,

(w^ - 1) pH 2S . a/o = a\

{
(n« - 1) |0 + a j* = Cn^ - 1) aH a^ = »' o%

T{(w2^1)|0 + a) = nTa,

and finally, Fig. 96.

T(p-^) = c,

if we make, for abridgment,

,» -a wTa

SO that

^-a = n% c2 = -«2j3^ = )3(a-/3).

Hence follows this construction, which agrees with known re-

sults. Cut the given line ao externally at b, in the duplicate

of the given ratio of the sides, so as to have ab = w'^ob ; take bc

a geometrical mean between the segments bo, ba ; and with cen-

tre B, and radius bc, describe a spheric surface; it will be (in

space) the required locus of all the points p, for which

AP = w . op.

As a verification, let c - b = y, p - b = a ; we shall have

A-B = W'y, 0-B = n"'y, P-A = o--n'y, P- = or - Wy
;

it ought then to turn out that

T (ff - ny) = T («(r - 7), if T(T = T7

;
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and accordingly,

(<T - nyY = {na - yY = («* + 1 ) y^ - 2«S . 7<T, if ff« = 7^

It is evident from elementary geometry that the fixed locus of p,

constructed as above, cuts perpendicularly the circle circum-

scribed about the variable triangle aop, or that its radius bp is a

tangent to this circumscribed circle: and this result also might

be confirmed by calculation with quaternions, if we chose to use

here the conclusion of art. 198, respecting the construction by a

tangential vector, of the continued product of the three sides of

a triangle inscribed in a circle.

460. As another example of the present processes of calcula-

tion, let us investigate the intersections of the right line and

sphere^ whose equations are respectively (see 430, 421),

V./oa = V./3a; p' + c'=0.

The latter equation gives (by principles lately employed),

c^ Ta^ = - C^ a^ = /o^ a' = (T . paf = (S . pa)' - (V. pa)"

;

and therefore the former equation gives,

S./ja = ±{c^Ta^+(V./3a)*}i

But pa = S . /oa + V. pa (by 407) ; therefore the required expres-

sion for the vectors of intersection is the following :

p = V./3a.a->±{c*Ta^-(TV./3a)^)*a-'.

If for abridgment we write

the part p", independent of the ambiguous sign ±, is equal (by

429) to that component of the given vector j3, which is perpendi-

cular to a ; or to the vector ob" in fig. 91, art. 427, where dbb"p

represents (by 430) the indefinite right line V.pa = V./3a, of

which it was required to find the intersections with the sphere,

of radius c, described about the origin o: and accordingly this

foot b" of the perpendicular ob", must evidently (by elementary

geometry) be the middle point of the intercepted and finite chord.

We have also, for the other part p", or for the semichord itself,

by the expression recently found for p,
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Up"=Ua, V=(c'-T/3"^)*;

and accordingly it is clear that these expressions, when inter-

preted in conformity with our notations, agree with elementary

results. The value of /o" or of Tp" shews also, as was to be ex-

pected, that the problem m geometrically impossible, or imaginary^

or that the line does not really meet the sphere at all, if the ra-

dius be shorter than the perpendicular, that is, if c< Tj3": or, as

our symbols allow us to express the same condition,

ifc- + /3"^<0, or ifc^o'' + (TV.)3ay->0.

In fact, for any two real vectors a and p, representing any two

actual lines in space, we have, in this calculus, the identity,

461. The calculation may be usefully varied by taking, from

art. 430, this other form of the equation of the secant line, p = /3

+ xa, and seeking to determine the scalar coefficient x. Sup-

posing for simplicity that a is an unit-vector, or that a^ = - 1, we
have now,

and therefore, by the ordinary theory of quadratic equations,

a;=S.a/3+{c='+/3'+(S.ai3)^}*.

Here

j32 = -a2j32 = -(T.aj3)'=(V.ai3)2-(S.ai3)%

and

/3 + aS . ai3 = a (-a/3 + S . a/3) =- aV. a/3 ;

therefore

p = -aV.a/3+ {c2+(V.ai3)'-)*a:

and this expression for p agrees perfectly with that which was

found in the foregoing article, when we suppose, as we now do,

that

Ta=l, 0^^ = -!, a = -o''.

In fact we found, in 429, that the symbols,

a-'V.a/3 and V./Ba.a'',

were equally fit to represent that component /3" of /3, which is
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perpendicular to a. Whichever method we employ, we see that

the equation,

c'Ta' = (TV . j3a)S or c^ a^ = ( V . /3a)S

expresses the limiting condition, which the direction of the secant

line, or of the line a to which it is parallel, must satisfy, in order

that the two points of intersection may coalesce into one point of

contact. If then we multiply by x-, and change xa to p- j3, ob-

serving that

V.i3(p-i3)=V(/3p-/30=V./3p,

because j3^ is a scalar, we find the following form for the equation

of the enveloping cone, which is the locus of all the tangents that

can be drawn to the sphere p2+ c^= 0, from the extremity of the

given vector j3

:

This is di simpler form of the equation of the enveloping cone

than that which was found in 425, and which becomes, by chang-

ing a and <t to c and /3,

Yet the two equations agree : for we now see that

462. Each of the two preceding articles conducts to the ex-

pression,

/o = i3-a-iS.aj3,

for the vector of the point of contact; in connexion with which,

it may be well to note that (by 424, 429) we have, for any two
vectors a, (5, the equation,

/3 = V.j3a.a-' + S.j3a.a-';

because the two terms of the second member denote the two com-
ponents of ^ which are respectively perpendicular and parallel to

a. But also, for the tangents,

(S . j3a)^ = i3^a^- + ( V . fiaY = (c^ + /3^) a'

;

therefore each vector p of contact must satisfy the equation,
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S./3/i>=/3»-a-*(S./3a)» = -c«; or S.j3/> + c» = 0.

This equation of the polar plane agrees with art. 423 ; and we
may now propose to shew by calculation that it involves the well-

known harmotiic property of the plane which it denotes. For

this purpose we may employ the following form of the equation

of a secant of the sphere drawn still from the extremity of /3 :

and may propose to substitute for y the semi-sum (2) oj'its two

values, as given by the quadratic equation,

= c^ + (j3 + y-'ay, or, y' (c' + /30 + 2^/S .a(5 + a' = 0.

In this manner we find

2 = -S.a/3(c2 + /3»)->; /o = j3-a(c«+)3') -r- S.ajS;

and consequently,

S./3/t) = ^'-(c^ + /30 = -c».

The polar plane therefore cuts harmonically (as it is very well

known to do) every secantfrom the pole : or in other words the

pole (whose vector is /3), and the point of intersection with the

polar plane (of which the equation is S . /3/o = - c^), are harmonic

conjugates, with respect to the two points in which the secant

(p=j3 + ?/-'a) intersects the sphere (/)^ + c'^ = 0).

463. In general it may be said, in conformity with the re-

ceived notion of harmonic progression, that the harmonic mean

between any two vectors, such as aa, ca, which have one com-

mon direction, or opposite directions, is = ba, if A"' = ^ (a"* + c"')
;

and I think that we may with convenience extend this notion of
the harmonic mean in geometry, by establishing, as a more gene-

ral defnition, that the harmonic mean between any two vectors,

a and y, is a third vector, (5, which satisfies the analogous condi-

tion,

whether the vectors be or be not parallel to any common line. You
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will easily find that if oa and oc be any two diverging lines

(a and -y), between which it is re-

quired to insert a third line, ob

or j3, which shall, in this new or

extended sense of the words, be

their harmonic mean, the problem

may be thus constructed. Circum-

scribe a circle about the three

given points aoc
;
prolong the

chord AC to meet in d the line od ^
which touches the circle at o ;

and draw the other tangent db,

and the chord of contact ob.

Quaternions offer many modes of proving the correctness of this

construction, for the reciprocal of the semi-sum of the reciprocals

of two diverging vectors : one of the most elementary, as regards

geojnetrical principles, consists in cutting, as in fig. 97, the three

chords OA, OB, oc, or rather their prolongations, by a transversal

a'b'c', parallel to the tangent OD,and then shewing that b' bisects

aV, and that the rectangles aga', bob', coc' are equal. In the

same construction, the two points o and e may be said (by an

analogous extension of received language) to be harmonically

conjugate to each other, with respect to a and c : and it is not

difficult to prove that A and c are in like manner harmonic con-

jugates with respect to o and b : so that i\iefour points oabc

may conveniently be said to compose a circular harmonic

group. In symbols, if j3 be, in the sense above assigned

the harmonic mean between a and -y, then-/3 is in the same,

sense the harmonic mean between a - /3 and 7 - /3 ; 7 - a between

- a and j3 - a ; and a - 7 between - 7 and /3 - 7. The rectangles

under opposite sides of the inscribed quadrilateral, oabc, are

easily proved to be equal; and the diagonals, ob and ac, are

related as conjugate chords, each passing through the pole of the

other.

464. The same harmonic relation between a, j3, 7 may also

be expressed by writing, as in algebra,

7-^-f3 ' = /3-'-a-';
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where, if the rectangle AOA'in the recent figure be unity, we have

the following geometrical constructions,

so that the difference (i'^- a'^ ofthe reciprocals ofany two diverg-

ing vectors^ a, j3, considered as two co-initial chords, oa, ob, ofa

circle oab, is a vector which has \\\e direction of the tangent, do,

or od'j to that circle, drawn at their common origin o. We may also

say (compare 131, 198), that this direction is that of the tangent

at o to the segment oab, rather than to the alternate segment of

the circle. As regards the length oHhx?, tangential vector, which

thus constructs the difference of the reciprocals of a and /3, it is

easy to prove by similar triangles that, in the recent figure.

a B -4- AB = oa -^ ob = OB -f- OA ;

or witli our symbols, that

T (/3-1 - a-') = Ta- ' T/3- ' T (a - /3). .

In fact, without referring to the figure, we have

/3-^-a-'=/3-' (l-l3a-')=/3-^(a-/3)a-',

whence the recent expression for the tensor follows. We see also,

by taking the reciprocals, that

03-'--a-')-'--a(a-/3)->.|3;

or that the reciprocal of the dijference /j' - a ' oftJte reciprocals

ofany two vectors, is, both in length and in direction, i\\e fourth

proportional to the negative (a - )3) (fthe difference (5- a ofthose

two vectors themselves, and to the same two vectors, a, j3. The

difference of reciprocals, /3'^-a'' itself, has therefore the oppo-

site direction; or in other words it has the direction of the fourth

proportional to a-\i, -a, and /3 ; or in fig. 97, to ba, ao, and

OB. Accordingly we know that this fourth proportional to three

successive sides of a triangle bao inscribed in a circle must have

the direction of the tangent at o to the segment bao, or oab ; as

appears from art. 131, by changing in that article, or in fig. 26,

the letters c and a to a and o. It is equally easy to shew in

connexion with art. 463, that

2 II
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if £ = I (7 + a) = OE, the point e being thus supposed to bisect the

chord AC in fig. 97 ; so that the harmonic mean, j3, between

any two diverging vectors, a and 7, is still, as in algebra, the

FOURTH proportional to their arithmetical mean, or semi-sum,

£, a?id to the two vectors themselves ; or in other words, the

triangles eoa and cob (in fig. 97) are similar : a result which

may be confiimed by elementary geometrical reasonings.

465. The geometrical interpretation of the sum and di^e-

rence of the reciprocals of two vectors being thus suflBciently

known (although they suggest several inquiries of interest, on

which we cannot enter now), let us resume the last form given

in art. 436, for the equation ofan ellipsoid, namely :

T(S.pa-^ + V.(o/3-') = l;

or (because

TK = T, K = S-V, S.a/3 = S./3a, V.aj3 = -V./3a),

this slightly modified equation,

T(S.a-'/o + V./3-V) = l;

in which (by 449),

S.a-V = i(a-V + pa-); V. /3-'p = iC/S"> - p/^"').

Make, for conciseness,

the last equation of the ellipsoid takes then this very simple

form :

T(a> + p/3') = l;

where p is the variable vector of the surface, while a and j3' are

two constant but otherwise arbitrary vectors, of which, however,

we can prove that a is longer than j3', if we continue to suppose,

as in fig. 92, that the angle between a and j3, or that the verti-

cally opposite angle between a"' and /3'' is acute: because we

shall then have,

Ta -' - 'r/B'^ = p'^ - a'^ = - S . a-' i3
-^ > 0, 'Va > T|3'.
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It may also be observed, that if we still suppose, as in fig. 92,

To> Tj3, we shall have (by 454),

4S.a'i3' = a-^-/3-=>0; a'^' >y,

so that the angle between the two new lines, a', j3', will be, on this

supposition, obtuse. Make also.

i3'

and therefore

we shall have

/3'-«'^'
i3'^-

,c^-r = (i3'^-a'=)-'>0, Ti>TKy iK>^;

and the equation of the ellipsoid will acquire the form,

T (ip + pk) = k' - i^ ',

which is indeed not quite so short as the form last assigned in the

present article, but has the advantage of a greater homogeneity^

and lends itself with ease to the purposes of geometrical inter-

pretation and construction^ as, for example, in the following

way.

466. From any assumed point c draw two right lines, ca,

CB, as in the annexed figure 98, to repre-

sent the vectors k, t of the foregoing ar-

ticle, in such a manner as to have

Fig. 98.

CA = K, CB=(, CB > CA, ACB >
2'

and with c for centre, and ca for radius,

conceive a sphere to be described, cutting

AB in G ; so that

K^- i^=Ti^- T»c'^ = cb--ca2 = ba . BG.

Let E be supposed to denote some vari- y^L-^
able point on the ellipsoid, of which the

equation is (by the last article),

2 H 2
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T (ip + pk) = ic* - tS

and let the fixed origin of the variable vector p be placed at the

point a; let d denote the second point where the line ae meets

the sphere ; finally let us conceive the lines bd, cd, to be drawn,

and denote the latter by ct: so that we shall have

AE =
f),

CD = (T, DB = t - a.

Then a may he regarded as the rejiexion of that fixed radius of

the sphere which is the prolonj^ation of AC, and which may

therefore be denoted by - k, this reflexion b^'ing performed with

respect to another and varial)Ie radius whieli has the direction of

+ /o ; and hence it follows, by reasonings similar to those of art.

429 respecting the equation ^0= aj3, even without here di%s\xm\i\^

the knowledge of what was shewn in the preceding Lecture re-

specting the symbol 7/07"' (arts. 290, 291), or the connected

symbol -yay"' (art. 332), that

ap = p(-K), pK = -ap, ip + pK = (i - a) p;

and therefore the equation of the ellipsoid becomes

T (t - (t) Tp = K" - r ;

that is

BD . AE = BA . BG = BD . B d',

or simply,

ae = bd',

if d' be the second point where the secant bd meets the sphere.

Conversely, if any secant bdd' (or bd'd) be drawn to the sphere

round c trom the external point B, and if from the superjicial

point A of that sphere there be taken, on the guide-chord ad,

or on that chord either wiiy prolonged, a portion ae which in

length'is equal to no', the locus of the point E, constructed thus,

is an ellipsoid. This very simple mode of generating that im-

portant surface is due (so far as I am aware) to the quaternions,

and was communicated as s-ich to the Royal Irish Academy in

184(5, having been deduced nearly as above from an equation pre-

viously exhibited in 1845, which agreed substantially with that of

art. 430, namely, with the following,

(S.^a-')^-(V.pj3-')-=I.
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The same ellipsoid will evidently be the locus of the points f, f',

if the diameter ff' coincide in position with the co7}jii<jate guide-

chord ad', and if

AF = AF'= BU.

4()7. 'J he equation ae = bd' of the ellipsoid is very fertile of

geojnetrical consequences, a few of which may properly be stated

here. First, then, it shews that (as indicated in h<4'. 98) the

point B is itself 'd point on the ellipsoid; because when the

GUIDE-POINT D takes the position g, then the connected point

d', which may in this construction be called the conjuyute </uide-

point, comes to be placed at a; so that bd' becomes ba, and this

length of one side of the generating triangle arc is to be set

off from the centre a of the ellipsoid, either in the direction of the

side AB itself, or else in the opposite direction : but one of these

two modes of setting oft" that length conducts to the point b.

Secondly, if we draw, as in the figure, from b through c, a secant

BKCk', to the sphere which is described round c through a, and
which from its relation to the ellipsoid whose centre is at a may

be called the diacentric sphere, then the length ae of the

semi-diameter of the ellipsoid, as being by our equation always

equal to bd', will become a maocimwn when d' coincides with k',

and therefore d with k; if then we set off a line al in the direc-

tion of ak, and conceive another line al' to be set off in the op-

posite direction, these two opposite lines al, al' will be the major

semi-axes of the ellipsoid; or in other words, the points l, l'

will be the two major summits of that suriace. Thirdly, to find

the minimum value of the semi-diameter, we must evidently

place the guide-point D at k', and the conjugate guide-point D'at

k; that is, we are to set olf from a, on the guide-chord ak', two

opposite lines am, am', whose common length is bk : and then

these lines will be tlie two minor semi-axes, and the points M,

m' the two minor sumniils of the ellipsoid ; while the angle in

the semicircle, kak' (or lam'), exhibits the well-known perpendi-

cularity of the minor axis mm' to the major axis ll'. Fourthlif,

let the ellipsoid be cat by any (jiven concentric sphere, of which

the radius ae is intermediate in length between bk and bg, or

else between bg and bk'; the length of bd' will then (by our
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equation) be given, and so will therefore the length of bd, and

this latter length will be different from ba; hence the locus of D

will be a circle of the diacentric sphere, in a plane perpendicular

to BC, which plane will not pass through the point a: the cur-

vilinear locus of E on the ellipsoid will therefore be (as is other-

wise known) a spherical conic, since it will be contained at

once on the given concentric sphere, and on the cone which has

the centre a for vertex, and the circular locus of the guide-point

D for base : and the construction shews (compare 420) that the

two cyclic planes of this cone are the two planes through a, which

are perpendicular respectively to the two sides cb, ca (or t and k)

of the generating triangle abc. Fifthly, these two diametrical

planes themselves cut the ellipsoid in circles, or HiVe cyclic planes

of that ellipsoid ; for if d move iu the circle which has ah' for

diameter, in the larger figure 99 annexed, and is perpendi-

cular to the plane of that

figure, as being perpendi-

cular to the side bc of the

triangle, the conjugate

guide-point d' will move

in that other and parallel

circle which has gh in the

same figure for its diame-

ter ; so that the length of

bd', and therefore also (by

the equation) the length

ofAE, will remain constant

and =BG, and e will de- S

scribe a circle on the ellip- Q'

sold, whose diameter in r

fig. 99 is qq' : and again,

if D approach indefinitely

to A in any direction on

the sphere, d' will at the

same time approach inde-

finitely too, and the length

bd' or AE will tend to be-

come EG, and a circle de-
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scribed with this radius, in the tangent plane at a to the diacen-

tric sphere, of which plane the trace in fi^, 99 is the line nn',

will be the intersection of that plane with the ellipsoid. Sixthly,

the sphere with a for centre, and with a radius = bg, cuts the

ellipsoid in the system of these two circlks, which are thus

a sort oi limit of the spherical conies recently considered; and

this sphere may be conveniently called the mean sphere, be-

cause if we conceive a perpendicular to the plane of the figure

(answering to the line oc' of art. 435), which shall be equal in

length to BG, and therefore intermediate in length between the

greatest and least semi-axes lately determined, but, like them, a

semi-diameter normal to the surface, this normal semi-diameter

will be one of the two mean semi-axes, and its termination will

be one of the two mean summits of the ellipsoid. Seventhly, if

we denote (as is often done) by a, b, c the lengths of the major,

mean, and minor semi-axes, we can express, in terms oj these,

the lengths of the sides of the generating triangle, as follows:

BC=^(a + c); CA = -|^(a-c); ba = ac/>"';

because

a = bk', c = bk, 6=^^bg.

Eighthly, since

BD . AE = BD . BD'= bg . BA,

while the angle adb is not in general right, the double area of

the triangle aeb is in general less than this last rectangle, and

the perpendicular distance of e from ab is in general less than

bg; but for a similar reason this distance is equal to bg, for the

particular system of those points e of the ellipsoid, which answer

to those points o of the diacentric sphere for which adb is a right

angle; draw therefore as in fig. 99, the diameter acr of that

sphere, and the secant brr', and conceive a circle described on ar'

as diameter, in a plane perpendicular to that of the figure; this

circle will be the intersection of the diacentric sphere with another

sphere whose diameter is ab, and will therefore be the required

curvilinear locus of those points d, for which the angle adb, like

ar'b, is right; and the corresponding points e of the ellipsoid

will be at once situated in the plane of this new circle, and on
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the cylinder of revulution wliich lias ab for axis, and bg for ra-

diu!^ ; tliey will therefore be situated on an elliptic section of this

cylinder, whose in.ijor axis is tt in the figure ; and evti y other

point E will fall icithin the cylinder : that is to say, the ellipsoid

is enveloped, along this ellipse on tt', by the cylinder whose axis

is the side ab of the yeneratiny trianyle abc, and whose radius

is equal to the mean semi-axis (0) of the ellipsoid; so that the same

cylinder envelopes also the mean sphere, namely, along a circle,

whose diameter in fi^. 99 is ss'. (The ellipsoid and mean sphere

have also another common enveloping- cyliniler, of which, in the

same figure, the axis of revolution is Pi''; the angle bap being-

bisected by the major feemi-a.\is of the clli})soid, al.)

4(J8. 1 he foregoing account by no means exhausts xha yeo-

iHCtrical (nor even the easy) consequences of the equation

AE= bd';

which must indeed be conceived to admit of being developed, so

as to conduct to every possible property of the elUpsuid. We may

for instance, apply that equation to deducing the difference of

the squares of the reciprocals of the semi-axes of an arbitrary

diametral section, and the law oj the variation of that difference,

in passing from one such section to another. Conceive for this

purpose, that the ellipsoid and the diacentric sphere are both cut

bv some plane ab'c' ; B* and c' being the projections on it of the

points B and c. l"he guide-point d thus moves along a circle

with the projection c' for its centre, and j)assing through the

point a; and because ak varies inversely as bd, we are to seek

the difference of the squares of the extreme values of bu, or of

b'd, since bb' is given, and

BD-= BB- + B*i»-.

Let Bc cut the circular locus of d in two j.oints Oi, D2, the one

nearer to b' being Dj ; the liist-mentiuned difference of squares

is then,

b'd .- - b'di' ^ 4 n'c' . cV ;

it is therefore equal lo four times the rectanyle under the projec-
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tions of the tuo sides bc, c\ of the yeneiating trianyle on the

plane of the diametral section of the ellipsoid. And because

4bc . CA = a--c-, and Bu . AE = ac,

while BC and ca are perpendicular respectively to the two cyclic

planes of the ellipsoid (and we now see that there are no more

than two such jdanes), the expression tor the difference of the

squares of the semi-axes of a diametral section is found by this

method to be of the known form,

AE,"- - AEf- = (c"^ - a'-) sin v sin v ;

El, Eo being the points which correspond to Di, d^, and v, i?' being

the inclinations ofthe cuttiny plane to the two cyclic planes. It

may be proper to note that the same construction exhibits, in a

very elementary manner, the known vndunl rectanyularity of the

two extreme diameters of a section; beeiiuse aEi, ae.. have the

directions of ADj, aDj (or the opposite directions), and DiADo is

an angle in a semi-circle, 'ih^ fact and the law of the gradual

diminution of the semi-diameter of a section, in passing from its

greatest to its least value, mi^ht also easily be put in evidence, by

following out the same method of construction,

469. But however simple may be these yeometrical deduc-

tions from the equation ae = bd', yet many of the same and other

consequences may be obtained with even greater ease by calcu-

lation with quaternions. To shew, for example, that the ellip-

soid is cut in circles by the two diametral planes perpendicular

to CB, CA, or to I, K, that is, by the two cyclic planes whose equa-

tions are,

S./|O = 0, S.icp = 0, or ip = - pi, pK = -Kp,

we have only to substitute these last values for ip and pK in the

equation T {ip + pk) = k' - r, and we find that each of the two

planes cuts the surface in a curve, which is contained on the

mean sphere, whose equation is

K- - r
To = /;, where b = ^^r^ : = etc T (t - k)'\

•^
1 (t - Iv)

if we make for abridgment.
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a = 'Yi -H Tk, c = Tt - Tk,

so that

Tt = ^ (a + c), Tk = -^ (rt - c), K^ - i? = ac^ T (t - k) = ac6 '

:

and it admits of being shewn, by calculation with quaternions,

that the a and c, ^Am5 determined, are respectively (as in 467)

the greatest and least semidiameters of the ellipsoid, or the max-

imum and minimum values of Tp. To shew that b is a point

upon the ellipsoid, it is sufficient to shew that its vector ab or

L - K may be substituted for p in the equation of the locus ;

which appears from the identity,

t (t - ic) + (( - k) K = - (ic^ - r),

because the tensor of a negative scalar is (by 109, 11 3) the positive

opposite thereof. One form of the equation of the cone ofsemi-

diameters p, which have a given and common length =r, inter-

mediate between a and b, or between b and c, is the following,

T {i + pic.p'') = acr'^;

and the corresponding spherical conic on the ellipsoid may be

expressed by combining this equation of the cone with the equa-

tion,

of the sphere on which the conic is contained. This conic con-

sists in general of two separately closed and diametrically oppo-

site branches ; but when the radius r = 6, that is, when we cut the

ellipsoid by the mean sphere, the conic takes (as we have seen)

the limiting form of a system oftwo circles. In fact it will be

found that the equation

T{l + pK.p-')= T(i-k),

or the following, which is a transformation of it,

S. l{pK.p-' + K) = 0,

may be still farther transformed, as follows :

S . ip . S . Kp = \

and therefore that it represents the system of the two cyclic

planes, which system is thus a sort of limit of the cone.
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470. It may have been noticed that the ellipse and concentric

circle in fig. 99 are precisely the same as those in the earlier

figure 92 (art. 434), altiiough new lines and letters have been

employed in the more recent of these two diagrams, and a dia-

centric circle introduced. Accordingly, this agreement was de-

signed^ and it may be useful to shew how rt was attained, by

means of the relations of art. 465, which connect the two new

vectors t, k, with the two old vectors a, j3, through two other

constant and auxiliary lines, a', j3'. 1 he article just cited gives,

by elimination of a, /3',

whence

a'-
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471. Since Kp + /ok is a scalar, we have, as an identity in this

calculus, holding good for any three vectors, the equation.

ip + pK = {i- k) Ip -
^J^ J.

Introducing therefore a tiew and variable vector X, determined

by the expression

X^(kp + pk) {k-i)-\

the equation of the ellipsoid takes the form,

T{p-\) = h, because b = {k- - r) T {i - k)- '

;

where

X = h{t-K), Uh = 2ii.Kp.'l{i-K)-\

If we assign any given scalar value to this co-efficient h, we get

on the one hand a given value for the vector A,

A= AL = // . AB,

where l is a new and variable point, situated on the indefinite

line AB, and not now (as in figures 98, 99) a major summit of the

ellipsoid; and on the other hand we ohiain n f/iven pla7ie, per-

pendicular to K or to AC, as 07ie locus of the extremity e of p;
while the recent equation,

T (p - X) = h, or LK = h,

shews that another locus for the same point e is a given sphere,

with centre L, and with radius b. If then this plane intersect

the ellipsoid -di all, that is, if the value which it gives for S , k/o

be not too great numerically (by h being assumed too large),

the curve of intersection will be a circle. It follows then that

indefinitely many circles can be traced on the ellipsoid, with their

planes parallel to one of the two cyclic pliines through the cen-

tre: a well-known theorem, indeed, but one which it seemed

worth while to reproduce by the foregoing calculation with qua-

ternions.

472. Again let p. be another new variable vector expressed

as a function of p by the formula,

p= (ip + pi) (i - K-)'' = // (k- - i), where //' = 2S . tp . T (t - ic)"^
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Then, because

ip+pK = [ip -¥ pi)-p(l-K) = (fX- p) (l - k),

the equation of the ellipsoid will take this new form:

T(p-p) = b;

and to each assumed value of the scalar coefficient h', which is

not numerically too great, will answer a plane j)erpendicular to

t, or parallel to the ot/ttr cj'clic plane of the ellipsoid, and cut-

ting'that surface in another circle, contained upon anotlier sphere^

which has the same radius h, but has a different centre from the

sphere of the last article : namely, a new point M on the same

indefinite line ab as before, which point is the variable extre-

mity of the new vector fx (and is not 7iow a minor summit of the

ellipsoid) ; so that

AM = )(/ = - ll . AB, M E = b.

The ellipsoid is therefore (as is well known) the locvs oftwo
distinct systems of circles, whose planes are parallel to the two

cyclic planes drawn through the centre ; and we see that the

planes of these circles are perpendicular to the two sides^ ca, cb,

of the generating triangle abc, in the construclioii of art. 466.

473. Any two such circles, belonging to different systems, or

as we may by analogy say (compare art. 420), any two sub-con-

trary and circular sections of the ellipsoid, are known to be con-

tained upon one common spheric surface ; and accordingly it can

easily be shewn by quaternions, that whatever two subcontrary

circles may be thus selected, with their own corresponding values

of the scalars h and h', those two circles (/«, h') are both contained

upon that new sphere whose equation is

T (p - h) = w, or N E = )i,

where the new point n, the vector ^, and the scalar n, are such that

AN = ^ = At + A'/C = -2 (t - k-)"-(«S. K;0+ kS . Lp),

and

w = V (
/>' - (/i + h') {hi' + lie) ]

:

and where it is important to observe that n is situated in the
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plane abc, because ^||| <, k. In fact, this new sphere, with cen-

tre N and radius n, may have its equation thus expanded :

0=(p-Ky + n' = p--2 {hS . ip + h'S . Kp)-hh' {t-KY + b^;

and this condition is satisfied, whether we suppose that p satis-

fies the equations of the^r^^ circle {h), which may be written

thus :

~ p- - 2hS . ip + 2hS . Kp + h-(i- kY + 6%

0=(/i+h')[2S.Kp + h{i-Ky-};

or the equations o( the second circle (h), under the forms,

= p'- 2/i'S . Kp + 2//S . ip + A'- (t - kY + i-,

o = (h+h')[2S.ip+h'(i-Ky}.

474. If these two circles, in planes perpendicular respectively

to K and (, be supposed to intersect each other on their common

sphere in any one point e of the ellipsoid, it is clear that they

must also intersect each other in another point E, of that surface,

which point is such that the common chord eEi is perpendicular

to both K and i, or to the plane of the triangle abc ; this chord is

also evidently bisected by that plane in a point e\ which is the

common projection of the two points e, e,, thereon ; because this

plane contains, by the foregoing article, the centre n of the

sphere (which is not to be confounded with any of the points so

marked in recent figures). It is evident also that this sphere

round N is doubly tangent to the ellipsoid, touching it both at e

and at Ei ; because, at each of those two points, the sphere and

the ellipsoid have two rectilinear tangents in common, namely,

the tangents to the two circles (A, A). Hence the radii ne, nEi,

of the sphere must be normals to the ellipsoid^ at the points e

and El respectively ; or, in other words, the point n is the com-

mon foot of the two normals en, EiN, which are drawn to the

ellipsoid at those two points, and are continued to meet the plane

of ABC. With regard to the cominon length of these two normals,

since it is equal to the radius of the new sphere, it is expressed by

the recent radical, n ; while the normal en thus drawn to the

ellipsoid at e, and continued till it meets the plane of the gene-

rating triangle, that is (by art. 467) the plane of the greatest and
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Uast. axes, is expressed, both in length and in direction, by the

formula,

where ^ has its recent value (assigned in art. 473). Operating

by S .(0, we find,

S . /o (^ - p) = - /j'^ - 4 (t - ic)'- S . //) S . k-p = i%

because, by 471,

6^ = - (p - X)^ = - p^ + 2S . pA - A-, A- = 4 (t - k)- - ( S . Kp)\

2S.p\ = 2h(S.ip-S.Kp) = -4{i-Ky-S.Kp{S.ifj-S.Kp);

or because, by 472,

b' = -(p-fiy = -p^-^2S.pfi-p\ i^^=4(i-K)-'{s.tpy,

2S ' pfi = 2A'(S . Kp - S . ip) = - 4 (i - k)'- S . ip {S . Kp - S . t^).

If therefore we now introduce a new vector v, determined as a

function of p by the equation

^-p = b'v,

or (see the values already found for b and ^),

(k2 - l^yv= (l - k)V + 2 (tS . K/> + kS . tp),

this vector v will at once be perpendicular to the plane which

touches the ellipsoid at e, and will satisfy this very simple con-

dition :

S . vp = \.

And we see, at the same time, that the equation of the ellipsoid

may be put under this new form,

p' + b^- = A|u,

where A, p are those two functions of p which were so denoted

in 471, 472; whence we perceive anew that the mean sphere,

whose equation may be thus written,

p' + b^ = 0,

intersects the ellipsoid in the system of those /wo c!>c/e* which

are contained in the two diametral planes,

A = 0, fi
= ; or S . Kp = 0, S.ip = 0.
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475. The vector v, thus lately introduced, is an important

one in the theory of the ellipsoid. Suppose, for example, that

we wish to circumscribe about that surface a cylinder (not gene-

rally of revolution), with its generating lines in the direction of

some given vector ct; to find the curve of contact we have im-

mediately the equation,

S . OTv = 0, because v J_ zo

;

the normal to the e!li{)soid, at any point of this sought curve,

being normal also to the enveloj)ing c\ Under, and the normal to

a cylnuler being everywhere perpendicular to the common direc-

tion of all its W'vx'xWweixv (leneratriccs. And then, on substituting

for V its value as a function of p, we obtain the condition,

- (t - k)- S . ra^» + 2 (S . rat S . K|0 + S . TCK S . ip).

Let us write, for abridgment,

v = (p{p), or simply r = i^|0,

using ({) as 2i functional sign; wo sliall have, in like manner,

w =
(j) (ra), or to = 0CT,

if tu be a new vector such that

(k' - i^y^ (fizs = (k- - {-)- u) = (i - k)-ts + '2 (tS . (COT + (cS . tw) :

and then the recent condition of contact with the cylinder be-

comes simply,

S . pw = 0.

The curve ofcontact is therefore plane and diametral (as indeed

it is otherwise known to be) ; and we see that the perpendicular

to the plane ofcontact has the direction of the vector w, or 0?-,

determined by this easy calculation.

476. If we introduce for conciseness another functional si/m-

bol,f(p, to), defined by the equation,

f(Pi t*j) = S . /O^CJ,

or more fully,

{^ - I'Yfip, 7^7)^ (l - kY ^ . p7U + 2 (S . ip ^ . KZJ + S . Kp ^ . m).
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yve see, on the one hand, that this new function is symmetric
with respect to the two variable vectors, p and aj, or that

f(^> p) =f(p) ^) ;

and on the other hand that when «t has, as above supposed, the

given direction of the sides of a cylinder enveloping the ellip-

soid, the equation of the plane ofcontact takes the form,

If we farther agree to write for conciseness,

f{p^9)=f{p)=fp>

whatever vector p may be, then, because v =
<l>p,

and S./ov= 1,

the equation of the ellipsoid reduces itself, in this notation, to the

form,

/P = l-

477. These functions ^ And f, which are respectively equal
to a vector and to a scalar, are of great utility in calculations

concerning the ellipsoid ; and indeed analogous functions present

themselves usefully in investigations with quaternions, respect-

ing other surfaces ofthe second order; and even in some more
general inquiries. The vectorfunction

<f,
(from which the scalar

function / is formed) has, relatively to the vector p on which it

depends, the distributive character expressed by the for-

mula,

(p + p) =
<t>P + 'Pp'y or, A<l>p = 0(Ap),

if A be still the sign of the operation of taking a difference

:

connected with which is the property, that if x be any scalar co-

efficient,

^ (xp) = x<pp.

It follows hence that the scalar function y(|0, w) is distributive^

with respect to each separately of the two vectors on which it

depends ; or that

f{p + p\zs+ za) =f{p, zs + w') +/(/£)', ro + zs)

=/(p> ^) +f{p^ w') +/(/o', ot) +/(/o', -a') :

and that

2 I
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fixp,yz:) = xuf{p,'a).

Abridging therefore, as above, the symbol /(/o, p) to/(p), or to

/p, we find that

/(xp) = a;Yp;

and that

which last equation may also be thus written,

Afp = 2f{p,^p)+f{Ap).

It is easy to foresee, that when a theory of differentials op

QUATERNIONS shall have been established, but before these Lec-

tures close I hardly hope to give even a sketch or beginning of

such a theory, there will result an expression of the following

form for the differential of the function/:

dfp=2f(p,Sp) = 2S.<t>pdp.

478. Without yet introducing differentials^ let (t + t and a-r

denote two different directed semi-diameters^ or two values of p
for the ellipsoid; so that a is ihe vector of the middle point oi

some (rectilinear) chord; while t denotes one of the two directed

semi-chords^ or a vector equal thereto. Then, by 476,

l=/('r + r)=/(a-r);

and therefore, by 477,

l=>+/r + 2/(a,r);

l=/cr+/r-2/((7,r).

The semi-sum of these two equations gives the relation

l=/<T+/r;

and their semi-diiference conducts to this other formula,

0=/(a, r):

which last may be called the equation of conjugation, be-

tween THE TWO directions of the two vectors, a and r

;

namely, between the directions of a diameter of the surface, and

a chord which is bisected by that diameter. In fact it is usual

to say that two such directions are conjugate, with respect to the
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ellipsoid, or other surface of the second order, for which this re-

lation of bisection exists : and as regards the known reciprocal

character of the relation, it is expressed in our symbols by the

formula (see 476),

/(r,(T)=/((r,r).

Or we might observe that, by 477,

/(-p)=(-i)Vp=/p;

and therefore that if we suppose, as in the present article,

l=/(<T + r)=/(<T-r),

we shall have also

l=/(r + tr)=/(r-«r),

when o- and r have been interchanged. Our symbols might

therefore in this other way serve to remind us, that if a diameter

in the direction of a bisect a chord of the ellipsoid parallel to r,

then reciprocally the diameter in the direction of r bisects a

chord parallel to a.

479. We are not pretending to offer here a systematic trea-

tise, nor even an elementary essay, on the properties of the el-

lipsoid themselves ; but rather are employing^ in parts of this

Lecture, a few of those properties, without much concerning our-

selves whether they be already known, or in some cases new, in

order to illustrate the method of quaternions. The known and

familiar character of some of these conjugate relations need not

therefore prevent us from discussing them a little farther here,

in connexion with the present calculus. Thus we may notice,

that since the equation of conjugation between directions, as-

signed in the foregoing article, namely,

0=/((7, r), orO=/(r, a),

becomes, by 476,

= S . T^ff,

it follows that the diameter in the direction of a bisects all the

chords which can be drawn across it, parallel to (or contained

in) a given diametral plane, to which the normal has the direc-

tion of <f)(T. Hence this diameter in the direction of a may, con-

2i2
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sistently with usage, be said to be itself conjugate to this diame-

tral plane; and by comparing this conclusion with that of art.

475, we should arrive in a new way at the known result, that the

axis of any cylinder ^ circumscribed about an ellipsoid^ is conju-

gate to the plane ofcontact. It would also be easy to prove, by

our formulae, that a chord, parallel to a given diameter, is bisected

by the diametral plane which is conjugate thereto.

480. The equation of 478,

l=/T+/r,

shews that while the abscissa a, as measured from the centre on

a given semi-diameter p, increases from to p, the ordinate t at

the same time diminishes (in length) to 0, according to a law

easily assigned, from the value which it had when it at first co-

incided with some given and conjugate semi-diameter p of the

ellipsoid, which new semi-diameter p thus satisfies the two con-

ditions (see 476, 478),

/p'=l;/(p,p') = 0.

In fact if we make

(T = xp, T = yp,

where x and y are scalar coeflBcients, we shall have, by the equa-

tion of the ellipsoid, and by the properties of the function^,

\=f(xp + yp')

=f{xp) + 1f{xp, yp) -^fiyp)
= x-fp + 2xyf{p, p) + y-^f (p) ;

or simply,

\=x^ + y^:

so that while x increases from to 1, y decreases from 1 to 0.

More generally, let p, p, p" be any three conjugate semi-diame-

terSf so that

1 =fp =fp=fp"t

o=f(p,p)=f{p\p")=/(p",p);

and let o) denote any other semi-diameter : we can always con-

ceive this vector to decomposed by projections, so as to take the

form,
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ti>= xp + yp + zp ;

and then the equation of the ellipsoid will give, by calculations

of exactly the same form as those just now made use of, this very

simple relation between the three scalar coefficients, which agrees

with known results, although the scalars x, y, z which it involves

are not precisely the same as the usual co-ordinates of the ellip-

soid :

l=x^ + y^ + z''.

(Compare the equation satisfied by the point p', in art. 435.)

48 1 . The foregoing results might be employed to prove anew,

in various ways, by limits, the known theorem that the tangent

plane, at the extremity of any given semi-diameter p, \% parallel

to the diametral plane, which is conjugate to that semi-diameter

:

and consequently that the normal to the ellipsoid, at the extre-

mity of/0, '\% perpendicular to both of the two conjugate semi-

diameters, p and p", lately considered. But

0=f(p", p) = ^ •p"(pp ;

this common perpendicular, or normal, must therefore have the

direction oi±ij>p. And accordingly, we had, in 475, the equa-

tion

v=^p',

where v, by 474, was a vector perpendicular to the plane which

touched, at the extremity e of p, a sphere which there touched

the ellipsoid. If then we denote by to, the vector drawn from

the centre a of the ellipsoid to any point p of the tangent plane

at E, so that -sj-p is (or is equal to) a tangential vector at e, and

is therefore J. v, we shall have on this account the condition,

S . V {zs - p) =0.

But also we have, by 474,

S . v/o = 1
;

hence the equation of the tangent plane, with to for a vari-

able (while V is &fixed) vector, is found to take this simple form :

S . VV5 = 1

;
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or if we choose to write it so,

S.v(ot-v-') = 0.

And hence again it follows, by the principles of the present Lec-

ture, thdit the reciprocal v'^, of the foregoing normal vector v,

represents, in length and direction, the perpendicular letfallfrom

the centre of the ellipsoid upon the tangent plane. On this ac-

count I have been led, in imitation of a phraseology of which a

happy use has been made by Sir John Herschel, in connexion

with other researches, to call the vector v itself the vector of

PROXIMITY of the ellipsoid: because it serves to mark, by its

direction and its length, the direction and the nearness (to the

centre) of the superficial element of the ellipsoid, or of the tan-

gent plane; since it is the reciprocal of the perpendicular let fall

on that plane from the centre.

482. The equation of the tangent plane, assigned in the last

article, may, by the value v = (pp, and by the relation between

the functions ^ and/, be also written thus:

l=/(p, w);

zs being still the variable vector, terminating at a variable point

p on the plane, and p being the fixed vector, terminating at the

given point e of contact. But let us now conceive that an ex-

ternal point p, with vector zs, is given, and that we wish to find

the point ofcontact e, or to find its vector p. For this purpose

we may still employ the last written equation ; and it gives now

a plane locus for the point of contact, which plane evidently

must be precisely that one which is called the the polar plane

of p, with respect to the ellipsoid (compare 422, 423). Every

point on this plane is said to be conjugate to the point p, with

respect to the given ellipsoid; and the form of the function/

shews (by 476) that this relation between two conjugate points

is (as it is known to be) a reciprocal one (compare again 423).

We may therefore say that the equation

expresses the condition necessary in order that the two vectors

p and w (both drawn from the centre) may terminate on two
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conjugate points : and for the same reason we may call this for-

mula the EQUATION OF CONJUGATION BETWEEN THE TWO VECTORS,

p and OT, or between their terminations, e and p. If we change

za to j9w, where p is a scalar coefficient, the equation of conjuga-

tion is changed to the following

:

1 =/(/>> pw), or p-i
=f{p, ot) ;

and then by supposing the number p to increase without limit, or

the point p to go off to inanity , the equation takes the form,

which was found by a different process in art. 476, as the equa-

tion of the joZane of contact of the ellipsoid with an enveloping

cylinder, whose generating right lines have the direction of zs ;

or as the condition for the tangent plane at the extremity of the

semi-diameter p being parallel to that given vector zs. Accord-

ingly, this last equation, =f(p, w), or at least one of the same

form, was assigned in 478, as expressing a relation of conjuga-

tion between two directions, and not between two points, at

least if the points be supposed to be both Sit finite distances from

the centre.

483. An external point p being given by its vector w, we

may propose to find the equation of the cone of tangents

to the ellipsoid, which can be drawn from this point p (compare

425, 461). Ifp be still the vector of a point e of contact, we

shall have the conditions,

and if in these we make

p = Tn + tT,

where * is a scalar, and r a vector drawn in the direction of one

of the tangents from p, we find

\=fz, + 2tf{z,,r)^V-fT,

\=fz;+tf{z:, t);

and therefore also (subtracting, and dividing by t),

0^f{zy,T) + tfr.
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Eliminating t between the two last equations, we get

/(^,r)^=0-l)/r;

and this is oneform of the equation of the cone, with the vertex

taken for the origin of the variable vector t : because r in it

may be changed to tr, each member being then multiplied by f^.

Changing, therefore, t io p-zs, and observing that

f{zsy p-Ts) =f(p, rs) -fzs,

f(p--Sj) =fp +f7S - 2f(p, ot),

the lately written form becomes, after a few very easy reductions,

{/(p,.t)-11^=(/^-1)(/^-1);

such then is another form of the equation of the enveloping

CONE, with the origin at the centre of the ellipsoid; the given

vector of the vertex being w, and p being the variable vector of a

point upon the conic surface.

484. Another mode of obtaining the same equation of this

enveloping cone, is to change p to zs + 1 {p - 73), or to tp + U7s,

where ^ + m = 1 , in the two first equations of the foregoing article

;

and then to eliminate t, or to eliminate wrS between the two re-

sulting equations,

i» + 2tu + u^= ffp + 2tuf(p, zj) + uf-a,

t + u = tf{p, Ts) + ufts ;

which give, by easy combinations,

and therefore, as before,

{/(/,, z.)-lp=(/^-l)(/^-l).

By changing w, as in the last article, to ;?aj, and then supposing

j? infinite, the enveloping cone becomes an enveloping cylin-

der, whose generating lines are parallel to w: and the equation

of this cylinder is thus found to be,
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Accordingly we know (by 476) that the curve ofcontact along

which this cylinder envelopes the ellipsoid, has for equations,

as, for the curve of contact with the cone^ the equations were,

485. As verifications of these results, let us suppose the ra-

dius Tk of the diacentric sphere, in the construction of art. 466,

to vanish; the ellipsoid will evidently then degenerate into a

sphere, with Tt for its radius : and accordingly the equation of

art. 465,

T {ip + pk) = k* - £%

reduces itself to

T^ = Tt, when k = 0.

Under the same condition, the equation which determines v in

art. 474 as a function of p, or which assigns the form of ^pin art.

475, becomes

t*v = t*/o, or v =
<l)p

= I'^p ;

hence by 476, we have (if k still = 0),

f (p, zj) = r^ S . pin ; fp = r'^p^;

and the equation /p = 1 of the ellipsoid becomes that ofa sphere,

The equation of the cone enveloping the ellipsoid becomes, when

we thus pass to the sphere,

{S.pz:-ir=(p'-i'){^'-i%
or

(S . pzyy - p^ z}^ = - 1' (p^ + zs^ - 2S . pzj)
;

that is (compare 460),

(V.pzTy=-cHp-z,)\

which coincides with one of the equations in 461, when we
change zs to j3, and t* to -c^ For the cylinder enveloping the

sphere, we should find by recent methods the equation

:

{V.pz:y = -i^^\ orTV.pz: = Ti.Tz,;
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and accordingly we saw, in 431, that the equation,

TV. pa = a,

represented a cylinder of revolution, with the vector a for its

axis, and with aTa'^ for its radius.

486. The equation of conjugation between two directions,

assigned in 478, or the formula

y(o-, r) = 0, becomes S . or = 0, when k = ;

and thereby reproduces the known result that any two directions

which are conjugate relatively to a sphere are rectangular with

respect to each other ; while the more general equation of con-

jugation between two vectors p and zs, or between the two points

where those vectors terminate, which was assigned in 482,

namely,

J'(p, w) = 1 , becomes S . pw = t'

:

and therefore agrees with the equation

S . p(T = -a\

of art. 423, when we change zj to o-, and denote the radius Tt
by a. And if we wish to shew by calculation^ from the proper-

ties of the function^ that the harmonic section by the polar

plane holds good (as it is well known to do) not only for the sphere

but for the ellipsoid, we have only to imitate the process of art.

462, by making

p = ZS + t'^ Ti

and then substituting for t the semi-sum of the two roots of

the following quadratic equation in x :

1=/(z:+x-'t)

=foi+2x-'/{z:,T) + x-'fT,

or

X^ (/ot - 1) + 2x/(t!T, r) +/t = 0.

For this semi-sum is evidently

t =f {'!!,, t) (I -M'\
and therefore the vector p of the point of harmonic section of a
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variable secant of the ellipsoid, drawn from the extremity of the

given vector w, is (if the centre a be still the origin of p),

/o = w+ r (1 -fz:)f{'!3, t)-^
;

but if we operate on this expression by i\iefunctional characte-

ristic^ /{za^ ), or by the characteristic ofoperation^ S.ot0, we
obtain (by 476, 477) the result,

f{p, Z,) =/(t!7, p) =fz,+ {\ -fz,) = 1 :

that is, by 482, we obtain the equation of the polar plane.

487. The expressions in 471, 472, 473, for A, ju, ^, give the

equations

:

K t I- K

where X, /u, K are the vectors of the three corners, l, m, n, of a

certain variable triangle, in the plane of the fixed triangle abc.

If then we observe that 0, i- k, and - k are (by 466) the vectors

of the three corners, a, b, c, of that fixed or generating triangle

which was described in our construction of the ellipsoid, when the

centre a is still made the common origin of vectors, we shall see

that the equations,

NL ^ CA = MN -i- BC = LM -i- AB = - (A + A'),

hold good; and that therefore the new and variable triangle lmn

is SIMILAR to the old and Jixed triangle abc ; while it is also

SIMILARLY SITUATED, in ouc common plane therewith, namely,

in the plane of the greatest and least axes of the ellipsoid ; the

sides LM, MN, NL of the one triangle being parallel and propor-

tional to the sides ab, bc, ca, of the other; while it follows from

471, 472, that the two variable points l and m are situated on

the same indefinite straight line as the two fixed points a and b :

that is, on the axis of that circumscribing cylinder of revolution,

which has been considered in former articles. The two vectors

AD, AE, of the two points d, e, in the same construction of the

ellipsoid, being, by 466, respectively equal to <t-k and p, where

<r/> = - pK, and therefore

((T - k) |0 = - pic - »cp = - 2S . jcp ;
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we have, by 471,

{a-K)p = \(t-K) = h(i-Ky.

But in general if two pairs ofco-initial vectors, as here <t-k, p,

and X, i-K, give, when respectively multiplied together, one com-

mon scalar product, they terminate in four concircular points

:

the four points d, e, l, b, are therefore contained on the circum-

ference oi one common circle: and consequently the point l, of

recent articles, may be found by an elementary construction, de-

rived from this simple calculation with quaternions ; namely, as

the second point ofintersection of the circle bde with the straight

line AB, which is situated in the plane of that circle.

488. Again, by 471, 472, we have

therefore the point e of the ellipsoid is the vertex of an isoceles

triangle, constructed on lm as base ; and the point m may thus

be found as the intersection of the same straight line ab (or al)

with a circle described round the point e as centre, in the plane

of ABE, and having its radius equal to the mean semi-axis of the

ellipsoid. When the two points l and m have thus been found,

the third point n can then be deduced from them, in an equally

simple geometrical manner, by drawing parallels, ln, mn, to the

sides AC, BC of the generating triangle abc, from which the ellip-

soid itself has been constructed. It is clear, from what has been

already shewn, not only that these two sides ln, mn, of the new

and variable triangle lmn, are parallel to the two cyclic nor-

mals of the ellipsoid, but also that they are portions of the axes

ofthe two circles which are contained upon the surface of that el-

lipsoid, and pass through the point E on that surface ; l and m being

points on those two axes, because they are the centres of two

spheres, which contain the two circles respectively ; while the point

N of intersection of those two axes has been seen to be the centre

of that common sphere (473), which contains upon itself both

those two circular sections, and is doubly tangent (by 474) to the

ellipsoid, namely, at the two points of intersection of the two cir-

cles. Some of these results, with others yet to be established, will

be illustrated by a new diagram (figure 100), which is reserved

for a future article (art. 493).
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489. In the present Lecture we have not as yet assumed

the Associative Principle of Multiplication, although it has been

several times alluded to ; but there will be found no difficulty

now in proving antw that associative property, as we have pro-

mised to do, with the help of the distributive principle. For this

purpose, let us make

then

9=a + a, r=b + ^, s = c-\-yj

= Va = Vi=Vc=Sa = S)3 = Sy;

s . rg' = (c + 7) . (6 + /3) (a + a)

= (c + 7) . (ba + ba + (5a + /3a)

= c .ba + c .ba + c . (ia+c .fia

-i- y . ba + y . ba + y . (ia + y . fia;

and in like manner

sr . q = cb . a + cb . a + c(5 . a + c^ . a

+ yb . a + yb . a + y(i . a + y(^ . a ;

where c ,ba = cb .a by algebra^ because a, b, c are scalars ; and

for the same reason, by comparatively easy principles o/this cal-

culus (see the Third Lecture), we have c .ba = cb . at c . /3a =

c(i • a, c . fia = c^ . a, y .ba = yb.a, y .ba = yb .a, y . (ia = y(i .a.

It remains then only to prove the associative formula for the

MULTIPLICATION OF THREE VECTORS, namely the equation,

7 . ^a = 7^ . a
;

which has indeed already been discussed at some length in the

Fifth Lecture, in connexion with spherical constructions, but

which we now desire to establish anew, independently offigures

on a sphere. Make for this purpose, as in art. 406,

/3 = i3'
+ /3", /3'i|a, /3"±«;

make also, as we are evidently allowed to do, by projections on

three rectangular lines,

/ ,
" , III I

II
//

II ,0" ///
I

"' , /O/' .

7 = 7+7+7»7lla>7llP'7 -La>7 ±p;
we shall have, by the distributive principle,
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y./3a = y./3'a + 7'./3"a + y"./3'o + 'y".j3"o + 7"'./3'a + 7"'.)3"a,

7j3 . a =
y'ft' . o + y(5" . a + y"(5' . a + y'ft" . a + y"'fi' . o + y"'(i" . o ;

and are to shew that each term of the one expression is equal to

the corresponding term of the other; in which comparison of

term with term, we may obviously introduce or suppress any

scalar coefficients, and so may assume, without any real loss of

generality, the values,

y' = /3' = a, y" = |3" = a', y" = aa'. To' = To

;

a being a new line perpendicular to a, in the plane of o and /3.

We may even conceive that the system of three rectangular lines,

o, o', aa'i coincides with the system ifj, k (compare art. 77);

and then the six equations to be proved are seen to be true,

under the forms,

i . ii = - t = ii .i\ i .ji = ~ik = ki = ij . i,

j . ii = -j=- ki =ji .i; j .ji = -jk = -i= jj . i
;

k . ii = -k =ji = ki .i; k .ji = -kk=\=-ii = kj . i.

It was nearly thus that I was originally led to perceive the truth

of the associative principle of multiplication of quaternions, after

having established as definitions (though not as wholly arbitrary

ones) the fundamental formulae respecting the multiplications of

ijkf and having asswned (as I at first did) from algebraical analo-

gies, the truth of the distributive principle ; although I found my-

self compelled to reject the commutative property of multiplica-

tion, as not generally truefor quaternions.

490. It was shewn, in the two preceding Lectures, that the

investigation and employment of the associative principle of

multiplication, without the distributive, led to many inte-

resting inquiries and results, especially as regarded spherical

geometry : and the present Lecture may have already sufficed to

shew that many other geometrical inquiries of interest may be

suggested and assisted, by the distributive principle, without

the associative, for instance, as xegd.rA's, the generation of the

ellipsoid. The Calculus of Quaternions would, however, be ex-

tremely incomplete, if it v^ere permanently deprived of the use of

either of these two important principles : and indeed the combi-

nation ofboth is essential^ in many of its more advanced applica-
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tions. Without entering at present on any question which could

seem to you difficult, I shall resume the discussion of the equa-

lion of the ellipsoid, employing both principles freely.

491. Resuming therefore the equation of art. 465 for the el-

lipsoid, namely,

T {ip + pk) = k* - 1%

let us introduce two new constant vectors i' and k', connected

with the two former constant vectors i, k, by the relations,

< = IK = T . IK

which give

ic'= i"^T . (ic = - Tk . Ut,

t' = k' ' T . (K = - Tt . Uk,

l'^ = t^ k'^ = K*, IK = Ki,

k'2 - t'2 = K* - t% (l - kO* = (t - kY.

Substituting for t, k their values in terms of t', k', namely

l — K 'l.tK, IC = t 'l.tIC,

we find

ip + pK = {k'^ p + pi'^) T . IK =Tk {k'^p + pi'^) Tt';

T (<|[i + pk) = T . k' (k'"^ /o + /ot'O t' = T (/ot' + k'p) = T (tp + |0K ) ;

the above cited equation,

T (ip + pk) = k^ - i^y

acquires therefore, by these substitutions, the new but analogous

forniy wherein we see that t and k have merely taken the places

of t and K :

T (t'/O + pti) = jc'^ - 1'^.

The PERFECT SIMILARITY OF THESE TWO FORMS of the equation

of the ellipsoid renders it evident, that all the conclusions, which

have been deduced from the one form, can, with suitable and

easy modifcations, be deduced from the other also. Thus if we

still regard the centre a as the origin, and treat i - k and -k as

the vectors of two new fixed points, b' and c', we may consider

ab'c' as a new generating triangle; and may derive from it

the SAME ellipsoid as before, by a geometrical process of gene-

ration or construction, which is similar in all respects to the pro-
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cess already assigned, but which employs (compare the end of

art, 470) a new diacentric sphere, whereof the centre is at

the new point c' while its radius (= Tk'= Tk) has the same

length as in the former construction. For instance, the two new

sides, b'c' and ac', or -
1 and - k', which indeed have (by the

present article) the same directions as k and t, or as the two old

sides CA and cb, must have (like them) the directions of the two

cyclic normals : and the third new side, ab' or i - k', must be the

axis of a second cylinder oj"revolution, circumscribed round the

same ellipsoid, and enveloping also the mean sphere. In fact

this new side ab' is that semi-diameter of the ellipsoid which

was denoted by ap in fig. 99, art. 467 ; and it was remarked, at

the end of that article, although only by a sort of anticipation,

now justified, that the diameter pp', in that figure, was thus the

axis of revolution of a second cylinder, enveloping both the mean

sphere and the ellipsoid. It may be noticed here, that the 7iew

generating triangle ab'c' is simply the reflexion of the old gene-

rating triangle abc, with respect to the major axis.

492. If we determine, on this new axis ab', two new points

l' and m', with two new vectors, X'and ju', analogous to the lately

considered vectors X and fx, and assigned by similar equations,

namely by the following,

A' (k - = >^P + /°k', ft' (t' -k) = I'p + pi,

we shall have results analogous to those of articles 471, 472,

namely,

T0o-X') = T(^-;uXk'^-O T(/-k')-> = 5;

where b still denotes the length of the mean semi-axis of the

ellipsoid. Again, the relations between t, k, t', k, give

iS.kp + kS.ip = {T. iKy[K-'S. i-'p + i-'S. k'-'p}

= t'S . k'p + kS . ip,

because

{T.iK'y = i'K';

one of the expressions for ^ in 473 becomes therefore

an = ^ = - 2 (t' - k') -* (I'S . k'p + k'S . ip),

^ being still the vector of the same point n as before, namely (by
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474) the/oot ofthe normal to the ellipsoid, which is drawn at

the extremity of /o. But by the recent values of X', /u', we have

consequently

0'-ic')U' = -2 0'-k')S.ic>,

(t'-ic')>'= + 2(t'-K')S.t>;

^ - X' l-tJL X-n '

_
:— = ;— — —. ; — '5.

if we make for abridgment,

2S.{i+k')p

and hence it is easy to infer, by reasonings similar to those of

art. 487, that the new variable triangle l'm'n is similar to the new

fixed triangle ab'c', and similarly situated in one common plane

therewith ; namely in the common plane of the old and new ge-

nerating triangles, which is also that of the greatest and least

axes of the ellipsoid. We have also, by the equations last esta-

blished, combined with the analogous equations of 487, and with

the relations (491) between t, k, i, k, the following formulae :

which may also be thus written,

l^ = V->0; |l4 = V-0;

where the symbol

may represent any scalar : as the analogous symbol,

may represent any vector. We have therefore equations of

the forms,

^-X' = x(^-/u); ^-fx' = ya-\);

where x and y are scalars : in fact, with the recent meaning of

the scalar z, we have (by the articles just cited),

2k
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Zk Z K — z _, k

K- fi h + h' I h + h' {

'

- z- - ' - - Z rj, I

Now the quaternion quotient of the two vectors ^-X and

K-fJi could not reduce itself to a scalar, if those vectors were not

parallel to each other, or to some common line (compare 122,

407); the recent equation,

shews therefore that the three co -initial vectors, X, /i, ^, must

terminate upon one common right line, or that their three ex-

treme points, l', m, n, are collinear. In like manner the equa-

tion,

shews that the terminations, l, m', n, of the three vectors X, fjl, ^,

are situated on one straight line : so that the two straight lines,

l'm, lm', or their prolongations, must cross each other in the

point N. Indeed, if it had not been designed to exemplify some

processes of calculation, we might have more rapidly inferred the

fact of this intersection from the parallelisms,

LN
II
AC

II
c'b'

II
nm', and mn

||
bc

||
c'a

||
nl'.

But the two lines, lm', ml', may be regarded as the diagonals

of a certain quadrilateral inscribed in a circle; namely, the

plane quadrilateral lmm'l', of which the four corners are, by what

has been already shewn, at one common and constant distance

= b, from the variable point E of the ellipsoid. (Or the cnncircu-

larity of the four points l, m, m', l', might be established on the

plan of 487, by means of the equation, /i'X' = X/(x = /o^+ i^.) If

then we here content ourselves with assuming it as known, that

when a straight line af (= W^v = en) is drawn from the centre a of

an ellipsoid, so as to be in direction opposite, and in length reci-

procally proportional, to the perpendicular let fall from the same

centre a on the tangent plane at e, this line must terminate in a

point F on the surface of another ellipsoid; which new sur-

face is concentric with, and is (in a certain well-known sense)
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RECIPROCAL to thatJonuer ellipsoid, which contains the point e

itself (or the termination of the vector p) : we may combine the

recent results, so as to obtain the foWowing (/eometrical construe'

Hon, which serves to (jenerate a system of two reciprocal

ELLIPSOIDS, by means of a moving sphere.

493. Conceive then a sphere, with constant radius = b, but

variable centre e, of which e^ represents the projection, on the

plane of the annexed figure 100; let this sphere be supposed to

move, so that it always

intersects two fixed ^'^" '"°"

and mutually inter-

secting straight lines,

AB, ab'^ in four points

L, M, l', m', of which

L and M are on ab,

while l' and m' are on

ab'; and let it farther

be supposed that one

diagonal, lm', of the

inscribed quadrilate-

ral lmm'l', is con-

stantly parallel to a

third Jixed line ac,

which will oblige the other diagonal l'm of the same quadrilate-

ral to move parallel to a fourth fixed line ac'. Let n be the

point in which the diagonals intersect; and conceive a line af

so drawn as to be equal in length and similar in direction to EN;

or so that aenf shall be a parallelogram, i)rojected into ae'nf'

in the figure. Then the locus of the centre e of the moving

sphere is one ellipsoid; and the locus of the ojj])osite corner f of

the parallelogram is another ellipsoid reciprocal thereto. 'I'hese

two ellipsoids have a common centre a, and a common mean axis,

which is equal to the diameter {lb) of the moving spjhere, and is

a mean proportional between the greatest axis of either ellip-

soid and the least axis of the other ; of which two last-mentioned

axes the directions coincide. Two sides, ae, af, of the parallelo-

gram aenf, are thus two semi-diameters which may be regarded

2 K 2
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as mutually reciprocal, one of the one ellipsoid, and the other of

the other; but because they fall at opposite sides of the /»rwi«-

/?a//)/ane (containing the four fixed lines and the greatest and

least axes of the two ellipsoids), it may be proper to call them,

more fully, opposite reciprocal semi-diameters ; and to call the

points E and f, in whicii they terminate, opposite reciprocal

points. The two other sides, en, fn, of the same variable pa-

rallelogram, are the normals to the two ellipsoids^ meeting each

other in the point n, upon the common princijxtl plane. In that

plane, the two former fixed lines, ab, ab', are the axes of two

cylinders of revolution, circumscribed about the first ellipsoid
;

and the two latter fixed lines, ac, ac', are the two cyclic normals

of the same first ellipsoid : while the diagonals lm', ml',* of the

itiscribed quadrilateral in the construction, are the axes of the

two circles on the surface of that first ellipsoid, which circles

pass through the point e, that is, through the centre of the

moving sphere; and the intersection n of those two diagonals is

the centre o{ another sphere^ which cuts the first ellipsoid in the

system of those two circles ; all which is easily adapted, by suit-

able interchanges, to the other or reciprocal ellipsoid, and flows

with facility from the quaternion equations above given, and

from the remarks that have been made in recent articles.

494. If we introduce five new vectors, A,, //,, X/, ytt/, ^^, of

five new points l, m, l', m/, h, connected with those lately con-

sidered by the relations :

X,= AL = LE =|0 - A ; /i = AM^= ME=|0 - ju;

A/ = A
L

' = i/e = |o - A'
;

;i/ = AM ' = m'e = p-fjL ;

^ = All = NE =p - ^(=-6^1^ = FA);

then, by 471,472, 492,

TA,= T/i,= TA;=T/i>6;

I — K I — K

K- I K-

I

p-\_A ^,v-io.
p-n, p n
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and because

we shall have, by 487, 492,

V - K, _ t^' -K _ l^'_-A' _ ^ -y- 1 .

whence again it follows, by 491, that

because

I
II
K, K

II
I.

Hence, on the plan of recent articles, we may infer that the five

new points are all situated in one common plane, which is parallel

to i\\e principal plane (493), and contains the point e of the ori-

ginal ellipsoid ; while h is the point reciprocal to e, upon the

second or reciprocal ellipsoid, and is diametrically opposite to

the point f thereon. In fact, so much as this miyht at once be

inferred from the circumstance, expressed by the five equations,

AL^=LE, AM = ME, AL'=l'e, AM'=m'e, AH = NE,

that the five lines ll , mm, l'l', m'.-m', nii, bisect and are bi-

sected by the line ae ; or that alel,, &c., are parallelograms.

The equations above written also shew that the four new points,

L, M^, l/, m/, are situated on one common circle of the mean
sphere, namely, its intersection with the above-mentioned paral-

lel plane ; that the lines lm^ anil l'm' are parallel respectively to

the lately considered lines ab, ab', and intersect each other in the

point E of the o/'/r/wjf// ellipsoid ; and that the lines lim' and l'm

are parallel respectively to ac, ac', and cross in the correspond-

ing point H, of the reciprocal ellipsoid. And hence we may
derive the following method oi generating a system oj'tico red-

procal ellipsoids by means of a iixed sphekk, wiiich seems to
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possess some advantages over the process lately given, for the

generation of such a system by means of a moving sphere, but is

intimately connected therewith.

495. In ihcjixed sphere (of which the centre is a, and the

radius 6), inscribe a plane quadrilateral, l m l 'm ', of which the

four successive sides, lm, m^l', l'm', m'l, shall be respectively

parallel to four fixed right lines, ab, ac', ab', ac; and then pro-

long, if necessary, the first and third sides till they meet in a point

E, and denote by ii the intersection of the second and fourth sides.

Then these livo points of intersection, e and n, of the two pairs of

opposite sides of this inscribed quadrilateral {which sides movepa-

rallel to themselves).) ivillhe two reciprocal points on two recipro-

cal ellipsoids : namely, ihe same system of ellipsoids which was

otherwise generated in 493, if the centre a, the radius (or com-

mon mean semi-axis) h, and the directions of the four fixed lines,

be the same in the two constructions. The relation o/ recipro-

city between the two ellipsoids, which was before assumed as

known, is made very evident by the present process ; being seen

to be connected with the passage from onepair of opposite sides

of an inscribed quadrilateral to the other pair. The same con-

sideration shews also clearly (what however is otherwise known),

that the cyclic norttials ac, ac', of the first ellipsoid are the aa:es

of the cylinders of ^'evolution circumscribed about the second;

and that, conversely, the axes ab, ab', of those two cylinders of

revolution, which have been seen to envelope the original ellip-

soid, are the normals to the two cyclic planes of the second or

reciprocal surface.

496. Another mode of generating the original ellipsoid is

easily derived from the relations established in some of the re-

cent articles. Conceive two equal spheres to slide within

TWO CYLINDERS of revolution, whose axes intersect each other,

in such a manner that the riyht line joining the centres of the

spheres shall be parallel to a fixed right line; then, the locus

OF THE VARYING CIRCLE iH ivhich the two .sphcrcs intersect each

other will be an ellipsoid, inscribed at once in both the cylin-

ders, so as to touch one cylinder along one ellipse of contact,

and the other cylinder along another such ellipse. And \\\esame

ellipsoid may be generated as the locus oi another varying cir-
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cle, which shall be the intersection of two other equal spheres

sliding luithin the same two cylijiders of revolution, but with a

connecting line of centres which now moves parallel to another

fixed right line; provided that the angle between these two fixed

lines, and the angle between the axes of the two cylinders, have

both one common pair of (internal and external) bisectors, which

will then coincide in direction with the greatest and least axes

of the ellipsoid : while the diameter of each of the four sliding

spheres is equal to the mean axis. In fact, we have only to con-

ceive (with the recent significations of the letters), that four

spheres, with the same common radius, = b, are described about

the points l, m', and l, m, as centres ; for then the first pair of

spheres will cross each other (if they cross at all), in one circular

section of the ellipsoid ; and the second pair of spheres will cross

(if at all) in another circular section of the same surface. We
might also conceive an arbitrary curve on the ellipsoid to be de-

scribed by the vertex "e of an isosceles triangle lem' (or l'em),

the common length of whose two equal sides is constant, and

= b, while the base lm' (or l'm) varies indeed in length, but

moves parallel to one fixed right line ac (or ac'), and is con-

stantly inscribed in a given angle bab', l (or m) moving along

the given right line ab, and m' (or l') moving along another

given right line ab'. Or, we might conceive the two equal sides

of the triangle to be two adjacent sides of a rhombus ofconstant

perimeter, of which one diagonal moves parallel to itself within

a given rectilinear angle, while the plane of the rhombus turns,

according to an arbitrary law, and the extremities of the other

diagonal describe two curves on the ellipsoid, each separately

arbitrary, but not entirely unconnected with each other.

497. With the recent significations of the letters, we have,

by 492, 491, 472,

X = _\ ^.^ = (ip + pi) (i - l'k ')

'

I - K

= (/|0 +/Ol){t (k- <) K" '}' = ((/O + pi) k((C- «)' r'

= - liK (k - 1) t' ' ""- ^' («: ~ '^""''
')

;

and

f.l^k{K-l).
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If then we make for abridgment,

g = -hr ;

and employ two new fixed vectors, rj and 6, defined by the equa-

tions,

r, = TiU (t - k), e = TkU (k-1 - t-0 = Tk U (i- k),

which give

t - »c= T (t-K)U(i - k) = »)T—

,

and also (compare 4G4),

I

along with other analogous or connected expressions, some of

which will offer themselves to our notice afterwards : we shall

have the values.

Hence the equations,

of one of the two pairs of sliding spheres, may be made to assume

the forms

:

T(p-gr,) = b; T(f,-ge) = b;

between which it remains to eliminate the scalar coefficient g, in

order to find in a new way an equation ofthe ellipsoid, regarded

as the locus of the circle in which the two spheres intersect each

other. And it will be useful here to effect this elimination, both

as an exercise in the present Calculus, and for the sake of the

results to which it leads.

498. Squaring for this purpose the two last written equa-

tions, we find, for the two sliding spheres, the two following

more developed equations :

= ^>2 + |t>2_2,7S.r?|t> + i7'V;

Taking then the difference, and dividing by g, we find the equa-

tion.
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which, relatively to p, is linear, and may be considered as the

equation of the plane of the varying circle of intersection of the

two sliding spheres ; any one position of that plane being dis-

tinguished from any other by the particular value of the variable

coefficient g. Eliminating therefore that coefficient by substitu-

ting its value, namely,

we find that the equation of the ellipsoid, regarded as the locus

of the varying circle, may be presented under either of the two

following new forms

:

/ 2r,S.(0- r,)p\

^[p—w^—) = ^'

^[P 7^ ) = ^-

And we may verify that these two last equations of the ellipsoid

are consistent with each other, by observing that the semisum of

the two vectors under the signs T is perpendicular to their semi-

difference (as it ought to be, in order to allow of those two vec-

tors themselves having any common length, such as h) ; or that

the condition of rectangularity,

( + r,)S.(0-r,)p
,

.

p a.
'

-•- ^-^h

is satisfied : which may be proved by shewing (compare 454),

that the scalar of the product of these two last vectors vanishes.

We may also verify the recent forms of the equation of the ellip-

soid, by remarking that they concur in giving the mean semi-

axis b, as equal to the length Tp of the radius of that diametral

and circular section, which is made by the cyclic plane having

for equation,

S.((?-„)/>-0;

this plane being found by the consideration that t^-O has the di-

rection of the cyclic normal i, because (by 497),
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I

= -t-'{K'-r) = UiTc-'.bT{i-K)y

so that

n-e = bUi:

or by making the coefficient g = 0, in the linear formula of this

article.

499. If we observe that

6-- ri'^= K^- r = ac> 0,

and that

T{r,-e) = b,

while the vector expression {6^ -t)^) p- 2»)S . (0 - r/) p is equal to

its own vector part ; we shall easily see that the first of the two

lately obtained equations of the ellipsoid may be successively

transformed as follows

:

= T{{e^-r)p-2r,S.{d-n)p\
= TV{{e^--n^)p-2riS.{e-ri)p}

= TV{(e'--n^)p-n{e-rj)p-np{e-v)}
= TV{0''p-n{ep + pe) + vpv}

= TV{ie~v)Op-rip{0-r,)}.

But

y.(e-r,)ep=y.pe{d-n)y

because in general for any three vectors a, j3, y (compare 317),

the following relations hold good,

a[5y = -K.y(ia, S . a^y = - S . y(5a, V. ajSy = +V. -yj3a ;

hence

{$'' -r,')T in-O) = TV. (p9 - r,p) (e-n)

= TV.(rfp-pd)(r,-e);

or, more concisely,

TV. (rjp - pe)lJ {v- 0)= 6'- T)':

and the same transformation may be obtained with equal ease,
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from the second form of the equation of the ellipsoid, which was

deduced in the foregoing article. Again, the versor ofevery vec-

tor has, in this calculus, a negative square (see 1 13) ; we have

therefore, in particular,

and under the sign TV, as under the sign T, it is allowed to di-

vide by -1, without affecting the value of the tensor; it is there-

fore permitted to write the equation of the ellipsoid under the

form:

U(r,-0) ^ ^

and this form seems to me to be deserving of attention, on ac-

count of the simple and remarkable geometrical relations to the

surface, which the twofixed vectors^ rj, 0, will be found to possess.

500. The last form of the equation of the ellipsoid, which

may also be thus written,

T,-^ T(„-0)'

may be deduced in another way, as follows, from the equation,

T (t|0 + pK) = K^ - (?,

of articles 465, &c. : and the d<'duction will be an useful exer-

cise. Writing the cited equation thus,

1 T

—

- ^V-- K),

we may observe that while the denominator of the fraction in the

first member is a pure scalar, the numerator is a pure vector;

for the identity,

tjO + /OK = S . (l + k) /O + V. (i - k) jO,

gives

S.(ip + Pk) (l-K)=S.(l-K)y.{l-K)p = 0;

because generally, for any two vectors a and /3,

i3_LV.j3a, S.i3V.i3« = 0:
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indeed we may easily now see (compare 442), that for any three

vectors, a, /3, -y, we have the identity,

S.7V./3a = S.7/3a;

which last expression reduces itself to 0, when y = (5, because

j3^a is a vector. We may therefore change T to TV, as operating

on the last written fraction ; and, under the sign V, may substi-

tute (t - k) pi for ip (i - k), on the principle referred to in the last

article ; namely, that the vector part of the product of any three

vectors remains iinchanr/ed, although the scalar p'drt of it changes

sign, when their order is reversed : which principle indeed is

easily seen to hold good for any odd number ofvectors, because

the new product, thus reversed, is the negative of the conjugate

of the old product. (Compare again art. 317 ; see also 408,

410.) Again, it is always allowed in this calculus to divide

(although not generally, to multiply) both the numerator and de-

nominator of a quaternion fraction by any common vector or

quaternion (different from zero) ; that is, to multiply both numera-

tor and denominator into the reciprocal oi inch, common vector or

quaternion : namely, by writing the symbol of this new factor,

or reciprocal, to the right (but not generally to the left) of the

symbols of numerator and denominator, above and below the

fractional bar. Dividing therefore thus above and below by i, or

multiplying into i'\ after that permitted transposition of factors

which was just now specified, and after the change of T to TV,
we find that the last written equation of the ellipsoid assumes the

form,

(i-k)p + p(k-kU-') rp, V

1 V -~. r—-— „ ..s ^ 1 (t-K)

;

(t - k) + (iC-K^t ')
^

the new denominator indeed at first presenting itself under the

form K^ i'^ - I, but being changed for greater symmetry to the de-

nominator just now written, which we are allowed to do, because

under the sign T, or under the sign TV (though not under V
itself, nor under S, U, or K), we may multiply by negative

unity. Substituting finally for i-k and (c-k-t' their values

given near the beginning of art. 497, and suppressing, above and

below, tlie common factor T . (t - k) r', we find as a transformed

equation of the ellipsoid

:
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TV^^ = T(.-.);
ri-U

where

T{i-k) = b-'{K' - 1') = (6' - rr) T („ - (/)->.

The form written at the commencement of the present article is

therefore deduced anew.

501. The geometrical construction already mentioned (in art.

496), of the ellipsoid as the locus of the circle in which two

sliding spheres intersect, shews easily (see art. 497) that the sca-

lar co-efficient g, in the continued equation,

T{p-gri) = T{p-gB) = b,

of that pair of sliding spheres, becomes equal to the number 2,

at one of those limiting positions of the pair, for which, after cm^-

ting, they touch, before they cease to meet each other. In fact,

if we thus make g = 2, the values fx = gri<, X = gB (see the last cited

article) of the vectors of the centres of the sliding spheres will

give, for the interval between those two centres, the expression,

T(iU-X')=^T(r,-6l) = 26;

this interval will therefore be in this case double of the radius of

either sliding sphere, because it will be equal to the mean axis

of the ellipsoid, and the two equal spheres will touch one another.

Had we assumed a value for g, less by a very little than the num-

ber 2, the two spheres would have cut each other in a venj small

circle, of which the circumference would have been (by the con-

struction) entirely contained upon the surface of the ellipsoid
;

and the plane of this little circle would have been parallel and

very near to that other plane, which was the common tangent

plane of the two spheres, and also of the ellipsoid, when g re-

ceived the value 2 itself. It is clear, then, that this value 2 of

g corresponds to an umbilicar point on the ellipsoid; and

that the equation,

S.{B-n)p = 0'--ri\

which is obtained from the more general equation in 498, of the

plane of a circle on the ellipsoid, by changing^ to 2, represents

an UMBILICAR TANGENT PLANE, at which the normal has the di-
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rection of the vector r]-6 : and accordingly it has been seen that

this last vector has the direction of the cyclic normal i ; in con-

nexion with which circumstance it may be remarked that the vec-

tor B'^-T}'^ has the direction of the other cyclic normal, k. In

fact, it is not difficult to prove from the expressions in 497, that

T,2-= ^2^ e^-^K\-n-'T{\-Ki-')^r'- Ki-', d-'T (1 - Kr') = r>

-

k-\

i = T„U(>,-e), K = T0U(O--,rO;

from which, or immediately from the expr^essions just cited, it

follows (compare 4G9) that

The lengths of the three semi-axes of the ellipsoid admit there-

fore of being very simply thus expressed, in terms of the new

fixed vectors, rj, B :

a = Tn + TB\ b = T{n-B); c = Tr,-T0.

We have also the formulae

:

Ut-UK=U(„-0)+U(r,->-0-')llUr,+U0;

Ui+Uic = U(r,-0)-U(r,-'-0-)
II
U„-U0;

the members of the first formula having each the direction of the

greatest axis of the ellipsoid, and the members of tlie second for-

mula having each the direction of the least axis ; as may easily

be proved, for the first members of these formulae, by the con-

struction with tiie diacentric sphere, already given in articles

4G6, &c.

502. The recently obtained equation ofan umbilicar tangent

plane may also be verified by observing that it gives, for the

length of the perpendicular (p) let fall from the centre of the

ellipsoid on such a plane, the expression

which agrees with known results. And the vector w of the um-

bilicar point itself must be the semi-sum of the vectors of the cen-

tres of the two equal and sliding spheres, in that limitiiig posi-

tion of the pair in which (as above) they touch each other; this

UMBILICAR VECTOR h) is therefore expressed as follows :

a» = ») + 0;
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because this is the semi-sum of fi and X', or of gt) and gO, when

g = 2. As one verification we see that r)+ may be substituted

for p, without violating the equation of the ellipsoid, because

this substitution gives,

rjp - pB = T}' - 0-
;

and as another verification, we may observe that the same ex-

pression rj+ for w conducts to the following known value for

the length (u) ofan umhilicar semi-diameter of the ellipsoid :

W = Tw = T (rj + 0) = v' («' - ^' + ^')

;

because for any two vectors »}, 0, we have the identity,

T (i, + ey + T (r, - ey

=

(Xr, + Toy + (T,, - Toy.

503. By similar reasonings it may be shewn that the expres-

sion,

a,'=T,,U0 + T0U„,

which may also be thus written,

a>'=-T.r,0.(r,-^+0-O,

represents another umbilicar vector ; in fact, we have,

<o'^ = {t] ^ Oy = (O^ , Tw=T(D,

and

<^-a,'=(T„-T0)(Ur,-U0);

so that the vectors w, w' are equally long, and the angle between

them is bisected by Urj +U0, or by U(£-k) + U(t'-K'), that is

by the direction of the axis major of the ellipsoid; while the

supplementary angle between w and - w' is bisected by Ujj -\J0,

or by U(t- ic)-U(i'-(c'), and therefore by the axis minor. It

is evident that - w and - tu' are also umbilicar vectors ; and it is

clear, from what has been shewn in former articles, that the vec-

tors J} and d have the directions of the axes of the two circum-

scribed cylinders of revolution.

504. A few additional remarks may assist to render evident

the utility, and to illustrate the significations, of the two fixed vec-

tors Tj, Bi although our remaining time will not allow us to enter
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largely into the subject. And first we may observe that the va-

lues for ahc, in terms of »?, 0, give

in obtaining which expressions we have employed these other

values :

a^ = (Tr, + TQy = Tr,^ + 2Tr, TO + T0'

e- = (T,, - TO)^ = - r,^- - 2T . 1,0 - 0'

;

and

observing also that^o/* any quaternion^ such as here

we have

q^^(^^q^\qy- = S<7^ + 2 V/7 S^ + \y,
S . ([-= S(7-+V^-,

V.r/=2V^ S^,

2(S.^^+T.^-) = 4S(?^ = (2S^)2;

so that generally the scalar of the square root of any qua-

ternion (i[ (in the present instance, t}0), which square root (by

152) is considered as being generally an acw/c-awp'/ecf j-Ma/erwion,

admits of being expressed by the formula,

And here it may be noted that this is only one out of a vast

number r^/oENERAL transformations, with which the present

calculus abounds : and which may be deduced, with more or less

facility, from the laws of the symbols, S, T, U, V, K, by the

principles already laid down.

505. If then, retaining the centre as the origin of vectors, we

change at once to tO, and rj to t'^t], where t is any positive sca-

lar, since we shall not alter thereby any one of the three functions,

we shall leave unaltered the three following things, namely : 1st,

the directions of the axes of revolution of the two circumscribed
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cylinders; 2iid (in connexion with these), the directions of the

three principal axes of the ellipsoid ; and 3rd, the differences of
the squares of the semi-axes, a, Z», c. To those then who are at

all acquainted with the theory of the focal conics, or focal

curves, which have in modern times been made to play so impor-

tant a part in the theory of surfaces of the second order, and who
have attended also to the foregoing calculations with quaternions,

it will be evident that these simultaneous changes of

1) and 0, to t'^r\ and td,

can merely cause 'd passage to a confocal surface : leaving the

FOCAL ELLIPSE, and the focal hyperbola, ufichanged. The
latter curve (the focal hyperbola), which is known to have the

axes of the cylinders for its asymptotes, and to cut the ellipsoid

(perpendicularly) in the four umbiltcar points, will be found to

be adequately represented, in our calculus, by the single equa-

tion,

V.r,p.V.p0 = (V. ,,0)^

For theformer curve (the focal ellipse), it is convenient to em-

ploy a system of two equations : the first of which may be that

of its plane (perpendicular to the minor axis of the ellipsoid),

namely, the equation,

S./>Ui, = S.pU0;

while the second may be at pleasure either of two equations, re-

presenting two cylinders of revolution, with a common radius

= {¥ - c-)^, on each of which cylinders the focal ellipse is situated
;

namely, either of the two equations following,

and

The foregoing will perhaps be considered as expressions suffi-

ciently simple for these two known and important conics, and

for their connexions with a system ofconfocal surfaces.

506. It may, however, appear strange that in this species of
SYMBOLICAL GEOMETRY OF THREE DIMENSIONS it should be

said, that a curve in space, as here the focal hyperbola, may
2 L
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admit ofbeing adequately represented by a single equa-

tion, such as the equation,

whereas we have repeatedly seen, in the present Lecture, that a

curve may be not more than adequately expressed by a system

of two equations, representing a system oftwo surfaces. For

example, the focal ellipse of the last article was represented by

the system,

S.pU„ = S.|t)U0, TV.pU„ = 2Sv/;;0,

which denoted separately a plane and a cylinder; the spherical

conic of art. 421 by the system,

T/o = c, S ./)a"' S . j3/o'^ = 1,

representing separately a sphere and a cone ; ils cyclic arcs were

each represented, in the same article, by a system of two equa-

tions, denoting a plane and a sphere; an analogous system served

to represent the circle of contact in 422; the ellipse of art. 433

was represented by the two equations,

denoting again a plane and cylinder; while another plane, com-

bined with the same cylinder, was used to express a circle in

432 ; a plane and sphere gave in art. 417, the equations

S.pa-'=\, S.^p-'=\,

which jointly represented the circular base of a cone; and the

major axis of the same cone, in art. 426, when regarded as an

indefinite right line, had its position expressed by the two equa-

tions,

S.a/> = 0, S.j3|O = 0,

which, separately taken, denoted the two cyclic planes. Nor could

we, in any one of these examples, which might easily have been

made more numerous, have rightly contented ourselves with re-

tainimj one alone out of the two equations, although the system

might in each case have been varied.

507. But it is to be observed that, in all these cases, each

separate equation has been of scalar form, and therefore quite
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analogous^ in this new symbolical geometry, to the usual Carte-

sian expression for a surface, by an equation between its co-or-

dinates X, y, 2, which with us are regarded as three scalars.

In general, Up be still regarded as a variable vector, and if^

denote any scalar function of it (whether this function be of the

second or of any other dimension), then, on substituting for p its

value ix+jy+kz (101, &c.), the equation

fp^O, oryp = constant,

where the constant is still a scalar, will take, by the rules of this

calculus, the form of an ordinary algebraic equation between

.T, y, z, and may be interpreted as expressing a surface, on the

usual plan of the Cartesian co-ordinates. Thus if we did not

otherwise know (by 168, &c.) the signification, in the present

Calculus, of the equation

/o^ + 1 = 0,

as representing the unit-sphere round the origin, or if we had

forgotten that signification, or desired to deduce it anew, we

might write the equation under the form,

{ix +ji/ + hy + 1 = 0,

and then perform the operation of squaring the trinomial as fol-

lows :

i.T +jy + kz

ix +jy + kz

- x'^ + Icxy -jxz

-y-- kyx + iyz

- z- +jzx - izy

- x'' -y-- z^= {ix +jy + kz)- ;

the three lines here added up being respectively the products of

ix+jy+kz, multiplied by ix, hy Jy, and by kz. For thus the

proposed equation jtr + 1 = would take the ordinary form,

= \-x^-y-- Z',

and would be seen anew to represent the unit-sphere.

508. Again, suppose that we meet the equation

S . a/0 = 0,

2 L 2
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where a is a given and p a variable vector. Here, instead of em-

ploying the principles of articles 413, 420, 421, we might write,

a = ia +jb + kCf p = ix 'rjy + kz,

and should then find, by distributive multiplication,

ap = {ia +jb + kc) (ix +ji/ + kz)

= - ax + kay -jaz

-by- Jibx + ibz

- cz +jcx - icy

= - (ax + by-\- cz)

+ i (bz - cy) +j (ex - az) + k (ay - bx)
;

this product is therefore seen anew to be a quaternion^ as in the

Third Lecture it was otherwise shewn to be : because it is now

found to be reducible by actual multiplication to the standard

quadrinomialform of arts. 450, &c., namely, to the form,

w + ix +jy + kz.

At the same time the scalar and vector parts, taken separately,

of this quaternion product ap, are seen to be,

S . ap = - (ax +by + cz),

V. ap = i (bz - cy) +j (ex - az) + k (ay - bx)
;

to assert then the evanescence of the scalar function S . ap, is

equivalent to establishing the following ordinary equation be-

tween X, y, z,

ax + by + cz = ;

and thus a person familiar with the usual method of co-ordinates

might recover for himself the interpretation of the equation of

this Calculus,

S . a/0 = 0,

as denoting a plane through the origin perpendicular to the line

a, b, e : namely, to the line drawn from the origin (0, 0, 0) to

the given point (a, b, e).

509. Again, let it be proposed to interpret, by the assistance

of co-ordinates, and by the relations between the symbols i,j, k,

without using the transformation S . a'ap = S . a'W. ap of art. 500,
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or the condition of coplanarity assigned near the end of 430,

this other scalar equation :

S . aap = ;

in which we may suppose that

a = id +jb' + kc\

while a and p are still expanded into the two trinomials which

were substituted for them in the preceding article. The actual

process of multiplication gives immediately, on the plan recently

employed, the following developement for the ternary product of

vectors, at present under consideration,

aap = -d {hz - cy) - b' {ex - az) - d {ay - hx)

- {ia' +jb' + kc) {ax + by + cz)

+ i [b'{ay - bx) - c' {ex - az)]

+j [ c'{bz - cy) - a' {ay - bx)
}

+ k
{
a'{cx - az) - b' {bz - cy) ]

.

The scalar and vector parts admit therefore of being respectively

and separately expressed as follows :

S . dap = d {cy - bz) + b' {az - ex) + c' {bx - ay)

= x{bc'- cb') + y {ed - ad) + z {aU - bd)

= a {b'z - dy) + b {dx - dz) + c {dy - b'x)
;

V. dap = {ia +jb + kc) {dx + b'y + dz)

- {id +jb' + kd) {ax + by + cz)

- {ix +Jy + kz) {da + b'b + dc).

To establish the equation S . dap = 0, is therefore equivalent to

establishing that ordinary equation between x, y, z, which (as is

well known to all persons familiar with the method of co-ordi-

nates) expresses the coplanarity of the three lines xyz, abc, dbd,

or the condition for the variable point (x, y, z) being situated

somewhere upon the plane which is drawn through the origin

(0, 0, 0), and through the two other given points, (a, 6, c), and

(a, h, d),

510. We see, at the same time, that the ^Q'Adxfunction

S . dap admits of being expressed, in the modern notation of de-

terminants, as follows:
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aap = a, b, c,

a, b', c\

and that thus (as also in other ways) there exists a connexion

between the theories ofquaternions and of determinants ; or of

ELiMiNAN'Js, as some prefer to call them. In the recent question,

or example, this connexion of the proposed equation,

S . aap = 0,

with an elimination, might easily have been foreseen. For, with'

out the use of co-ordinates, by principles of the present calcu-

lus above cited, we might have seen that this equation is a for-

mula OF coPLANARiTY for the three vectors a, a, p; and that it

is therefore equivalent to a system of three perpendicularities^

since,

p 111
a, a, gives X _L a, A J_ a', \ 1. p,

if A be a vector perpendicular to the plane of a, a'. The pro-

posed equation might therefore thus have been seen to be equi-

valent to the system of the three following,

S.Aa = 0, S.Aa'=0, S.A/o = 0,

and to be conversely derivable from them, by some process of

elimination of A. And if we now introduce co-ordinates and

ij, k, making,

A = il +jm + kn,

and employing for a, a, p the same three trinomial expressions

as before, we see that this process must answer to eliminating the

three scalars /, m, n, or their ratios, between the three following

equations of the 1st degree,

la + mb + nc = 0, la + mU + nc =0, lx-vmy+nz = Q:

which conducts to the lately mentioned determinant. Indeed, it

will be found that processes more peculiarly belonging to the cal-

culus ofquaternions give, generally, for any four vectors, a,

j3, 7, |o, the two following identities, which are frequently useful

in the applications

:
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pS . y(ia = aS. y(3p + fiS . ypa + yS . /)/3a

;

pS . y/Sa =V. 7j3 . S . ajo + V. ay . S . /3/0 + V. /3a . S . 7/0 ;

and hence, without any use oi xyz, or ijk, we might infer that if

p be supposed to denote any vector diflferent from 0, its elimina-

tion between the three equations of either of the two following

systems,

1st, S. 7/3/0 = 0, S.ypa=0, S.|o/3a = 0,

or 2nd, S.ap = 0, S . /3,o = 0, S. 7^0 = 0,

conducts alike to the final equation,

S.7/3a = 0,

as the result.

511. We may take this opportunity to remark that the ^eo-

metrieal significations not merely oi equations, but also oifunc-

tions in this calculus, may be investigated (if not otherwise

known) by the same or similar transformations with co-ordinates:

and that on the other hand a person who was alreadyfamiliar with

quaternions might conveniently employ them to deduce or recover

many of the most important formulae in the method of co-ordi-

nates, by introducing (as above) trinomial forms for the vectors,

and employing the properties of the symbols ijk. As an exam-

ple of this last sort of process, if it were required to find an

expression for the distance of the point (xyz) from the origin

(000), or more generally from the point {ahc)^ we should have

(by 111, 507) the transformations,

Tp=v/(-p=) = (xH2/^ + z^)T;

T{p-a) = \-{p-ay-]'^ = [{x-ay-v{y-byH^-cr^;

and thus the known results would be reproduced. Again let it

be required to express the rectangle under the two lines from

the origin to the points {abc) (xyz), multiplied by the cosine of

the angle between them; this product would be, by 423, 508,

as by other and more usual methods,

- S . ap = ax -¥ by + cz.

Again, if it were required to find the co-ordinatus of the extre-

mity of a line drawn from the origin, so as to be perpendicular to
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the plane of the two lines drawn to the points {abc) (xyz), and

numerically equal (in a well-known sense) to the area of the pa-

rallelogram under those two lines; while the rotation round this

sought perpendicular from the first to the second should be re-

quired to have the same character as the rotation round + z from

+ a; to + 2/ ; we should only have (by 427) to take the coefficients

of i, J, k, in the recent developement (508) of V. ap ; and thus the

required co-ordinates, or the three co-ordinate projections of the

area of the parallelogram, on the planes perpendicular to x, y, z,

would be found in a new way to have the well-known values,

bz - cy, ex - az, ay- bx ;

while the area itself, considered as a magnitude, would be de-

noted by TV. ap, and would be seen anew to be equal to the

square root of the sum of the squares of these three last ex-

pressions. Finally, to find, by the help of quaternions, that

function of the co-ordinates (abc) {a'Uc') (xyz) of three points,

which expresses the volume of the pamllelepiptdon^ having for

three of its edges the lines a, a', p, which are drawn to these

three points from the origin, we might first denote this volume,

as being the product of base and altitude, by the scalar pro-

duct of the two parallel vectors V. ap, and S . a' V. a/o -r- V. ap,

whereof the latter denotes (by 430) the component of a' which is

perpendicular to the plane of a and p ; and then we should find,

for the required volume, the expression S . a'V. ap, or simply (by

500), S . aap : and this last expression, thus deduced without co-

ordinates, might then be transformed, by the process of 509,

510, into the determinant lately considered.

512. In this way we should also be led to see that the deter-

minant (or eliminant) just cited, or the expression S.aap of

which it is an expansion, represents a positive or a negative

volume, according as the rotation round a from a towards p is

opposite or similar in character to the rotation round z from x

to y. And thus we might perceive, what we can, however, other-

wise prove, that the scalar ofthe product of three vectors changes

siyn, ichen any two of its factors are interchanged : or that

S . yfta = - S . a/Sy = S . (5ay = - S . j3ya = S . oyj3 = - S . yaft.
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In fact, we saw in 499 that S . 7/80 = - S . ajSy, and in 500 that

S . 7/3a = S . 7 V. j3a ; which last transformation gives also,

S . 7|3a = S (V. /3a .7) = S . /3a7 = - S . 70)8, &C.

If we take any four vectors a, )3, 7, S, the scalar S . ^y^a of

their continued product may be decomposed into two parts, of

which one vanishes, by decomposing the product 7j3a into its

own scalar and vector parts ; thus

S . By(5a = S . gV. 7i3a = S ( V. y(5a,B) = S. yfiaB ;

the same scalar is therefore also equal to S . jSaByi and to

8 . aS7j3 ; and a similar process shews that in general, under the

sign S, ajiy number of vector factors may have their order cycli-

cally altered. The same cyclical permutation is therefore

also permitted, for any number of quaternion factors, under the

same sign S, because each quaternion may be treated as the pro-

duct of two vectors : we have therefore generally

S . srq = S . rgs = S . qsr,

S . tsrq = S . srqt = &c.,

where q, r, *, t, represent quaternions arbitrarily chosen.

513. We have seen (507, 508, 509) that a scalar equation,

such as /yo = constant, gave generally a surface as the locus of

the extremity of jO. But let us now suppose that we meet a vec-

tor EQUATION, such as

(pp = \,

where is supposed to be the characteristic of a vector func-

tion, such asV. a'ap, &c., of the first or of any other dimension,

while X denotes a constant and given vector. If we here change

again p to ix +Jy + kz, and develope by the rules of this calculus,

the one proposed vector equation will generally break up into

three scalar equations, which are in general sufficient (theoreti-

cally speaking) to determine, or at least to restrict to &finite va-

riety of (real or imaginary) values, the three co-ordinates x, y, z,

and therefore also the vector p. For instance, if, with the recent

values of the symbols, the vector equation,

V. aap

-

X,
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were proposed, it would be found to give, by comparison of the

coefficients i,j, k, the following system of three scalar equations

of the first degree :

l = -x {ad + W + cc') + y {ah' - hd) - z {cd - ac"),

m = -y {ad + bb' + cc) + z {be - ch') - x {ab - bd),

n = -z {ad + bb' + cd) + x {cd - ac) - y {be - cb')
;

which might be treated by ordinary elimination, so as to give ex-

pressions for X, y, z, and therefore also for ix+Jy+ kz. 1 regard

it, however, as an inelegance and imperfection in this calculus,

or rather in the state to which it has hitherto been unfolded,

whenever it becomes, or seems to become, necessary to have re-

course, in any such way as this, to the resources of ordinary

algebra, for the solution of equations in quaternions.

Indeed, very much remains still to be done towards the attain-

ment of anything approaching to perfection in the establishment

o{ general methodsfor such solutions ofequations^ and for qua-

ternion elimination generally. But so far as regards equa-

tions OF THE FIRST DEGREE in quatemions, 1 have been for

some years in possession of what appears to me to be such a ge-

neral method of solution.

514. Without entering at this moment on the exposition of

that general method, I may remark, that it is allowed to write the

last proposed equation as follows,

\.qp = \, or gp+V.yp = \,

if we make for conciseness

q = a'a, g=Sq, 7=^^

Operating by the characteristic of operation S . 7 ( ), or more

concisely by S . 7, that is to say, multiplying by 7, and taking

the scalar part of the product, we get (compare 500),

^S.7|0 = S.7X, S.7^=^-'S .7X;

but (by 407),

S . 7p + V. 7p = 7p ;

hence

{f/
+ y)p = X + g-'S.yX;
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SO that, without the use of co-ordinates, the solution of the pro-

posed equation is obtained, under the sufficiently simple form :

Hence also, in this example,

aV^ = TqKp^(g'-y')p^ (g - y) (X + g-' S . yX)

= gX- y\+ S .yX- g'^yS\ yX

= 9''(g^X-gY.yX-yS.yX)
= g-'{(g'-y')X-(g-y)y.yX)]

= 9-'{X(g'-y')-'^'yX-(9 + y)}i

and therefore

g-y
that is, re-introducing the quaternion g,

pSq = X + q-'V.XYq.

Accordingly, if we operate on this equation by V. q, or more fully

by V.y ( ), we get

8q.V.qp=Y.qX + V.XYq=V[{Sq+Vq)X]-\{Vq.X) = Sq.Xy

and therefore V. qp = A,

as was required. I leave it to yourselves to verify the agreement

between the results of this and the preceding article. When you

shall have acquired a little practice in the use of the notations of

this calculus, and in the applications of its principles, you will

find, of course, that fewer steps of quaternion transformation will

suffice.

515. As respects notation, I take this opportunity to re-

mark, that I have frequently found it convenient to employ a

new SYMBOL, not yet introduced in these Lectures, to denote the

quotient of the vector part divided by the scalar part ofa qua-

ternion', which quotient is evidently (by our principles) itself a

vector: and is quite as important and useful, in the applications

of this calculus, as ihe function tangent is, in trigonometry,

with which indeed it has a very close connexion. This new

symbol is the following

:
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On the same plan 1 write,

-q=Sq-^yq; — q=TVq ^Sq; Sic;

and thereby obtain the general transformations,

TV s— q = tan Lq ;
— q = cotan L q.

I do not lay so much stress on these notations as on others

already mentioned, but must repeat that I have often found them

useful. If they shall come to be adopted by other writers, it will

be necessary to distinguish between the symbols ^ and S"^ and

similarly in other instances. In fact, I do not see why trigonome-

tricians might not have agreed to denote the secant oi x by the

, , 1
, , sin , , cos

,

symbol — x ; the tangent by — x; the cotangent by -:- a; ; and
ik/wS VfUS dill

SO forth, without the slightest prejudice to the modern mode of

denoting the inverse functions, cos'^a;, &c., ofwhich x is the

cosine, or other direct function indicated. In this mode of nota-

tion, the vector equation of the foregoing article, V. qp = \, would

have its solution expressed as follows :

516. Again, let there be proposed the following vector equa-

tion of thefrSt degree,

\.(5py = X.

As this is of the form,

V. a pa = X,

it would be easy to break it up, on the plan of 509, 513, by in-

terchanging a and p, or (abc) and (xyz), into three scalar equa-

tions of the first degree, between the three co-ordinates of p,

which might then be treated by ordinary elimination. We might

also see, by the developements already effected in art. 509, that

generally, for any three vectors, the following identity holds

good

:

V. a'ap = a'S • np - «S . a'p + /oS . a a ',
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and therefore that, in the present question,

X = j3S .yp-pS. jSy + yS . /3/o.

Hence,

S.i3X = i3^S.7p, S.yX = y'S.(ip;

S.yp = S.^-'\ S.j3/t> = S.y-'X;

pS./37 = i3S./3->X + 7S.7-»X-X;

and finally (by 449), the required expression for p, or the solu-

tion of the equation proposed in the present article, may be

written under the form

:

^
(3X(i-'-iy\y-'

517. This last symbolical expression admits of a very simple

geometrical interpretation, which it may be worth while briefly

to consider. Suppose, to fix the conceptions, that the angle be-

tween )3 and y is acute; suppose also that /3 and y are unit lines,

and make a = /o"S UX=S. Then,

Py + yj5 = -2 cos/37<0;

Ua = -Up =U(/38/3-i + 787-0

;

V.|3a-i7 = X; UV./3a-»7=8.

Reflect the unit-vector 8, separately and successively with re-

spect to 7 and j3, into two positions, e and ^, such that

we shall then have

U«=U(: + £);

the line a will therefore bisect the angle between the two unit

lines, £ and ^. Now this result exactly agrees with the conclu-

sions of the Fifth Lecture (art. 224, &c.), respecting the direc-

tion of the axis S, of the quaternion which is the fourth propor-

tional to three given lines, a, /3, 7. In fact, if in fig. 40 (of the

article just cited) the points b, c, d were given^ and a sought, we
might first double the arcs dc, db, and then bisect the arc ef.

The direction of the vector p, as determined by the last formula

of art. 516, agrees therefore with earlier results.
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518. With respect to the length of the same vector p, the

same formula gives, with our recent notations, the expression,

Tp = TA.^^iM; andXTa=VU.i3a->7;
cos j3y

therefore,

T^VIT /3 -1 T \ T^ C0S/3V COS/JY
TVU./3a i7 = T.a\= 1 -=—-^ = r;

A* cos t £4 COS at

whence (by 227, 411) we may derive the following theorem of

spherical trigonometry, in connexion with fig. 40 :

„ ^^ COS BC cos CA COS AB
^ ^ ' cos AE cos BF COS CD

In fact, in that figure, the arc ab is equal (by 224) to the hypo-

tenuse LM of the right angled triangle lnm, while cd (by 225) is

equal to the base ln of the same triangle, and the altitude mn

(by 258) represents the semi-area, or the semi-excess, of the tri-

angle DEF.

519. This appears to be a convenient opportunity for offering

a few remarks, on some general transformations of scalars and

vectors of products, and on their connexion with spherical trigo-

nometry.

Since, by 317, the conjugate of a product of any number of

quaternions is equal to the product of the conjugates taken in an

inverted order, a principle which we may agree to denote con-

cisely by writing the formula

Kn = n'K;

and since the symbolic equations of 407, 408,

1 = S+V, K = S-V,

give, with analogous interpretations, these other general for-

mulae,

S = i(l + K), V=i(l-K);

we may write, on the same plan, the following abridged but ge-

neral equations

:

sn = in + in'K; vn = in-in'K.
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More fully, we have, for any set of quaternion factors, 5-1, 5-2, . . qnj

the two identities,

(S+V){y„ . . . q,gr) = (Sqn+yqr,) . • {^q.+^qz) (S^i +V^0 5

(S-V){y„ . . . q,qy]={^q,-yq.) (Sq.-Vqz) . . . (S^n -V^„) ;

by taking the semisum and semidifference of which, expressions

can be obtained for the scalar and vector of a product of any

number of quaternions. For example,

S . q^q, = Sq, Sq, + ^ {Vq^Vq^ ^VqiVqd ',

V. q^ q, = Sq.Wq, +V^2 Sq, + ^ {Vq.Vq, -Vq^Vq,).

520. As a case of the application of the foregoing general

method, let there now be proposed any number of vectors,

oi, a2, . . . an, and let us investigate expressions for the scalar and

vector parts of their continued product. Here (see again 317),

Kai = -ai, K . 0201 = + aiOj, K . aaajOi = - aiOias, &C.

;

and therefore the formulae 2S = 1 + K, 2 V= 1 - K, give

2S . tti = tti - a = ; 2 V. oi = Qi + Oi = 2ai ;

2S . 0201 = ttztti + QiQi ; 2 V. 0201 = ooUi - aiQo ;

2S . azttoai = aittitti - aiOoaz ; 2V. a^a^ai = 030201 + oiOoOs

;

&c. &c.

results of which the law is evident, and of which the few first (or

others equivalent to them) have been already found, in 407, 449.

The formula just obtained for the scalar part of a ternary pro-

duct of vectors gives evidently the transformation,

S . yjSa = ^ (7^0 - a(5y) ;

and thus, as we may now perceive, a connexion is established be-

tween tivo forms for the equation ofcoplanarity of three lines

K, X, ju, which were separately and independently deduced in

former articles : for we had found in 195, that

juXk = kA^, when fi \\\ X, k ;

and knew also, by 430, 500, or by 51 1, that

S . 7j3a = 0, when 7 ||| /3, a.

And the recent formula respecting the vector of a ternary pro-

duct gives.
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V. y(5a = i {y(ia + a(5y)

= -^y (/3a + a^) - i (7a + ay) (3 + ia(y(i + (5y)

= yS . ^a - (3S . ya + aS . ^y ;

an expression which obviously agrees with one already used in

516, but which is here deduced (compare 513) without any refe-

rence to co-ordinates, or any use of ijk.

521. Another mode of investigating a transformation equiva-

lent to that last written, and like it extensively useful in the ap-

plications of the present calculus, is the following. We are

allowed to write, generally, for any three vectors, a, a, a",

V (V. aa . a") = ^ (V. aa . a" - a" V. aa) = i (aa . a"- a", aa)

= ^a (a'a."+ a"a) - ^ {aa"+ aa) a'= aS . aa"- a'S . a'a
;

whence also generally (compare 441),

V. a" V. aa = aS . a'a"- a'S . aa">

Thus we have the two equations,

V(V.y/3.a) = 7S.Pa-i3S.7a,
V.7V./3a = aS.i37-i3S.a7;

and by adding respectively to these the two identities,

V(S.7/3.a) = aS./37, V. 7S . /3a = 78 . a/3,

the recent formula of transformation for V. y^a is, in two ways,

reproduced.

522. Let there be now four proposed and arbitrary vectors

a, a, a, a". Operating by the characteristic S . a'", on the iden-

tity,

V. a a a = aS . a'a - a'S . a'a + a'S . aa,

we obtain the expression :

S . a'a da = S . a"'a . S . olol'- S . a'a'. S . da + S . a "a . S . ad.

But
; CI ' \T I III II Ci III II \J III II

aa = yi.aa-\-\.aa; a a =Q . a a +V.a a ,

therefore

S . a"a"a'a = S . a'V.S . da + S ( V. a"'a". V. o'a).

Comparing then these two expressions for S . a"a"a'a, we obtain
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the following general expression for the scalar part of the pro-

duct of the vectors of any two binary products of vectors:

S ( V. d"a . V. aa) = S . a'a . S . da — S . o"'a' . S . da ;

which may be also otherwise deduced, and is occasionally useful.

523. The vector part of the same product of vectors is easily

found, by similar processes, to admit of being expressed in either

of the two following ways :

V ( V. d"d' .Y. da) = o"'S . d'da — a"S . a'"da

SI" It > 'Q >'l II .
• a aa - aiii . a a a\

of which the comparison conducts to one of the identities men-

tioned (without proof) towards the end ofarticle510 ; or to this

general expression for any fourth vector p, in terms of any three

given vectors a, a', a", which are not parallel to any one common
plane, the laws (512) of permutation of three vector factors under

the sign S being remembered :

|oS . dda = aS . ddp + a'S . d'pa + a"S . pda.

And if we here suppose that

a"=V. da-t

we shall have

S . d'da = ( V. o'a)^ = a"*

;

and after dividing by a"% the recent formula will become,

a-a^ —hr + « "^ -r, + rr- ,

a a a

whereby an arbitrary vector p maybe expressed in terms of any

two given vectors a, d, which are not parallel to any common

line, and of a third vector a", which is perpendicular to both of

them.

524. If, in the last equation of 522, we change «, a', a", d" to

7, j3, j3, a, we find that, generally, for any three vectors a, /3, y,

the following equation holds good :

S ( V. ai3 . V. /By) = i3^S . ya - S . a/3 . S . /37.

To shew the geometrical meaning of this formula, let us divide

both members by T . jS^ya, and transpose ; it then becomes,

2 M
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-SU.7a=SU.a^.SU.i3y + S(VU.a/3.VU.^7);

or simply,

-S.ya = S.a/3S.)37+S(V.ai3.V./3y),

if we treat a, /3, 7, as unit vectors, which may be conceived to

terminate at three points a, b, c upon the unit-sphere. Here,

by the principles established in the present Lecture for the in-

terpretation of the scalar and vector parts of the product of any

two vectors, we have the values,

S .ya = - cos b, S . aj3 = - cos c, S . /By = - cos a,

if a, b, c denote the arcs or sides of the spherical triangle abc,

respectively opposite to the points a, b, c. By the same princi-

ples,

T V. ajS = sin c ; TV. ^y = sin a

;

while UV. a/3, UV. /By, are vector units directed respectively

towards the positive poles of the rotations ab, bc, and are there-

fore inclined to each other at an angle which is the supplement

of the spherical angle abc, or B\ so that the scalar of the pro-

duct of these two last vector units is the cosine of that angle

itself,

SU(V.a^.V./3y) = + cos5,

and

S (V. a/3 .V.)3y) = sin c sin a coa B.

The equation to be interpreted takes therefore the form,

cos b = cos c cos a + sin c sin a cos B
;

and thus is seen to coincide, as regards its signification , with a

well-known and fundamental formula oi spherical trigonometry.

525. More generally, if we divide the expression lately found

for the scalar part of the product of the vector parts of two binary

products of vectors, by the tensor of the product of the four pro-

posed vectors themselves, we obtain the equation,

S(VU. a'V'.VU. a'a)= SU. a"'a. SU.a'a"

— S U . a "a. SU. o"a

;

which signifies, when interpreted on the same principles, that
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sin aa'. sin a'a'". cos (aa'a'a") = COS aa". cos a a'

- cos aa". cos a'a"

;

where the spherical angle between the two arcs from a to a and

from a" to a" may be replaced by the interval between the poles

of the two positive rotations corresponding. The same result may

be otherwise stated as follows : If l, l', l", l'" denote any four

points upon the surface of an unit-sphere, and A the angle which

the arcs li/, ll"' form where they meet each other (the arcs

which include this angle being measured in the directions of the

progressions from l to l', and from l" to i!" respectively), then

the following equation will hold good :

cos ll". cos l'l'"- cos ll'". cos l'l"

= 8in ll'. sin l"l"'. cos A.

Accordingly, this last equation has been given, as an auxiliary

theorem or lemma, at the commencement of those profound and

beautiful researches, entitled Disquisitiones Generates circa Su-

perficies Curvas, which were published by Gauss at Gottingen

in 1828. That great mathematician and philosopher was con-

tent to prove the last-written equation by the usual formulae of

spherical and plane trigonometry; but, however simple and ele-

gant may be the demonstration thereby afforded, it appears to

me that something is gained by our being able to present the re-

sult under the form recently assigned (at the end of art. 522), as

an identity in the quaternion calculus.

526. The following is a still easier way than that adopted in

art. 524, of deducing from quaternions the fundamental formula

which expresses the cosine of the side of a spherical triangle, in

terms of the two other sides, and of their included angle. Taking

the scalars of both sides of the identity,

7^a = (y-i3)xO-^a), Or^ = ^.@,

we find at once, by this calculus, the equation (compare 519,

520),

s2 = Sgs2+S.VlV^;
a (i a P «

2m2
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where, by our principles of interpretation,

S ^ = cos a, S - = cos 6, S - = cos c,

ji a a

TVX = sina, TV 2 = sine,

p a

SU.VX v2 = cos^;
p a

SO that we still arrive, as before, at the well-known result,

cos b = cos a cos c + sin a sin c cos B.

It may be added that, with the same meanings of the symbols,

the following equation in quaternions holds good, and admits of

being extensively applied to questions of spherical trigonometry :

V. 7j3 .V. j3a = sin a sin c (cos + 13 sin) B;

where it is understood that

(cos + /3 sin) B = cos 5 + |3 sin J5 :

and the rotation round j3, from a towards 7, is supposed to be

positive. If, on the contrary, the rotation round /3 from-y towards

a were positive, we should then be obliged to change the sign of

/3 (or of B) ; for we have generally, by 523, 512,

V ( V. 7/3 . V. /3a) = - /3S . y/3a = /3S . a/37,

and this last scalar factor S . a/3y would be negative (by 512) in

the case last considered. At the same time we see that we may

write, subject to this last condition respecting a change of sign,

S . a(iy = sin c sin a sin B,

which expression for the scalar part of the product of three unit

lines might be employed to reproduce (by 511) a known value of

the volume ofan oblique parallelepipedon. We find also the

following expression for the trigonoinetric tangent of an angle of

a spherical triangle, in terms of the vectors of the three corners.

tan a/^7=tan/? = /3->-(V.7i3.V./3a).

527. Another fundamental connexion of quaternions with

spherical trigonometry may be more clearly understood after a
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(ew observations on their connexion with plane trigonometry, or

rather with that well-known doctrine of Junctions of angles,

which some writers have named goniometry.

Suppose then that we had not yet heard of the functions

cosine and *me, but had in other respects acquired a knowledge

of the principles of the present calculus, as hitherto set forth in

these Lectures : and let a, /3, 7, . . . t, denote any unit vectors,

and t any scalar exponent (positive or negative), lihe powers a',

/3', . . . are seen (by the Third Lecture) to be all versors, and

by the symmetry of space t/ieir scalarparts must be equal ; thus

we may write,

S.a'=S./3'=S.y = . . . = S. «'=/(<),

f{t) denoting here some scalar function of t. In fact, by articles

86, 407, if

A = t'lc = X' + X", where £ _L k, X' || k, X"jl t, X"j. k,

we have

S.£' = X'ic-S V. t« = XV^

and the scalar quotient X' -7- k depends only on the angle

(= ^ X 90°) through which X has revolved from k in a plane per-

pendicular to (, and not at all on the plane of this rotation,

nor on the initial direction of the line. We see at the same

time that because 1, k, X" compose a rectangular system, or be-

cause the rotation from k to X has been performed round i as an

axis, we must have

V.t'llt, 0=V.tV.t'.

Hence

V.t'^> = tS.(', V.('=(S.t'-' = i/(<-l);

and we have the general transformations,

i'=f(t) + if{t-l), a'=/it) + af(t-\), &c.

Also, by 89, i' and t"' are conjugate versors, and by 408, K = S- V

;

hence

r'=/(t)-i/{t-l).

Thus/ is an even function,
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as indeed its geometrical nature as the quotient X' -i. k might at

once shew; also because t° = 1, t» = t, t» = - 1, we have

/(0) = I,/(l) = 0./(2) = -l;

and more generally

/(2 + o=/(2-0 = -/(0;

it is therefore sufficient to know the system of the positive and de-

creasing values of the function^ from t = to t=l ; or even from

/ = to t = ^i because by multiplying together the two conjugate

versors t', t'', or by taking the tensor of either of them, we are

conducted to the functional relation,

But again, if « be any other scalar, we have, by 117, 150, tV =

i"*', and therefore the two functional equations hold good,

of which indeed the latter can be derived from the former, by the

consideration that/(i - 2) = -f(t). Hence

/(20 = {/(0J^-{/(<-l)JS 2{/(0J^=l+/(2/);

and, therefore, at least within that range which gives a positive

value to/f-j,

/(0Hi4i/(o)i

Thus, from^(2) = -l, we might infer /(1) = 0, as before; and

thence,

/(i)=vi/(i)=va+ivi), &c,

and might so calculate and tabulate a system oi approximate nu-

merical values of the function : in doing which we might assist

ourselves by many artifices, not necessary to be stated here.

And thus the function y(^), or S . t', would come to be numeri-

cally known. You will easily see that the same principles give

expressions for functions of multiples, analogous to the usual

formulae for cosines and sines of multiple arcs : the principle
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being here that at least for any whole value of n (compare the

Fourth Lecture), (t')" = t"', and therefore

(S.t'+V.t')" = S.t"'±V. i"'.

528. If the increment u of the exponent t be treated as a

very small angle, the geometrical consideration of the small ro-

tation answering to the versor t" would give the two following

limits

:

lim. tt-»(l-S.t") = 0, and lim. m-^V. i«=^t;

where rr denotes as usual the semi-circumference of a circle of

which the radius is unity. Hence

lim. M-»(t"*'-i') = lim. u-^{C- l).t« = 5t**^

or in the notation of differentials,

d.t' = ^t'*'d^

Taking the scalars and vectors of the members of this formula,

we have the two following separate equations, of which indeed

the one includes the other

:

/'(0 = ^/(0 = ^/(^+i); f{t-\)=\f{t);

and because/ (< + 2)= -/*(<), we have this diflferential equation

of the second order,

/"(0 + (|)/(0 = o,

with the initial conditions,

/(0)=l,/'(0) = 0:

from which might be inferred the developements,

S..'=/W=l-(-J^(?Tv^.-*e..2/ 2 \2 2.3.4

+ &C.

If then we suppose it known from algebra (by an investigation
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conducted without any use of trigonometry), that for every real

value of x, of the ordinary algebraical kind (any positive or nega-

tive number or zero), the series

^(^>= ^n 'O'- 1-273
•'^'-

is equal to the a"' power of the base 1^(0), or of the known con-

stant,

c = l + l + ^ +— + &C.

we may thus be led to establish, by analogy, and as a definitio?ii

the equation

where the second member is merely employed as a concise ex-

pression for the developement,

1 + (iTr^O + i i^ntiY +^ i^wtiY + &c.

And to effect a complete agreement between the results of the

investigation thus sketched, and the usual language of trigono-

metry, it would only be necessary to write (compare 411),

S.t'=/(0 = cos|', r>V. »'=/(<- l) = 8in^S

or,

irt irt
t' = cos— + t sm —

.

529. Consider now the formula of article 280,

7''i3yo^ = -l, oxy^-'=^a'.

Making, as in that article,

A = ^XTT, B = ^2/7r, C= ^zir,

we have the transformations,

a^ = cos ^ + a sin A^ /S* = cos i? + /3 sin B,

and
y--^ = COS (tt - C) + y sin (tt - C) ;

the formula becomes therefore the following :
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COB (tt - C) + 7 sin (tt - C) = (cos 5 + 13 sin B) (cos y4 + a sin A)

;

and is now seen to include (as it was earlier stated to do) the

whole doctrine of spherical trigonometry. In fact, if we merely

take the scalar parts, and remember that S . a/3 = - cos c, we

obtain the equation,

- cos C= cos A cos i?- cos c sin A sin B,

from which everything else could be deduced. The formula

however gives also, by taking the vector parts,

-y sin C= a sin A cos B + (i cos A sin B + V. (5a . sin A sin B;

from which it follows that if three vectors be drawnfrom the

centre of the sphere, one towards the point a, with a length

= sin A cos B, another towards the point b, with a length

= sin B cos A, and the third perpendicular to the plane of the

arc AB, and on the same side of it as the point c, with a length

= sin A sin B sin a, and if with these three lines as edges we
construct a parallelepipedon, the intermediate diagonal will be

directed towards the point c, and will have its length = sin C.

The addition as well as the multiplication of quaternions, and

the distributive as well as the associative character of such mul-

tiplication, may also be illustrated generally by spherical trigono-

metry, and may be employed to furnish theorems therein.

530. Perhaps it may not be improper here to mention the

process by which, so long ago as in October, 1843, I was con-

ducted to results substantially agreeing with those of the fore-

going article, but obtained in a quite diflferent way.

At that time I had been led, by a train of speculation too long

to be here described, to establish : 1st, The fundamental g-Marfn-

nomialform of the quaternion (see art. 450, &c.),

q = to-\- ix ^^jy + kz,

with the geometrical interpretation of the trinomial part, ix +jy
+ kz, as denoting (see arts. 17, 101, &c.), a directed right line in

space ; 2nd, the squares and products ofi^j, k (see articles 75,

76, &c.), which may be collected as follows in a symbolical mul-

tiplication table, and illustrated, as regards the cyclical character

of the products, by a diagram, fig. 101, as follows :
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V)' = ww' - XX - yy - zzf,

x" = wx + xw' + yz - zi/f

y" = wy + yw' + zx - xz\

z" = w:f + zw + xy' - yx.

These gave, by ordinary algebra, the equation,

w"'' + a;"'^ + y'"" + z"- = {w'' + a:^ + 2/' + 2') {w^ + a;'* + y"^ + 2'')
;

which, as a decomposition ofa sum offour squares into tivofac-

torSf 0/which each is itself the sum offour squares, had been

(I believe) anticipated by the illustrious Euler, although I

had not then heard of its being known, nor have I since met

with the paper, or passage, in which the theorem was given by

him. This opened a connexion between quaternions and the

THEORY OF NUMBERS, by mcans of sums of squares, which was

soon happily followed up by my friend John T. Graves, Esq.,

with whom I had long been engaged at intervals in a corres-

pondence on the subject of imaginaries, and to whom I had re-

cently communicated my results respecting quaternions. He
found, for sums of eight squares, and for certain octaves, or octo-

nomial expressions, connected with a system of seven distinct

imaginaries, results which he sent to me in return, about the end

of 1843, and beginning of 1844, as a sort of extension of my own

theory, in letters of which 1 have elsewhere placed the substance

upon record. But it is impossible for me here to attempt to do

any kind of justice to the talents and candour of the many able

and original mathematical writers in these countries, who have

been pleased to acknowledge that some subsequently published

speculations of theirs, on subjects having some general connexion

with or affinity to the present one, were, more or less, suggested

or influenced by the quaternions.

532. Resuming the account of my own investigations, I may
mention that I was led, by the lately mentioned relation between

sums of squares, to assume a system of expressions for the consti-

tuents of a quaternions of the forms,

w = fx cos Oi

r = ju sin B cos 0,
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y = lj.s\nO sin cos ;//,

z = fxsin 6 sin sin xp,

and to call ju the modulus, B the amplitude, the colatitude, and

t// the longitude, of the quaternion er + ex +yy + Az. The words

* modulus" and " amplitude" were suggested by the correspond-

ing phraseology of M. Cauchy, respecting the ordinary imagina-

ries of algebra ; 1 have since come to use habitually, as in this

Course, these other names, *' tensor," and '* angle." With re-

spect to the two angular or spherical co-ordinates, and i//, which

mark the direction of the axis of the quaternion, or of the vector

part ix ^jy+ kz, the motives for calling them as I did are evident.

The suggestion of calling the four reals, w, x, y, z, " consti-

tuents" of the quaternion, I took from Mr. Graves : the interpre-

tation of the three co-efficients of i, j, k, as co-ordinates, was one

which, from the first conception of the theory, occurred to my-

self. Thus the modulus (or tensor) was the square root of the

sum of the squares of thefour constituents ; and the relation be-

tween such sums of squares came to be expressed by the follow-

ing very simple formula,

which I called the law of the moduli. It has presented itself

in these Lectures (see arts. 188, 208), under the form of the

theorem that the *' tensor of the product is the product of the ten-

sors" as expressed by the formula. Til = nT: for, by 409, 507,

T<7 = T (mj + ix +jy + kz) = {w"^ -\- x'^ ^- y^ \- z"-)^.

533. Introducing the recent expressions for the constituents

of q, with analogous expressions for those of q and q, and divid-

ing by fxfi or by /u", the expression for w" (in 531) gave me,

cos &' = cos 6 cos & - sin B sin B' [ cos <j> cos 0'

+ sin sin 0' cos (xp - ^') } •

But also the expressions (in same art. 531), for w", x", y", z",

gave

w'w" + x'x" + y'y" + z'z" = w {w'^ + x'- + y- + z'-),

ww" + xx" -f yy" + zz" = w {w^ + ;r* + ?/* + x-)
;

and therefore
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COS 6 = COS 0' COS 0" + sin ^ sin 0"
I
cos ^' cos <p"

+ sin ^' sin <p" cos (^' - ;//") )

,

cos 8' = cos 6^' cos + sin $" sin 6 (cos ^" cos

+ sin 0" sin ^ cos (;//" -^p)}'

And hence, by M*tn^ as known the two equations of spherical

trigonometry,

cos b = cos c cos a + sin c sin a cos 5,
- cos C= cos ^ cos 5 - sin ^ sin B cos c,

(which, in this Lecture, have been on the contrary deducedfro7n

quaternions, in articles 524,526,529), I concluded that if^,

\p were regarded as the spherical co-ordinates of one point r on

the unit sphere; 0', \p\ as those of a second point r'; and 0", \p"

as those of a third point r"; which three points r, r', r" might

be called (compare 225, 264, 361, &c.) the representative points

of the three quaternions q, q\ q" : then, in the spherical triangle

rr'r", the angles were respectively equal to the amplitudes ofthe
two factors, and to the supplement of the amplitude ofthe pro-
duct : or that in symbols (compare 265),

R = B, R' =&, R" =ir - ff'

:

the rotation round r from r' towards r" being also found to be posi-

tive (272). At the same time, or rather indeed a little earlier, I per-

ceived that the three relations between the nine angles 0, <p, xp, &, <^\

\p', 6", 0", \p'\ might be interpreted, on similar principles, as signify-

ing that if, with the amplitudes, B, B\ B", of any two factors and

their product, as sides, we construct a spherical triangle, the

angle opposite to the amplitude of the product will be the

supplement of the inclination of thefactors (or of their axes, or

vector parts) to each other ; and that the angle opposite to the

amplitude of either factor will be the inclination of the other

factor to the product. These and other connected results were

communicated by me to the friend already mentioned (Mr. J. T.

Graves), in letters of October 17th and October 24th, 1843,

which have since been printed in the Supplementary Number of

the Philosophical Magazine, for December, 1844, and in a note

appended to the Essay, entitled "Researches respecting Qua-
ternions, First Series," in the Second Part of the Twenty-first

Volume of the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. (The
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theorem last stated may be illustrated by inspection of the tri-

angle KLM, in figure 51, article 266.)

534. Another early and more general result of this Calculus,

connected with spherical polygons^ was obtained nearly as fol-

lows. Let R, r', r" be any three points on the sphere, for which

the rotation round r from r' towards r" is positive, and may be

denoted by R. Then the rotation R round r would bring the

arc rr' to coincide in direction with the arc rr"; and the supple-

mentary rotation, tt- R, round the same pole r, would bring the

prolongation of the arc r"r to coincide in like manner with the

arc rr' in direction ; or would bring the positive pole p' of the

arc r"r to coincide with the positive pole p" of the arc rr'; that

is, the pole p' of the preceding side of the triangle r"rr' to coin-

cide with the pole p" of the following side. Hence it was easy to

infer, that if Ir, /,-, ?p", denoted the three unit-lines, drawn from

the centre of the sphere to the points r, p', p', we must have the

equation,

?p' . ip" = COS iS + ?B sin R ;

the amplitude of the quaternion product of any two such unit-lines

having been previously seen to be the supplement of the angle

between them (compare 87) ; and the axis of the same product,

or the part of it involving i,j\ k, having been also seen to be di-

rected towards the positive pole (in this case r), of the arc drawn

from the representative point (p') of the multiplier line, to the

representative point (p") of the multiplicand line (compare again

87). In like manner, if rr'r"u"' . . r'"'" be any spherical po/y-

goTif and if the positive poles of its n successive sides rr', r'r",

r'"-'*' r'"-'', r'""'^ R be denoted by p", p'",
. . . p, p', while the

angles R, R' . . and 72<"-^) denote respectively the rotations at

the corresponding points, from rr' to rr'"-'\ from r'r" to r'r, . .

.

and from r'"-''r to r'"'*' r'""*', which rotations may be conceived

for simplicity to be each positive and less than two right angles

:

then the same reasoning shews that, besides the lately deduced

equation, we have also these others,

iV, J>= cos R' + V sin R\ . . . jV jV= cos i?'-'"^ + «r(«-i) sin iJ^"-')

;

and therefore, by the associative principle of multiplication,
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(cos R + »B sin R) (cos R' + 1^/ sin R') . . . (cos iZ'"-!)

+ Vn - 1)
sin iJf'-'O =(-!)".

because i\ = e'p, = i'^p" = ... = - 1

.

535. We have assisted our conception of the foregoing pro-

cess and result, by supposing that the n rotations, iJ, R\ &c.,

are each positive, and less than tt; but it is not difficult to inter-

pret the formula above obtained, when those conditions are not

satisfied. Thus, for a spherical triangle, the theorem is, that

(cos R + it, sin R) (cos R' + iV sin R') (cos R" + V' sin R") = - 1

;

where if we change R", R', R to A^ B, C, and the corresponding

unit-lines ?„ ", 4-, ia. to a, /3, 7, the formula becomes

:

(cos C + 7 sin C) (cos jB + /3 sin J5) (cos ^ + a sin ^) = - 1

;

the rotation round y from j3 to a being here supposed positive, so

that we fall back on the case of figure 56, art. 280, and through

such transformations as those of art. 529, on the formula,

7^/3^0* = -1.

But if we suppose that a, /3, 7 take the places of ?b, Ib, V', in

the formula of the present article, the rotation round 7 from j3 to

a being still positive, and therefore that round a from /3 to 7
being negative, we must substitute, for the rotations, R, R\ R'\

either values greater than two right angles, such as

i2=27r-^, R' = 2Tr-B, R" = 2Tr-C;

or else negative values, such as

R = — A, R' = — JB, R" = — C,

R still denoting the rotation round the point r from rr' to rr",

&c. Thus, in this case, the general formula becomes,

(cos ^ - a sin A) (cos B - (3 sin B) (cos C- 7 sin C)=- 1

,

or

a-^ (5-y y-^ = - 1;

but these last equations are equally true with the foregoing, and

are indeed consequences of them. When the theorem has been

in any manner established for a triangle, it is easy to extend it

to & polygon, by breaking up that polygon into triangles, having
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any common vertex on the sphere ; and in fact it was thus that I

was first led to perceive it.

536. With the same sort of use oi scalar exponents^ and of

powers of unit-lines^ we may express the general theorem as

follows

:

a^-'. . .a^-^ai"^ a" = (-!)";

where the scalars a, ai, . . On-i, represent the positive or nega-

tive numbers of right angles contained in the respective rotations,

round a from a„., towards Ai, round Ai from a towards Aj, &c.,

and finally round a„.i from a„.2 towards a. It is not difficult to

findapo/crr transformation of the theorem, in yih\c\i supplements

of sides shall take the place of angles : nor again to transform the

result so obtained into another involving the sides themselves,

which also holds good for any spherical polygon, and may be

otherwise and more immediately deduced from the identity of ar-

ticle 345, or from the following :

a On-i 02 ai ^
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oi' "1 a2* -^...a-"'-' = \.

But I leave it to yourselves, as an exercise, to demonstrate this

agreement of meaning.

537. All the POWERS that have been hitherto considered in

these Lectures have had scalar exponents^ with the single ex-

ception of the power in article 528, which had e for its base, and

a vector, namely, ^wti, for its exponent. But if we now dejine

that for the same base, c, and for any quaternion, q, as expo-

nent, the symbol ei of the power &ha.\\ be interpreted as acon-

cise expressionJbr the series,

we shall not violate any conditions hitherto established, but shall

on the contrary be able to give useful extensions to results

already obtained. It may be proper however here to shew that

this series, so well known in the algebra of ordinary reals and or-

dinary imaginaries, is, in this calculus likewise, convergent ; and

that it gives an absolutely definite quaternion as its value,

or as the limit to which it tends, when continued indefinitely far,

the quaternion q being supposed given. In other words, if, in-

stead of the infinite series above written, we consider the finite

developement,

F,.(,) = l.|.Jl.... + j^^_
it is to be shewn that, for sufficiently large and increasing values

of the number m, the function F (q) is very nearly equal to a

certain definite limit, which may be denoted by Foei($^) or by

F {q) ; or that the scalar, vector, and tensor, of the variable qua-

ternion F {q) - Ym {q)i where F (q) is a certain ^a:erf quaternion,

converge each separately to zero : in such a manner that

S(F^-F,„^)and V(F^-F„.^),

may be made, respectively, as small a number and as small a

line as we may desire, by taking for m a sufficiently large whole

number.

2 N
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538. Let there be any two quaternions, q and r, and let us

seek the tensor of their sum. By principles of transformation

already explained, we have

T{r-¥qy={r + q) (Kr+ K^) = Tr- + T^^ + 2S . rK^
= Tr^ + T^' + ITrlq SU . rKq

= (Tr- + T^)^- 2TrT^ (1- SU.rK^)
= {Tr-Tqy+2TrTq (1 + SU. rK*/);

and the scalar of the versor of a quaternion, being equal to the

cosine of its angle, cannot fall outside the limits ± 1 ; whence we

derive these two important inequalities,

T(r+^)>Tr+T^, i:{r^q)<\.Tr-Tq.

In words, the tensor of the sum ofany two quaternions cannot

be greater than the sum, nor less than the difference, of the tensors

of those two quaternions themselves. Hence for any number of

quaternions, the tensor of the sum cannot exceed the sum of the

tensors; or in symbols,

539. It follows hence that, in the notation of 537,

T{F„.„C?)- F„.(9)}> FJ.„(Ty)- F^(Ty);

but if we take

m>2Tq - 1

,

we shall have

j£^ < 1, . .
JEl < 1, and F„.„ {Tq) - F^ (Tq)<-—J^^,m+l m + n v a/ \ ^/ 1.2.3..m

because

Again, let a new whole number m" be taken, greater than 2Tq - 1,

and let us write

Tgm"

1.2..m".""'

then for any whole number m' > m" we shall have

Ty"*' a

l.2...m'^ 2'"'-'"'"
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SO that this term of the series F^ (T^) will be leas than any
GiVKV positive quantity, b, however small, if the number jp' be

so taken as to satisfy the inequality,

2"*'>2"»"ai-i;

and every following term will evidently be still less, because

1.2..m 2"»-'»'

Hence, by the arithmetical properties of the series, we have

Fm*„ (T^) - Fm (Tq) <b,ilm>m'',

and therefore, by what was shewn in the foregoing article re-

specting the tensor of a sum, and by the inequalities m> m'

> 2Tq - 1, we have, in passing to quaternions, the inequality,

T{ F«.„ (q)-F„ (q)\<b, if TO > to',

however large the number n and the tensor Tq may be, and

however small the given and positive quantity b. Thus if the

number m be taken sufficiently great, that is, i/we take a term

sufficiently advanced in the series, but always at a^nite distance

from the beginning, the sum ofany number (n) of the quaternion

terms whichfollow it will have its tensor less than any given

small quantity (b) : and consequently the scalar and vector parts

of the same quaternion sum of these n following terms, however

numerous, will each separately and independently approach inde-

fnitely to zero, since we shall have

S{F„.„(9)-F,„(^)}>-6, < + 6; T\{Y„,.n{q)-Yn.{q)]<b.

The series does therefore converge, as was asserted, to one defi-

nite quaternion, F » {q) or F^', as a limit ; of which quaternion

the scalar part SFq, must lie between SF^ (q) - b and SF^ (q) + b,

and can therefore (theoretically speaking) be calculated within

any required degree of numerical accuracy, by calculating

SF„ (q) ; while the vector part ^Fq, of the same quaternion

limit, ifdrawn as a right line from the origin of vectors, must

terminate on some point in the interior of a very small

2 N 2
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SPHERE ; the vector of whose centre would be the assignable line

VF^ (q)f while its radius would be theproposed small quantity, b,

540. Consider next the the function,

F« (r + q), supposing rq = qf.

Under this condition ofcommutativeness, we shall have as in al-

gebra,

1.2.3..W \\.2..p'\.2,

where the exponents n and p are each <t 0> 1> ''^j *°^ p + n = m.

Hence, if we write

the difference Sm will be developed into a polynome containing

^m (m + 1) terms of the form just written, but with the conditions

that each of the exponents n and p shall now be > 0, ^ m, and

that p + n>m. By 538, the tensor of this polynome cannot ex-

ceed the sum of the tensors of its terms ; and therefore

T*«
:J>

F„ (Tr) F,;. (T^) - F,„ (Tr + Tg),

because T (/^g^"*) = (Tr)? (T^')". Again the developement of

Fam (Tr+ T^) contains all the terms of the developement of the

product Fm(Tr) . Fm{Tq)t and other positive terms, in number

= m (m + I), besides ; therefore

T«« < F,« (Tr + Tq) - F„ (Tr + Tq).

Hence, by the foregoing article,

T«„<6, if 7» > »»';

that is, by the present article,

T{F„(r)F„(y)-F„(r+y))<6,

however small the given and positive quantity b may be, if the

number m of the terms in each of the three finite series F^ {q),

Fm (r), Ym (r -f q), be taken large enough. But the smallness of

a tensor infers the smallness of the scalar and vector also ; thus,

at the limit m =" oo, we find, rigorously^ for quaternions as for or-

dinary algebra, but still aubject to the condition ofcommutative'
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nessy that the well-known series above mentioned possesses the

EXPONENTIAL CHARACTER : or in symbols, that

Y{r + q) = Y{r)Y{q),\irq = qr.

541, If this last condition -were not satisfied, the foregoing

process would be inapplicable, and the result would cease to be

true. We should find, for instance,

F2 (r) Fo (9) = 1 + r + 5 + i (r^ + 2rq +q-') + \ (r'q + rq^) + ^rY ;

F2{r+q) = \-i-r+q + l{r^ + rq+ qr+q^);

S2 = F, (/•) F, (q) -F,(r + q) = ^ {rq -qr) + ^ {r^q + rq^) + ^r^ ;

but this expression for the difference ^2 contains a part, namely,

\{rq-qr)^V.Yr\q,

which had not previously presented itself, but which we are not

at liberty in general to reject. We cannot therefore say, without

reslrictioHi in quaternions, that

we must add, as before, the condition,

if rq = qr, or if V( Vr . Vq) = 0.

It is worth noticing, however, that although the expressions,

r + 5-, r^+ 2rq + yS r^ + 3r^q + 3rq^ + q\ &c.,

do NOT generally, in quaternions, form a series of powers of

a quaternion, such as

{r+qY, {r+qy, (r + qY, &c.,

(with the exception of the first), yet they are, generally, the co-

efficients ofx^, —, ——- &c., in the developement ofa certain pro-

DUCT OF TWO EXPONENTIALS, namely, the product e^^ e^', if a;

be a scalar. Thus, under this last condition, we may write, as

in the ordinary differential calculus, for any positive whole num-

ber n, \i X be supposed to vanish after the differentiations,

' d N" w Cw- U
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although the second member of this formula is not, in quater-

nions, a general expansion for the power (r + q)".

542. A scalar w being always commutative in multiplication

with a vector p, the theorem of art. 540 gives the following gene-

ral decomposition of the function F into two factors,

F (^) = F (m; + ,o) = Fw Fp = FSq . F V^-.

Here the factor FSq is always a positive scalar (as appears from

the ordinary algebra of reals), and is greater or less than unity

according as Sq is positive or negative ; in fact,

FSq^e^t, Sq = \FSq,

the letter 1 being here used to denote a logarithm of the natural

or Napierian kind. On the other hand, because (V^)* = - (T V^)%

the other factor FYq is always a pure versor : for we have the

following scalar and vector parts of its developement,

^F\q = \-l{TWqy + ^-^^{TWqy-kc. = COsTyq',

YFVq=UVq.{Tyq-J-{TVqy + kc.] = UWq.smTVq;

whence
FV^=(cos + UV^8in)TVg=(UV<7)*''''T^'/;

so that

TFVq = l.

Hence also generally,

TF7=FS^; lJFq=FWq; \TFq=Sq.

543. The function FV^' is sl periodic one, in the sense that

generally,

F{Vq+iwlJVq)=UWq.F\qi
which gives

F(Wq + TrVVq) = -Fyq.

In fact UYq is commutative in multiplication with Vq, and

F(i7rUV^) = cos5 + UV^sin5 =UV^.

We have then, for any whole number n,
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F (V^+ nirVVg) = (- 1)« FV^

;

F(V^+2n7rUV^) = FVg.

We may therefore add or subtract, under the functional charac-

teristic F, any even multiple of irUYq, without making any

change, and any odd multiple of the same vector, if we merely

change the sign of the result. But by these operations, we may
be considered as merely adding some even or odd multiple, posi-

tive or negative, of w to T V^'. We have also,

-FV^=-cosTV^-UV^sinTVy = (cos-UV^8in)(7r-TV^).

If, then, any proposed versor, Ur, have been in any manner
found, or put, under the form

Vr:=FVq,

and if the vector Wq do not already satisfy the condition TV^^
::j>7r, we can always prepare or transform the proposed expres-

sion, so as to oblige that condition to be satisfied by a certain new
and substituted vector, Yq ; namely, by subtracting w a sufficient

number of times from TYq, and then subtracting the remainder

from TT, if this number have been odd. In this manner we shall

have,

Ur = F\Y, TV^>7r, VYq'=±\jyq;

the upper or the lower sign being taken, according as we have

been obliged to assume

T V^'= TV^ - 2w7r, or = (2w + 1) tt - TVq.

And in thh prepared state, if not in the proposed one, we are

allowed by the foregoing article, and by the definition of the

angle of a quaternion assigned in art. 148, combined with the

usual reference to a well-known theoretical unit ofangle (which

gives, as usual, 180*' = 7r = 3-14159), to write

Lr = L\]r = l¥\g'=TVcf.

544. From the periodical character of F V*/, which allows us

(as we have just seen) to write

\Jr=¥Wq=FVq',

without Vq and ¥(/' being equal, it might seem that the inverse
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function^ F"^Ur, admits of more values than one, or indeed of

infinitely many values^ which would all equally well satisfy the

Junctional equation,

FF-iUr = U/-.

And this is true : but for this very reason, I propose to include

by definition, \n the signification of this inverse function, F'S

something more than merely its being obliged to verify the last

written equation. And the last article sufficiently explains my
motives for making the additional condition to be,

TF-iUr>7r.

For thus we may write generally, without violating that definite

signification of the symbol z q which was agreed on in the Fourth

Lecture, the equation,

Zr = zUr=TF-'Ur.

Under the same conditions we shall have also, definitely^

UF-iUr = UVr=Ax.r;

and therefore (compare 542),

VF-'r=F-^Ur=UVr.zr; SF-ir= F-'Tr= ITr;

and finally,

F-'/-=lTr + UVr.zr.

It will be remembered that the tensor of a quaternion is never

negative in this calculus ; and therefore that the recent expression

for L r will never give a negative angle : a condition which was

in fact required, by the definition in 148.

545. The function, F'^r might be called the imponential

of r, because it is the inverse of the exponentialfunction F (or at

least an inverse thereof); but it may be simpler, and more con-

formable to analogy, to call it still, as in 542, the logarithm,
or more fully the natural logarithm, of the subject on which it

operates, although that subject of operation is now di quaternion;

and to write generally,

F"'7'=log;-; or simply, F''y = l/-.
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With this extended notation, the equations of the last article will

give,

Sl/-=lTr; UVl7' = UVr; TVlr = zr;

and thus the logarithm of a quaternion comes to receive (by

the foregoing conventions) the following generally definite value :

lr=lTr + UVr.zr;

where it may be observed that

UYr./Lr=Y\r=\Ur; and that lr= lTr+ lUr.

Indeed the only exception to the definiteness of this expression

may be said to be the case where the quaternion r degenerates

into a negative scalar^ in which case (as in 149, &c.), its angle

is = TT, and its axis has an indeterminate direction ; so that if a; be
Siny positive scalar, and r=- Xy we have, as in older theories, the

formula

:

Ir =\ (- x) = lx + IT x/ (- 1) :

but the symbol v/- 1 is here, as in arts. 167, &c., to be interpre-

ted as denoting an arbitrary unit-line in space. I am of course

aware that logarithms are by many writers interpreted as having

generally a certain degree of indetermination ; but it has been

my object, in the present theory, to preclude, so far as I could,

that indeterminateness by definition: as has been done, in some
analogous questions respecting ordinary imaginary expressions,

by M. Cauchy and Professor De Morgan. And I scarcely count

the logarithm ofzero as a case of indetermination, because its

scalar part is negative infinity,

SIO = - 00,

although no doubt its vector part is undetermined.

546. To exemplify the convenience of this generally definite

interpretation of a logarithm, I resume the consideration of

powers with scalar exponents, which were discussed in the Fourth

Lecture. You will find that we may now write, with the recent

signification of the symbols, for any such power, as in algebra,

the expression :

/= F(d<'-'/-) = <;"'.
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In fact

therefore

T.e"'- = e'iT'-=(Try=T.r',

and

U.c"''=(cos + UVr.8in) {tAr)=l].r^,

with that definite meaning of such a power a sr'or 5-', which was

assigned in the Fourth Lecture. Again, if we treat the positive

number e (more often perhaps now written t) as a quaternion

with a null angle, and submit it as such to the foregoing gene-

ral rules, we shall have z e = 0, \e = Y'^e = 1 ; and therefore the

equation e^ = Fq, may now be written as follows:

ei = F{qF-U).

Thus all the powers hitherto considered by us are seen to be con-

sistent with the first formula of the present article : ahd if we now

extend that formula by definition, so as to write, generally,

q'-= F(rF-'^) = e'"%

we shall hereby violate no condition already established : and

shall be able to interpret every such symbol as q^, or to assign,

generally, a definite signification to a power, even when both
exponent and base are quaternions.

547. As an example, if it be required to interpret the symbol

J', we have

T;=l, ^j = -^, Uyj=j, and therefore I;' =^7r;;

whence the required value of the power is,

More generally, if a and j3 be any two rectangular vector units,

then

la = ^a, anda^ = e2 " = j3a.

Again,
IT

But the results will not usually be so simple as these : and it may
suffice to remark here that
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T.f/ = T/'-.F(z^.S.rUV9),
U.<7'-= F (z ^ .V. rU V^ + Vr . 1T(/).

It once occurred to me that the logarithm, of the tensor of a qua-

ternion might be conveniently called the mensor of that quater-

nion, and denoted by the symbol,

M^=1T^;

but I do not desire to introduce any unnecessary innovation of

language, nor to complicate the calculations with any new sign,

which does not appear to me to be of real and extensive utility.

The recent use of the notations F^, F'^^, for e^^ 1^, has been

merely for temporary convenience.

548. We have seen (in art. 545) that the logarithm of the

versor of a quaternion, which is also the vector of the logarithm

of the same quaternion, is the product of axis and atigle ; it

is therefore the representative arc (namely, by 216, a certain

portion of a great circle of the unit-sphere), rectified, and

placed perpendicularly to the plane of the arc. The
same construction for the logarithm of the versor of a

quaternion has been suggested to me by a certain process of de-

finite integration, on which I cannot enter here. I must also

suppress all notice in this place, o{ the developements of loga-

rithms of quaternions by series^ and of their other transforma-

tions.

549. But it may be proper here to shew how, on the fore-

going principles, a definite interpretation may be assigned to such

a symbol as log, .(][ ; or to the logarithm of a given quaternion^

q, referred to a given quaternion base, q. For this purpose,

I propose to adopt from algebra the formula,

log, Y=l?'-^ 1(7;

retaining still the recent and definite significations of the sym-

bols Ig, \^. In fact, if we call this quotient r, we shall have

q>- = e'-W = e'-i' = q.

Indeed it is true that this equation, (f
= q', is satisfied, not only

by the recent value of the exponent, r, but also by all those other

exponents, r', which are included in the formula.
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r'=(l^+2n7rUV^')^l^.

For if we substitute any such value for r' (n being any whole

number), we shall have

qr" = grig ^ giq'*2nnVyq' = g\q' ^ ^^

as before. And if we should content ourselves with establishing

the formula log. 5^=-, where e'=q, e^'=q, without otherwise

restricting the exponents * and s\ we should thus obtain, as the

general value for the logarithm of a quaternion q, to a quater-

nion base q, an expression of the form,

"'
, lo'+2«'7rUVa'

involving a double indetermination, and introducing dipair ofar-

bitrary integers, as in the results of Graves and Ohm, respecting

the general logarithm of an ordinary imaginary expression re-

ferred to an ordinary but imaginary base. I prefer, however, in

this calculus, to exclude this indetermination by definition, as in

some earlier and easier questions : and therefore Aherfixing (as

in 545) the signification of the natural logarithms, \q, \q', I pro-

pose to write definitely, as above,

log, .j' =12^-;- 1^.

Comparing the two notations, we might also write,

o

log,. 9'= log, .9'.

o

550. If we adopt as definitions the developements,

co8y=l-| + ^-|-^-&c.; 8in^=^-^ + &c.;

and observe that

-q^={\jyqyq'={q\J\qy,

because q is commutative as a factor with UV5:; we shall easily

find that whatever quaternion q may be, the two following ex-

pressions hold good, with the recent meaning of the function F;
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2cosq=F(q\jyq)+F{-qV Vq)
;

2sinq.VVq=F(q. Uyq)-F {- qXJVq).

These finite expressions suffice to define the sine and cosine of a

quaternion : and on the same plan we may write, as a definition

of the tangent of a quaternion, the formula,

tan q IT Vn _ F(yUVy)-F(-yUVgX

with other analogous expressions, on which it seems needless

here to delay.

551. When a quaternion function (Jq)^ of a sought quater-

nion (q), has a givenform (/), and a given value (r), so that we
have the quaternion equation,

we can always break up, or at least conceive as broken up, the
one proposed equation in quaternions, into four equations of an
ordinary/ a]gehraic&\ kind, involving thefour sought constituents,

w, X, y, z, of the sought quaternion q : and may then eliminate,

or at least conceive as eliminated, the three scalar co-ordinates,

X, y, z, between those four equations, in such a way as to con-

duct to one final and scalar equation, involving the one sought

scalar, w, or S^' : after resolving which (if we could in all cases

do so), we might then proceed to determine x, y, z, and therefore

finally q. Or we may conceive that after forming the two sepa-

rate equations,

we deduce p=Vq from the second equation, in terms oiw= S^,

and substitute its expression in the first equation, which is then
to be resolved with respect to w. Or the first equation may be
supposed to hepreviously resolved for w, and the value of i^ sub-
stituted in the second equation, which thus becomes a vectorfor-
mula, involving one sought vector p. And instead of the single

vector equation Vfq = Vr, we may, either before or after the eli-

mination of w, employ the following system of three scalar

equations,

S.Kfq=S.Kr;S.Xfq=S.\r; S.^fq^S./nr;
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when (c, X, /i may denote any three assumed vectors^ which do not

vanish, and are not coplanar with each other.

552. To fix more fully our conceptions, let the quaternion

functiony<7 be supposed to consist of some finite number of terms,

in each of which the sought quaternion q shall enter only as a

factor, some finite number of times repeated; and let the highest

number of those times be n. The equation fq = r may then be

called an equation ofthe n"' degree in quaternions. For example,

bqa + b'qa' + b'qa" + &c. = c, or S . bqa = c,

will be an equation of thefirst degree, or, as we may agree to

call it, from analogy, a linear equation in quaternions, what-

ever given quaternions may be denoted by a, a', a", . . b, b\ b", . .

and c. Again the formula

S . a.qa),qa + "Si .biqb= c,

or more fully,

02 qaiqa+ a'j qa\ qa! + d'z qd\ qa" + . . . -¥ biqb+ b\qb' + b'\ qb"

+ . . . = c,

will represent an equation of the second degree, or a qua-

dratic EQUATION in quaternions : and soforth.

553. Now, upon substituting, on the plan of 551, in that

form of the equation of the w"' degree which is described in the

last article, for the sought quaternion q, its quadrinomial value

w + ix ^jy + kz, with analogous values for the given quaternions,

a, b, c, &c., we shall evidently break up that one proposed equa-

tion into^owr others, between the four sought scalars, w, x, y, z,

and some number oi given scalars, which will not generally be

identical equations, and will in general be each oi the proposed

(n"") degree. Elimination between them will therefore generally

conduct, by known principles of ordinary algebra, to an algebraic

equation in w, which has n^for the exponent of its degree: and

such will generally be the exponent also of the degree of the final

equation in any one of the three other required scalars, x, y, z.

Thus a linear equation in quaternions has generally only one root;

but a quadratic equation may be expected to have generally six-

teen roots (real or imaginary): a cubic equation in quaternions

must, on the same plan, be supposed to have in general eighty-one
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quaternion roots : and so on. It is, however, as we shall see,

quite possible to meet V9\ih particular equations of these degrees

which shall hdiwefewer quaternion roots, or at least shall appear

to have fewer, in consequence of the absence ofcertain terms in

the component scalar equations. Thus the particular class of

quadratic equations in quaternions, which is of the form

q- = qa + b,

and which hitherto I have chiefly studied, appears to have only

six roots (two real and four imaginary), as will be soon ex-

plained : but probably it should be said that the ten missing roots

are, for this particular equation, infinite.

554. Confining ourselves for the moment to linear equations,

or equations of the^r*^ degree, let us resume the general type of

such equations assigned in art. 552, namely the form,

S

.

bqa =

c

;

where a, b, a', 5', . . . and c are given quaternions, but 5^ is a

sought quaternion. Taking separately the scalar and vector

parts, we obtain the two following equations

:

M;A + S.»,>=Sc;M;r,+V.(A' + 0)p + S(VaS.6p + V6S.a/))=Vc;

where

w=Sq,p=Vq\ A=SS.6a, rj = SV .ba, T,'=2V.a6;

A' = S (S6 Sa - S . V6 Va) = SS . 6 Ka ; = 2 (V6 Sa - S^» Va)

;

in deducing which expression for Vc, we have employed the for-

mula (520), with which it is important to be familiar,

V . y/Ba = 7 S
. /3a - j3S . 7a + aS . /By.

Eliminating tr, and making for abridgment,

h {K + 0) = r, hVc -riSc = (t,

we find an equation of the form,

S./3S.a/o + V.r,o=(T,

where a, a, . . . /3, /3', . . and <t are given vectors, and r is a given

quaternion, but |0 is a sought vector : and this appears to be

the most general possibleform for a linear and vector equa-

tion (or to include all possible forms of such an equation). We
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shall now proceed to resolve it, by means of that general method

which was alluded to at the end of article 513.

555. Operating by S . X, where X is an arbitrary vector, we

obtain the result

:

SX(T = S . X>, if X' = S . aS . /3X + V . 5X, and «= Kr.

In like manner,

S.^<T=S.)Li>, if/i'=S.aS.j3/x + V.*/i.

Hence, if we so assume X and fx as to satisfy the condition

we shall have

S . X'jO = 0, S . /u' (O = 0, and W/o = V . X'ju',

where m is some scalar coefficient. Now on developing this last

vector of a product, and replacing V . X/x by cr, we find,

V (aa'S . )3XS . j3> + a'aS . jS'XS . jSm) = V . aa'S . j3'/3(T ;

• V(aV.5^S.j3X + V.5X.aS./3/i) = V.aV.«V./3a;

V(V.*X.V.5^) = S5V.S(7-VsS.5(t;

which last transformation may be obtained in various ways, serv-

ing as useful exercises in this calculus. For example, we may
observe that generally, for any two quaternions q and r, we have

rq-qr = 2Y . YrYq ;

and that

^ (sX .Sfx-Sfi. s\) = ^s (Xsfi - fisX) = ^s (S + V) (Xsfi - ixsX) ;

where (because <r = V . Xfi),

^S (Xsfi - fxsX) = ^S . * (fiX

-

X/i) = -S .s<T,

|V {Xsfi - fisX) = ^Y .X(s+ Ks) ju = CT S*

;

so that

Y {Y . sX.Y .Sfi) = s (a .Ss-S.S(T) = y .saSs-YsS .s<Ti

as above. Or we might write,

Y .sX = sX-S . sX, Y .sn = S . Sfx-K .Sfi^ S .Sfi+fi K*,

and observe that

V . s\fi K,<t = sarKs, because V .sKs = 0, S . saKs =
;
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and that

V .sXS.Sfi-y .fiKsS.s\=W.s{\S.sn-fxS.sk) = sy.<TVs,

it being unnecessary to prefix the sign V to this last expression.

For thus the proposed expression would be found to become,

* ((tK* + V . <tV5) = *{ S . ffK* +V . <7 (K« + V*) ) = * (aS* - S . *<t),

and therefore equal to the expression already written. We have,

therefore, by summing the terms, and changing s to Kr, the

formula

:

p = m-'V.XV=m-MSV.aa'S.j3'i3(r+SV.aV(V.j3(7.r)
+ SrV.<rr-VrS.<Trj;

and it only remains to determine the scalar coefficient m, in terms

of a, a', . . /3, /3', . . and r, by substituting this expression for p
in the linear equation of the foregoing article, namely,

S . /3S . ap + V . r^ = ff.

556. Effecting this substitution, with analogous reductions,

and employing the first or both of the two identities of article 510,

of which the latter may be proved to be correct by operating on

it separately and successively with the three characteristics S . a,

S./3, S . 7, the four following transformations are obtained, of

which it will be found an instructive exercise to examine and to

prove the validity :

I ., ^S . aaVS . /3"/3'(r + [5'S . a'aa"S . j3"j3(T + /3 "S . a'aa'S . ft'ftn

= <tS . aa'a'S . /3"/3'/3
;

II., /3S . aa'Y (V . j3'<T . r) + j3'S . a'aY (V . jSa . r) + V . rV .

GO'S . j3'i3(T = <tS (rV . an'.. V . i3'/3)

;

III., /3(SrS.aar-S.arS.ar) h V./-V.aV(V./3rT.r) =

<T(S/-S.rai3-S.raS.r/3);and

IV., V . /-(SrV . (xr - VrS . err) = <TSrTr^

The coefficient m has, therefore, the following value:

m = S (S . aa'a"S . /3"i3'/3) + SS (rV . aa' . V .
ft'ft) + SrSS . raft

-S(S.raS.;/3)+SrlV.

And the recent transformations suffice to prove, a posteriori, or

synthetically, that with this value of in, the linear equation,

2 o
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S . |3S . a/9 + V . r/0 = ff,

of article 554, is, in fact, satisfied by the expression assigned for

p in art. 555^ as the analysis of the last-cited article had given

us reason to foresee that no other value of |0 (generally speaking)

could satisfy the same linear equation.

557. It is important to attend, in all such formulae as these,

to the notation ofpoints employed ; in virtue of which, we have,

for example, in the foregoing article,

V. rV . aa'S . jS'/Bcr = V [rV {aa'S (j3'j3(t) }] :

while such symbols as Sr, Vr, Kr, Tr, Ur, &c., when thus writ-

ten without points, are treated, in their combination with others

or among themselves, as if they were single letters ; so that, for

instance, in the last article, the expression SrV . ar does not

mean S {rV (o-r)), but Sr x V {ar) : also Sr^ denotes (Sr)-, while

S (r^) may be written as S . r^ (See the remarks made at the end

of art. 455 ; and the examples of transformation in art. 504.) Still,

from the properties ofscalars, this plan of notation allows us to

write,

S . raS . r/3 = S (ra) x S (r/3), and V . raS . r/3 = V (ra) x S (rj3)

:

though noty in general,

S . raV . rj3 = S (ra) x V (r/3), nor V . raY . r/3 =V (ra) x V (r/3).

A very experienced calculator might, perhaps, safely trust to his

recollection of his own meaning, in any particular question, and

dispense with some of these precautions : but 1 do not advise the

attempt. The mixture of multiplication with other operations of

this calculus might in that case produce a confusion, against

which it is prudent to guard, by using a notation exemptfrom
ambiguity, such as 1 think the one above proposed will be found

in practice to be. It is perhaps unnecessary to state, that in the

sum SS (rV. aa. V. /3'/3), each combination of two pairs of vec-

tors, a, /3, and a', /3', is to be only once employed ; and that, in

like manner, each combination oi three such pairs is to be only

taken once, in another sum which enters into the expression

of m.

558. To exemplify the general process above given, for the
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solution ofa linear and vector equation^ let us resume the equa-

tion of art. 516, under the form,

V . /3joa = (T ; or, /3S . a/0 + aS . j3|0 - /oS . o/3 = er.

Here

a' = /3,
/3' = a;a"=. .=/3"=. =0;r = -S.a/3;

and the general formula of article 555 becomes

»W|0 = V . ajSS . ai3(T -V (aV . /3ff + /3V . a^) S . a/3 + (x (S . a/3)*

= V . ajSS . a/3ff + (oS . /3(r + )3 S . acr - ffS . aj3) S . a/3

= V . /3aS . aff^ + V . a«T/3S . /3a = ia*/3* (aera' + /3<t/3-'),

because in general,

V^Sr + VrSy = i (?r - K^Kr),

and

K . /3a = a/3, K . a(r/3 = - /3(ra.

But also in the general formula of 556, we have now,

SS . aa'a'S . /3"/3'/3 = ; SS (rV . ad .V . )3'/3) = - S . a/3 (V. a/3)*

;

SrSS . ra/3 = 2 (S . a/3)^ ; 2 (S . roS . r/3) = ; SrTr* = - (S . a^Y;

therefore

m = S .a/3 f(S.a/3)^-(V.a/3)'l =a^/3^S.a/3 = ^a^/3H"i3 + /3a).

Thus in the present question, our general method gives,

qerq-' +/3(Tj3-'

^"
a/3 + /3a '

which may be verified by comparison with the result of art. 516.

As another verification, we may observe that this expression for

p gives

and that

V ((xa^ + a/3(T) = V . (T (a^ + /3a) = <T (a)3 + /3a);

so that

V. /3joa =V . a|o/3 = <i, as was required.

559. Again, let each a and j3 vanish, in the general form of

recent articles, so that the linear equation becomes simply,

V . r|0 = tr.

2o2
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The general solution gives then,

pSrTr' = SrY . ar - YrS . ar ;

or, making Sr =
ff,

Vr^y,

which agrees with a result already obtained in art. 514, where X

and q were written instead of a and ;•.

560. As an example of the general process of art. 554, let

there be proposed the linear equation in quaternions,

bq + qb= c.

Here

a= 1,6'= 1 , a' = 6, a" = . . =b"= . . = 0,

h' = h = 2Sb,r,' = r, = 2Yb,e = 0;

and the two equations between which w is to be eliminated

become,
wSb+ S .bp= ^Sc, wVb + pSb= ^Vc,

giving

. V, VcSb-YbSc
p - a o . ap = OP, Where a = -o, = rr;— .

Comparing this last linear and vector equation in p with the ge-

neral form of art. 554, we have

/3 = -a, a'= . . =/3'= . . =0, r=l
;

and therefore, by 555, 556,

p =W (<T - aV . a<r) = (1 - a')'' (<t - aV . aa) ;

an expression forp, which in fact is seen to satisfy the last linear

equation, and which gives,

2pS6 ( S6^ - V60 = S6 (VcSb - YbSc) - YbY. YbYc
= (S6» - Yb') Vc - Yb {SbSc - S . YbYc)

;

or because W - Yb^ = Tb' = 6K6, and SbSc - S . YbYc =S.cKb,
2pSb = Yc-YbS.cb-K

Hence

2S6S .bp=S. YbYc - Yb'S . cb-'
;

2wSb^ = SbSc-S.YbYc + Yb'S.cb:' = {Tb'+Yb')S .cb-\

and finally,
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w^^S. cb-\ because Tb' + Yb' = Sb\

Thus the solution of the proposed equation bq + qb = c (where 7

= w + p) may be thus written :

2qSb = Yc-i-KbS.cb-K

Accordingly,

bYc + Ycb = 2SbYc + 2S . YcYb=2cSb-2S . cK^»;

and

{bKb+Kbb) S.cb-'^2Tb^S.cb-' = '2S.cKb;

so that the expression found for the quaternion q does, in fact,

satisfy the linear equation proposed.

561. Or we might have beffun (compare the general remarks

of art. 551) by eliminating p instead ofw, between the two equa-

tions,

wSb +S.bp = iSc, wYb + pSb = ^Vc

;

and thus have found, more rapidly,

2wTb'- =SbSc-S. YbYc = S . c K^», «; = i S . c6-

;

after which we might at once have inferred that, as above, the

linear equation bq + qb = c gives,

2pSb=Yc-YbS.cb-\2qSb=Yc+KbS.cb-K

562. When an equation is so simple as the one last treated,

less general methods may often be conveniently employed. As

an example, let us take this other linear equation,

aq + qb = c,

where abc are three given quaternions, and y is a sought one.

Multiplying separately by Ka, and into b, it gives,

Kaaq + Kaqb = Kac ; aqb + qb^ = cb

;

therefore adding and observing that Kaa = Ka . a = Ta% Ka + a

= 2Sa, we find, after a division,

Kac + cb

^ " Ta- + 26Sa + b''

And if we here change a to i, we fall back on the equation bq +

qb = Ci and obtain, as a newform of its solution, the expression.
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^ ]^*£lf* , because Ti» 4 6» + 26S6 = 6 ( Ki + 6 + 2S6) = 4bSb.
^ 4oo6

Accordingly,

KK6c + c6) = cS6 + V.VcV5=Vc6 + S.cK6 = (Vc + K5S.c6-04;

80 that this article, like the two foregoing ones, gives

2gSh = Vc + K6S . cb-\ if bq + qb = c.

Or, again, we might infer from this last linear equation, that

bc-cb^ b'q -qb' = 2V (V .bK Yq) = 4S6V . YbYq^

and therefore that

{bq-qb)Sb = Y.YbYc;

whence 2^686 = cSb+Y . YcYb = i (c6 + Kbc), as above. And

other modes of solution, and forms of expression, may be assigned

with nearly equal ease. Of course it is only practice which can

render you expert in such transformations as these : of which,

however, the principles have all been stated already in the pre-

sent Course of Lectures.

563. The general linear and vector equation of article 554

may also be treated as follows. Making, as in 559, Sr = g, Vr
= -y, and writing, for abridgment,

S./3S .ap + V.-y|O = 0/O,

where
<f)p

is a new distributive and vector function of p, the equa-

tion to be solved becomes

<pp + gp = a, or more concisely, {^ + 9)p = (t;

and we are to seek the form of the following inversefunction,

P={i>+ffy' ff = ^-V, \i4j = <^ + g.

Operating with 0, and making reductions analogous to those of

recent articles, we find,

^/o = p'+/oSS.aj3, ifp'= V.7p-SV.aV./3/o;

0|o'=p"+|o{SS(V.aa'.V.)3i3')+SS.a7/3 + 7^-},

where p" = SV . aa'S . /3'/3/3 - SV . aV . -yV . /3p - 7S . y^o

;

and finally <pp" = -np, if we write

w = SS . aa'aS . ^^'^" + SS (yV . aa Y . j3/3') 4 SS . uyS . ^y.
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If, then, we also write,

n'=SS(V.aa'V.i3'/3) + SS.ai3y-7% w" = -SS.ai3,

we shall have,

<j>p = p'- n"p ; ^/o' = p" - n'p
; 0p" = - W/o ;

and therefore,

<f-p
= p" - n'p - 7i"(j>p, (^^p = ~np- n'^p - n'<p,^p ;

or, abstractingfrom the operand vector p,

= n + n'<p + n"(p'^ + ^^

564. Here, then, \% a certain symbolic and cubic equa-

tion, which ihe functional characteristic ^ must satisfy : and it

is clear that the connected characteristic 4' {- 'P
'^ 9) "^ust satisfy

the connected cubic,

= \p^ - 7n"\p'^ + m'4 - m,
or

m\p' ^ =m - m"\p + rp^
;

where
m = g^- n'g"^ + n'g-n;

m' = Sg"^ - 2n"g + n ;

m"=Sg-n".

And thus the proposed linear equation in p is resolved anew, by

the assigning of the sought^rm of the inverse function, ;//"'; or

by shewing what the direct operations are, of which that inverse

operation is compounded.

565. The metliod of the two foregoing articles gives,

nip = m\P'V = (m' - fn'xp +\p-) <t = a" - ga + ^V,

where (by 563),

a" = {n + n"^ + ^2) (T

= SV . aa'S . /3'/3(7 - SV. aV. yV. (5(T - yS . y<r;

o = (w" + ^) cr = V. 7<T - SV. aV. ^cr.

And accordingly these results agree exactly with those which are

obtained from the earlier expressions for mp and for m, in articles

bbb, 556, when the quaternion r is expanded into g ^y.

b^^. The recent results of our analysis, respecting the exist-

ence of a symbolic and cubic equation in tl, where \pp = '2
. /3S . ap

+ V. rp, admits of the following ^eowe^^v'ca/ interpretation, which
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appears to rae to furnish a somewhat remarkable and possibly

new THEOREM. ^^ If by any ovi^ fixed mode of linear de-

formation (represented here by the operation t//) we pass from

a variable vector p to another co-initial and dependent vector xf^p,

which may be called the First Derivative; if we then pass by

the same fixed mode of deformation, from this first to a Second

Derivative, i//^p; and thence, by still the same mode of change, to

a Third Derivative, \f,^p;
and if (by constructing a parallelepi-

pedon) we decompose the original line p into three others, in the

directions respectively of these three successive derivatives (or in

the opposite directions): then the ratio of each component to

the corresponding derivative line, or the ratio of each projection to

the line on which it is projected, will be expressed by a constant

scalar (m-^m', or -mhn", or w"'), which depends only on the

mode of deformation (or on the^brw of the linear and vector

function i//), but not at all on the length, nor on the direction, of

the original and variable line p, thus operated upon." It is clear

that we should equally be permitted to decompose any other of

the four lines, p, \Pp, xf^'^p, ^^p : and that we should still obtain,

from the cubic equation in ;//, three constant scalar ratios.

567. If none of the given vectors a, /3, d, j3', • . 7, nor the

given scalar g, be infinite, then neither will any one of the three

scalar coeflficients m, m, m",he so, in the cubic equation of art. 564 ;

and because i/^O = 0, t/^^O = 0, we shall have also the formula,

which will generally give

i/.->0=0; or/o=0, xix^p^d.

There is, however, a remarkable exception (or class of excep-

tions) to this general result. For if the scalar g be so chosen as

to be A ROOT OF THE CUBIC EQUATION,

/n = 0, or g^- ng"^ + n'g -n = 0,

we shall then not be able to infer that the factor \p-^0 vanishes,

from the fact oi the product w;//-^0 vanishing ; and values of p

different from zero, OT, in other words, actual lines, instead of

null lines, may in this case satisfy the condition,
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\Pp
= 0, or ^/o = - gp.

In fact if we suppose that gi, g^, gz are three distinct scalars^ any

one of which, when substituted for g, satisfies the ordinary cubic

equation lately written, or renders tw = 0, for some given system

of values of the vectors a, j3, a', /3', . . and -y, and therefore for

some given form of ^ ; and if, after assuming any arbitrary vec-

tor ^ <T, we derivefrom it three others, pi, pn, ps, by the formulae,

pi = (r" - giff + gi'a,

p2 = o" - giO + g-ifi>

p3 = <r" - gztr' + gzO'>

where a, a" are vectors derived from <t, by the formulae of article

b^b : we shall then have, by that article,

^i/Oi = i/'2H>2 = "^iPi = tna = ;

where

^1 = + ^1, ^2 = ^ + ^2, iZ-a = ^ + g%'

In other words, yo/- these three directions, pi, pi, p^, we have,

respectively,

0pi ^~9^P^ » 0/^2

=

-giPz ; ^^3 =-g3p3-

This opens a very interesting train of research, analogous to, and

including, several known investigations respecting the principal

axes ofa surface of the second orderj and the axes of inertia of

a body, on which I cannot enter here.

568. Although, as already remarked in art. 477, it will not

be possible in this Course to do much more than allude to the

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS OF QUATEUNTONS, yet I Cannot forego

the opportunity of giving here at least some general notion of the

connexion of that differential calculus, with such linear equations

in quaternions, as have been lately discussed. For this purpose,

it is necessary first to define the differential, dfq, ofa func-

tion OF A quaternion; and I do so by the following formula:

<\fq
= lim. n \f{q + - dy) -fq]\

where q and Aq are any two proposed quaternions, and w is a po-

sitive whole number, which, as the formula expresses, is con-

ceived to increase without limit. In fact this formula is evidently
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trucy in the ordinary differential calculus ; and because it does

not involve the commutative principle of multiplication, it is fit to

be extended, as a definition, to differentials of quaternionfunc-

tions. (Compare the calculation of d .t', in art. 528.)

569. For example, let /y = y^ Then the general definition

gives, for the dfferential of the square of a quaternion^ the ex-

pression,

^.q- = \\m.n{{q^-Aqy-q-^)
71= 00 '*

= lim. {g^q + Aqq -^-^q') = qdq + Aqq ',

n= 00 f^'

where d^ is treated as a simple symbol, or as if it were a single

letter, denoting an arbitrary quaternion ; so that the symbol Aqq

is interpreted as being equivalent to this other and fuller symbol,

Aqxq'. while d^'^ denotes (d^')^ In like manner, the definition

gives, for the differential of the cube of a quaternion, this other

expression,

A.q^=q^Aq^ qdqq + dqq"^.

And similarly for the differentials oi other powers of quaternions,

with whole and positive exponents.

570. Again, if a, b, c, . . . he treated as constant quaternions

independent of q, so that da = d6 = dc = 0, then d . aq = adq ; d . qb
= dqb', d . aqb = adqb; d . aqbqc = aqbdqc + adqbqc, 8ic. : the only

distinction in such cases between these results and those of the

ordinary differential calculus, being that each quaternion factor

is to be differentiated in its own place (or as we might say, in

situ); commutation offactors being here {as elsewhere in this

calculus) not generally alloived.

571. As one other example of this sort of differentiation, let

us seek the differential of the reciprocal of a quaternion, or let

us suppose^ = 5-'^ Here,

fiq + r)-fq = {q + r)-'-q-'

= (q + r)-i {q-{q + r)\q-' = - (q + r) ' rq '

;

therefore, by the definition in art. 568,

d .q^ = - lim. (q+ - dq)'^ ^qq'^ = ~
(7

' ^177"' '>

n- ca n

a result which I have often found useful.
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572. It is easy to shew that if we suppose Tr <Ty, we shall

have the following developementt in a converging series, for the

reciprocal of the sum of two quaternions :

(q + fy^ = q'^- q-^rq'^ + q'^rq'^rq-^-8x.c.;

in fact

q{q + r)-' = (1 + rq-')-' =l-rq-'+ (rq'^Y - (.rq-'f + &e.

;

the convergence of this last series (in the case proposed) being

proved almost as easily as in ordinary algebra, with the help of

the principle established in art. 538, respecting the tensor ofa

sum. Here, then, we have an example of the truth of the follow-

ing theorem, which can generally be shewn to hold good for qua-

ternions, as well as for algebra, in virtue of the definition recently

assigned :
" whenever the ixxnciionf{q + Aq) can be developed in

a series, involving terms or parts of successively higher and

higher dimensions, with respect to the proposed differential 6q,

the part of the developement which is of the Jirst dimension,

with respect to it, is the required differential, dfq, of the pro-

posed function,fq." Indeed, it has not been uncommon, in other

works, to propose this result, or a result of this form, as a defini'

tion^ rather than as a theorem. But there are many cases, in which

the definition (568) of the differential ofa function of a quater-

nion can be more easily applied, than the developement of the

function can be found. A case of this sort will after a while

be pointed out. I have also other reasons for preferring my own

definition.

573. Meanwhile I may state that the theorem or Series of

Taylor may be extended to quaternions (with analogous cases of

apparent ^e7Mre), under the form:

or more concisely and symbolically,

f(q+dq)=e'fq;

dfq denoting here that value for ddfq which is obtained by treat-

ing dq as constant. For example, if^ = ^S then, by 569,

dfq = qdq + dqq, d'/q = 2dq\ d'fq = 0, &C.,
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and

f{q + Aq) =q' + {q^q + Aqq) + Aq\

Again, the value of d . q^, in the same article 569, gives

^d* . q^ = qdq"^ + dg-^dy + d^^y, ^r—5 d? .
q'^= dj',

and

(q + dqy = q^+ (q''dq + qdqq + dqq^) + (qdq^ + dqqdq + dq'^q) + dq^.

In like manner, by 571,

Id^ . q'^ = + q'^dqq-^dqq-\

— d^ . g^' = - q-'dqq-' dqq'' dqq-\ &c.

;

and the developement of {q + r)'^ which was given in art. 572,

might in this way be reproduced.

574. When a quaternion rh treated as z function of a scalar

ti T=fti then the general definition gives a result of the usual

form,
dr = dft=ft.dt,

dt appearing here as a simple ^cior (of the usual kind), with a

coefficient ft, which may be called (as usual) the derivedfunc'

tion, because the differential d^ is here supposed to be a scalar,

and, as such, commutative in multiplication. In particular if a

vector {p) be regarded as a given function (<pt) of a scalar varia-

ble (l), so that the extremity of p describes (generally) a given

curve in space while the value of ^ varies, we have an expression

of the form,

(1/0 = dipt = tp't . dt = p'dt,

where (jt't or p is a new vector, tangential to the curve at the

extremity of p, or parallel to such a tangent, and having its

length equal to unity, if < denote the length of the arc of the

curve, measured from some fixed point thereon. In mechanics,

if t denote the time, in any motion ofa point in space, p may be

named the variable vector of position, and p may be called

the vector of velocity ; and when, by another differentiation,

we obtain a new result, of the form,

dp = (pit . dt = p" dt.
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then the new vector p may be said to be the vector of acce-

leration. In geometry, Mt be still the arc of a curve, p" may

be called the vector of curvature : for p—7, can be shewn to
9

be then the vector of the centre ofthe osculating circle.

515. When the equation of a surface is expressed, as in 507,

under the form,

ff)
= 0, or^ = const.,

where^ is a given scalarfunction ofa variable vector p, we may
always, by cyclical permutation (512) under the sign S, express

the differential of this function under the form :

d/p = 2S . vdp ;

and if, by a suitable use of an arbitrary scalar coe£Scient, we
oblige the new vector v to satisfy the condition (compare 474),

S . vp = 1

,

then, by reasonings similar to those of art. 481, it may be shewn
that v'^ represents, in length and in direction, the perpendicular

let fall from the origin of vectors on the tangent plane to the sur-

face, which is drawn at the extremity of p : and therefore that

(in the sense of the last-cited article) the vector v itself may be

called the vector of proximity, because it represents the near-

ness of the surface, or of its element, to the origin.

576. Without restricting v to satisfy the equation S. vp= 1,

if we merely choose it so as to give

S . vdp = 0,

as the differentiated equation of the surface, v will still denote a

NORMAL vector ; and general equations for classes or sur-

faces may be formed by the help of this symbol. Thus an ar-

bitrary CONICAL surface, with its vertex at the origin, maybe
denoted by the equation

S . vp = ;

because, for such a surface, v±p. For an arbitrary cylindric

surface, with its generatrices parallel to a, we have v± a; and

the equation of this family of surfaces is, therefore,

S . i/a = 0.
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For an arbitrary surface of revolution, with the line /3

from the origin as axis, vie have the following general equation

(because v\\\p, /3),

S./3v/o = 0.

Now in the problems of forming and transforming such general

equations of surfaces as these, so as to prove, for example, that

the last-written equation agrees with the formula,

TV.p^-=/(S.p/3-0,

of article 440, we have the germs of a future Calculus of

Partial Differentials in Quaternions, and the indications

of future researches, analogous to those of Monge.

577. To exemplify the possibility of such transformations,

let the scalar and vector of the quaternion |o/3'' be denoted thus,

80 that the formula of 440 assumes the form

Tff=/5, or(rHOy = 0.

Differentiating, and observing that

d . <T* = (xda + do-a = 2S . o-do-,

we obtain the equation,

S . ada +/s .f's . d^ = 0,

where
d<T= V.dp^-S ds=S.dp^-K

Hence
S.vdp = 0,iiv = fi-'^a + ^-'fsfs.

But this expression gives,

i5vp = <Tp + pfsf's = S-'0;

the arbitrary function, f, is therefore in this way elimi-

nated, and the equation

S . )3i;p = 0,

of article 576, is obtained, as the general representation of a cer^

tain class ofsurfaces^ namely, of those which are of revolution

round the axis /3.

578, Again, let us suppose that this last equation has pre-
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sented itself, as the expression of the geometrical property, that

the normal to a certain surface^ otherwise as yet unknown, inter-

sects a fixed vectori /3, or that v is coplanar (see 509, &c.) with

/3 and p. To integrate the equation

S.j3vp = 0,

which is analogous to an equation in partial differentials, we may

first write it under the form,

V = a;j3 + ypi giving a;S . j3d/o + y S . pi\p = 0,

where x and y are scalars. Hence the two functions S ./3/3 and

p- are together constant, or together variable ; and one must there-

fore be a function ofthe other. That is, we have

which is accordingly one form of the integrated equation

ofan arbitrary surface ofrevolution. To obtain hence the form

of article 440, it is sufficient to observe that

|t>^/3-^ = (S.pi3-0^+(TV.|oi3-%S./3p = /3^S.|3->;

for thus we obtain this other functional equation^

TV./,/3-=/(S.p^-),

which was the one required.

579. The symbol v is useful in many other geometrical in-

vestigations, for instance, in those which relate to geodetic

LINES, or curves,'on any proposed surface. One known and fun-

damental property of such a curve is, that its osculating plane is

always normal to the surface ; which may be expressed in our

notations by the formula (compare 574),

S . vdjo 6}p = 0, or S . vp'p" = ;

the vector p being regarded as a function of some scalar variable

t. If this scalar variable be the arc of the geodetic, then (by what

was remarked at the end of the last-cited article), p" is the vector

ofcurvature, which must (by the known property just mentioned)

have the direction of the normal to the surface : and therefore in

this case we may reduce the formula to the following

:

V. vd2p = 0; or V. v//'-0.
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In general, whether the arc be or be not the independent scalar

variable, Ud/o is a tangential vector, and its differential, dUd^,

is a vector having the direction of the vector of curvature, which

is drawn in the osculating ^Xdnxefrom the proposed point of oscu-

lation, towards the centre of the osculating circle : thus, for the

geodetic lines on any surface, the general equation may be writ-

ten as follows :

V.vdUdp = 0.

Accordingly, since Ud/a = dp -^ Tdp, when we suppose Tdp =

constant, we fall back on the less general formula, lately written,

V.vd>=0.

680. For a spheric surface, round the origin of vectors as

centre,

p2 = const., S . pAp = 0, v||/o, V. v/o = ;

hence, for this surface, the general equation of the geodetic lines

becomes, by elimination of v,

V.pdUdp = 0;

therefore, because for any curve on a sphere round the origin,

p J- Ud|o, or because ( UpY = - 1 , and S . p Ud/o = 0, we have

d./oUdp = dV.pUd/o=V.d/oUdp = -V.Tdp = 0;

and consequently an immediate integration gives, for the geo-

detic on the sphere, zs being here an arbitrary but constant

vector,

p Udp = zs, and S . wp = :

the curve being thus seen to be (as is very well known) a great

circle. As a verification, we have also

S.wUdp = 0,

of which equation the signification is manifest.

581. Again, let there be an arbitrary cylindric surface, for

which (compare 576) we have the equation

S.va = 0.

Eliminating the symbol v, by substituting for it the diflferential
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dUd/0, to which (by 579) it is, for any geodetic, parallel, we ob-

tain the equation

S.adUdp = 0,

which gives, by an immediate integration,

S . aUdp = c = constant,

and expresses that the geodetic on a cylinder is always a helix,

making a constant angle with the generatrices of the surface.

582. For a geodetic on an arbitrary conical surface (see the

lately-cited article 576), with vertex at origin, we have the equa-

tion,

S . vp = 0, and therefore S . pdUdp = 0,

that is,

dS . pUdp = S . dpUdp = - Tdp,
or finally,

where c is a scalar constant. This result expresses that the

length of the projection ofthe vector p, on the rectilinear tangent

to the geodetic on an arbitrary cone, differs only by a constant

quantity c, from the length of the arc of the curve : and hence

might be deduced the known rectilinear developement. But the

following process is perhaps still more simple. Multiplying the

diiFerential equation

dS . pJJdp + Tdp = 0, by 2S . pUdp,
it becomes

= d {(S . pUdp)^- + p') = d. (V. pUdp)%

and gives, by an immediate integration,

(V.pUdp)2 = const., or TV. pUdp = const.,

so that the length ofthe perpendicular let fall from the vertex of

the cone on the tangent to the geodetic is constant ; or, in other

words, the rectilinear tangents to any such curve are tangents

also to afixed sphere, described about the vertex as centre. This

gives again the rectilinear developement : and for the case of an

Apollonian cone, or cone of the second order, it agrees with a

theorem of M. Chasles, namely, that the tangents to a geodetic

2 p
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on a surface of the second order are tangents also to another sur-

face confocal therewith.

583. Again, consider the geodetics on an arbitrary surface of
revolution. Here, by 576, &c., we have the equation,

and therefore by 579,

= S.i3|odUdp = dS./3,oUd/o,

because j3d|oUd|0 = - /3Td/o = S'^0. Hence integration gives,

const. = S . ^pUdp = TV. /3p . SU ( V. /3p . Ap)
;

and thus it may be seen (what indeed is otherwise known) that

the perpendicular distance of a point on the geodetic, /rom the

axis ofrevolution of the surface, varies inversely as the cosine of

the angle under which the geodetic crosses a parallel. Or we

may interpret the integral as follows: it p be conceived to be a

function of the time t, then the projected areal velocity, ^S . j3/o/o',

in a p\sine perpendicular to the axis of revolution, bears a con-

stant ratio to the unprojected linear velocity^ Tp\ where jo' = djO

-4- d^, as in 574. In fact it is well known that each of these two

velocities would be constant^ if a point were to describe the curve,

subject only to the normal re-action of the surface, and not ex-

posed to any foreign force : and indeed this very illustration, from

mechanics, has been elsewhere given by an author whom I should

think it an impertinence to cite upon so slight an occasion. It

may be noticed that the differential equation S . /3/odUdp = 0, is sa-

tisfied, not only by the geodetics, but also by the parallels (or cir-

cles) on the surface : which fact of calculation is connected with

the obvious circumstance, that the normal plane to any such

circle coincides with the plane of the meridian of the surface of

revolution.

584. Geodetics furnish perhaps the simplest example of what

may by analogy be called the Calculus of Variations in

Quaternions. We have, by 577, for the differential of the

tensor of any arbitrary vector a, the formula,

dTa = iTa-M(Ta^) = -iTa-M.<T^ = -S.Uad(i = S.Ua-'d(T;

whence we may write,

8 1(1= - S .UtT^cr

;
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ST6p = - S .UdpBdp = - S .Vdpd^p

= -dS.VdpSp-^S.dUdpBp,

where d Vdp is treated as a simple factor, multiplying dp ; and

therefore,

BlTdp = ldTdp = -AS.UdpSp + lS.d\Jdpdp.

Comparing this expression for the variation of the length of the

arc ofa curve, traced upon any proposed surface, with the varied

equation of the surface^ namely (compare 576) with this formula,

S . v8/o = 0,

we are conducted, as before, to the general differential equation

ofa geodetic (579),
V.vdUd^=0,

and also to the two following equations of limits,

S . UdpoS/Oo= 0, S . UdjOiSjOi = 0,

which express that the sought shortest line is perpendicular ^ at

its extremities^ to any two given curves upon the surface, between

which^it^is required to be drawn. You see that, in these later

articles of this Lecture and this Course, I leave many hints to be

unfolded by yourselves, respecting the working of this new Cal-

culus, both for the sake of brevity, and because it seems that at

this stage I may very safely do so.

585. Let the surface be an ellipsoid, or more generally a cen-

tral surface of the second order, with its centre at the origin of

vectors, and having its equation of the form

^ = 1 , where fp = S . vpt v =
<f>p'i

the functions and / having those general properties which

were treated of in earlier articles (475, &c.) of the present Lec-

ture, and which give (compare 477),

dv = d<pp = <pdp,fdp = S . dvdp, d^ = 2S . vd|0, dfdp = 2S . dvd'p.

Now in general if the length of the arc of a geodetic be assumed

as the independent variable, and if the differentiated equation of

the surface be written (as in 576) under the form

S . vdp = 0,

2p2
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then, by a second differentiation, and by the last formula of 579,

we have

vd2/o+S.di;dp=0, d«/o = -v-'S .dvdp.

For a shortest line on the central surface of the second order we
have, therefore, by the present article,

= |S§^ + S— , or const. = T,; v^ (/Udp)

;

/Jdp V

where Tv denotes the reciprocal of the length ofthe perpendicu-

lar P let fall from the centre on the tangent plane to the surface,

and \/f{\]dp) denotes the reciprocal of the length of the semi-

diameter D which is parallel to the element Ap. We find our-

selves then reconducted, by this analysis, to the theorem of

Joachimstal for geodetics on ati ellipsoid, or other central surface

of the same order, expressed by the well-known form\ila,

P. D = const.

586. Consider next a geodetic line on an arbitrary deve-

lopable SURFACE. Let s be the arc of its cusp-edge (or of

its arete de rebrousseinent), regarded as a positive scalar, and as-

sumed as the independent variable ; and let us make (compare

574),

j~ ( ) = ( )> that is, more fully, -p = p, &c.

Then if ^ («), or more concisely <p, be the vector of a point on

this edge, we shall have Td^ =d.y, T^'= 1,
^'2 = - 1, S .^y = 0,

S .
<p'<}>"' = - <p"- = Tip"-. Let + / be another scalar variable, repre-

senting the length of a tangent to the edge; then the expression

for the vector of an arbitrary point on the developable surface

will be,

p = (p + t(j)'] giving |t)'= (I + <) 0' + t(p".

Hence the angle x under which the curve (geodetic or other),

whereof p is the variable vector, and whose form and position de-

pend on the forms of the vector function (p, and scalarfunction t,

crosses a generating right line of the developable, is determined
by the formula :

tTdi"
tan x = -—~.

l + t
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We may assume v = 0V'S whereby the vector v will become in

length the radius of curvature of the cusp-edge, and in direction

the normal to the developable surface: and shall then have

Vp'=(l +t') (j)"'^ + t(l)\

because

But for a geodetic on any surface, we have, by 579, the general

equation,

S . vpp" = ;

whence, in the present case.

Again, we have here,

p" = t"ip' + (l+2e)f+tf';

whence, by the above written properties of the function ip,

S . <p'p" = -t" + tTf^ ;

and

S .
p"<p"'' = 1 + 2^' + ^S . fy- '=! + <'+ (tTf)' Tf- S

because S . ff -' = (Tf)'Tf -». We are then led to the diffe-

rential equation,

= (1 + ty +(!+/') {tTfp")'Tf-'- tt + (tT<}>"y-
;

which, when we multiply by

{{i + t'y + {t'iYyrT<t>",

and employ the lately-mentioned angle x, becomes simply

T<p" + x'=0, or
I
Td^' + x = const.

:

a formula which exhibits the known rectilinear developement of

the geodetic, because Td^'may here be regarded as denoting the

angle between two consecutive generatrices of the developable sur-

face, if for convenience we here (as in many other geometrical in-

vestigations) treat the differentials as infinitely small quantities;

although ihe definition assigned in art. 568 by ?io means requires

that we should generally do so, in dealing with differentials

OF QUATERNIONS.

587. It is quite possible, as I may soon shew, to employ

a somewhat similar analysis, so as to deduce anew the very ge-
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neral and beautiful theorems of Gauss (published in the Essay

referred to in art. 525), respecting geodetic triangles on ar-

bitrary surfaces: especially those which relate to what may be

called the spheroidical excess (or defect) of such a triangle.

But, for the sake of variety, I prefer to indicate briefly here

another application of the calculus of variations in quater-

nions, whereby we can reproduce some remarkable results of

M. Delaunay, respecting the curve which, on a given surface^

and with a given perimeter, contains the greatest area; and

which curve, from the well-known classical story suggested by

its definition, I propose to name a Didonia. Beyond the mere

suggestion of this name, and the quaternion analysis of which I

proceed to submit to you a rapid sketch, it will (I hope) be clearly

understood that I have no claim to make, on the subject of this

curious class of curves : of which the following geometrical pro-

perties have all, so far as I am aware, been discovered by M. De-

launay.

588. For such a Didonian curve, we have, by quaternions,

the isoperimetricalformula,

jS.Uvdpgp + cgjTd/) = 0,

where c is an arbitrary and constant scalar : and hence may be

deduced, by the rules of variations in this calculus (compare

art. 584), the differential equation,

which shews that geodetics are that limiting case of Didonias, for

which the constant c is infinite. On a plane, the Didonia is a

circle, of which the equation, obtained by integration from the

last-written general form, is

p = ZS+ c\J . vAp,

Ts being the vector of the centre, and c being the radius of the

circle.

589. Operating by S .U6p, the general differential equation

of the Didonia takes easily the following forms:

c->Tdp=S(U.vdp.dUd/(,);c-iTdp2 = S(U.vdp.dV);

c-' Tdp^ = S . Vvdpd^p ; c- • = S 4^^.
U. vop
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But in general (compare 574), the vector d) of the centre of the

osculating circle to a curve in space, of which the element Td|0

is constant, has for expression,

dp;

>
Hence for the general Didonia,

c' = S<^^;T(,-a,) =cSU^.
U. vOp vap •

so that the radius ofcurvature of any one Didonia varies, in ge-

neral, proportionally to the cosine of the inclination of the oscu-

lating plane of the curve to the tangent plane of the surface.

And hence, by Meusnier's theorem, the difference of the squares

of the curvatures ofcurve and surface is constant: the curvature

of the surface meaning here the reciprocal of the radius of the

sphere, which osculates in the direction of the element of the

Didonia.

590. In general, for any curve on any surface, if ^ denote the

vector of the intersection of the axis of the element (or the axis

of the circle osculating to the curve) with the tangent plane to

the surface, then

S.(^-p)i; = 0;S.(^-p)dp = 0;S.(^-p)d=/> = dp^-;

and therefore,

^ = P +
S . vdpd^p

Hence, for the general Didonia, with the same significations of

the symbols,

^ = jO - cU. vdp;

and the constant c expresses consequently the length of the in-

terval p-K, intercepted on the tangent plane, between the point

of the curve and the axis of the osculating circle. If, then, a

sphere be described, which shall have its centre on the tangent

plane, and shall contain the osculating circle to the curve, the

radius of this sphere shall be constant, and equal to c. The re-

cent expression for ^, combined with the first form of the gene-

ral differential equation of the Didonia, gives also

d^ = -cV. dUvUdjo; and therefore V. i;d^ = 0.
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And hence, or from the geometrical signification of the constant

c, the known property may be proved, that ifa developable sur^

face he circumscribed about the arbitrary surface, so as to touch

it along a Didonia, and if this developable be then unfolded into

a plane, the curve will at the same time hejlattened (generally)

into a circular arc, with its radius = c. We might also have

written

+ IT . (\pdp, instead of |S .Uvd|o8|0,

in the isoperimetrical formula of art. 588, with the condition

Bp±dp, and have then proceeded nearly as above.

591. It will be admitted that the mechanism of these new

calculations is sufficiently simple and rapid : and it can scarcely

be expected that, at this nearly closing stage of a long Course,

the logic of them should hejully developi d. Yet it may be pro-

per to say a few words on %omefundamental points of the theory

of differentials of functions of quaternions. And especially you

may expect me to shew distinctly that, without necessarily treat-

ing those differentials as small, or their tensors as nearly null, we
can yet rigorously deduce a differentiated equation, of the form

S . v^p = 0, from an equation of a surface, proposed under the

iovmfp = const. ; and may then infer with certainty (compare 575,

576, &c.), that v is a normal vector. From the definition (568)
of a differential ofa function of a quaternion, we can, no doubt,

very easily prove (compare 569, 577), that

d . p2 = p . dp + dp . /o = 2 S . pAp
;

p- being here regarded as di function of p, and dp being an arbi-

trary vector. And again, if the vector p be regarded as vl func-
tion of a scalar, t, the tangential chiixd^ciex (574) of dp, with

respect to the curve which is the locus of the extremity of p, may
be regarded as an easy consequence (compare 528) of the same
general definition. Yet it may not be captious to call for proof,

that when p^ is considered as being aywwc/wn oft, in consequence

of its being a function of p, which is itself di function of ^, the

differential of this function of a function has still tlie same

form as before. And such a proof is necessary, to justify our in-

ferring (for example) that the equation p- = - I gives p_Ldp,/or
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any curve upon the unit-sphere : or for proving^ by quaternions^

that the normals to a sphere are its radii.

592. I take, therefore, i\\e function of a function,

r =fH =fP^ where p = <^q,

and seek its diflferential, by the definition in article 568. That

definition gives, immediately,

Ar =
(\f<l>q=

Hm . n [f(p (q + n-' 6q) -fcpq) •

But we have also, by the same definition,

d^^ =\im .n{(p(q + n-^ dq) -<t>q}.

If, then, we make, for a moment,

(q + n-^Aq) = <pq+ n-^\P(n, q,dq) =p + n-^Tp„,

we shall have

^P
= ^P{aD,q, dq) = d<pq = dp

;

and
dr = dfcpq = Hm . w {/(p + n'' ;//„) -fp] = dfp.

That is to say, we arrive by the definition at one common qua-

ternion, as the value of dr, whether we differentiate it as a func-

tion (/) of the quaternion p, which is itself a function
{(f)) of

another quaternion q ;ot whether we differentiate r immediately,

as a compoundfunction (f<(>),
of this last quaternion, q. In sym-

bols, we may express this general result by writing

and we see that it includes the result proposed for investigation

in the foregoing article, where the independent variable q was a

scalar, t, while ^ was a vector function, andya scalar function.

The first statement of art. 576 has, therefore, been fully justified.

And I think that analogous reasonings will convince you that

other and connected results have not been stated without war-

rant, nor at random, although briefly, and perhaps informally, in

recent articles.

593. To exemplify in a new way the process of differentiat-

ing the equation of a surface, let us take the form

T {ip + Pk) = K^ - I'i
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which was assigned in article 465, for the equation of the ellip'

sold. Since Tq^^ 9^9» ^^'y ^^^^ equation easily gives

(k^ - L^y = (ip + /Ok) (pi + Kp)

= p^ (t^ + K^) + t/OK/O + pKpi

= (i' + K')p^+2S.ipKp

= (t - kY p^ + as . ipS . Kp = &c.,

a long series of transformations being allowed (compare 499),

on the principles of the present Calculus. Thus (compare 476),

we may write the equation of the surface as follows :

1 =fp=(,c'-l')-^ [(l-lcYp^+iS .ipS.Kp).

Differentiating relatively to p, we find (compare 575),

0=d/^ = 2S.vd|0

= 2{k^- i')-^ [(t-KyS. pdp + 2S . tdpS . icp + 2S . tpS . icd/o)
;

and finally, as in 474,

v= (k'-i'Y^ {(t-K)> + 2tS.IC/0-f 2KS.tp}

= (k^-(^)-2 [{l^ + k") P + ipK + Kpi)

= (k' - I'Y' {
(V + k')p + 2v. ipK} = &c.

Such then is the expression found, by this process of differentia-

tion, for the normal vector to an ellipsoid.

594. The following very general transformations come natu-

rally to be mentioned here. By 568, the differential of the

TENSOR of a quaternion is, ifwe make for the moment, dq = r,

dTq = lim. n{T{q + n'^r) - Tq},

where, by 538,

T {q + n-'r) = V {T^g'+^n'TqTrSU.rKq + n-'Tr'\;

thus

dT^= TrSU. rK,7 = S . rVq-' = S . dqUq-\

We may deduce from this result an expression for the differen-

tial OF THE LOGARITHM OF THE TENSOR (or for the differential

of the mensor, 547), of any proposed quaternion ; and may write

that expression as follows :

dlTg=^'7 = S^.
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We may also write, generally,

dTq = S.dqKUq = S.dqVKg.

595. Again, since q=Tq .Uq, we have this general expres-

sion, for the differential of any quaternion :

6q = dTq.Uq+Tq.dVq.
Hence

dq.\Jq-' = dTq+Tq.dUq.{Jq-K

But it has just been seen (594) that

S{dq.Vq-') = dTq',

it follows then that

Y.dqUq-'=Tq.dUq.Vq-'i

or that we may write (compare 545),

U^ q

This vector quotient is therefore an expression (compare 548) for

the differential of the logarithm ofthe versor of any proposed qua-

ternion, q. There exists no very close connexion between the

foregoing general transformations and the following, which yet I

may not find any other and more natural opportunity of men-

tioning :

r-i (rY)* ^-' = U (Sr S^ +Vr V^) = \]{rq^ Kr K^)

;

where q and r may denote any two quaternions.

696. To exemplify the general transformation of art. 594, let

us resume the equation of the ellipsoid, cited in 593, namely,

T (tjo + |0k) = K^-i^ = constant.

Differentiating, we find, by 594,

= S . (tdp + djOK) {ip + pK)' '

;

or, because K {ip + pic) = pi + k/o,

= S . {idp + dptc) (pi + Kp)

= (i^ + K')S.pdp + 2S.Kpidp

= S.{{i' + K')p+2y.Kpi}dp',
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SO that

{r + K^) /9 + 2V. Kph or {i" + K^) /o + 2 V. ipK,

is a normal vector as before.

597. When in any of the ways above explained, we have

found for the vector ofproximity, v, of the ellipsoid, considered as

a function of p, the expression given in 593, or any equivalent

expression, we can then, by the general method of articles 555^

&c., or even by less general processes, deduce this converse ex-

pression for p, regarded as a function of v :

P=il^ + K^) V - 2V. IVK + 4 (t - k)-2 V. (kS . IKV.

And then by substituting this last expression in the equation

S . VjO = 1

,

we obtain the following equation of that known and reciprocal

ellipsoid, which is the locus ofthe termination of the vector v, or

of the reciprocal of the perpendicular from the centre on the

tangent plane :

1 = (tH kO v^ - 2S . ivKv + 4 (( - k)-' (S . iKvy.

It is to be observed, however, that this latter is not in general

coincident with the reciprocal ellipsoid mentioned in 492, 493,

494, 495, of which the vector was ^, or b'^v, and of which the

mean semi-axis was taken = ft, not b'^. With respect to the known

and general relation ofreciprocity, for any tivo surfaces, of which

one is derived from the other by thus taking reciprocals ofper-

pendiculars, we can easily prove it with our present symbols, by

merely remarking that the equations

S . v/o = c, S . vd|0 = 0, give S .pv=c, S . pAv = 0.

598. The lately cited equation of the original ellipsoid offers

us an useful illustration of that extension of Taylor's Iheorem

which was mentioned in article 573. For if we treat in it the dif-

ferential d|0 as constant, we shall have d^ = 0, and

which last equation is accordingly found to be rigorously correct,

where for the first differential ^fp we substitute its value given

in 593, and for d-/the derived value,
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d'//o = 2 (ic* - 0"'
{
(' - icY d/o' + 4 S . tdpS .Kdp}.

And, in this example, it may be regarded as clear, that nothing

whatever is neglected, and that dp is not necessarily small (com-

pare 59 1). The^nite developement recently given for/(p + dp)

is here seen to be absolutely accuratet whether the chordal vector

dp be supposed to be short or long.

599. More generally, let us assume the existence of the fol-

lowing developement where x is a scalar variable,

/ (9 + xr) =/o + ic/i + x'fi + &c.,

and seek, on that hypothesis, to determine the law of the forma-

tion of the successive terms of the series. We shall have,

/(9 + Or)=/y=/o;

f{q + Ir) =/o +/i +/2 + &c.

;

fiq + 2r) =/o + 2/i + 2^/, + &c.

;

/(7 + 3r)=/o + 3/.+ 3y; + &c ;

Hence,

/{q+\r) -/(g+Or) = \f, + 1^^+ I3/3 + &C.

;

/(^ + 2r)-/(y+lO = (2-l)/i + (2^-lV^ + &c.;

Aq + 3r) -S{q + 2r) = (3 - 2)/. + (3^ - 2^)/, + &c.

;

and by pursuing this analysis, it is found, with ease, that, in a

known notation, if we make r= Ag-, then

Ay^ = A=0^/2 + A^O^ ./a + &c.

;

A'/9 = A^O' ./a + &c., &c.

;

and generally,

AVy = A»0« ./„ + A"0"^> ./„.! + A'-O"^^ ./„.2 + &c.

If then we make r = dq, and consider that by the very process

OF SUCCESSIVE DIFFERENTIATION, as thus extended to quater-

nions from common algebra, or from the ordinary form of the

differential calculus, the n"" differentiatial, d^fq, is necessarily

that part of the w"' difference which is of the w'* dimension, we

shall see that we may write,

dYa= A"0"/ . or /• =^ =
^"/'y

ajq-avjr,y OXJn ^„^„ 1
. 2 . . . w'
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And hence may be obtained the developement (compare 573),

/(^ + d^) = (i + d + id^ + 2T3^' + ---)/^ = ^'A-

600. Another method of conducting the analysis is the fol-

lowing. Assuming still the existence of the series, and seeking

only its exact ^rm, we may regard the diiFerential ^f{q + r) as

the coefficient of a;^ in the developement of/ (5'+ r + xd^'), if dr = 0.

Making then r= diy, and ddj- or d?q= 0, we shall have d/(^ + d^)

= coefficient of «', in the developement oi f{q + {\ + x) Aq]
\

that is,

tj/n + d/i + d/2 + . . d/„.i + &c. =/i + 2/2 + 3/3 + . . + nfn + &c.,

if

/(y + xAq) =/o + rc'/i + 0:^2 + ... + affn + &c.

Comparing then the terms of corresponding dimensions, we find

the general relation,

w/n = d/„.i;

\rhich gives,

/i = c|/o;/2=id/, = idyo;/3=2^dVo;&c.:

and therefore

f(q + xdq) = e-'fq, f(q + dq)= e^q,

as before.

601. The following process may, however, be considered

more satisfactory, as not setting out with any assumption re-

specting the existence of a developement, and as extending even

to cases where, at a certain stage, the successive differentials of

the function become infinite. The definition (568) gives the fol-

lowing expression for what may be called a differential quotient^

although I prefer not calling it generally a differential coefficient^

because it is not generally independent of \]Aq\

^ = lim fJdl^^MLJn

.

dq x^o xdq

where x is still an auxiliary -And scalar variable, but d^-, like q, is

an arbitrary and given quaternion, which may or may not have

a small tensor. If then the /?wjY just expressed he finite (as it
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will usually be), and if we assign any small value to x, which

may be said to be of ih.e first orders we shall have the equation,

lim .x-^[f{q + adq) -fq - xA/q )
= ;

and the expression within the brackets may be said to be smally

ofan order higher than the first. More generally, let d*5'= 0, and

let the successive differentials oifq, as far as d"/^', be supposed

finite; I say that the expression,

sn =f{q + xdq) -fq - xdfq - j^x^d^fq - ... -^-^ d«/^.

is small relatively to the small scalar Xy of an order higher than

d_

dx'
the n"*; or that if we make D = -r-, we shall have not only Sn = 0,

but

Dsn = 0, D^Sn = 0, . . . D''Sn = 0, whcH iC = 0.

In other words, it is asserted that, if x be thus made to vanish

after the differentiations, we shall have,

Df(q + xdq) = dfq, D'f(q + xdq) = d^fq, . . .

and finally,

D'^f{q+xdq) = d''fq.

In fact the general definition of article 568 gives here,

D/{q + xdq) = lim . — {/(q + xdq +— dq) -f(q + xdq)

}

m= <*> da;**'
^ m

= lim . y- 1 {f(q + xdq + ydq) -f{q + xdq)
] ;

but by the same definition, this latter limit is also the value of

the differential df{q-\-xdq)y if d be supposed to operate only on

q, but not on dq, nor on x. With these suppositions, we have,

therefore, the equation

Df{q + xdq) = df{q + xdq) ;

and consequently {dq being still treated as constant),

D^f{q + xdq) = d^f{q + xdq), . . . Z)"/(? + ^^9) = ^"fil + ^^9)-

Making then ;r = after the differentiations, we see that the first

n differential coefficients of the polynome 5„, taken with respect
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to X, vanish as was asserted, at least if the first n differentials of

the function Z^- are finite : or that this polynome Sn is small of

an order higher than the n'*, if x be considered as small of the

first order: which is one form of Taylor's Theorem as extended

in this calculus to quaternions.

602. From the remarks in recent articles (591, &c.) it appears

that the symbol dp may be used in at least two principal senses^

in connexion with the theory of surfaces : for it may represent a

TANGENT, or it may represent a chord, according as we choose

that it shall be regarded as a. function, (j)t, of a scalar variable, t,

or as a vector satisfying the differenced (not differentiated) equO'

tion of the surface, which may be written thus,

or thus,

A//0 = 0, where Ap = dp.

When used in the first sense, we have, rigorously, by the demon-

stration in 592, and by our use of the symbol v,

= d/^ = 2S.vcl/);

and it would be improper to add any other term, by way of im-

proving the approximation : for such addition would change the

meaning of the symbol, dp, and would prevent it from being truly

that which it was designed to be. But, at another time, it may
be convenient, after warning given, to use the symbol dp in that

second sense, in which it denotes a chordal (and not a tangential)

vector, drawn from the extremity of some given vector p, to the

extremity of some variable vector p + dp, these two vectors being

here obliged only to terminate each somewhere on the surface,

and the second being otherwise arbitrary. And then the recent

equation of linear form (0 = 2S . vdp) will not in general be ac-

curate. We must, then, add other terms, more or fewer accord-

ing to the degree of approximation required, and obtained from

the extended form of Taylor's theorem, or from some other mode

of developing the function f{p + dp). Of these new terms, the

first, by that extended theorem, may be thus written^ with the

same signification of v as before :

^d^p = S . di'dp;
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where di/ is a linear function oi dp. If we go no farther than

this new term of the developement, we shall have the following

equation :

= 2S . vdp + S . di;ti|u,

which would be rigorously true (compare 598) with the present

sense of dp as a finite and chordal vector, if the surface were one of

the second order only. For example, if/p = -p^ = «% so that the

surface is a sphere round the origin, with a radius = a, we find by

differentiation that v = - p, di/ = - dp, and the recent formula be-

comes,

-2o
- - 2S . pdp - dp\ or S—" =1, if Ap = dp

;

which is accordingly true (compare 414), for any chord Ap or dp

whatever of the sphere, drawn from the extremity of p, because

the projection of the inward diameter -2p on the chord Ap coin-

cides with the chord itself. But if the given surface be of an

order higher than the second, then wc can only say that it ap-

proximately satisfies, by its chords, the equation

= 2S.vdp+S.dvdp,

namely, by those chords which are drawn to points upon the sur-

face, not far from the given extremity of p. In rigour, for the

given surface itself, we must add, or conceive added, an " &c."

after the term S . dvdp, or must actually append some additional

terms, of the third or higher dimensions : all singularities of

form being at present kept out of view.

603. It is not difficult to see, however, that when dp is thus

treated as a finite vector, drawn from the extremity of p, the last

written equation represents an osculating surface of the se-

cond ORDKR, which has contact of that order v/xiU the proposed

surface, iw every direction, at the same termination of p. Indeed,

if it be only required to secure this sort oi osculation, or this

complete contact of the second order, we may introduce, at plea-

sure, as follows, another arbitrary term into the equation, and

may write it thus:

2S . i/(lp + S . dvdp = S . I'dpS . wdp
;

2 (J
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where w is any arbitrary, but constant, vector. Accordingly, in

co-ordinates, the nine disposable constants, or coefficients of the

equation of a surface of the second order, are not allfixed by the

six conditions of the contact recently considered: there still re-

main three constants of the ordinary (or scalar) kind disposable,

which are here all included in the one vector constant, rs.

604. The given and osculating surfaces being seen to have,

relatively to each other, the same curvature in every direction^

we may proceed to inquire what this common curvature is, for

any one proposed direction. Dividing, for this purpose, the

double of the perpendicular distance from the tangent plane, by

the square of the length of the chord, and taking the limit of the

quotient, we find,

curvature of section = lim (- 2S .Uvdp -7- Tdjo^)

,. 2S.vdp ,. /-S.dvdpV.
=^^'"-T;r:d?=^^™(— t;;— A

But also, if <r denote the vector of the centre of the osculating

circle, for any proposed and normal section of the surface, we

have,

Uv
curvature of section =

.

a-p

Comparing these expressions for the curvature, of which each is

positive or negative, according as the deviation from the tangent

plane, for any near point of the supposed normal section, has the

direction of + v or of - v, we arrive at the following formula,

which appears to me an important one,

p- <y dp

'

the second member being understood to denote a limits if dp still

denote a chord.

605. The following is another way of arriving at the same

result. The equation,

= 2S. vdp+/7dpS

may represent any sphere, touching the given surface at the given

point, by a proper choice of the scalar coefficient g, regarded as
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an arbitrary constant. If we now inquire in what directions

does this tangent sphere cut the given surface, or its osculatrix

of the second order, we are conducted to the equation,

gdp^ = S . dv(\p, or ^=8-7-,

with the condition that dp is ultimately a tangential vector. This

last equation may be regarded as immediately determining a cone

of the second degree; and the two (real or imaginary) directions,

in which this cone is cut by the plane

S . vdp = 0,

that is, by the tangent plane to the given surface, are precisely

the two (real or imaginary) directions of intersection of the

sphere with the surface, or the two directions of osculation of

that sphere. Conversely, if the ^^here he required to osculate

in a given direction, Udp, we have only to deduce the value of ^,
by the recent formula, as 2i function of Ud/o, and then substi-

tute the g, thus found, in the equation of the sphere, which may
be written thus,

Ap being here used, for the sake of greater clearness, to denote

a chord of the sphere, drawn from the point of osculation. Eli-

minating in this way the coefficient g, we obtain the following

equation of the sphere :

AjO Qp

And by then making A/o = 2 ((t-/o), to express that Ap is a dia-

meter of the sphere, a being still the vector of its centre, we are

again conducted to the important and general formula,

V ^ dv

p~ a dp

in which the second member is generally a function of Udp, and

so depends on the direction of osculation.

606. To exemplify this formula, for the case of a given ellip-

soid, or other central surface of the second order, let its equation

2q2
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be/(|o) = l, where v = 0(/o), &c., as in several former articles.

Then (see 585) dv = ^ (dp) ; S .dvdp=f(dp) = Tdp^f{V<\p);

and the general formula becomes =/(Ud|o), giving <t - p =
a-p

..,-,, But (see again 585) we have Tv = P"S /(Ud|o) =
/(Ud/o)

D'"^', therefore the radius of curvature of a normal section

= T (<r- /o) = £)^ . P'^ : that is, it is, as is well known, the square

of the semi-diameter parallel to the direction of osculation, di-

vided by the perpendicular let fall from the centre on the tan-

gent plane.

607. In general, for any surface, it may be shewn by one

process, that one member, and by another process that the other

member, of the equation

gS.dvd/> = 2S.di;8Hp,

is the coefficient of a:^«/' in the developement of the function,

/(p+xdp + ygdp).

It follows therefore that these two members are equal, or that

we have,/or any surface^ the equation,

S . 8di/dp = S . dvSdp.

It is necessary to observe, as concerns the notation employed,

that the vector v being regarded as a function of /o, its diffe-

rential dv becomes a linear and vector function of dp, which may

however involve p also : but that in passing to the variation Sdv,

of this differential of v, we here conceive the symbol 8 to operate

only on dp, and not on p. Thus having found, 1st, dfp = 2S . vdp,

as in 575; 2nd, from this, an expression of the form v=^<f>p;

and 3rd, dv = \p (dp, p) ; the plan of the notation, and the linear

form of the fuuction xpy so far as it depends on dp, enable us

to write, 4th, Bdv = xp (8dp, p). And then the theorem of the pre-

sent article is, that

S . dpi// (8dp, p) = S . Mp\p (dp, p)

;

or that for any two vectors, o- and t, and for anyform of the sca-

lar function, f, the vectorfunction \p must satisfy the condition,

S .T\p{<T,p) = S. (T^P (t, p).
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In the example of the ellipsoid^ <^p was itself a. linear function of

p, so that ^p (d/o, p) was = ^d/o ; and accordingly, for this surface,

we found, in 47G, a formula which may be written thus:

S . T(p<J = S . <T(^T =/{(T, t).

608. By operating, as above, with B only on d|0, and on dv so

far as it involves dp, but not as it may involve p also, we find,

with the help of the general formula of the last article,

dp^SS^ = S . dv {Bdpdp - dpSdp) do

;

dp

remembering that (compare 671), by the anal'-gy of the opera-

tions d and S, the variation of the reciprocal ofa quaternion is,

generally,

g.^-> = -?-%-';

so that we have here,

l.dp-^=-dp-^ .Up.dp-\
But

Updp - dp^dp = 2 V. Bdpdp = 2dp'V ^;

therefore (permuting cyclically under S, and dividing by dp*) we

have

gS^=2S.dp-d.V^.
dp dp

It may be noted that (compare 595),

and that therefore the recent formula may be thus written,

SSj^ = -2Tdp-»S.dv8Udp, because dp-^Tdp = - Tdp->.

609. To interpret these results, I observe that because v is

perpendicular to both dp and Sdp, therefore V. Sdpdp'^ must have

the direction of ±i;; and that consequently the supposition

^S -T- = 0, gives = S . vdvdp.

Of these two formulse, the former, l)y 604, expresses the condi-
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tion for the osculating sphere being the greatest or least possible :

or, more accurately, for the centre of that sphere attaining for a

moment Si stationary position, vihWe the direction of osculation

varies. The latter formula expresses that dv, or that v+dv, is

coplanar with v and with dp ; or that two near normals intersect.

And thus is reproduced the well-known theorem, that th^ greatest

and least spheres which osculate to a surface, do so in the direc-

tions of the LINES OF CURVATURE. We might derive the same

interpretation from the formula,

.0 = S.dvSVdp,

by considering that the tangential vector SUdp is perpendicular

at once to the normal v, and to the tangent Udp; since then it is

perpendicular also to dv, we must have

dv
III

V, dp,

as before.

610. The form recently found, for the differential equation of

the lines ofcurvature, namely,

= S . vdvdp, gives dp X V. vdv ;

and thereby reconducts to a theorem of Dupin, that the tangent

to a line ofcurvature is perpendicular to its conjugate
TANGENT. For, in general, the vector V. vdv, as being perpen-

dicular both to V and to v + dv, has the direction of the intersec-

tion of the two consecutive tangent planes, whose points of con-

tact with the given surface have for vectors p and dp ; or in other

words, it has the direction of the rectilinear generatrix of

THE circumscribed DEVELOPABLE, which touches the surface

along the element dp : it has, therefore, in Dupin's phraseology,

the direction of the tangent conjugate to this element, or to the

corresponding tangent, Vdp. It may be noted here, that the

curve of the second order, which has been called by the same

eminent geometrician the indicatrix of the curvature ofa given

surface, at a given point, may be expressed, in our symbols, by

the system of two equations,

S . vdp = 0, S . dvdp = constant.

The differential equation of the lines of curvature may also be

thus written.
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= V.d/)dUv;

and, under this last form, it is easily seen to contain a theorem

of Mr. Dickson, namely, that if two surfaces cut each other

along a common line of curvature, they do so under a con-

stant ANGLE : for the differential of the cosine of this angle is

dSU.vv'=S.UvdUi/' + S.dUi;Uv' = 0,

each term here separately vanishing.

611. In obtaining (see 602) by the extension of Taylor's se-

ries, the term S . dvdp, of the developement of/(p + dp), as the

half ofthe differential of the preceding term 2S . vd^o, we treated

dp as constant, according to the general rules of articles 573, &c.

But when this term has been thus obtained, it is allowed to trans-

form it as follows, treating p now as the vector of a curve upon
the surface, or as di function of a scalar variable (compare 574,

591):

= dS . vdp = S . dvdp + S . vd'^p ; S . di/dp = - S . vd*p.

The formula (605) for the centre of an osculating sphere comes

thus to be transformed as follows :

a - p dp* (1)- p

if u) be (as in 589) the vector of the centre of the osculating cir-

cle to the curve in which p terminates, and which may be here

conceived to be a plane and oblique section of the surface. The

logic of this very simple process oi calculation might deserve, and

would support, a stricter scrutiny. For the present 1 content

myself with observing that the result is an expression for the

theorem of Meusnier, referred to in the article last mentioned

;

since it shews, on multiplying by the scalar (a-p) v'S that

1 = o , U = o , <T — (U _L <t» - p,
(1) — p (jj - p

and therefore that the centre of the osculating circle (to the ob-

lique section) is the projection of the centre of the osculating

sphere (to the surface), on the absolute normal to the curve.

612. The formula of 604, or 605, for the curvature of any
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normal section, may be verified, and might have been derived, by

the following geometrical considerations. It is permitted, in that

formula, to change v to uv, where n is any scalar multiplier; be-

cause S . ydwd/o"' =: 0, if dp be a tangential vector. We may
therefore dispose of the length of v at pleasure, provided that we
retain its normal direction ; and, for the purposes of the present

inquiry, we may transport it, parallel to itself, to any position we

choose. Thus, we may suppose v to denote here that portion of

the normal which terminates at the surface, but begins at any as-

sumed transversal fj/awf, and the formula of 604 will still hold

good. Now let this plane be drawn through the centre c of the

sphere which osculates at a given point p, in the given direction

of an element pp'; and let it be parallel to the tangent plane at

p. Let also the normal to the surface at the near point p' of the

section be cut by this transversal plane in the point c', near to c.

Then, considering the differentials as infinitesimals, or suppress-

ing what must disappear at the limit, and denoting by (t+ d'w the

vector of c', as a in the formula denotes the vector of c, we shall

have

v = cv = p- a,Av = c'p' - CP = pp' - cc' = d/o - d'o-

;

therefore, with this construction for v, the formula becomes,

p-a Op \ dp/ dp

and shews that

d'(T ± dp, or cc'± pp'.

But we have also, by the construction,

cc'_L CP; therefore cc'_L cpp';

that is, the point c is the projection of the point c', and the line

CP' is the projection of the line c'p', on the plane cpp'. In other

words, this interpretation of the formula shews, that " if the nor-

mal to the surface at a near point (p') ofthe section be projected

ON THE GIVEN NORMAL PLANE (CFP'), this projection (cp') wHl
cross the given normal (cp) in the centre (c) ofthe sphere

which osculates in the direction of the section." Now this result

might have heex^ foreseen, by a very simple ^eowje/rjca/ reason-

ing. For if, at any point i'', near or far, upon the section, we
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draw, 1st, the tangent to that section; 2nd, the normal to that

curve in its own plane; and 3rd, the normal to the surface, then

these two latter normals will both be perpendicular to the tan-

gent, and therefore their plane will be so; and the normal to the

surface, when projected on the plane of the section, will become

the normal to the curve. Hence, it is easy to see that when p'

is infinitely near to a given point v of the same section, the nor-

mal to the surface at p' intersects the axis cc' of the circle which

osculates to the section at p; or that its projection crosses the

normal cp in the centre c of that circle. Conversely if we had

begun by seeing, geometrically, that this projected and near nor-

mal thus crosses the given normal in this centre, we might have

inferred that, in the notation of the present article, cc'j. pp', or

d'(T X d/), and thence have obtained the formula of 604, at least

for the case when v is supposed to be bounded as above. But
this restriction would be removed by changing v to nv, as before.

The formula might therefore in this way have been proved to be
generally true. I shall not delay you by pointing out the man-
ner in which it may be employed, to assign the known law of the

variation of curvature in passing from one section of a surface to

another.

613. Suppose now that the vector of the given surface is ex-

pressed as follows

:

namely, as some known vector function of some two scalar varia-

bles, X and y^ which may or may not be the two rectangular co-

ordinates, usually so denoted. We shall then have expressions of

the forms,

djo = p'^x + p^Ay, d|o' = p"6x + p'Ay, Ap^ = p'Ax + /o,,dy,

p\ p,,p'i p,\ p„ being five new vectors, of which the two first are

tangential to the surface, so that we may write,

V = V. pp., S .vp =0, S . vp,= 0.

Hence

d'^p = p"(ix^ + 2p^6xdi/ + p^i^y- + p'A-x + /o d^y,

d-x and A^y being introduced, to express that x and y are consi-

dered as being, for any one curve upon the surface, functions of
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some one independent variable, which may (if we think proper)

be supposed to be the arc of that curve. Operating by S . v, we

find,

S . vd'/o = S . vp" . dx^ + 2S . vp/ . dxd^ + S . vp^, . dy^y

d^x and d*^ going off. Making then

<T-p

so that R is, by 604, the radius of curvature of a normal section,

and is positive when the deviation of a near point of that section

from the tangent plane has the same direction as v] and observ-

ing that, by the present article,

dyo2 = p'^dx^ 4 2S . p'p.dxdy + p^^dy^
;

we find that the formula of 611, or the following,

R-'dp^=S.Vvd^p,

becomes

= Adx'- + 2Bdxdy + Cdy\

where A= R-'p--S . p"\Jv, B = R''S. p'p,-S . plUv,

C=R-'p;'-S.p,,Uv.

For the lines of curvature,

Adx + Bdy = 0, Bdx + Cdy = 0;

and, therefore, to determine the extreme curvatures Ri'^, Rz'^i

we have the quadratic equation,

B^-AC=Q.

Hence what is called by Gauss the measure of curvature of

the surface, namely, the product of the reciprocals of its two ex-

treme radii of curvature, being the product of the roots of this

quadratic equation, has for expression, in our present symbols,

R{' Rf' = v-^iS . p;iJvy - S . p'VvS . p^^Uv]
;

because

v^ = {v.pp,Y = {S.p'py-p^p,K

We may also write, with equal generality, because v'^ = - Tv'S
this still more simple expression.
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614. To exemplify this general process, and to compare it

with known results, let us take the expression for p which has so

often occurred already, namely, p = ix-\-jy +kz^ in which xyz de-

note three rectangular co-ordinates, and z is now regarded as a

function of x and y. Then making, as is commonly done,

dz = pAx + 5'dy, Ap = rAx + sdy, d^ = sAx + <dy,

we find for the five vectors, p . . p^^ the expressions

:

p'=i + kp, p,=j+kq; p" = kr, p',=ks, p,=kt.

Hence, by the foregoing article,

V = V. p'p^ = k-ip -jq ; V-' = (1 + J»2 +
q'^)-'^ (ip +jq - k)

;

^ — -
1 , .^2 , ^2 . ^ — =

1 . ..,
.—-, ;

o — =
V l+p^-vq^ V l+p^' + q'^ V l+p'^+q''

so that we are conducted finally to the known value,

R^-^R^-i = ^lzf
{l+p'+q^y

615. The general formula of article 613 may be thus written :

- v^Ri'^Ri^ = (S . vp^y - S . vp"S , VjO„

;

where if we make for abridgment,

€ = -p\f=-S . p'p^, g = - pf,

and denote the partial differential coefficients of these three sca-

lars, taken with respect to x and y, on a plan similar to the fore-

going, as follows,

e'= - 2S . p'p'\f' = - S . p'p'-S . p"p^, / = - 2S . p^;,

e=- 2S . p'p;,f = -S . p^;- S . p'p^^, g^ = -2S. pp^^,

we shall have, by the general principles of this calculus, because

V =V. /o'jo^, the transformations

:

2 (S . vp:y = 2v'p;^ -eS. vp,p; + g'S . vp'p; -, v^ =r - eg
;

2 S . r/o"S . vp„ = 2v^ S . pp^^ + {g - 2J) S . vpp" + g,S . vp'p" ;

2S . v^, p; = ge^ -fg' ; 2 S . vpp] =/e - eg
;
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2S . vp^p" = ge +/(e - 2/') ; 2S . vpfJ' =ft +e(e^- 2/');

and finally,

2(S.pX-p;0 = e,-2/' + /,

if, by the same analogy of notation, we write,

- e„ = 2S . />>„' + 2/>;% - / = 2S . ppI' + 2/o;-,

and -y/ = S . p'p' + S . p^p" -t- p/- + S . p'p^,-

It follows then that the measure ofcurvatare .^ Ri'^Ii^'^ depends

ONLY on the three scalars, e,f,c/, which enter as coefficients

into the following expression for the square of the length

OF A linear element,

Td/u- = edx^ + 2/dxdy + ^dy%

and on their FARTWL differential coefficients, ofthe first

and second orders (namely, on all of the first, but only three of

the second order), taken with respect to the two independent

and scalar variables, x and y: that is, altogether, on the twelve

scalars,

^^f^g; e, /', g'
; e^, /, g^ ; e,^, /', g".

And thus is reproduced, in a different notation, and by a different

method, but with perhaps sufficient simplicity, regard being had

to the difficulty of the subject, what has been justly called by

Gauss, a most important theorem {theorema gravissimmn) :

namely, that Theorem which was discovered by himself, respect-

ing the CONSTANCY of what he has named (as above) the mea-

sure of curvature ofany surface, at any point, when the sur-

face is treated as an infinitely thin, and flexible, but inex-

tensible solid, and is conceived to be unrolled, or otherwise

transformed, as such; each linear element of the surface

retaining its length during the process. The letters e,f, g, of the

present article, answer to the symbols E, F, G, in the notation

of the Memoir referred to : in which also the two independent va-

riables are denoted by p and q, instead of x and y.

616. Conceive now that x denotes the length of the geodetic

line drawn to the end p of |0, from some fixed point a upon the

surface ; and let y be the angle which the line so drawn makes, at

that fixed point, with ixfxed tangent to the surface there; the
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suggestion of these two scalar co-ordinates being taken from the

Memoir of Gauss. By retaining^ unchanged, but infinitesimally

altering rr, we move along the geodetic line ap, through a linear

element, pWx, of which the length =dx; thus

T/o' = 1 ,
p- = - I ; e = 1, e' = 0, e = 0, c , = ;

and p is seen to be an unit vector, in the direction of the last-

mentioned element. Again, by infinitely little altering y, without

making any change in ^r, we move from p along a trajectory

which cuts perpendicularly the various geodetics issuing from a,

through a linear element pdy, of which the direction is perpen-

dicular to that of the element pdx; thus

|0,_Lp', S.p>,= 0;/=0,/' = 0,/ = 0,/' = 0;

and instead of the expression v=V.p'p, we may write simply
V = p'p^. As a verification we have now,

= S . pp" = S . p'p' = S . p"p, ;
p"± p\ p"± p, p"

II
„ ;

and finally,

y.vp"=0,

as, by the supposed geodetic character of the lines for which y is

constant, and the constant length of the element pUr, we ought
(by 579) to find. Now, without any restriction on e, /, g, or on

their partial diflferential coefficients, the calculations of the pre-

ceding article give this equation (difl^ering only in notation from
the formula obtained by Gauss), to determine the measure of

curvature

:

4 (eg-fy-B,-' R,-' = e{g'' -2gJ' -, g^e)

+/ ie'9, - ^y - 2e,/ - 2i/'/' + 4/X)
+ 9 (e/ - 2e7 + eg) - 2 (eg -p) (e^ -2/; + g").

Introducing then the values of the present article for e, f, &c.,

and making also

g = w% g' = 2mm', g" = 2mm" ^ 2m'\

we find that the measure of curvature comes to be expressed as

follows (agreeing again substantially with an important result of

Gauss)

:

|- ]
- ,^ = - w ' m"y where m = Tp.
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The same conclusion might of course have been more rapidly

obtained, by using earlier the special system of co-ordinates em-
ployed in the present article.

617. With the recent significations of x and y, let us now
conceive that those two scalar co-ordinates belong to a variable

point of some new geodetic curve on the same surface, not pass-

ing through the given point a ; and let s be the arc of that curve,

measured from some assumed point b thereon. Then, by 613,

if we write,

da; = a;'d«, Ay = y'^s, d2* = 0, 6.^x = x"As\ 6}y = y"As\

we shall have

d^/) = {p"x'^ + 2p;x'y' + pj^ + p'x" + py") ds-
;

where by 579, 613,

d^p
II
V _L p'i and therefore S pd^p =

;

but we have now,

p'2 = -l, S.p'p, = 0, S.pp" = Oy S./o'p,'=0,

S . p'p^^ = - S . pfi' - mm ;

thus the general differential equation of a geodetic on the surface

becomes

x" = mm'y'^, or vf = - m't/^

if we write, as we may,

a;'=cosv, y =m'^%mVf a;"= -y'sin u,

where v is the angle apb or qpp', between the direction of the

element pp' or d* of the geodetic curve dp prolonged at the

point p, or (a:, y), and the element pq or dx of the other geodetic

line AP, prolonged at the same point. We may also express the

last result as follows :

dy = - m'Ay ; or thus, Sy = - »/'3y,

if we employ the symbol 8 to denote the passage from the first

geodetic line {y) to a near geodetic line (y+Sy), and reserve d

to signify motion along the line ap or (y) itself. In whatever no-

tation the result may be expressed, it is essentially equivalent to

one which Gauss obtained, by an entirely different process of cal-
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culation, in the Memoir already referred to : which was pre-

sented, in 1827, to the Royal Society of Gottingen, and has re-

cently been reprinted, with very valuable comments and addi-

tions, by M. Liouville (Paris, 1850), in the Second Part of a

work, entitled " Application de TAnalyse a la Geometrie;" the

First Part of the work being, in fact, a Fifth Edition of the ce-

lebrated Treatise of that name by Monge.

618. To see clearly the geometrical signification of the re-

sults of the two last articles, let us conceive that np and pq are

two small, successive, and equal elements of the geodetic line

AP; and that nNj, pPi, qqi, are three small geodetic perpendi-

culars to that line (y), erected at the three successive points n,

p, Q, and continued to meet, in Ni, Pi, Qi, a near geodetic line

{y + Sy), which issues from the same fixed point a. Then

mly = giSy = Tp^Si/ = pPi ;

and the expression found in article 616 for the measure of curva-

ture becomes,

jg-lJg-l_ -N^' + 2pPi-QQi

NP.PQ.PPi

it being understood, of course, that the ultimate value of this quo-

tient is to be taken. Again, with respect to the last formula of

617, we may conceive that pp' is an element of the new geodetic

considered in that article, intercepted between the lines (y) and

(y + Sy); and then, if pq be still an element (da;) of the line ap

or (y) prolonged, the theorem expressed by that formula is, that

QPP'- APP = (qQi - PPi) -f- PQ ;

the recent significations of Pi and Qi being retained. With qua-

ternion symbols, the two results may be denoted as follows ;

where d still refers to motion along the original geodetic line

AP, and 8 to passage /rom that line to a near one. The results

may also be interpreted as relating to tico near normal sections

of a surface, npq and NiPiQj, considered as cut^ in p and p',
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by a third normal section, or new normal plane to the surface.

And there are other modes of illustrating and even of deducing

the same results geometrically ^ on which it is impossible here to

delay.

619. Conceive now that qq' is another transversal and geo-

detic element, intercepted between the lines {y) and {y + Sy), and

very near to pp' : so that pqq'p' is a little geodetic quadrilateral^

whose opposite angles are almost, but not quite, supplementary.

If we denote those angles at its corners simply by the letters

P, Q, Q', P", we shall have by the foregoing articles,

P' + P=7r-Su = 7r + mHy,

Q'+ Q = 7r + Sv + dSv = TT - (nt' f m"dx) Sy ;

and the spheroidical excess of the quadrilateral (compare

587) is therefore expressed as follows:

P4 Q + q+ F - 2:r = d^v= - m'Ax^y;

at least if we neglect all terms of the third and higher dimen-

sions. But, to the same order of accuracy, the area of the same

quadrilateral is

pPi . VQ = m^y . da;.

If, then, the spheroidical excess ofthis (and therefore ofany other)

smallJigure be divided by the area, the quotient is ultimately

equal to the measure of curvature ofthe surface; or in symbols,

.^!L.= -rri'rn-^ = B{'JX^\
mbyox

But again, either by observing that, with the notations of the last

few articles, we have the expression,

Uv = m'^p'f)^,

or by using the less general formulae of article 614, it may be

shewn that

V. dUv8Uv = 72r^ R,-'V. dpdp ;

and therefore that the measure of curvature ofany surface at any

point, multiplied into the area of any infinitely small figure on

that part of the surface, gives, as its product, what has been
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named by Gauss) the total curvature of that superficial ele-

ment: namely, the area of the corresponding portion of the unit-

sphere, this correspondence consisting here in the parallelism of

the radii (Uv) of the sphere, to the tiormals (v) of the surface.

Hence the total curvature of any such quadrilateral element as

has been considered in the present article, and therefore also the

total curvature of any geodetical triangle, or indeed oiany closed

figure on ^ny ^mhce, abounded by geodetic lines, is equal to its

SPHEROIDICAL EXCESS : in such a manner that if ab, bc, ca, be

geodetic lines, then,A + B + C-ir= total curvature of geodetic tri-

angle ABC = area of the corresponding triangle on the unit-sphere;

which latter triangle will not in general be what is called a sphe-

rical triangle, because it will not generally be bounded by arcs of

great circles. In applying this very remarkable and beautiful

theorem of that great mathematician, Gauss, whose name we have

so often mentioned lately, we are to remember that (as he pointed

out) the elements of area on the unit-sphere must be supposed to

change their algebraic sign, when the measure of curvature passes

from being positive to negative, that is, when the surface changes

(if it anywhere change) from being convexo-convex like an ellip-

soid, to being concavo-convex like a single-sheeted hyperboloid

:

also that all singular points, like the vertex ofa cone, are excluded

from those portions of the surface to which the investigation

refers.

620. These specimens of the application of the differential

calculus ofquaternions to geometrical investigations might easily

be greatly multiplied : but perhaps they are already too nume-

rous. Were it not for this apprehension of being tedious on the

subject, I might shew you that a variety of problems respecting

the osculating and normal planes, and the torsions, evolutes, &c.,

of curves of double curvature, in space or on a surface, may be

treated by processes analogous to those which have been already

explained. For example, what is called by M. Liouville the ra-

dius ofgeodetic curvature of a curve upon an arbitrary surface

may be expressed, in our notations, by any one of the values

which were assigned, in article 589, for the constant c of the

curve there called a Didonia. But I prefer to mention here a

2 R
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peculiar application of the fundamental symbols, z,j, k, of this

calculus, which seems likely to become, at some future time, ex-

tensively useful in many important physical researches. Intro-

ducing, for abridgment, as a new characteristic qfoperation, a

symbol defined by the formula,

. d . d , d

dx '^ (\i/ dz

which is to be conceived to operate on any scalar, or vector, or

quaternion, regarded as a function of the three independent sca-

lar variables, x, y, z ; we shall have generally, by such calcula-

tions as those of art. 508, the formula

, ^ f dt du dv

.(dv du\ ./dt_ dv\ /du dt\

'^\di~d^)^'^[d'z~di]^^[Tx~di)'

where t, w, v may denote any three functions of those variables

X, y, z. And if we conceive that xf, y'^ z' are three new and in-

dependent scalar variables, and introduce the analogous symbol

of operation,

, . d . d ^ d

^^^d^'-'-^di^'-^^dl"

then we shall have this other formula,

/. d . d , d\ /. d . d . d

d2 d^ d2 \
- + J , , + --—— I

^drcda;' dydy dzdz'J

'(— d' \ ./_iL -^\ , / d^ d' \

\dydz' dzdy / \dzda;' dxdz J \dxdy' dydx'J^

the subject of operation being here any arbitrary function of the

six independent and scalar variables, x, y, z, x', y', z'. The same

sort of calculation with the symbols i,j\ k, gives (compare art.

507) this other general transformation, which was communicated

by me to the Royal Irish Academy in July, 1846, and was sub-
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standally reprinted (with the foregoing formulae of this article)

in the Philosophical Magazine for October, 1847 :

^ (\x -^ dy dz \dx- dy- dz'

so that, if y be any scalar or vector or quaternion function of the

three independent and scalar variables x, y, r, we have this im-

portant formula

:

d^y d^y d^v _
dx"^ dy^ dz"^

The bare inspection of these forins may suflBce to convince any

person who is acquainted, even slightly (and 1 do not pretend to

be well acquainted), with the modern researches in analytical

PHYSICS, respecting attraction^ heat, electricity, magnetism, &c.,

that the equations of the present article must yet become (as

above hinted) extensively useful in the mathematical study of na-

ture, when the calculus of quaternions shall come to attract a

more general attention than that which it has hitherto received,

and shall be wielded, as an instrument of research, by abler hands

than mine. Meanwhile I may remark that if v denote the tem-

perature of the point whose rectangular co-ordinates are x, y, r,

in a solid body, then the symbol - <\v may denote the flux of

HEAT at that point. Again, if v be what is called the potential

o( a system ofattracting bodies (with the Newtonian law), or the

sum of their masses divided respectively by their distances from

a variable point xyz, then <^v is a vector which represents the

amount and the direction of the accelerating force at that

point, produced by the actions of these bodies. And if we simply

consider v as soine scalarfunction of the three rectangular co-

ordinates X, y, z, then the symbol ± <I v denotes a norinal vector

to the surface, of which the equation is

V = constant

;

in which latter view, we have also this symbolical equation,

<| = -(S.d/,)-'d.

621. Since I have been led to mention pliysical applications,

I shall devote an article or two to some methods of expressing

2u2
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by quaternions the attraction of the Sun upon the Earth, and

the disturbingforce of the Sun upon the Moon, or of a superior

on an inferior planet, which occurred to me in 1845, and were in

part communicated to the Royal Irish Academy in that year, but

more fully in the two years following.

If we conceive an unit of mass to be concentrated at any

fixed or moveable point, from which the vector to some other

physical point is a, then the accelerating attraction which this

mass exerts on this latter point, according to the Newtonian law,

is represented, in length and in direction, with the notations of

the present calculus, by the symbol,

which vector-function, ^ (a) or ^a, I for this reason propose to

call the TRACTOR, corresponding to the vector of position, a; or

more concisely, Me /rac/or q/" a. With this signification of <pa,

if we now suppose that the two points compose a binary system^

with a sum of masses denoted by M, the equation of the relative

motion of the latter about the former may be thus written ;

a" = M(^a
;

where o" is the second diiferential coefficient of o with respect to

the time t, and therefore (by 574) the vector of relative accelera-

tion, while thefrst differential coefficient a is the vector ofrela-

tive velocity. An immediate integration, containing the laws of

constant jt?/awe and area, is obtained by observing that the re-

cent equation gives,

V.aa" = 0, and therefore V.aa'=7,

where 7 is a constant vector, perpendicular to the plane of the

orbit, and representing the doubled areal velocity. Again, the

tractor is a function which, in virtue of its mere Jorm, and inde-

pendently of any physical supposition, admits of being thus ex-

pressed :

^a = dUa H- V. ada = ( Ua)'^ ( V. aa') ;

one way, .among many, of obtaining which transformation, is to

observe that, by 595,
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dUa = dlUa.Ua = V(da.a-0-Ua=UaV.a-Ma
= oTa-> V. a- 'da = a'Ta'V. ada = <pa .V. ada.

For the relative orbit of the binary system we have, therefore,

this other integral,

a + My'^Ua = constant, or Uo + M'^ya = t,

6 here denoting a second constant vector. Thus, in the undis-

turbed motion of a planet or comet about the sun, the whole va-

rying tangential velocity^ a', may he decomposed into two partial

velocities^ My'U, and - My'^Ua, of which both are constant in

magnitude^ while one of them is constant in direction also. The

component velocity (-My-'Ua), which is constant in magni-

tude, but not in direction, is perpendicular to the heliocentric

vector (a); the other component (My-'c), which is constant in

both magnitude and direction, is parallel to the velocity at peri-

helion ; and the fixed component bears to the revolving one, in

amount, the ratio of Tc to 1, where Tc is the excentricity of the

orbit. For if we operate by S . a on the integral equation last

obtained, and observe that

S . alia = - Ta, S . 070' = - S . 700' = - 7-,

we find, as the completely integrated equation ofthe relative or-

bitf the following:

= Ta+ S .a£ + M-y, or r' =p-' (1 +e cos v),

where

r = Ta, f)
= M-^Ty\ e=TsiV = Tr- ae, so that c* = Mp, ifc = T7

;

the well-known character of the orbit as a conic section^ with the

sun as one focus, being in this way reproduced with ease. At

the same time we see that if from the sun, or other point taken

as origin, we draw a series of vectors a to represent the heliocen-

tric velocities, and give the name of Hodograph to the curve

which is the locus of their extremities, this curve will always be

(with Newton's law) a circle ; of which the vector ofthe centre

is the constant component of velocity, My'h ; while the radius is

the constant magnitude Mc'\ =cp'\ of the component which

varies in direction, namely, the sum of the masses divided by
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the constant ofdouble areal velocity ; or the constant c divided

by the semiparameter /? ; or the square root (iWp"')i of the quo-

tient obtained, when the same sum of masses is divided by the

semiparameter of the relative orbit. But 1 cannot enter here

into the details of that theory of the Law of the Circular Hg-

DOGRAi'H, which was communicated to the Royal Irish Academy

about the end of 1846, with some additions shortly subsequent, as

printed in the Proceedings of the body ; from which (for March,

1847) I shall merely extract the following theorem ofhodogra-

phic isochrotiism, equivalent virtually to a celebrated theorem of

Lambert, but presenting itself under a different form, and ob-

tained by a quite different process: " Iftwo circular hodographs^

having a common chord, which passes through, or tends towards,

a common centre offorce, be both cut perpendicularly by a third

circle, the times ofhodographically describing the intercepted arcs

will be equal.'' 1 am anxious to acknowledge here, that in the

general conception of connecting by some curve or line (by me
called as above the hodograph) the terminations of lines drawn

from one common point to represent the varying velocities of a

body, I have found myself anticipated by Moebius, who has in-

troduced that conception (but not, so far as I have noticed, the

theorems above referred to), in his clear and valuable book on the

elements of physical astronomy, entitled "Mechanik des Him-
raels" (Leipzig, 1843). The inverse curve, which connects the

extremities of what may be called the vectors of slowness, or

the locus of the extremity of the rectilineal vector o'S has also

been the sui)ject of some researches of my own, and 1 have ven-

tured to pro[)ose for ii the name oi anthodograph, or, more con-

cisely, that of Anthode.

622. Suppose now that a is the heliocentric vector of the

earth, and /3 the geocentric vector of the moon ; also let M now

denote the mass of the sun alone. Then, because /3 + n denotes

the moon's heliocentric vector, the accelerating actions of the

sun on the earth and moon are, respectively, in the notation of

the foregoing article,

M0 (a) and Mti, (ft + «)

;

from which it follows that the DisiLKBJNCi ioiiti:, exerted by the
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sun upon the moon, in her motion about the earth, is represented

by the expression,

il/0 ()3 + a) - M<pa) or MA<l>a, if we make /3 = Aa :

that is, the sun's disturbing force is the difference of the two hc'

liocentric tractors, multiplied by the mass of the sun. It be-

comes therefore an object of great importance, in the applications

of quaternions to physical astronomy, to develope this difference of

tractors, A0a, which might perhaps be named the turbator.

An obvious mode, but not in this case the easiest one, of effect-

ing this developement, is to differentiate the tractor^ (fta, regarded

as a function of the vector of position a, and to employ the ex-

tended form of Taylor's series (arts. 573, 599, &c.). A first dif-

ferentiation of this function gives, when we make da = /3,

d0a=d.a-iTa-i = -a->daa-'Ta-'-a->Ta-2dTa
= (a/3 + S . a/3) . a' Ta'^ = - (a-'/3 + S . a->/3) . 0a

;

and a second differentiation, after a few analogous reductions,

would be found to furnish the expression,

id> = |{(a->j3)^ + (S.a-'/3)^)0a;

so that we have thus the terms of the first and second dimen-

sions relatively to j3, or those which are of the same order as

/3a 'S j3^a'S in the required developement of the new tractor

<p{a + (3), or of the disturbing force A^a. But the following

process is, in this question, simpler, and conducts to results

which are more easily and interestingly interprctable. We have

(/3 + a) = T (/3 + a)-^ (/3 + a)-' = {- (/3 + a)^ j -4 (/3 t «)"

= {-aUl + «-^/3)(l + /3a-0)-M«(l + «"/3)}-'

= (1 + ^a-^-* (1 + a-'(iy-a-' (-a-)"*

= (l + (7)-i(l + 9')-*0a,

where

Cut, as in ordinary algebra, we have the dcvclopements,

(U7)-*=l-i7 + i7=---,

whence wc may write.
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(/3 + a) = Snj n' 0n> n'>

where

0«, n'= W«, n/ (jSa)" (a)3)'»'a-> (-aO"*-"-"',

.- _ 1 .3...(2w-l) 3.5...(2«'+l)
,t mn, n' - 2.4... (2«) ^ 2.4... (2/i')

'

Supposing therefore still that Tj3 < Ta, we see that the attrac-

tion <p {(3 + a), which a mass-unit, situated at the beginning of the

vector /3 + a, exerts on another mass-unit situated at the enrfof the

same vector, is thus decomposed into an infinite but convergent

series ofother forces, 0„, „-, of which the intensities are determined

by the tensors,

T0«, n = mn, „' (T. /3a-0"^'*'Ta-%

while the directions of the same partial forces are determined by

the versorSf

U0n,n=(U./3a)"-"'Ua-'=(-U9)"-»'U(-a),

of the expressions recently given. Let a, 6, denote the lengths^

or tensors, of the vectors -a and +/3, and let C be the angle be-

tween them
; so that, in the astronomical example lately men-

tioned, a and b are the geocentric distances of sun and moon, and
C the geocentric elongation of one of those two bodies from the

other; then

angle from - a to component force 0„, „/ is = (» - w')C;

and intensity of same partial force = w„, „/ (6a"^)"*"'a'^;

where m,,, „- is the same numerical coefficient as before.

023. Let A, B, c, denote respectively the positions in space

of the centres of the moon, the sun, and the earth ; so that

a = BC, /3 = CA, a + /3 = BA ; a = Bc, 6 = CA

;

then the sun's disturbing force on the moon, if his mass be still

treated as unity, may be, by the foregoing analysis, decomposed
into a series ofgroups ofstnaller and smaller forces, of which
groups it may here suffice to consider the two following. The
symbol rp,,, „ denoting here the sun's attractive force 0a on the

earth, the first and principal group consists of the two disturb-

ing forces, 0j, . and 0„, i; and of these thcy?y\s^ is purely ablati-
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tious, or is directed along the prolongation of the side of the tri-

angle ABC, which is drawn from c to a, and it has its intensity

denoted by the expression ^ Z>a^ ; since we have for this force, and

for its tensor and vcrsor, the expressions

The «econrf disturbing force, oi i\i\9 first groupy has for expres-

sion,

where a/Bo"^ denotes (by 290, 429) the reflexion of the line /3

with respect to a, or to -a; its intensity is exactly triple of that

of the former force, being represented by |ia"^; and its direction

is the same as that of a straight line drawn from c to a', if a' be

a point such that the line aa' is perpendicularly bisected by

the line bc (prolonged through c if necessary). Of these two

principal disturbing forces, in the case here considered of our own

satellite, the first may therefore be said to be directed towards

the geocentric place of the moon ; while the second is directed

towards what may be called afictitious moony namely, to a point

in the heavens which is to be conceived to be d& farfrom the sun

on one sidcy as the actual moon is on the other side, but in the

same great circle ; so that it may be imagined to be a sort of

refiexion of the moon, with respect to the sun. If we now ex-

tend the same conception and phraseology, so as to imagine a

similar refiexion of the sun with respect to the moon, and to call

the point in the heavens so found the first fictitious sun, the

moon being thus imagined to be seen midway among the stars

between the actual and this fictitious sun ; and if we farther ima-

gine a secondfictitious sun, so placed that the actual sun shall

appear to be midway between this and the first fictitious sun;

we shall then be able to describe in words the directions of the

three disturbing forces of the second group, and to say that those

directions tend respectively, for the case of our own satellite, to

these three (real or fictitious) suns. For these i\\vce forces will

have, for their respective expressions, the three corresponding

terms of the developement of the tractor assigned above, namely,

the three following terms :
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02,o = |/3a/3(-a^)^.

of which the intensities are, respectively,

so that they are exactly proportional to the three whole numbers^

1, 2, 5 ; while they are directed, respectively, to the^r*^ fictitious

sun, the actual sun, and the second fictitious sun. In fact the line

U. /3a/3, = U. /3 ( - a) /3'S has the direction of the sun's geocentric

vector ( - o) reflected with respect to the moon's geocentric vector

(/3) ; U . |3^a, = U (- o), has the direction of the sun's geocentric

vector itself ; and the line U . a/3a/3a'^ has the direction of the re-

flexion of U . /3aj3 with respect to + a. The disturbing force of

a superior planet^ exerted on an inferior one, may be developed

or decomposed into a series of groups of lesser disturbing forces,

the intensities of the several forces in each group being con-

stantly proportional to whole numbers, in an exactly similar way

;

nor does the application of the principle and method ofdevelope-

ment thus employed terminate here. Nothing depends, in the

foregoing investigation, on any supposed smallness of excen-

tricities or inclinations : the actual (and not the mean) dis-

tances of the points b and a from c are those denoted above by

a and b; and the great circle in which the above-mentioned re-

flexions, and all the subsequent ones which would be found by

taking higher terms of the developement of 0(j3 + a), are per-

formed, is the actual or momentary plane of the three bodies^ with-

out any reference to an approximate or momentary orbit.

624. 1 have made several other applications of quaternions to

various departments of mechanical or physical science, of which

applications some have been published. Among them, 1 shall

just mention here, that it was shewn to the Royal Irish Aca-

demy in 1845, that the known integrals of the equations of mo-

tion of a system ofbodies, attracting according to Newton's law,

or of the system of equations included in the following formula

(where the recent notation ^ is employed),

^^-S.»i0 (a- a),
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the accent here referring to the passage from one body to another,

might easily be deduced, by the principles of the present calcu-

lus; and that a formula including those differential equations,

which becomes with our abridged notations,

0= 2 . mS . la ^^ + SS . mm'T {a - a)-\

might (theoretically speaking) be integrated by an adaptation of

that general method in dynamics, which had been previously

published by me in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal

Society of London, for the years 1834 and 1835; and which de-

pend on a peculiar combination of the principles of uan'a^zo/j* and

partial differentials, already illustrated by me, in earlier years,

for the case of mathematical optics. It was also shewn to the

Royal Irish Academy, in 1845, that the general conditions of
equilibrium ofa rigid system admit of being concisely expressed

by the formula,

S . a^ + c = ;

where a is the vector ofapplication of a force denoted by the

other vector j3 ; and the scalar, - c, which is thus equal to the

sum of all the quaternion products, aj3, a'/3', &c., is, in the case

of equilibrium, independent oftheposition of the point from which

all the vectors a, a', . . are drawn, as from a common origin^ to

the points of application of the various forces /3, /3', . . . In

fact this independence requires the existence of the two separate

equations of condition {each of which is equivalent to three equa-

tions, when translated into ordinary algebra),

2/3 = 0, 2V.a|3 = 0;

whereof the former expresses that all the applied forces would

balance each other, if they were all tra?isported, without any

change of length or of direction, so as to act at any common
point, such as the origin of the vectors a ; and the latter equa-

tion expresses that all the statical couples (in Poinsot's sense of

the word), arising from such transport of the forces, j3, or from

the introduction of a system of new and opposite forces, -
/3, all

acting at the same common origin, would also balance each

other : the axis of any one such couple beijig denoted, in mag-
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nitude and in direction, by the symbol V. a/3. When either of

these two vector sums,

S/3 and SV. 0/3,

is different from 0, the system cannot be in equilibrium, at least

if there be no fixed point nor axis; and in this case, the qua-

ternion quotient, which is obtained by dividing the latter of these

two vectors by the former, has a remarkable and simple signifi-

cation. For it was shewn to the Royal Irish Academy, in 1848,

that the scalar part of this quaternion quotient,

S(SV.a/3H-S/3),

represents the quotient obtained by dividing the moment of the

principal resultant couple by the intensity of the resultantforce;

with the direction of which force the axis of this principal couple

is known to coincide, being the line which is distinguished (in

Poinsot's justly celebrated theory) by the name of the central

axis oi the system. And the vector part of the same quaternion

quotient, namely, the line

is the vector ofthe foot ofthe perpendicular, let fallfrom the as-

sumed origin, on that central axis of the system. But 1 cannot

enter here into any further account of any such applications of

quaternions. I shall merely state that I have found these new

methods of calculation appear to work well, as applied to some

other problems of physical astronomy, and also o( physical op-

tics : and even to a practical subject of so excessively dissimilar

a kind, as the construction of skew bridges in engineering. In-

deed it is obvious ihatif the method of quaternions befitted tore-

place (though perhaps not in every instance with advantage) the

Cartesian method of co-ordinates, the one method must, like the

other, be available in every case of the application of calculation

to geometry ; and therefore to all those mechanical or physical

sciences to which geometry itself cd^n be applied.

625. It appears to be proper and almost necessary to say a

few words here, but they must be very few, on the subject of de-

finite INTEGRALS IN QUATERNIONS. Wherever we meet with

an expression of the form,
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Jtu

where to,ti are scalars, and F{t) is a given quaternion function

of a scalar variable, t, which we shall suppose, for simplicity, to

ren\2Lm finite y while t varies from ^o to tx, there is no difficulty in

interpreting the symbol, in conformity with well-known analo-

gies, as equivalent to the following limit of a sum :

R = \\m.^.^2ZllF[to^-(,t,-t,)\;
n- 00 m 71 n

the summation relatively to m extending from w = to m = n-\,

or, if we choose, from m = \ io m = n. Or we may write this

other formula, which expresses a slightly more symmetric sum-

mation :

F{t)dt=^\\m.'2..n-'{t,-to)F{to + {m-\)n^{t,-t,)].
J to n= » m=i

Thus the symbol {Tdp, of 582, 584, 588, would come, as in those

articles, to be interpreted as denoting the length of an arc, s, of

the curve which was the locus of the extremity of the variable

vector p, regarded as a function of a scalar variable t: for we
might thus transform it,

JTdp = f' Tp/d^;
Jto

and might then regard it as the ultimate value of the sum of an

indefinitely great number (w) of indefinitely small elements of
length, of which the general expression would be

w'^ {ty - to) Tpt, where t= to+ (m-^) n-^ (ti - 1„).

In fact, if the arc (s) be itself the independent and scalar varia-

ble, then (compare 574) Tp'=l, and «-'(^i-/o) becomes the

little element of arc : or if (see again 574) t denote the time, in

the motion of a point, then Tp/ denotes the velocity ; and,

when multiplied into the time-element w-'(^i-^o), gives still

a product which is ultimately the element of arc. On the other

hand the symbol |d/u, or ' ^iWt, would denote the chord of the
Jt,)
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same curve, Ap=pi- po, because this chord is ultimately the

vector sum of all the directed or vector elements {tangential,

while n is finite, but at last chordal), which are of the form

n-^ (ti - to) pt'i and are taken between the two proposed limits

of integration. And similarly in other cases, where the proposed

expression of the definite integral is given, or can be prepared, so

as to have, in a known way, the differential ofa scalar under

the sign of integration, although with a vector or quaternion for

its coefficient : all difficulties from singular forms, or injinite va-

lues of that coefficient, being for simplicity kept out of view.

626. But when the differential ^ac/or under the sign of inte-

gration is itself, essentially, the differential of a quaternion,

then difficulties arise, of a sort which seems to be quite new, and

which do not appear to offer themselves in the usual differential

and integral calculus. Take even the following very simple form

of a definite integral,

.'?0

where qo and //, denote some two given quaternions, and Q a

variable quaternion. What quaternion is this integral Q to be

conceived to be ? It seems to me that this must depend on the

assumedform of the function which the variable quaternion q is

supposed to be, of some independent and «ca/ar variable t, wliicli

changes value from some to to some ti, while q, as depending in

some way upon it, changes from qo to ^'i. The simplest of all

such laws of dependence appears to be the following linearform:

q = qo + t (qi- qo), with the values, <o = 0, ^i = 1.

With this assumed law, or functional yorw of q, we find

Q = ll{{^-i)Qo + tq,}{q,-qo)dt

= ^{qi + qo) {qi - «7o) = i (qi' - qo^) + i (mi - ^i^o)-

But we may also assume a different law, for example, the fol-

lowing:

q = qo + t (qi-qo) + t{\-t)p,

p being here an arbitrary quaternion, which may be supposed to

be constant : the limits of the scalar variable t being still and 1.

And then we have,
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and the definite integral acquires this new value

:

f90
where Q denotes the former value of the integral, but BQh the

following new quaternion :

the term involving p^ going oif, because the usual theory of defi-

nite integrals gives,

i;

627. More generally, if we make

Jan

where fq denotes some given and finite function of the variable

quaternion </, we may interpret this integral in various ways, con-

ducting to different results, according as we attribute one form

or another to the supposed dependence of this quaternion </ on an

assumed and variable scalar t, in order to accomplish the definite

integration, on the plan of 625. For let this quaternion func-

tion of / be more fully denoted by qt^ and let it receive some

small variation Sq^ which vanishes for each of the two extreme

values of <, so that if these be still and 1, we shall have

Sqo=0,Bq, = l.

Then the original and the varied integrals become,

Q=ffQtqt^t,

Q + BQ^Q + ^'jfqtqt'dt+^yq,8qMt.

But

8qt'dt = dSqt;

therefore, integrating by parts, and attending to the limiting va-

lues of dq^ we find that
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Hence we obtain the following formula for this new sort of va-

riation ofa definite integral:

or more concisely,

an expression which, as here interpreted, does not in general va-

nish. In the example of the foregoing article,

fq = q = il-t)qo + tq,, dfq = Bq = t{[-t)p,

and the recent formula becomes,

SQ^^'^t{l-t){p{qx-q,)-(q,-go)p}At

as before.

628. More generally still, \i F {q^ r) denote any function of

the two quaternions q and r, which is distributive with respect

to the latter, so that

F{q,r^s) = F{q,r) + F{q,s),

we are naturally led to adopt the following transformation,

Q4'F{q,Aq)=\F{q,,ql)At,
]% Jo

with an interpretation for the latter of these integrals, of the

kind assigned in 625 ; but when we come to apply this expres-

sion, we shall still, in general, be conducted to different values^

according to the different forms ^ which may be assumed for the

function qt, even if thisfunction remain always fitnie, between the

two given quaternion limits of integration. For if we write

dF{q,r)-F{q,Br)^d,F(q,r),

and similarly,

dF{q,r)-F(q,i\r)=d,F(q,r),

we shall have
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J?o Jo Jo

where

F{q, Bq) dt = F(q, Sq'dt) = F(q, Bdq)

= F(q,dBq) = dF(q, Bg)-d,F{q, Bq);

but F (q, 0) = 0, and therefore F (q, Bqo) = 0,F {q, Bq^) = 0,

because the limits of integration, 5-0, 91, are not supposed, in this

investigation, to vary; hence, with these limits,

jF(q,Bq')dt^-jd,F(q,Bq);

and the recent formula becomes,

B P' F(q, dq) = hB,F(q, dq)-d,F{q, Bq)],
Jqo Jqo

an expression which does not generally vanish. As an example,

making i^ (5', r)=f{q)ry we recover the formula of the foregoing

article; and by supposing F{qy r) = rfq^we obtain this analogous

formula,

B[yqfq=\{dqBfq-Bqdfq).
jqo

629. There is, however, an extensive case in which this new

variation of an integral does vanish, the limits being still given,

and the function being still known and finite, namely, as might

have been expected, the case where the subject ofthe integration

is an exact differential of some /unction of a single quaternion.

In fact if we suppose, in the last article,

F(q, dq) = dfq, and therefore F(qy Bq) = Bfq,

then, by the definition of a differential in 568, combined with the

analogous definition of a variation of a function, namely,

Bfq = lim .m[f{q + m-^Bq) -fq],

we shall have

Bqdfq = \\m. mn{f(q + m'^Bq + n'^dq)-f(q+n'^dq)

-f(q + m-^Bq)+fq),

dqBfq = lim . nm{f{q + n-^dq + m'^Bq) -f(q + m'^Bq)

2 s
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-f{q^n-'Aq)+fq]

and, therefore, with these significations of the symbols,

whatever the form of the quaternion function/may be. Hence,

with the form of the function i^ considered in the present article,

we have

8,2^(7, d^) = d,F (5, g;/);

and, therefore, with this form ofF, we have also,

l[^'F{q,Aq) = (i.

For example, ifF {q, dq) = A . q^ = q . Aq + Aq . q, then, by the two

foregoing articles,

^qAq = j
{^qi\q - AqBq) ; l\Aqq = \ (dqdq - Sqdq) ;

and although these two integrals do not separately vanish in this

calculus, yet their sum does, so that

^t'\qAq+6qq) = 0.

Jqo

Thus, by whatever law we conceive g to vary from go to qi, re-

ceiving always finite values, we have, in quaternions as in al-

gebra,

630. You will conceive that analogous interpretations may

be assigned for double (or triple, &c.) definite integrals in quater-

nions; or that such an expression as

R = ['{'' F{q,r,dq,dr),
Jrojqo

where the function F is distributive with respect to each of the

differentials d^^, dr, can be treated generally as the limit of the

result of two successive summations. But besides all difficulties

arising from infinite values of the function to be integrated, there

would be found, in this calculus, new sources of indctermination or

variation, arising from the non-commutative character ofmul-
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tipltcation, and analogous to those considered in the few preced-

ing articles, but on a more extensive scale, in consequence of the

doubly (or triply, &c.) arbitrary mode ofpassage^ from one given

system of limiting values of the varying quaternions, to the other

given limit-system. If this difficult subject shall be pursued, it

will probably be useful, or even necessary, to consider it in con-

nexion with the important researches of M. Cauchy, on definite

integrals taken between imaginary limits, when those imagina-

ries are of the ordinary kind.

631. When I began (in article 568) to speak of the differen-

tial calculus ofquaternions, I had no expectation of being led to

enter into it at so great length, although you cannot fail to per-

ceive that only the merest s^e^cA (compare 477), of that calculus

and of others allied with it, has been given. But I was anxious

to point out (see again 568) the connexion between this differen-

tial calculus and linear equations in quaternions, or equations of

\\\efirst degree, such as were discussed in articles 554, &c. Let us

consider, with this view, the problem, to differentiate the square

root of a quaternion. Let r and dr be any two given quater-

nions, from the former of which its own square-root q = r^ can in

general be definitely inferred, by the rules of the Fourth Lecture

;

then the present question is to deduce from these another quater-

nion d<7, by the application of the definition in 568, which gives

d^ = d.r* = lim . n{{r + n 'dy)*- ri]',

n= »

or,

<7'=lim .n{{r^ w' r')J-r*), if ^'-d^-, r'=dr;
n - ^

or finally,

q' =P^ =Hm .pn, if (/• + w"'r')*-ri = «-'/?„.

This last equation gives,

r' = n{(r* + w-'p„)2-r) = r*/>„ + p„/-i + w->„^;

and therefore, at the limit, where n is infinite,

r = qq + q'q ; or, dr = qAq + dqq.

In fact, we might at once have obtained this last equation,

2s 2
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by differentiating one wliich is supposed to connect q and r,

namely, r = q'^; for this simple process would have given (com-
pare 569, 592),

dr ^qAq + Aqq.

Now the recent formulae are equations of the first degree, rela-

tively to the differential, dy or q\ considered as a sought quater-

nion; and more particularly, they are of the form discussed in

articles 560, &c., namely,

hq ^^ qb = c :

and consequently are soluble as such, so as to conduct to a great

variety of forms, for the required Differential of a Square
Root. One form, for instance, is the following (see again 560)

:

d5r = d.r* = iS7->(Vdr+ K^^S . dr^^-^)
;

where (compare 455, 504, 557), the symbol S^-'^ is treated as

equivalent to this fuller symbol, (S/^)"^

632. With the same mode of notation, we have also (compare

562), these other forms, which might be further multiplied, for

the double of the differential of the square root^ q, of a quater-

nion, r :

2dq = 2d . r* = ^ (dr + Kqdirq- ') S^" » = ^ (dr + q- 'dr Ky) Sj-

'

= (dr^+ KqAr) q-^ {q + Kq)-' = {drq+ Kq(\r)(r + Tr)-^

dr+ Uq-'drUq-^ _ drUq+Uq'^ dr q-^{Uqdr + drUq-^)

~Tq{lJq+\]q^) '^{^9+^9") ~ Uq+Vq-'

_q'^(qdr+ Trdrq''^) drlJq +\Jq'^dr drKq'^ +'q'^dr

Tq{lJq+\Jq-') ^ Tq (l + \Jr) TTUr

= [dr + Y{Ydr-q)}q-'^ {dr-V ( Vdr - . (7')}'/'

dr drv dr _. ,^^ dr v
=— +V(V q) = V (V .q-^)

q q s ^ q q s

= dr^-i + V (Y.q-^Ydr) (1 +- . q-').

For some of the foregoing forms I have found geometrical inter-

pretations and applications ; for instance, in connexion with an
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investigation, on which I cannot here delay, of the angle of the

following quaternion product ofsquare roots,

and which led me, by a process quite different from that of the

Fifth and Sixth Lectures, to perceive that this angle represents

(compare 258, and the formula given at the end of 595) the semi-

excess (or semi-area) of a certain spherical triangle def, the vec-

tors of whose corners are, respectively, S, £, ^: but the recent

expressions are at present offered only as examples of transfor-

mation in this calculus, which may serve also as exercises therein.

633. In general, if we are given an equation of the form,

Fiq,r)=0,

where q and r are two variable quaternions, and JP is a function

of known form, we may regard one of these two quaternions, r,

as an implicit function of the other, q, of which the differential

dr may be had, by first differentiating the equation, and then re-

solving the result, as an equation of the first degree, on the gene-

ral plan of articles 554, &c. (Compare again the reasoning in

592.) For example, to differentiate the reciprocal of a quater-

nion, we may differentiate the equation, rq=\, and thus obtain,

drq + rd<7 = 0, dr = d .

<7"i = - q-^dqq-\

as in 571. Again, to differentiate a cube-root, r = qi, we may

employ the equations (compare 569),

q = r^, dq = r'^dr + rdrr + d/-r%

and resolve the latter as a linear equation in dy: a process which

will be found to lead, after reductions, to this among other forms :

dr = d . «7j =/) + (V. r^ + rYr) Vq-^ (rp -pr) ; where p = ^r-^dg.

634. The following is a theorem of some generality, respect-

ing differentials of functions of quaternions. Let^ denote a

power, or other ordinary and scalar function, of an ordinary and

scalar variable, x ; and let the differential coefficient of this sca-

lar function be denoted (compare 574) by/';r. Then, supposing

q to be a quater?iion, and the functions /,/' to retain the same
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forms as before (so that if, for instance, fq = </% then f'q = 2q),

we shall have the expression,

d/i =fq .Bq + TVfq. dVYq, if Sq = Sd^ + S (dqVq-') Yq ;

80 that

dq-Sq=V^yq = Tyq .dUWq,

= that part of dq which is a vector perpendicular to Yq. Our

time will not admit of entering into the investigation of the

general theorem, enunciated in the present article. I can only

observe here, that one of the many transformations of expression,

of which the theorem admits, is easily seen (by what has been

already observed) to be the following

:

¥q =fq^q + (TV// -f'qTVq) dUYq ;

and that one of the chief elements in the investigation is supplied

by the relation,

Y.YqYfq = 0, or UYfq = ± UYq ;

combined, for simplicity, with the supposition that the upper

sign is adopted, or that the axes of the quaternions q and fq
have similar (and not opposite) directions. One general corol-

lary is, that

Yqdfq^dfqYq
^

'^ Yqdq + dqVq'

For example, when fq = q\ f'q = 2qy the general formula be-

comes,

V^d .q^ + d.q^ .Yq
'^~ Yqdq + dqYq '

a result which may easily be verified by shewing that

Yqd . q^ = 2qYqdq -Yq {Yqdq - dqYq),

d.q-.Yq = 2qdqYq +Yq (Yqdq - dqYq).

635. The-process by which, in 631, we calculated the diffe-

rential of a square root of a quaternion, did not require (com-

pare 572) any previous developement in series ; nor did it even

assume the existence of any such developement, for the square

root of a sum of two quaternions. But if wo noiu propose to
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ourselves to develops such a square root, we may proceed as fol-

lows. Assuming that

{b^ + c)i = J + 5-1 + 5-2 + ^3 + 5-1 + &c.,

and supposing that Tc is small, with respect to T6% we may de-

termine successively the various quaternion terms of this series,

by means of a corresponding series of linear equations^ namely,

the following, which are all of the form considered and resolved

in 560:

bqi + qj) = c;

bq-i + q2b = - q^- ;

bq3 + q3b = -qiq2-q2qi\

bqi + qib = - q^q^ - q^ - q^qi ; &c.

It is evident that the square-root ofa polynomial, such as (6' + c

+ e +y . . .)*, may be developed on a similar plan, the question

of the convergence or sign of the series being not at present dis-

cussed : and that a great variety of more general problems, re-

specting DEVELOPEMENTS OF FUNCTIONS OF POLYNOMES, is in

like manner reducible to the successive solution ofa series of
equations of thefirst degree^ on the principles of former articles.

In practice such a process of developement would be, it may be

admitted, a tedious one ; nor had even the notion of so develop-

ing the square root of a sum occurred to me, when I found and

applied, some years ago, on the plan of article 631, an expres-

sion for the differential, d . q^, of the square root of a varia-

ble quaternion : although, no doubt, if any shorter or other way

of effecting the developement oi{(j[+Aq)l shall be hereafter dis-

covered, it will then be possible to calculate in a new way that

differential of 5*, by selecting the term or terms of the first di-

mension relatively to d^'. (Compare again the remarks of article

572.)

636. Let there be now proposed a quadratic equation in

quaternions, of the form mentioned in art. 553, namely,

q'^ = qa + b\

where a and b are two given quaternions, and q'l&B. sought qua-

ternion. Writing

7 = ^ (a ^ xo + p),
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where w and p are supposed to denote the scalar and vector parts,

not here of g-, but of the new quaternion, 2q-a; making also,

for conciseness,

Va = a, S{a' + 4b)=c, V (a'' + 4b) = 2y;

the proposed quadratic becomes,

{w + pY + ap - pa = C+2y;

and breaks up into the two following equations, which are re-

spectively of scalar and vector forms (c being here a given scalar^

and a, 7 being two given vectors) :

w'^+ p'^ = c; y. {w + a) p = y.

The latter equation, so far as relates to p, is of the form consi-

dered in 514 (or in 559), and gives, with the present symbols,

Wp = y + {w-\- a)"' V. ya = {w + a)'^ (wy + S . ay) ;

whence, after a few reductions, it is found that

wy=y'-{w' - a^)-' (V. ayY = {w''-a')-'[wY-{^ ayY).

Substituting for p^ its value in terms of w^ namely, the value

p^ = c- w'^j we are led to the following scalar equation of thb

SIXTH DEGREE in w, which is, however, only of cubic form,

=f{w^) = (m;^ - a-) (w* - cw^ + 7') - ( V. ayY ;

or, as it may be also written,

=/(m;2) = w^w'-{c + a^) W^ + ca* + y^}- (S . ayY.

And when a scalar root w of this equation has been found by or-

dinary algebra, we may then in general easily determine the

corresponding value for the vector p, by the linear expression

assigned above : after which it will only remain to substitute

these values in the formula above written, namely,

in order to obtain a quaternion g, which shall satisfy the pro-

posed quadratic equation,

q- = qa + b.
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637. Now because 7*=-T7*<0, the ordinary quadratic

equation^

a* - ca; + 7" = 0,

has two real roots, one positive, suppose = + g', and the other ne-

gative, suppose =- AS where g and h are reals, of the ordinary

and scalar kind. Hence, making

Ta = 1, TV. 7a = tn,

we have

f{x) = (x - g') {x + h') (x + 1') + w^

;

so that, in general,

f(9') =/ (- h') =/(- /O = »i^ > ; and/(0) = - (S . 70)^ < 0.

Since then y(- 00) = -<», it is clear that the cubic equation^fx = Qy

has in general THREE real and unequal roots : namely, one

root (xi), which is positive and <g'; another (xj), which is negO'

tive, but algebraically greater than each of the two negative

numbers - h^ and - /* ; and a third {X3) also negative, and alge-

braically less than each of those two numbers. The algebraical

equation of the sixth degree in w has therefore two real and/our

imaginary roots (± -v/^u ± v'^2) ±V ^3)1 to eacA of which may in

general be considered as corrfi«ponfl?i«^, AT least symbolically,

by formulae given above, one determined value of p, and thence

also one determined value of q. Thus (compare 553) the pro-

posed QUADRATIC EQUATION IN QUATERNIONS, q"^ = qa + b, is

proved to have in general six roots; of which, however, only
TWO (suppose qi, q^) are real quaternions, such as have hi-

therto been considered in these Lectures : while the other four
roots {qa, qi, q^, q^ may be said, by analogy and contrast, to be

four IMAGINARY QUATERNIONS. For although theseyoMr latter

expressions symbolically satisfy the proposed quadratic equa-

tion, as well as the two former ones, yet the parts which by
analogy are to be called their scalar parts are not any real num-
bers (positive or negative or null) ; nor do those other parts of

these new roots, which must be called their vector parts, repre-

sent in general any real lines in space.

638. To illustrate this distinction between real and imaginary

quaternions, and generally to throw additional light on the pre-
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ceding investigation, let it be now supposed that the two vectors

a and y of art. 636 are rectangular ; so that

S.a7=0,/(0) = 0.

At this limit, one of the roots of the cubic equation (^=0) va-

nishes; and therefore two roots of the equation in w vanish also.

The general and linear expression for p in terms of iv becomes in

this case illusory ; but on going back to the two original equa-

tions between w and p, and making w=0, we find that they give

here,

p^ = c; Y. ap = y;

and that therefore (compare 460) they conduct to the two follow-

ing values of the vector p :

pi = a-Hy- 0> /02 = a" ^ (y + ;

where Hs a scalar, namely,

t=S.ap= (ca^ + y')K

The two corresponding values of the quaternion g are in this case,

qi = i(a+pi); ?2 = i(a + /)2);

or more fully,

gi=ia + ^a-^y-la-^t;

q2 = ia + ia-'y + ia-^t.

639. To shew, a posteriori, that these two values of q do in

fact satisfy the proposed quadratic equation, which may be writ-

ten thus,

(2q -ay +2 {aq - qa) = a- + 4b,

or thus, on account of the values (636) of a, 7, c,

{2q- ay -\- ai^q -a) - (2q-a) a = c + 2y,

we are to shew that this equation is satisfied by the substitution,

2q-a = a'^y + a'^t, where t^ = Ca^ + y^;

a and y being treated as two rectangular vectors, but c and t as

two scalars, so that

ay = - -ya, but a< = + ta, yt - -^ ty.
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And because these suppositions give,

(a-^y + a^t)-= (a^yy+a^ya-H + aHa'^y + ^aH)-

= - a-y^ + ta' {ya^ + a^y) + t-a^ = a-" (f - y") = c,

a(a''7 + a''0 -{a'^y + a'H) a = (aa^ + a^a) y = 2y,

we see that the substitution succeeds, without restriction on the

sign of t : so that we have both

(ji^ = (7i a + b, and (j2- = q2a + b,

if <7i, q2 have the values assigned in the foregoing article. And

it in important to observe that, in the preceding verification, we

have made no use ofany supposition respecting the reality of
the scalar t, but only of its coMMUTATivENESS2^;iM otherfactors,

as regards arrangement in a product {ta = a<, ty = yt).

640. If we now suppose that t is real, and different from

zero, so that

t^=ca}^y^>0, -c>{T .a^y)\ C<-{T.a^y)\

then c and c-^ a? are negative scalars ; and the quadraticfactor

(see 636, 637, 638),

a;^-(c + a^)a; + i* = 0,

of the cubic equation in a;, has two real and negative roots (one

algebraically greater and the other less than the negative scalar

a^), giving /owr imaginary values for the scalar w, orfour ima-

ginary roots of the biquadratic equation,

w^-{c + d") w^ + t^ = 0,

which is here the remaining factor of the equation of the sixth

degree. Let the two roots of the quadratic in x be denoted by

X2 =^ — tt , x^ = — f ,

where u and v are reals, and may be supposed to be positive

scalars, such that

k2 + y2 = - (c + a'), uv = t;

then the four roots of the biquadratic in w may be thus denoted :

W3 = + u V-h Wi = -u V-l, Wi = + v^-l, Ws = -v '^-l
;

where it is very necessary to observe that the symbol y/-l de-

notes the old AND ORDINARY IMAGINARY Or COMMON ALGEBRA,
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and NOT ANY ONE of those square roots of negative unity which

have HITHERTO occurred in these Lectures, and have been con-

structed by vector units, or by directed unit-lines in space. The

symbol v - 1, as here employed, in these last expressions for the

four new values of w, denotes an imaginary scalar, instead of

denoting a real vector : and it admits, as in algebra, of being

COMMUTED with all other factors, as regards arrangement in a

•product; which our peculiar roots ofnegative unity do not.

641. The linear equation of article 636,

V. {w + a)p = y,

may have its solution thus expressed (compare 514, 559)

:

V. -ya W'^y-aS.ay
^ ~ W^'-a^ w {w^ - a*)

*

In general, therefore, the six roots of the equation 5''^ = ^-a + 6,

which were spoken of in art. 637, are the six values of the ex-

pression,

where w is some one of the six roots of the equation / (et^'^) =0,

in article 636. When we suppose S . 07= 0, as in 638, then (by

that article) two of the six values of w vanish, and the recent

expression for q becomes, for each, illusory ; but the same article

assigns the two values q^, q^, of q, which answer to that case.

Under the same supposition (S .07 = 0), if the recently consi-

dered scalar t be real, the^wr other values of w give, by 640,

these four other and imaginary values of q :

?3 = ^'3 + /- 1 </'3 ; <7i = !?'3 - /- 1 q'i ;

<?5 = q\ + v^- 1 q't, ; ^6 = q\ - V- 1 q\ ;

where (/s, q\, ^'5,
(f^,

are four real quaternions, namely

:

, _ a ay „ U 1 \
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642. It may be interesting and useful to prove, a posteriori,

that these four imaginary quaternions, just assigned, are in fact

symbolical roots of the proposed quadratic equation. And this is

easy. For since, by 640, the symbol v - 1 is here commutative

as a factor, and is distinct from all those square roots of negative

unity which enter into the expressions of i^eal quaternions, such

as a and h are at present supposed to be, the equation

((/ + /n (j'Y
= (^'+ /n /) a + 6

breaks up into the two following real equations, or equations be-

tween reals, which it is necessary and sufficient to verify :

^'2 - q'^ = (^a->r b',

And there is no difficulty in proving that these two equations are

satisfied, when, retaining the recent significations of the other

symbols, we suppose

,
_a ay

rji - y (\ y \
^ ~ 2 ^ 2(^^T^' ^ - "2" ^^

~^rr^2)>

and treat \/y as a new scalar, or commutative symbol, such that

= y'' + {c + a") y + f = {y + a") {y + c) + y^'.

the reality of this scalar \/y being here again unimportant.

643. If we now choose to consider the following supposition,

<2 = cV+72<0,

instead of that opposite supposition of inequality, which was con-

sidered in 640, t becomes an imaginary scalar of the forrn^ v -I

where t' is real ; and the two expressions of 638 for qi and q^ be-

come imaginary quaternions, but are still, by 639, symbolical

solutions oi the quadratic equation proposed in 636. At the same

time the ordinary quadratic equation referred to in 640, namely,

x^-(c + a^) x + ca'^ + y^ = 0,

has one of its two real roots positive, the other root being still

negative; thus one of the two roots of the lately mentioned equa-

dratic in y, namely.
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y^ + (c + a^) y + Ca^ * y^ = 0,

remains still positive, as before, but the other becomes now ne-

gative; one value of y has therefore still a real square root, as

when t was real, but the other value oi y/y becomes imaginary:

and finally, in 641, we may still suppose that the scalar wis real,

but must then treat v as an imaginary scalar of the form

v'^-ly v' being supposed real. Thus, M'ith the present suppo-

sitions, the six roots of the quadratic equation q'^ = qa+ b may be

collected into the following table

:

qi = qx + 'v/- I q"i, 5-2 = g^i - /- 1 q'\,

qz = qz + a/- 1 q"iy q^ = q\ - V- 1 ^''a*

qb = y's + q\i qe = q'i - q'e ;

where q'l, q"x, q's, q\, q\, q'e are six real quaternions, expressed

as follows

:

q\ = i (.fi + a'y); q'\ = laH';

ty ^ y, and v' being three real scalars, namely,

«'= y/irca^-l'),

where the quantity under the radical sign is now a positive sca-

lar; u = \/ yi, if yi be the positive root of the lately written qua-

dratic equation in y; and v' = \^-y2, if 7/2 be the negative root of

that quadratic.

644. We see, however, i\\&t the imaginary solutions of the

proposed equation in quaternions still present themselves under

the general form,

q=q + \/-\ q",

where q' and 5'" are real quaternions, while v - 1 is still, as in 627,

the old and ordinary imaginary of algebra, and is distinguished

from all those other roots of negative unity which are peculiar to

the 2)rescnt calculus, P', by its not denoting any real line, on the

plan of interpretation which we adopt; and II"'', by its being, as
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a factor, commutative with every other. An expression of this

general form is called by me Biquaternion. The theory of such

biquaternions is as necessary and important a complement to the

theory of single or real quaternions, as in algebra the theory of

couples^ or of expressions of the form

x' + \/- I x",

where a' and x" denote some two positive or negative or null num-

bers, is to the theory o( single or real numbers or quantities. It

is admitted that the doctrine of algebraic equations would be en-

tirely incomplete, if their imaginary roots, or solutions of the

above written and well known coupleJbrm (x + V - 1 y), were to

be neglected, or kept out of view. And in like manner we may al-

ready clearly see, from the foregoing remarks and examples, that

no theory of equations in quaternions can be considered as com-

plete, which refuses or neglects to take into account the biquater-

nion solutions that may exist, of the form above assigned, in any
particular or general inquiry. The subject indeed is one of vast

extent, and of no little difficulty: but it appears to me to be one

which will amply repay the labour of future research.

645. To give a numerical example^ or at least an example

with numerical coefficients, let us take the quadratic equation,

q^ = 5qi+ lOj.

Here (see 636), we have the values, a = 5i, h= \0j, and there-

fore a = 5i, c = - 25, y = 20j. These values give (compare 638),

ay= lOOA; S . ay = ; a^ = - 25
;
7^ = _ 400 ; a'y = - 4ij = - U;

<2 = 00^ + 72 = 625 -400 = 225; t=\5; aH = -Zii

qi = \ {5i -4k + 3i) = 4i - 2k ;

q, = l {5i-4k-3i)^i-2k.

Such then are, in this example, the two real roots of the qua-

dratic. Accordingly we have, by the values of the squares and

products of ijk,

(4i - 2ky =-20=5 {Ai - 2k)i + I O/",

{i -2kY = -5=5{i- 2k)i + 1 Oy

;

and therefore, with the recent expressions for <7,, q^,

9',2 = bq^i + 10;; q^^ = 5q.i + 1 0;'.
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646. Proceeding to investigate the^Mr imaginary roots of

the same quadratic, orthe^wr different biquaternions which sa-

tisfy it, we are (by 640, 641, 642) to seek the two real and posi-

tive numbers, «% v% which are the values of y in the ordinm'y

quadratic equation,

= 2/2 + (c + a')y + ca} + 7%

that is, here,

= 2/2- 50y + 225 ;
giving u' = 5,v^ = A\.

Hence

mM a2 = -20; ««+ 0^ = + 20;and by 641,

and finally the four biquaternion solutions of the equation q^ =

5qi+ 10/ may be thus written :

where v - 5 is to be treated as an ordinary or scalar imaginary.

647. To verify that each of these biquaternion expressions

does in fact satisfy the proposed quadratic equation, it is suffi-

cient to shew, on the plan of 642, that the^?^^' real or single

quaternions, y'3, q"3, q's, q"i, satisfy the^OMr following equations

:

g'V - 5^? = 5q'3 i + IO7
; q\q'\ + q\q\ = bq ,

i

;

9? - 9'? = 5^5 1 + 1 0;'
; 4, 4\ + /s q^ = 5q"s i.

And accordingly it will be found that the common value of each

5
member of the first of these equations is - - (5 +7") ; of the se-
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cond, -^— (i - A) ; of the third,— (5 - 9;') ; and of the fourth,

—^—- (e + k). We find, therefore, a posteriori, that

q^ = 5^3 e + 1 0;'
; 74- = 5^4 « + 1 Q;"

;

q:^ = OQi i +10/; 96^ = 57fi e + lO/".

648. To exemplify the case of 643, let us consider this other

quadratic equation,

q" = qi +/

Here a= iy b =j, and therefore a = i, c = - 1, -y = 2;, a'^ = - 1, y"^ =

-4, 07 = 2^, o-' = -i, a-'7 = -2A, ca'' + r= ^ - ^ = -^ = P = -t'^\

so that t becomes imaginary, and = v/-3, but /' real, and = -^/S.

At the same time, c + a^ = -2, and the quadratic in y becomes

0=2/'-2y-3 = (2/-3)(y4 1); we have thus u= y/^, v=\/^,
v'= 1, u^ + a^ = 2, v"^- 0^= 2. Thus the six real quaternions, y'l,

&c., of the article above cited, become, in this example,

q\ = -^-k\ q'\ = - i? V 3 ;

?3 = 2 + ^;7, = -2-(i-j);

i k

The two real roots of the proposed quadratic are, therefore,

7 = i(i-t)±Hi+i);

and the four imaginary roots, or the four biquaternion solutions,

are given by the expressions :

where V- 3 is the old imaginary so denoted, and is not here to

be interpreted as any real line. It is easy to verify the fact of

calculation, that each of these six values oi q gives
(f-

- qi ^j.

649. More generally let

//- = qu + /3,

where a an:l /3 shall be supposed to denote any two rectangular

2 T
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vectors. Then a = a, b = (i,c = a\y = 2[i, t^ = a*+ 4/3S (p + a^Y

+ 4/3^ = 0,u^= IV + 2T)3, v^ = Ta^ - 2T/3, and the six values of

q are included in the three expressions following

:

Il.i(l + U/3){a±(a^ + 2T^)i};

III. i(l-U/3){a±(a^-2T/3)*}.

Of these expressions, the third gives always two imaginary qua-

ternions, because a- - 2Tj3 is always negative; and according as

Ta^ is < or > 2T|3, and therefore a*+ 4/3^< or >0, we shall have

two real quaternions from the second expression, and two imagi-

nary vectors from the first ; or else two real vectors from the first

expression, and two imaginary quaternions from the second. It

may be noted that when a* + 4j3^ < 0, the two real quaternion roots

of the quadratic equation have a common tensor^ = ^/ Tj3

;

whereas, when a* + 4/3" > 0, the two real vector roots have unequal

tensors, or lengths, one tensor being greater and the other being

less than VTj3; which is, however, still the geometrical mean
between them. And it is easy to see that the distinction between

these two cases corresponds to the imaginariness or reality oi ihc

intersections of the sphere and right line, whose equations are,

respectively,

p^ = S . ap, and V. ap=ft.

650. It may also be worth while to observe, that since

q^- qa = - q(a- q)={r -a)r,iir = a-q,

the method given in the foregoing articles (636, &c.), for resolv-

ing a quadratic equation in quaternions of the form q^ = qa + b,

serves also to resolve a quadratic of this other form, r- =ar + b;

and that if a and b be the same given quaternions in these two

equations, each ofthe six roots, q, of one, will be connected with

a root, r, ofthe other, by the relations,

q+r = a;qr = -b.

Conversely, this last system of two equations between two qua-

ternions, q and r, in which their sum and product are given, may
be resolved by the foregoing methods. And we see that there
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will be, in general, two real systems^ andfour imaginary systems^

or pairs, of quaternions satisfying the conditions.

651. One way in which such a quadratic equation may pre-

sent itself in a research is the following. Let it be required to

estimate the value, or to change the form, of the following con-

tinued FRACTION,

f by
\a+J

the notation implying that

b b .

Ml = , Un = , oic.

;

a + Mo a^u^

and a, b, Uq being here any three given quaternions, but x being

a positive whole number. Assume at pleasure any two quater-

nions, 9i, gz; then because, by supposition,

Uj;.i = b(a-\ u^y\

we shall have

Ux.i + qi = ib + qitt + q^Uj) {a + Uj^)-

\

Mxi 1 + 5'2 = (6 + 72« + qzUx) (a + u,y\

and therefore,

Ua-^i + qi b + qza+qzUx^ q2'^b + a + Ux .j

Wx+i + 9'i b + qiO + qiUx qi'^b + a + Ux

If, then, we suppose that qi and qz are any two roots (real or

imaginary) of the quadratic equation in quaternions,

q^ - qa\b, or <7 = a + </"
' 6,

so that

5'i'*Z> + a= 5^1, q2^b + rt = 5'2,

and if we make, for abridgment,

Vx = -, 80 that Vo = —,
Ux + qx ?/n 4 qx

we shall have

Vj + i
= qiVjcqC^, and therefore Vx= ^s'^o^/f"^;

which is the transformation that we desired to effect, and from

2 t2
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which the continued fraction u^ can easily be deduced, by the

formula,

652. A less elementary mode of accomplishing the same
transformation, but one which it is instructive to notice, is the

following. Assuming

ai + a2+ ' ' '

Ojr + c Djc D'a («j- + c) + D"J)J

and changing c to ^.rw (flj .i + OS and m^. to Mj.,„ we obtain the

following equations infinite differences^ with quaternion coeffi-

cients and variables

:

^'x.i = N'xa:r + N"J):c, N^, , = iV'.,,

Z).r.i = D'^rO:, + D%b:,, Z)",
,

, = D\, :

together with the initial conditions,

which allow us to suppose

Making next

«j: = flj bx = b, c= M,„

we have

N:c = N'^ {a + Mo) + iV;.. 1 b, D, = Z)',. (a + u,) + Z)',._ , b,

A^ X. 1 = 2V xa + A"^.. 1 b, D'^, , = D\a^ D'^.,

h

;

and may thus be led to assume

N'x = Iqi"^ + Wy/, Z)'^ = I'q,^ + wt'<7/,

qi = a + qi^b, q.i = a + q2'^b,

1+ m = 1, /<7i + mq. = 0, /'+ w'= 0, Z'/^, + m'q. =
1

;

whence are obtained the values,

/= {qy' - q^-')-' q{' = - q^ {q, - q,y\
ni = -{q."-qi')-'q,-' = ^q,{q,-q,)-\
l' = -m'=(q,-q^)-K

Hence we are conducted to express the continued fraction u^ as

the quotient of the two following expressions,

^.v = Iqi" (<7i 4 Mo) 4 mq^'' (5-2 4 ?/„),

Djr= I'qi" {qi 4 M„) 4 w'7/ (q^ 4 M,.)
;
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and this may suggest the consideration of another and auxiliary

quotient, Vj, which in this process is defined by the formula

(which in the foregoing article was deduced),

qi" {qi + «o) qi + «o '

for thus we deduce, by the present process, a relation between u^

and Vx (which in the former article was defined to exist), since

we find that

_ (J>_Y _^= ^ '^ *^^^ = - 92 (qi - gz)"' + gi (qi - gz)"' ^j

"•^ " \^) "" ~ D^ /' + m'Vx {q. - q.y (1 - V,)

= - ^1 + (I - Vj:)- '
(<?i - ^2) = (1 - Vx)-' (Wxgl - 92),

as before.

653. As an example, let a = i, b=j, «o= 0, so that the con-

tinued fraction becomes

Here the quadratic equation becomes q^ = qi +j, as in article

648 ; and by that article, its two real roots are the following

:

<7i = ^ (1 4 i+J- k); <72 = i (- 1 + i -j-k)
;

whence, by 651,

Vx = {- l + i-j-k)''*^ (1 +i-¥J~k)'^-K

To transform these powers, or the corresponding powers of the

two quaternion roots of the quadratic, 1 observe that those two

roots are versors, the tensor of each being unity, Tqi = Tq^ = 1

;

which agrees with a remark made in 649, the )3 of that article

being here a vector-unit, namely, J. We have also,

and, therefore,

?/ = (-l)'(eos-+-^s,„-),

xir k -i-j . xir
,/,- = cos-+_3-sin-,
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«.., = ?/?,-'=(- 1 )'|(c09
-3 j
+— «n

—

*—3— ("" 3-) )•

Thus

VQ = -k, Ui = I, v2 = -\ \ 1^3 = + A, V4 = - 1, Vs = + 1 ;

Us = - /t, V7 = i, Vg = - 1 ; &c.

;

and generally,

Hence, as a verification, by the last formula of 651,

Mo = (1 - Vo)"' (Ml - ^2) = - (1 + A)'' (*^i + S'a) = ;

and by continuing to apply that formula, we find

«, = (!- 0- {iq.-q2) = ^{\ + U+k)=k;

«3= (1 - k)-' (kqi - ^2) = - (1 + k)q2 = k-i;

«4 = (l + ^•)-'(-^Vl-92) = -i(l-^)(^-l) = -^;

"5 = (l-ir(7i-?3) = 0->(l+y) = Qo;

after which the values of the continued fraction recur^ in the pe-

riodt

0, k, ^ (k- i), A - e, - 1, 00,

because we have here

Accordingly, division gives, directly,

U,= ^ = cc; M, = i. = 0; M, = ^=^, &c.
yf GO 7
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C54. To exemplify now the use of the imaginary roots of

the same quadratic equation,

let us suppose, as by 648 we are allowed to do, that ^i and 92

are the two following imaginary vectors

:

Qx = zi -k, q2 = z'^i-k\

where « = i(l+ ^/-S) =(- l)*= (cos + \/^sin) ^;o

the old imaginary of algebra being here the one employed, so

that 2 is comtnutative in multiplication (compare 640, 644). As
a preliminary verification, we have,

(zi-ky = ~z^-l=~z= (zi - k) i +y,

(z-u-ky = -z-^-l=-z-' = {z-H - k) i +y,

so that the recent expressions q^, qz do in fact satisfy the quadra-

tic. They give

^i'=-2'-l=-^, q2^ = -Z-^ = Z\ Vi = 92^5'i-2=-2:;

«^2n.i = ^2'"^r'" = {-zy = (cos +^/~l sin) -—',

(1 - v^n-i)-' =
2w^ (cos - V- 1 sin)— '

2 sin—
/I \ 1

V -1 , /—; . . 2mr
(1 -V^n-i)'^ V.in.i= 2^ ^^°^ •" ^" * ^*") "IT-'

2sin-^

and therefore by the last formula of 651, with the present values

of qii qz, we have

1 / X
^~^

/ ^ 2w7r
M2n-i=-i(!?' + ^i)+—2" {qv - ?2)C0t -j-

, («-l)7r
_ sin ^^—~—

= ;t + z(-i + \/|cot^) = A-z 2—,
o . Wtt

sin -3-

an expression from which the imaginary symbol has disappeared.
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and which gives the following real values ofthe continuedfrac-

tion, Mj., for odd values of a;

:

Ui-k, M3 = A - I, Ui = CK,

UT = k, Wfl = A-i, Ml] = 00, &c. ;

agreeing perfectly with the results of the foregoing article,

although here deduced by the help of the two imaginary vectors

{zi-k, z'^i-h), which have been taken as the two values of ^,

and which may be said to be the vectors of the two imaginary

POINTS OF INTERSECTION oj the Sphere p'^ = S . ip, and the right

line V. ?p=j\ which line is situated uholly exterior to the sphere

(compare 649).

655. Again, to calculate the values of the same continued

fraction, Mj-, for even values of x, by the help of the same two

imaginary vectors, q^^ q^, we may proceed as follows. Since, by

651,

(«x + q^ (ux + qiY '
= Vx = q/ Vo ^r^

;

and

fo= (Wo + ^2) {Uo + ^1)"' = q-qi'\ because Mo = ;

we have therefore

qz' (qi' + Mx"') = qi--" (gr' + Mx"'),

and finally

as a general expression for the value of the continued fraction

qi and q^ being still any two roots of the quadratic equation,

q-= qa + b.

In the present example,

yr' = -2'\ 7,-2 = _z, q-^^-kz-^-i, q{^ = hz-i,

and the formula gives,

.,.(«+ 1 ) TT ntr
= ? - ^ sin -^

—

coscc —

,
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the imaginary symbol disappearing here again. And accord-

ingly, this last expression gives the values,

Wo'^ = o), tii^ = i - K Ui^ = «, ui^ = CO, &c.,

or,

Vo = 0, u. = \{k- i), Vi = - i, Me = 0, &c.,

as found in article 653. The method of the present article may

also be applied to the case of odd values of a;, and gives, for such

values, the expression,

. . (n-l)7r
I %\n-—^—-

= k-i(z''- z-")-! (««-'- 2-"^0 = * '
^

. mr
8,n-

as in 654. And the other pair of imaginary roots of the quadra-

tic, which was determined in 648, would be found to give still

the same real results.

656. It may be considered as still more remarkable that we
are even at liberty to employ one real and one imaginary root of

the quadratic, in order to calculate the real values of the conti-

nued fraction : the imaginary symbol still disappearing, when the

prescribed operations are performed. For example, if we sup-

pose, with the recent signification of ^, but with a new selection

of the pair of roots employed,

yi = zi -k, qo = ^{-\ + i -j-k),

we shall have,

, . /— . V 2w7r
9i-2n ^ ^_ ^yn ^ (cog ^ y'_ j gjj,^ __^ ;

g-j-2«-i = (_ zyn Q^z-i - {) = k (cos + V^ sin)
^^^~^^""

/—^ . . 2«7r
- 1 (cos + V - 1 sin) —-;

Axir i-j-k . Axir
y,- = C09-3-+-^S.n—

,

2«7r i-j-k . 2mr

-=«., 2(«-1)t i-j-k . 2(«-l),r
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q{ '" - q^'"" = (V - 1 +—^) 8"» -3- •

But by G55^ we have the formula,

comparing then the coefficients of y/ITY we find

, . , . (2w-l)7r 2mr
Uin = I - « Sill —-^ cosec -^

. , . (n + 1 ) TT wtt
= t - a; sm ^^

—

—^— cosec —

,

o o

as in the article just cited. Or we might have compared the real

parts (those independent of the ordinary v/- 1), in the same ge-

neral formula, and so have obtained the same result, under the

form,

k-i+j , . 2mr k-i+j,. . 2mr , . 2(w-2)7r.—^.«„-s,n— =—^l.sm— + Asm 3— );

because this last product would easily be found to be

= 5-2**""' - (real part of) qi''"'-'.

Or we may write, at once,

and the imaginary symbol will still be found to disappear, and

the same real result as before be obtained, when the proper re-

ductions are made, in the manner indicated above.

657. It must, however, be confessed that such calculations as

these with hiquaternions, or with mixed expressions involving

ijk and -v/- 1, are sometimes very delicate, and require great cau-

tion, from the following circumstance, to which nothing analo-

gous occurs in the theory of pure or single or real quaternions.

This circumstance is that the product of two biquaternions

may vanish, without eitherfactor separately vanishing. To give

a very simple example, the product

{k+ ^-\){k- v-i) = A^ + i = o.

While k+ ^/ -I and k- \/-\ must each be considered as different
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from zero^ if k be still one of the peculiar symbols of this calcu-

lus, while V-l is the old imaginary. We might therefore write

{k + V^y 1 = (^ - \/^) q,

where q is an arbitrary quaternion, not necessarily equal to zero.

In the recent question, we might in like manner have written,

q being an arbitrary quaternion, reducible to the real kind : be-

cause, by the rules of this calculus, we have

And thus it might appear that an arbitrary addition would be

made to the value lately found for u^n'^. Such arbitrary addition

might indeed present itself, in some other investigation with bi-

quaternions. But in the example of the foregoing article, we
knew, by the nature of the question, that the final and reduced

expression for the continued fraction, u^ could contain no ima-

ginary term. We were therefore, in this CBiSe, justijied in adopt-

ing those reductions, which caused the symbol y/-l to disappear,

and which we found to be consistent among themselves. Still

the remark of the present article may shew, how cautiously it

might become needful to proceed in other cases, where no such

check was previously known to exist, on the results of operations

with biquaternions, in which anything like division is involved.

658. In the example of art. 653, it was supposed that Uo = 0.

But if we had considered, more generally, the continued fraction,

J_
e +

where c = Uo= any real and given quaternion, while qi and q^

shall still be supposed to denote, as in 653, the two real roots

of the quadratic equation q^=qi+j\ we might then calculate the

value of Ux by the two last formulae of 651, combined with the

following initial value of r^^^

:
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And because the quadratic gives,

r =f^ + (iJ
= iqi +j) «

+ ?y = ? (7
-

1 ) - fi.

and in like manner,

9* = qHj- \)-qk = -qi- 1 -j,

Q' = -<fi-q(l+j) = -qj+k,

we see that the common value of the sixth powers of all tlie six

roots q is unity, a result which may easily be otherwise proved,

from the expressions assigned in former articles, for each of those

roots in particular. Thus,

q,^ = (7/ = 1, Vjc^& = Vxi Wx.6 = Ujc ;

and the values of the continued fraction form still a period of six

terms. Indeed if it happen that the quaternion c is a real root

of this other quadratic equation,

c^ + ci =jf

so that either

c = -qi = -^(\.+i+j-k),
or

we shall then have

i+c \t+J

and the value of the continued fraction will become, in this case,

constant. But for every other real value of c, the fraction circu-

lates, as above.

659. The following is an example of a continued fraction of

the foregoing form, which converges generally to a limit, instead

of circulating in a period. Let there be now,

c still denoting some real and given quaternion, as the initial va-

lue of the fraction. The quadratic in 7 becomes now

q-^'dqi f 10/",
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of which the two real and the four imaginary roots have been al-

ready assigned. Attending only to the former, we have by

645, 651,

5-1 = 4i - 2k, g2 = i- 2k,

Vo=(c + i-2k){c + 4i-2ky\

Here

T (4e - 2A) = 2 v/5 ; T (e- 2^) = V5

;

and therefore

T^,= 2T^,;Ti;, = 2-Tro.

If we suppose that c is a real root of this new quadratic,

c^ + 5ci = lOj,

so that either

C'=-qi = 2k — 4i, ox c = - qi = 2k - z,

then in the first case we shall have

Vo = 00 , Vx = 00 , Mj. = - <7i = 2^ - 4e,

and in the second case,

Vo =0, i^x = 0, Ux = - q-i = 2k- i.

In these two cases, then, the value of the continued fraction re-

mains constant (as in the example at the end of 658) ; in fact

these two real values of the initial quaternion c give

In fact if we assume Uo = 2k- 4i, we find

Ui = 10/ {5i + Uo)-' = IQ;* (2k + i)-' = - 2j (2k + i) = 2k- 4i,

and similarly for all subsequent values of m^.; or if, on the other

hand, we assume the initial value, Uo = 2k- i, we find

«i = 1 0; (2k + 4i)- ' = 5j (k + 2i)- ' = -j (k + 2i) = 2k- i,

and the fraction will still be constant. In every other case,

that is, for every other assumed and real quaternion value of c.
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the value of the fraction will vary^ Vx,\ being always different

from Ux', but this value will converge to a definite quaternion,

namely, to Ik -
1, as its limit: for we shall have,

Tv^ =2-«'Tt;o = 0, u„ =0, w^ =-^, = 2/;-i.

It might then, perhaps, seem not too fanciful to say, that these

two values,

2k - I. and 2k - 4i,

correspond respectively to /JosiVe'on* o/«/ai/e and unstable equi-

librium, for the continued fraction u^ which has been the subject

of the present article. If we set out with assuming either, we

shall never leave that assumed position, or value : but if we begin

with any other Uo, the fraction will tend indefinitely to become

equal to the stable value, 2k - i, and will not tend to equality with

the unstable value, 2k- Ai.

660. If the initial value c, of the fraction considered in the

foregoing article, be assumed equal to a vector ^o perpendicular

ioj, 80 that

ttn = C = po = iXo + kZf,,

where Xq and Zo may be regarded as the rectangular co-ordinates

of a point Pq in the plane oi xz ; then

in-f/K \- 711 \0{{5-¥Xo)k-Zoi}

80 that we may write.

Ml = /oi = ixi + kzi = the vector of Pi,

the new or derived point Pj being, like the assumed point Po, in

the plane oi xz or of ik, but having its coordinates therein deter-

mined by the two expressions,

-10^0 _ 10(5 + a;o)

In like manner, from i\ih first derived point Pj, we may pass to

a second derivedpoint P2, of which the vector and the co-ordinates

are, respectively.
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- lOzi _ 10(5 + a:i)

80 that, by substitution of the recent values for Xi, Zi, we have

these other values

:

(xo + by + (2o - 2)^

'

(To + 5)^ + (zo - 2)^

If we assume a;o = -4, Zo = 2, we shall have, by these formulae,

a?i = -4, ^1 = 2, a;2 = -4, ^2 = 2, &c.; or if we assume Xo = -l,

2:0 = 2, then a:i = - 1, Zi = 2, rr2 = -l, ^2 = 2, &c. ; but if we begin

with any other initial values of a; and z, the results of the suc-

cessive substitutions will give a series of varying values for those

co-ordinates : for the equations

-\0z 10 (5 + a;)— z =
{5 + xy + z^' {5 + xy+z^'

give

(5 + x)x+z^ = 0, (5 + xy + 2' = 5 (5 + x),

and therefore

2 = 2, x^ + 5x + A = 0, a; = -l, or = -4.

We may however prove, even without quaternions, what the

analysis of the foregoing article enables us at once to foresee,

namely, that if Fi and F2 be the two fixed points whose co-ordi-

nates are respectively (-4, 2) and (- I, 2), then any other as-

sumed initial point Po will have its ultimate derivative at the lat-

ter of the two fixed points, as a limiting position : or in symbols

that

P, = ^2.

In fact we have

p^« = (xo + 4y + {zo - 2)», T~Fi' =(xo+iy + (Zo - 2)2,

and similarly,

pJi' = (a?! + 4)2 + (zi - 2)S TJ,-' ={x,+ \y+ (zi - 2)2.

But

x,'' + Zi'= 100 [(5 + Xoy + Zo'}-';

and hence, after a few other easy reductions, we find that
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and therefore that

PiFj -H Pi F, = i Po F2 -T- PoF].

Hence

Pji F2 -r- Pn Fi — Z Po F2 -7- Pq Fi ;

and therefore, unless it happen that the assumed initial point co-

incides with the fixed point Fi, the derived point p„ must tend to

coincide with the other fixed point f^; or in symbols, at the limit,

P X F2 = 0, and p ^ = Fj, as above.

And the law of this approach, of the point Pn to its limiting po-

sition, is at the same time seen to be the continual bisection of

the quotient, of its distances from the two fixed points.

661. The recent calculations with co-ordinates, by which

this law and limit have been established, are no doubt sufficiently

easy : yet 1 think that they cannot compete in simplicity with

the quaternion method, which expresses both (and indeed also

other and more general results, depending on other suppositions

respecting the initial value c), by the formula of 659,

Ty,= 2-^Tvo;

where the quaternion Vo is the initial quotient, and Vx is the va-

riable quotient, of the two vectors drawn from the fixed points

to the point p. The formulae of the article just cited give also

easily,

and therefore

v.

Uy2„ = Uuo, Uy2n.i = U?'i.

An interesting geometrical interpretation may be assigned to

these last results. For, from the geometrical significations just

now stated, of the quaternions Vo, Vxj combined with the princi-

ples of art. 321, &c., it may be easily inferred that the alternate
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points, Po, P2, P4, . . P2f„ . . are all situated on one common circle

passing through the two fixed points ; and that in like manner,

the other series ofalternate points^ Pi, P3, P5, &c., are all situated

on another circular circumjerencej which contains also the two

fixed points Fi and Fj. Accordingly, we may confirm this result

by the method of co-ordinates, by shewing that the values found

in 660 for ajj and Zz give,

Xi + Zj H" 0X2 Xo + Zq + OXq

Z2-2 " 2:0-2 '

As a numerical example, if we place the initial point Pq at the

origin of vectors, we shall have the following co-ordinates, for

points of the two alternate series

:

,« nx /-20 50\ /-500 1050N
P.= (0,0); P, =^_,_j; P* =

(^-^4J-» 5^j;

P.= (0,2);P3=(^^2); p. = (=^,2);

80 that Po, Fg, and F4, are situated on the circle of which the

equation is

x^ + z^ + 5x = 0,

and which evidently passes through the fixed points (- 4, 2) and

(-1,2); while Pi, Pj, and Pj are on the straight line

2=2,

which passes through the same pair of fixed points, and must be

regarded as the limit of a circle.

662. As regards the general relation between the two circu-

lar locii considered in the preceding article, it may suffice to

observe that if o be the origin of vectors, and if we introduce the

symbols ici and K2 to denote the vectors of the two fixed points,

making

(ci = OFi = 2k- 4i, K» = 0F2 = 2A -
1,

we shall have, by 659, 660,

Vo = (po - K2) (/Oo - Ki) "S Vi = IC2VoKr^ = Kf* . IC2VolCi,

and therefore,

2u
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UVx = -Ukj U. l?oKi =U. IC2Ao'S

where Ao= Vo»ci = a certain vector oLq in the plane of ik, namely

(see the Fourth Lecture) the fourth proportional to the three

vectors /oo-»ci, po-Kz, and ki, or to ici -/oo, Kz-po, and ici, that is,

to PqFi, P0F2, and oFi, which are lines in the same given plane.

But we have also (compare 651, 661) in the present question,

Vi = (pi - 1C2) (pi - Ki)-' = (jcj - pi) (ki-pi)'^ = P1F2 -7- PiFi

;

thus, equating the angles of the two quaternions Vi and K2A0"',

which have been proved to have equal versors^ we find that the

angle F1P1F2 in the second circular segment, or the angle sub-

tended at the derived point Pi by the fixed line F1F2, or the rota-

tion from PiFi to PiFj, is equal to the rotation from Ao to (C2> or

from oLo to 0F2 ; while the rotation from ki to Ao, or from ofi to

OLo, is equal (by the ahove-mentioned proportionality) to the ro-

tation from Ki -/Oo to K2 -jOo, or from PoFi to P0F2, or to the angle

F1P0F2 in the^r*^ circular segment^ which the same fixed line

F1F2 subtends at the assumed point Pq. But the sum of the two

rotations, from ici to Ao and from Ao to jc?, is equal to the rotation

from Ki to 1C2, or from oFi to gfj, or to theJixed angle F1OF2 which
the same fixed line subtends at the origin o. The following is

therefore the required relation between the two circular loci, or

between the angles subtended therein, by the common chord

FiFj : *'the sum of these two angles, in the two circles, or in those

segments of them which contain alternately the successive and

derived points p, is equal to thefixed angle at the origin ;" or in

symbols,

FiPoFa + FiPiF2 = F1OF2.

If this formula should give a negative value for an angle, the

fixed angle FiGFj being considered as positive, it would imply

that the derived point which is the vertex of that angle lies in a

segment situated at the opposite side of the fixed line F1F2.

663. The following is a shorter mode of obtaining the same

result. In general, let k, k be any two vectors, and v any qua-

ternion coplanar with k, so that

S . ric = 0, vii = -K. i;k = icKt;.

Then
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ic'yic-» = KV»Ki;; U.K'vK-»=U(KVOUtJ-»;

and therefore, ifxbe also a line in the plane (or perpendicular to

the axis) of r, so that S . vk' = 0, we shall have the formula,

where the angles are to be interpreted as rotations^ and added

with their proper signs^ as such. Applying this result to the

expressions for Vo Vi, assigned in the foregoing article, we might

infer at once, that (with this interpretation of the angles^ as ro-

tations, which will not always coincide with that adopted in the

Fourth Lecture) the following relation holds good

:

which agrees with that recently found. As an example, when

we suppose that Po is at o, or that po = 0, then Vo = KaKfS and the

last formula gives Z.Vi = 0; and accordingly we saw in 661 that

in this particular case the alternate derived points Fi, P3, Pe, are

situated on the straight line FiFj, prolonged through F2, since

we had, for the co-ordinates of each of them, a; > - 1, z = 2. But

I cannot say that such confirmations by co-ordinates add any-

thing to my own conviction of the truth of a conclusion obtained

by calculation with quaternions.

664. It may be satisfactory, however, to generalize the con-

struction of art. 660, for deriving the point Pi from Pq, or P2 from

Pi, &c., and at the same time to state it, and its results, under a

more purely geometricalform^ and one which shall be indepen-

dent, as to its expression^ of both co-ordinates and quaternions.

And you will (I think) have little difficulty in now perceiving how

the consideration of the continued fraction

where a, /3, (Oo, px are real vectors, /3 being perpendicular to the

other three, and the condition a* + 4/3* > being satisfied (see

art. 649), conducts to the following results, under the form of a

geometrical theorem^ or rather series of theorems, which seem

to be somewhat new in their kind.

Q&5. Let c and d be two given points, and p an assumed

2 u 2
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point. Join dp, and draw cq perpendicular thereto, and towards

a given hand, in the assumed plane cdp, so that the rectangle

CQ . DP may be equal to a given area. From the derived point

Q, as from a new assumed point, derive a new point r, by the

same rule of construction. Again conceive that s is derived from

R, and T from s, &c., by an indefinite repetition of the process.

Then, if the given area he less than half the square of the given

line CD, and if a semicircle (towards the proper hand) be con-

structed on that line as diameter, it will be possible to inscribe a

parallel chord ab, such that the given area shall be represented

by the product of the diameter cd, and the distance of this chord

therefrom. We may also conceive that b is nearer than a to c,

so that ABCD is an uncrossed trapezium inscribed in a circle, and

the angle abc is obtuse. This construction being clearly under-

stood, it becomes obvious, I", that because the given area is equal

to each of the two rectangles, ca . da and cb . db, while the an-

gles in the semicircle are right, then, whether we begin by assum-

ing the position of the point p to be at the corner a, or at the

corner b, of the trapezium, everyone of the derived points, q, r,

s, T, &c., will coincide with the position so assumed for p, how-
ever far the process of derivation may be continued. But I also

say, 11"^, that \f any other point in the plane, except these two

fixed pointsi a, b, be assumed for p, then not only will its suc-

cessive derivatives^ q, r, s, t, . . be all distinct from it, and from

each other, but they will tend successively and indefinitely to

coincide with that one of the twofixed points which has been

above named b. I add, III''*, that if, from any point t, distinct

from A and from b, we go back^ by an inverse process of deriva-

tion, to the next preceding point s of the recently considered se-

ries, and thence, by the same inverse law, to b, q, p, &c., this

process will produce an indefinite tendency to, and an ultimate

coincidence with, the other of the two fixed points, namely, a.

lyth^ The common law of these two tendencies, direct and in-

verse, is contained in the formula,

QB . PA CB
=— = constant

;

QA . PB CA

which may be variously transformed, and in which the constant
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is independent of the position of p. V**". The alternate points^ p,

R, T, &c., are all contained on one common circular segment apb
;

and the other system of alternate points^ q, s, &c., has for its

locus another circular segment^ aqb, on the samejixed base, ab.

VI*''. The relation between these two segments is expressed by

this other formula, connecting the angles in them,

APB + AQB = ACB ;

the angles being here supposed to change signs^ when their ver-

tices cross the fixed line ab. The symbols a, b, c, p, q, r, s,

T, of the present article correspond evidently to the less general

Fi, Fj, o, Po, Pi, Pj, P3, P4, P6> of 660, &c. It has not been thought

necessary, at this stage, to draw any illustrative diagram.

666. If the given area under dp and cq were greater than the

halfsquare of the given line cd, there would then be no tendency

of the derivative points to converge to any limiting position ; the

points A, B, of the recent construction becoming then imaginary:

or the right line ab no longer intersecting the semicircle on CD
(compare 649). This answers to the case where a*+4j3'<0,

To'<2Tj3, for which we saw (in 649) that the two vector roots

of the quadratic equation q^ = qa + ^ became imaginary ;and it may

be exemplified by the continued fraction of art. 658, for which it

was shewn that there is circulation instead of convergence. Geo-

metrically, if the rectangle cq . dp be equal to the square on cd,

instead of being less than its half, the construction of the forego-

ing article gives a period of six points (of which one may go off

to infinity), instead of giving a series of points, tending to a li-

mit. In the case of transition from real to what may be called

imaginary convergence, namely, in the case when a* + 4/3* = 0, or

when the rectangle is just equal to the half square, so that the

line AB touches the semicircle, some difficulties of a peculiar kind

present themselves, on which I cannot enter now.

667. But in connexion with them, and with the whole sub-

ject recently discussed, I may remark that the quadratic equa-

tion q^ = qa+ (5 of 649, where a and /3 denote two real and rect-

angular vectors, will be found to conduct (compare 658) to the

following biquadratic equation,
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which is satisfied by the imaginary as well as by the real quater-

nion roots q of the former quadratic equation. In fact, the qua-

dratic gives,

q^ =q^a-\- q^ = {qa + ^) a-{- q^ = q (a* + /3) + /3a

;

5* = q^ (a* + /3) + ^i3a = g (a« + a^ + jSa) + jS (a^ + /3)

= qa^ + ^a" + ^^ = „« (ga +/3) +/3' = a»g'^ +/3^

This new and biquadratic equation in q is only oi quadraticform y

relatively to q^ ; and on account of the scalar character of its co-

efficients a^ and /3S it gives, as in algebra,

(2g^-a0' = a* + 4/3^

But in the critical case just mentioned, where

a* + 4j3^ = 0, or To? = 2T/3, a» = - 2T/3,

we are not to iri^r that

except for the real roots of the original quadratic, which roots may
in this case be said to be^Mr real and equal vectors ; namely,

by the formulae I. or II. of the lately cited article 649,

<7 = ia+a->i3=i(l + Ui3)a,

these two last expressions becoming equal here, because

o-^/3 = - /3a- ^ = - a-» T/3 U/3a = iU/3 . o.

For besides these real and equal roots, the formula III. of 649

affords also in this case the two imaginary or Uquaternion solu-

tions included in the expressions,

g = (l-U/3){ia±v/=i:v/T^j = Sg + Vg;

Sq being a pure imaginary scalar (compare 637, 640), namely,

Sg = ± V^~I \/t3; giving Sg» = - T/3 = i a'

;

and Yq a mixed imaginary vector, of the form

Yq = p'±'y~lp"\

while p'and p"are two rca/ and rectangular and equally long vec-

tors, namely,
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p'=i(l-U/3)a,p" = -U/3A/T3';

SO that

p'2 = ^a»=-Tj3 = /o"S S.pV' = 0.

Hence, for these two biquaternion values of q, we have

= V^« = (/t>'±\/^|o")«;

29»-a' = 4S^Vy;

and finally

(2j«-o0'=0, as above,

without 2q^ - a' itself here vanishing. These results, so far as

they relate to biquaternions, will soon be stated more generally.

668. The analysis of articles 651, 659, &c., enables us easily

to prove the following general theorem : if a and b denote any

two real quaternions, and if c be any other real quaternion, which

is not a root of the quadratic equation

c^-^ca = b,

then

b
.1 /» — r

c' being that real root of the last-mentioned quadratic, which has

the lesser tensor. In the case of the continued fractions consi>

dered in 653, 658, the two real roots of the quadratic in c had

equal tensors (each = 1); and the recent theorem of convergence

was therefore in that case inapplicable^ being replaced (as we
have seen) by a certain circulating property. In the more ge-

neral case, when such equality of tensors does not exist, if we
change a, ft, c, respectively, to

a + ia' ^ja + hi\ b + iV +jb" + hb"\ c + ic +jd' + he'",

where the twelve new symbols add'd"bb'h'b"ccc'c" are supposed

to denote so many real scalars, whereof a. . b .. may be supposed

to be given^ and c . . to be assumed; if we also make, for abridg-

ment,

e^ = (a + cy + (a' + cj + (a" + c'y 4 {a'" + c"')\

and then derive four new scalars c^ ... from c ... by the formula.
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c/ = e-^{b'(a + c)-b(a+ c') + b'" (a" + c") - b" {a" + c'")
j

,

ci" = c- ^
{
6" (a + c) - 6'" (a' + c)-b {a + c") + b' (V + c") }

,

Ci"= c- « {
6'" (a + c) + b" (a' + c^ - *' (a* + c") " * («'" +O }

;

and 80 proceeding, derive a new system offour scalarsy c^ . . .

from a ..b .. Ci . . , as Ci . . have been derived from a . .b . .c .
.

,

and another new system from this, SiCjOd infinitum^ we have the

following Theorem : " the ultimate result of the process thus de-

fined will generally be one jixed and limiting system offour

values,

namely, that one of the two real systems of values of these last

symbols, satisfying the system of the four equations

C=E-^b(a + C) + b'(a'+C') + b"(a"+C") + b"'(a"'+C"')}

C' = &c., C" = &c., C"' = &e.,

where £ ^ = (a + C)^ + (a' + CJ + (a" + C")» + (a'" + C'")S

which gives the lesser oftwo real values to the following other

sum offour squares:

669. We may here dismiss the consideration of that class of

continued fractions which has been the subject of several recent

articles: but a few more words must be said on the theory of the

biquaternions. In general (see again 637, 640, 644) a biquater-

nion, such as the following,

may be decomposed into a scalar part, of the form

S Q = m; + a/- 1 w,

and a vector part, of the form (compare 667),

where

w = Sq, w =S^, p= Yq, p'= Yq'
;

w and w denoting here two real scalars, p and p two real vec-
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tors, and q, q^ two real quaternions. And by the same analogy

of nomenclature, we may agree to call an expression of the form

tr+v^-1 2^'aBiscALAR; and an expression of the form p +y/- 1 p
a BivECTOR ; so that we shall have this general formula of

decomposition

:

BiQUATERNION = BiSCALAR + BlVBCTOR
;

the grand distinction, in calculation, between these two compo-

nent parts of a biquaternion being, that a biscalar, although

imaginary as a number, is yet commutative in multiplication with

every other factor, so far as regards arrangement in a product

(like the V-l of 644, or the z of 654); whereas a bivector, al-

though it may be said to denote an imaginary line in space (an-

swering, for instance, as in 649, 654, to geometrically unreal in-

tersections of loci), is yet (like the real vectors of the present

calculus) in general non-commutative as a factor. We may also

write, by analogy to a formula of 408,

KQ=SQ-VQ;
and may say that the conjugate, or, more fully, that the Biconju-

gate of a biquaternion is equal to the biscalar, minus the bivector.

With these enlarged meanings of the symbols S, V, K, it is easy

to extend to biquaternions a great variety of formulae, already es-

tablished for quaternions; for instance, those of art. 499, all of

which are frequently useful; and the following (compare 190,

519), which we shall shortly have occasion to employ :

K.i2Q = K(3.Ki2; Kn = n'K.

670. Pursuing the same train of notation and nomenclature,

1 propose to write, by analogv to a formula of article 409 (or

432),

and to call the TQ thus found the tensor, or more fully the Bi-

TENSOR, of the biquaternion Q', so that we shall have the gene-

ral relation,

Bitensor squared = Biscalar squared - Bivector squared.

It is to be observed that the square of a bivector, like that of a
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biscalar, is generally a biscalar ; the square of a bitensor is there-

fore also in general a biscalar, or of (he mixed imaginary but or-

dinary form,

T(22=tt + \/^«',

^here u and u' are reals^ of the ordinary algebraic kind ; it is

therefore always possible, by the usual rules of algebra, to ex-

press the bitensor itself under the analogous form,

where t and ^ are reals, satisfying the two conditions.

And because these two conditions admit generally two solutions^

or leave the signs of t and t ambiguous, although related, I pro-

pose to remove this ambiguity, for the purposes of our calculus,

by defining that the real part ofa bitensor is never to be nega-

tive. Indeed it may happen that this real part vanishes, by the

square of the bitensor becoming equal to a real and negative

scalar; to meet which case, I propose to define that the coeffi-

cient of y/- 1 in the imaginary part ofa bitensor is to be taken

positively, when the real part of the bitensor vanishes. For in-

stance, the biquaternion expressions of article 646 give,

5 /-25 25 5\ ,^
-r + 7 =10,

4 V 4 4 4,

T^4' = 10, T^,«=Tye» = -10;

and therefore (V 10 being regarded as positive),

Tj3 = T94 = V^ 10, Tq, = Tq, = VTI / To".

In general the notations of the present and preceding articles

give,

= m;» - p'- m;'^ + p" + 2^/^ {ww'-S . pp) ;

that is (compare 538),
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(T(y+\/^y'))' = T9'-Ty'*+2/~l S.qKq',

because

q = w + p, ^ = w' + p, K^ = «/ - p'.

We may then write, generally,

T(^+\/^g') = «+ \^^t-'S.qKq\ t>0;

and shall have, to determine this real and positive scalar t, the

formula,

2/* = T/ -Tq''+[ (Tg» - T^*^)' + 4(S . qKq'y] *.

We have also, generally, this other and simpler equation,

QKQ = (TQ)S

so that the product oftwo conjugate biquaternions is equal to

the square of their common bitensor : which may be compared

with a result of the lately quoted article 409, or of the earlier

article 163. We may also agree to write (compare 90) the ge-

neral formula,

Q=TQ.UQ=UQ.TQ;

and to say that the quotient of a biquaterniouy divided by its bi-

tensor, is generally the versor, or, more fully, the Biversor, of

that biquaternion.

67 1 . A large number of other general formulae may be ex-

tended in like manner to biquaternions ; especittily all those which

depend only on the symbolic rules for calculating with acalars

and vectors ( v - 1 being still treated as a scalar), including the

commutative and associative principles of addition, and the dis-

tributive and associative principles of multiplication; which prin-

ciples have been so fully illustrated, and indeed proved (as theo-

rems) in earlier articles, in connexion with their geometrical

significations, while only real (or geometrically interpretable)

quaternions were involved: whereas they are now defined to hold

good also, for certain new or extendedforms, considered as crea-

tures and subjects of calculation. Among these extended results,

or generalized ^r/wwte, it seems worth while to notice here the

following

:
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(T.RQy = (TRy(TQy;

where Q and R may dcDOte any two biquaternions. When a

corresponding formula was proved in article 189, for any two

real quaternions, it was done, at least partly, by an appeal (as

just now hinted) to the geometrical meanings of the acts often-

sionf which were to be compounded and compared. But because

the acts o/bitensiony to be now combined, are geometrically ima-

ginary (or at least hitherto uninterpreted), we must employ some

symbolical processi such as the following, which depends upon

the final formulae of the two foregoing articles,

(T.i2Q)»=i2Q.K.22Q=i2.Q.KQ.KJB
= i2(TQ)^ KR = R}LR . (TQ)^= (Ti2)^(TQ)».

Or we might observe that

(T . i2Q)'= (S . 22Q)»-(V.i2Q)»,

and that

S.i2Q = Si2SQ + HVi2VQ+VQVi2),
V.i2Q = SiJVQ+Vi2SQ + i(Vi2VQ-VQVi2);

whence

(S.iEQy=Si2»SQ'4 2Si?SQS.Vi?VQ
+ i {YR\Qy + \ (VQYRy + iVi2'V Q»

;

(V.i2Q)^=Si2*VQ» + Vi2'SQ»+2Si2SQS.Vi2VQ
+ i (Vi2VQ)^ + i (YQWRy- ^YR'YQ\

and therefore,

(T.i2Qy = (S22'-Vi20(SQ'-VQO = (Ti2y(TQ)\ as above.

Hence, taking on both sides the square-roots^ but prefixing now
an ambiguous sign^ which it was unnecessary to do when we
were dealing only with real and positive tensors, we have, for

any two biquaternions, the formula :

T.i2Q = ±Ti2.TQ;

and more generally, for any number of such factors, we may
write (compare 208),

TnQ = + nTQ.
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For instance, the bitensor ofa power of a biquaternion can only

differ in sign (at most), from the corresponding power of the bi-

tensor. But such differences of sign may arise, in the applica-

tions of the definition given in article 670, which will occasion-

ally require us to take the negative of a product of bitensors, in

order to obtain a new bitensor, with a real and positive part.

672. We saw in 667 that the square of a certain bivector va-

nished, without that bivector vanishing itself It must then be

possible (as in the case of that bivector for example), to have a

null bitensor of a biquaternion which is not itself equal to zero.

And it is easy to assign the conditions under which such a result

will take place. For by 670, if the biquaternion be Q = 5'+ V-1
^, where q and q are real quaternions, its bitensor will vanish

when, and only when, the two following equations are satisfied :

But g[Kq'=Tq^\ thus, if we still suppose that Q itself does not

vanish, we are to make

yy'-i = S-»0 = T-U=t, 5 = ty',

and the expression for the biquaternion becomes,

Q=(, + v/rr)^',

( here denoting some real unit-vector. We may, however, trans-

form this expression, by writing

K = q'-'ig\iq=^K, Q = g'(ic+/~1);

where k, by 286, will denote another real unit-line. It is easy

to infer, as a corollary from this general theorem, or to prove by

a process more direct, that a bivector p + V^- 1 p will have a

null bitensor, when the two real vectors p and p on which it de-

pends represent lines whose lengths are equal, and whose direc-

tions are rectangular; or that

T(p+ /^i p') = 0, if Tp = Tp, and S.pp^O.

Accordingly these conditions were satisfied in the case of article

667.

673. The following appears to be a remarkable example of
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the occurrence of biquaternions whose tensors are null. Sub-

tracting the expression in 64 1 for a root q of the quadratic equa-

tion q* = qa + 6, from the analogous expression for another root

g^, which answers to another value w' of w, supposed to corres-

pond to a diiSerent root of the cubic equation (636) in i*;', and

dividing the remainder by ^ {w'-w)^ we find, after some easy re-

ductions, the following biquaternion value,

2(y--g) X
.

^ {w'~w) {w'-a'){w''-a')~ ^'

where X is an imaginary vector (or bivector), namely,

\={w^ w') V. ay - 7 {ww + a')

+ W^ w' ' {w"^ + ww' + w^- o^) aS . ay

;

and ju is another bivector, on account of one only of the scalar

values of w, w' being real. Squaring and reducing, we obtain

the equation,

w" w"" X' {w" - ey » (m;'2 - a^-^^w'w'^f- {w" + w;'' - a') ( S . oy)'.

But if we denote by w"^ the third root of the equation =/(w^)
of article 636, regarded as a cubic, we have

m;2 + 2^2 + j^"2 = + 0"^; (w^ + w'*) w"^ ^^td^w'^ = Cfj? + 7*

;

^fJ*M;'^^^'^ = (S.a7)^

Eliminating therefore td"^ and c, we are conducted to the rela-

tion,

W w"" {w' - a') {w' - a') = m;» m/^ 7' - (m>» + m;'' - o') (S . 07)'.

Comparing, we perceive that

X'=(w'- ay (w^-aj; or, fi'=l.

Thus,

TQ* = SQ* - VQ*= 1 - /ii'= ;

and finally

TQ = 0;T(^'-^) = 0.

If, then, q and q be (as above) two different roots ofa quadra-

tic equation in quaternions, of the form q^=qa-\- b, which corre-

spond to two different roots of the auxiliary and cubic equation
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(636, 637), their differencct q-Qt is a biquaternion with an

evanescent tensor. For example, if we take the six roots as-

signed in 645, 646, of the particular quadratic ^ = 5qi + 10;, we

shall easily find that the twelve following differences,

qz - qu q^ - q^ q*. - qu q* - q3,

qs - qu qb - qu q^ - qu q^ - q^

2'6 - 3'3> 5'fi ~ q*) q^ ~ q3y q^ - q^*

are biquaternions of this particular kind ; thus

S's
- ?i = - i i - i^ + i (1 +j) /^,

But the tensors of the three following differences of pairs of

roots of the quadratic (each pair answering to only one root of

the auxiliary cubic),

qt - qi, qi - q^, qt - qs,

will be found to be different from zero. A more general verifi-

cation may be had from the formulae of 649.

674. We saw, in 657, that the product of two biquaternions

might vanish, without either^c^or vanishing separately. If we
now propose to inquire into the general conditions under which

such a result may occur, we may proceed as follows. Breaking

up the imaginary (or biquaternion) equation,

(r+ ^/-l rO (q+ /^^') = 0,

into the two real equations,

rq - r'^ = 0, rgf+ r'q = 0,

and making for a moment r'q = 8= a, real quaternion, which in

the present question is different from zero, we find,

q = r'-^Si q'=-r-^Sy (rr'-^ + r'r^)s = Of

(rr'y = -lyr' = irfSi = 0,Ti = lf

r+rV-l=(l+t\/-l)r, q + q'V-l = -r-' (i+ V-^)s;

so that the evanescence of the product may be said to depend on

the identity,
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where -vZ-l is still the ordinary symbol of that form, and i is a

real unit vector, of which, by the principles of the present cal-

culus, the square is negative unity. We may, however, also

write (compare 672), ir = rKf where k denotes another real unit

vector; and therefore, with equal generality, under the conditions

of the present investigation,

r + r'y/-l = r{l +ic\/-l),

and we see that when two biquaternion factors thus give a null

product (of the form + 0\/-l), without either separately va-

nishing, the tensor ofeach is zero. Conversely, it is obvious now

(see again 672), that when the tensor of a biquaternion vanishes,

that biquaternion may always be associated as a factory whether

as multiplier or as multiplicand, with another^ in such a way that

their product may be zero; and indeed that this may be done in

indefinitely many ways, because an arbitrary but finite biquater-

nion factor may be introduced at pleasure. It seems convenient,

therefore, to call biquaternions of this class nullific, or to say

that they are nullifiers; and it is worth observing, that the

reciprocal of such a nullifier is infinite. For in general we may
write, as a formula for the reciprocal of a biquatemiony the fol-

lowing :

(5' + r^-l)-> = (y + r^>r)-»-(r + grr»y)-V-l;

where, by 672, we have now,

qr^ = iyrgr'-hgr^q =-ryr^W=-q;

and therefore,

(q + ryZ-iy = 00 + 00 y/-\, \{ T (q + ry/-l) = 0.

We may also write this other general expression,

(y^rv-i)-'='-"r'^;' ;v» ' / qr^ + rq'^

where, when the tensor of q + r -vZ-l is zero, the denominator of

the fraction vanishes, without the numerator vanishing generally.
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It is scarcely necessary to add, after what has been shewn above,

that whenever (as in 667) the square of a biquaternion vanishes,

the biquaternion itself must belong to the nullific class. But it

may be noted here that the equation

where g' is a given and real quaternion, admits generally of the

following imaginary or biquaternion pair of solutions,

in addition to the obvious and real pair

^

Q=±q'

675. To give now, although very briefly, for the subject is

of great extent, some notion of the manner in which biquater-

nions may be useful in geometry^ let us resume the equation of
the unit sphere (168), p*+ 1 = 0, and change the vector p to &bi-

vector form^ such as (t+ r\/-l- The equation of the sphere then

breaks up into the system of the two following,

(j'-rUUO, S.(Tr = 0;

and suggests our considering <j and r as two real and rectangular

vectors, such that Tt = il^a^ - 1)*. Hence it is easy to infer that

if we assume a
|| X, where X is a vector given in position, the new

real vector <t + t will terminate on the surface of a double-sheeted

and equilateral hyperboloid ; and that if, on the other hand, we

assume r
|| X, then the locus of the extremity of the real vector

ff + r will be an equilateral but single-sheeted hyperboloid. The
study of these two hyperboloids is, therefore, in this way con-

nected very simply, through biquaternions, with the study of the

sphere : and thus it may be understood that the eminently simple

equation, p^=-l, of the latter surface, may be made to furnish

the solutions ofmany difficult problems, respecting other surfaces

of the second degree. I intend to reprint, as an Appendix to

this Course of Lectures, the abstract of a communication made
by me to the Royal Irish Academy in May, 1850, on the sub-

ject of the inscription ofa gauche polygon in an ellipsoid^ or in

a hyperboloid, when the n successive sides ofthe polygon are re-

quired to pass through the ^ame number of given points of space,

2x
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distinguishing between the two great cases^ where the number of

the sides is odd, and where it is even. The Abstract referred to

has been drawn up in a geometricalform ^ but it is altogether a

translation into geometrical language of investigations conducted

with quaternions, and extended by the aid of biquaternions on

principles already indicated. I may just remark here, that cer-

tain formulae of the Sixth Lecture (in particular those of articles

335, 336) played an important part in the quaternion analysis

employed. Other geometrical uses of biquaternions will suggest

themselves to any one who will take the trouble to compare (for

example) the equations of 436 and 438, for the ellipsoid and dou-

ble-sheeted hyperboloid, namely,

(S.pa-0'-(V.|^^-)^ = l,

(S.pa-0*+(V.p/3-T=l,

and to see how the one passes into the other, by merely changing

/3 to /3\/-l ; or to compare on the same plan either of the two

equations just cited, with the equation of the single-sheeted hy-

perboloid in 439, namely, with the following,

(S.pa-0^ + (V.p/3-0' = -l-

In general all such investigations as those of Poncelet, respect-

ing ideal secants in geometry, admit of being conducted by bi-

quaternions.

676. Without longer dwelling at present on the general

theory of biquaternions, it may be proper to give here some ra-

pid sketch of the manner in which the present calculus applies to

the inscription ofa gauche polygon in the unit sphere y under con-

ditions of the sort alluded to in the foregoing article. I observe,

then, P', that when the number of the sides of the polygon is

eveny n = 2mt the equation of closure in article 336 becomes,

pqim = q2mpy or 0=V.pV5'2„;

but, 11"*^, that when the number n is odd, =2w + 1, the equation

of closure in the same article becomes,

pq%m.i = - ?2m*i/o, giving = S^2„,„ and = S . qim^ip-

IIP^, that from 335, we easily infer that it is allowed to write

generally, whether n be even or odd.
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S'« = ?'n + (-l)"9"«P»

where q'n and q'n are two real quaternions independent of p, and

satisfying tlie two equations in finite differences,

^n = anq'n-i + ^'n-n g"n = g'n-i- Un^'n-l i

which may be collected into the single formula,

qn±\^-l g'"n = (an±V-0 (?'n-i + V-1 /«-i),

and are to be combined with the initial conditions,

q'o = 1, /o = 0, or q\ = a„ q"i = 1.

IV'**, that these equations give, by a species of finite integration,

the two following among other relations,

Tg'V-T^V=(-l)''(a„'+ l)(aVi+l). . .(a^ + l),

and = S . q'nKq"n = ab-S . a/3,

ifa= Sg'„, b=Sq"ni a^Vq'm (B=yq\.

V*, that if « be odd, n = 2m + l, the equations of closure in II.

take thus the forms,

= a-S./3/B, 0=i+S.ap;

which are both included in the single equation,

V. py = aa + 6/3, where y =V. /3o.

W^, that this equation determines the position of a certain real

right line, or chord ofsolution, which cuts the unit sphere p'+l

= in two points (real or imaginary), whose vectors are given by

the formula,

/t> = (ao + 6/3) 7-^ ± (a' + /30* (*' + aO» y',

and which are adapted, and are alone adapted, to be the positions

of the initial point p of the inscribed and odd-sided polygon,

VII*\ that if w be even, n = 2m, the equation of closure in I.

assumes then a form essentially different from the forms in V.,

namely, the following,

Y.pa^pY.p^,

which, when combined with p'^ = -\, conducts to one or other of

2x 2
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the two following systems of scalar equations of the first degree

in p,

(Vll.y.. .S.7p = a^-x-»S.j3a, S.(i3-a:a)/9 = 0,

(VII.)". . .8.7(0 = 0^+0:8. /3a, 8 . (/3 + a;->a)/> = 0,

where y still denotes V. /3a, and x is a real scalar satisfying the

condition,

(a;-a;-OS./3a = /3^-a*.

VHP*', that these two systems of equations represent two real

right lineSy which relatively to the sphere are reciprocal pulars

of each other, because

(a« + orS . /3a) (a* - a;-^ S . /3a) = - 7% and S . (/3 - a;a) (i3 + a;-ia) = ;

and these two lines may be said to be chords of real and imagi-

nary solution, of the problem of inscribing the sought even-sided

polygon^ one of them giving two real positions of the initial point

p, and, consequently, two real inscribed polygons, while the other

line, which is wholly external to the sphere, may yet be said to

give two imaginary positions of that point, and therefore two

imaginary polygons: which latter may, however, become real

when we pass, by imaginary deformation, from the sphere to a

single-sheeted hyperboloid. IX'**, that, for example, we can ge-

nerally, by VIII., inscribe (or conceive inscribed) in a given

sphere two real and two imaginary gauche quadrilaterals, whose

sides shall pass successively through any four given points of

space; but X***, that we can on the other hand, by VI., inscribe

generally in the given sphere two real or two imaginary gauche

pentagons, but not two of one kind, and also two of the other,

whose sides shall pass through ^yg such points. No account is

taken here of any exceptional or limiting cases, such as might

arise, for instance, from the supposition that the given points, or

some of them, were situated on the given spheric surface.

677. If instead of conceiving, as above, a polygon PP1P2 . .

Pfi-iP) whose n successive sides pPi, &c., are required to pass

through n given points, Ai, &c., we now conceive a polygon

pPi . . p„ of w + 1 sides, whereof only the n first are obliged to

pass through those n points, while the last side p„p hfree, then

it is clear that the initial point p of this new polygon is alsofree.
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or may be taken at pleasure anywhere upon the spheric surface

:

but that when this initial point p is once assumed^ the^raa/ point

p„, and the closing side PnP, become entirely determined. There

will thus be a determined system of such closing chords in the

sphere, namely, one for each point of its surface assumed as the

initial corner of the polygon : and a variety of interesting ques-

tions may be proposed, respecting the arrangement of those

chords, considered as lines having position in space. For some

results respecting such arrangement, with extensions to other

surfaces of the second order, I may refer to the Numbers of the

Philosophical Magazine for September, 1849, and April, 1850, in

which Magazine a number of other papers on Quaternions, and

on connected subjects, by myself and others, have within the

last few years appeared ; also to the Abstract printed in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, ofthe communication made
by me in June, 1849, which, together with that already mentioned

of May, 1850, will perhaps appear in a fuller form, after no long

time, in the Transactions of that Academy. Meanwhile, 1 may
remark, XI*'*, that a very useful formula, for the case of the unit

sphere, is the following, which assigns the vector pn of the final

point p„ as a function of the assumed vector p of the initial

point p, and is easily deduced from the principles of335 and 676 :

-/n+(-l)"y'n/o

but Xll*^, that, even without employing this expression XI. for

/On, the formula VI. of 676 enables us to infer that when the num-
ber of the given points Ai . . or of the given vectors oi . . is even,

= 2m, so that the number of sides of the variable polygon is odd,

the final or closing side touches two distinct surfaces ofthe second
order, represented by the two separate equations,

a^ + fi^
= 0,b'+a^ = 0,

in which a, b, a, /3 are regarded as linear functions of the vector

02»t+ii and which will be found to represent an inscribed ellipsoid,

and an exscribed and double-sheeted hyperboloid, having double
contact with the sphere and with each other, at two real points

which on them are umbilics, and being also otherwise remarkably
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related; whereas, XIIP^, if the number of the given points be

oddi = 2m - 1, or of the sides even^ = 2mf then, by making the roots

equal in the quadratic equation VII. for x^ or by other processes

unnecessary here to be described, we are conducted to an equa-

tion of the fourth degree in ojm, which breaks up (for the case of

the sphere) into two imaginary and quadratic factors^ of the

forms,

^2-a^ = ±2v/-lS./3a, or(/3 + aV-l)' = 0,

representing two imaginary cones, which jointly compose the en-

velope of the closing side, or are the surfaces which are both

touched by it in all its varying positions; XIV***, that these ima-

ginary cones may become real, namely, by changing the sphere

to a single-sheeted hyperboloid, in which case the bases of the

developable surfaces, composed by mutually intersecting chords,

which bases are analogous to lines of curvature, are real right

lines (the generatrices), although for the sphere they are imagi-

nary lines, represented in the present analysis by the equation

which admits of being solved (compare 667, 672, 675) by biqua-

ternions, without our supposing dp itself to vanish; XV"', that

for the case XII. the two analogous curves through any point p

have their tangents parallel to two conjugate semidiameters of
the surface, in which the variable and odd-sided polygon is to be

inscribed ; so that these curves everywhere cross each other at

right angles when that given surface is a sphere. Finally it may
be noticed, XVI"*, that in the case XIII. the two imaginary

cones touch the given sphere along two imaginary circles, the

equations of whose planes are,

a^by/-\^0,a-b^/-\ = 0,

and which may become two real and plane conies, by that imagi-

nary deformation which was referred to in XIV.; their planes

being, in all cases, harmonic conjugates with respect to the pair

of planes represented by the equations a = 0, b = 0, which latter

planes are also otherwise important in these investigations.

678. Reserving for another occasion (as has been hinted) the

fuller developement and elucidation of this whole theory of the
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inscription of polygons in surfaces, ^ith the corresponding theory

of the circumscription ofpolyhedra^ and some comparisons of the

results so obtained with other and better known ones, which have

been discovered by geometers for plane polygons^ inscribed in or

circumscribed about plane conies^ I wish to offer here a few re-

marks on the geometrical signijication of the equation

which occurred in 676, VII., and might give occasion for a

longer discussion than we can at present afford to bestow. Sup-

posing still, as in the recent investigations respecting inscriptions

of polygons in a sphere, that a and /3 denote two real and known

vectors, while p denotes a sought vector (real or imaginary), we

may endeavour tofind this last vector by resolving the last-cited

equation^ without any reference now to any other equation in-

volving /o, such as the equation /o' = - 1, of the unit sphere. And
it might atfirst sight appear that, even without any such em-
ployment of any additional equation^ the problem was more than

determinate. For if we should choose to substitute, in both mem-

bers of the equation, for the sought vector p a trinomial expres-

sion of the form ix +jy + kz (as in 507, &c.), with analogous re-

presentations for the given vectors a and /3, and then equate the

two resulting expressions of the standard quadrinomial form^

namely, w + ix +jx + kz (arts. 450, &c.), it might seem that we

should have to satisfyfour equationSt of the ordinary algebraical

kind, with only three disposable quantities, real or imaginary.

And even after perceiving, as we should soon do, from inspection

of the formula itself, that neither member contributes any scalar

term, and therefore that only three ordinary equations (at most)

are to be satisfied by the three sought co-ordinates, x, y, z, on

which the vector p depends, it might still seem that (as in 513,

&c.) these three equations should suffice to determine those three

co-ordinates. But because a closer inspection of the formula

would shew that each member represents* not only some vector

^

but a vector perpendicular to p, we might thence perceive that

after expanding the equation into the trinomial form,

iX-¥jY+kZ=0,

the coefficients X, Y, Z, which would be certain scalar functions
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of the second degree of the sought co-ordinates a;, y^ 2, must be

connected by the relation^

xX+yY-^zZ = 0',

and therefore that the three scalar equations^

X=0, Y = 0, ;2 = o,

are not independent of each other. Accordingly, without resort-

ing to co-ordinates (compare again 513), we may perceive,

merely from the principles ofthe present calculnsy that the equa-

tion in question may be thus written :

or thus

Y.qp = - a, where q = ff-^^i

ff being here an arbitrary scalar. Hence, by 514 (or by 559),

we satisfy the equation by making

P = -(^-^/3)-(a+^-S.pa);

or, as it may be also written,

9(9'-(i')p = (i^(^a + gy.^a-ff'a.

To each assumed value of the scalar g corresponds a certain de-

rived value of the vector p ; and the locus of the termination of
this variable vector^ p, ia a curve ofdouble curvature, which is of

Me THIRD ORDER, in the sense that it is cut by an arbitraryplane

in three points, real or imaginary ; because if the equation of the

assumed plane be thus written,

S .pp = tn,

the condition for determining its points of intersection with the

locus is the following

:

mgig'-(i') = S ./u/SS . fia + gS . fi(5a-g'S.na;

which is an ordinary cubic in g. The curve just mentioned has

some interesting properties, respecting which it may suffice to

mention here that it is the common intersection ofall the surfaces

of the second order, which are jointly represented by the equa-

tion.
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S.aX/o = /o«S./3X-S./3/>S.Xp,

obtained by operating on the proposed equation with the symbol

S . A, where X is an arbitrary vector ; and that by making suc-

cessively, and separately, X = o, X = /3, and X = 7, where y = V. /3a,

we obtain, in particular, the three following surfaces of the second

order, whereof the curve is the common intersection :

p' S , aj3 = S . a/oS . /3/0

;

S . yap = S . /3/0 S . -yp ;

of which three surfaces the first is a cone, the second a cylinder

,

and the third an hyperbolic paraboloid ; while the cone and cy-

linder are connected as having a common rectilinear generatrix^

represented by the equation

V./3p = 0,

which right line is contained in one ofthe two asymptotic planes,

S./3p = 0, S.7p = 0,

of the paraboloid, namely, in the second of them, but is not a

part of the sought locus^ or of the curve of the third order, here

considered (compare the Paper by the Rev. George Salmon, on

the classification ofcurves of double curvature, published in the

Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal for February,

1850). As to the intersections of this curve with the unit sphere,

I obtained the formulae (VII.)', (VII.)", of art. 676, by seeing

that when p' = - 1 the equation gives,

S.yp = (V.^p)* = (V.ap)» = (S./3/>)^ + /3'=(S.a/«)» + aS

and

-S.j3a=S.apS ./3/o = a;(S.a/o)' = a;-US./3/o)S

if we make for abridgment a: = S . j3/o -;- S . a/o ; whence,

(a;-^») S
. /3a = (S . ap)^ - (S ./3/o)' = /3^- «S

as in 676, (VII.); and

S . yp^a'-x-'S . ^a, S . (/3 - xa) p = 0,

as in the equations (VII.)'; from which those marked (VII.)"
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were derived, by simply changing x to -x'^. But conditions es-

sentially equivalent, for determining the intersections of the

sphere and curve, might be deduced in quite another way, namely,

hy squaring the expression of the present article for p in terms of

g ; which process, after suppression ofa commonfactor, namely,

g^ - (5'^, would give (compare 636),

and therefore would lead, for jo^ = -l, to the following biquadra-

tic equation in g, which is, however, only of quadraticform rela-

tively to g"^

:

= ^^ - /3^ + a^ -p-HS . /3a)^ ; or, ^* - ^^ (/3^ - aO = (S
.
/3a)^

In fact, the positive value of g^ would give the two real values of

p, answering to the two real intersections of the sphere with the

curve, or with the chord of real solution in 676, VIII.; while

the negative value of ^^ would give the two imaginary values ofp,

answering to the two imaginary intersections of the sphere with

the same curve, or with the chord of imaginary solution^ men-

tioned in the same paragraph 676, VIll., which was there shewn

to be the reciprocal polar of the former chord, and to lie wholly

outside the sphere. It must be remarked that the common fac^

tor g"^ - j3S which was suppressed in the recent process, and

which cannot vanish except when g takes one of the two imagi-

nary values,

^ = ±T/3v^-l,

appears to indicate two imaginary and infinite values for p, or

two imaginary points at infinity , as two other intersections of the

sphere with the curve of the third order (compare the remark

made at the end of 553) : but I do not at present see of what geo-

metrical utility these two new points can be, even when we pass

by imaginary deformation from the sphere to the single-sheeted

hyperboloid.

679. Without introducing the consideration of any but real

quaternions, a variety of new forms might be assigned, in this

calculus, for the representation of real loci, in addition to those

which have been already pointed out, and of which some appear

to be remarkable. Thus if we assume any fixed vector oa = a.
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and denote (as usual) by p another and generally variable vector

OP, drawn from the same fixed origin o to a point p of which the

locus is required, introducing also for abridgment the following

symbol of a certain quaternion which depends on the position

of P,

then the equation

[I]..^=0,

as giving p = 0, expresses that p coincides with o ; but the equa-

tion

[2]..y=l,

which gives p = + a, expresses that p is situated either at a, or at

another fixed point a', such that o bisects aa'; while this other

equation, of almost the same apparent form,

[3]..?=-l,

gives, as the locus of p, a circular circumference (compare 170),

namely, a great circle with a for pole, on the spheric surfaccy

with o for centre : and this spheric surface itself is represented

by the equation,

[4]..T^=1.

The indefinite right line through o and a is denoted by writing

[5]..Uy=I;

and the indefinite plane through o, perpendicular to this line, is

represented (see 172) by this other formula,

[6]..Uy=-l;

while the system of this line and plane may be expressed by the

equation

[7]..V^ = 0,

since this requires (compare 504) that we should have either

VVS' = 0, or Sy/q = 0.

To write on the other hand,

[8]..S^ = 0,

is to express (see again 504) that
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and therefore (by 438), this locus [8] is an equilateral right cone,

containing all the indefinite lines op which are inclined at 45° to

the fixed line OA. The equations

[9] . .S^=l, and [10] . .89 = -!,

represent respectively (by 438, 439) a double-sheeted and equi-

lateral hyperboloid of revolution^ and the conjugate and single-

sheeted hyperboloid ; their common axis of revolution being the

indefinite line oa, and the finite line oa itself being the real semi-

axis of the former. Any other assumed and constant scalar va-

lues of S^' would give other, concentric, similar, and similarly

placed hyperboloids; and if, on the contrary, we assign a con-

stant vector value j3 to Vj, where /3 = ob = a fixed line perpen-

dicular to a, writing thus,

[ll]..V^=/3, i3j.a,

the locus of p will be found to be no surface, but a curve^ namely,

an equilateral hyperbola, in a plane perpendicular to ob, with o

for centre, and oa for one of its asymptotes. Another mode of re-

presenting an hyperbola by a single equation in this calculus oc-

curred in 505, and will be more fully discussed in the next arti-

cle. Meanwhile, I observe that an ellipse may in like manner

be represented in various ways by a single equation in real qua-

ternions, for instance, by the following,

[12]..(yV.a/,)^+(7V./3/,)^=l,

in which a, j3, y denote any three real and rectangular vectors

;

because on developing the squares of the two quaternions,

-y V. a/o = S . yap - aS . yp, yV. (5p = S . y(ip - /3S . yp,

it will be found that the only way of making the sum of those

squares equal to unity, by any real vector p, is to suppose that

this vector satisfies the system of the two scalar equations,

[13] . . {S .yapY + {S .y(5py =1, S .yp = 0,

whereof the latter represents & plane, and the former an elliptic

cylinder: the locus of the termination of p is therefore (as just
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now asserted) an ellipse, which has its centre at the origin, and

its axes in the directions of the two lines a and j3. Fur example,

the equation

[14] . . {or' ky.Jpy+{b-'ky. »»» = !,

where p = ix -vjy + kz^ can only be satisfied, for real co-ordinates

xyz^ by supposing that those co-ordinates satisfy the two equa-

tions,

[I5']..a-'x^ + b-^y^ = l,z = 0.

On the other hand the equation,

[l6]..(S.a/>)H(yV.a/oy=l,

where 7 is still supposed J_ o, admits of an alternative o/two so-

lutions, and conducts to the following system oftwo real curves:

[17] . . S . -yp = 0, ( S . apy + (S . yapY = I

,

[18] . . S . 7ap = 0, (S . apY - Ta» (S . ypY = 1,

whereof the former represents generally an ellipse, and the latter

an hyperbola, these two curves having one common axis, and one

common pair of summits, but being situated in two rectangular

planes. For example, the circle and equilateral hyperbola, which

have their equations in co-ordinates as follows,

a:* + y'= 1,2: = 0, and a;2-22= l,y = 0,

and of which the consideration has presented itself to some for-

mer writers, in connexion with modes of interpreting certain re-

sults respecting the ordinary y/-\, are jointly represented in

this calculus by the one equation,

li9']..{S.ipy+{kY.ipy=i.

Again, the equation,

[20] ..p^ + b^ + (ekY.jpy = 0, where e^<l,

represents a system of two ellipses, in two rectangular planes, but

having in like manner two common summits ; namely, the two
principal sections through the mean axis ofthe ellipsoid, of which

the equation in co-ordinates is,

[21] . . {1 - e')x' + y'+ {1 + e^-) z' =^b\
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Again, if i and k denote any two fixed vectors from the origin,

the equation

[22] . . ipKp = pKpi, or = V. ipKpt

may easily be shewn to represent a system of two rectangular

right lines, bisecting the angles between i and k ; whereas this

other equation, of nearly similar form,

[23] . . ipKp = pipKi or V. pV. tpK = 0,

which may also be thus written (compare 520),

{2i]..Y.ipS.Kp + V.KpS.tp = 0,

or thus,

l25]..(ipy = (pK)\Ui' = K\

represents a system of three rectangular right lines,

namely, the two bisecting lines just mentioned, in the directions

of Ut ± Uk, and also a third line, perpendicular to the given plane

of the two given lines t, k, and having therefore the direction of

V. IK. Accordingly, if we seek the directions of the three axes of
an ellipsoid, by inquiring where the diameters are normals, or by
making, in 474,

[26].. V.vp=0,

we are conducted precisely to the recent equation [24]. Or we
might, on the same principle [26], have deduced the equation

[23] from the last formula of 593 or of 596. This seems to be

a natural occasion for remarking, that the general equation of

surfaces of the second order may in this calculus be written thus

(compare 476, 552),

[27] . . 1 =/(p) = ^|0^+ 2SS .apS .^p+ S.-yp,

giving for the vector ofproximity (compare 474, 475, 481, 575)

the expression,

[28] ..v = 0(p)=<7p + S(aS.|3p+ i3S.a/o) + y;

and that when, by suitable reductions, the sign ofsummation is

removed, the two cyclic normals of the surface, or the normals to

what have been called by MacCuUagh the two directive planes,

have the directions of the two constant vectors a and /3, in the

one remaining term of the form 2S . ap S . /3/o (compare 469,

593). As regards curves and surfaces of higher orders, it may
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suffice for the present to observe, in addition to what is sug-

gested by the remarks in 552, that any proposed equation in x,

y, z, may be transformedfrom co-ordinates into quaternionsy by

simply making the substitutions,

[29] . . a; = i-^ S . «>, y =/^ S . ip, z^k'^S.kp,

or

[30] . . a; = - 1 S . t>, y = -jS .jp, z = -kS .kp;

for instance, oneform of the quaternion equation of Fresnel's

Wave, obtained on this plan, is the following

:

(S.apy (S.^pY (S.ypY

But it is usually possible, in interesting questions, to obtain ex-

pressions more elegant^ or at least better adapted to be treated by

the peculiar methods of this calculus, than the forms which result

immediately from the foregoing very general substitution : and

accordingly I have been able to obtain other expressions by qua-

ternions for the lately mentioned wave surface, which put in

evidence those conical cusps, and those circles of contact there-

upon, on which appear to depend the optical phenomena of co-

nical REFRACTION in Crystals with two axes, that were ex-

perimentally observed by the Rev. Humphrey Lloyd about the

end of the year 1832, with a carefully cut specimen of arrago-

nite. Finally, as additional illustrations oiiheflexibility, combined

with distinctness, of the symbolical language of the present cal-

culus, it may be noticed that by subjecting a variable quaternion,

q, instead of merely a variable vector, p, to satisfy a given equa-

tion, and allowing the scalar part to vary, new sources of expres-

sion arise. For example, if we write (as we have often done)

q = w+ p, and regard the part w as arbitrary, and p as variable,

but both as real, while a and |3 are any two given and constant

and real vectors from the origin, the equation,

[32]. .(^7=-..

will be found to represent a full circle, inasmuch as the va-

riable vector p will now be free to terminate at any one of all

those points of space which are contained upon, or included
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within^ that circular circumference of which the vector of the

centre is a, while /3 is perpendicular to its plane, and its radius is

= T/3 : because the quaternion analysis shews that we have here,

[33] . .S.(p-a)/3 = 0, Tip-ay = T^-'-w\

The equation

[3.]..(^)*=..

would represent, on the same plan, the system of a full circle

and oftwo points^ related to each other as the equator and poles

of a sphere. And the very simple equation,

[35] ..T^=l, or T («; + /£>)= 1,

represents in like manner a full sphere, namely, the unit-

sphere, regarded now as no mere surface, but as a solid locus,

whereof all the internal points are here to be taken into account,

as being all included in the formula. Results of the sorts as-

signed in the present article might be almost indefinitely multi-

plied : and if the subject shall be hereafter pursued, the difficulty

will much less be to interpret than to class the expressions.

680. After these general remarks on equations in the present

calculus, let us resume the particular equation of art. 505,

V.„p.V.pe = (V.„e)S

and treat it as if it had now for the Brst time presented itself, in

some geometrical investigation. One general and always per-

mitted process of transformation, of any equation in quaternions,

has been seen to be the taking separately the scalar and the vec-

tor parts of the two members, and then equating them respec-

tively. Taking therefore the vector parts, the first member of

the equation gives,

V(V.i,^.V.p0) = />S.„0p;

but also by the scalar character of the square of a vector,

(V.„0)» = V->O, V.(V. ,,0)2=0;

and the proposed equation forbids us to suppose /o=0, it being

understood that t] and B are not parallel ; we are therefore con-

ducted to this other equation.
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Thus,

p\\\v,Oi p^xri + yO;

V.„p = yV.»i0; y.pe = xY,ne\

and finally the equation of condition, which the two variable

scalar coefficients x and y are obliged to satisfy, is found to be

the following

:

xy=l.

It is therefore necessary and sufficient to admit that the variable

vector p has some one of the values included in the expression,

p-Xri + x'^Bi

where x is an arbitrary scalar. The locus of the extremity of p
is consequently a (plane) hyperbola^ having its centre at the origin

of vectors, with ri and for portions of its two asymptotes, and

with »j + for one of the values of p, or for the vector ofone point

of the curve. But tj and have been seen in earlier articles

(compare 497, 503), to be portions of the axes of the two cylin-

ders of revolution, within which the two spheres slide, in one of

our modes of generating the ellipsoid (art. 496), and within each

of which two cylinders the ellipsoid itself \% inscribed. We saw

also (in 502) that »j + is an umbilicar vector of the ellipsoid.

No uncertainty therefore can now remain, respecting i\vefitness

2Sidi adequacy oi the equation assigned in art. 505, to represent,

in this calculus, that known curve which has been named the

focal hyperbola, of a certain ellipsoid, and of its con focals. In-

deed, that the equation expressed, among other things, the co-

planarity of r/, 0, p, might have been more rapidly inferred

from the consideration that because the vectors V. np and V. pO
are asserted to have a scalar product, they must be supposed to

be parallel to some one line ; to which one line therefore the three

lines ?}, 6, p must be perpendicular, and consequently must be

coplanar with each other.

681. Let p and p\ expressed as follows,

p-Xr) + X'^d, p'=x'ri+x'-^0,

be any two vectors, ap, ap', of the focal hyperbola; their diffe-

rence is evidently,

2y
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FF'=p-p = {x - a;) ij + (a;'-' - X" *) © ;

and if this difference, or the chord joining the extremities of the

two vectors, is to be parallel to q - 0, we must have

x+x''^ = x + x'\

and therefore generally

xx'= 1, p=x-^ri + 3c6i

the scalar difference a;'- a; being supposed not generally to vanish.

The same chord pp' meets the asymptotes rj, 6, in two points q,

q', of which the vectors are,

AQ=-^ r~=(x+x-^)n: aq' = (x+x'^)0;

whence,

PQ = «-»(i,"0); PQ'=-a;(tj-e); pq.pq'= T(r,-0)';

and, as is known,

p'q = q'p, p'q'=Qp.

But as X approaches to 1, or as the variable vector p approaches

to the particular value ?j + 0, or w (art. 502), the chord p~p tends

to vanish in length, and to become in direction tangential to the

curve ; and the portion of the tangent intercepted between the

asymptotes is seen, by the recent analysis, to be (as is well

known) bisected at the point of contact. Thus, at the umhilic

of the ellipsoid, which is (by 502) the termination of the vector

to), the tangent to the focal hyperbola has the direction oi r\-B, or

oft (art. 498); that is (as is known), of the umbilicar normal

(compare 501) to the ellipsoid. Or we might have differentiated

the scalar variable x in the expression for p, and then made a; = 1;

which would have given dp -j- dx = ij - 0, when p = ij + 0, and

would have conducted to the same conclusion respecting the di-

rection of the tangent to the hyperbola, at the same umbilic of

the surface. And hence we may prove, by quaternions, the

known theorem already alluded to (505), that the focal hyper-

bola cuts the ellipsoid perpendicularly, at each umbilicar point.

Combining the recent results with others somewhat earlier ar-

rived at, we are conducted without difficulty to the following con-

struction. At an umbilic u, draw a tangent tuv to the focal hy-
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perbola, meeting the asymptotes in t and v, as in the annexed

figure 102. Then the sides of

the triangle tav are, as res-
^^'

pects their lengths, av = 2Tij

;

^^

AT = 2T0; TV = 2T (v-0);
that is, by 501,

Yy
AV = a + c ; AT = a - c ; TV = 26.

And the ri and of this Lec-

ture are precisely the halves

of the sides Av and at of this

triangle ; or they are the two

oblique co-ordinates ay, ax of

the umbilic u, referred to the asymptotes of the hyperbola^ when
directions as well as lengths are attended to.

682. It has been so much my wi8h,in the presentCourse ofLec-

tures, now drawing rapidly to its close, to lay a sound and strong

geometrical foundation for future applications of this Calculus

;

and 1 so well foresee that through necessary future extensions of

the theory, such as the introduction, already sketched, of what I

have called Biquaternions, many diflBculties as yet unapproached

will arise : that I have anxiously sought to provide a large

amount of what might become, through the united exertions of

myself and others, a settled, established, and common ground^

respecting the validity of which no diversity of opinion could

ever afterwards occur. And, in this spirit, I ask you now to allow

me to state a few geometrical reasonings^ of a very simple kind,

by which the recent results, and some earlier geometrical conclu*

sions, of this new mode of calculation may be confirmed.

The sum of the squares of any three conjugate semi-diameters

of a given ellipsoid being known to be a constant quantity (=0^

+ 6^*+ c^), while the umbilicar vector au (= m), and any two rect-

angular radii (each = b), of the circular and diametral section

made by a plane parallel to the umbilicar tangent plane, cohipose

a conjugate system, we are to subtract 2b'^ from o^^ + i^+c^, and

shall thus obtain the value u-=a^-b^-ir c\ as in art. 502. Again,

the parallelepipedon under any three conjugate semi-diameters

2y 2
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being known to be constant, and =abCi we are to divide this by

6% and so obtain ab~^c (compare 501), as an expression for the

perpendicular let fall from the centre a on the umbilicar tangent

plane; or for the projection su, of the umbilicar vector au (in

fig. 102), on the umbilicar normal tuv to the ellipsoid, which

normal is known to coincide with the tangent to the focal hyper-

bola (as proved by quaternions in the foregoing article). Thus

^{a^-h^ + c'^) is the hypotenuse au, and b'^acis one side su

about the right angle, in the triangle asu; so that the other side,

AS, must be =b-\a'^-b'^)i{b^-c'^)i. Such, then, is the altitude of

the triangle tav, if the centre a of the ellipsoid, or of the hyper-

bola, be considered as the vertex. But, by the properties of the

curve, this area does not vary when we change the point of con-

tact u ; it is therefore equal to the rectangle under the semiaxes

of the focal hyperbola, or to the product (a^ - b^)^ {¥ - c^)^ ; and

it is known that the tangent tv is bisected at the point of con-

tact; the semibase, tu, or uv, of the triangle tav, must therefore

be = 6 : which would be a geometrical confirmation, if such were

needed, of the proof previously given by quaternions (see 498,

499), that T(»j -d) = b. To find the lengths of the sides, av, at,

of the last-mentioned triangle, we have, as before, the altitude as

=^b'^(a^-b^)i(b^-c^)if and the segments,

SY = sv + vv = b'^ ac + b = b'^ (ac + b^)^

ST = su - vv = b'^ ac - b = b'^{ac- b'^)\

whence by two right-angled triangles,

AV = {a^ + c* + 2ac)i = a + Cy

at = {a^ + c' - 2ac)5 = a-c;

these sides are therefore the sum and difference of the two ex-

treme semi-axes of the ellipsoid : a result which agrees with the

values found otherwise in article 501, namely, Ttj = ^ (a + c), Td
= \{a-c). It maybe remarked that the triangle bcg of figure 98

would admit of being superposed on the triangle yax of fig. 102,

if both triangles were constructed for one common ellipsoid.

683. Resuming (partly as an exercise) the calculations with

quaternions, it is easy to see that
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S

.

(pti-Op) (», - 0) = S {pri'-pnO - Opti + epO) = -2S

.

nOpy

because

= S ./9q« = S . OpSy and S . />i,fl= S . 0/>q = S . r,ep.

Hence generally, for any three vectors, rj, d, p, we have the

transformations,

T.(pr,-ep)\j{n-e) = T(pr,-ep)',

S . (p», - Op) U(i,-e) = - 2T(i,-0)-» S.r,9p;

TV . 0>„ - 0p) U(„ -0) = V mpv - 0/o)^- 4T(„- 0)-(S . ndpy)

= v' {(P'?- «p) (»»/> -f>0) + (v-e)-' (vSp-penyu

also for any two conjugate quaternions, q, £[, and any vector oy

we have the identity,

TV.ga = TV.^a=V{(TV.aV<7)' + (TaS^)«};

and therefore,

TV. („p - p0) U („ - 0) = TV. (p, - 0p) U (^ - 0).

For the ellipsoid, by 499, we have the equation,

TV.(„p-p0)U(n-0) = 0^-»,';

and hence, by squaring, we obtain this new form of the equation

of that surface

:

{^ - n'Y = {pn - Op) {np - pB) + (», - 0)'* {ndp - pOny.

Or, by a partial re-introduction of the signs S and T, we find

this somewhat shorter form :

To>„ - epy + 4(n - ey^ (s . vOpy = (0» - „')»

;

of which we shall presently assign the interpretation, and in

which, instead of the square of the tensor of the quaternion

/oij - dp, we may write any one of several general expressions for

that square, of which the proofs will easily suggest themselves

to those who have studied with attention the transformations

already given, and the principles of the present calculus; for in-

stance, any of the following :

T(pr,-epy=T(T,p-pey
= (p»j - Op) {rip - pB) = (rip - pB) {pn - Op)

= W + B^) p" - pr\pO - Bpnp = (»)' + 0') |0' - rtpOp - pOpv
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= {n + Oyp^-iS.r,p'S.0p
= (», - 0)

V» + 4S ( V. 7,p . V. p0).

All these transformations, it must be remarked, hold good, inde-

pendently of any relation between the three vectors rj, 0, p.

684. To interpret that form of the equation of the ellipsoid,

which was assigned at the beginning of article 500, we may ob-

serve that

V 5" =pi + p2i
?j- u

if for conciseness we write,

But pi is the perpendicular from the centre a of the ellipsoid on

the plane of a circular section, passing through the extremity of

the vector or semidiameter p, and perpendicular to the cyclic

normal ij - ; and pa niay be easily shewn (compare 441) to be

a radius of the same circular section, multiplied by a scalar co-

eflBcient, namely, by

If then, from the foot of the perpendicular, let fall (as above) on

the plane of a circular section, we draw a right line in that plane,

which bears to the radius of that section the constant ratio of the

rectangle ac under the two extreme semi-axes to the square 6^ of

the mean semi-axis of the ellipsoid, the equation for that surface,

which was given at the beginning of article 500, expresses that

the line so drawn will terminate on a spheric surface^ which has

ac
its centre at the centre of the ellipsoid, and has its radius = -r.

It was thus, in fact, that I happened to perceive this property of

the surface, by interpreting as above one of the quaternion forms

of its equation ; but it is not difficult to Throve geometrically that

the described construction conducts to the last-mentioned spheric

locus ; namely, to the sphere concentric with the ellipsoid, which

touches at once the four umbilicar tangent planes.
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685. Proceeding to the interpretation of the equation of the

ellipsoid, which was arrived at in 683, we may remark that since

the quaternion pt) - Bp gives a pure vector as a product, or as a

quotient, if it be multiplied or divided by the vector n + (com-

pare 500) ; we may therefore write

pri-Op- Xi (»j + B)i

Xi being a new vector symbol, of which the value may be thus

expressed

:

This vector \i is evidently such as to give,

T(p„-0p)=:TA:.T(n+0);
T{pn-epy^\,^{n^e)\

We have also the identity,

which may be shewn to be such, by observing that

{r,-ey(n+oy=(ti'+e'-2s.T,e){ri'+0'+^s.vO)
= (1,2

+

d'Y - 4 (s . noy = (v' - e^y + 4 (t . r,oy - 4 (s . noy

=(n'-e'y-4{v.ney={e--n'y-{ri9-eriy;

or by remarking that (c«mpare 454),

and{rt-0y{r,+ey={T.{n-e)ir,+e)]';

or in several other ways. Introducing then a new vector c, such

that

i)0-0,, = 6T(i, + 0), or€ = 2V.i,0.T(», + 0)->;

and that therefore

{r,e-er,y=-i'in+e)\

and

2S.i,0|t> = S.cp.T(r, + 0), 4(S.T,e/c)' = -(S.£p)».(», + 0)»;

while, by 498, or 499,
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vfe find that the equation of the ellipsoid above referred to,

namely,

T (pn - OpY + 4 (n - B)-^ (S . y^Bpf = (0* - „0S

after being divided by (ij + 0)S assumes the following form

:

Ai»+6-2(S.f/o)«+A« + £2 = o.

But also, by the recent values of Xi and c,

S . cXi = S . cp ;

the equation just found may therefore be also written thus

:

and the scalar 6 + &"' S . cp is positive, even at an extremity of the

mean axis of the ellipsoid, because

(0^ - ri'y = - (6« + £») (i,

+

Qy = (z»« - T£2) T („

+

ey,

and therefore

T£<6.

We have then this new form of the equation of the ellipsoid, de-

duced by transposition and extraction of square roots, according

to the rules of the present calculus

:

T(X.-£) = 6+6-'S.£p.

By a process exactly similar to the foregoing, we find also the

form

T(X,+ £) = 6-^>-^S.£/o;

which differs from the equation last found, only by a change of

sign of the auxiliary and constant vector £ ; and hence, by addi-

tion of the two last equations, we find still another form, namely,

T(X:-£) + T(Xi + £) = 26;

or substituting for Xi, £, and b their values, in terms of »j, 0, and

/o, and multiplying into T(ij + 0),

686. The locus of the termination Lj of the auxiliary and
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variable vector Xi, which is derived from the vector p of the ori-

ginal ellipsoid by the linear formula of the last article, namely,

\, = p-2(r, + e)-'S,epy

being thus represented by the equation of the same article,

T(Xi + c) + T(Xi-£) = 26,

is evidently a certain new ellipsoid ; namely, an ellipsoid of

revolution^ which has the mean axis lb of the old or given ellip-

soid for its major axis, or for its aais ofrevolution^ while the

vectors of its two foci are denoted by the symbols + e and - 1

.

In fact if we still place the origin of vectors at the centre a of the

ellipsoid of arts. 466, &c., and make

Xi = ALi, £ = AFi = F,A,

we shall have, for the locus of the point Li, the following equa-

tion of a very simple and well-known form :

F2L1 + FiLi = 2b.

We have also, by the foregoing article, combined with 501, 602,

T£« = i' + (0* - n^y (n + ey^ =b^- a^c'u-^ ;

or

c2 = i» = i L^—-

—

\ ifc = T£.

Such then is the expression for the square of the distance (e) of

either focus (Fj or F2) of the new or derived ellipsoid, which has

Xi for its varying vector, from the common centre a of the new

and old ellipsoids, which centre is also the common origin of the

vectors Xi and p : while these two foci of the new ellipsoid are

situated upon the mean axis of the old one. There exist also

other remarkable relations, between the original ellipsoid with

three unequal semi-axes a, b, c, and the new ellipsoid of revolu-

tion, of which some will be brought into view, by pursuing the

quaternion analysis in a way which we shall proceed to point

out.

687. Combining the recent expression for Xi with three other

analogous expressions, as follows

:

' n + U T} + (/
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. pO-'- n-'p pv-'-e-'p

it is easy to prove (compare 494) that

TXi=TX,= TX3 = TX4;

and that

S . »j0Xi = S . nOXi = S . ij^Xj = S . ijflXi = S . riOp ;

whence it follows that the four vectors Xi, X2, X3, X4, being sup-

posed to be all drawn from the centre a of the original ellipsoid,

terminate in four points, Li, Lj, L3, L4, which are the/bur cor-

ners ofa quadrilateral inscribed in a circle of the lately derived

ellipsoid of revolution ; the plane of this circle being parallel to

the plane of the greatest and least axes of the original ellipsoid

(abc), and passing through the point e of that ellipsoid, which is

the termination of the vector p. We shall have also the equa-

tions,

X2-/> _ S.r>p X3-p _ S.r?-'p

Xr-p's.dp-'^ "' \,-p~s.e-'p '

which shew that the two opposite sides LiLj, L3L4, of this in-

scribed quadrilateral, being prolonged if necessary, intersect in

the lately mentioned point k of the original ellipsoid. And be-

cause the recent expressions give also

y Xz - Xi V ^4-Xs Q

these opposite sides LiLj, L3L4, of the plane quadrilateral thus in-

scribed in a circle of the derived ellipsoid, are parallel respectively

to the vectors tj + 0, ?)"'+ 0'\ or (by 602, 503) to the two umbi-

licar vectors w, w', of the original ellipsoid, constructed with the

semi-axes aba. At the same time, the equations

vhzh^o, v^* = o,

hold good, and shew that the two other and mutually opposite

sides of the same inscribed quadrilateral, namely, the sides LzLj,

LiLi, are respectively parallel to the two vectors tj, 0, or to the

axes of the two cylinders of revolution which can be circum-

scribed about the same original ellipsoid.
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688. Hence it is easy to infer the following Theorem, else-

where already published by me as a result of the Calculus of

Quaternions : '•'•Ifon the mean axis^ 26, ofa given ellipsoid, aba,

as the major axis, and ivith twofoci Fi, F2, ofwhich the common

distance from the centre a is

we construct an ellipsoid of revolution ; and if in any circular

section ofthis new ellipsoid, we inscribe a quadrilateral, LiLjLjLi,

ofwhich the two opposite sides LiLj, L3L4 are respectively paral-

lel to the two umbilicar diameters of the given ellipsoid; while

the two other and mutually opposite sides L3L3, L4L1, ofthe same

inscribed quadrilateral, are respectively parallel to the axes of

the two cylinders ofrevolution which can be circumscribed about

the same given ellipsoid; then the point ofintersection e ofthe

first pair ofopposite sides (namely, of those parallel to the um-

bilicar diameters) will be a point upon that given ellipsoid." It

seems to me that, in consequence of this remarkable relation

between these two ellipsoids, the two foci Fi, Fj of the above-de-

scribed ellipsoid oi revolution^ which have been seen to be situated

upon the mean axis of the original ellipsoid, may not inconve-

niently be called the two medial foci of that original ellipsoid

{abc) ; and that the new or derived ellipsoid ofrevolution itself may

be called the mean ellipsoid ; but 1 gladly submit the question of

the propriety of these designations, to the judgment of other and

better geometers. Meanwhile it may be noticed, that the two

ellipsoids intersect each other in a system of two ellipses, of

which the planes are perpendicular to the axes of the two cylin-

ders of revolution above mentioned ; and that those four common

tangent planes of the two ellipsoids, which are parallel to their

common axis, that is to the mean axis of the original ellipsoid

abc, are parallel also to its two umbilicar diameters. It may be

added that if b' denote the minor semi-axis (= (6^ - e^)^ = acu'^) of

the above-mentioned mean ellipsoid, and if we construct another

concentric ellipsoid, ah'c, which will thus not be of revolution, the

equation of this third ellipsoid may in our symbols be written thus:

T {r\fi - pd) = 0- - 17-

;
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and that its cyclic normals have the same directions as those of

thait fourth ellipsoid abc\ for which ac' = l>^ = cc^, and which is, in

a well-known sense, reciprocal to the^r*^ or given ellipsoid,

abc, having also the same mean axis, but having its major axis

in the same direction as the minor asis of the other. As to the

intersection of the other pair of sides Lj Lj, L4 Li, of the inscribed

quadrilateral, it is easy to see (compare again 494) that if we

call this point s, and denote its vector as by a, we shall have the

expression,

80 that (compare 597) the locus of the point s is a certain ^/M
ellipsoid, on the properties of which I cannot enter here.

689. The same general methods of calculation (compare the

remarks made at the end of 624) admit of a vast variety of other

geometrical applications. For instance, if we combine the for-

mula S.vdvd/o = 0, of article 609, with the last expression for

V in 593, we find, for the lines of curvature on an ellipsoid, the

differential equations,

= S . vd/o, = S . vdpidpK, or = S . vtitk, = S . vr,

if r be a vector parallel to the tangent to such a line ; and then,

by combining these two last equations, we find that t may be

expressed as follows, r = UV. w+UV. vk; which reproduces the

theorem, discovered (1 believe) by M. Chasles, that the lines of
curvature on an ellipsoid (or other surface of the second order)

bisect at each point the angles between the two circular sections

of the surface. Again, if the last formula of 604, or of 605, be

suitably combined with quaternion forms of the equation ofa, cone

of the second degree, such as those assigned in 438, where /3 is

afocal line, and in 678, where o, /3 are cyclic normals, those theo-

rems may be deduced, respecting the curvature of a spherical

conic, which have been published by me in the Cambridge and

Dublin MathematicalJournal, as part ofa Paper entitled '* Sym-

bolical Geometry." But it is manifestly impossible, in any sin-

gle Course of Lectures such as the present, to include all such

applications : and with thanks to those persons who have favoured

me so far by their attention, I now heartily bid them farewell.

END OF THE LECTURES.
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[The following is the Abstract of a Communication by the Author to the

Royal Irish Academy, which was referred to in article 675, page 673, of the

foregoing Lecture, and is reprinted here from the published Proceedings of

the Academy.]

Royal Irish Academy, May 13, 1850.

Sir William Rowan Hamilton gave an account of some

geonjetrical reasonings, tending to explain and confirm certain

results to which he had been previously conducted by the

method of quaternions, respecting the inscription of gauche

polygons in central surfaces of the second order.

1. It is a very well known property of the conic sections,

that if three of the four sides of a plane quadrilateral inscribed

in a given plane conic be cut by a rectilinear transversal in

three given points, the fourth side of the same variable qua-

drilateral is cut by the same fixed right line in a fourth point

likewise fixed. And whether we refer to the relation of invo-

lution discovered by Desargues, or employ other principles,

it is easy to extend this property to surfaces of the second

order, so far as the inscription in them ofplane quadrilaterals

is concerned. If then we merely wish to pass from one point

p to another point r of such a surface, under the condition

that some other point q of the same surface shall exist, such

that the two successive and rectilinear chords, pq and qr,

shall pass respectively through some two given guide-points^

a and B, internal or external to the surface ; we are allowed

to substitute, for this pair of guide-points, another pair,

such as b' and a', situated on the same straight line ab ; and

may choose one of these two new points anywhere upon that

line, provided that the other he then suitably chosen. In fact.
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if c and c' be the two (real or imaginary) points in which the

surface is crossed by the given transversal ab, we have only

to take care that the three pairs of points aa', bb', cc', shall

be in involution. And it is important to observe, that in

order to determine one of the new guide-points, B'or a', when

the other is given, it is by no means necessary to employ the

points c, c', of intersection of the transversal with the surface,

which may be as often imaginary as real. We have only to

assume at pleasure a point p upon the given surface ; to draw

from it the chords paq, qbr; and then if a' be given, and b'

Bought, to draw the two new chords ra's, sb'p ; or else if a' is

to be found from b', to draw the chords pb's, sa'r. For ex-

ample, if we choose to throw off the new guide-point b' to in-

finity, or to make it a guide-star, in the direction of the given

line AB, we have only to draw, from the assumed initial and

superficial point p, a rectilinear chord Ps of the surface, which

shall be parallel to ab, and then to join sr, and examine in

what point a' this joining line crosses the given line ab. The
point a' thu^ found will be entirely independent of the assumed

initial point p, and will satisfy the condition required : in

such a manner that if, from any other assumed superficial

point p', we draw the chords p'aq', q'br', and the parallel

p's' to AB, the chord rV shall pass through the same point a'.

All this follows easily from principles perfectly well known.

2. Since then for two given guide-points we may thus

substitute the system of a guide-star and a guide-point, it

follows that for three given guide-points we may substitute a

guide-star and two guide-points; and, therefore, by a repeti-

tion of the same process, may substitute anew a system of two

stars and one point. And so proceeding, for a system of n

given guide-points, through which n successive and rectilinear

chords of the surface are to pass, we may substitute a system

of »- 1 guide-stars, and of a single guide-point. The pro-

blem of inscribing, in a given surface of the second order, a

gauche polygon of n sides, which are required to pass succes-

sively through n given points, is, therefore, in general, redu-

cible, by operations with straight lines alone, to the problem
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of inscribing in the same surface another gauche polygon, of

which the last side shall pass through a new fixed point, while

all its other {n-l) sides shall be parallel to so many fixed

straight lines. And if ihejirst n sides of an inscribed poly-

gon of n+ 1 sides, ppi Pg . . . Pn, be obliged to pass, in order,

through n given points, ai A3 . . . An , namely, the side or chord

ppi through Ai , &c., it will then be possible, in general, to

incribe also another polygon, pqi Qs . . . Pn, having the same

first and wth points, p and p„, and therefore the samefinal or

closing side PnP, but having the other n sides different^ and

such that the n-\ first of these sides, pqi, Q1Q2, . .. Qn.L>

On - 1 > shall be respectively parallel to w - 1 given right lines,

while the nth side Qn . 1 Pn shall pass through a fixed point b„.

The analogous reductions for polygons in conic sections have

long been familiar to geometers.

3. Let us now consider the inscribed gauche quadrilateral

PQi Q2 Q3, of which the four corners coincide with the four

first points of the last-mentioned polygon. In the plane

Qi Q2 Q3 of the second and third sides of this gauche quadri-

lateral, draw a new chord Qi R2, which shall have its direction

conjugate to the direction of pqi , with respect to the given

surface. This new direction will itself be fixed, as being pa-

rallel to a fixed plane, and conjugate to a fixed direction, not

generally conjugate to that plane ; and hence in the plane in-

scribed quadrilateral R2QiQ2Q3> the three first sides having

fixed directions, the fourth side Q3 R2 will also have its direction

fixed ; which may be proved, either as a limiting form of the

theorem referred to in ( 1
), respecting four points in one line,

or from principles still more elementary. And there is no diflS-

culty in seeing that because pqi and Qi R2 have fixed and con-

jugate directions, the chord PR2 is bisected by a fixed diameter

of the surface, whose direction is conjugate to both of their's ; or

in other words, that if o be the centre of the surface, and if we

draw Xki&variahle diameter pon, the variable chord nrj will then

be parallel to \k\Qfixed diameter just mentioned. So far, then,

as we only concern ourselves to construct the fourth or closing
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side Q3 p of the gauche quadrilateral pQi Qj Q3, whose three first

sides have given or fixed directions, we may substitute it for ano-

ther gauche quadrilateral pnr2 Q3, inscribed in thesame surface,

and such that while its first side pn passes through the centre

o, its second and third sides, NR2 and R2Q3, are parallel to

two fixed right lines. In other words, we may substitute, for

a system of three guide-stars^ a system of the centre and two

stars, as guides for the three first sides ; or, if we choose, in-

stead of drawing successively three chords, pqi, q, Qj, Q2Q3,

parallel to three given lines, we may draw a first chord pr?,

so as to be bisected by a given diameter, and then a second

chord R2 Qa, parallel to a given right line.

4. Since, for a system of three stars, we may substitute a

system of the centre and two stars, it follows that for a system

offour stars we may substitute a system of the centre and

three stars ; or, by a repetition of the same process, may sub-

stitute a system of the centre, the same centre again, and two

Stars ; that is, ultimately, a system of two stars may be sub-

stituted for a system offour stars, the two employments of the

centre as a guide having simply neutralized each other, as

amounting merely to a return from n to p, after having gone

from p to the diametrically opposite point n. For five stars

we may therefore substitute three ; and for six stars we may

substitute four, or two. And so proceeding we perceive that

for any proposed system of guide-stars, we may substitute two

stars, if the proposed number be even; or three, if that num-

ber be odd. And by combining this result with what was

found in (2), we see that for any given system of w guide-points

we may substitute a system of two stars and a point, if n be

odd ; or ifn be even, then in that case we may substitute a sys-

tem of Mrce stars and a point: which may again be changed,

by (3), to a system of the centre, two stars, and one point.

5. Let us now consider more closely the system of two

guide-stars, and one guide-point ; and for this purpose let us

conceive that the two first sides pqi and Qi Q2 of an inscribed

gauche quadrilateral PQ1Q2P3 are parallel to two given right
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lines, while the third side Q2P3 is obliged to pass through a

fixed point B3; the first point p, and therefore also the qua-

drilateral itself, being in other respects variable. In the plane

PQi Q2 of the two first sides, which is evidently parallel to a

fixed plane, inscribe a chord q.^s, whose direction shall be

conjugate to that of the fixed line 0B3, and therefore shall

itself also be fixed, o being still the centre of the surface; and

draw the chord ps. Then, in the plane inscribed quadrilateral

PQi Q2S, the three first sides have fixed directions, and there-

fore, by (3), the direction of the fourth side sp is also fixed.

In the plane SQ2P3, which contains the given point B3, draw

through that point an indefinite right line B3C3, parallel to

SQ2; the line so drawn will have a given position, and will be

intersected, at some finite or infinite distance from B3, by the

chord SP3, which is situated in the same plane with it, namely,

in the plane SQ2 P3. But if we consider the section of the sur-

face, which is made by this last plane, and observe that the

two first sides of the triangle SQ.2 P3 pass, by the construction,

through a star or point at infinity conjugate to B3, and through

the point B3 itself, we shall see that, in virtue of a well-known

and elementary principle respecting triangles in conies, the

third side P3S must pass through the point D3, if D3 be the pole

of the right line B3C3, which contains upon it the two conju-

gate points; this pole being taken with respect to the plane

section lately mentioned. If then we denote by D3E3 the in-

definite right line which is, with respect to the surface^ the

polar of the fixed line B3C3, we see that the chord SP3 must in-

tersect this reciprocal polar also, besides intersecting the line

B3C3 itself. Conversely this condition, of intersecting these

two fixed polars, is sufficient to enable us to draw the chord

SP3 when the point s has been determined, by drawing from

the assumed point p the chord ps parallel to a fixed right line.

We may then substitute^ for a system of two guide-stars and

one guide-point, the system of one guide-star and two guide-

lines; these lines being (as has been seen) a ^d^v oi reciprocal

polarsj with respect to the given surface.

2z
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6. If, then, it be required to inscribe a polygon ppi Pg .. p,j„

with any odd number 2w + I of sides, which shall pass suc-

cessively through the same number of given points, AiAg..

A2n + i» we may begin by assuming a point p upon the given

surface, and drawing through the given points 2w+ 1 successive

chords, which will in general conduct to a final point P2n*i»

distinct from the assumed initial point p. And then, by pro-

cesses of which the nature has been already explained, we can

find a point s such that the chord PS shall be parallel to a fixed

right line, or shall have a direction independent of the assumed

and variable position of p ; and that the chord SPjn + 1 shall at

the same time cross two other fixed right lines, which are reci-

procal polars of each other. In order then to find a new point

p, which shall satisfy the conditions of the proposed problem,

or shall be such as to coincide with the point P2n + i» deduced

from it as above, we see that it is necessary and sufficient to

oblige this sought point p to be situated at one or other ex-

tremity of a certain chord PS, which shall at once be parallel

to a fixed line, and shall also cross two fixed polars. It is

clear then that we need only draw two planes, containing re-

spectively these two polars, and parallel to the fixed direction
;

for the right line of intersection of these two planes will be the

chord ofsolution required ; or in other words, it will cut the

surface in the two (real or imaginary) points, p and s, which

are adapted, and are alone adapted, to be positions of the first

corner of the polygon to be inscribed.

7. But if it be demanded to inscribe in the same surface a

polygon PP1P2 .. P2n-i> with an even number 2n ofsides, pass-

ing successively through the same even number ofgiven points,

A, A2 .
. A2nj the problem then acquires a character totally dis-

tinct. For if, after assuming an initial point p upon the sur-

face, we pass, by 2w successive chords, drawn through the

given points Ai, &c., to a final point P2n upon the surface,

which will thus be in general distinct from p ; it will indeed be

possible to assign generally two fixed polars, across which, as

two given guide-lines, a certain variable chord sPo„ is to be
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drawn, like the chord sp.>„+ 1 of (6); but the chord PS will not,

in this question, be parallel to a given line, or directed to a

given star; it will, on the contrary, by (3) (4) (5), be bisected

by a given diameter, which we may call ab ; or, if we prefer to

state the result so, it will be now the supplementary chord ms

of the same diametral section of the surface (n being still the

point of that surface opposite to p), which will have a given

direction, and not the chord PS itself. In fact, at the end of

(4), we reduced the system of 2w guide-points to a system of

the centre, two stars, and one point; and in (5) we reduced

the system of two stars and a point to the system of a star

and two polars. In order then to find a point p which shall

coincide v/hh the point Pzn deduced from it as above, or which

shall be adapted to be the first corner of an inscribed polygon

of 2w sides passing respectively through the 2« given points,

Ai . . A2„, we must endeavour to find a chord ps which shall be

at once bisected by the fixed diameter ab, and shall al.so inter-

sect the two fixed polars above mentioned. And conversely,

if we can find any such chord ps, it will necessarily be at least

one chord ofsolution of the problem ; understanding hereby,

that if we set out with either extremity, p or s, of this chord,

and draw from it 2n successive chords pPi, &c., or ssi, &c.,

through the 2n given points Ai, &c., we shall be brought back

hereby (as the question requires) to the point with which we

started. For, in a process which we have proved to admit of

being substituted for the process of drawing the 2n chords, we

shall be brought first from p to s, and then back from s to p

;

or else first from s to p, and then back from p to s : provided

that the chord of solution ps has been selected so as to satisfy

the conditions above assigned.

8. To inscribe then, for example, a gauche chiliagon in an

ellipsoid, ppj .. P999, or ssi .. sggg, under the condition that its

thousand successive sides shall pass successively through a

thousand given points k\ .. Aiooo» we are conducted to seek to

inscribe, in the same given ellipsoid, a chord ps, which shall

be at once bisected by a given diameter ab, and also crossed by

2z2
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a given chord cd, and by the polar ofthat given chord. Now

in general when any two proposed right lines intersect each

other, their respective polars also intersect, namely, in the

pole of the plane of the two lines proposed. Since then the

sought chord ps intersects the polar of the given chord cd, it

follows that the polar of the same sought chord ps must in-

tersect the given chord cd itself. We may therefore reduce

the problem to this form : to find a chord ps of the ellipsoid

which shall be bisected by a given diameter ab, and shall also

be such that while it intersects a given chord cd in some point

E, its polar intersects the prolongation of that given chord, in

some other point f.

9. The two sought points e, f, as being situated upon two

polars, are of course conjugate relatively to the surface ; they

are therefore also conjugate relatively to the chord cd, or, in

other words, they cut that given chord harmonically. The

four diametral planes abc, abe, abd, abf, compose therefore

an harmonic pencil ; the second being, in this pencil, har-

monically conjugate to the fourth ; and being at the same

time, on account of the polars, conjugate to it also with re-

spect to the surface, as one diametral plane to another. When
the ellipsoid becomes a sphere, the conjugate planes abe, abf

become rectangular ; and consequently the sought plane abe

bisects the angle between the two given planes abc and abd.

This solves at once the problem for the sphere ; for if, con-

versely, we thus bisect the given dihedral angle cabd by a

plane abe, cutting the chord cd in e, and if we take the har-

monic conjugate f on the same given chord prolonged, and

draw from e and f lines meeting ordinately the given diame-

ter ab, these two right lines will be situated in two rectangu-

lar or conjugate diametral planes, and will satisfy all the other

conditions requisite for their being polars of each other ; but

each intersects the given chord cd, or that chord prolonged,

and therefore each intersects also, by (8), the polar of that

chord ; each therefore satisfies all the transformed conditions of

the problem, and gives a chord of solution, real or imaginary.
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More fully, the ordinate eb' to the diameter ab, drawn from

the internal point of harmonic section e of the chord cd,

gives, when prolonged both ways to meet the surface, the

chord ofreal solution, PS ; and the other ordinate ff' to the

same diameter ab, which is drawn from the external point of

section f of the same chord cd, and which is itself wholly ex-

ternal to the surface, is the chord ofimaginary solution. But

because when we return from the sphere to the ellipsoid^ or

other surface of the second order, the condition of bisection of

the given dihedral angle cabd is no longer fulfilled by the

sought plane abe, a slight generalization of the foregoing

process becomes necessary, and can easily be accomplished as

follows.

10. Conceive, as before, that on the diameter ab the or-

dinate ee' is let fall from the internal point of section e, and

likewise the ordinates cc' and dd' from c and d ; and draw also,

parallel to that diameter, the right lines cc", dd", ee", from

the same three points c, d, e, so as to terminate on the dia-

metral plane through o which is conjugate to the same dia-

meter; in such a manner that oc", od", oe" shall be parallel

and equal to the ordinates cc, d'd, ee ; and that the segments

CE, ED of the chord cd shall be proportional to the segments

c'e", e"d" of the base c"d" of the triangle c"od", which is

situated in the diametral plane, and has the centre o for its

vertex. For the case of the sphere^ the vertical angle c"od" of

this triangle is, by (9), bisected by the line oe"; wherefore

the sides oc", o d ', or their equals, the ordinates c'c, dd, are,

in this case, proportional to the segments c'e", E"D"ofthe

base, or to the segments ce, ed of the chord : while the

squares of the ordinates are, for the same case of the sphere,

equal to the rectangles ac'b, ad'b, under the segments of the

diameter ab. Hence,^r the sphere, the squares of the seg-

ments of the given chord are proportional to the rectangles

under the segments of the given diameter^ these latter seg-

ments being found by letting fall ordinates from the ends of

the chord ; or, in symbols, we have the proportion,
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CF^ : df' :: ce^ : ed^ :: ac'b : ad'b.

But, by the general principles of geometrical deformation^ the

propertyi thus stated, cannot be peculiar to the sphere. It

must extendi without any further modification, to the ellipsoid;

and it gives at once, for that surface, the two points of har-

monic section, e and f, of the given chord CD, through which

points the two sought chords of real and imaginary solution

,are to pass ; these chords ofsolution are therefore completely

determined, since they are to be also ordinates, as before, to

the given diameter ab. The problem of inscription for the

ellipsoid is thereforefully resolved ; not only when, as in (6),

the number of sides of the polygon is odd, but also in the

more difficult case (7), when the number of sides is even.

11. If the given surface be a hyperboloid oi two sheets,

one of the two fixed polars will still intersect that surface, and

the fixed chord cd may still be considered as real. If the

given diameter ab be also real, the proportion in (10) still

holds good, without any modification from iraaginaries, and

determines still a real point e, with its harmonic conjugate f,

through one or other of which two points still passes a chord

ofreal solution, while through the other point of section still

is drawn a chord of imaginary solution, reciprocally polar to

the former. But if the diameter ab be imaginary, or in other

words if it fail to meet the proposed hyperboloid at all, we

are then led to consider, instead of it, an ideal diameter a'b',

having the same real direction, but terminating, in a well-

known way, on a certain supplementary surface; in such a

manner that while a and b are now imaginary points, the

points a' and b' are real, although not really situated on the

given surface ; and that

OA^ = ob2 = - oa'2 = - ob'**.

The points c' and d' are still real, and so are the rectangles

ac'b and ad'b, although a and b are imaginary ; for we may
write,

ac'b = oa' - oc'^, ad'b = oa'^ - od'2,
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and the proportion in (10) becomes now,

CF^ : df2 : : ce^ : ed^ : : oc'^ + oa'^ : od'* + oa'^.

It gives therefore still a real point ofsection e, and a rca/ con-

jugate point f ; and through these two points of section of cd

we can still draw two real right lines^ which shall still ordi-

nately cross the real direction of ab, and shall still be two re-

ciprocal polars, satisfying all the transformed conditions of the

question, and coinciding still with two chords of real and

imaginary solution. For the double-sheeted hyperboloid, there-

fore, as well as for the ellipsoid, the problem of inscribing a

gauche chiliagon, or other even-sided polygon^ whose sides

shall pass successively, and in order, through the same given

number of points, is solved by a system of two polar chordst

which we have assigned geometrical processes to determine;

and the solutions are still, in general, ybwr in number; two of

them being still real, and two imaginary.

1 2. If the given surface be a hyperboloid of one sheet, then

not only may the diameter ab be real or imaginary, but also

the chord cd may or may not cease to be real ; for the two

fixed polars will now either both meet the surface, or else both

fail to meet it in any two real points. When ab and CD are

both real, the proportion in (10), being put under the form

CF^ : DF^ : : cE^ : ed^ : : oa^ - oc'^ : oa^ - od'^,

shews that the point of section e and its conjugate r will be

real, if the points c' and d' fall both on the diameter ab itself,

or both on that AidimQiev prolonged ; that is, if the extremities

c and D lie both within or both without the interval between

the two parallel tangent planes to the surface which are drawn

at the points a and b: under these conditions therefore there

will still be two real right lines, which may still be called the

two chords ofsolution ; but because these lines will still be

two reciprocal polars, they will now (like the two fixed polars

above mentioned) either both meet the hyperboloid, or else

both fail to meet it; and consequently there will now be either

four real, or eX^e four imaginary solutions. If ab and cd be

still both real, but if the chord cd have one extremitv within
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and the other extremity without the interval between the two

parallel tangent planes, the proportion above written will

assign a negative ratio for the squares of the segments of cd ;

the points of section e and f, and the two polar chords of so-

lution, become therefore, in this case, themselves imaginary ;

and of course, by still stronger reason, the four solutions of

the problem become then imaginary likewise. If cd be real,

but AB imaginary, the proportion in (11) conducts to two real

points of section, and consequently to two real chords, which

may, however, correspond, as above, either to four real or to

four imaginary solutions of the problem. And, finally, it will

be found that the same conclusion holds good also in the re-

maining case, namely, when the chord cd becomes imaginary,

whether the diameter ab be real or not ; that is, when the two

fixed polars do not meet, in any real points, the single-sheeted

hyperboloid.

13. Although the case last mentioned may still be treated

by a modification of the proportion assigned in (10), which

was deduced from considerations relative to the sphere, yet in

order to put the subject in a clearer (or at least in another)

point of view, we may now resume the problem for the ellip-

soid as follows, without making any use of the spherical de-

formation. It was required to find two lines, reciprocally

polar to each other, and ordinately crossing a given diameter

AB of the ellipsoid, which should also cut a given chord cd of

the same surface, internally in some point e, and externally

in some other point f. Bisect cd in g, and conceive ef to be

bisected in h ; and besides the four old ordinates to the dia-

meter AB, namely cc', dd', ee', and ff', let there be now sup-

posed to be drawn, as two new ordinates to the same diameter,

the lines gg' and hh'. Then g' will bisect cd', and h' will

bisect eV; while the centre o of the ellipsoid will still bisect

AB. And because the points e' and f' are harmonic conju-

gates, not only with respect to the points a and b, but also

with respect to the points c' and d', we shall have the follow-

ing equalities

:
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that is,
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h'f"^ = h'k'2 = h'a . h'b = h'c' . h'd',

= h'o^ - oa2 = h'g'2 - g'c'2.

OH'8-g'h'2=Oa2-c'g'2,

Oa2 + Og'2 - c'g'2 OA^ + OC' . OD'
OH =

2og' oc' + od'

Now each of these two last expressions for oh' remains

real, and assigns a real and determinate position for the point

h', even when the points c', d', or the points a, b, or when

both these pairs of points at once become imaginary ; for the

points oand G'are still in all cases real, and so are the squares

of DA and c'g', the rectangle under oc' and od', and the sum

oc'+od'. Thus h' can always be found, as a real point, and

hence we have a real value for the square of h'e', or h'f', which

will enable us to assign the points E'and f' themselves, or else

to pronounce that they are imaginary.

14. We see at the same time, from the values h'o^-oa*

and h'g'2- c'g'2 above assigned for h'e'^ or h'f'^, that these two

sought points e' and f' must both be real, unless the two fixed

points A and c' are themselves both real, since o, g', h', are, all

three, real points. But for the ellipsoid, and for the double

sheeted hyperboloid, we can in general oblige the points c, d,

and their projections c', d', to become imaginary, by selecting

that one of the two fixed polars which does not actually meet

the surface ; for these two sorts ofsurfaces, the two polar chords

of solution of the problem of inscription of a gauche polygon

with an even number of sides passing through the same num-

ber of given points, are therefore found anew to be two real

lines, although only one of them will actually intersect the

surface, and only two of the four polygons will (as before) be

real. And even for the single sheeted hyperboloid, in order

to render the two chords of solution imaginary lines, it is ne-

cessary that the two given polars should actually meet the

surface; for otherwise the polar lines deduced will still be

real. It is necessary also, for the imaginariness of the two
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lines deduced, that the given diameter ab should be itself a

real diameter, or in other words that it should actually inter-

sect the hyperboloid. But even when the given chord CD

and the given diameter ab are thus both real, and when the

surface is a single sheeted hyperboloid, it does not/ollow that

the two chords of solution may not be real lines. We shall

only have /ailed to prove their reality by the expressions re-

cently referred to. We must resume, for this case, the reason-

ings of (12), or some others equivalent to them ; and we find,

as in that section of this Abstract, for the imaginariness of the

two sought polar lines, the condition that one of the two ex-

tremities of the given and real chord CD shall fall within^ and

that the other extremity of that chord shall fall without the

interval between the two real and parallel tangent planes to

the single sheeted hyperboloid, which are drawn at the extre-

mities of the real diameter ab. Sir W. R. Hamilton confesses

that the case where all these particular conditions are com-

bined, so as to render imaginary the two polar lines of solu-

tion, had not occurred to him when he made to the Royal

Irish Academy his communication of June, 1849.

15. It seems to him worth while to notice here that instead

of the foregoing metric processes for finding (when they exist)

the two lines of solution of the problem, the followinggraphic

process of construction of those lines may always, at least in

theory, be substituted, although in practice it will sometimes

require modification for imaginaries. In the diametral plane

ABC, draw a chord kd'l, which shall be bisected at the known

point d' by the given diameter ab ; and join CK, cl. These

joining lines will cut that diameter in the two sought points

e', f'; which being in this manner found, the two sought

lines of solution ee', ff', are constructed without any diflB-

culty. For the sphere, the ellipsoid, and the hyperboloid of

two sheets, although not always for the single sheeted hyper-

boloid, this simple and graphic process can actually be applied,

without any such modification from imaginaries as was above

alluded to. The consideration of non-central surfaces does
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not enter into the object of the present communication ; nor

has it been thought necessary to consider in it any limiting

or exceptional cases, such as those where certain positions or

directions become indeterminate, by some peculiar combina-

tions of the data, while yet they are in general definitely as-

signable, by the processes already explained.

16. Sir William Rowan Hamilton is unwilling to add to

the length of this communication by any historical references;

in regard to which, indeed, he does not consider himself pre-

pared to furnish anything important, as supplementary to what

seems to be pretty generally known, by those who feel an in-

terest in such matters. He has however taken some pains to

inquire, from a few geometrical friends, whether it is likely

that he has been anticipated in his results respecting the in-

scription of gauche polygons in surfaces of the second order

;

and he has not hitherto been able to learn that any such an-

ticipation is thought to exist. Of course he knows that he

must, consciously and unconsciously, be in many ways in-

debted to his scientific contemporaries, for their instructions and

suggestions on these and on other subjects ; and also to his

acquaintance, imperfect as it may be, with what has been done

in earlier times. But he conceives that he only does justice

to the yet infant Method of Quaternions (communicated to the

Royal Irish Academy for the first time in 1843), when he

states that he considers himself to owe, to that new method

of geometrical research, not merely the results stated to the

Academy in the summer of 1849, respecting these inscriptions

of gauche polygons, and several other connected although

hitherto unpublished results, which to him appear remarkable,

but also the suggestion of the mode of geometrical investiga-

tion which has been employed in the present Abstract. No
doubt the principles used in it have all been very elementary,

and perhaps their combination would have cost no serious

trouble to any experienced geometer who had chosen to attack

the problem. But to his own mind the whole foregoing in-

vestigation presents itself as being (what in fact in his case it
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was) a mere translation ofthe quaternion analysis into ordi-

nary geometrical language^ on this particular subject. And

he will not complicate the present Abstract by giving, on this

occasion, any account of those other theorems respecting po-

lygons in surfaces, to which the Calculus of Quaternions has

conducted him, but of which he has not yet seen how to

translate the proofs (for it is easy to translate the results) into

the usual language oi geometry.*

* It will not have escaped the notice of geometrical readers of the fore-

going Abstract of May, 1850, that, instead of the centre and gujde-«<ar«, we

may as easily conceive any fixed point o, with points in its polar (or conju-

gate) plane Q ; and that then, by using the two principles : I**, that for any

two guide-points two others on the same right line may be substituted,

whereof one may be assumed at pleasure ; and, II"<', that a system of two

conjugate guide-points is equivalent to a system of two conjugate guide-lines,

namely, the line of the two given points, and its reciprocal polar, and there-

fore also to a system of two other conjugate points, on this latter polar line

;

we may first transform any proposed system of n guide-points into another

system of which all but the last shall be contained in the assumed plane Q

;

and may then substitute for any three points in that plane the system of the

assumed pole o, and of two points in Q. In this way, by an easy extension

of the process employed in the Abstract, we may transform any proposed

odd system of n guide-points into a system of tbrkk such points, which will

then give easily (as in the plane problem) one right line, as the unique chord

of real or imaginary solution, for the problem of the inscription ofan odd-sided

polygon, whose sides shall pass in order through the n given guide-points.

But in the contrary case, namely, when n is even, the same general process

conducts to a transformed system of four guide-points, conjugate two by

two ; namely, the assumed pole o, a point in the plane Q, and a second pair

of mutually conjugate points, which may all be replaced by two polar pairs

ofguide-lines ; across which four lines there may generally be drawn (as in

the Abstract) two polar chords of solution (real or imaginary), for the prob-

lem of the inscription ofan even-sided polygon : this latter problem being thus

again reduced (by a slight modification of the process in art. 13) to the well-

known one of finding two points on a given line, which shall be at once har-

monically conjugate with respect to two given pairs of points thereon. The

writer is still unable to say whether these general reductions, of the problem

ofinscribing a gauche polygon in a surface ofthe second order (or even in a

sphere"), involving as they do a proof of the essential distinction (in results,

and not merely in methods) between the odd and even cases, have hitherto oc-

curred to geometers. (April, 1853.)
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APPENDIX B.*

[Reprinted (with Notes) from the Proceedings of the Academy.]

Royal Irish Academy, June 25, 1849.

Sir William Rowan Hamilton communicated to the Aca-

demy some results, obtained by the quaternion analysis, re-

specting the inscription ofgauche polygons in surfaces ofthe

second order.

If it be required to inscribe a rectilinear polygon p, Pj,

Pz • • • Pn-i in such a surface, under the conditions that its n

successive sides, pPj, Pi Pj, . . . p„.iP, shall pass respectively

through n given points, Ai, Aj, . . . a„, the analysis of Sir W,
R. H. conducts to owe, or to two real\ right lines, as contain-

ing the first corner ?, according as the number n of sides is

odd or even : while, in the latter of these two cases, the two

real right lines thus found are reciprocal polars of each

other, with reference to the surface in which the polygon is

to be inscribed. Thus, for the inscription of a plane triangle,

* It had been designed that with the foregoing Appendix, which has been

reprinted without any alteration from the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Aca-

demy, of the date already mentioned (May 13th, 1850), the present Volume

should conclude. But it has since been thought that those persons who may
have done the author the honour to read so far, might like to have at hand a

copy of the published Abstract of an earlier communication to the Academy,

made at the Meeting of June 25tb, 1849, which is intimately connected with

the subject of the foregoing Appendix, and is indeed referred to in it (at

page 714), and also in Lecture VII. (at page 677). It is therefore now
thought useful to reprint that earlier Abstract, with a few notes annexed,

as a second Appendix to this work : and indeed to follow it up by another

short and appended paper.

f For a case in which the two lines become imaginary, see the foregoing

Appendix, Art. 14 (page 714).
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or of a gauche pentagon, heptagon, &c., in a surface of the

second order, where three, five, seven, &c. points are given

upon its sides, a single right line is found, which may or may
not intersect the surface ; and the problem of inscription ad-

mits generally of two real or of two imaginary solutions.

But for the inscription of a gauche quadrilateral, hexagon,

octagon, &c., when four, six, eight, &c. points are given on

its successive sides, two real right lines are found, which (as

above stated) are polars of each other; and therefore, if the

surface be an ellipsoid, or a hyperboloid of two sheets, the

problem admits generally of two real and of two imaginary

solutions : while if the surface be a hyperboloid of one sheet,

the four solutions are then, in general, together real, or toge-

ther imaginary.

When a gauche pentagon, or polygon with 2»i + 1 sides,

is to be inscribed in an ellipsoid or in a double-sheeted hyper-

boloid, and when the single straight line, found as above, lies

wholly outside the surface, so as to give two imaginary solu-

tions of the problem as at first proposed, this line is still not

useless geometrically; for its reciprocal polar intersects the

surface in two real points, of which each is the first corner of

an inscribed decagon, or polygon with Am + 2 sides, whose

2m + 1 pairs oi opposite sides intersect each other respectively

in the 2m + 1 given points, Ai, A2, . . . Ajm^i. Thus when, in

the well-known problem of inscribing a triangle in a plane

conic, whose sides shall pass through three given points, the

known rectilinear locus of the first corner is found to have no

real intersection with the conic, so that the problem, as usually

viewed, admits of no real solution, and that the inscription

of the triangle becomes geometrically impossible; we have

only to conceive an ellipsoid, or a double-sheeted hyperboloid,

to be so constructed as to contain the given conic upon its

surface ; and then to take, with respect to this surface, the

polar of this known right line, in order to obtain two real or

geometrically possible solutions of another problem, not less

interesting : since this rectilinear polar will cut the surface in
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two real points, of which each is the first corner of an inscribed

gauche hexagon whose opposite sides intersect each other in the

three points proposed. (It may be noticed that the three

diagonals of this gauche hexagon, or the three right lines

joining each corner to the opposite one, intersect each other in

one common point,* namely, in the pole of the given plane.)

If we seek to inscribe a polygon of 4m sides in a surface of

the second order, under the condition that its opposite sides

shall intersect respectively in 2m given points, the quaternion

analysis conducts generally to two polar right lines, as loci of

the first corner, which lines are the same with those that would

be otherwise found as loci of the first corner of an inscribed

polygon of 2m sides, passing respectively through the 2m
given points. Thus, in general, the polygon of 4m sides,

found as above, is merely the polygon of 2m sides, with each

side twice traversed by the motion of a point along its peri-

meter. But if a certain condition be satisfied, by a certain

arrangement of the 2m given points in space; namely, if the

last point Aj^ be on that real right line which is the locus of

the first corner of a real or imaginary inscribed polygon of

2m- 1 sides, which pass respectively through the first 2m - 1

given points Ai, . . . Aj^.i; then the inscribed polygon of 4m
distinct sides becomes not only possible but indeterminate,

its first corner being in this case allowed to take ang posi-

tion on the surface. For example, if two triangles p'
p'l p'j,

p" p"i p"2 be inscribed in a conic, so that the corresponding

sides p'p'i and p" p"i intersect each other in Ai; p'i p'j and

p"i F"i in Aj ; and p'2 p', t''^ p", in A3 ; and if we take a

fourth point a* on the right line p' p", and conceive any sur-

face of the second order constructed so as to contain the given

conic ; then any point p, on this surface, is fit to be the first

corner of a plane or gauche octagon, p Pi . . . p,, inscribed in

the surface, so that the first and fifth sides P Pj, p* Pj shall

• More generally, if the opposite sides of an inscribed gauche polygon of

4m + 2 sides intersect upon one common plane, the lines connecting opposite

corners intersect in the pole of that plane.
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intersect in Ai ; the second and sixth sides in Aj ; the third and

seventh sides in a,^ and the fourth and eighth in A4. And

generally if 2m given points be points of intersection of oppo-

site sides of any one inscribed polygon of 4m sides, the same

2m points are then fit to be intersections of opposite sides of

infinitely many other inscribed polygons, plane or gauche, of

Am sides. A very elementary example is furnished by an in-

scribed plane quadrilateral, of which the two points of meet-

ing of opposite sides are well known to be conjugate^ relatively

to the conic or to the surface, and are adapted to be the points

of meeting of opposite sides of infinitely many other inscribed

quadrilaterals.

When all the sides but one^ of an inscribed gauche poly-

gon, pass through given points, the remaining side may be

said generally to be doubly tangent to a real or imaginary sur-

face of the fourth order^ which separates itself into two real

or imaginary surfaces ofthe second order ^ having real or ima-

ginary double* contact with the original surface of the second

order, and with each other. If the original surface be an

ellipsoid (e), and if the number of sides of the inscribed po-

lygon, pp, . . . P2TO, be odd, = 2m + 1, so that the number of

fixed points Ai, . . . Aj^ is even, = 2»z, then the two surfaces

enveloped by the last side Pj^, p are a real inscribed ellipsoid

(e'), and a real exscribed hyperboloid of two sheets (e") ; and

these three surfaces (e) (e') (e") touch each other at the two

real^ points b, b', which are the first corners of two inscribed

polygons BBi . . . B2„-i and b'b'i . . . B'im-n whose 2m sides pass

• It will be seen below that this contact may become quadruple, namely,

for the case of an even-sided polygon, in accordance with an acute remark

which was made in 1849 by Arthur Cayley, Esq., in a letter to the Rev.

George Salmon, F. T. C. D. Perhaps I may be permitted to add, that be-

fore I saw Mr. Cayley's letter, I had been conducted to the same result in

my own unpublished researches.

t The three surfaces must be considered to touch each other also at the

two imaginary points which are situated on the polar of the chord bb' : and the

four points of contact become all real, or all imaginary, when the original sur-

face becomes a single-sheeted hyperboloid.
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respectively through the 2m given points (a). If these three

surfaces of the second order be cut by any three planes pa-

rallel to either of the two common tangent planes at b and b\

the sections are three similar and similarly placed ellipses

;

thus B and b' are two of the four umbUics of the ellipsoid (k'),

and also of the hyperboloid (e") when the original surface e

is a sphere. The closing chords P^m p touch a series of real

curves (c') on (e'), and also anQ;;her series of real curves (c")

on (e"), which curves are the aretes de rehroussement of two

series of developable* surfaces^ (d') and (d"), into which latter

surfaces the closing chords arrange themselves ; but these two

sets of developable surfaces are not generally rectangular to

each other, and consequently the closing chords themselves

are not generally perpendicular to any one common surface.

However, when (e) is a sphere, the developable surfaces cut

it in two series of curves, (f'), (f"), which everywhere cross

each other at right angles ; and generally at any point p on

(e), the tangents to the two curves (f') and (f") are parallel

to two conjugate semidiameters.

The centres^ of the three surfaces of the second order are

placed on one straight line; and every closing chord Pz^p is

cut harmonically at the points where it touches the two sur-

* Mains discoTered that right lines proceeding from any surface, accord-

ing to any law, arrange themselves into two series of developable surfaces,

and touch two series of curves (the arites), which are contained upon two

other surfaces, or rather generally upon two sheets of one common surface.

What seemed to me remarkable in the present question, independently of the

non-rectangularity of the developables, was chiefly the separability of the two

superficial envelopes, in both the odd and even cases, and their imaginariness

for the latter case ; at least if the original surface, in which the even-sided

gauche polygon is inscribed, be not a ruled one.

t Mr. Cayley observed, in that letter of bis to Mr. Salmon which has

been mentioned in a former note, that this statement of mine, respecting the

collinearity of the three centres, ought to be replaced by the more general

one, that the three poles of any arbitrary p/ane, with respect to the three

surfaces, are situated on one straight line. In general, as it was well re-

marked by Mr. Cayley, the relations between these three surfaces are merely

those between three which h&'ve four generating lines in common.

3 A
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faces* (e'), (e"), or the two curves (c% (c"), which are the

aretes of the two developable surfaces (d'), (d"), passing

through that chord P2„p. In a certain class of cases the three

surfaces (e), (e'), (e") are all of revolutiouy round one common
axis ; and when this happens, the curves (c'), (c"), (f'), (f")

are certain spires^ upon these surfaces, having this common
character^ that for any one such spire equal rotations round

the axis give equal anharmonic ratios; or that, more fully, if

on a spire (c'), for example, there be taken two pairs of points

c'l, c'i and c'3, c'4, and if these be projected on the axis b b'

in points g'i, g\ and G'3, g'*, then the rectangle bg'i . g'zB'

will be to the rectangle bg'j . g'i b', as bg\ . G'4 b' to bg'* . G'3 b',

if the dihedral angle c', bb'c'j be equal to the dihedral angle

c'a bb' c'4. In another extensive class of cases the hyperbo-

loid of two sheets (e") reduces itself to a pair of planes, touch-

ing the given ellipsoid (e) in the points b and b'; and then

the prolongations of the closing chords, PjmPj all meet the

right line of intersection of these two tangent planes : or the

inscribed ellipsoid (e') may reduce itself to the right line bb',

which is, in that case, crossed by all the closing chords. For

example, if the first four sides of an inscribed gauche penta-

gon pass respectively through four given points, which are

all in one common plane, then the fifth side of the pentagon

intersects a fixed right linej in that plane.

An example of imaginary envelopes is suggested by the

• In general, if any two points be conjugate relatively to any two of the

three surfaces, they are conjugate also relatively to the third; so that the

three polar planes of an arbitrary point, taken with respect to the three sur-

faces, intersect in one right line.

t In this case, if the surface (e) be a sphere, the spires (f) (f") may be

stereographically projected into two sets of logarithmic spirals, which cross

each other at right angles.

X This little theorem is perhaps well known ; it may, among other ways,

be obtained by projection from a property which is proved by quaternions

in Lecture VI., namely, that if the four first sides of a gauche pentagon in-

scribed in a sphere be respectively parallel to four given lines, the fifth side

will then be parallel to a given plane.
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problem of inscribiog a gauche quadrilateral, hexagon, or po-

lygon of 2m sides in an ellipsoid, all the sides but the last

being obliged to pass through fixed points. In this problem

the last side may be said to touch two imaginary surfaces* of

the second order, which intersect each other in two* real or

* Soon after this Abstract had been printed, I perceived, by continuing

the calculations with quaternions, that these two enveloped surfaces of the se-

cond order were two imaginary cones, which touched the original ellipsoid (e)

along two imaginary conies, and might be considered to have double contact

with it and with each other (in agreement with an earlier passage of the

Abstract) ; namely, at those two points where the two imaginary conies of

contact, just now mentioned, crossed each other, and which were also si-

tuated on the real line of intersection of the planes of the two conies of inter-

section (mentioned in the text) : theybur (real and imaginary) p/anes through

that line composing an Aarmonic />enct7 ; and the line itself being the chord

of solution, of the problem of inscribing a polygon of 2nt — 1 sides, passing

through the 2m - 1 given points. The developable surfaces were at the same
time found to become imaginary planes, touching the cones, and resting on

t)ie imaginary generatrices of the original surface (e), as what might be called

their bases on that surface : so that the cones, planes, and lines became all

real, when the surface (e) became a single-sheeted hyperboloid. (Compare

art. 677, page 678, of the Lectures.)

These geometrical results, at least so far as related to the conical enve-

lopes, and to the generatrices of the original surface, were communicated by

me, without demonstration (in letters of October, 1849), to my friends

Mr. Townsend and Mr. Salmon. A short sketch of the analysis by which

those results were perceived will perhaps be given in a subsequent Appendix :

but in the meantime Imay mention an easy geometrical confirmation of some of

them, which has only recently occurred to me, while reprinting the Abstract

as above. Let there be any four assumed points p, Q, B, 8, on some one pri-

mary (generatrix) of a given and single-sheeted hyp^rboloid ; that is on a line

belonging to one given system, which we may call the primary system, of ge-

neratrices of that surface : and let four chords ppi, qqi, kki, ssi, be drawn

from these four points, through some one given guide-point Ai. Li like

manner, let the chords Pi Pj, &c., be drawn through another given point A; ;

P2 P3, &c., through A3 ; and so on for any odd number = 2m + 1 of guide-points,

till a final set of four points on the surface is obtained. Then the four points

Pi Qi Bi 81 wtll be situated on some one secondary (generatrix), and their an-

harmonic ratio will be the same as that of the points pqr8. Hence, on ac-

count of the supposed odd number of the guide-points Ai A2 A3 . . , the four

initial and four final points, pqbb and P2m+i Qzm + i ^zm^x S2m<^i, are arranged

on two generatrices of opposite systems, which therefore meet in some point

3 A 2
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imaginary conies, situated in two real planes ; and when these

two conies are real, they touch the original ellipsoid in two

real and common points, which are the two positions of the

first corner of an inscribed polygon, whose sides pass through

the 2m - 1 fixed points. Every rectilinear tangent to either

conic is a closing chord Pzm-i p j but no position of that clos-

ing chord, which is not thus a tangent to one or other of these

conies, is intersected anywhere* by any infinitely near chord

t; and they have the same anharmonic ratio: consequently (by a known

theorem) the four connecting lines (or closing sides of the inscribed and

even-sided polygon), namely, P2m+i p, Qzm+i Q, &c., envelope a conic (ci) in

their common plane ; and this conic touches each of the two generating lines tp,

tP2m*\ of the surface; one in some point u, and the other in some point v.

In like manner, if q' be an initial point taken on the secondary through p,

then the final point Q'2m + i will be on the primary through p^m+i ; and if t be

the point of meeting of these two generating lines, then the new closing

chords P2fl,+i p, Qzm+i Q', &c., envelope a new conic (Cj) in their own plane,

which conic touches also the generating lines tp, TPjm+i, the 1" in some

point u', and the 2"'' in some other point V. Thus the original hyperboloid

being called (e), its generating lines pt, pt', may be called (Fi) (F2), by ana-

logy to a notation in the Abstract ; the developable surfaces (di), (D2), which

rest on these two lines, are seen to be the two planes ptv, ftV, touching the

hyperboloid (e) at T and t' ; while the two conies (Ci) (C2) must be consi-

dered as their respective aretes: the first superficial envelope, (ei), is the

locus of the conic (ci), and is at the same time the developable surface cir-

cumscribed about the hyperboloid (e), along that curve of contact which is

the locus of the point t' thereon ; and the second superficial envelope, (E2),

of the closing chords P2m+i p, is at once the locus of the conies (02), and the

developable circumscribed about (e) along that other curve of contact which

is the locus of the point T. All these geometrical constructions agree per-

fectly with the results of calculation stated above : the two last developable

surfaces (ei) (£2), which thus contain each indefinitely many plane conies,

whereof each is touched by indefinitely many positions of the closing chord,

being evidently the two conical envelopes, which have been mentioned in the

present Note. We see, at the same time, that the reciprocal polar of the

closing chord P2m+i P is always another chord drawn from some point t of

the one plane conic of contact, to some point t" of the other : this polar, and

these two conies of contact, as well as the enveloping cones, becoming thus

together imaginary, when the surface (e) becomes an ellipsoid or a double-

sheeted hyperboloid. (April, 1853.)

* That is to say, in any real point : for the analysis which was employed

did not fail to recognise the existence of two imaginary intersections.
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of the system. These results were illustrated by an example,*

in which there were threef given points ; one conic was the

known envelope of the fourth side of a plane inscribed qua-

drilateral ; and this was found to be the ellipse de gorge of a

certain single-sheeted hyperboloid, a certain section of which

hyperboloid, by a plane perpendicular to the plane of the el-

lipse, gave the hyperbola which was, in this example, the other

real conic, and was thus situated in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of the ellipse. And to illustrate the imaginary charac-

ter of the enveloped surfaces, or the general non-intersection

(in this example) of infinitely near positions of the closing

chords in space, one such chord was selected ; and it was

shewn that all the infinitely near chords, which made with this

chord equal and infinitesimal angles, were generatrices (of

one common system) of an infinitely thin and single-sheeted

hyperboloid.

Conceive that any rectilinear polygon of n sides, bBj . . .

Bn-i, has been inscribed in any surface of the second order,

and that n points Ai . . . a„ have been assumed on its n sides,

BBi, . . . B„.iB. Take then at pleasure any point p upon the

same surface, and draw the chords paiPi, . . . Pn.iAnPn; passing

respectively through the n points (a). Again begin with p„,

* In the particular example which was thus used as an illustration, in the

communication of 1849, the polygons were quadrilaterals inscribed in a sphere;

and the particular closing chord, which was compared with infinitely many

others infinitely near to it, was a diameter : some degree of symmetry being

also introduced into the selection of the three fixed points, which rendered

the results slightly more simple than they wonld otherwise have been, with-

out essentially altering their character.

f Any odd number of guide-points may be reduced to three, as is shewn in

the Note to Appendix A (page 716) ; and then the system of these three

points may be indefinitely varied, according to fixed laws, not only within

their own plane, but also (by the principles of the same Note) in a certain

other and conjugate plane, which passes through a certain chord of solution

determined by the given guide-points : and thus is furnished a geometrical

explanation of the existence of the second plane conic mentioned in the text,

as being enveloped by one set of closing chords, and as being real if the first

plane conic be so, even when the enveloped cones are imaginary.
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and draw, through the same n points (a), n other successive

chords, P„AiP„^i, . . .Pzn-iAnPzn. Again, draw the n chords,

PznAiPjn+i, • . • Psn-iAnPsn. Draw tangent planes at p„ and P2„,

meeting the two new chords ppjn and PnPan in points r, r';

and draw any rectilinear tangent bc at B. Then one or other

of the two following theorems will hold good, according as

n is an odd or an even number. When n is odd^ the three

points brr' will be situated in one straight line.* When n is

even^ the three pyramids which have bc for a common edge,

and have for their edges respectively opposite thereto the three

chords pPan, P2nPn> PjjPsnj being divided respectively by the

* It is clear (as was remarked in the Philosophical Magazine for April,

1850, page 306), that this collinearity enables us, by the help of two points b

and r' thus found, to determine the unique chord of solution bb', connecting

the two positions of the initial corner of an inscribed polygon, whose sides

are required to pass successively through the n given guide-points (a), n

being an odd number. More generally, if we pass, by means of chords drawn

through those points from q to Q,„ as we have done from p to p„, p and q
being both assumed at pleasure on the surface (provided that they be not

taken on one common generatrix); and if the transverse chords, p„q, q„p,

intersect in any point r ; it will be found to follow, as a sort of converse of a

theorem of the present Appendix (see page 719), that this point of intersec-

tion R must be situated upon that souyht chord ofsolution, bb'. The connexion

of this new theorem with the one above referred to is easily seen to consist

in this : that if we take B as a new guide-point, following the n = 2to - 1 given

ones, we shall be conducted, by the repeated employment of this system of

2m points, first from p to Q, and then back from q to p, describing thus a

closed and doubly even polygon (quadrilateral, or octagon, &c.) of 4m sides,

whereof the opposite sides intersect in the 2m — 1 given points (a), and in the

new point B. The case of exception to the converse of the theorem of page

719, or the case of possible inscription of a gauche polygon, whose opposite

sides shall intersect each other two by two in an even number of points, tt>»M-

out those points being obliged to satisfy the condition mentioned in that

page, namely, the case where opposite corners of the polygon are situated on

one common generatrix of the surface, at first escaped my notice, when inves-

tigating the theorem itself by means of my own analysis : which arose chiefly

from the circumstance that in representing by calculation with biquaternions

the passage from a ruled surface to a sphere, a.ny portion of a generatrix was

replaced by an imaginary vector, or bivector, of which the square was null.

(Compare the interpretation of the differential equation dp' = 0, as repre-
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squares of those three chords, and multiplied by the squares

of the three respectively parallel semidiameters of the surface,

and being also taken with algebraic signs which it is easy to

determine, have their sum equal to zero. Both theorems con-

senting the two systems of generatrices, in art. 677 of the Lectures.) And
in fact the exception exists only in an imaginary sense, for polygons in a

sphere, ellipsoid, or <fou6/e-sheeted hyperboloid. But, for a sin^/e-sheeted

hyperboloid, the geometrical reasoning of a recent Note shews easily,

that if the two initial points p and Q be assumed upon one common ge-

neratrix TD (the number n of the given guide-points being odd), the

transverse chords pq„, qp,. are then both situated in a certain common plane

DTT, and may cross each other anywhere on a certain chord UT, which is not

in general coincident with the unique chord of solution, ofthe problem of in-

scription of an odd-sided polygon. However, the theorem of the Appendix,

to which the present Note relates, and which may be thus stated, that ^'the

chord PP2„ (if » be odd) intersects generally the chord of solution bb' in a point

K, which is situated on the tangent plane to the original surface at p„," receives

a satisfactory verification by the same geometrical reasoning. For if, in the

construction just referred to, and with the letters therein employed, w©

place the point p at u, then p„ will be at t, and P2n at v ; and the chord nv,

or the polar of the point t with respect to the conic (Ci), that is with respect

to the section of the cone (Ei) made by the tangent plane DTV to the given

hyperboloid (e) at T, passes through the point x where that tangent plane in-

tersects the chord of solution bb'. In fact, by the theory sketched in this

Appendix, and in its Notes, this chord ofsolution (for an odd system of given

points) i* the polar, relatively to the given surface (e), of the line connecting the

two (real or imaginary) vertices, of the two circumscribed cones (ej) (ej) ; and

therefore the point x of this chord, as being situated in the plane of contact

of (r) (ei), has the same polar plane with respect to those two surfaces: but

the point t is conjugate to it relatively to (what is here) the hyperboloid

(e), and therefore also relatively to the cone (ei), or to the conic (ci), so

that the three points u, v, x are collinear. The same polar relation of the

chord of solution to the line of vertices gives obviously a geometrical confir-

mation of an earlier theorem of the same Appendix (page 718), respecting

the inscription of a gauche polygon of 4m + 2 sides, which sides intersect their

respective opposites in 2m + 1 given points : of which polygon that line is

(in position") a diagonal.

It may be here remarked that, ifwe attend only to position in space, there

is in general only one such polygon, which however counts as two, in confor-

mity with the general theory, because either of two opposite corners may he

taken as the initial point upon the surface. Thus the two gauche hexagons

of page 719 are wholly superposed on each other. (April, 1853.)
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duct to a form of Poncelet's construction* (the present writer's

knowledge of which is derived chiefly from the valuable work

on Conic Sections, by the Rev. George Salmon, F. T. C. D.),

when applied to the problem of inscribing a polygon in a plane

• My acquaintance with the great work of M. Poncelet (Trait6 des Pro-

priet^s Projectives, Paris, 1822) is very partial and imperfect : but I beliere

that I am safe in stating, that after shewing {Traite, p. 307) that thefree

tide of any polygon, inscribed in a plane conic, took in succession the same

positions as the free side of a triangle, and therefore (p. 245) that it enve-

loped a second conic having double contact with the given one, because it was

projectively equivalent to a chord of given length inscribed in a circle, and

touching another concentric therewith (pp. 65, 69), Poncelet inferred (p, 352)

that the lines (aA', a'A), joining opposite extremities of any two such posi-

tions (aA, a'A'), intersected on the chord o/contact, on account of the parallelism

of the lines oppositely joining the extremities of two equal chords in a circle

(pp. 248, 249) : and thence concluded that the chord ofsolution of the problem

of inscription of a polygon in a given conic, whose sides should pass succes-

sively and in an assigned order through the same number of given points,

was the Patcars-Une of a certain hexagon (^ak'aka'k), obtained by assuming

(.p. 332) any three points (a, a, a) on the conic, and thence deriving three other

points (A, A', A"), by drawing lines through the given guide-points. A sort of

extension of this beautiful construction to space, for the case of an odd system

of given points, has been given in a recent Note : the second and third triait

being supposed to begin where the first and second end, and tangent planet

being employed. It might at first sight seem that the rule thus stated should

apply, for space, as well as for the plane, not only for an odd, but also for an

even number of given points : but I have found that the locus of the point r,

in which the chord PP2n intersects the tangent plane to the given surface at

p„, is not a right line, but a surface of the second order (a double-sheeted hy-

perboloid, if the given surface be an ellipsoid), when the number n is even.

However, when the given points are all situated in one common plane, this

superficial locus of r is found to dwindle into a right line, namely, the one as-

signed by Poncelet's construction. A very elegant proof of that celebrated

construction was proposed some years ago by Mr. Townsend, who has

remarked that the same problem of inscription of a polygon in a conic may be

reduced to finding a point upon the latter, which shall have the same anhar-

monic ratio with three initial as with three final points thereon : or which

shall be, in the language of Chasles, one of the two double points oftwo Ao-

mographic divisions on the curve. This has suggested to me some researches

respecting a new sort of syngraphy in geometry, and of tyngraphicalfigures,

direct and inverse, on surfaces ofthe second order; with determinations of the

TWO POINTS (real or imaginary) on such a surface, of which each is its own

INVERSB SYNORAPH, and of the FOCR POINTS of which each is its own direct
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conic : and the second theorem may easily be stated generally

under a graphic* instead of a metric form.

The analysis! by which these results, and others connected

with them, have been obtained, appears to the author to be

sufficiently simple, at least if regard be had to the novelty and

difficulty of some of the questions to which it has been thus

applied ; but he conceives that it would occupy too large a

space in the Proceedings, if he were to give any account of

it in them : and he proposes, with the permission of the Coun-

cil, to publish his calculations as an appendage to his Second

Series of Researches respecting Quaternions, in the Transac-

BYNORAPH, relatively to THREE GIVEN PAIRS of points on the same surface;

respecting which researches I shall only at present say, that they confirm in

a new and satisfactory way some of the main results of this Appendix.

It may, however, be here added, that it is in general possible to pass, by three

or by four reflexions (through so many fixed points), from one of any two
given syngraphical figures to the other, according as the syngraphy is in-

verse or direct : but that the one or the other sort of syngraphy exists, with

the proposed signification of the words, when any odd or any even number of

reflecting points is thus employed. (April, 1853.)

• The graphic form thus referred to, of this second theorem, was ex-

pressed by me as follows, in the lately cited number of the Philosophical Ma-

gazine (for April, 1850), having been also previously communicated in an

unprinted paper, which was read in the Mathematical and Physical Section

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at Birmingham,

in September, 1849 :
—" If n be even, and if we describe two pairs ofplane co-

nies on the surface, each conic being determined by the condition of passing

through three points thereon, as follows : the first pair of conies passing

through BPP2n. and p„ Pjn Pan ; and the second pair through bp„P3„ and PPnP2n;

it will then be possible to trace, on the same surface, two other plane conies, of

which the first shall touch the two conies of the first pair, at the two points b

and Pn ; while the second new conic shall touch the two conies ofthe secondpair,

at the two points b and Pjn." In other words, the tangent at B to the section

BPPzn intersects the tangent at p„ to the section p»P2nP3n ; and the tangent at

the same point b to the section BPnPsn intersects the tangent at P2b to pPnP2n

:

the existence of both which intersections is proved by quaternions in the fol-

lowing Appendix C (with a slightly different notation), for the case of an

original sphere, and therefore generally.

t Some sketch (or at least some specimen) of this analysis, in addition to

what has been given in articles 676, 677 of the Lectures, will be found in the

following Appendix.
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tions of the Academy. He would only further observe, on the

present occasion, that he has made, in these investigations, a

frequent use of expressions of the form q+v/(-1)q'> where

v/(-l) is the ordinary imaginary of the older algebra, while

Q and q' are two different quaternions, of the kind introduced

by him into analysis in 1843, involving the three new imagi-

naries, i,j, A, for which the fundamental formula,

ii=f=k'^ = ijk = -l,

holds good. (See the Proceedings of November 13th, 1843).

And Sir W. R. Hamilton thinks that the name "Biqua-

TEiiNiON," which he has been for a considerable time accus-

tomed to apply, in his own researches, to an expression of

this form q+ \/(-1) q', is a designation more appropriate to

such expressions than to the entirely different (but very inte-

resting) octonomials of Messrs. J. T. Graves and Arthur Cay-

ley, to which Octaves* the Rev. Mr. Kirkman, in his paper

on Pluquaternions,^ has suggested (though with all courtesy

towards the present author), that the name of biquaternion

might be applied.

• Mr. Cayley was the first to publish (Phil. Mag., March, 1845, p. 210)

an octonomial expression of the form here referred to, namely, Xo4 Xi n 4- . . .

Xv 17, where ti, ... 17 were seven imaginary square roots of -- 1, grouping ac-

cording to seven ternary types, or forming seven triads analogous to the triad

ijk : and he shewed that the product of two such octonomials was another of

the sameform, having a certain modular relation to the factors. Results es-

sentially the same had been previously communicated to me (compare Lec-

tures, p. 539), by Mr. J. T. Graves, in letters of December 26th, 1843, and

January 4th, 1844 ; his octave being of the form

a + ib +jc + kd+ le + mf+ ng + oh,

with the same modular property as Mr. Cayley 's ; and the relations between

his seven imaginaries, ijklmno, admitting of being thus summed up (compare

a formula above)

:

_ 1 = t2 =ji = A« = /« = »»••' =n'i = oi =

ijk = ilm = ion —jln =jmo =klo = knm.

(See Trans. R. I. A., Vol. XXI., Part n., pp. 338, 339.) But in these octo-

nomial forms, no natural separation into two sets offour takes place, as it

does in what I call on that account a biquaternion : namely (if h denote here

the ordinary imaginary of algebra), an expression of this other form,

(w + ix +jy + kz)+h (w + ix + jy + kz).

t Phil. Mag. for December, 1848, p. 449.
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APPENDIX C*

I. If we suppose that p is an unit vector derived from a

proposed but variable unit vector p^ by the process of drawing

n successive chords from an assumed point p of the unit sphere,

through a system of n given guide points, a,, . . . a„, to a de-

rived point p', then, by principles already explained, in the

text of the present work, we shall have not only the equations,

p^=-\,p^ = -\, (1)

but also a relation of the form,

p'={-Yqpq-\ (2)

where g' is a quaternion, involving the variable vector p only

in the first degree, and including two constant quaternions in

its expression. Let Q be that biquaternion^ which is formed

from 5', by changing p to the ordinary square root of -1 ; and

let A and p. be two constant and real vectors^ entering into the

following expression of a certain derived bivector

:

p^u-\=\a. (3)

Then, instead of the relation (2), which involves (as has been

said) two constant quaternions, we shall have this other or

transformed relation, which is equally real with the former,

but is in some respects simpler^ as involving only two constant

p={-r{l+p + \p)p(\+p^\py^; (4)

or, as by (1), it may also be written :

the upper sign answering to the case where the number n of

• This third Appendix contains a rapid outline of the quaternion analysis

by which some of the foregoing results were obtained, and is designed as a
sort of supplement to articles 676, 677 (pages 674 to 678), of the Lectures.
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the guide points is odd^ and the lower sign to the case where

the number of those points is even. And for conciseness, we

shall sometimes call the former the case ofan odd system, or

simply the odd case; and the latter the case of an even st/s-

tenij or simply the even case. So far, these two great cases

appear to have much in common ; but the distinction of sign

(+) will be found to lead to an important difference o( proper-

ties. It may, however, be here noted that the formula (5)

conducts to this inverse formula, in which the ambiguous sign

is retained, so as to comprehend both cases

:

and which may be also thus written,

by changing p and p to p and p' respectively, so that the unit

vector p shall be derived from p, or the point p' from p, by

drawing n chords backwards,thro\igh the system of the n guide

points reversed, or taken in the contrary order, as An, . . . a,.

II. Considering now specially the odd case, we find that

we may write,

where

h'=2S.\fip, n' = 2V.n{X-p), (9)

but the scalar h and the vector t] are independent of the sign

of /u ; so that

S . pt) =- h' = S . Xi}', S . firi =
; (10)

and S.p? = -l = S.X^, S./i^ = 0, ifA'^=i,'. (11)

Now the equations,

S.Ap+l = S./up = 0, (12)

are precisely those which belong to and determine that (real)

straight line, or chord of solution, which satisfies, for the odd

case here considered, the condition of closure,

p' = p, (13)
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or the equation,

/o(l+/ix + X|o) + (l+/u)/t>-X = 0. (14)

Hence it is easy to infer that this chord of solution (bb') is the

rectilinear locus ofthe terminal point e of the vector $, which

point is, by (8) and (11), the intersection of the chord p'p'

with the tangent plane at p ; and thus is proved for the sphere,

and consequently (by obvious deformations) for other surfaces

of the second order, a theorem of Appendix B for the odd casCy

or rather a theorem somewhat more general.

III. On the other hand, in the even case, by taking the

lower signs in (5) and (7), and attending to (1), we find that

Xp + fi
= (p'-py'(p'+p-2p); (15)

and therefore that

\p+f,=(p-py^(p + p"-2p\ (16)

i£ p" be formed from p\ or p" from p', by going againforward

through the same even number of given guide points, as ^'

was formed from p, or p' from p. Hence the two constant

vectors, A and /i, admit, in this even case, of being thus ex-

pressed, in terms of the four successive unit vectors, p' ppp":

X = ^—>+
; + - ; (IT)

p-p p-p p -p

Pj!:Z P±P e;±£. (18)
p-p p-p P -P

If <T be the unit vector of a point b, which admits of being

taken as the first corner of an inscribed and even-sided poly-

gon, whose sides pass respectively and successively through

the given guide points, so that

«T' = <r, and <r2 = -l, (19)

a being formed from <r as p from p in (5), where the lower

sign is to be taken ; or if, with (t' = - 1, we have also

<T{l + fi + X<r) = (l + n + \<r)a: (20)

we find then that

= V.«T;x-aV.<TX = V.(TV(;u-«TA); (21)

and therefore that

(TJI V(;i-aX), r ± VOu-<tX), if r ± a; (22)
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or that
= S.r(/i-<TA), if S.(rr = 0, (23)

that is, if T have the direction of any tangential vector bc, at

the point of solution b (real or imaginary). But if we make,

for abridgment,

80 that \ . • x" are the four chords from b to p'
. . p", we have,

by (17) (18),

^_,X = 2LtX. + 5^±^,-.-^^; (25)
x-x x-x X -X

and consequently, by (23),

S.Tx'x
.

S-TXX
I

S--^XX"
(26)

""-(x-xy ix-xr ix-xY' ^ ^

This result of calculation with quaternions gives, by an imme-

diate and easy interpretation, combined with a passage from

spheres to other surfaces of the second order, of which the

geometrical principles are obvious, that metric theorem for the

even casCy which was enunciated in Appendix B. And to de-

duce, from the same formula (26), that graphic theorem^ for

the same even case, which has been stated in a Note (p. 729)

to the same Appendix, we have only to observe, that the for-

mula gives these two others :

= S.rx(x-x')(x'-x")(x"-x)»^henO = S.rx\'; (27)

and

= S.rx(x'-x) (x-x) (x-x), when = S.rxx": (28)

whereof the former (27) shews that the tangent at e to the

section bp'p' intersects the tangent at p to the section pp'p";

and the latter (28) shews that the tangent at b to bpp" inter-

sects the tangent at p' to p'pp\

IV. Let a, b, a, |3 retain the same significations as in 676,

IV. of the Lectures, n being now supposed even, and = 2m;

let the corresponding things, for w=2m + l, be denoted by

a', b\ a'|3'; and write for shortness, w instead of ajw+i. We
shall then have, by 676, 111., the values,
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a'=b + S . ad)', a' = /3 + a<t>- V. aw ; )

b'=a-S.(iw; (5' = a-b(o+y.(5o,: S
^^

which are to be substituted in the equations of the two enve-

loped surfaces of the second order, assigned in 677, XII., or

rather in the two following (obtained by accenting the letters),

a'« + j3'2 = 0; b'^ + a'' = 0. (30)

Let <Ti, ff2 be the two real, and <t'i, a'z the two imaginary unit

vectors which satisfy the equation of closure in 676, VII.;

then, by the principles of that article and paragraph, and ge-

nerally of the present calculus, it will be found, after some

reductions, that if we make

/)l = 1 + S . (Ti (U,/)ij = 1 + S . (TaW, p'i=l + S . a\ (u, p'i = 1

'y=V./3a, i = a« + /3*-2S.7ui + (S.aw)2 + (S./3a))% [ (31)

c 4 c' = a* + /3S cc' = -y\ c> c\

w = o)' + 1, m' = a'* + /3'% m" = b"" + a'S

then L = cu-^c'pip2 = c'u-\-cp\p\,
1(^2^

u' = L+{b'-P')u,u"=L + {a-'-a')u. )

The original surface (e) being supposed to be the unit-sphere

M = 0, the two enveloped surfaces (e') (e") have for their equa-

tions u' =0, u" = 0; their three centres are seen to be collinear,

because they have for their respective vectors, 0, (b^ - j3*)' ^ 7j

(a''- d^y^y : and other geometrical relations, already mentioned,

may be deduced from the same equations. In particular, the

/our imaginary right lines^ for which pi.p2 = 0, p\ . p'2 = 0, are

seen to be common to the three surfaces, because the equations

of these surfaces may be written thus :

cp\p2 = c'pipi ; cp\p'a = c'e'pipi ; cp'ip'i = cVpipz ; (33)

where

e'(6='-j3^ + c) = 6^-/3Hc'; e" (a^ -a" + c) = a^ - a^ + c; (34)

and consequently,

b-' e'(b^-(i^ + cy = - a-' c" (a* - o'' + cy ^b'-fi^ + a""- a\ (35)

If this last constant be positive, then e > 0, e" < ; and the

surfaces (e') (e") are respectively an ellipsoid and a double-
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sheeted hyperboloid, the surface (s) being still, for simplicity,

a sphere: but (e') and (e") interchange characters, when b^-^^

+ 0^-0."^ changes sign.

V. The vectors X, fx of the present Appendix are con-

nected with a, by a, /3, for an even system, by the relations,

a = a/u - *X
;
/3 = 6// + aX ;

(a* - i^) S . X/i = a6 ( 1 + X* - /u') ; (36

)

and for an odd system by these others,

a = aV + b'X ;
/3' = b)i - aX ; {b'^ - a") S .XV = db'

(l+X'»-;x'0: (37)

among the consequences of which it may sufiBce to mention

here, that when an even number of guide-points is given, the

equations of the two enveloped surfaces (e') (e") are jointly

included in the formula,
ij.'^= (V.k'fi'y; and that when the

number of given points is odd, the vectors of the summits of

the two imaginary cones, which are then touched by all the

closing chords, have for their joint expression, X'+/u' s/- 1.

VI. Finally, as regards the conception of syngraphical

FIGURES ON A SURFACE of the second order, mentioned in a

note (pp. 728, 729) to (he preceding Appendix B, it may be

briefly remarked, in conclusion, that when the surface is the

unit-sphere, two constant vectors, X and fi (or X'and f/) admit

in general of being dejinitely determined so as to satisfy three

conditions of the form (5), prepared so as to be equivalent to

six scalar equations, with one definite selection of the alge-

braical signs (+) ; three unit-vectors p^ p-i, pa being assumed

or given as initial^ and three others, p'l, p\y p'3, affinal; and

that then each new initial unit-vector p will give one new

final unit-vector p \ or, in other words, each superficial point

p will give another such point p' as its syngrafh : this syn-

graphy being inverse or direct^ according as upper or lower

signs are taken in the formula.

THE END.
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ERRATA.*
IwPbhface:— ,, ,, •> t»

Page (4), line 7 from foot, fitr than read Moompued tqth
— (24), line 8, for not read nor

Ik Contknts :

—

Page ix., line 14 from foot, /or vector mintu vehend read vectum minnt vebend
— XV., line4of §xxtv.,/or=Tp, r«a<f= Tp',

— zviL, line 10 from foot, for bisects the ntpplement ^ead is oppomta to the

bisector

— xviii., line 11 of § zxzi., for q-V Hit readq + 2/Tr

— xxxiL, line 7 from foot, for y*^a* read y»/$'a«

— xxzviiL, line 4 of § lxiv., for according as ap read according ks ap

I» Leoturks :

—

Page 76, line 7, dek " perpendicolar thereto"

— 85,Hnel, forJaireadA— 129, lines 6, 6, for quarter tpire read quadrant at the pole— 174, line 15, the exponent of— A shoald be - ^
— 177, line 18, read (g-i-Kg)*=+ Uy,
— 208, line 8, for parallelipipedon read parallelepipedon

— 211, line 5, read VO = (Uy— Ua) x Ui; ; __— 262, line 14 from foot,,^ aba'qa read aqa'ba— 321, line 19, for gn-i read q„-i

— 366, line 15,for o read a
— 377, line 7 from foot, /or 120° read 160°
— 379, line 16,/or so long reeul so long ago
— 408, lines 5 and 9 from foot, for a r«id a
— 460, line 10 from foot, /or p" read /T

— 469, line 13 from foot, after ellipsoid intert if al = al' = bk'
— 508, line 3 from foot, for beginning read middlr-— 645, line 9 from foot, for f read Fm
— 646, line 10, /or inequalities read formnla
— 660, line 6, for SX(r read 8 . \<t

dv— 696, line 9 from foot, ineert + before -r-
op

— 603, line l,r«arfS-^S^-sf^y.
V V \ V J— 612, line 10, for length read amomit

— 622, line 18, for and Q read and q— 629, line 7 from foot, for qi read gi

_' 638, line 18, for Vy read u
— 640, line 8, for r«= 41 read e*= 46— 665, line 22,^ 499 read 449
— 672, line 7 from foot, for rq-^—t readrq-^ = -i
— 687, line 5,forj-i8.ip readj-^S.jp

* a few other trifling typographical errors have been detected, which howerer (like most of thoae
in Uie present list) could not possibly embarrass a reader. No pages have been printed, answering
to the nomerals i. to vUl. of the Contents. As regards tlie astrononilcal allusions in the First Lectnie,
ee a Note to page (63) of the Pre&ce.
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